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PREFACE 

The  first  part  of  this  volume  collects  six  papyri  of  St.  Matthew’s  Gospel.  One  of 

these  is  assigned  to  the  late  second  century,  two  (one  an  additional  fragment  of  2683) 

to  the  late  second/early  third;  these  join  our  earliest  witnesses  to  the  text.  We  arc 

grateful  to  Professor  J.  D.  Thomas  for  undertaking  this  section.  Part  II  continues  our 

publication  of  fragments  of  Greek  Comedy:  most  notable  here  is  Professor  Handley’s 

final  and  complete  version  of  the  substantial  papyrus  of  Menander’s  Dis  Exapaton,  which 

is  unique  in  allowing  us  to  compare  Menander’s  original  and  Plautus’  adaptation.  Part 

III  publishes  fragments  of  known  Hellenistic  poets,  including  a  magnificent  Aratus 

(4423):  4414,  4417  and  4421  contribute  usefully  to  the  text  and  textual  history  of 

Apollonius  Rhodius,  4430-2  to  the  history  of  the  Corpus  Bucolicorum  and  its 

commentators. 

Most  of  the  Apollonius  Rhodius  fragments  and  the  bulk  of  the  documents  in  Part 

IV  were  first  edited  by  Dr.  U.  Wartenberg  in  her  1990  Oxford  D.Phil.  dissertation.  The 

literary  texts  were  revised  for  publication  by  Parsons,  the  documents  by  Rea  and  Coles. 

Among  the  documents  4435  contains  legal  pronouncements  on  the  rights  of  minors  and 

is  an  additional  piece  of  1020.  Dr.  Rea  has  contributed  the  edition  of  4436,  a  challenging 

account  which  was  reused  later  for  the  application  4438  on  its  other  side.  Finally,  Dr. 

Coles  contributes  4441,  a  long  fourth  century  account  of  building  repairs  and  materials, 

of  interest  for  the  topography  of  Oxyrhynchus,  which  has  links  with  pieces  published 

by  Grenfell  and  Hunt  in  the  first  volume  of  The  Oxyrhynchus  Papyri  and  now  in  the  British 

Library  and  in  Trinity  College,  Dublin. 

The  indexes  were  compiled  by  Coles  and  Gonis. 

We  take  the  opportunity  to  acknowledge  particular  debts.  The  Leverhulme 

Foundation  awarded  Professor  Thomas  an  Emeritus  Fellowship,  which  enabled  him  to 

work  on  the  biblical  texts;  various  German  foundations  funded  a  year  in  Oxford  for 

the  visiting  students  (K.  Btihler,  R.  Dilcher,  A.  Kolb,  M.  Richter,  C.  Selzer)  whose 

work  appears  below.  In  4401-6  we  had  the  valuable  assistance  of  the  Rev.  Dr.  David 

Parker.  In  4413,  4418  and  4421  much  preliminary  work  had  been  done  by  Professor 

Peter  Kingston  and  Dr.  W.  E.  H.  Cockle;  we  are  most  grateful  to  them  for  allowing  us 

to  consult  their  transcripts. 

As  usual  we  are  deeply  indebted  to  the  staff  of  The  Charlesworth  Group  for  solving 

with  great  skill  and  patience  the  many  problems  in  the  printing  of  our  intractable 

material. 

P.J.  PARSONS 

J.  R.  REA 

R.  A.  COLES 

General  Editors 

October,  iggj 
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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF 
PUBLICATION  AND  ABBREVIATIONS 

The  basis  of  the  method  is  the  Leiden  system  of  punctuation,  see  CE  7  (1932) 

262—9.  It  may  be  summarized  as  follows: 

a/3y  The  letters  are  doubtful,  either  because  of  damage  or  because  they  are 
otherwise  difficult  to  read 

Approximately  three  letters  remain  unread  by  the  editor 

[a/3 y]  The  letters  are  lost,  but  restored  from  a  parallel  or  by  conjecture 

j  !  Approximately  three  letters  are  lost 

(  )  Round  brackets  indicate  the  resolution  of  an  abbreviation  or  a  symbol, 

e.g.  (apTdfirj)  represents  the  symbol  -r-,  cTp(aTr)yoc)  represents  the 
abbreviation  crpS 

[a/3y]  The  letters  are  deleted  in  the  papyrus 

'  a/3 y '  The  letters  are  added  above  the  line 
<a/3y>  The  letters  are  added  by  the  editor 

{a/3y}  The  letters  are  regarded  as  mistaken  and  rejected  by  the  editor 

Heavy  arabic  numerals  refer  to  papyri  printed  in  the  volumes  of  The 

Oxyrhynchus  Papyri.  0 

The  abbreviations  used  are  in  the  main  identical  with  those  in  J.  F.  Oates  el  al., 

Checklist  of  Editions  of  Greek  Papyri  and  Ostraca,  4th  edition  ( BASP  Suppl.  No.  7,  1992). 

It  is  hoped  that  any  new  ones  will  be  self-explanatory. 

I.  NEW  TESTAMENT 

4401-4406.  New  Testament:  Matthew 

These  six  texts  are  all  fragments  of  papyrus  codices  of  the  Gospel  according  to  St 

Matthew.  Although  they  are  all  small,  and  in  some  cases  minute,  they  help  to  build  up 

a  picture  of  our  knowledge  of  the  early  history  of  this  Gospel,  especially  as  no  less  than 

five  of  them  are  certainly  not  later  than  the  first  half  of  the  fourth  century.  Hitherto  1 2 

papyrus  and  5  parchment  codices  of  Matthew  have  commonly  been  assigned 
 to  the 

period  up  to  400;  they  are  conveniently  indicated  in  bold  type  in  the 
 lists  in  S.  R. 

Llewelyn,  New  documents  illustrating  early  Christianity  VII  (1 994-)>  257“8-  The  12  papyri  are 

discussed  by  Barbara  Aland  in  The  Four  Gospels  1992  (=  Festschrift  Frans  Neirynck),  edd. 

F.  Van  Segbroeck  et  al.,  I,  325-36.  Five  of  these  12  papyri  are,  in  my  opinion,  not  later 

than  the  mid  third  century:  ipi(  — I  2),  $45,  T53j  ̂ 64  +  67  (  +  $4?)  and  ̂ 77  (  = 

XXXIV  2683).  ̂ 64  +  67  has  indeed  been  alleged  to  be  as  early  as  the  middle  or  late 

first  century,  see  G.  P.  Thiede,  JPE  105  (1995)  13-20;  this  view,  however,  is  certainly 

to  be  rejected;  cf.,  e.g.,  K.  Wachtel,  ZPE  107  (1995)  73-80,  P.  M.  Head,  Tyndale  Bull
etin 

46.2  (1995)  251-85  and  T.  C.  Skeat,  New  Test.  Stud.  4
3  (1997)  1-34.  Of  the  papyri 

published  here  I  consider  that  4403,  4404  and  4405  (an  additional  fragment  of  ̂ 77) 

belong  with  the  very  early  papyri  of  Matthew  mentioned  above. 

To  the  papyri  and  parchments  of  Matthew  listed  in  K.  Aland,  Kurzgefafit
e  Liste2 

(1994),  should  be  added  P.  Col.  inv.  571  =no.  1  in  T.  M.  Teeter,  Ten 
 Christian  Papyri 

(Diss.  Columbia,  1989),  a  leaf  from  a  parchment  codex  assigned  to  the  5th 
 century, 

containing  part  of  Matthew  vi.  A  small  additional  fragment  of  the  Matthew  leaf  of  ̂ 4
5 

has  been  published  by  T.  C.  Skeat  and  B.  C.  McGing  in  Hermathena  150  (1991)  21.  Cf. 

also  the  fifth-sixth  century  ostrakon  containing  Matthew  i.  19-20  published  by 

P.  J.  Sijpesteijn  in  ftPE  55  (1984)  145,  and  ‘Frammenti  inedit
i  del  Vangelo  secondo 

Matteo’,  published  by  A.  Passoni  Dell’Acqua  in  Aegyptus  60  (1980)  96-119  (7th/8th 

century;  three  parchment,  one  wood). 

For  a  comprehensive  discussion  of  the  recent  history  of  New  Testament  textual
 

criticism  seej.  Neville  Birdsall,  ANRWll  26,1  (1992)  99-197-  Specifically  on  the  papyri 

see  the  articles  by  E.  J.  Epp  in  M.  P.  Horgan,  P.  J.  Kobelski  (edd.),  To  Touch
  the  Text: 

Biblical  and  Related  Studies  in  Honor  of  Joseph  A.  Fitzmyer  (1989),  261-288,  and  in  B.  D. 

Ehrman,  M.  W.  Holmes  (edd.),  The  Text  of  the  New  Testament  in  Contemporary  
Research.  A 

Volume  in  Honor  of  Bruce  M.  Metzger  (Studies  and  Documents  46;  1995),  3-21. 

References  to  Turner  in  the  introductions  to  the  texts  are  to  E.  G.  Turner,  The 

Typology  of  the  Early  Codex  (1977).  All  the  texts  have  been  collated  
against  Nestle-Aland, 

Novum  Testamentum  Graece,  27th  ed.  (i993)>  with  occasional  reference  also  
to  S.  C.  E. 

Legg,  Nouum  Testamentum  Graece  secundum  Textum  Westcotto-Hortianum.  Euange
lium  secundum 

Matthaeum  (Oxford;  1 940),  and,  for  the  Old  Latin,  to  A.  Jiilicher,  Itala:  Das
  Neue  Testament 



NEW  TESTAMENT 

in  altlateinisdier  Uberlieferung  I  (1972  ed.  revised  by  K.  Aland).  I  have  benefited  greatly 

for  help  and  advice  on  the  collating  from  the  Rev.  Dr  David  Parker.  Symbols  used  for 

citing  manuscripts  follow  the  practice  of  Nestle-Aland27. 

4401.  Matthew  iii  10-12;  111  16-iv  3 

27  3B.4i/C(i~3)b  4.7  x8.6  cm  Third  century 

The  papyrus  is  broken  away  on  all  four  sides;  the  restorations  at  the  left  and  right 

are  therefore  arbitrary.  The  lines  on  both  sides  contain  between  18  and  22  letters,  and 

the  gap  between  j  and  — assuming  a  standard  text,  amounts  to  c.  400  letters,  i.e. 

approximately  19  lines  (in  addition  to  the  two  lines  partially  preserved).  This  suggests 

that  there  were  32  or  33  lines  per  page,  which  would  give  a  writing  area  of  about 

9  X  22  cm;  together  with  margins,  this  would  suit  a  codex  of  Turner’s  Group  8. 
The  hand  is  plain  and  competent,  rather  than  elegant,  with  a  complete  absence 

of  serifs.  Some  letters  somewhat  resemble  the  cursive  forms,  but  there  are  no  ligatures: 

each  letter  is  made  independently  and  with  a  clear  space  between  it  and  the  letters 

before  and  after.  The  writer  did  not  attempt  to  achieve  strict  bilinearity.  The  bow  of 

alpha  is  a  sharply  angled  triangle;  beta  can  rest  on  a  broad  base;  the  middle  stroke  of 

epsilon  is  prolonged;  mu  has  a  deep  bow,  whereas  the  bow  in  omega  is  flattened.  There 

are  tremata  over  initial  upsilon,  and  the  usual  abbreviations  for  the  nomina  sacra  Trvevp,a 

and  vide  (no  doubt  also  for  ’ I-rjcovc  and  deoc,  see  lines  20  and  27);  but  ovpavoc  is  not 
abbreviated.  No  other  lectional  signs  are  preserved.  The  script  is  very  similar  to  that 

of  P.  IFAO  inv.  89  (Plates  in  %PE  6  (1970)  Tafel  I  (a),  and  8  (1971)  Tafel  III)  +  P.  Koln 

VII  282  (Plate  la),  a  papyrus  of  Menander  assigned  to  the  third  century.  It  is  most 

probable  that  4401  is  also  to  be  assigned  to  the  third  century. 

None  of  these  verses  has  previously  appeared  in  a  Greek  papyrus,  but  verses 

iii  10-12  have  previously  appeared  on  papyrus  in  Coptic  (^96).  Since  verses  iii  9  and 
15  are  preserved  in  $67,  it  is  worth  stressing  that  the  two  papyrus  fragments  are  in 

very  different  hands.  4401  has  several  readings  which  are  textually  interesting. 

1  8ev8p]ov  noiovv  iii  10 

[ Kaprrov  /c]aAov  e[/c/co77TeTai 

[  C.  5  ]oc  77 yp  fia[XXeTcu 

[ey]ai  p,[ev  iijfiac  /3[a77Ti£ai  ev  n 

5  [u]8art  e[ic]  |U.eTa[voiav  o 

[

S

]

 

e

 

 

epx°  
[71]  
eyo  
[c  icyi/poTe 

[p]oc  

fxov  

e
[
c
]
n
v
 
 

o[u  
ovk  

etpu [i] 
Kavoc  

t a  
VTTo[8r]pLaTa  

/3ac 
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]
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c

]

c

u

 

 ayToc  
vpv[ac  

fiaiTTicei 

440 1 .  MATTHEW  iii  1 0-12;  iii  1 6-in  3 

3 

[e]v  7 m  ay  to)  /ca[i  rrvpi  ov  to 

[7 t\tvov  ev  rrj  x[€LPl  avT0V 

[/c]ai  Sia/caflap[i]e[i  rr/v  aXa> 

[va]  avToy  x[at 

].  .[  c.  12 

[  c.  5  ]  eye  vepic-r[epav  epxo 
[p,evov  e] 7t  avro[v  kcu  i8ov 
[cf/covr]  ex]  to>[v]  0  [vp]  a  [v]  cuv  [Ae 

[yovea  o]ut[o]c  e[c]T<,v  o  vc  /x[ou 
[o  ayarrrijToc  ey  w  yvSoic[r/ca 
[totc  o  Tc  av]r]x0[r] ]  etc  Tyy  [eprj 

[ fiov  vtto  to]  u  77V [c]  Treipacd[r] 
[vat  vrro  to]  u  Sta^oAou  /c[at 

[vr/CTevca]  c  p,  r/yiepac  [/cat 
[p,  vvkT\<xc  iicrepov  e7re[tva 
[cev  /cat  TrjpoceXdcov  o  77et[pa 

[£a)v  etTre]v  ai/Tai  et  vc  [et  rov 
[8v  et7ie  tva  ot]  M9oi  ovt[o t 

1  -2  The  traces  of  the  feet  of  two  letters  surviving  in  line  1  are  very  slight  and  the  reading  of  the  first 

two  letters  preserved  in  line  2  is  difficult.  The  only  variant  quoted  is  the  omission  of  KaXov.  This  is  po
orly 

attested:  1506  sy*  Irenaeus  (once);  and  in  any  case  Ka]pn or  is  not  a  possible  reading  in  line  2.  A
s  the  traces 

in  line  1  are  compatible  with  ov  and  the  spacing  is  suitable,  there  is  no  good  reason  to  doubt  that  the  papyrus had  the  expected  reading.  . 

3  All  MSS  read  eKKonre tcu  kcu  eve  7 rvp  fiaWerai,  which  is  impossible  here:  the  letter  before  nyp  is  indee
d 

almost  certainly  a  sigma,  but  the  broken  half  of  the  letter  before  this  is  rounded,  not  straight  as  
would  be 

usual  for  iota.  It  might  be  part  of  an  omega,  but  is  more  probably  the  right-hand  side  of  omicron.
  It  would 

be  very  easy  to  read  up\  oc,  and  the  spacing  suits  ko.v  -rrp\oc  (for  MSS  kcu  eve);  but  the  
variant  would  be 

unattested.  The  Lukan  parallel  (iii  9)  is  identical  to  the  Matthew. 

4  [ey]co  /r|>:  so  most  MSS.  N  and  892  add  yap,  and  some  minuscules  a
dd  ovv. 

i/Jfrac:  a  single  dot  from  the  trema  over  upsilon  is  clearly  visible. 

v]p.ac  /3[a77Ti£co:  so  N  B  W  and  a  few  minuscules,  supported  by  some  Latin  version
s  (ff1  1  vg);  most  MSS 

read  j8a7ru£a>  vfxac. 

6  [8]e  e/3xo[/x]ero[c:  the  papyrus  omitted  otucco  ju. ov  before  epxo^evoc,  which  is  incl
uded  in  almost  all 

MSS.  The  omission  is  attested  in  one  MS  of  the  Vulgate,  two  Old  Latin  MSS  (a  d),  some  Sahidic  Coptic 

MSS,  Cyprian  (one  MS)  and  Hilarius;  the  Palestinian  Syriac  (CPM)  omits  epyopevoc  as  wel
l.  This  is  the  first 

proof  of  the  omission  of  omcai  pvov  in  a  Greek  MS,  but  in  view  of  its  omission  in  d,  it  may  well  have
  been 

omitted  also  in  D  (the  Greek  column  is  lost). 
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8-9  /3acr]a[c]at:  this  is  the  reading  of  all  the  MSS  but  the  trace  at  the  left  is  not  easy  to  reconcile  with 
alpha.  It  suits  upsilon  better,  and  it  is  perhaps  just  worth  remarking  that  the  parallel  passage  in  Luke  iii  16 

has  Xvcai,  and  that  in  Mark  i  7  has  itvifiat  Xvcai ;  of  the  two  the  second  would  better  suit  the  space  available, 
reading  mq[SqpaTa  Kvifiac  \  A]y[c]at. 

10  /tap  nvpc.  omitted  by  E  S  V,  syh,  Origen  (one  MS)  and  some  minuscules. 
1 4  1 5  There  are  a  number  of  variants  here  and  the  traces  in  line  14  are  so  slight  that  we  cannot  be 

sure  of  the  reading  of  the  papyrus.  Nestle-AIand^7  prints  tiStv  [to]  rrvtvpia  [tou]  Stov  Ko.Taf$aivov  oicti  irtpicTtpav. 
N  and  B,  with  the  Bohairic  and  Irenaeus,  read  nvtvfoa  dtov;  other  majuscules  and  the  majority  of  minuscules 

read  to  irvtvpa  tov  dtov.  Thereafter  nearly  all  MSS  have  Karafiaivov  cocci  irtpicrtpav;  D  reads  Kara^aivovra 

CK  tov  ovpavov  OJC  -ncpicTtpav.  It  is  certain  that  4401  had  coc  and  not  tocti  (attested  only  in  D  and  983);  whether 

it  also  followed  D  372  syh,  several  Latin  MSS  and  Hilarius  in  adding  co<  tov  ovpavov  (or  equivalent)  is  uncertain. 
The  foot  of  the  first  letter  surviving  in  line  14  could  well  be  part  of  omicron,  and  a  possible  reading  would 
be  c/Ser  t]o  tt\vo.  tov  &v  Karo.\[jo.ivov\  toe. 

15-16  tpyo/itvov:  X*  B;  similarly  most  Latin  MSS  and  Ir1*1.  ><ai  tpyopevov:  S!  C  D  L  W  °233./M3  33 

3Ji  f  I  vg01  sy;  Ir.  The  papyrus  may  have  included  i<ai,  but  it  would  make  the  line  rather  long. 
17  c/c]  tw[v ]  o[up]a[r]a)r:  4401  agrees  with  most  MSS;  it  did  not  follow  W  and  one  lectionary  (184)  in 

reading  tod  ovpavov  (several  Syriac  MSS  also  have  the  singular,  as  do  b  and  h  of  the  Old  Latin  MSS). 

17-18  Xtyovca:  there  is  not  room  for  irpoc  avrov  after  this  which  is  added  by  D  and  supported  by  some 
versions  (a  b  g1  h  sys  c?). 

18  o]yT[o]c  e[c]rtr:  the  fibres  are  almost  completely  stripped,  but  the  reading  can  just  be  made  to  suit 

the  traces.  This  is  the  reading  of  most  MSS.  D,  supported  by  a  sysc  and  Irenaeus,  has  cv  ti. 

19  qvSorc[qca:  so  S’CLPWA1  and  a  few  minuscules,  lectionaries  and  quotations  in  the  fathers.  Most 
MSS  read  tvSoicq ca. 

20  Spacing  guarantees  that  the  papyrus  did  not  omit  o  7c  with  983  1689  and  one  Georgian  MS;  it  is 
possible  that  it  omitted  o  with  B  A  700  and  a  few  other  MSS. 

20-22  eic  rqy  [tpqpov  v-rro  to]v  ttv[c\:  the  majority  reading:  B  C  D  L  W  0233 /l13  33vid  9.11  latt  syh  sa. 
In  X  IC  892.  1424  pc  Sys<°-1>)  the  order  is  v-rro  tov  nvc  tic  rqv  tpqpov. 

v-rro  to] v  7tv[c]  rrtipac6[qvai  vrro  to]u  biofioXov:  713  reads  irtipacDqvai  v-rro  tov  rrvc  only. 

23-24  p,  qptpac  [«m  p  ru«T]ac:  on  the  use  of  figures  for  numerals  in  NT  texts  see  E.  G.  Turner,  GMAW2, 
15,  G.  H.  Roberts,  Manuscript,  Society  and  Belief  ( 1979),  18-19. 

The  order  rtcctpaKovra  qptpac  is  found  in  some  Latin,  Syriac,  Coptic  and  Georgian  versions,  but  is  not 

attested  in  any  Greek  MS,  all  of  which  read  qptpac  rtcctpaKovra  (or  TtooapaKovTa).  On  the  other  hand  X  D 

and  892  agree  with  4401  in  reading  TtccepaKovra  wrcrac  (similarly  some  Latin  MSS),  against  vvKrac  tcc- 

ctpaKovTa  of  B  C  L  W  0233  33  syh  and  most  other  MSS.  sf,  f  and  a  few  other  minuscules  omit  the 
words  and  the  /cat  preceding. 

25-26  -ri\poctX8uiv  0  mrt[pa£aiv  tint]v  avruy.  so  N  B  W/1  13  33.  700.  892™'  al  aur  ff1  1  vg  syp  mae  bo. 

-rrpoceXdwv  avTOi  0  ntipa^wv  ti-rrtv:  C  L  0233  991  f  (k)  syh,  the  majority  reading.  D  reads  irpocqXDtv  avrui  0 

rrtipaliov  /cat  tt-rrtv  avreu;  similarly  a  b  c  g1  h  sy!c  and  perhaps  the  Sahidic. 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 

4402.  Matthew  iv  i  1-12;  22-23 

81  28.85/58(0)  5  x  3.3  cm  Third/ early  fourth  century 

A  tiny  piece  from  the  bottom  corner  of  a  page  is  all  that  survives.  Assuming  27-28 

letters  per  line  and  a  normal  text,  some  33  lines  will  have  been  lost  between  the  front 

and  the  back,  giving  a  page  of  c.  35  lines.  There  is  an  appreciable  margin  of  1 .5  cm  at 

the  foot.  This  suggests  that  the  original  leaf  may  have  measured  approximately 

14  X  27  cm,  which  suits  Turner’s  Group  8. 
The  hand  is  quite  distinctive:  alpha  is  sharply  angled,  the  y-shaped  upsilon  descends 

{ 

! 

j 

I 

| 
i 

4402.  MATTHEW  iv  11-12 ;  22-23 

well  below  the  line  and  curves  back  at  the  foot  (there  is  similar  curve  on  iota,  kappa 

and  rho),  while  omicron  is  small.  There  is  a  serif  at  the  top  left  of  sigma  and  the  cross¬ 

bar  of  epsilon  is  high;  both  letters  are  straightbacked.  In  some  respects  it  is  reminiscent 

of  the  so-called  ‘severe  style5,  but  the  rounded  omega  does  not  suit  this  style  (unfortu¬ 

nately  no  example  of  mu  survives).  It  is  not  at  all  easy  to  date,  but  seems  almost  certainly 

to  belong  between  the  middle  of  the  third  century  and  the  early  years  of  the  fourth. 

There  is  some  similarity  with  P.  Herm.  4  and  5  (  =  Cavallo  and  Maehler,  GBEBP 

Plate  2a,  and  GMAW 2  Plate  70,  respectively)  and  with  XXXI  2601  (Plate  V),  all  datable 

to  the  first  quarter  of  the  4th  century;  but  the  fact  that  it  is  upright  rather  than  right- 

sloping  may  possibly  point  to  an  earlier  date.  Note  the  use  of  medial  point  in  line  3  at 

a  break  in  sense. 

Matthew  iv  23  occurs  in  VIII  1077,  an  amulet;  cf.  also  BGU  III  954’  II_”12  and VIII  1151  25-7. 

a\<j)\irjciv  avrov  iv  11 
[o  St a/3oAoc  /rat  iSou]  ayyeAot  irpoc 

[yjXdov  Kai  S ltjkovovv]  avra>-  aKovcac  12 

l  .... 
to)  /rat  Trept[r)yev  c.  14  letters?  22-23 

5  StSac/ra/r  ev  [ 

1  Only  the  bottom  tip  of  a  letter  survives,  but  this  would  fit  well  for  phi  and  the  spacing  is 
 suitable. 

4  to/:  restore  at/]]™.  There  may  have  been  a  medial  point  after  it  (cf.  line  3),  but  it  is  no  lon
ger  visible. 

The  papyrus  is  broken  away  at  the  left,  but  there  is  a  blank  before  the  first  delta  of
  SiSacucov  in  the  next  line 

which  suggests  that  nothing  is  lost  before  ™. 

There  are  several  variants  and  it  is  impossible  to  be  sure  what  the  papyrus  read  here,  especially  as  there 

is  no  way  of  knowing  whether  the  lines  were  of  approximately  the  same  length  on  both  sides.  
Any  of  the 

following  could  have  been  the  reading  of  4402: 

-rrepi-qytv  o  7c  tv  oX'q  T-rj  yaXiXaio.-.  C*  sy3'p  l1  bo 

TTtpi-qyev  o  7c  tv  r-q  yaXiXata:  N* 
rrtpvqytv  o  7c  oX-qv  r qv  yaXiXaiav:  N1  D/1  33.  892.  1424.  /  844.  /  221 1  pc  lat;  Eus;  also  1077  ( yaXiXtav ) 

-ntpiqytv  tv  oXq  rq  y0.X1X0.10.  0  tc:  C3 
ntpiqytv  0 Xqv  Tqv  yo. XiXoiov  0  tc:  W  and  the  majority  of  minusc

ules 

■ntpiqytv  tv  oXq  t q  y aAtAata:  B,  supported  by  k  s\a  sa  mae, 

5  There  is  a  horizontal  bar  to  the  top  left  of  epsilon,  but  its  purpose  is  obscure.  After  SiSacKi
ov  X*  adds 

avTOVt.  1077  omits  tv  and  the  words  following. 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 

4403.  Matthew  xiii  55-56;  xiv  3-5 

100/2  t(c)  5.8  x4  cm  Late  second/early  third  century 

A  small  piece  from  the  top  corner  of  a  leaf,  with  generous  margins  of  over  1  cm 

preserved  at  the  top  and  more  than  1.5  cm  at  each  side.  If  we  reckon  approximately 
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26  letters  per  line,  some  14-15  lines  will  have  been  lost  between  the  two  sides  and  the 

page  will  have  contained  19—20  lines.  This  would  give  a  page  size  of  approximately 1 1  x  1 6  cm. 

The  hand  is  quite  elegant,  with  noticeable  hooks  at  the  top  of  most  hastas  and 
occasional  serifs  elsewhere.  It  looks  back  to  hands  such  as  that  of  XIII  1622,  of  the  first 

half  of  the  second  century  (see  W.  Schubart,  Griech.  Palaographie,  Abb.  80),  but  is  no 

doubt  slightly  later,  though  not  later  than  the  early  third.  It  is  upright  with  noticeably 

straightbacked  epsilons  and  sigmas;  the  mid-stroke  of  epsilon  is  high  and  prolonged. 
The  bow  of  alpha  is  rounded  and  the  upper  branch  of  kappa  flattened.  Upsilon  appears 
in  more  than  one  form:  note  especially  its  occurrence  as  a  shallow  bowl  on  top  of  a 

straight  hasta  (contrast  avrov  in  line  1  with  the  same  word  in  lines  2  and  8),  and  with 

the  second  stroke  widely  spread  out  (as  in  some  documentary  hands),  see  especially 

line  4.  eOoc  letters  are  oval  and  there  is  no  great  effort  to  keep  the  writing  bilinear. 

As  a  whole  the  hand  is  very  similar  to  that  of  4405  =  2683,  so  much  so  that  the 

possibility  must  be  envisaged  that  both  are  from  the  same  codex.  Letter  forms  are 

markedly  similar,  both  texts  using  hooks  and  serifs  at  the  same  places.  In  4405  =  2683 

upsilon  as  a  bowl  on  top  of  a  hasta  also  occurs,  but  not  the  other  form  mentioned  above 

(with  the  second  stroke  spread  out);  in  addition  in  4403  the  letters  appear  very  slightly 
smaller.  Both  punctuate  by  use  of  medial  point  and  have  a  correction  in  a  second  hand 

(too  little  remains  to  say  whether  it  could  be  the  same  hand  in  both).  Although  there 

are  no  itacisms  in  4403,  whereas  there  are  several  in  4405  =  2683,  there  is  nowhere  in 

4403  where  itacisms  might  have  been  expected.  In  addition  the  format  of  the  page  is 

closely  similar  in  Both  texts.  On  the  whole,  it  seems  to  me  safest  to  treat  the  papyri  as 

from  two  different  codices,  without  excluding  the  possibility  that  they  may  be  from  the 
same  codex.  There  is  no  doubt  that  both  were  written  at  much  the  same  time. 

These  verses  of  Matthew  have  not  hitherto  occurred  on  papyrus. 

-*■  ]  fJ-JlTTjp  avTov  Xeyerai  xiii  55 

[papiapi  Kai  o]t  a8eXcf>oi  avrov  iaKo> 

[fioc  Kai  icoc]y]C’  Kai  cLpuvv-  Kai  iov 

[Sac  /cat  at  aS]eXcf>ai  avrov ■  ovyi  rracai  56 

5  [  c.  1 1  ]  iro0[e]y  oyy  tovtoj  rav 

[ra  ]  .  . 

i  rrjv  yvvaiKa  <f>iX[nrrrov  rov  aSeX  xiv  3 

<f>oy  avrov •  eX[e]yev  [yap  o  LOvavvTjc  4 

ovk  e^ecTLV  cot  ex[€LV  av 

4403.  MATTHEW  xiii  55-56;  xiv  3-5 

7 

rrjv  Kai  8eXa>v  au[-rov  arroKreivai  5 

ecj>ofir]dT]  rov  oyXo\v 

2-3  laKa >[j8oc:  the  surface  is  damaged  and  it  is  impossible  to  say  whether  or  not  there  was  a  trema  over 
the  iota  (cf.  line  3). 

3  Lcoc^rjc:  the  papyrus  supports  the  reading  of  K  L  W  A  0106  fVi  565.  1241  pm  k 
 qc  sa  bomss.  A  few 

minuscules,  syh  and  some  Coptic  (Bohairic)  MSS  read  twoj.  N*vid  D  T  and  several  minuscules  read  u
oavvpc, 

supported  by  some  MSS  of  the  Vulgate  and  of  Origen.  S!BCN  0/1  33.  700°  892  and  a  few  other  minu
scules 

read  io icpcf;  similarly  most  Latin  MSS,  sysehl,,g  mae  bo1",  and  some  MSS  of  Origen. 

5  What  has  been  inserted  over  the  line  Is  unclear,  but  is  no  doubt  a  correction  and  is  very  probably  by 

a  second  hand.  It  may  be  just  possible  to  read  ]  «« y,  but  probably  a  better  reading  is  ]civ  followed  by  a 

medial  point  (v]piv  cannot  be  read);  both  readings  imply  that  ciciv  was  omitted  and  then  later  i
nserted.  This 

creates  a  problem:  nearly  all  MSS  read,  after  rracai,  irpoc  ppac  eiciv  rroBev;  the  only  variants  attested  are  ciciv
 

irpoc  rjfiac  noOev  from  892,  and  7 Tap  rpuv  ei civ  irodcv  in  a  few  majuscules  (N  O  A  2  0
119)  and  two  minuscules 

(473  1474).  This  suggests  that  all  we  need  to  restore  at  the  start  of  this  line  is  irpoc  i)fiac,  whi
ch  is  some  two 

to  three  letters  too  short.  Dr  Parker  notes  that  Mark  vi  3  has  k at  ovk  etctv  ou  aSeX<f>ai  avrov  w&e  irpoc  pfiac  at 

this  point;  he  wonders  whether  the  copyist  may  have  written  cuSe  irpoc  ppac  at  the  start  of  line  5,  omitting 
cictv  which  was  then  added  over  the  line. 

ow  is  omitted  by  M  and  by  some  versions. 

6  The  traces  on  the  frayed  remains  of  the  papyrus  at  the  right  are  too  indistinct  to  be  assigned  to 

specific  letters. 7  D  and  several  Latin  MSS  omit  cpiXiirirov. 
8  0  Lwawijc:  the  variants  are  the  following: 

uoario/c  avrco:  N2 
avrcv  tcoawijc:  D 
o  auawijc:  565  pc 

uoavvpc:  N* 

avrw  0  laiawijc:  C  L  W  ©  0106 /us  33  SR— the  majority  reading 

o  tcoawijc  (uoavrjc  B)  avrco:  B  Z 

Spacing  guarantees  that  4403  omitted  avrco,  but  it  is  unclear  whether  it  also  omitted  0. 

9  There  is  a  problem  in  this  line  as  the  supplement  is  too  short.  Two  Old  Latin  MSS  (f  ff1)  read  uxor
em 

fratris  tui  for  avrrjv,  and  k  and  syc  add  the  equivalent  of  yvvaiKa  after  avrrjv,  but  no  su
itable  variants  are  attested. 

1 1  ccpo^rjBrj:  so  nearly  all  MSS;  ecfrofieiro:  954.  1424  and  a  few  versions. 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 

4404.  Matthew  xxi  34-37;  43  and  45  (?) 

27  3B-38/N(i)a  7x5.2cm  
Late  second  century 

Although  on  one  side  (|)  only  indecisive  traces  survive,  enough  is  preserved  to 

make  it  certain  that,  as  we  should  expect,  we  have  part  of  a  leaf  from  a  codex.  The 

readings  suggested  for  j  are  exceedingly  tentative  and  this  must  be  borne  in  mind  when
 

this  papyrus  is  used  for  purposes  of  textual  criticism.  These  verses  have  not  previously 

appeared  on  papyrus. 

The  hand  is  clearly  ‘early’,  i.e.  before  c.  250.  It  is  very  carefully  written,  with 

extensive  use  of  serifs.  It  could  well  be  considered  an  example  of  the  ‘decorated’  style 
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or  gierstil,  on  which  see  GMAW2,  p.  21,  where  it  is  stressed  that  this  so-called  style, 
often  found  in  the  Ptolemaic  period,  is  attested  as  late  as  texts  from  the  first  few  years 

of  the  third  century  AD  (e.g.  GMAW2,  Plate  87).  The  bow  of  alpha  is  round  with  an 
occasional  loop  at  the  top;  edoc  letters  are  broad;  omega  and  mu  are  deeply  curved; 

bilinearity  is  strictly  observed.  There  are  three  instances  of  the  use  of  a  rough  breathing 

(but  it  is  not  used  over  01  in  line  3).  I  should  assign  4404  with  some  confidence  to  the 

second  half  of  the  second  century,  while  not  wishing  to  exclude  altogether  a  slightly 

earlier  or  a  slightly  later  date.  It  must  certainly  rank  with  the  papyri  mentioned  in  the 

general  introduction  above  as  one  of  the  earliest  surviving  texts  of  Matthew. 

The  hand  has  a  good  deal  of  similarity  with  that  used  for  L  3523,  a  codex  of  John’s 
Gospel  assigned  without  discussion  to  the  second  century  (JI90).  The  letter  forms  are 

very  close,  but  in  3523  beta  rests  on  a  broad  base  (which  is  not  the  case  in  4404),  and 

sigmas  in  4404  are  fully  rounded,  whereas  those  in  3523  have  a  more  flattened  top 

stroke.  4404  has  a  somewhat  more  elegant  appearance  overall  and  is  most  probably 

not  part  of  the  same  MS  as  3523. 

The  lines  are  complete  at  the  right.  There  is  a  blank  above  the  top  line  which 

makes  it  probable  that  the  top  of  the  page  survives.  If  the  passage  on  side  J,  has  been 

correctly  identified,  and  if  we  assume  c.  24  letters  per  line  and  a  normal  text,  the  original 

columns  will  have  contained  some  3 1  lines.  When  allowance  has  been  made  for  margins, 

this  suggests  a  page  of  approximately  14  x  25  cm,  which  fits  well  into  Turner’s  Group  8. 

-*  ]  S[o]uAot/[c]  avrov  rrpoc  xxi  34 

[touc  yea)pyovc\  Xafieiv  rove  Kap 

[■trove  avrov  /rat]  Aa/3 ovree  01  yeuip  35 

[yot  rove  SouJAouc  avr[ov ]  ov  pev 

5  [eSeipav]  ov  Se  arreKreivav  ov 

[Se  eXi 0o/S]oXrjcav  rraXiv  arre  36 

[c-rciAev  a]AAouc  SovXovc  rrXeio 

[vac  re ov  TTpcoTiov  /rat]  erroirjcay 

[auroic  weavreoc  verepov  8]e  arre  37 

i  Scanty  traces  of  4  lines 

!4  ]  So07] cer[a]t  43 

[edvet  rroiovvjri  t[o]uc  /cap [-77011] c 

[avrr/c  /cat  aKov\ea[v\ree  o[t  45 

Scanty  traces  of  1  line 

9 
4404.  MATTHEW  xxi  34-37;  43  and  45  (?) 

3  /cat]  Aafi  ovree.  so  most  MSS;  Aafiovrec  Se  1555  and  the  Sahidic. 

6  The  papyrus  reads  jraAiv  without  addition,  as  do  nearly  all  MSS.  X*,  supported  by  s
yp,  reads  Kat 

naAiv;  D  reads  jraAtv  ovv;  579  reads  rraAir  Sc  (cf.  uero  in  d). 

8  Two  Latin  MSS  (a  e)  omit  the  equivalent  of  tcov  TrpasTwv. 

10  ff.  Although  the  fibres  are  not  stripped,  the  ink  on  this  side  (f)  has  almost  entirely  disappeared.  I
n 

lines  10—13  and  17  only  meagre  traces  remain,  which  cannot  be  assigned  to  any  lette
r.  In  the  other  lines  the 

only  letter  which  is  beyond  all  doubt  is  the  epsilon  in  line  16,  but  kappa  preceded  by  sigma  or  eps
ilon  is 

almost  certain  in  line  15.  No  text  from  the  preceding  verses  in  Matthew  fits  well  with  t
he  slight  traces 

remaining.  But  in  the  following  verses  there  does  seem  to  be  one  place  which  could  f
it  without  too  much 

difficulty,  namely  xxi  43  and  45.  This  involves  the  assumption  that  the  papyrus  omitted  
verse  44,  since  the 

traces  before  and  after  the  epsilon  in  line  16  do  not  permit  the  reading  of  the  start  of  verse  44:  k<u  0  mco
nv 

em  ktA.  The  verse  is  omitted  in  D  33,  several  Latin  MSS,  sy5,  Eus’>"';  and  it  seems  almost  
certain  that  Origen 

used  a  manuscript  which  omitted  the  verse  (teste  Tischendorf).  It  is  included  by  X  B  C  L  W  Z  (0)  
0102, 

together  with  most  other  MSS  and  versions.  The  reading  throughout,  however,  is  very  tentative  indeed
,  thus 

making  it  hazardous  to  use  this  papyrus  as  evidence  in  support  of  the  omission  
of  the  verse. 

16  Ktu  a/cou]ca[r]rec  o[i:  this,  the  majority  reading  (B  C  D  W  8  0102 /'-13  911  lat  syph  mae),  fits  the 

spacing  and  the  traces  of  the  last  letter  better  than  anovca vthc  Sc  oi,  the  reading  supported  by  X  L  Z  33.  89
2 

pc  aur  sy“  sa  bo. 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 

4405.  Matthew  xxiii  30-34;  35-39 

1 04/ 1 52(a)  8x8.2cm  Late  second/early  third  century 

The  text  published  below  includes  a  new  fragment  of  the  page  of  the  codex  already 

published  as  XXXIV  2683  =  ̂77.  Only  the  complete  text  of  the  two  fragments  is  given 

here.  For  a  general  description  of  the  papyrus  and  full  notes  on  the  fragment  published 

earlier  the  reader  is  referred  to  2683.  The  new  fragment  covers  all  or  part  of  lines  9-15 

and  25-32  of  the  text  printed  below.  In  the  introduction  to  2683  the  papyrus  was 

assigned  to  the  later  second  century,  which  may  very  well  be  correct;  however,  a  date 

in  the  early  part  of  the  third  has  also  been  suggested  (see  K.  Aland,  Repertorium,  313). 

Certainly  there  can  be  no  doubt  about  the  accuracy  of  the  statement  made  in  the 

introduction  to  2683  that  the  papyrus  ‘belongs  among  the  oldest  New  Testament  texts’. 
The  size  of  the  column  in  2683  was  estimated  at  c.  7  x  1 1  cm.  When  allowance  is 

made  for  the  addition  of  margins,  this  suggests  a  codex  of  c.  10X15  cm.  I  he  recon¬ 

structed  layout  is  therefore  close  to  that  suggested  for  4403.  On  the  possibility  that  4403 

is  from  the  same  codex  as  4405  =  2683  see  the  introduction  to  4403.  A  codex  of  this 

size  does  not  fit  too  well  into  any  of  Turner’s  groups;  closest  are  Groups  10  and  1 1. 

1  . 

p  [  ]  [  C.  1 6  rra  
xxiii  30 

repMV  rjpu)v  [ ovk  av  rjpeda  koivoj 
voi  avrtov  ev  r[a»  atptart  raiv  77po</>7? 

rajv  cocre  pap[rvpe ire  eavroic  on  31 
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5  vioi  ecre  tojv  <f>[ovevcavTo>v  rove 

TTpo^Tac-  km  ii[/xe lc  irXrjpajcaTe  32 

to  pierpov  tcov  [iraTepcov  vpiwv 

o<f>eic  yevvrjp.[aTa  e)(i8va>v  tto>c  33 

cf>vyr]T€  arro  tt)[c]  KpLce[cvc  rrjc  yeev 

10  vr/c ■  81a  tovt[o ]  i'8ov  eyto  a7foc[reAAaj  34 

lTp[oC  VpLCLC  7 Tpo](f)7)TaC  KM  C 0<f>[oVC 

km  [ypa/x^tarei] c  avr aiv  airoi<[Te 

v[etre  km  craup]  a/cere  /ca[i  e]£  au[raiv 

[piacTiyajcere  ev  r] ate  \c\v\vay\toya\ic 

■5 

/3apa]ytou-  ov  e(f>ovev  35 

[care  pcera^v  row]  vaou  /cat  rot;  0i/ct 

[acTTjptou  aptr/jv  Xeyw  ijpieiv  r)£e  1  36 

20  [rai/ra  irgeVTa  €]ttl  ttjv  yeveav  rav 

[ttjv  vacat  ]  meat 

[cepovcaXrjpi,  Lepovc]aXrjpL'  rj  o-ttoktiv  37 

[wove a  roue  -rr/joj^rac  /cat  Xidofio 

[Xovca  rove  a.iT€CT]aXfj.evovc  jrpoc  a[u 

25  [777]  v  [7To]ca/ci[c  i^eA^/ca  eireicvva 

[|]at  ra  reKV a  co[v  o]y  rponov  opv 

[e]  TTLCvvayei  ra  v[oc]  c[ta  av]  tt)c  vtto 

Kai  [ 

rac  77 -repvyac  ov [/c  rjdeXr]caT\e  i'So[u  38 

a/^eierat  iipuv  o  [  c.  8  ]  Ae  39 

30  [yco  y]ap  i/[/xiv]  ov  ptr)  [pie  iSr/re  air 

[apri  e]aic  [ av  eijTr^re  [evXoyrppievoc 

[o  epyopeevoe  ev  ov]o[p^an 

4  ‘mere:  above  the  first  upstroke  of  co,  a  short  vertical  with  a  short  horizontal  projecting  to  the  left  ... 
there  is  too  much  ink  for  a  simple  stop’  ( ed.pr .).  This  is  correct,  but  the  horizontal  could  have  extended  to 

4405.  MATTHEW xxiii  30-34;  35-39  1 1 

the  right  where  there  is  now  a  hole  in  the  papyrus;  therefore,  t
he  simplest  solution  is  to  suppose  that  we  have 

the  remains  of  a  rough  breathing  (cf.  lines  17  and  29). 

10  eya>:  in  the  ed.pr.  it  was  considered  more  probable  that  the  papyrus 
 omitted  eyco,  but  the  new  fragment 

proves  that  it  included  it.  This  is  the  reading  of  most  MSS;  eyu>  is 
 omitted  in  D,  a  few  minuscules,  Vulgate 

(4  MSS),  Georgian,  Irenaeus  int.,  Lucifer,  Orig
en  once. 

<OT0c|WUai:  so  most  MSS;  the  papyrus  could  have  read  anocreXw  with
  D,  a  few  minuscules,  one  lectionary 

(183)  and  Origen;  similarly  Coptic  (Sahidic  and  
Bohairic). 

11  irp[oc  Vfiac:  omitted  in  D  and  one  lectionary  (184). 

11  — 12  Kai  cop[nuc\  Kai:  Kai1  omitted  by  892;  Kai2  omitted  by  L  0  and  o
ne  Georgian  MS;  corpovc  kha omitted  by  X.  ...  „„„„ 

1
2
-
 
1
3
 
 

The  new  fragment  makes  it  necessary  to  change  the  reading  proposed  at  this  point  in  AbBJ. 

There  the  reading  suggested  
was  Kai  [ypapifia reic  Kai  

avraiv J  |  a[noKreveiTe,  
with  the  comment  

that  the 

trace  at  the  start  of  line  13  best  suited  
alpha.  This  trace,  however,  

is  so  slight  that  it  does  not  prevent  the 

reading  nu,  which  
is  what  is  required  by  

syllabic  word  division. 

cf  avrwv.  this  is  the  reading  ofUBWzl  &  0102 /us  33-  565’  l  844
  e  q  vgst  sy**;  Ir1*'  The  majority 

reading  (C  D  L,  etc.,  most  minuscules,  supported  by  most  MSS  
of  the  Old  Latin  and  the  Vulgate,  sy  bo, 

other  versions,  Origen  and  some  MSS  of  Irenaeus)  adds  Kai  before  e
f . 

1

3

-

 

1

4

 

 

Ka[i  e]|  av[rwv  paenyweere  ev  r]aic  [c]y[ray]wya[ic:  omitted  by  D,  one  Old  Latin  MS  (a)  and 

Lucifer.  
Several  other  Latin  MSS  omit  the  equivalent  

of  ef  out«ix. 

15  Only  the  tops  of  letters  survive,  none  of  which  can  be  assign
ed  with  confidence  to  any  specific  letters. 

25  ij]0eAij/ca:  the  second  eta  has  been  corrected,  perhaps  from
  «.  This  seems  unlikely  to  be  a  genuine 

variant  for’  ij SeX-pca,  the  reading  of  all  the  MSS.  In  the  introd
uction  to  2683  it  is  described  as  ‘a  simple 

2

5

-

 

2

6

 

 

Ed.pr.  read  «r«cwa|[yay«u>,  commenting  that  this  made  line  26  a  little  long.  In  fact  it  is  now 

certain  
that  there  is  insufficient  

room  to  
read  [yayeijv  

at  the  start  of  line  26.  
Almost  

all  MSS  of  Matthew 

read  emcvvayayeiv,  
but  N*  before  

correction  
had  emcvvayeiv  

(cf.  on  emcvvayei  
below).  

eneicvva\[yei]y  
is  perhaps 

possible  
in  4405,  but  

«retcuxa|[f]<u  
is  an  easier  

reading.  
This  is  the  word  

used  in  the  comparable  
passage  

in 

Luke  (xiii  
34;  cf.  ed.pr.),  

and  according  
to  Tischendorf  

quotations  
in  Origen  

and  Eusebius  
use  emcvvafai  

in 
the  Matthew  

passage. 26  o]v  rponov'.  a icnep  1473.  , 

opvi£‘.  all  MSS  have  o pvic  at  this  point,  but  in  the  parallel  passage  in  Luke
  (xm  34)  N  D  W  read  opvif, cf.  Blass-Debrunner-Funk,  Grammar,  §  47.4. 

2

6

-

 

2

7

 

 

0 pvi(  [ejmcvvayei:  this  is  the  order  supported  byXBD  (K)  L  ®/113  33.  700.  892  pc  latt;  (Cl). 

The  majority  
reading  

is  emcvvayei  
opv ic:  C  W  0102,  

most  
minuscules,  

syh  p  and  a  few  other  
versions. 

27  [ejmcvvayei:  K  and  one  lectionary  (183)  read  emcwayayei. 

ra  r[oc]c[ia  av]rr)c:  so  S*  B1  D  W  A  0102,  a  few  minuscules  and 
 some  MSS  of  Clement;  spacing  is 

against  ra  voccia  ecumje,’ the  reading  of  X2  C  L  0  and  most  minuscules.
  B*  and  700,  with  Georgian1,  Irenaeus 

int.,  Clement  (some  MSS)  and  Origen  (once),  omit  (e)ai/T7)c. 
iiiro:  em  440  and  1689. 

28  7 rrepvyac:  not  nrepvyac  avrrjc  with  X  A,  a  few  minuscules,  
many  versions  and  Clement. 

Kai  has  been  inserted  over  the  line  in  a  second  hand. 

29  iipuv:  omitted  by  several  minuscules,  sys,  Clement  and  Orig
en  (once). 

There  is  a  problem  in  the  rest  of  this  line.  Most  MSS,  versions  and  q
uotations  read  0  oikoc  vputv  epVpioc. 

epnpoc  is  omitted  in  B  L  fP  sy*  sa  bopl.  Spacing  in  4405  suits  0 
 [oikoc  vpco]v  and  is  not  sufficient  for  o  [oikoc 

vpuvv  eprjpo] c.  However,  as  remarked  in  the  ed.pr.,  the  trace
  before  Ae[  is  much  easier  to  reconcile  with  sigma 

than  with  nu.  This  suggests  that  4405  did  indeed  include  eprpw
c  but  that  there  was  some  error  in  the  lacuna 

(e.g.  either  oikoc  or  vpcov  may  have  been  omitted). 

30  y]ap:  so  most  MSS;  a  few  minuscules  read  Se  (similarly
  autem  in  a  few  Old  Latin  MSS). 

so  most  MSS;  D  &  and  several  minuscules  add  on,  which  some  ver
sions  support. 

Spacing  supports  the  inclusion  of  fie,  which  is  omitted  in  
X  565.  655  and  one  Bohairic  MS. 

30-31  Spacing  guarantees  that  the  papyrus  included  an
  apri;  two  Old  Latin  MSS  (e  r1)  omit  the 

equivalent. 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 
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4406.  Matthew  xxvii  62-64;  xxvm  2-5 

85/ 26(d)  3.2  x  5.5  cm  Fifth/sixth  century 

The  papyrus  is  written  in  a  non-carbon  ink  which  has  faded  badly.  A  piece  of 

string  is  still  attached,  thus  proving  that  the  text  was  used  as  an  amulet.  These  verses 

have  not  previously  appeared  on  papyrus.  All  four  sides  are  broken  so  that  the  assigning 

of  restorations  to  particular  lines  is  arbitrary.  If  we  assume  c.  26  letters  per  line  and  a 

standard  text,  there  will  have  been  approximately  25  lines  to  the  page.  Together  with 

margins,  this  would  suggest  a  page  size  of  c.  12  x  22  cm,  which  suits  Turner’s  Group  8. 
There  are  a  number  of  itacisms  and  a  unique  reading  in  line  3.  The  hand  is 

carefully  formed,  edoc  letters  are  broad;  the  script  is  strictly  bilinear  apart  from  rho  and 

phi.  It  is  similar  to  G.  Cavallo,  Ricerche  sulla  maiuscola  biblica,  Plate  105,  which  he  regards 

as  transitional  to  the  full-blown  Alexandrian  majuscule  (see  p.  1 1 6),  and  to  ̂ 96,  a 

Greek-Goptic  papyrus  of  Matthew  published  by  T.  Orlandi,  Mitt.ost.Nat.Bibl.  9  (1974) 

49-51  with  Plate  VII;  both  these  papyri  are  dated  to  the  sixth  century.  A  date  in  the 

sixth  century  seems  appropriate  also  for  4406,  but  the  fifth  century  can  hardly  be  ruled 

out;  it  does  not  have  the  ‘heavy’  effect  to  be  seen  in  papyri  datable  after  the  sixth 
century. 

g  r]r)V  Traf)[acKevy]v 

[cvvrjxdrjcav  o]i  apyi€p[etc  /cat  01 

[^aptcatot  rrpoc]  tov  rrei\XaTov 

\XeyovTec  /ce  ep.]v7jc8rq/x[e v  otl  e/cei 

5  [ voc  o  nX avoc]  enrev  €tl  [£ojv  p. era 

[rpetc  rj/xepac]  eyeipopa[t  KeXevcov 

[ovv  acfjsaXicff]  yveu  tov  [ 

i  .... 

€TTav]a>  avro[v  rjv  Se  r)  ei Sea 

[avrov  a/c  acTp]avr]  /cat  r[o  evSvp-a 

10  [avrov  Xsvkov ]  a/c  xeia>[v  arro  Se 

[top  efrofiov  avrjov  ectc 6[rjcav  ot  tt) 

[povvrec  /cat]  eye vr]drj[cav  a >c  veK 

[pot  cmoKpideic ]  Se  o  a[yyeAoc  enrev 

[rate  yvvai^iv  pi\rj  (jso[^eicde 

xxvii  62 

63 

64 

xxviii  2-3 

4 

5 
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4406.  MATTHEW  xxvii  62-64;  xxviii  2-5 

3  The  spelling  wei-Aaror  is  very  common  in  MSS,  but  there  is  no  other  evi
dence  for  the  introduction  of 

tov  at  this  point;  the  reading  is  certain.  For  the  use  of  the  article  with  IJiX&toc  B
auer-Aland,  Wiirterbuch6,  s.v.  , 

refer  to  Winer-Schmiedel,  §  18,  6d;  cf.,  e.g.,  Mark  xv  43,  where  the  majority  tex
t  reads  irpoc  mXarov  but 

several  majuscules  add  top. 

4-5  eKavoc  o  nXavoc:  the  papyrus  provides  no  evidence  for  or  against  this
  order,  which  is  that  found  in 

most  MSS;  C2  E*  G  8,  plus  several  minuscules  and  lectionaries  and  supported  by  some 
 versions,  have  o 

TrXaVOC  €K€l voc. 

5  Spacing  is  against  the  inclusion  of  otl  before  gera,  which  is  added  by  D,  some  mi
nuscules  and  vetsions, 

and  Origen  (once).  The  papyrus  did  not  read  <rri  twv  eLirev  otl  /rera  with  517;  nor
  did  it  omit  eti  with 

one  MS  of  syp  and  one  MS  of  the  Vulgate. 

8  The  MSS  are  divided  between  eiSea  and  iSea.  N*  omitted  -qv  8e  ij  eiSm  avrov. 

10  A  few  Old  Latin  MSS  omit  the  equivalent  of  Xsvkov,  as  do  several  MSS  of  the  Vulg
ate,  sy’  and 

Augustine. 
die:  so  X  B  D  K/1  892  at;  ACLW  8  /13  33  read  coca. 

x«ai[r:  Kc  69  and  one  lectionary  (47)  have  q  xlcov- 

12  eyevq8q[cav:  so  S  B  C*  D  L  33  /  844  (/  221 1);  eye vovto  is  read  by  A  G3  W  0  and  most  majuscules 

and  minuscules. 

cvc:  the  MSS  are  divided  between  me  and  meet.  It  is  impossible  to  say  which  stood  in  the  papyrus
, 

especially  as  meei  could  well  have  been  written  coci. 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 
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II.  COMEDY 

4407.  Menander,  Dis  Exapaton 

7  iB.i/XIII(c)  37  x32.5  cm  Later  third  century 

Thirteen  fragments  have  been  put  together  to  give  parts  of  three  columns  of  a 

copy  of  a  comedy  written  across  the  vertical  fibres  on  the  back  of  a  roll  previously  used 

for  a  species  of  register.  In  that  document,  Sir  Eric  Turner  noticed  a  date  which  places 

it  near  the  middle  of  the  third  century  ad,  namely  ad  241/2;  consistently  with  such  a 

date,  the  handwriting  of  the  play  may  be  assigned  to  the  latter  part  of  the  third  century, 

or  perhaps  to  early  in  the  fourth.  Though  not  elegant,  it  is,  when  spared  by  damage, 

clear,  practical  and  professional,  a  member  of  a  group  of  Oxyrhynchus  papyri  of  this 

period  with  copies  of  plays  or  other  literary  texts  on  the  back  of  documentary  rolls, 

which  may  be  of  substantial  size:  two  recently  published  examples  are  LIX  3967, 

Menander,  Misoumenos,  and  3968,  possibly  Thais  or  Kitharistes. 

The  present  text  is  identified  as  Dis  Exapaton  by  its  relationship  to  a  sequence  of 

scenes  in  the  Bacchides  of  Plautus.  That  Bacchides  derives  from  Dis  Exapaton  has  generally 

been  taken  for  granted,  following  Friedrich  Ritschl’s  discussion  of  the  topic  in  a  lecture 
given  in  Breslau  on  22  January  1836,  and  reprinted  in  his  Parerga  Plautina  et  Terentiana  1 

(1845),  where  (see  pp.  405-12)  there  is  invoked  among  other  evidence  the  correspond¬ 
ence  between  the  .  famous  lines  quem  di  diligunt  \  adulescens  moritur  ( Ba .  816  f.)  and 

Menander’s  ov  ol  aeoi  cjnXovciv  aTTodvfjCKei  veoc,  fr.  1 1 1  KT,  quoted  with  the  ascription 
MevavSpov  Aie  e^airardivroe  by  Stobaeus,  Eel.  iv.  52,  27  (so  A;  the  other  sources  give 

author,  but  not  title).  The  total  of  1 13  lines  (including  the  heading  XOPOY,  Col.  iii.  1), 

even  though  many  of  them  survive  only  as  a  few  letters,  makes  this  much  the  longest 

piece  of  a  comedy  available  for  direct  comparison  with  its  Latin  version.  The  discovery 

was  first  made  known  in  an  Inaugural  Lecture  given  by  me  in  University  College 

London  on  5  February  1 968,  under  the  title  Menander  and  Plautus:  a  Study  in  Comparison, 

and  published  in  November  of  that  year  for  the  College  by  H.  K.  Lewis  (it  will  be 

quoted  here  as  MP);  a  German  version  appears  in  Wege  der  Forschung  ccxxxvi  (1973) 

249-76,  for  which  the  translator  and  the  author  were  fortunate  in  having  had  the  help 
of  Professor  Otto  Skutsch.  An  extensive  bibliography  has  since  accumulated,  to  which 
reference  will  be  made  later. 

The  pages  that  follow  give  a  presentation  in  the  style  of  the  Egypt  Exploration 

Society,  with  transcript  and  palaeographical  commentary  supplemented  by  edited  ver¬ 

sion,  translation  and  notes.  My  primary  concern  has  been  to  present  the  text  and  (so 

far  as  I  can)  to  elucidate  it.  If  the  palaeographical  commentary  seems  fuller  than  it  need 

be,  it  is  because  experience  has  shown  that  photographs,  which  can  clarify  problems, 

also  sometimes  give  clues  that  are  false;  if  the  notes  to  the  edited  version  fall  short  of 

expectation  by  a  reluctance  to  pursue  every  issue  that  has  been  raised  or  might  be 
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thought  to  arise,  it  is  not  so  much  from  a  lack  of  interest  in  exploration  as  from  a  sharp 

sense,  in  the  presence  of  continuing  new  discoveries,  of  the  speed  with  which  theo
ries 

succumb  to  facts.  In  particular,  I  have  rationed  myself  in  regard  to  problems  which 

lead  away  from  the  text  before  us  into  such  matters  as  the  putative  structure  of 

Menander’s  play  in  comparison  with  the  play  by  Plautus  as  we  have  it,  or  into  details 

that  are  at  best  tangential  to  the  main  task  in  hand.1 

The  normal  column  of  text,  to  judge  by  the  two  whose  full  height  can  be  credibly 

reconstituted,  was  of  51  lines  in  26.5  cm,  with  an  upper  and  lower  margin  of  some  3  cm 

each,  and  a  breadth  of  10-12  cm,  with  about  3  cm  of  space  between  columns. 

Accordingly,  with  a  play  of  something  over  1000  lines  (and  this  one,  with  a  single  
Act, 

apparently,  of  364  lines,  is  not  likely  to  have  been  shorter  than  that),  we  a
re  to  think 

of  a  roll  roughly  three  metres  long,  or  perhaps  longer. 

Aids  to  the  reader  are  sparse.  Changes  of  speaker  are  indicated  in  the  conventional 

way  by  paragraphoi  under  the  beginning  of  lines  in  which,  or  at  the  end  of  which
,  they 

occur;  a  double  point,  the  dicolon,  marks  the  place  of  the  change.  Speakers’  na
mes, 

some  now  damaged  beyond  recognition,  appear  intermittently  in  the  left  hand  margins 

and  between  lines.  Punctuation  (again  sometimes  damaged  or  doubtful)  is  by  single 

high  point.  There  are  occasional  accents  and  angular  rough  breathings;  the  trema  is 

found  marking  initial  and  final  iota:  acute  accents,  as  in  ii.  10  ̂ ov a,  29  pdrpv,  in.  24 

yorjc,  28  tovto  coi,  31  mdavevopevqv',  grave,  ii.  9  etc  (cf.  iii.  5?);  circ
umflex,  iii.  6  -vfjva t 

(?),  46  tov  (over  first  of  diphthong);  breathings,  ii.  10  (as  above),  13  p.aAicr’
(S’w[  = 

paXied’,  rj  §’  ds[e,  iii.  35-6  ([  ]tij  and  o[  ]a  =  avrr]  and  ol'a;  trema,  ii.  9  trap?  (cf.  iii.  39
), 

12  lease,  iii.  22  ]  o[  ]  ovi  =  tovtovC,  with  diagnostic  value  for  ii.  30.  Elision  is  no
rmally 

made  and  marked  by  diastole  (there  is  a  strange  example  at  ii.  1);  at  places  where  the 

diastole  seems  to  be  lacking  (including  iii.  32  8 evavrq  and  iii.  50  ovSeyas)  it  may  well 

have  been  lost  by  abrasion  or  damage  rather  than  omitted  (there  is  scriptio  plena  at 

i.  49  ajsoSpa  apporTetV,  cf.  iii.  51). 

All  of  these  lectional  aids  appear  to  have  been  written  currente  calamo  as  part  of  a 

single  process  of  copying,  and  not  added  by  way  of  revision.  I  he  same  
seems  to  be  true 

of  the  few  corrections  or  interlinear  additions  that  are  present:  ii.  5  airavrae  recognizable 

in  the  margin  as  a  correction  of  navrac’,  1 2  c  written  above  the  line  to  correct  icorc
e  to 

’lease  ce;  47  a KoXovOei  written  over  a  slip  of  the  pen;  iii.  2 1  pt]  added  abo
ve  the  line, 

apparently  correcting  an  omission;  32  unwanted  v  deleted;  at  ii.  38  an  apparently  co
rrect 

reading  over  the  line,  ypijerw,  replaces  a  strange  one  in  the  text,  and  at  ii
.  46  irate 

stands,  for  whatever  reason,  over  the  proper  name  Cvpoe.  If  one  tries  to  set  a
side  the 

numerous  textual  problems  that  are  compounded  by  loss  and  damage,  the  underlying 

quality  of  the  copy  seems  to  be  good  (as  indeed  is  its  orthography).  The
  corrections 

1  For  instance,  at  Bacchides  499  I  happen  to  prefer  ergo  P  to  ego  A,  but
  do  not  do  more  here  than  record  the 

variant:  for  what  it  is  worth,  there  are  some  first  thoughts  on  this  and
  other  matters  of  Plautus  text  in  the 

light  of  Dis  Exapaton  in  MP  at  pp.  10,  13,  17b  and  notes. 
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TrpdTTrjc  for  -etc  at  iii.  28  and  olav  for  ota  at  iii.  36  have  found  favour;  part-markings, 
or  the  lack  of  them,  may  be  at  fault  at  ii.  3,  41  f.  and  50;  but  what  indications  there 

are  (one  speaks  with  caution,  without  any  check  from  other  primary  sources)  do  not 
suggest  anything  but  a  sound  line  of  transmission. 

The  possibility  that  more  fragments  of  the  same  copy  might  be  found  among  the 

material  from  Oxyrhynchus  has  not  been  realized,  as  it  was  in  time  with  Kolax  (III 
409  +  XXXIII  2655),  with  the  unidentified  play  that  now  appears  as  LXII  4302  (PCG 
VIII.  1152)  and  perhaps  also  with  Leukadia  (see  LX  4024).  LXI  4093  ( PCG  VIII.  1 149) 
is  a  scrap  of  a  roll  assigned  to  the  later  second  or  early  third  century,  with  remains  of 
fifteen  comic  verses,  and  among  them  XOPOY  marking  an  act-ending  (not  that  of 

Act  I).  A  iieip&Kiov ,  a  desperate  young  man  in  love,  after  previous  misadventures,  has 

someone  discussing  with  him  the  idea  of  diverting  his  father’s  gold  to  his  girl;  but  this 
kinship  of  motif  did  not  enable  me,  in  commenting  on  the  piece,  to  do  more  than 

explore  the  possibilities  of  its  belonging  to  Dis  Exapaton.  Likewise  related  in  motif,  this 

time  to  the  earlier  part  of  the  play  as  seen  from  Bacchides ,  is  a  set  of  fragments  from  a 

roll  of  the  third  century  bc  that  is  now  most  conveniently  available  as  PCG  VIII.  1 147: 

R.  Niinlist  (quoted  there)  makes  a  case  for  recognizing  Dis  Exapaton ,  but,  once  again,  it 
is  a  question  of  exploration  rather  than  of  offering  proof. 

In  fact,  apart  from  the  present  piece,  the  only  certain  accession  to  the  text  of  the 

Dis  Exapaton  from  papyri  so  far  known  is  its  first  line,  or  part  of  that,  namely  irpdc  twv 

Oe&v,  p,eipd.KLov[ ,  quoted  in  the  familiar  way  as  preface  to  a  plot-summary,  which  would 

have  been  welcome  indeed  if  anything  from  it  had  survived:  P.  IFAO  337,  from 
Oxyrhynchus,  assigned  to  the  second  century  ad  =  fr.  1  Sandbach,  fr.  1  Arnott.  The 

p-eLpaxiov  here  must  be  the  youth  we  meet  in  our  fragment  as  Moschos,  the  Pistoclerus 

of  Bacchides-,  the  identity  of  the  person  addressing  the  pcetpaKiov,  as  in  LXI  4093,  men¬ 
tioned  above,  is  open  to  conjecture.  A  tenable,  though  not  a  certain  ascription  (included 

in  that  sense  by  Arnott  as  fr.  6)  is  PAnt  III.  122  ( =  PCG  VIII.  1101),  which  consists  of 

two  small  scraps  of  a  codex  assigned  to  the  third  century  ad,  and  containing,  as  its 
main  feature  of  interest,  the  proper  name  Lydos  in  the  vocative,  a  name  which  is 

common  to  Bacchides  and  the  present  fragment  of  Dis  Exapaton,  but  is  also  known  from 

elsewhere,  as  Kassel-Austin  remark;  and  Arnott  quotes  Cicero,  Pro  Flacco  65  as  evidence 
that  it  was  in  fact  common  in  Greek  comedy.  The  case  would  be  stronger  if  the  letters 

]  evpoc8oi<[  in  line  13  (12  Arnott)  could  dependably  be  read  as  ]o  Cup  oc  So«[ei  or 

something  like  that  (the  surface  under  the  first  two  letters  is  partly  stripped,  as  Dr  Walter 

Cockle  once  pointed  out  to  me);  but  the  content  in  any  case  has  proved  to  be  so 

uninformative  that  one  can  only  ‘wait  and  see’. 

Of  the  quoted  fragments,  apart  from  1 1  iKT  ( =  4  Sandbach/Arnott)  the  celebrated 

source  of  Byron’s  ‘Whom  the  gods  love,  die  young’,  which  was  referred  to  above,  one 
other  quotation  needs  to  be  mentioned  here.  Fr  109KT  (  =  2  S/A)  reads  fiovX-ppoporc  \ 

(tt}v)  Tjfierepav  (at)  Aypie'a  -tTpoKareXafiec  \  opaciv.  Someone  is  addressing  a  man  named 
Demeas  in  flattering  and  strangely  elevated  language.  If  we  were  on  surer  ground,  we 
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could  guess  which  of  the  two  fathers  of  unknown  name  in  the  present  fragment
  was 

being  addressed  by  whom;  but  Fulgentius,  the  quoting  source,  is  far  from  
above  suspi¬ 

cion,  even  if  one  discounts  an  observation  by  T.  B.  L.  Webster  that  the  words  corre
spond 

to  Terence,  Adelphoe  385  ff.,  and  therefore  should  come  from  Menander’s  Seco
nd  Adelphoi, 

in  the  absence  of  any  demonstrable  link  with  Dis  Exapaton/ Bacchides, 

That  item  set  aside,  the  cast-list  for  our  purposes  consists  of  the  old  man  we  call 

A,  Philoxenus  in  Plautus,  the  father  of  Moschos/Pistoclerus;  and  in  the  same  household, 

the  paidagogos  Lydos,  whose  name,  as  has  been  mentioned,  Plautus  retained. 
 Old  man 

B,  as  we  shall  call  him,  is  Plautus’  Nicobulus,  the  father  of  Sostratos/Mnesilochus;  and 

in  their  household  is  the  slave  Syros/Chrysalus.  It  may  however  be,  as  Aristotle  suggests 

in  the  Poetics  (1455b),  that  summaries  are  better  without  names;  and  if  so,  the  follo
wing 

preface  to  more  detailed  discussion  may  here  be  recalled  from  MP  6  f. 

Some  two  years  before  the  play  begins,  a  young  man  of  Athens  has 
 been  commissioned  by  his  father 

to  collect  a  debt  from  an  acquaintance  in  Ephesus.  On  his  travels,  he  mee
ts  a  girl  and  falls  in  love 

with  her:  he  understands  she  is  going  to  Athens,  and  writes  home  to  a  fr
iend  to  ask  him  to  find  where 

she  is.  The  friend  finds  her  (this  is  near  the  start  of  our  story)  newly  arriv
ed  there  to  live  in  a  house 

of  a  certain  character  with  her  sister,  who  promptly  adds  him  to  the  circ
le  ol  her  admirers.  The  second 

young  man  is  blessed  with  a  relatively  lenient  father  and  a  highly  con
ventional  tutor,  whose  standards 

he  feels  he  has  outgrown.  If  the  learned  tutor  is  in  some  sense  the  Dr  Bartolo
  of  the  piece,  the  Figaro 

or  Scapin  is  a  slave,  who  comes  back  from  Ephesus  with  his  young  master,  an
d  promptly  concocts  a 

tall  story  to  divert  the  expectant  parent  from  his  gold  so  that  the  youn
g  man  can  use  it  to  secure  the 

girl  he  wants  and  get  her  away  from  a  rival.  Our  part  of  the  plo
t  turns  on  confusion  between  the 

sisters,  the  two  Bacchises  of  Plautus’  title.  The  tutor  has  followed  his  charge 
 disapprovingly  as  he 

brings  provisions  from  the  market  for  a  party— a  ‘welcome  to  Athens’  par
ty  as  one  might  say— he  goes 

there,  and  sees  him  behaving  with  his  new  girl  friend  in  such  a  way  that 
 he  must  (he  feels)  get  the 

young  man’s  father  to  come  and  break  it  up  at  once.  They  arrive,  a
nd  when  we  come  in  the  first 

young  man  has  also  appeared  on  the  scene:  he  knows  nothing  abou
t  the  sister;  he  assumes  from  what 

the  tutor  has  to  tell  him  that  the  friend  and  the  girl  have  betrayed  him  toget
her,  and  is  put  in  the 

further  difficulty  of  being  asked  to  intervene,  and  save  his  friend  from  the 
 entanglement.  If  in  this  play 

the  main  attraction  lies  in  the  sheer  pattern  of  the  love  intrigue  and  the  portr
ayal  of  the  human  types 

and  situations  that  go  with  it,  there  is  nevertheless  a  more  serious  int
erest  in  the  contrast  between  the 

pairs  of  characters— girls,  fathers  and  sons— and,  up  to  a  point,  in  the
  problems  of  education  and 

human  relationship  which  Menander  exploited  more  fully  in  the  Second  Adelphoi, 
 the  play  adapted 

by  Terence. The  Greek  text  of  lines  11-30  (that  is,  i.  50-ii.  18)  and  91-112  (iii.  29-50)  was  set 

out  in  an  edited  version  in  MP,  which  gave  a  summary  account  of  the  rest  of  
the 

content,  or  quoted  briefly  in  translation.  These  lines,  together  with  whatev
er  else  he 

considered  solid  enough  to  be  of  practical  use,  were  incorporated  by  F.  H.  Sandbach 

in  his  Oxford  Classical  Text  of  1972  (19902),  as  already  cited  above:  that  is  to  say,  he 

added  47-63  (ii.  35—51)  and  also  89—90  (iii.  27-8),  from  which  I  had  give
n  a  quotation 

in  Entr.  Hardt  xvi  (1970)  1 7,  n.  1 .  Sandbach  had  detailed  knowledge  of  the  
original  from 

inspection,  from  photographs  and  from  my  full  transcripts  as  they  then  exist
ed;  in  the 

OCT  and  in  Menander:  a  commentary  (1 973)>  as  we^  as  earlier  in  seminar  discus
sions  at 

the  Institute  of  Classical  Studies  and  by  personal  communication,  he  proposed  a  number 

of  new  readings  and  interpretations.  W.  G.  Arnott’s  Loeb  edition,  vol.  1  (i979)>  also 
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cited  already,  has  the  same  extent  of  text  from  the  present  papyrus  as  Sandbach,  and 

he  was  acquainted  with  the  material  in  the  same  way  from  the  time  of  its  first  presenta¬ 

tion.  The  text  that  is  newly  published  here,  taking  Sandbach  and  Arnott  as  base,  consists 

therefore  of  two  elements:  (a)  new  readings  in  lines  previously  in  circulation,  for  example 

18,  22,  24  (ii.  6,  10,  12);  and  (b)  52  fragmentary  lines  or  traces  oflines,  comprising  1-10 

(  =  i.  40-49),  31-46  (  =  ii.  19-34),  64-88  ( =  iii.  2-26)  and  113  (  =  iii.  51).  These  left¬ 
overs  from  the  feast,  it  will  be  seen,  add  some  details  of  interest,  and  may  add  more  if 

other  texts  are  found  to  overlap  with  them;  but  they  have  it  in  common  that  they  are 

hard  to  present  undeceptively  without  an  apparatus  of  documentation  and  comment 

that  must  sometimes  seem  to  take  back  with  the  left  hand  anything  that  it  ventures  to 

put  forward  with  the  right.2 

The  initial  task  of  reassembling  the  fragments  could  not  have  been  either  contem¬ 

plated  or  completed  without  many  hours  of  care  and  skill  expended  by  Dr  Walter 

Cockle,  whose  name  appears  in  this  publication  for  other  reasons  as  well.  Several  other 

colleagues  in  London  and  elsewhere  suggested  possible  new  readings  and  contributed 

interpretations,  as  well  as  contributing  beneficially  to  the  demolition  of  some  of  mine; 

Dr  Revel  Coles  checked  my  transcript  against  the  original,  to  reassuring  and  sometimes 

to  productive  effect,  as  in  line  53  (ii.  41).  No-one,  of  course,  but  myself  is  responsible 
for  the  use  I  have  made  of  this  help. 

The  publication  of  the  Dyskolos  of  Menander  from  PBodmer  IV  in  1959  was  to  be 

followed  within  a  decade  by  other  important  accessions  to  knowledge  of  the  author, 

both  from  papyri  and  from  works  of  art  illustrating  the  plays.  In  this  challenging  situation 

the  Dis  Exapaton  fragments  played  their  part.  The  field  was  surveyed  in  Menandre ,  a 

group  of  contrasting  studies  ‘prepares  et  presides  par  E.  G.  Turner’,  and  published  in 
1970  as  Entretiens  Hardt,  tome  xvi:  it  includes  an  important  paper  on  Bacchides  by  Cesare 

Questa.  There  was  another  colloquium  held  in  Geneva  some  twenty  years  later,  this 

time  ‘publie  par  Eric  Handley  et  Andre  Hurst’,  under  the  title  Relire  Menandre ,  in  the 
series  Recherches  et  Rencontres  2  (1990),  where  (p.  180)  some  recent  bibliographical  surveys 

are  quoted.  Their  listings  can  be  usefully  augmented  from  Erich  Segal,  ‘Scholarship  on 

Plautus  1965-1976’  in  Classical  World  74  (1981)  353-433,  from  editions  of  Bacchides  by 

Cesare  Questa  (Firenze,  19752)  and  John  Barsby  (Warminster,  1986),  as  well  as  from 

Otto  Zwierlein’s  very  substantial  study  Zur  Kritik  und Exegese  des  Plautus,  especially  volumes 
I  (1990)  and  IV  (1992).  Together  with  a  contemporary  and  independent  study  by  Silvia 

Rizzo,3  Zwierlein’s  book  can  be  cited  here,  aim  ttoXXmv  8vo,  to  represent  one  direction 
of  scholarly  advance,  while  the  Poetae  Comici  Graeci  of  Rudolf  Kassel  and  Colin  Austin, 

with  volume  VI,  Menander,  in  preparation,  can  (and  will)  represent  another. 

2  The  original  plan  to  publish  a  full  text  with  appropriate  commentary  as  Supplement  22  of  the  Bulletin  of 

the  Institute  of  Classical  Studies  proved  in  the  event  not  to  be  practicable,  in  spite  of  (or  perhaps  because  of)  my 

being  at  the  same  time  prospective  author,  Editor  of  Publications  and  Director. 

3  ‘Da  Ghrysalo  a  Siro:  per  una  ricostruzione  del  DIS  EXAPATON  di  Menandro’  in  Died  Studiosus  [in 
honour  of  Scevola  Mariotti]  (Urbino,  1990),  9-48. 
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It  will  not  be  seen  as  a  depreciation  of  all  that  has  been  achieved  by  later  work  in 

the  field  of  New  Comedy,  both  Greek  and  Latin,  if  the  tribute  paid  near  the  beginning 

of  MP  to  Eduard  Fraenkel’s  Plautinisches  im  Plautus  of  1922  (with  the  revision  as  Elementi 

plautini  in  Plauto  of  i960)  is  recalled  here  and  now  for  the  sake  of  all  that  it  observed
 

and  all  that  it  anticipated. 
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Col.  i 

40 

]..[ 

41 

]..[]‘S[ 

42 

]..[]r/?[ 
43 

].[]/?«[ 
44 

]t.[M 

45 
>.  .  [] .  [,]avc.cT. •?[.]?[ 

46 

]?? .[]...[.  . [ 

47 ]. Tloei  St  na\  ]  ; 

48 

]. 

!  |  r’c  t]colk[  ]c[ 49 ]. 
[]</>  SpaapfxoTTeiy  [  j 

50 

]uS  iceivove  tea  A  [ 

51 

]p’V  vder  t  vav[ 

Col.  i:  ends  of  twelve  lines  with  lower  margin  are  numbered  at  the  left  by  correspondence  with  cols  ii  and 

iii,  and  at  the  right  by  the  continuous  numbering  in  general  use  for  reference  to  the  text;  below,  as  in  40/ 1, 

both  numbers  are  given. 

40/1  Perhaps]  A’ [ 
41/2  Foot  of  diagonal  and  upright,  as  for  y  or  at,  then  traces  of  high  horizontal:  could  be  ]yriS[  with 

nothing  lost  ,# 

42/3  Perhaps  ]  crp[  (C]coci-p[ar-  ?),  with  nothing  lost;  so  in  4  ]xpy[  looks  possible;  in  5,  with  a  vertical 
before  the  break,  ]tj)»[  or  ]ti[o]v 

45/6  After  ]ar,  cw  rather  than  ce,  then  cr  rather  than  cv:  i.e.  Caic-rp a[r]e  suits 

46-9  =  7-10  The  small  scrap  at  the  left  has  been  joined  where  it  was  found  adhering  when  the  fragments 

were  first  examined  for  transcription;  but  if  rightly  so,  it  adds  nothing  but  doubts.  The  horizontal  fibres  are 

stripped,  except  for  a  band  of  about  2  mm  with  a  double  dark  strand  that  seems  to  match;  experiment  with 

other  placings  has  not  revealed  one  so  suitable 

46/7  [ ,  lower  part  of  forward-sloping  upright.  ].,,[>  second  is  an  upright,  otherwise  only  particles  of 

ink.  f,  not  r,  is  verified  by  rh  end  of  lower  horizontal,  then  after  f  indeterminate  traces,  followed  by  parts  of 

a  round  letter;  all  unclear  after  that,  with  what  looks  like  a  sloping  upright  stroke  of  interlinear  ink,  as  for  a 

correction,  at  the  end.  Kq[Ta]irpo£tjei,  -e c$(e)  or  -ec0(ai)  can  be  considered  (though  if  k,  one  would  expect  to 

see  more  of  it);  wpoi'f  is  unexpected  in  the  context  ostensibly  given  by  Plautus,  nor  is  part  of  irpoCKveopat  easy 

to  accommodate  on  any  account.  At  the  end,  one  could  guess  (no  more)  IjaoO  or  yeov  corrected  from  (e)/u.oi 

47/8  ]  [  ],  an  upright,  as  for  yociy  (foot  of  upright),  mely  or  a  compound  of  either,  with  nothing  lost; 

next,  a  tall  upright  (?  <f>),  then  two  traces  perhaps  from  one  letter  (?  4);  then  Si  (?  Sic,  or  rather  S77);  last  but 

one,  a  forward-sloping  vertical — all  this  too  ambiguous  to  articulate 

48/9  [].>  high  sloping  stroke,  as  r.h.  upper  part  of  y,  and  r’  (rather  than  y')  lead  one  to  conjecture 

Ke]Aeyi?  t">  the  joined  fragment  has  compatible,  though  indecisive,  traces  of  ink 
49/10  ]  ,  low  rising  curve,  possibly  p.  and  so  perhaps  pfi  |c]</*oopa;  not,  if  the  joined  fragment  fits, 

ov  [c](f>6Bpa 

50/11  High  ink  after  ]vS  may  come  from  top  of  e,  diastole  being  abraded  or  lacking;  last  is  a  mere 

particle  of  ink,  and  could  be  from  any  letter 

51/12  After  r,  foot  of  letter,  top  and  foot  of  vertical,  then  horizontal  on  line  and  trace  of  high  ink 

following,  as  for  S’;  after  that  trace  of  vertical  and  perhaps  horizontal  joining  y,  for  eyav[;  but  tv'  av[  vel  sim. 
is  not  ruled  out 

]av,  Ca)CTf>a[T]e, 

€K  TfjC  oIk[io]c 

c](f>68p’  apflOTTtlV  [ 

c]t)  S’  knelvov  eKKa Ae[t 

]v,  vovderei  S’  kvav[rCov, 

j  1  — 17  corresponds  to  Plautus,  Bacchides  494—499,  here  quoted  from  Questa2  (1975)-  494  (PHILOXENU
S  A) 

Mnesiloche,  hoc  tecum  oro  ut  illius  animum  atque  ingenium  regas: 

The  lines  of  Bacchides  quoted  under  the  Greek  text  here  and  later  are  those  which 
 seem  to  have  the  most 

direct  relationship  to  Dis  Exapaton.  Zwierlein,  in  Kritik  I  at  pp.  26-7,  32-3  and  54-5  ill
ustrates  his  discussion 

with  diagrams  in  which  the  two  texts  are  set  out  in  parallel. 

(6)  ...  Sostratos  ...  (7)  ...  (?)  [not  get  away  with  it]  ...  (9)  ...  [?  tell  him  to  come]  out  of  the 

house  ...  (10)  ...  [?not]  to  be  very  fitting  ...  (11  f.)  (A)...  you  call  him  out  [...]  and  reason  with 

him  face-to-face; 

6  It  is  not  clear  whether  the  vocative  is  addressed  by  Sostratos  to  himself,  as  at  2
3,  or  to  him  by  one  of 

the  other  two  characters  present,  as  by  Lydos  in  15.  Mnesilochus  speak
s  to  himself  aside  at  Ba.  489—91, 

though  without  using  his  name. 

7  The  presence  of  KaTct7Tpoi|ec0(ai),  or  some  other  part  of  the 
 verb,  would  be  congenial  to  the  context, 

but  is  not  palaeographically  verifiable.  In  theory,  either  one  of
  the  others  could  ask  Sostratos  not  to  let  his 

friend  get  away  with  his  present  behaviour,  or  Sostratos  himself,  a
side,  could  be  resolving  that  he/she/they 

will  not  get  away  with  it.  The  latter  possibility  seems  more  l
ikely.  The  father’s  relatively  mild  reaction, 

consistently  with  Plautus’  portrayal  of  him  earlier  in  the  sequence,  is  gi
ven  by  12  ff.,  notably  by  vovdere  1  S’ 

havriov  \  a Mv  re  c&cov;  Lydos’  cruder  attitude  is  summed  up  in  15-17,
  with  xptjccu  mKp&c  and  the  following 

words,  with  their  Plautine  counterpart.  Sostratos  here  could  be  ex
pressing  the  content  of  the  aside  referred 

to  on  5,  which  may  be  further  reflected  in  the  colour  which  Plautu
s  gives  to  the  soliloquy  to  follow,  with  his 

egofaxo  hau  dicet  nactam  quam  derideat  (506)  and  numquam  edepol  uiua
  me  inridebit  (515).  Some  sign  of  Sostratos 

anger  and  distress  needs  to  be  manifest,  in  order  that  Lydos,  with  a  typ
ical  comic  misinterpretation,  can  say 

whatever  was  Menander’s  equivalent  of  uiden  ut  aegre  patitur  gnatum  esse  conupt
um  tuom ,  and  so  on,  as  at  492  f. 

9-10  Possibly  /<]/Acyf  r  Ik,  ktA.:  2nd  sing,  imperative  is  pre
sumably  the  right  interpretation  if  what 

survives  of  the  word  is  rightly  recognized.  ‘Call  him  out  of  the  hous
e’  could  theoretically  represent  a  remark 

passed  between  the  would-be  lenient  father  and  the  pedagogue,  in  ei
ther  direction,  or  an  anticipation  of  what 
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looks  like  a  similar  command  in  1 1,  addressed  (as  it  must  be  there)  by  the  father  to  Sostratos.  In  either  case, 

i  o  seems  to  be  saying  that  it  would  not  be  very  fitting  for  father  or  pedagogue  to  go  in  and  argue,  apiiorreiv 

being  negatived,  as  at  Dysk.  75  f.,  but  possibly  (see  the  notes  to  the  transcript)  by  firfj  (or  even  ov  fsYj)  rather 

than  ov.  Plautus,  who  elsewhere  makes  the  pedagogue  strongly  assert  his  sense  of  propriety,  as  at  487-8,  has 

somewhat  simplified  the  exchange  at  this  point,  and  allows  us,  but  does  not  enjoin  us,  to  suppose  that  it  is 

here  the  father  who  is  being  asked  to  intervene,  and  finds  it  more  fitting  that  his  son’s  young  friend  should 

do  so  than  that  he  should  do  so  himself — or  indeed  allow  Lydos  to  join  in  (14  fi). 

11-12  c]v  is  not  inevitable  (e.g.  ra^ju)  and  is  hard  to  defend  from  the  analysis  of  9  f.  above  without 

circularity;  nor  is  €KKdAe[i  verifiably  to  be  read  rather  than  (say)  €KKaXcb\y  with  an  imperative  following  in 

12;  e]  KKaXei  i<ai  SiaXdyov,  in  a  fragmentary  context,  Mis.  19 1.  kvavrCov  (if  rightly  recognized)  will  be  absolute 

‘to  his  face5;  one  cannot  say  how  much  more  than  vovBerei  Plautus  had  as  the  basis  for  his  illius  animum  et 
ingenium  regas. 

avTovrecwcovouciay  [  ]  ’  Xrjvcj)  | 

Xv8eTrpoaya>p,ev\ «8e[  ] /ca/ae/caTaA  tto  [ 

rrpoaytopLev'iKav  co\  ][  ]roc:a  coiccucTpa[ 

XprjccuTnKpcuc' e\avv’e[  ]  eivov  o[  ]  pa[ 

77avracatcyuFetyap7/[  ]  ac'ro  [  ]  iA  uc[  ]<mt  ac 

rj^rjCTivovToc(j>pov  [  ]  [  ]  evTrXr)  [  ]  ;  |  : 

rovTOVKd  e£eic  cr  [  ]  [  ] ovit  07]p7racac[ 

apvrjceTa.ip.ev'  ovk[  ]  [  ]Sr]Xove  pot' 

'Crip.p.r)yap ' eicpecoy  [  ]tt[  ]  ecoi  eoi 
rj'^ovci' prjTOivvv' ov[  47781a' 
KaKrjKaKMCTO  vvy'e[^—y\  [  ]a )crpare[ 

i'cu)ceirei,cei.8ovX  [3—4]  [  ]  pa.-7T  [ 

€yaipiaA(,cT^S’(i)[ exovrapLr)8[ 

]  ciovrr[  )  ay[ 

]  or’aic07/ra[ 

]  eyovca'l 
!  8+1  xeivoi 

’i)[  9  +  }fXTT€LCa 

13+  ]a)77arpt 

1  av[  8+  ]  yapnavcera 

9rjra[  8+  ]  oipuac 

ca[  9+  ]7]8t][  ]Set 

Keipoy[  7  +  ]  [  ]  i' 

]cp,r)6ev[  M  10  + 
ayiaiSco[  ]  \ 

avrerrav  _[.],[ 

o^atTa[ 

]  i(f>ac[ 
]p,epa)y[ ] V7Te  [ 
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I 

avrov  re  cd)cov  oIklov  9'  oXrjv  cf)(Xu>y. 2 

Av8e,  irpodywpev.  (. Av .)  el  Se  /cape  KaraXmoic- 3 (A) 
TTpoaycvpev-  licavdc  o[5]roc.  AY.  ayrtbi,  Cu)CTpa\re, 

!5 

4 

Xprjea  1  7 TtKpcbc,  eXavv ’  eKelvov  ro[v]  aKpa[rr) • 5 
airavTac  aicywet  yap  rjpac  tou[c]  cf)CXovc. 

6 CQ. 
rj8r]  ’ctlv  ovtoc  (f>pov8 [0]  c '  kv  TrXrjyfji  /xia.[i] 

7 
tovtov  KaOe^ei.  Caicrpa[r]ov  irpor/pTracac. 

8 

aprijcerai  t aev,  ovk  [a]8r/Adv  ecrt  poi— 

20 

9 

Iraprj  ydp—elc  pecov  re  77[a]yrec  ol  9eol 10 

rj£ovc  t’  '  /u.77  roCvvv  6va[i]prjy’  ‘  ft)  A  La' 1 1 

' KUKYj  KdKcbc  rotVw’— e[7rdi']ay[e,  C]d)CTpaTe’ 

12 

iccoc  ce  7T6tcer  'So£>Ao[c  7j/c]e[tc  a ]pa  irarpoc  . 

13 

kycb  paXic6 17  8’  d)[c  Kevdv  co]  pTreLcdra), 

25 

14 

’iyovTa  pr}8  [ev-  rrav  d,Tro8d)CU>  r]a)  7 rarpi 

■5 

to  x] pydov  Tr[i]dav[evopLev]ri  yap  TravceraL 16 

orav ]  7ror’  atc07/ra[t,  to  t fjc  na[pcHp,Cac, 

‘7 

veKpd) ]  Aeyouca  [p,v9ov-  aAA’]  77877  [p-e]  8et 

18 

ytopetv  £77’]  eKeivov[.  aAA’  bpa>  ya]p  T[ouTo]yt 

3° 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 25 
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11  ± 27 

[ 12  + 1A 

28 
[ 

12  + ]c«.[ 

]...« 

40 

29 

[ 

10  + 

l.aE.[ 

\piavTOvpi&Tr]v'. 

30 

[ II  + ].[.].[ 

]  cpievoc 

31 

[ 

II  ± 

]?[ ] 

32
 

[ 

II  ± 

M  ca.  7 ]  ai  [  8  +  ]  £7 Tvdop.7]  : 

33 [ 

I  I  ± 

].[ca.  7 
]  [  8  +  ]  aj3at  ‘ 

45 

34 [ 
]  c  [  8  +  ]  TTavTayo 

35 [ 
]e[  8+  ]  8a>K€v8ecoi 

36
 

[ |  \  VTOKOV 

37 
c 7±  ] 

[  ca.  1 1 
]  eiSov'  pnrjSeev 

38 

[ 7  ±  ] 

0[  ca.  10 
]a  eipLeiKpiD^evaj: 

50 

39 [ 
6+  ]  nr[2-3]  TO  [  3- 4  ]  to ko  t,a>v8evpocoi 

40 

[ 
6+  ]car[3+]cto  [2+]  ypeic-nairaxv'. 

41 

[ 
6+  ]a 

,p\  ]yaoy[]pLr]Trpoc  ye/cevtoAoy 

42 

[ 6+  ]7ra  [  ]  CD/3/X17  [  ]  [ 
]  S’erre  ovXevc’ovSeeic: 

43 [ 7+  ] e°[.]  ,E0V\ .1  . 
€ T  [  ]  TOX  vciov: 

55 

44 
[  0 

7±  ] 
eo[  ] ipiov'  [  ] 

TOC€(f>vXaT  evXapco 

45 .[ 6+  ] cyS  []v8i(f>  [  ]< inraTep'-xp^CT  ccf>o8p  1 

46
 

A  5±  ]« |  i  'tlov  ocvpocefiovXero: 
47  ]  . [  «[.. .  >> repLO  §’a/co[[ JXovdeixaiXafie 

48  ]  . [  12  [ , 

|  _  to 

'.Trail,  tc:  a koX 
vOeiKai  Xafie: 60 

49 

Ot>[ 

]  aKoXovOo) '  oc/jL  vovKaXiocrep  1 

50 

v.i 
]  Kexprjcai '  piyXajSi 

-av' ptayoptatf  ]t 

5i 

+  [. ]8eTravTa>VTO  Trpovpyiairepov 
TEA 

coronis 
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26 

27 

28 

29 

ra\pavT0v  pdrrjv: 

41 

3° 

-]  acpevoc 

31 
32 

]  eTrvdofirjy : 
33 

]Aa/3a>' 

45 

34 

]  iravraxov 

35 

“  e]StoKev  8e  cot 

36
 

]tov  tokov 

37 

]  et Sop-  prjSe  ev 

38 

ey/c]aAet  XPVCT<^ f  i*vcP 

50 

39 

tj\k to  Kopl^tuv  Sevpo  cot 

40 

[rravd’ .  (B)  0 

]ca  r[o  ypujctoy,  [So]#’  vpelc,  nat,  raxv- 

41 

(02.) 

[XrpJjei  rrjap ’ 

[rf\pd)V  pci)  TTpdcexe  xevtp  Aoya><(t)>. 

42 

<B> 

[ovSetc]  Trapo) ppirj[c’ ,  o]uS’  eTrefiovXevc’',  <(02.  )>  ov8e  etc. 43 

(B) 
[ou  7 rpdc  ©]  eo  [t]  ijiov  [/<]  arere  [0]  tj  t6  xpvclov, 

55 

44 

(CQ.) 
\ov  Trpdc  ©]  eo  [r]  ipiov '  avrdc  kcjsvXarTev  Xaficd y, 

45 r[o  re  7rpo]c 

j8t  [o]v  8i(f>o[p]el,  Trarep.  (B)  XPVC T?9  c<f>o8pa' 

46
 

ecf>[p6v rt]ce  rt.  tC  ovy  6  Cvpoc  e/SouAero; 
47 

CQ. l[areo]i''  per’  kpoy  S’  axoXovdei  Kai  Xafie 

48
 

to  [xpjvdoy. (B)  7rat£etc.  (02.)  axoXovdei  /cat  Aa/3e. 

60 

49 

(B) 
ou[/coO]v  aKoXovdcb.  8 oc  povov,  /caAd/c  re  poi 

50 

cue  [Set]  Kexpfjcai'  ijpiv  Xafielv  payopai  [r]i  cot; 

5i 

!;U.[ot]  8e  ndvroov  tovto  -rrpovpyiaCrepov. [364] 
coronis 
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Col.  ii:  most  probably  5 1  lines,  by  alignment  with  the  reconstructed  col.  iii,  and  so  numbered  at  the  left;  but 

since  there  is  no  demonstrable  link  of  text  or  horizontal  fibres  between  the  pieces  that  make  up  the  upper 

part  of  this  column  and  those  that  make  up  the  lower  part,  the  presumed  alignment  might  be  a  line  or  so 

wrong;  this  could  be  a  matter  of  moment  if  a  potential  overlap  with  another  text  were  to  offer  itself. 

The  damage  is  not  limited  to  missing  pieces  and  holes.  At  two  places  it  can  be  seen  that  the  surface, 

which  is  sometimes  abraded,  was  already  imperfect  when  the  comedy  was  copied  on  the  back  of  the  document. 

At  ii.  36-46,  a  narrow  strip  of  vertical  fibres  was  missing  towards  the  right  of  the  column,  and  the  exposed 

horizontal  fibres  carry  single  letters  or  parts  of  them,  as  with  8  in  Sevpo  (ii.  39)  and  1  in  trai  (ii.  40);  Dr  Walter 

Cockle  pointed  out  to  me  the  same  phenomenon  in  the  Oxyrhynchus  roll  of  Euripides,  Hypsipyle,  VI  852, 

fr.  64  col.  ii.  A  larger  vertical  fault  ran  down  the  column  from  the  top,  appearing  somewhat  to  the  right  of 

centre  in  ii.  1  ff,  where  it  has  been  aggravated  by  later  damage,  then  narrowing  and  swinging  left  with  the 

run  of  the  fibres  to  reappear  at  the  foot  in  the  form  of  damage  and  stripping  along  the  break  between  the 

two  fragments  that  join  there,  while  the  fragment  which  gives  middles  of  lines  in  the  middle  part  of  the 

column  is  stripped  in  a  corresponding  place  towards  its  right.  Down  to  ii.  10,  the  fault  is  indicated  by  blank 

brackets  ([  ])  in  the  transcript,  and  where  the  text  is  certain,  one  can  see  the  scribe  avoiding  it;  towards  the 

foot,  most  of  the  corresponding  weak  spot  evidently  carried,  or  still  carries,  a  normal  quota  of  2-3  letters; 

elsewhere,  doubts  about  the  incidence  of  the  fault  and  the  copyist’s  behaviour  in  relation  to  it  add  uncertainty 
to  the  reckoning  of  lacunae,  where  the  space  actually  filled  may  have  been  a  letter  or  two  less  than  the  space 

estimated.  Two  further  examples  of  copyist’s  behaviour  when  faced  with  missing  or  defective  strips  of  vertical 

fibres  are  in  the  fragment  of  Menander,  Misoummos,  XXXIII  2657,  fr.  col.  i,  and  the  fragment  of  Apollonius, 

Argonautica  ii,  XXXIV  2697,  both  with  plates;  and  see  below  on  iii.  45  and  51 

1  / 1 3  v  is  represented  by  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  another  with  trace  of  joining  diagonal;  then 

(read  by  JRR)  S',  with  the  diastole,  unusually  large,  on  the  far  side  of  an  apparently  unwritten  space  (see  the 
note  above,  and  on  2/14  below);  then  ink  taken  as  part  of  o,  to  make  oAt/x.  My  original  reading  (in  MP)  was 

<j>CXr)v,  requiring  the  6  to  be  taken  (dubiously)  as  the  remains  of  a  cancelled  letter;  for  the  rest,  <f>  is  followed 

by  a  trace  of  a  vertical,  and  then  part  of  a  down-sloping  diagonal:  </>iXu>y  can  easily  be  guessed,  but  not  verified 

2/14  77 pp,  fibres  displaced;  k,  well  represented  by  diverging  diagonals,  follows  8c  with  a  gap  of  (say)  two 
broad  letters 

3/15  i Kav  c  has  0  gp  a  minute  particle  of  ink  in  abrasion,  looking  like  a  complete  o  in  photographs;  but 

any  other  letter  would  most  likely  have  left  more  ink.  aurcpt  is  probably  so  to  be  read,  the  presumed  v  with 

a  flattened  top  being  an  oddity;  but  note  atcyuxec  5,  and  A] cyouco,  17;  EGT  once  considered  anrov,  in  which 

7tt  would  be  acceptable,  but  hardly  ov;  nor  is  the  interpretation  of  avrui  (if  that  is  what  it  is)  agreed 

5/17  Between  ]  iX  vc[  and  ]om-,  two  letters’  space;  the  letters  read  as  ac  are  displaced  downwards,  but 
allow  the  word  cnravrac  to  be  recognized  as  a  marginal  correction  for  the  7 ravrac  with  which  the  copyist 

began  the  line 

6/18  The  line  under  the  marginal  speaker’s  name  is  not  present  at  iii.  2  (abrasion),  iii.  29  or  iii.  42. 

evirXy,  with  two  uprights  for  77  on  twisted  fibres,  then  foot  of  an  upright;  next,  a  low  particle  of  ink,  indetermin¬ 

ate;  ]  [ ,  two  traces  of  high  ink,  perhaps  from  the  same  letter,  then  an  upright,  and  last,  two  indeterminate 

particles.  Given  era-Ar;*-,  evn\-qy-  as  likely,  one  can  conjecture  I/mtAijkt-  (kpL-nX-q  [ktojc  cyei,  tentatively,  Arnott) 

or — as  I  now  suggest — kv  irXpyfic  piajV],  which,  although  not  verified  by  the  traces  of  letters,  is,  I  believe, 
consistent  with  them 

7/19  Uncertainty  about  the  end  of  6  leaves  articulation  and  meaning  of  the  beginning  of  the  line  unclear: 

to8tov/tovt'  ov,  and  Kadegei  active  or  middle,  not  to  consider  xa^'fei^c)  as  a  further  option,  with  Sandbach 

9/ 2 1  After  pecoy,  upright,  then  rh  tip  of  horizontal;  re  rather  than  ye 

10/22  After  Toivvv,  high  ink,  which  I  now  take  as  a  high  point  (by  error  from  toivvv-  below?),  not  as  a 

trace  of  a  letter.  Between  [  ]  and  17781a  (as  in  MP,  after  T.  B.  L.  Webster),  there  is  high  ink,  then  two  uprights, 

apparently  joined,  then  a  trace  of  a  third  letter,  perhaps  part  of  a  down-sloping  diagonal;  on  twisted  fibres, 

below  the  presumed  ]n[  of  9,  traces  of  a  triangular  letter  which  may  be  a:  whence  ox[  ]a[i]p?)y 

1 1-13  =  23-4  Reckoning  the  number  of  letters  lost  in  the  gap  is  to  some  extent  conjectural  because  of 

the  unknown  incidence  of  blank  papyrus  at  mid-line,  and  a  slight  warp  to  the  left  at  line-ending.  The  reckoning 

and  the  possibilities  for  restoration  can  be  tested  against  the  preceding  lines,  which  are  not  quite  so  badly 

affected,  and  also  against  the  following,  where  there  is  help  from  the  echo  of  the  passage  in  the  next  Act  at 

9 1  ff.  and  from  the  recognizable  convergence  of  Plautus’  adaptation 

11/23  In  the  gap  after  mid-line,  downward-sloping  diagonal  followed  by  upright,  taken  originally  ( MP) 
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as  av  in  7  [tt]  dr  [aye,  Qd>crpare[,  but  better,  I  now  think,  as  ay:  i.e.  ![W]ay[c.  There  is  a 
 trace  of  ink  on 

twisted  and  displaced  fibres  below  the  presumed  ]a[  of  10;  if  it  contributes  to  this  line  as  part  of  the  ]a  or  of 

the  letter  (x?)  before  that,  its  contribution  is  too  unclear  to  count 

12/24  c  omitted  by  haplography  and  duly  restored;  punctuation  may  be  lost  after  neicei;  at  ]  [ ,  high 

curving  ink,  as  top  of  e  or  c;  at  the  end,  the  word  -narpoc  is  suitable,  no  more,  with  credible  remains  f
or  na, 

of  a  horizontal  for  t  and  a  curve  for  o,  otherwise  only  particles 

13/25  t  is  represented  by  top  and  foot  of  upright  and  right  side  of  horizontal;  after  diastole,  tiace  
of 

upright  from  a  letter  broken  away,  then  high  ink  taken  as  breathing:  i.e.  -t'  17 14/26  A  crack  after  ]  u>,  but  hardly  to  [1] 

1 5-33  =  27-45  The  placing  of  the  fragment  which  gives  letters  from  the  middles  of  these  lines  i
s  consistent 

with  its  physical  character  on  both  sides,  but  in  the  tattered  and  stripped  state  of  the  parts  put  in  contact, 

confirmation  must  be  found  in  the  conformity  in  alignment  and  style  of  writing  of  the  comic  verses  and  from 

the  words  which  result  in  three  successive  lines  from  the  join  as  made 

16/28  ]  ,  end  of  high  horizontal  and  trace  of  foot,  ]t r,  rather  than  ]y  or  ]r 

17/29  ]  ,  foot  of  down-sloping  diagonal 
18/30  ]  [,  first  may  be  trace  of  high  loop,  i.e.  p,  second  of  high  horizontal;  before  1,  sloping  upright 

suits  first  stroke  of  v 

I9-25  =  3i-37  The  lines  have  lost  three  or  four  metrical  elements  from  the  beginning;  warping  to  the 

left,  more  obvious  from  26  onwards,  makes  it  hard  to  be  precise  in  indicating  numbers  of  letters  lost,  while 
those  that  survive  offer  few  clear  leads  to  the  content 

19/31  If  rov  irarepa  or  rov  n arep’  following  the  conjectural  r[ouro]yt  of  18,  there  is  room  for  little  els
e. 

Ti]c,  KO jc/iijflcVjra]  or  07r<u]cpij  ...  would  be  pressing  the  limits  of  length;  ?%[or  irarcpa 

20/32  High  horizontal  joins  a:  ]rap’  ui  8a>[ ,  or  what? 

2i/33  y[,  high  horizontal,  as  vt[,  ry[;  at  end,  shallow  curve  open  at  right:  i.e.  av  r
e  mvr[e]c  vel  sim. 

would  suit 

22/34  Before  v,  tip  of  mid-line  horizontal  suits  e;  at  end,  a[  or  perhaps  A[ ,  not  o:  as  if  ei/fa
ir’  a[v 

23/35  l[  or  y D  the  foot  is  missing 
24/36  rjlpep&v? 
25/37  err [  likely:  the  middle  stroke  of  e  is  prolonged,  rising  above  a  trace  on  the  line;  perhaps

  therefore 

toj]v  TrcTT\oi'qp£i’ujv,  to  be  echoed  in  78 

28—33  =  40—45  See  the  introductory  note  to  Col.  ii  above:  since,  for  lack  of  close  physical 
 contact  or 

tenable  textual  supplements,  the  fragment  which  gives  a  letter  or  two  from  the  middle  of  these
  lines  cannot 

be  located  with  precision  in  relation  to  the  fragment  which  gives  the  ends,  the  layout  of  the  text  prese
nted 

here  could  admit  a  degree  of  adjustment  if  there  were  reason  to  make  it 

28/40  y  [  or  tt[.  End:  foot  of  diagonal  and  trace  to  right,  as  A,  x,  then  particles  oflow  ink:  e.g.  JAice,  jyipe 

29/41  High  horizontal  joins  a;  [,  a  vertical 

30/42  Before  c,  foot  of  diagonal,  suits  a,  as  for  acpevoc,  ̂ tjac/r/roc,  7re7rA]  acperoc,  etc. 

34/46  ]  ,  high  ink  sloping  down,  perhaps  ]c 

36/48  ]  [ ,  top  and  bottom  of  tall  letter  split  by  warp,  perhaps  p;  before  v,  specks  of 
 ink  consistent  with 

foot  of  r  and  parts  of  o 

37/49  Before  eiSor,  top  of  upright,  ]x,  ]p 

38/50  ]  ,  slightly  curved  diagonal,  as  for  ]o9[,  ]A0[;  ]aAei  probable  from  foot  of  diago
nal  after  a;  above 

the  line,  XPVCTV  or  -(ff— n°  doubt  rightly,  in  view  of  45/57  below— but  pei/cpaj/putpai  has  no
  obvious 

explanation  either  as  misreading  or  variant 

39/51  A  particle  oflow  ink  before  a>;  the  two  letters  after  ko  almost  wholly  abraded 

40/52  c[  rather  than  e[  with  cross-stroke  lost.  t[oXpv]  seems  rather  long,  but  there  is  warping  here,  and 

the  letters  cto  are  themselves  small  and  close.  upetc  on  displaced  and  partly  overlapping  fibres,  but  enough 

survives  to  make  it  certain;  before  the  v,  ]c,  ]e,  or  crossbar  of  ]0 

4i/53  ]“P[  ]pa>v  gives  generous  space  for  one  letter;  after  that,  a  narrow  space:  p
unctuation  lost,  or 

faulty  surface?  A  horizontal  crack  affects  the  latter  part  of  the  line,  which  was  first  read  successfully  by  Dr 

Revel  Coles:  the  7x7)  Trpocey’  e/cefrau  Aoyon  of  OCTi  rests  on  a  misunderstanding  corrected  in  OCT  ,  it  n
eed 

not  be  quoted  further.  The  co  of  Ao'yw<Y>  is  just  a  trace;  I  see  no  ink  in  the  abrasion  after  it. 

42/54  ]a  []<«-,  a  long  vertical  before  the  gap,  p  rather  than  1;  if  so,  the  spacing  looks  gen
erous,  but 

only  half  of  u  survives.  After  7x13,  the  surface  is  abraded  (and  more  in  43  below);  it  may  be  that  here,  as 
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possibly  in  4 1 ,  the  copyist  skipped  a  letter  space  to  avoid  an  outbreak  of  the  fault  that  starts  at  the  top  of  the 
column  and  runs  down 

43/55  Ink  mostly  gone  in  mid-line,  but  K\a.Tm\S\ri  suits  well 

44/ 56  .  [  >  foot  of  rising  diagonal,  as  «[  or  A[ 

45/57  Trace  of  high  ink  from  letter  over  paragraphos.  In  XPVCT .  ,>T1S  represented  by  a  broken  horizontal; 
then  o  rather  than  w,  and  e  rather  than  v 

46/ 58  In  second  place,  tall  vertical;  specks  of  ink  to  left  suggest  bow  of  <f>;  no  trace  of  paragraphos 

below,  but  the  surface  is  poor.  []  ,  end  of  high  horizontal,  then  a  vertical:  if  n,  the  space  was  probably 

filled.  Over  the  name  Cvpoc,  the  word  irate  is  to  be  recognized — perhaps  a  variant,  perhaps  a  clarification: 
but  can  that  have  been  needed  at  this  point? 

47/ 59  Trace  of  ink  in  margin  as  of  nota  personae,  perhaps  c[wctP.  Ao  of  a/coA ovffei  written  by  first  hand 
over  letters  now  obscured:  ?[9«] 

48/60  Trace  of  ink  in  margin  as  for  first  letter  of  nota  personae,  unfortunately  unrecognizable,  but 
might  be  top  of  a  vertical 

49/61  oc,  horizontal  on  line  suits  S 

50/62  w  [  ,  curve  open  to  right 

51/63  Mid-stroke  of  e  links  to  next  letter;  trace  of  down  sloping  curve  suggests  fi 

A  system  of  lines  beginning  with  three  horizontals  opposite  5 1  and  a  long  forked  paragraphos  under  the 

line  is  followed,  on  surface  mostly  lost,  by  remains  of  (it  seems)  three  more  horizontal  lines,  and  then  by  what 

look  like  traces  of  beak,  body  and  foot  of  a  coronis.1  Opposite,  to  the  right  of  the  column,  the  numeral  would 

seem  to  give  an  exact  total  of  lines  in  the  Act,  namely  364.  The  T  is  damaged,  represented  by  upright  and 

right  half  of  cross-stroke,  with  a  particle  of  ink  which  seems  to  survive  from  the  left  half.  I  do  not  see  a  sound 

alternative  (cf.  MP  16);  and  the  same  conclusion  was  reached  after  independent  examinations  of  the  original 

by  Dr  Revel  Coles  and  by  Mr  J.  C.  B.  Lowe  (cf.  CR  35  [1985]  at  p.  397).  The  problem,  if  this  is  so,  is  that 

364  lines  is  an  extraordinarily  long  Act  by  comparison  with  any  figures  we  have  for  Menander  so  far.  There 

is  as  yet  no  Act  as  long  as  300  lines,  and  they  can  be  under  200.  A  way  out  might  be  found  by  supposing 

that  TEA  is  a  scribal  error  for  PEA  (it  cannot,  we  have  seen,  be  read  as  PEA,  as  Anton  Primmer  proposed); 

but  if  so,  was  the  copyisjj  so  unconscious  of  his  work  as  to  be  two  hundred  lines,  or  about  four  columns,  in 

error?  The  remaining  alternative  is  to  think  of  364  as  a  running  total,  for  verses  of  the  play  copied  up  to  this 

point,  a  solution  suggested  by  Turner,  in  Entr.  Hardt  xvi  (1970)  at  p.  224,  and  favoured  by  Zwierlein,  Kritik 

IV.  340-3;  but  while  we  have  parallels  for  totals  of  verses  on  a  page,  or  at  the  end  of  a  book  of  Homer,  the 

normal  running  totals  are  those  stichometrics  that  are  expressed  in  hundreds.  According  to  one’s  larger 
theories  of  the  composition  of  the  play,  that  would  mean  two  Acts  or  three,  and  not  one,  in  364  lines;  but 
in  that  matter  the  palaeographical  facts  are  of  no  more  aid.2 

1 

1  See  Turner,  Greek  Manuscripts  of  the  Ancient  World 2  (1987)  12  with  n.  59  and  pi.  40. 

2  Mutatis  mutandis,  I  should  like  to  think  that  the  bibliographical  situation  here  is  similar  to  that  which 

underlies  the  counts  of  lines  and  descriptions  of  notae  criticae  that  are  found  in  the  scholia  to  Aristophanes,  for 
instance  Clouds  88gd  (p.  177  Roster): 

Si7rAi)  ko.1  Kopaipic  airoxcoprfcavTwv  two  inroKpiruiv.  peXoc  St  to 0  x°pov  ov  Kelrai,  aXXd  yeypanrat.  per  er  pe'ern 
XOPOY  nai  cttctcu  er  elcdecet  &vai raicriKov  (afiofalov)  two  uttok/htojo 

and  Peace  173a  (p.  35  f.  Holwerda) 

Si7tAi)  Kat  eKdectc  etc  IdpBouc  rpiperpouc  par '  cor  to  reXcvTalov  Kai  vrjciwrac'  Sevp'  It'  w  Trainee  Aeco. 

The  topic  of  act-structure  in  the  Dis  Exapaton  is  as  prominent  as  any  in  writings  on  the  play.  Among  recent 

studies,  Mark  L.  Damen,  ‘Translating  scenes:  Plautus’  adaptation  of  Menander’s  Dis  Exapaton’,  Phoenix  46 

( 1 992)  205-31,  in  the  course  of  presenting  his  own  ideas,  gives  at  p.  215  n.  3  a  concise  briefing  on  the  main 
problems  and  the  principal  earlier  discussions. 
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13  ff.:  P.  Ha.  495  If.,  Ph.  =A  continues,  then  Mnesilochus  =  CQ.,  and  Lydus,  same  name: 

495  serua  tibi  sodalem  et  mihi  filium.  Mn.  factum  uolo. 

499  Ph.  in  te  ego  hoc  onus  omne  impono.  Lyde,  sequere  hac  me.  Ly.  sequor. 

4g6  melius  multo,  me  quoque  una  si  cum  hoc  reliqueris. 

497  Ph.  adfatim  est.  <Ly.)  Mnesiloche,  cura,  ei,  concastiga  hominem  probe, 

498  qui  dedecorat  te,  me,  amicosque  alios  flagitiis  suis. 

4
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so  placed  in  P,  after  498  in  A;  ego  A,  ergo  P;  impono  A,  -pone  P  496  multo  A,  esset  P;  hoc  A, 

illo  P;  reliqueris  A,  relinqueres  P  497  est  om.  A;  <Ly.)  Hermann;  cura  i  (ut  uid.)  A,  cura  et  P  498 

amicosque  Camerarius,  
amicos  atque  P,  amicum  atque  A 

18-30  corresponds  to  P.  Ba.  500-525,  in  particular  25-9  to  Ba.  515-9: 

515  (Mn.)  numquam  edepol  uiua  me  inridebit.  nam  mihi 
5 1 6  decretumst  renumerare  iam  omne  aurum  patri. 

5 1 7  igitur  mi  inani  atque  inopi  subblandibitur 

518  turn  quoin  mihi  (illud)  nihilo  pluris  referet 

519  quam  si  ad  sepulcrum  mortuo  narret  logos. 

518  suppl.  Camerarius;  turn  quom  nihilo  pluris  mihi  blandiri  refert  A  519,  so  edd.,  narres  (ut  uid.) 

A;  dicat  iocum  P 
(ii.  1-18=  13-30) 

and  save  him  and  the  whole  household  of  your  friends.  Lydos,  let’s  go. 

Lydos  If  you’d  leave  me  here  too  ... 

(A)  Let’s  go.  He  can  cope. 
Lydos  For  him,  Sostratos,  some  sharp  treatment;  go  for  him  hard,  the  wastrel;  he’s  a  disgrace  to  his  friends, 
to  all  of  us. 

Sostr.  So  now  he’s  gone;  gone,  and  at  a  single  stroke  she’ll  master  him.  Caught  Sostratos  first,  didn’t  you? 

She’ll  deny  it,  of  course;  that’s  clear  to  me — she  stops  at  nothing — and  all  the  gods  will  come  right  in:  ‘Hope 

for  no  luck  if  I  did’ — by  Zeus,  yes! — ‘A  bad  end  if  I  did.’  [Back  off,)  Sostratos;  perhaps  she’ll  persuade  you: 

‘So  [you’re  here  as]  father’s  slave,  then?’.  Yes,  for  sure — and  let  her  try  her  persuasion  on  me  when  I’m 

empty-handed  and  penniless.  I’ll  return  all  the  gold  to  my  father,  and  she’ll  stop  her  persuasive  pleading  as 

soon  as  she  sees,  as  the  proverb  is,  that  she’s  telling  a  tale  to  a  corpse.  But  I  must  [go  for]  him  now.  [But  I 
can  see  coming]  here  [?my  father,  no  less  ...] 

(ii.  29  =  41)  ...  my  wordly  goods  in  vain  ...  (ii.  35—6  =  47 — 8)  ...  he  gave  you  [...]  the  interest  ... 
(»•  37-5 '=49-63)  ,  ,  ,  Tu 

Sostr.  ...  (?)  do  not  in  any  particular  [...]  (?)  accuse  a  foreign  partner,  an  honest  man  (50)  ...  1  have  come 
back  here  and  brought  you  [everything], 

(B)  [So  far  as]  the  gold  [goes],  you  pay  up  fast,  my  son. 

Sostr.  [You’ll  get  it]  from  us;  don’t  credit  an  empty  story. 

(B)  [Nobody]  moored  alongside,  no-one  in  a  conspiracy? 

(Sostr. }  No-one  at  all. 
(B)  The  gold  was  [not]  deposited  with  Theotimos  (55)? 

Sostr.  [Not]  with  Theotimos:  he  took  it  and  looked  after  it  himself,  and  the  yield  of  income  is  doubled,  father. 

(B)  A  most  honest  man:  he  took  some  trouble.  What  then  was  Syros’  idea? 
Sostr.  [Let  that  be],  and  come  with  me  and  get  the  gold. 

(B)  You’re  joking. 

Sostr.  Come  and  get  it  (60). 

(B)  I’ll  certainly  come.  Just  pay  up,  and  you’ve  treated  me  properly,  as  [it  should  be];  am  I  to  pick  a  quarrel 

with  you  before  I  get  it?  For  me  that’s  the  most  immediate  objective  of  all. 

13  o’lKtav  0’  oXr]v,  in  spite  of  initial  resistance  by  me,  has  rightly  won  recognition,  for  with  avrov  ...  oUtao 

re  linked  in  parallel,  the  leading  position  of  o.vtov  in  this  final  flourish  of  the  father’s  plea  can  be  seen  to  be 

valid,  otherwise  not.  The  first  re  is  a  sentence  connective:  one  might  paraphrase  ‘talk  to  him  face  to  face  and 

that  way  you’ll  be  the  salvation  of  all  of  us  as  well  as  your  friend’. 
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14  f.  The  irpodya)(X€vy  impatiently  repeated,  cuts  off  Lydos’  suggestion  that  he  might  stay  too  (his  interest 

in  doing  so  is  a  point  not  lost  on  Plautus);  for  the  range  of  tone  in  this  use  of  -npodyo),  see  on  Dysk.  905  f.  The 

avTcb  of  15  is  worrying,  and  not  only  because  not  certainly  read.  One  can  wonder  if  it  owes  its  prominent  place 

to  an  echo  of  13  (as  it  were  cHim?  You  should  be  harsh,  and  hound  him  ...’);  Sandbach  suggested  attaching  it 

to  LKavoc  oStoc,  and  supposing  a  slip  in  the  part-marking  (OCT2;  and,  with  supporting  argument,  in  Sileno  1 1 

[1985]  203-5);  but  is  it  really  Wanted  there?  Arnott  (Loeb)  stays  with  the  papyrus.  At  Epitr.  45/221,  kfxoi  (iev 

rrac  tKavoc  is  ‘anyone  will  suit  me\  said  in  agreeing  to  an  arbitrator;  but  here  the  idea  is  that  Sostratos  can  cope 
with  the  situation  rather  than  that  he  is  acceptable  to  the  person  concerned  in  it.  Perhaps  worth  noting  is  PTeb 

I.  37.17-19  (73  bc)  yeypapa  col  Xva  LKavoc  ycvrj  ‘...  so  that  you  may  undertake  the  matter’  (ed.  pr.). 

It  was  Lydos,  according  to  Plautus’  version,  who  had  taken  signs  of  distress  in  Sostratos  wholly  as 

disinterested  concern  for  his  friend  ( Ba .  492—3).  Such  an  irony  would  be  typical  of  Menander;  A  now  uses 

the  consideration  as  an  excuse  for  not  taking  on  the  role  of  stem  father,  and  in  turn  deprives  Lydos  of  the 

satisfaction  of  any  further  involvement;  he  has  one  final  outburst,  and  then  Sostratos’  pent-up  feelings  break 
out  as  the  pair  leave.  The  whole  brief,  pointed  sequence  is  framed  by  the  references  to  ckclvov  in  1 1  and  17. 

18  f)8r)  ...  <j>povSoc  ‘So  he’s  gone  then?’,  MP  1 1  f.,  taken  as  referring  to  the  abrupt  departure  of  A;  and 
so  Frost,  Exits  and  Entrances  in  Menander  (1988)  39  fi,  noting  (after  Bain)  ppovSoi  at  Dysk  776  (troch.  tetr.).  But 

the  colour  of  ppovSoc,  with  its  background  in  tragedy  (reinforced  by  Aristophanic  parody,  as  at  Clouds  718  ff.) 

may  yet  be  too  strong  for  that,  and  ‘gone  for  good’  (Sandbach)  or  ‘come  to  grief’  (Arnott)  in  reference  to 
Moschos,  now  seems  to  me  a  likelier  view,  with  ovroc  here  and  rovrov  in  19  as  the  same  person. 

kv  ffArjyf)  pud.,  ‘with  a  single  stroke’,  almost  ‘in  one  fell  swoop’,  is  a  guess;  but  (as  perhaps  with  </>po OSoc), 
the  hint  of  colour  it  brings  is  not  inappropriate  to  an  angry  or  sarcastic  man.  The  guess  is  based  on  A.  Persae 

251  fi,  cbc  kv  puq.  nArjyfi  Kare(f>6apraL  iroAvc  |  oAjSoc,  to  Flepccbv  8 *  avOoc  ofyercu  7 recdv  (for  TrXrjyrj  see  also  907). 
Otherwise,  assuming  that  evnA-  stands  for  kfiirA-,  cfnrArjkToc,  -rose  can  be  considered. 

19  KaOe^ei ...  rrpoijpTTacacy  changing  from  ‘She’ll  overcome  him’  to  ‘You  caught  Sostratos  first’:  Sostratos 
is  torn  between  thinking  of  his  girl  in  relation  to  Moschos,  and  thinking  of  her  in  relation  to  himself,  and  to 

write  KadegcL^c}  would  be  a  trivial  piece  of  smoothing.  The  reflective  speech  that  follows  is  one  of  several 

examples  in  Menander  of  speeches  in  which  a  situation  is  imagined  or  recalled  in  terms  of  an  exchange  of 

dialogue  between  the  parties  present,  sometimes,  as  here,  including  the  speaker  himself;  the  exchange  is 

regularly  conducted  without  introductory  formulae,  such  as  ‘She  said’,  ‘I’ll  say’  or  the  like,  thus  offering  an 
actor  an  interesting  challenge  of  delivery,  and  a  critic,  especially  when  the  text  is  damaged,  a  teasing  problem 

of  recognition.  Quintilian,  Inst.  Or.  1 1.  3.  91  gives  the  impression  that  actors  of  Menander  could  overdo  their 

mimicry  of  other  voices  on  such  occasions;  for  examples  and  discussion  see  Handley-Hurst,  Relire  Menandre 

(1990),  at  pp.  137  fi,  with  the  reference  there  to  John  Blundell,  Menander  and  the  monologue  (1980),  Ch.  3 

(pp.  65-80),  and  the  addition  of  the  lines  of  Misoumenos  published  and  discussed  by  Margaret  Maehler  in  LIX 
3967;  Arnott,  ed.  Men.  II  (1996)  332  ff. 

7TpoapTrdt,Lo  is  quoted  by  LSJ  from  Lucian,  Timon  54  of  a  bird  of  prey  snatching  food,  and  is  apt  to 

suggest  the  aggressive  element  in  the  girl’s  attractiveness;  similarly  AlSv^tj  \xe  cvvrjpTracev  in  an  erotic  epigram 

by  Asclepiades  (HE  828  ff.  ~AP  5.210):  ‘the  irap.de,’  says  Sandbach  on  21,  ‘does  not  sit  still  but  boldly  takes 

the  initiative  or  the  offensive’. 

2r  fi  ‘All  the  gods  will  come  right  in’,  i.e.  be  invoked,  and  so  involved;  for  etc  p,ecov  there  is  a  selection 
of  references  in  LSJ  under  p.ecoc  III  b,  to  which  one  might  add  Aspis  202  fi  |  Aaov  ayeP  dc  fiecov, 

‘Don’t  involve  Daos  any  more’.  One  can  call  on  all  the  gods  collectively,  as  at  Ar.  Thes.  274  and  M.  Dysk. 
762  (77 Avtcov  [rcb]v  9e<bv  kvavrfov),  or  on  several  of  them  in  a  string  of  oaths,  as  at  Samia  309  fi;  it  is  not  clear 

what  Sostratos  is  supposed  to  have  had  in  mind,  but  it  does  seem  that  the  next  words  are  the  first  of  two 

strong  successive  denials  put  into  the  girl’s  mouth. 

22-3  pi)  rolvvv  dvai/xrjv  The  type-example,  quoted  by  LSJ  under  ovlvrjpiL  II.  2  and  by  Schwyzer,  Gr.  Gr. 

II.  321,  is  S.  OT  644  fi,  p/fj  vvv  bvaCp/riv,  dXX  dpaloc,  el  ce  tl  \  SeSpaP,  oXolpLrjv,  ojv  erraLTia  pe  8pav;  but  here, 

as  commonly  in  such  denials,  the  ‘if  I  did’  is  taken  for  granted,  vi)  AC  e£cbA[y]c  apa  |  Cco]cTpaP  &TroXol[pL7]vy 

Dysk.  94  fi,  where  commentators  give  more.  For  the  defiant  rolvvv,  see  Ar.  Wasps  U4of.  with  MacDowell’s 

note,  Perik.  80/ 270,  and  in  general  Denniston,  Particles 2  572  fi  (4).  It  is  likely  that  /ca/o)  kokcoc  rolvvv  follows 

the  same  pattern.  What  is  not  so  clear  (at  least  to  me)  is  whether  the  m)  Ala  belongs  to  one  or  other  of  the 

protests  or  (as  I  here  assume)  is  interjected  by  Sostratos,  a  sign  of  his  resistance,  like  the  endvaye  to  come. 

23  enavaye  (the  surviving  letters  now  read  as  e[  ]ay[  )  is  paralleled  as  a  self-address  by  Dysk.  214  b 

7raOe  dprjvtbv,  Ccbcrpare  (not  at  first  recognized  as  such,  but  see  Relire  Menandre,  quoted  on  19),  and  (from  an 

older  man  in  love)  by  Samia  349  fi,  Arnica,  vvv  avSp a  XPV  I  dtval  ce,  ktA.  It  cuts  off,  as  I  here  assume,  a  protest, 
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KtiKy)  Kancbc  ...  (a.TToXoCii.'qv),  not  a  curse,  Ka/o)  Krucox  ...  (aTroAoiro);  but  it  is  hard  to  exclude  that  alternative 

reading:  ‘So  damn  you’,  MP  (before  22  was  read  with  ooa£p.rjv),  and  similarly  Sandbach  and  Arnott. 
24  SouAoc  ij/ceic,  more  guesswork:  LSJ  s.v.  rjKu>  I.  5  quotes  passages  from  tragedy  in  this  sense,  but  note 

also  Ar.  Birds  1022,  kma«moc  r)Ku>  Sevpo  tw  Kvdpicp  Xax<bv,  and  Misoumenos  168  ayadov  asroueft  r)Ke ic  irpoc 

fifiac.  Slaves  could  be  held  responsible  for  money  and  valuables  in  their  charge,  and  threatened  in  various 

ways  if  thought  fraudulent:  to  yap  anpifiec  evpeOijceTat  (says  Smikrines  at  Aspis  154  f.)  ease  av  ol  pepovrec  u>cw 

oiKerat;  Sostratos’  girl  thinks  it  is  the  mark  of  a  free  man  to  be  free  with  money,  95  f.  below. 

25-9  Having  treated  the  opening  of  the  speech  with  freedom,  and  with  a  different  idea  of  the  role  of 

the  actor,  Plautus  now  picks  up  the  essential  decision,  with  its  proverbial  expression  of  telling  a  tale  to  a 

corpse,  thus  (with  some  help  from  Menander’s  repetitions  from  the  speech  at  9 1  ff.)  making  a  reconstruc¬ 

tion  possible. 
27  nidavevopevri,  cf.  93,  ‘using  her  skills  of  persuasion’:  a  little  like  m6 aivopevij,  Epitr.  769/1127,  and 

first  found  here  (as  iraQatvop.ev'r]  first  in  Epitr .),  then  Artemiodorus,  Oneirocntica  2.  32  not  untypically,  see  on 

Dysk.  829-31.  In  a  good  note,  Sandbach  calls  attention  to  mdavrj  as  an  epithet  of  hetairai  in  the  
erotic 

epigram,  as  in  Asclepiades,  HE  824ff.=TP  5.  158;  as  he  says  of  mBavcbrepoc,  Perik.  422/1000,  a  sense 

something  like  that  of  ‘attractive’  develops:  Plautus  offers  subblandibitur. 

29  vaepi p  Xeyovca  pvffov,  a  proverb  known  in  several  forms  from  the  Paroemiographi  Graeci  and  other 
collectors  of  such  material,  as  vei<p<p  Xeycov  pvOovc  etc  ovc.  Diogenianus  VI.  82  (more  in  MP  20  n.  9);  it  has 

a  life  in  Latin  Comedy  attested  by  Plautus,  Pom.  840,  uerba  facit  emortuo,  and  Terence,  Phormio  1015,  uerbafiunt 

mortuo ;  somewhere  in  the  background  is  A.  Cho.  926,  eouca  Qp-qvetv  icbca  rrpoc  riipPov  parpo,  if  not  also  Ar. 

Frogs  1175  f.,  TcSi'rjKoca'  yap  eAeyer,  So  p.6yBrjpe  cv  j  01c  oiiSb  rpic  Myovrec  e^iKvovfxeda. 

30  f.  eKctoov  was  originally  taken,  and  generally  still  is  taken,  to  refer  to  Sostratos’  father,  Nicobulus  in Plautus,  and  here  to  be  called  B;  but  Sostratos  may  have  been  deciding  to  tackle  his  friend  first,  when,  by 

coincidence,  the  father  arrives  and  the  priorities  are  altered.  It  does  not  help  that  the  beginning  of  the  line 

is  lost:  t\6elv  iir'  eKtivov  (Austin)  is  a  plainer  and  probably  safer  possibility  than  my  original  «r’; 

npoKaXelcd ’  would  probably  be  too  long,  and  ̂ .r/relv  too  short.  The  final  iota  marked  with  diairesis  is  a  useful 

pointer  towards  t[ovto ]  v£\  but  if  rbv  rrarepa  is  to  follow  at  the  beginning  of  3  h  the  immediate  sequel  is  less than  obvious. 

31-48  is  all  but  lost;  and  the  encounter  between  father  and  son  which  begins  here  and  runs  swiftly  to 
the  end  of  the  Act  has  been  cut  by  Plautus  together  with  its  resumption  at  the  beginning  of  the  following  Act 

at  64  ff.  B  has  so  far  been  taken  in  by  the  story  which  the  slave  Syros  concocted  to  account  for  the  lack  of  a 

delivery  of  gold,  as  developed  at  some  length  by  Plautus  at  Bacchides  235-367:  evidently  here  and  in  what 

follows  the  salient  points  were  recalled  in  order  to  be  contradicted,  but  the  few  words  that  can  be  unambigu¬ 

ously  identified  do  not  serve  to  show  how  Menander  introduced  the  matter. 

41  T&JjuauToO  or  (for  metrical  reasons),  i]p.avrov  preceded  by  a  short  monosyllable  in  metrical  liaison 

with  it,  such  as  dir’;  similarly  in  35,  one  could  think  metrically  of  /ca]8cu«er  with  the  first  syllable  long  in 

crasis,  or  dne^SaiKev,  oc*  e]S wKev  or  the  like. 

48  tot  t okov  does  not  make  it  clear  what  separate  role  the  interest  played  in  B’s  business  arrangements. 

The  point  of  the  detail,  apart  from  the  need  to  refute  the  slave’s  earlier  fiction,  may  have  been  to  show  that 
the  old  man’s  concern  for  the  welfare  of  his  money  was  strong  enough  to  generate  some  goodwill  in  regard 

to  the  present  news  of  successful  investment,  and  hence  to  turn  aside  some  of  his  anger  at  the  deception. 

49  f.  Not  TTocetSov,  since  c  does  not  suit,  but  probably  -]v  etSor,  of  something  Sostratos  claimed  to  have 

witnessed;  what  came  next  may  have  been  ‘if  you  have  suffered  no  wrong,  do  not  accuse  ...  etc.’,  pr/Si  ev  \ 
[dSiKov  ir]a9[wv,  p.T]S’  ly/raAei.  The  feVoc  is  called  Archidemides  in  Plautus  {Ba.  250,  257  al.),  perhaps  an 
invention  calculated  to  allow  a  word-play  on  the  name  (- dem -/ dempturum,  284  f.),  like  Chrysalus  for  the  rather 

ordinary  slave  name  Syros  {MP  8  fi,  with  nn.  4  and  5);  it  is  perhaps  possible  (though  I  do  not  think  likely) 

that  his  name  in  Menander  was  given  as  Meikros,  which  has  intruded  for  no  obvious  reason  into  the  text. 

51—2  The  beginnings  are  uncertain,  not  least  because  it  is  unclear  who  spoke  them;  the  end  of  5 1  is 

certainly  Sostratos,  and  the  end  of  52  certainly  B.  For  the  conjectured  Sea,  see  LSJ  Sco c,  IV.i:  B  wants  the 

gold,  his  capital,  obsessively,  never  mind  anything  else  that  came  with  it,  as  the  rest  of  the  dialogue  makes  plain. 

53  The  Kevdc  Xoyoc  is  the  narrative  referred  to  above  on  31-48. 

54  Part-division  after  Silvia  Rizzo,  Riv.  di  Filologia  109  ( 1 98 1 )  34~5  ■  while  we  do  not  know  how  Menander 

led  up  to  this  exchange,  it  seems  to  make  compellingly  good  sense  and  give  superior  dramatic  economy  if  it 

is  the  father  who  recalls  the  details  of  the  false  story  and  the  son  who  contradicts  them.  So  also  the  powers 

of  Syros  as  a  liar  are  underlined:  see  84-7.  Double  points  at  the  end  of  53  and  after  itre^ovXevc  are  lacking, 
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more  likely  omitted  than  lost  by  abrasion;  paragraphoi  are  lost  with  the  beginnings  of  the  lines.  ovBeic,  by 

comparison  with  the  neighbouring  supplements,  has  a  slight  advantage  of  length  over  ov  yap  (Arnott). 

vapcopfiricey  I  take  it,  as  do  Arnott  and  Rizzo,  comes  from  7rapopp.€co,  and  refers  back  to  the  fictional  tale  of 

a  pirate  ship,  is  lembus  nostrae  naui ...  insidias  dabat  (Ba.  286);  Sandbach  interprets  as  ‘instigated’  from  Trapoppaco. 
55  f.  Seonpiov,  cf.  Bacchides  306  fF.,  where  he  is  represented  as  being  custodian  of  the  temple  of  Artemis 

at  Ephesos,  his  name  mentioned  no  less  than  seven  times  there  and  in  the  dialogue  following:  for  more 

references  and  discussion,  see  Questa  ad  loc.  and  Zwierlein,  Kritik  IV.  229  ff.;  the  quoted  fragment  1 12  KT, 

5  Sandbach/Arnott  is  attributed  to  the  corresponding  context  in  Menander. 

56-7  Sandbach  suggests  t(  “vpdc  Georifxov^;  instead  of  the  straight  denial.  The  £ivoc  kept  the  money 

he  had  received  in  his  own  care,  ‘and  the  yield  of  income  is  doubled’,  if  that  is  the  right  reconstruction. 

hi<f)op4w  in  the  sense  ‘to  bear  double’  (I  suppose  it  might  be  said  either  of  the  gold  itself  or  of  its  manager)  is 
quoted  by  LSJ  only  from  Theophrastus,  CP  1.  14.  1,  though  the  corresponding  adjective  Bi<f>6poc  appears  in 

Comedy  as  well  as  being  recorded  as  a  botanical  term;  for  Trpoc  in  financial  contexts,  see  LSJ  s.v.  III. 4. 

57  f.  X/577CTOC  c<f>oBpa  (better  than  -rov  or  -r&c)  picks  up  from  50,  and  is  acceptable,  like  Ikovoc  ovroc 

(15)  as  a  crisp  comment  from  an  old  man  in  a  hurry. 

59  kariov  (or  anything  else  that  can  be  imagined  instead)  brings  a  very  abrupt  dismissal,  perhaps  not 

unnatural-sounding  with  the  all-important  consideration  of  the  gold  to  come;  but  it  should  be  remembered 

that  Menander  is  sometimes  abrupt  when  he  has  extracted  what  he  needs  from  a  situation  and  wants  the 

action  to  move:  see  on  Dysk.  841.  It  is  not  clear  where  Sostratos  invites  his  father  to  go  to  get  the  gold,  and 

this  is  not  a  matter  in  which  Plautus  is  any  help,  since  he  has  eliminated  the  act-break  in  which  the  handover 

notionally  took  place. 

60—1  7rai£eic  can  be  read  interrogatively  or  not,  and  ovkovv  6.ko\ov0co ;  can  be  preferred  (or  not)  to 

ovkovv  6,koXov6o)  on  grounds  that  are  hardly  more  than  subjective. 

63  kfiol ...  TTpolpytaCrcpov  concludes  the  act  with  a  keynote  remark  by  B;  it  will  be  picked  up,  with  other 

words  and  motifs  from  the  act-ending,  at  the  beginning  of  the  act  to  follow.  ‘It  is  important,’  says  Sandbach 

in  the  Commentary,  ‘that  the  old  man,  who  is  to  be  cheated  in  the  sequel,  should  be  unsympathetically 

portrayed’;  that  seems  to  me  a  better  notion  than  that  of  ascribing  the  line  to  Sostratos,  as  is  done  in  OCT2, 
for  reasons  given  in  the  paper  quoted  on  1 4  f  above. 
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a] AA [a]  7ra[pd0]ec  poi.  (B)  raO[r’]  aneipi  npoc  ayopap 

28 

7rp] dTT[a)f  o]rt  7rpctTT7/tc  a[A]Ao  SeSorat  tovto  col. 

9° 

29 

CQ. /ca]i  p.[i7v  So]/c&  jit[o]  t  rr]p  KaXrjv  re  Kayadr/v 

30 

ISelv  epaipeprjv  av  ■f]8[e]a>c,  Kevdc 

3> 

Tndavevopepiqv  /cat  vpocSoKwcav  aur[t]/ca— 

32 

( fyrjcip  S’  ev  avT’p-rrav  0  KopL^co  ypvciqp. 

33 

irdw  yap •  '  KopC^ei  roO[ro]  /cat,  yf]  rove  deovc, 

95 

34 

[IA] evdepLioc-rC  [c]  pdXXov\-a^C  [a/]c  r’  eptoO’. 

35 

aft/jr-p  S’  t[/ca]v[d/c],  /caAd/c  7root)[c]a  [y ’] ,  evpedr] 

36 

o[t]a<v)  ttot’  a/<(t)[lu]77V  ovca-  top  S’  ajSeXrepop 

37 

MocXop  eAear  /cat  ra  pep  eytoy’  bpyCl,qpai 

38 

ra  S’  ovk  eKelvov  tov  yeyovoTOC  atrtov 

100 

39 

dhiKTjpaTOC  vepopiKa,  tt]v  S’  irapcoraTriv 

40 

iracibv  eKeCvyp.  MO.  etr’  a/coucac  evdaSe 

41 

etvat  pe,  irov  yi)c  ecrt;  xaJPe)  CdtCTpare. 

42 

CQ. 
/cat  ct/.  <(M0.}  rt  KaTT]^r]C  /cat  CKvdptvTroe,  ehre  poc, 

43 

/cat  (iXeppa  rovd’  vrrodaKpy;  pi]  pecoTepov 

105 

44 

KaKOP  KaTeiXr](f>dc  rt  ra/v  [y’]  evr avda\  (CQ.)  vat. 
45 

(MO.) 

etr’  ov  [AJeyeic;  (Ci2.)  evSov  yap  dpeXei,  Mocye.  (MO.)  77a/c; 

46 

(CQ.) rov  p’  e[/croVa>c]  (jnXovPTa  top  rrpd  tov  ypovov 
47 

j  -]ra-  tovto  rrpwTOP  dip  ep&' 

48 

SetvoVaTct  p,’  i)St/c7y/cac.  (MO.)  'pSt/CTj/ca  Se 

1 10 

49 

eyco  ce;  pi)  yepoiTO  tovto,  CcbcTpaTe. 

5° 

(CQ.) 
ovk  t]£lovv  yovv  ov  S’  iyd>.  (MO.)  Aeyetc  Se  rt; 

51 

(CQ.) 
ep.e  yap,  tov  epcora •  TaXXa  S’  ̂vta  pt’  ay[av. 
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Col.  iii.  51  lines,  counting  the  XOPOY  at  the  head  of  the  page,  and  so  numbered  on  the  left,  as  for  Cols  i-ii, 

with  the  continuous  numbering  to  the  right.  That  assumes  that  the  complex  of  fragments  at  the  right  of  13  ff. 

is  correctly  aligned.  Remains  of  script  and  fibres  on  both  sides  appear  consistent  with  this  arrangement,  and 

do  not  suggest  an  alternative;  but  it  must  be  offered  with  the  reservations  that  the  condition  of  the  frag¬ 

ments  imposes. 

In  1— 12  the  surface  is  much  abraded,  leaving  both  blank  spaces  and  traces  of  ink  that  are  hard  to 

articulate  into  individual  letters  or  groups  of  letters.  In  13—28,  the  constituent  fragments  were  found  crumpled 

and  warped  in  ways  that  cannot  now  be  fully  corrected  (they  owe  their  present  condition  to  treatment  of 

extraordinary  skill  and  care).  The  transcription,  made  in  the  first  instance  with  the  aid  of  squared  paper,  is 

therefore  in  the  nature  of  a  projection,  for  which  the  vertical  fibres  provide  guidelines;  and  there  is  in  this 

situation  an  additional  hazard  for  reading  and  restoration. 

2/64  Trace  of  ink  in  the  right  margin,  as  of  a  nota  personae,  compatible  with  [Ca>cr]  p,  but  hardly  a 

confirmation  of  that.  Before  c,  heavily  written,  a  thick  upright;  in  mid-line,  ]  [  offers  a  heavy  diagonal  for 

v  or  x  and  part  of  a  heavily  written  curve  (whence  possibly  ]yc[  for  xp]yc[t]op),  the  last  two,  typically  of  the 

problems  of  this  area,  being  no  more  than  specks;  then  from  irapa  onwards  the  writing  is  normal.  After  £evov, 

foot  of  diagonal  as  for  a  or  A,  faint  diagonal  next;  but  A aficoy  or  -ety  has  none  but  the  weakest  support 

3/65  In  second  place,  trace  of  an  upright;  in  fourth,  two  uprights,  as  of  p,,  v,  1 t;  av  could  be  read  as  <zv, 

but  otherwise  rravr  suits;  next,  av4y[KX\r)roc  fits  better  than  aveTr[0<X\r)Toc  (there  is  a  horizontal  for  y  or  7 r;  the 

last  is  more  like  c  than  v);  the  dicolon  read  after  coi  is  over  a  break,  and  could  be  part  of  a  letter  if  ycyove 

were  not  divined  as  next  word 

4/66  Second  is  down-sloping  diagonal;  [  ]  ,  trace  as  of  the  latter  half  of  /x  (wrong  shape  for  top  of  8), 

then  perhaps  diastole;  if  [  aj/x’,  then  better  0’  before  it  than  S’.  Sloping  upright  and  part  of  mid-line  horizontal 
give  e  before  v<f>.  If  €v<j>paCvei  ce,  as  the  beginning  and  end  of  the  sequence  of  letters  suggest,  pat  is  almost 

wholly  abraded;  at  the  end,  single  rather  than  double  point 

5/67  ...  .cr,  all  unclear.  First  are  high  horizontal  and  vertical,  as  for  rt,  or  (if  together)  n;  I  have 

considered,  inter  alia,  both  rtcecrf  and  rrayr\<Mv.  ]ro[  might  be  ]yc[  (EGT),  then  at  ]  [ ,  forward-sloping  vertical 

with  ink  over,  possibly  i'or  e]£[c  (cf.  ii.  9).  At  ]  a  pa,  possibly  ]irarepa[;  if  so,  r  has  lost  left  cross-stroke  and 

e  survives  as  end  of  mid-line  horizontal.  End:  perhaps  SiSoac[ ,  rather  than  -ouc[  or  -coc[;  but  with  ] fiov  or 

]/xot:  to  choose  from,  the  articulation  is  still  in  doubt 

6/68  -vtfyai,  aor.'passive  infin.  suggests  itself,  given  the  apparent  circumflex  accent,  as  in  fiavfjvai,  <f>avfjvai 
(or  a  compound);  the  beginning  is  too  damaged  to  be  useful;  the  end,  after  rov ,  offers  k<xk  rather  than  /xaA, 

and  hence  tov  k&klct ’  arroXovpevov  as  a  guess  reconcilable  with  what  little  is  left 

7-15  =  69-77  Apart  from  a  scatter  of  identifiable  letters,  the  traces  of  ink  in  this  area  that  have  survived 

physical  damage  are  generally  so  ambiguous  as  to  make  attempts  at  description  in  supplement  to  the  transcript 

for  the  most  part  uninformative,  it  not  actually  misleading.  Some  points  are  noted  below  that  may  perhaps 

lead  to  useful  conjectures  or  to  the  recognition  of  overlapping  texts 

7/69  ]c  otiSe  vy[v,  or  ]c  ovSiv  [  ,  or  JcoO  Se  v  [  and  so  on 

8/70  S77 Ao[  (?  8r) Aw[)  suits 

9/71  In  mid-line,  ]ctv[,  ]cw[,  ]rt y[.  Before  r)p,,  long  descender  with  speck  of  high  ink,  after  it  traces 

suit  er,  ey,  as  for  1]^’  r)ixer[€p-,  ]</>rjfx  ly[ co  vel  sim. 

10/72  ]eia  [,  last  perhaps  c  (-]e  Cac,  etac[e  vel  sim.);  at  ]  tt  ov,  horizontal  joins  o,  i.e.  hm 0  toO,  krro  cov 

possible;  then  foot  of  diagonal,  as  A;  at  ]  S[ ,  curve  on  line,  down-sloping  curved  diagonal,  e.g.  ]0aS[ ,  ]/xaS[ 

u/73  h:>  o8t]  k€  or  ]x0,  but  k]xOpo-  would  be  a  tight  fit  after  ki<€lv[oc  or  -ov;  at  the  end,  ]/?tca  [ 

EGT,  perhaps  Jjixicac  [ 

1 3/ 75  e-g-  the  triangular  letter  taken  as  the  first  lambda  (the  second  is  simply  a  foot)  is  assumed 

to  be  third  in  the  line  by  projection  from  the  lines  that  follow;  the  fragment  which  gives  it  is  now  displaced 

to  the  right  by  some  20  mm;  the  line-endings,  here  and  in  the  next  verses,  are  also  now  displaced  high  by 

about  10  mm  relatively  to  their  beginnings,  as  is  most  clearly  recognized  from  16.  At  the  end,  e.g.  rdjy’av 
tM  //?[l  (or  /^?[v  or  /*?)>  but  the  whole  situation,  including  the  precise  alignment  of  the  join,  is  unclear. 

14/76  Possibly  piydey  with  nothing  lost,  rather  than  ojuflei',  the  second,  an  upright  with  high  joining 

horizontal,  being  more  like  part  of  rj  than  of  v.  Top  of  a  round  letter  before  ruyf ,  and  8v]ctvx[€]c [ra]r[oc], 

though  not  verifiable,  could  be  accommodated 

1 5/ 77  o]y6ev  aS[i]K[-  (-ov,  -6jv,  -rjcac)  is  tempting,  and  may  have  been  anticipated  above  in  p^rjdcv 

[aSucrjcac  vel  sim.  The  first  two  letters  took  slightly  less  space  than  those  of  14,  and  the  narrow,  abraded 
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space  between  aS  and  the  foot  of  a  vertical  could  just  take  iota;  otherwise  aSi[  ,  with  wider  spacing,  is  po
ssible. 

In  mid-line,  -e™  (?-ctm;  hardly  -rm)  suggests  a  verb-ending,  and  -up-  suggests  Cupo[c  rather  than  (say)  Sevpo
, 

which  would  be  hard  to  fit  in 

16/78  OVTWC  or  oinco  y  (not  omco  S’)  is  probably  to  be  recognized  as  first  word  in 
 the  line;  if  A aB-,  pa 6-, 

naB-,  or  one  of  the  other  possible  collocations,  one  would  expect  to  see  more  ink.  The  g
ap  between  afltuf 

and  the  following  ]  wmeTr[  is  not  immediately  calculable  with  the  fragments  displaced
  as  they  arc,  but  may 

be  reckoned  as  three  metrical  elements,  and  as  8-9  letters  rather  than  6-7:  that  is  to  say  aB<b[{i)oc  yeyore] 

has  the  advantage  over  such  theoretical  possibilities  as  a.  kcrt,  or  add mv  on-a,  just  as,  for  reas
ons  of  space, 

twv  Ttm\ot]\fiivu}v  is  to  be  preferred  to  r&v  irenpaypevaiv 

17/79  The  fibres  are  displaced,  and  the  best  I  can  offer  is  .  [,  Jevra-,  the  first  a  mere  spe
ck  over  what 

looks  like  the  end  of  a  paragraphos,  then  at  ] _  part  of  a  curved  foot,  followed  by  the  detached  f
oot  of  v:  not 

(e.g.)  arravra 

18/80  The  end  would  accommodate  a  middle  infinitive  (e.g.  Guct]/?cit’  [o];«c[0ai  y]e  pov),  but  without 

more  data  speculation  seems  otiose 

19—21  =81—4  Some  recognizable  words  emerge:  19  kniBupiav,  20  biroyrCpiov  and  \aficov,  as  well  as  2
1 

mcTcve  are  free  from  reasonable  doubt;  but  the  end  of  19  and  the  structure  of  the  whole  rema
in  unclear;  for 

22-24,  more  Greek  survives,  and  there  is  help  towards  interpretation  from  Plautus 

19/81  ]  v  rather  than  right  half  of  ij;  trace  of  a  letter  joining  t  (which  is  on  a  st
rip  a  little  deflected  to 

the  left):  i.e.  a  word  containing  -vcr-  may  be  thought  of  (such  as  &]TraycT[o]y,  which  would 
 fit)  rather  than 

fjTT[o]y  or  its  like;  after  it  av  (or  two  other  broad  letters)  would  fill  the  s
pace  before  riva,  but  little  can  be 

seen  clearly 

20/82  Part  of  a  downward  oblique  before  ]prjv  is  most  likely  a  detached  part  of  the  p  an
d  not  part  ol 

the  letter  before  it 

21/83  Trace  of  left  end  of  a  paragraphos.  At  the  beginning,  .  [ ,  high  loop  suits  p,  otherwise
  only  specks; 

the  pi]  above  the  line  looks  like  the  copyist’s  own  correction  of  an  omission,  as  
at  ii.  12.  After  the  (appaient) 

pi}  nicreve,  an  upright  (no  trace  of  horizontal)  with  more  ink  above  and  t
o  right  (?interlinear:  if  so,  possibly 

CfajcrP],  but  no  dicolon  to  be  seen);  after  the  gap,  two  diverging  diagonals  f
or  k  (or  damaged  ft):  KaXwK- 

could  be  read  (for  (?-)/<aA<rai  +  k-  or  what?);  less  likely  ko. Acur,  KaXwc 

22/84  [  ] .  [ ,  first  an  upright,  then  after  the  gap  two  specks  which  might 
 be  almost  anything;  the  p  of 

the  presumed  /r[>f]  is  just  a  trace;  the  rest,  apart  from  the  line-be
ginning,  is  recognizable:  see  the  articu¬ lated  version 

23-4  =  85-6  vvv  looks  likely;  in  the  presumed  there  is  a  mid-line  horizontal  for  e,  descending 

diagonal  (and  foot  below  it?)  for  x,  and  a  vertical  for  v ;  warping  has  clos
ed  the  crack  where  ei  is  expected, 

and  in  24  the  kt  of  vdxTa,  though  traces  remain,  are  affected  by  this 

25/87  K  is  damaged,  but  not  to  be  read  as  iS;  at  ] ,  [ ,  a  low  speck;  c  (to  suit  a]  k  [8]  A  [a]  cr
oc)  or  v  (as  if 

oStoc)  before  -toc.  Low  rising  curve  at  .  [  J  suits  /r[oi] 

26/88  If  a]/t-  above,  Tro'jflci'  or  prj]6iv  (say)  might  have  a  slight  (probably  negligible)  advant
age  in  space 

over  such  other  possibilities  as  pr/]  Orv  or  ou]  Av,  of  which  the  last  seems  to  s
uit  the  sense  best.  1  beie  is  some 

distortion,  but  the  c  of  the  presumed  rra-rpo  [c]  was  most  likely  written  and  not  lost  by  hapl
ography,  as  in  the 

first  copying  of  ii.  1 2 

27/89  ]  [  ].  ]4A[  rather  than  ]/z[;  a  high  horizontal  with  t
races  of  uprights,  and  a  triangular  letter 

should  represent  ]mx[  rather  than  ]-n8[;  before  pot,  on  twisted  fibres,  app
arent  traces  of  two  round  letters: 

from  the  space  (if  either  is  to  be  thought  of)  ira[pd0]cc  rather  than  waKpaSloc 

29/91  ]  [ ,  traces  of  ink  shared  between  joined  fragments,  first  may
  be  remains  of  vertical,  second  suits first  stroke  of  p  . 

30/92  First,  a  descender;  second,  traces  of  horizontal  ink  on  the  line.  At  mid-line,  ̂
S[/]o>  c  was  diagnosed 

by  Sandbach  and  Lloyd-Jones  (quoted  in  MP)  and  018’  [i\<by  (or  leby)  by  Colin  Austin:
  damage  and  warping 

combine  to  make  the  choice  hard.  Two  low  specks  of  ink  for  feet  ?j  or  bottom  of  co;  tri
angle  for  right-hand 

[he]  corner  of  S;  a  minute  low  particle  of  ink  (if  not  random)  for  the  next,  then  diagon
al  of  v,  or  (as  I  slightly 

prefer)  top  of  c;  then,  on  loose  fibre,  high  point 

31/93  Last  but  one  is  a  shallow  sloping  downstroke:  i.e.  atrr[i]Ka  suits,  no
t  airoffev 

32/94  Trace  ofaI1  upright  before  c;  before  that  amidst  abrasion,  remains  
of  a  triangle  or  flattened  curve, 

acceptable  as  left  half  of  <j>,  but  the  upright  has  totally  gone,  o  on  broken  surface,  but  v
  (i.e.  ndm)  is  excluded; 

[v],  deletion  by  a  rising  diagonal  stroke 
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33/ 95  First,  two  low  dots  of  ink,  as  for  n;  then  foot  of  downsloping  diagonal  for  a 

34/96  r  [ ,  high  horizontal  joins  tall  vertical,  i.e.  n 

35/97  An  angular  breathing  probably  accounts  for  all  the  ink,  there  being  in  that  case  no  trace  of  the 

base  of  the  first  letter  of  34,  and  nothing,  unless  the  odd  particle  of  ink,  for  the  alpha  presumed  to  have  stood 

here.  At  [  ]  [  ]evpe8r),  part  of  down-sloping  diagonal  leaves  room  only  for  a  narrow  letter  before  e:  i.e. 

7roou[c]a[y],  and  perhaps  even  a  trace  of  a  horizontal  joining  e;  not  ttoovc  ajr]- 
36/ 98  Angular  breathing  over  small  o,  rather  than  any  trace  from  35;  downsloping  stroke  as  for  a  before 

nor';  then  right-angled  foot  of  letter,  ui  rather  than  e,  and  upright  after  the  gap;  a  join  intervenes,  but 
seems  likelier  than  uifipjijr 

37/99  ft:  eAc'tu  JRR,  quoted  in  MP\  the  second  is  abraded,  leaving  traces  that  look  (deceptively)  like 
parts  of  upright  and  horizontal,  then  a  join  before  e,  and  confused  ink  that  once  suggested  to  me  v,  or  even 

parts  of  two  letters:  i.e.  e(Aa)0ey,  e(Aa)/3ey? 

44/ 106  kclk  suits  the  first  three;  and  a  high  horizontal  joining  «A-  verifies  xar- .  The  fibres  are  displaced 

after  rwv,  but  I  see  no  cause  to  doubt  that  there  was  room  for  another  letter  before  evr-,  as  Sandbach  (OCT) 
is  inclined  to  do 

45/107  ecr  or  dir,  at  the  junction  of  two  fragments;  beyond  it,  the  vertical  fibres  run  askew  to  the  right 

and  back  again,  apparently  a  minor  fault  in  manufacture,  which  will  have  left  horizontal  fibres  exposed  for 

a  small  space,  on  which  nothing  seems  to  have  been  written.  [A/jyeic  Sandbach  (quoted  in  A//j;  I  had  thought 

of  napayeic,  which  involves  allowing  for  an  omission;  there  is  a  trace  of  a  high  horizontal  for  y,  and  I  now 

recognize  some  indefinite  sign  of  the  base  of  the  letter  before  it 

46/108  r qyp,  is  acceptable,  with  traces  of  a  small  curve  for  o,  of  feet  of  uprights  for  v,  and  low  shallow 

curve  for  p;  part  of  a  sloping  upright  follows  beyond  the  join  of  fragments,  looking  more  like  a  trace  of  the 

next  letter  than  the  final  stroke  of  p.  After  that,  the  surface  is  almost  totally  abraded,  and  nothing  can  be  verified 

47/ 109  A  high  horizontal  joins  a,  as  for  -ya,  -ca,  -ra;  perhaps  -m.  Indeterminate  traces  of  four  letters 

at  the  beginning,  and  occasional  flecks  of  ink  after  that,  where  a  blank  of  7-8  letters  is  shown.  Last  is  very 

likely  small  omega;  before  it,  traces  of  upright  and  small  loop  for  rho;  not  (I  now  believe)  epe  or  e/x[e  (e 

was  printed  in  MP\  kpd  has  become  the  vulgate) 

48/110  S[ ] ei-  can  be  divined  from  the  traces,  and  SeiroVard  p  r)hiKT)Kac  would  fit  the  space  without 

inconsistency  with  what  flecks  of  ink  there  are,  but  with  no  dependable  claim  to  support  from  them 

5 1  / 1 1 1  Second  offers  curved  uprights  with  trace  of  joining  stroke  as  for  p  or  it;  third,  in  a  crack  on 

horizontal  fibres,  has  parts  of  curve  and  mid-line  horizontal,  as  if  e  or  0;  next  two  may  be  trace  of  high 

horizontal  and  top  of  a  triangular  letter;  then  upright  and  part  of  high  bow:  perhaps  therefore  epeyap.  The 

two  letters  after  to  are  abraded  to  specks.  Towards  the  end,  a  series  of  triangular  letters  resolves  itself  as 

raaAAaS’;  after  that,  room  for  two  broad  letters:  in  it  only  confused  traces,  on  torn  and  twisted  fibres,  of  three 
(or  four?)  uprights:  ij y  or  anything  comparable 

83-7:  cf.  P.  Ba.  698-700.  Mnesilochus/Sostratos  with  Chrysalus/Syros: 

698  Mn.  immo  si  audias  quae  dicta  dixit  me  aduersum  tibi. 

699  Ch.  quid  dixit?  Mn.  si  tu  ilium  solem  sibi  solem  esse  diceres, 

700  se  illam  lunam  credere  esse  et  noctem  qui  nunc  est  dies. 

91-113  corresponds  to  P.  Ba.  526-562,  Mnesilochus/Sostratos  with  Pistoclerus/Moschos:  in  particular 

(

a

)

 

 

91-4  to  Ba.  530-1;  (b)  102-8  to  Ba.  528  f.  with  536-39,  and  (c)  109-13  to  Ba.  559-62 

(a)  91-4:  P.  Ba.  530-1 
530  Mn.  reddidi  patri  omne  aurum.  nunc  ego  illam  me  uelim 

531  conuenire,  postquam  inanis  sum,  contemptricem  meam. 

530  reddidit  (ut  uid.)  A 

(b)  102-8:  P.  Ba.  528  f.  with  536-39 

528  Pi.  nam  illud  animus  meu’  miratur,  si  a  me  tetigit  nuntius, 

529  quid  remoretur. 

528  nunc  illud  A  a  me  P,  iam  A 
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536  Pi.  saluus  sis,  Mnesiloche.  Mn.  salue.  Pi.  ... 

338  numquae  aduenienti  aegritudo  obiectast?  Mn.  atque  acerruma. 

339  unde?  Mn.  ab  homine  quern  mihi  amicum  esse  arbitratus  sum  antidhac. 

538  acerrume  P 

(

c

)

 

 

109-13:  P.  Ba.  559-62 
559  Mn.  uideo  non  potesse  quin  tibi  eiius  nomen  eloquar. 

560  Pistoclere,  perdidisti  me  sodalem  funditus. 
561  Pi.  quid  istuc  est?  Mn.  quid  est?  misine  ego  ad  te  ex  Epheso  epistulam 

562  super  arnica,  ut  mihi  inuenires? 

(iii.  2-4  =  64-66) 
Sostr.  What’s  that  you  say?  By  getting  the  gold  from  your  foreign  friend  he  is  wholly  blameless  in  your  eyes? 

(B)  He  is  indeed. 

Sostr.  And  he  pleases  you  more,  too? 

(B)  More,  Sostratos  ... (ifi.  6  =  68)  ...  the  rogue  ...  (ii.  16  =  78)  ...  so  he  is  not  guilty  of  what’s  been  done  ...  (iii.  19  =  81)  ...  desire  ... 

(iii.  2off.  =  82ft.) 
Sostr.  [brought]  under  control. 

(B)  [Yet  even]  if  you  do  that,  don’t  trust  him,  as  I  say  ...  For  sure,  if  Syros  were  standing  by  me  and  said  the 

sun  was  shining  here,  I’d  think  it  was  dark  (85  f.),  that  night  had  come — an  incorrigible  trickster. 

Sostr.  So  I  can  depend  on  this,  then,  father  ‘As  a  good  son,  your  father  won’t  deny  you’? — but  just  deliver! 

(B)  I’m  off  to  the  market  to  do  this  business  of  mine;  this  other  business  is  yours  to  do  (90). 

Sostr.  I  really  do  think  I  could  be  glad  to  see  my  fine  lady  of  a  lover  being  persuasive  now  I’m  empty- 

handed — and  expecting  at  once  (so  she  tells  herself)  all  the  gold  that  I’m  bringing.  Very  much  so:  ‘He’s 

bringing  it  like  a  gentleman,  on  my  oath  (95),  and  just  as  I  deserve’.  But  she  was  found  out  clearly  enough — 
and  well  done  too — as  being  the  sort  I  used  to  think  she  was.  The  feeble  Moschos  has  my  sympathy.  On  the 

one  hand,  I  am  angry;  but  on  the  other  I  don’t  consider  him  responsible  for  the  wrong  that’s  been  done 

(100  f.),  but  her,  most  unscrupulous  of  women  that  she  is. 

Moschos  So  lie’s  heard  I’m  here:  where  on  earth  is  he?  Sostratos! — good  day  to  you. 
Sostr.  And  to  you. 

Moschos  But  tell  me,  why  are  you  so  downcast  and  scowling,  with  that  look  of  being  near  to  tears?  You 

haven’t  come  on  some  new  example  of  our  local  troubles,  have  you  (105  f.)? 

Sostr.  Yes,  indeed:  trouble  indoors,  Moschos. 

Moschos  How  so? 

Sostr.  My  [extraordinarily  good]  friend  of  times  past  [is  deceiving  me  (?)].  The  first  thing  I’ll  say  is  this:  you 
have  wronged  me  most  terribly. 

Moschos  I?  Wronged  you?  Never  let  it  be,  Sostratos  (no  f.). 

Sostr.  I  wouldn’t  have  expected  it  myself. 
Moschos  But  what  is  it  you  mean? 

Sostr.  Me  and  my  love;  and  the  rest  of  it  is  something  that  grieved  me  to  excess. 

64-90  Re-enter  Sostratos  and  his  father  (B);  the  poor  condition  of  the  remains  means  that  very  little 

can  be  made  out  except  at  the  beginning  and  the  end  of  the  scene,  but  perhaps  enough  to  make  it  clear  that 

there  was  further  discussion  of  the  slave  Syros  and  the  false  tale  he  had  spun  about  the  gold.  Sostratos  pleaded 

successfully  (just  how,  we  cannot  follow)  that  Syros  should  be  left  to  him  to  deal  with,  and  not  punished. 

Plautus,  who  had  earlier  made  the  young  man’s  gratitude  to  the  slave  a  main  motif  (Ba.  385-404),  at  this 

point  has  him  refer  prominently  to  this  transaction  with  his  father,  which,  with  the  cutting  of  the  two  short 

scenes  in  question,  took  place  notionally  during  a  quick  exit  and  return  that  is  covered  by  a  few  lines  of 

entrance  monologue  by  the  other  young  man  (526-29,  based  in  part  on  102  f.):  so  521-5,  exorabo  ...  etc.,  is 

picked  up  at  532  f.  sed  ueniam  mihi  quam  grauate  pater  dedit  de  Chrysalo!  |  uerum postremo  impetraui  ut  ne  quid  ei  suscenseat. 
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Menander’s  technique  of  echoing  the  end  of  one  Act  in  the  beginning  of  the  next  has  been  extensively 

discussed  since  Dyskolos ,  Misoumenos ,  Dis  Exapaton  and  other  discoveries  from  1959  into  the  1960’s  and  up  to 
the  present  have  added  to  the  stock  of  examples:  for  basics,  see  MP  12  and  n.  8;  Entr.  Hardtxv  i  (1970)  10-18; 
and  Retire  Menandre  34-6  (H.-D.  Blume)  and  1326,  with  some  further  references,  especially  to  Alain 

Blanchard’s  full  study  in  his  Essai  sur  la  composition  des  comedies  de  Menandre  (Paris,  1983).  Here  there  are  two 

sets  of  echoes,  first  with  father  and  son  resuming  their  talk,  and  then  from  91  onwards,  with  Sostratos’  short 
soliloquy  picking  up  from  his  speech  at  25  ff 

64  tC  (j>i)c;  is  a  regular  opening  remark  when  two  characters  enter  in  conversation,  and  is  used  sometimes 

when  they  are  supposed  to  have  been  coming  from  some  way  off,  as  at  Dysk.  50  (and  note  the  variant  cirri 

pot  at  233);  but  that  need  not  be  so,  as  is  shown  by  Dysk.  563,  in  a  dialogue  between  characters  both  present 

on  stage.  The  key  to  the  content  is  the  relatively  undamaged  rrapd  t[o]0  £bov;  the  rest  is  guesswork. 

65  aveynXriToc  ‘guiltless’,  if  rightly  read,  is  new  to  Menander;  dveniK\r)Toc  in  a  similar  sense  appears  at 
Epitr.  590/910,  but  does  not  seem  to  have  been  written  here. 

66  For  cbfipalvet  one  can  compare  PDidot  I.  22  f.,  Kai  -nov  rocavra  xpvpar'  kcrtv,  a>  Tramp,  |  a  pdXXov 
a vSpdc  ev<f>pav€t  vapovra  pej 

67-8  It  is  possible,  as  above,  to  stitch  the  remains  into  some  sort  of  comic  verse,  but  the  ambiguities 

present  discourage  one  from  thinking  that  the  exercise  is  very  useful,  tov  kclkict'  a-rroXovpevov  (variant  too 
KaK&c  arroXovpicvov,  Ar.  Ach.  952)  is  a  perennial  term  of  abuse  against  slaves  or  others  thought  to  be  inferior: 

e.g.  Epitr.  52/228;  Dysk.  208,  addressing  Poverty  as  a  horrid  old  woman. 

78  afffioc,  Dysk.  645:  if  it  is  accepted  here,  the  line  would  seem  to  echo  65,  drc'y/cAijToc,  and  so  perhaps 
round  off  the  first  stage  of  the  discussion;  if  B  is  not  to  punish  Syros  himself,  it  seems  he  will  be  put  in  the 

charge  of  Sostratos  (?  v-rroxciptov,  82),  but  with  a  colourful  caution  against  trusting  him. 

82  f.  Traces  of  paragraphoi  indicate  changes  of  speaker  in  or  at  the  end  of  these  lines,  or  both;  but  it  is 
not  clear  from  the  text  that  survives  where  they  came.  B  must  at  least  say  prj  n  ter  cue  in  83  and  resume  with 

84  ff.  after  an  interjection  of  some  kind  by  Sostratos;  82  can  either  be  given  wholly  to  Sostratos,  with  vvoxciptov 

Aa flare  together,  and  -pcqv  possibly  a  verb  ending;  or  else  it  can  be  divided  between  the  two,  and  vnoxetptov 
understood  with  Aa/3c ov. 

84-6  B’s  flight  of  phrase  on  the  topic  of  Syros’  falsehoods  is  lost  from  the  present  context  of  Bacchides 
with  the  rest  of  Plautus’  cuts,  but  reappears  later  on  when  quoted  to  the  slave  by  his  young  master  (see 
above).  We  cannot  be  s#re  whether  this  is  the  result  of  transference  by  Plautus  or  repetition  by  Menander 

{MP  15  f.);  but  the  echo  at  Perinthia  13-15  of  words  from  an  earlier  scene  in  the  play  represented  by  fr.  1  (3 
Sandbach)  at  least  shows  that  there  is  no  objection  in  principle  to  the  idea  that  Menander  recalled  the  lines 

in  a  later  context  of  Dis  Exapaton.  For  ̂   yap,  see  Denniston,  Particles 2  284. 

86  f.  ydijc  6.i<6Xacroc,  here  taken  together  as  ‘an  incorrigible  trickster’;  but  could  possibly  be  read  as  two 

separate  epithets,  as  could  oXcQpov  dpydv,  ‘an  idle  pest’,  at  Dysk.  366.  Plato,  Smp.  203d  has  Scivoc  yorjc  Kai 

fappaKci ic  real  cojacrijc  of  Eros;  Demosthenes,  de  Cor.  (18).  276  similarly  Savov  Kai  yo'ijra  oral  copicrip  eat  ra 
TtuafiT’  6ro pdfav;  the  text  given  as  Com.  Adesp.  1307K  (cf.  PCG  VIII,  at  p.  515)  adds  a  little  more  colour  to 
the  common  term  of  abuse  with  yorjc  tic  1}  KcpKuifi  Xoytuv. 

87  f.  ovkovv  is  here  taken  to  introduce  a  challenging  question;  but  see  on  61  above.  Sostratos  claims  to 
have  on  his  side  the  notion  that  a  fond  father  will  deny  a  good  son  nothing.  It  is  not  obvious  whether  this  is 

presented  as  a  piece  of  proverbial  wisdom  or  is  a  real  or  pretended  quotation  from  B.  Kallippides  in  Dyskolos 

claims  to  have  met  his  son’s  every  wish  (rt  Sc  \  ob  cvyKcyioprix' ’>  7^5  I);  more  to  the  point,  perhaps,  B’s 
Plautine  equivalent  Nicobulus  says  in  a  later  context  that  only  his  devotion  to  his  son  has  kept  him  from 

punishing  the  slave  very  severely:  Ba.  777  ff.,  per  omnis  deos  adiuro  ut,  ni  meum  |  gnatum  tam  amem  alque  ei  facta 

cupiam  quae  is  uelit  \  ut  tua  iam  uirgis  latera  lacerentur  probe ,  etc.  ob8b  admits  alternatives,  the  likeliest  (it  may  be) 

a  question  with  ttoBcv. 

89-90  rrapaScc ,  for  which  I  offer  ‘deliver’,  assumes  ■napariOrjjLi  in  the  general  sense  of  ‘provide’,  LSJ, 
s.v.,  A.  c.  2;  but  its  familiar  use  in  Comedy,  as  indeed  elsewhere,  is  of  serving  food,  and  the  restoration  itself 

may  not  be  right.  The  remark,  and  B’s  reply  to  it,  both  in  any  case  allude  to  the  part  of  the  conversation 

that  is  lost  to  us.  In  toOt’  ik-neipa  irpoc  dyopav  |  rrpdTTaiv  B’s  business  is  presumably  to  pay  over  his  recovered 
gold  to  a  banker,  or  a  creditor  or  whoever,  and  it  would  reinforce  the  point  if  he  had  it  with  him  in  a  money 

bag  whether  carried  by  himself  or  by  a  slave;  the  aXXo  rovro  which  B  says  is  given  to  Sostratos  to  do,  is  (I 

take  it)  to  sort  out  Syros  in  some  way  short  ol  the  punishment  B  would  have  thought  appropriate:  see  the 

preceding  note.  I  doubt  if  the  commission  was  ‘to  reprove  his  friend  Moschos’,  as  Sandbach  says;  but  the 
argument  is  over  a  void,  irpaTT-rjc  (subj.)  is  needed,  not  -eic. 
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91-102  Left  alone,  Sostratos  is  presented  as  turning  back  to  the  thoughts  of  his  soliloquy  at  18-30,  but 

with  the  difference  that  the  decision  to  give  the  gold  to  his  father  and  not  to  the  girl  is  now  carried  out.  The 

link  between  the  two  speeches  is  underlined  by  verbal  echoes  (21,  l raprj  with  Ira/uti ramp’,  and  kcvoc  \  mBavcvo- 

p.cvT]v,  now  in  juxtaposition),  as  well  as  by  the  manner  in  which  direct  quotation  is  used  to  portray  the  girl 
as  her  lover  sees  her.  As  before,  and  even  without  such  severe  textual  damage,  the  precise  assignation  of  the 

words  and/or  thoughts  is  hard  to  determine  with  confidence. 

91-2  SokH }  p.01  ...  IjS ease  is  well  paralleled  by  Xenophon,  Oec.  6.  it,  raO r’  av  pot  Soicdr  rjSewc  ctKobciv 
cov,  and  Cyr.  8.  7.  26,  vjScwc  av  pot  Sokot  Koivarvrjcai  tivoc  (Barigazzi,  Riv.  di  Fil.  98  [ 1 9 7 f  1  at  p.  1 5 1  ■  and  note 

also  Aspis  4,35);  parallels  in  Comedy  for  the  ironical  use  of  sraAoc  icayaBoc  are  given  by  Sandbach  in  his  note on  Aspis  3 1 1 . 

93-6  firjdv  S'  b  avrji  seems  to  refer  to  what  the  girl  says  (or  thinks)  to  herself;  but  it  is  not  wholly  clear 
what  that  is.  Arnott  takes  the  words  on  their  own  as  a  parenthesis,  as  given  here,  making  the  simplest  and 

possibly  the  best  assumption:  her  words  then  follow  in  95  f.  In  ALP,  I  had  included  a  hr  (tea  in  the  parenthesis; 

Sandbach  writes — “abriKa”  |  firjdv  S’  b  avrf) — ;  it  is  possible  to  contemplate  avrC/ca  \  ijrrjdv  S’  b  aurij  rrav 
‘she  says  it  all  herself,  straight  out’.  It  is  also  to  be  considered  whether  the  rrdvv  yap  is  best  seen  as  a  loosely 
constructed  intensitive  with  the  following  words  (which  are  otherwise  heavily  qualified),  or  as  an  interjection 

by  Sostratos  of  the  kind  that  I  incline  to  see  in  the  if  Ala  of  23,  and  would  now  see  here.  Beyond  that,  one 

can  wonder  (as  I  did  in  MP  21,  n.  15)  whether  there  is  something  more  to  the  connection  between  the  girl 

and  the  gold:  was  she,  in  Menander,  called  Chrysis  not  Bacchis?  That  could  give  an  extra  point  to  fade  S’ 

b  abrf  1,  however  read,  and  to  aljtcoc  r'  epov.  Etymological  word-play  with  names  is  perennial  in  Gieek, 

notoriously  with  Helen  and  the  root  of  kXeiv  (see  Fraenkel  on  A.  Ag.  687),  but  also  with  characters  less  than 

legendary,  for  instance,  Plutarch,  Life  ofNicias  3,  quotes  Timaeus  for  the  etymological  resonance  of  the  names 

Nicias  with  vIk-tj  and  Hermocrates  with  'Eppal.  The  matter  is  primarily  of  interest  in  regard  to  Plautus’ 

changes  of  names  in  the  play,  and  cannot  be  pursued  in  full  detail  here.  The  name  Syros  (which  is  coupled 
with  Parmenon  as  the  name  of  a  very  ordinary  sort  of  slave  at  Ba.  649  f.)  is  changed  by  Plautus  to  Chrysalus 

‘Goldie’,  giving  several  comic  possibilities,  as  at  240,  opus  est  chryso  Chrysalo',  and  there  are  more  word-games 

with  Bacchis  (perhaps,  therefore,  like  Chrysalus,  and  in  consequence  of  Chrysalus,  Plautus  own  choice:  see 

Ba.  53,  371);  and  with  Archidemides  (see  above  on  49  f.,  and  further  Questa,  ed.  Bad  1  ff.,  esp.  6  n.  6). 

94  o  Kop.il w,  the  monosyllabic  relative  pronoun  in  metrical  liaison  with  the  following  verb,  as  with 
 o 

Aeyetc  at  the  same  place  in  the  line  at  Sarnia  154:  see  in  general  Dyskolos  of  Menander  63  ff. 

95  f.  For  ndw  (here,  with  the  yap,  separated  from  what  follows),  see  H.  Thesleff,  Studies  on  Intensification  ... 

(Helsinki,  1954)  73  ff.  The  broken  (one  is  tempted  to  say  ‘fluttering’)  utterance  of  KopC^c  1,  ktA.  is  perhaps 
intended  as  a  thumbnail  sketch  of  the  girl’s  excitable  behaviour:  notably,  it  includes  an  oath  (see  21  f.);  for 

Kal ...  tc,  ‘indeed  ...  and  worthy  of  me  too’,  see  A.  M.  Dale  on  E.  Ale.  646-7. 

97  KaX&c  crooned  y’  and  cognate  expressions  can  be  used  ironically,  as  here  and  at  Dysk.  629  (of  Knemon’s 
fall  into  the  well),  txartuc  ‘is  probably  to  be  taken  with  cvpcBr f  (Sandbach),  and  I  now  do  so. 

98  ota<r>  remedies  what  may  be  a  simple  haplography  (v  before  -a),  but  the  pressure  from  the  surrounding 

nominatives  is  strong,  Here  and  in  what  follows  Sostratos  attempts  to  meet  his  disillusionment  with  balance; 

this  allocation  of  the  blame  between  friend  and  girl-friend  may  have  influenced  Plautus’  choice  of  an 

opening  for  the  soliloquy  at  Ba.  500  f.,  inimiciorem  nunc  utrum  credam  magis  |  sodalemne  esse  an  Bacchidem  incertum
 

admodumst. 

102  The  indignant  etra:  see  LSJ  s.v.,  and  on  Dysk.  153,  where  it  begins  a  considerable  harangue  by 

Knemon.  Moschos  here  enters  from  the  house  in  which  he  has  found  Sostratos’  girl,  and  become  involved 

with  her  sister,  the  cause  of  all  the  confusion  and  excitement. 

104  Kai  ctl,  used  in  returning  a  greeting:  /cat  ol  y’  Ar.  Lys.  6,  vf  xai  cv  y(e)  M.  Georgos  41,  Sarnia  128;  or indeed  in  returning  a  curse,  Samia  295. 

104  f.  Karqfirjc  ...  cKvdpioTrdc  ...  fSXcppa  rod 8’  vnoSaKpv:  the  description  focuses  the  audience  on  wha
t 

they  can  see  (the  downcast  head)  and  supplies  what  they  need  to  imagine.  Modern  experience  of  mask
ed 

theatre  shows  how  vital  body  language  is  in  the  absence  of  changeable  expressions  (to  which,  incidentally, 

one  can  sometimes  feel  over-exposed  by  close-ups  on  the  large  or  small  screen).  The  present  symptoms  of 

pain,  anger  and  despair,  in  different  measure,  are  similarly  indicated  in  tragedy:  e.g.  E.  Med.  1012  rC  Sat 

mnrfe Ic  0 ppa  Kai  SaKpvppodc;  (see  also  Held.  633,  Or.  881);  but  here  they  are  the  mark  of  the  unhappy  lover, 

and  so  elsewhere  in  New  Comedy  and  in  literature  influenced  by  it:  it  is  a  proof  of  an  unhappy  love-affair 

that  a  man  at  a  party  iSaKpvccv  Kai  bbcrace  Kai  n  Karr/dcr.  |  ifl Xerrc,  yd)  cftyyfieic  ovk  epeve  crcfiavoc, 

Asclepiades,  HE  894  ff.  (896-7)  =AP  12.  135. 
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105-7  Kaxov  ...  Ttbv  y’  bravOa:  a  very  mild  allusion,  if  it  is  one,  to  contemporary  affairs  in  Athens  (the 

date  of  the  play’s  production  is  not  known).  The  trouble,  as  evSov  yap  apeXei  laconically  indicates,  is  inside 
in  the  house,  not  outside  in  the  city. 

1 08  An  adverb  seems  to  be  what  is  lost,  and  Iktottwc  is  here  supplied  from  Dysk.  824;  If  oy  me  would  do 

as  well  for  sense,  less  well  for  space.  Bacchides  540-551,  in  sequel  to  539,  which  corresponds  to  the  present 

line,  is  a  dialogue  on  false  friendship  which  has  been  thought  from  time  to  time  to  derive  from  Menander, 

but  plainly  does  not  derive  from  the  immediate  context  before  us,  and  is  in  any  case  of  doubtful  status  in  the 

transmission  of  Plautus.  The  possible  origins  of  the  passage  are  briefly  explored  in  MP  17  f.,  with  nn.  17-19; 

for  a  full  discussion,  see  Zwierlein,  Kritik  I.  24-30  and  IV.  261  ff. 

109  Missing  are  main  verb  and  (probably)  participle  ending  in  -v]ra,  as  it  might  be  eyvojv  p  t'maTonna. 
The  traces  of  ink  left  by  abrasion  are  slight,  and  may  be  deceptive,  but  I  have  nothing  to  offer  which  seems 

to  suit  them. 

1 10  Setuorara  is  almost  pure  guesswork;  but  the  young  man’s  powerful  outburst  at  Ba.  560  at  least  lends 
credence  to  the  presence  of  a  strong  word  here,  and  this  one  does  seem  to  suit  what  little  ink  can  be  seen. 

1 1 2  oIk  ijtjCow:  the  imperfect  verges  on  the  sense  of  a  past  potential,  ‘I  wouldn’t  have  expected  it’;  so 
perhaps  with  positive  at  PDidot  I.  17;  and  so  with  other  verbs  in  the  semantic  fields  of  necessity, 

propriety  and  expectation:  see  KG  i.  204—6. 

1 1 2— 3  Aeyetc  Si  tc;  Compare  107:  the  elra  there  and  the  inversion  here  emphasize  the  urgency  of  the 

question;  but  with  kpek  yap,  too  'epui to.  (if  rightly  read)  the  speaker  looks  back  rather  to  the  i]8iK7]Kac/ pStia/Ka 

exchange  in  no.  The  distinction  made  between  the  first  charge  of  aSua'a  and  the  other  things  which  were 
painful  shows  that  Sostratos  regarded  the  wrong  as  aggravated  by  the  circumstances  in  which  it  was  committed: 

that  is,  presumably,  not  only  by  a  friend,  but  by  a  friend  in  a  position  of  special  trust:  in  Bacchides  561  ff, 

consistently  with  that,  the  young  man  makes  a  leading  point  of  the  letter  he  sent  from  Ephesus  commissioning 

his  friend  to  find  the  girl.  On  different  kinds  of  wrong  as  perceived  in  the  fourth  century  bc  and  earlier,  see 

on  Dyskolos  297  f.,  with  much  more  material  in  MacDowell’s  edition  of  Demosthenes,  Against  Meidias  (1990), 

pp.  18-23;  and  also  Trevor  J.  Saunders,  Plato’s  Penal  Code  (1991),  index  under  excuses  and  aggravations. 

E.W.  HANDLEY 
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100/191  (d)  12.7  x5  cm  Second/third  century 

A  tattered  and  badly  abraded  broad  strip  of  papyrus,  broken  off'  at  top  and  foot. 
In  one  place  the  full  length  of  a  verse  survives,  measuring  c.  10  cm;  of  the  intercolumnia 

1.5  cm  are  preserved  on  the  left  and  0.9  cm  on  the  right  (at  the  narrowest  points).  The 

back  is  blank  and  the  writing  runs  along  the  fibres. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  rapid  angular  hand  generally  slanting  to  the  right,  with  no 

pretensions  to  formality.  I  suppose  it  may  be  assigned  to  the  late  second  or  the  early 

third  century.  Notable  are  some  affinities  to  the  ‘Severe  Style’  in  the  shapes  of  €  and  c 

(both  straight-backed),  v,  o  (mostly  tiny),  v,  and  w  with  the  central  stroke  almost  elimin¬ 
ated.  Bilinearity  is  strictly  maintained.  XXIII  2357  (assigned  to  the  second  century,  but 

the  third  cannot  be  excluded)  and  VII  1016  ( =  GMAW 2  84;  mid-third  century),  both 
examples  of  this  style,  are  quite  similar.  One  may  also  compare  it  to  the  less  stylised 

XXXII  2627  (second  century,  assigned),  or  XXXIX  2882  (late  second  century, 

assigned). 

A  dicolon,  written  by  the  original  scribe,  serves  for  speaker  division  in  1 55;  another 

dicolon  must  have  stood  in  157,  but  the  surface  is  abraded.  At  these  places  abbreviated 
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notae  personamm  have  been  inserted  in  the  interlinear  space.  These  are  surely  later  addi¬ 

tions:  they  are  written  in  a  cursive  script  with  a  thicker  pen,  which  may  point  to  a 

second  hand.  It  remains  uncertain  whether  paragraphoi  were  employed,  since  where  they 

would  be  expected  the  surface  is  rubbed  away.  There  is  no  evidence  for  any  other 

lectional  signs,  apart  from  a  dubious  case  of  apostrophe  in  158. 

The  papyrus  coincides  with  a  badly  damaged  part  of  2656  (Sandbach  O10).  The 

two  papyri  do  not  always  seem  to  offer  the  same  text,  but  these  discrepancies  occur  in 

places  where  the  physical  damage  is  too  severe  to  allow  evaluative  judgements.  Some 

problems  can  be  resolved,  but  there  are  still  important  questions  left  unanswered.  The 

fragment  comes  from  a  dialogue  scene  about  which  speculation  has  been  rife.1  In  my 

view  there  is  not  sufficient  ground  for  guessing  either  who  are  the  speakers  or  what  is 

the  subject  of  their  conversation’  (Sandbach  p.  447).  We  now  have  a  better  but  not 

perfect  idea  about  the  speakers;  but  the  topic  of  their  discourse  still  evades  us. 

The  new  papyrus  provides  us  with  three  names:  two  in  the  form  of  abbreviated 

notae  personarum,  the  other  in  the  text.  The  first,  Xpv-  in  155;  most  probably  stands  for 

a  woman  named  Xpvcic.  A  similar  abbreviation  also  occurs  in  2656,  where  one  reads 

[  ]pv[;  up  until  now  the  damage  had  made  Chrysis  only  one  of  the  candidates.  Ghry
sis 

addresses  another  woman,  Syra.  Another  nota  in  157  introduces  a  third  person.  Despite 

the  palaeographic  uncertainty  (see  below),  it  seems  reasonable  to  identify  the  speaker 

as  Krateia.  Where  she  stops  speaking  is  not  clear.  Getas  delivers  a  monologue  shortly 

after,  which  perhaps  begins  in  159,  cf.  Sisti  p.  101.  At  any  rate,  in  160  Krateia’s  father
 

is  spoken  of  in  a  derogatory  manner  ill-befitting  his  daughter. 

It  is  likely  but  not  certain  that  all  three  persons  were  on  stage  at  the  same  time. 

But  there  is  no  means  of  telling  whether  all  of  them  took  part  in  the  dialogue.  The 

person  who  speaks  before  Chrysis  may  be  Syra  or  Krateia.  On  the  basis  of  parallels,  I 

am  more  inclined  to  see  Syra  as  a  Kwcfsov  vpocomov,  but  see  the  note  on  155  below. 

With  the  text  fragmentary  beyond  recovery,  the  identity  of  the  characters  involved 

in  the  dialogue  which  introduces  the  text  presented  by  2656  has  always  been  a  puzzle. 

Turner  ( New  Fragments  1 1)  and  after  him  Webster  (. Introd .  Men.  165)  suggested  that  one 

of  them  was  Krateia.  Merkelbach  thought  of  Krateia’s  nurse  and  another  servant  of 

Krateia  who  had  come  into  Thrasonides’  possession  (. RhM  109  (1966)  101);  these  two 

persons  could  be  Chrysis  and  Syra  respectively.  Arnott  recently  argued  for  three  charac¬ 

ters  on  the  stage:  Krateia’s  nurse,  who  converses  with  an  old  female  slave  of  Kleinias 

(?Syra),  and  Getas,  who  eavesdrops  in  the  background  and  ‘comment[s]  in  asides  o
n 

what  he  hears’  (l.c.  35).  But  there  are  no  positive  indications  that  anyone  from  Kleinias’ 

household  is  on  stage;  and,  as  the  new  papyrus  shows,  Krateia  may  well  be  one  of  the 

speaking  characters  (in  143,  pace  Arnott,  I  think  that  3o  dy[ya\rp(8iov,  spoken  to  Krateia 

1  For  discussions  of  the  passage  see  Turner,  Mew  Fragments  of  the  Misoumenos  of  Menander  1 1; 
 R.  Merkelbach, 

RhM  109  (1966)  100  f.,  W.  Kraus,  RhM  114  (1971)  5  f.,  Gomme-Sandbach,  
Menander:  A  Commentary  446  f.; 

T.  B.  L.  Webster,  An  Introduction  to  Menander  165;  F.  Sisti,  Menandro:  Misumenos  99  f.;  W.  G.  Ar
nott,  ZPE  110 

(i996)  33  ff- 
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by  her  nurse,  does  not  belong  to  a  reported  conversation).  My  view  is  that  there  are 

three  speaking  characters:  Krateia,  Chrysis  (her  nurse),  and  Getas  in  the  background; 

on  stage  with  the  women  is  also  Syra  (a  slave  of  Krateia  or  Thrasonides),  who  is  a 

persona  muta.  Much  depends  on  the  interpretation  of  a-naXXdyrid’  (‘go  away’)  in  141, 
which  is  the  elided  form  of  either  (nraXXdyriBi  or  dTraXXdyrjTe :  one  of  the  speakers  hears 

a  whisper,  suspects  that  it  must  have  come  from  someone  around,  and  urges  the  other(s) 

to  go.  In  155,  after  we  hear  that  someone  is  lurking  nearby  (154),  Chrysis  says  to  Syra 

that  they  should  go  (dm'oj/xer).  It  is  tempting  to  think  that  a-nCwpLev  picks  up  anaXXdyr)d\ 
The  plural  (amToper)  would  make  cnraXXdyrjTe  attractive,  and  would  reinforce  the  case 

for  supposing  that  the  three  women  are  present  together.  Thus  in  141  Krateia  says  ‘go 

away’  to  Chrysis  and  Syra,  because  they  were  overheard.  Bur  they  remain  on  stage, 
until  there  is  no  doubt  that  someone  whom  they  cannot  see  is  watching  them.  Then 

Chrysis  tells  Syra,  ‘let’s  be  off’,  and  the  two  women  exit  the  stage,  leaving  Krateia 
alone.  (I  find  less  attractive  the  idea  that  Chrysis  says  aTraXXdyrjdi  to  Krateia,  since 

Krateia  remains  on  stage  after  Chrysis  expresses  her  intention  of  leaving.)  This  inter¬ 

pretation  may  receive  support  from  the  two  passages  where  we  find  dvLwpLev  with  an 

addressee’s  name,  Ar.  Peace  1260  and  Men.  Epit.  631.  Indeed,  we  may  see  that 

Menander’s  use  of  the  construction  in  both  Epitrepontes  and  here  appears  to  be  the  same: 

two  persons  are  having  a  conversation,  and  one  of  them  (speaker  A)  says  dTn'a>iJ.ev  to  a 
person  who  is  not  involved  in  the  action,  and  is  of  lower  status;  after  that,  speaker  A 

and  the  mute  make  their  exit,  leaving  speaker  B  alone.  In  Peace  am'copev  is  likely  to  have 

been  addressed  by  the  ottXcov  KanyXoc  to  a  Kaxfrdv  rrpocamov,  cf.  Platnauer  on  1 2 1 0-64; 
the  dialogue  between  Trygaios  and  the  KdrrrjXoc  continues  for  a  short  while,  and  soon 

Trygaios  is  left  alone  on  the  stage.  In  Epitrepontes  the  cook  Karion  converses  with 

Smikrines  and  at  some  stage  says  to  his  assistant,  another  mute  (cf.  G-S  on  603-36  and 

W.  G.  Arnott,  Menander  I  p.  469),  that  they  should  be  off.  Immediately  afterwards  or  a 

little  later  (the  text  is  too  fragmentary)  Karion  exits  along  with  Simias,  and  leaves 

Smikrines  alone  in  the  stage. 

157  introduces  a  further  difficulty.  The  person  who  speaks  the  second  half  of  the 

verse  asks  ‘with  whom  does  he  drink  then?’.  The  identity  of  the  drinker  is  not  stated. 
Is  he  the  same  as  the  one  who  is  described  as  ttlvow  in  167?  But  there,  too,  it  is  not 

clear  to  whom  it  refers.  Sandbach  preferred  to  see  Kleinias;  Sisti  argued  for  Demeas. 

167  is  certainly  spoken  by  Getas,  157,  perhaps,  by  Krateia.  If  she  is  referring  to  a 

particular  person,  it  must  be  Kleinias,  since  she  does  not  know  of  Demeas’  presence. 
Or  could  she  be  referring  to  the  unknown  stranger,  who  will  turn  out  to  be  Demeas? 

In  any  case,  the  two  different  speakers  may  mean  two  different  drinkers. 

Could  there  in  fact  be  two?  There  could,  assuming  that  Kleinias  is  drinking  with 

his  guest  Demeas  in  his  house.  We  may  infer  from  164  (f/cev  ttot’  avrwv)  Oarepoc  that 
two  men  are  drinking,  and  one  of  them  is  singing.  Perhaps  these  songs  were  heard 

outside  the  house,  and  that  would  account  for  Krateia’s  question  in  157;  she  hears  them 

and  wonders  about  Kleinias’  company.  (There  may  of  course  be  a  problem  in  her  not 

I 
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recognising  her  father’s  voice.)  On  the  other  hand  Getas  has  seen  them.  One  of  them, 

apparently  Demeas,  is  unknown  to  him;  this  to  my  mind  is  the  implication  of  the 
 vexed 

163  ap ’  ovtoc  ken  SoOAoc.  (I  cannot  believe  that  Getas  speaks  of  Kleinias;  Kleinias  must 

be  Thrasonides’  neighbour,  but  Getas’  words  do  not  betray  the  familiarity  that  neigh¬ 
bourhood  would  have  produced.) 

Another  problem  arises  from  the  appearance  of  another  female  character  in  387, 

Simiche,  on  whom  see  LIX  3967  introd.  (p.  61).  One  of  the  possible  identifications 

suggested  is  that  she  may  be  Krateia’s  nurse;  this  appears  more  difficult  now  than 

before,  since  Chrysis  may  well  occupy  this  position  (cf.  also  Arnott,  l.c.  35).  The  choices 

may  be  limited,  I  think,  either  to  a  servant  of  Kleinias  or  to  a  servant  of  Thrasonides. 

If  we  are  to  take  Chrysis  and  Syra  as  belonging  to  Thrasonides’  household  (whether 

they  have  a  special  connection  with  Krateia  matters  less),  the  number  of  his  servants 

would  be  four  with  Getas  and  Simiche,  an  unusually  high  number.  On  the  other  hand, 

we  hear  of  only  one  female  slave  of  Kleinias  ( ypavc ).  Perhaps  Simiche  is  a  person  from 

Kleinias’  house,  but  without  more  of  the  text  this  cannot  be  confirmed. 

The  play  enjoyed  remarkable  popularity  in  antiquity.  This  papyrus  brings  the 

number  of  papyri  identified  as  belonging  to  Misoumenos  to  thirteen,  the  highest  number 

of  ancient  manuscripts  for  any  of  Menander’s  plays.  For  a  list  of  them,  to  which  now add  LIX  3967  and  LX  4025,  see  Sisti  pp.  18  ff. 

Turner  noted  that  ‘[a]  somewhat  disturbing  feature  ...  is  the  discrepancies  between 

the  different  texts’  (New  Fragments  6).  This  feature  is  also  shared  by  this  papyrus,  which 

in  153  and  157  diverges  from  2656.  I  can  offer  nothing  by  way  of  explanation.  At  153 

the  text  of  2656  makes  good  sense,  and  perhaps  our  papyrus  is  at  fault;  the  contrary  is 

true  in  157,  where  2656  may  have  had  nonsense.  Papyri  of  other  plays  of  Menander 

sometimes  disagree  with  each  other,  but  this  degree  of  textual  difference  has  no  counter¬ part  in  any  other  play. 

I  have  inspected  2656  in  the  British  Library,  where  it  is  now  kept,  and  this  has  led 

me  to  alter  the  text  of  the  ed.  pr.  at  certain  points.  All  references  to  its  readings  derive 

from  this  revised  transcription.  For  the  (articulated)  text  I  rely  on  the  OCT  and  Sisti’s 

edition  with  commentary.  I  am  grateful  to  Dr.  C.  F.  L.  Austin  for  valuable  suggestions 

on  the  text. 
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]  [ ,  low  specks;  low  dot  153  ]  [,  short  medial  horizontal  joining  trace  of  right-hand  arc  to 

right;  lower  part  of  upright;  two  upright  traces;  on  disjointed  fibres,  probably  at  line  level,  two  specks 

0  ,  lower  half  only;  first  and  second,  feet  of  three  successive  uprights  followed  by  medial  upright  trace; 

then  at  mid-height  a  lower  curve  followed  by  another  trace  (ei  has  been  overwritten  on  or  with  another  letter, 

7 t  most  likely)  ....[>  flat-based  lower  left-hand  arc  joining  long  descender  (perhaps  one  letter  only, 

4  I  should  think,  although  no  trace  of  the  right-hand  part  of  its  loop  is  visible — perhaps  abraded?);  trace 

suggesting  lower  left-hand  arc,  then  medial  horizontal  trace  joining  curve  or  oblique  to  the  right;  nondescript 

traces;  foot  of  upright  (?)  154  ]  ,  low  oblique  trace,  suggesting  the  lower  hooked  part  of  e,  c;  base 

horizontal;  high  speck  followed  by  (lower  part  of)  upright  155  o  ,  high  upright  trace  6  , 

back  of  e,  6;  low  flattish  trace;  top  of  upright  ]  _ ,  trace  on  line  consistent  with  rightward  hook  on  letter 

foot  156  ]  [ ,  lower  left-hand  arc  thickened  at  top  and  speck  above  (lower  part  of  c,  unless  loop  of  a) 

]  ,  speck;  letter  foot;  oblique  foot;  high  dot  followed  by  another  medial;  lower  left-hand  curve  followed 

by  angular  trace  at  two-thirds  height  (o?)  right-hand  part  only;  upper  part  only;  top  of 

upright;  descending  oblique;  trace  on  line,  then  what  looks  like  the  left-hand  part  of  suprascript  w;  trace  at 

one-third  height,  gap,  short  upright  [ ,  left-hand  part  of  high  horizontal  ]  ,  tail  of  a  rather 

than  left-hand  leg  of  p.  p.  ,  traces  admitting  lower  curve  157  ]  [ ,  short  horizontal  at  mid-height 

]  ,  traces  suggesting  upper  part  of  upright  c . ,  upright,  gap,  another  (upright?)  trace  (one  or  two  letters); 

circlet?;  medial  specks;  upper  part  and  foot  of  left-hand  curve;  upright;  traces  suggesting  back  of  e,  c  k  , 

ascending  oblique;  ascending  oblique  or  upright  (slanting  to  the  right)  ]  ,  dot  at  mid-height,  gap, 

speck  on  line,  then  descending  oblique  curved  leftwards  at  foot  (one  or  two  letters;  in  the  former  case  a  or 

A,  in  the  latter  probably  p);  short  upright  thickened  rightwards  at  top  and  foot,  and  scattered  ink  above 

reconcilable  with  upper  curve  1  [ ,  ascending  oblique  joining  descending  at  top  ]  . ,  foot  of 

upright  [ ,  back  of  e,  c,  then  long  horizontal  158  ]  a,  high  trace  ]....>  left-hand  tip 

of  horizontal  joining  top  of  upright;  upright  followed  by  traces  suggesting  right-hand  part  of  high  circlet  (p); 

upright;  traces,  no  letter  verifiable  .  .  .  [  >  t0P  of  upright  which  slightly  below  the  point  of  ligature  to 

the  preceding  e  joins  oblique  trace,  not  inconsistent  with  top  of  diagonal,  gap,  another  upright;  high  horizontal 

joining  tops  of  uprights  to  the  left  and  possibly  right,  followed  by  minimal  trace  of  lower  left-hand  arc;  two 

specks  at  mid-height  it,  broken  but  certain;  between  a  and  -it  there  is  something  written  in  the  interlinear 

space  that  can  be  described  as  the  lower  part  of  c  or  even  as  a  rough  breathing  0,  short  horizontal 

above  159  [ ,  short  ascending  oblique  above  line  level;  o  broken  at  top  and  bottom?;  thickish  low 

trace;  ascending  oblique  followed  by  speck  at  line-level,  perhaps  lower  part  of  c,  c;  lower  part  of  ascending 
oblique 
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153  2656  gives  [  ]  w  [  ]  au.  [1-2]  ijpico _ [2-3] .  .  .  [  and  the  restored  text  reads  [ec]w  [ro]iav 0+ 

iKejrripiivy.  There  seems  to  be  a  problem  with  accepting  Iks] TijptW,  however,  for  
it  would  assume  an  unusual 

degree  of  overcrowding.  The  trace  after  av  is  a  mere  speck  on  the  edge.  The  lacuna  has  ca
rried  away  virtually 

the  whole  of  this  letter  as  well  as  part  of  the  letter  read  by  Turner  as  ]t;  between  them  the
re  seems  to  be 

space  for  one  or  two  (if  one  of  them  is  t)  letters  only. 

In  the  new  piece,  ]a0  is  the  first  fixed  point.  The  space  would  allow  ecTWTOiau0]  a0  or  «
crtKTOicivT]a0, 

and  the  tiny  traces  would  not  exclude  cctiv.  After  that,  enough  survives  to  show  that  i
Kerqpiwv  cannot  be 

read.  ]  r)Puov[  is  certain  in  2656;  the  first  trace  (read  by  ed.  pr.  as  r)  is  a  h
orizontal  at  two-thirds  height 

which  would  also  allow  e  or  0.  If  6 _ [  >  in  the  new  papyrus  corresponds  to  this,  we  get  8r)pC cur.  However, 

drjpiaiv  looks  short  for  the  space  in  our  papyrus.  After  nu,  it  seems  that  we  have  a  correction,  prob
ably  tt 

written  over  ei.  irapeccf-  is  fairly  certain,  but  what  follows  is  too  fragmentary  to  be  of  much  help
.  Articulation 

is  also  difficult.  One  may  try  ndpa  c(f>-  or  iraptlc  j>ip-  or  napeicfap-  (ep  is  palaeographically  possible)  but  I
 

cannot  make  any  sense.  I  have  thought  of  Trapeic^e/jwr,  which  could  go  well  with  e’i
ca>  and  XavBivc  1  in  the 

next  verse  (or  irap€ic^fpe[t]y):  ‘someone  is  smuggling  them  inside  behind  our  
back’.  This  would  introduce  a 

verb  known  exclusively  from  late  prose  writers,  but  Dr  G.  F.  L.  Austin  reminds  us  that  Menande
r  has  nape ia.<l>v 

at  fr.  178.2,  and  also  adduces  Philippid.  fr.  8  and  Philemo’s  title  77apel«wv,  Nicostr.  fr.  5.2  irapeicCr
w,  Athen. 

fr.  1.32  7tap€tccKU/cAtjccr. 

154  j)  J  Lcvjjj.o.c [  ]  ojtl [  ] jczct [  2656.  tic  looks  very  likely.  Before  that  to  suits  the
  traces  in  both, 

before  that,  in  the  new  piece,  what  looks  like  the  lower  hook  of  e  or  c.  cl]c oj  would  suit  th
e  space. 

tic  perhaps  has  the  sense  given  in  LSJ  s.v.  A.II.3:  ‘in  reference  to  a  definite  person,
  whom  one  wishes  to 

avoid  naming’.  The  reference  may  be  to  Getas  or,  less  likely,  to  Thrasonides.  The  latter  must 
 be  meant  in  136. 

Ac W0dwp.  [  >0[  ]m  2656  (correctly  guessed  by  Austin  at  CGFPR  p.  151 
 n.).  The  sense  would  be  that 

someone  inside  the  house  has  escaped  the  women’s  notice.  And  indeed  a  little  earlier  (139)  the  w
omen  had 

heard  something,  and  one  of  them  says  irapa  tlvoc  ovtoc  6  4nBvpicp6c  (140).  tic  here  seems
  to  correspond  to 

Tiroc,  and  the  sound  must  have  come  from  the  same  person  who  now  Aa vBdvci.  The  impera
tive  inTa\\dyr)6[ 

at  141  must  have  been  prompted  by  this  t/u0uptc/r8c.  This  person  must  be  Getas, 
 who  at  162  mentions  that 

one  of  his  activities  was  rd  ytireu’  Xv  ’ifad'  ImSccupcpr  ]  (the  text  after  Merkelbach’s 
 correction). 

There  may  be  a  problem  with  taking  e’kw  in  the  sense  of ‘inside’  (XvSodcv),  since  in 
 Menander  this  adverb 

is  found  exclusively  with  verbs  of  motion,  unlike  what  seems  to  be  the  case  here,  dew
  however  is  often  found 

where  &8ov  would  have  been  expected,  cf.  LSJ  s.v.  2,  though  no  certain  example  for  this  u
se  in  Comedy  can 

be  adduced,  cf.  Hunter  on  Eub.  fr.  40.  If  d]ca>  is  what  Menander  wrote,  this  passage  c
onstitutes  an  unicum. 

But  of  course  we  do  not  know  what  preceded  in  153. 
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vvv  S’  ovkctl  occupies  the  same  position  in  the  trimeter  also  at  Grat.  fr.  194  and  Men.  Pk.  491.  The  verb 
is  missing;  we  could  understand  rrapeicoicoi  or  Xijcei  (Austin). 

155  ay  ot  deoi  OeXcocLv.  2656  has  [  ]  ideoiOe  [  ]  •,  the  first  trace  a  diagonal  (consistent  with  nu)  and 

the  second  a  closed  loop,  admitting  either  alpha  or  omicron.  (Turner  read  ]  at,  and  tentatively  restored  o] 

kcl'l  9eoi  0eA[oiey]).  The  final  high  point  can  now  be  interpreted  as  part  of  a  dicolon. 

The  same  phrase  is  put  in  the  mouth  of  the  slave  Daos  at  Georgos  44-5.  Here  it  may  have  been  spoken 

by  Syra,  but  this  cannot  be  proved.  For  the  underlying  pattern  of  thought,  recurrent  in  fourth  century 

literature,  see  K.  J.  Dover,  Greek  Popular  Morality  1 39.  It  is  worth  noticing  that  the  phrase  is  used  interchangeably 

for  many/ all  gods  or  one  only  (ay  Oedc  64 Xp). 

Xpv(c(c).  It  is  interesting  that  in  both  papyri  the  same  mode  of  insertion  and  abbreviation  is  followed. 

I
 
 believe  that  the  same  character  name  is  written  above  148  in  2656.  ‘Interlinear  nota ,  could  be  read 

]AC  (\TET\AC)  as  well  as  \TPA\YC  (ed.  pr.,  ad  loc.).  The  letter  before  sigma  is  most  probably  upsilon;  I 

see  a  high  dot  followed  by  the  top  and  presumably  the  middle  part  of  a  riser.  The  short  stroke  above,  given 

as  a  horizontal  in  the  edition,  should  rather  be  taken  as  an  abbreviation  mark.  It  is  roughly  the  same  as  what 

appears  above  upsilon  in  155.  If  so,  it  would  be  out  of  place  had  the  nota  been  written  out  in  full,  as  the 

suggested  restorations  seem  to  presume.  Therefore  ]yc  may  be  restored  as  [X/>]  vc(ic),  and  so  we  may  give 

Ghrysis  a  speaking  part  in  148.  That  a  different  way  of  abbreviating  the  same  name  is  found  in  155  is  hardly 

surprising;  ‘[cjharacter  names  are  not  consistent  in  abbreviation  or  even  in  manner  of  writing’  (Turner,  op. cit.  6). 

The  name  occurs  frequently  in  Comedy,  see  K.  Schmidt,  Hermes  37  (1902)  183  and  J.  G.  Austin,  The 

Significant  Name  in  Terence  77  f.  Her  comic  namesakes  are  all  hetairai:  this  is  the  name  of  the  Samian  girl  in 

Menander’s  Sarnia ,  of  the  hetaira  in  Eunouchos  (Thais  in  Terence’s  play)  and  of  another  hetaira  in  Kolax  (fr.  4). 2 
The  name  also  occurs  at  fr.  adesp.  71  and  -1131.2  KA,  but  there  her  status  is  not  clear.  The  epigraphic 

evidence  attests  the  name  also  for  upper  class  Athenian  women,  see  the  corresponding  entry  in  LGPN  ii,  but, 

most  interestingly,  we  possess  evidence  of  a  slave  with  this  name  in  an  inscription  of  330  bc,  see  L.  Collins 

Reilly,  Slaves  in  Ancient  Greece  (Chicago  1978)  no.  3225.  The  connection  is  evident  if  Chrysis  is  Krateia’s  nurse. 
arrlcofxev.  See  introd. 

Cvpa  is  clear  in  the  new  papyrus.  Ovpac  was  originally  read  in  2656,  and  has  been  printed  by  all  editors, 

despite  the  syntactic  difficulties  involved.  But  this  is  a  misreading,  and  Cvpa  should  be  read  also  in  2656. 

(This  reading  has  been  Recently  suggested  also  by  Arnott,  l.c.  34.) 

Cvpa  is  an  ethnic  slave’s  name;  epigraphic  evidence  is  listed  in  Collins  Reilly,  op. cit.  nos.  2602-13.  Syra 

appears  as  a  slave’s  name  first  in  Ar.  Peace  1 146.  In  Plautus’  Mercator  and  Truculentus ,3  two  plays  with  Greek 
prototypes,  she  is  an  old  slave  playing  a  marginal  role  in  the  action.  In  all  other  occurrences  of  the  name  in 

Comedy  Syra  is  an  old  woman,  who  may  originally  have  had  servile  status,  but  she  does  not  always  appear 

in  the  capacity  of  a  slave.  So  in  Terence’s  Hecyra  we  have  Donatus’  testimony  (on  59)  that  she  is  a  lena\  and 

there  is  no  reason  to  think  that  her  character  was  any  different  in  Apollodoros’  Hecyra  (fr.  8).  In  Philemon’s 
fr.  1 17  we  know  only  that  she  is  an  old  woman.  Nothing  can  be  ascertained  about  Syra  in  Caec.  Titthe  (fr.  223 

R3),  a  play  generally  thought  to  have  been  modelled  on  Menander’s  homonymous  comedy.  For  the  significance 

of  her  name,  and  bibliography,  see  Austin,  op.  cit.  81  and  n.  10.4  It  emerges  that  in  Greek  Comedy  the  figure 

of  Syra  was  established  as  that  of  an  old  woman,  who  may  well  have  been  a  slave.5  Her  figure  was  not 

modified  in  Roman  Comedy.  Inscriptions  have  provided  more  occurrences  of  the  name,  but  the  possibility 

that  a  comic  Syra  was  a  respectable  married  woman  is  clearly  small.  None  of  the  other  comic  Syrae  is  a 

persona  muta — the  most  notable  example  is  in  Ter.  Hecyra ;  but,  I  think,  this  is  not  the  case  here,  see  introd. 

2  It  may  also  be  worth  recalling  that  Handley  has  hypothesised  that  Plautus’  Bacchis  was  named  Chrysis 

in  Dis  Exapaton  (4407  93—6  n.). 

3  In  Truculentus  the  name  is  Sura,  and  she  is  a  tonstrix ,  but  there  is  no  doubt  about  her  status. 

4  I  am  not  convinced  by  Austin’s  view  that  the  name  ‘was  chosen  as  suggestive  of  a  tricky,  rapacious  lena’ 

in  the  same  way  as  the  name  Syrus  was  indicative  of  a  wanton  slave.  Similarly  farfetched  as  Gatzert’s  assertion 

that  ‘Syrae  ...  saepe  lenae  videntur  fuisse’  (ibid.),  which  is  upheld  by  Austin;  his  evidence,  which  can  be 
limited  to  the  Hecyra ,  is  too  scanty  to  support  it. 

5  This  is  not  contradicted  by  other  occurrences  outside  Comedy.  In  Luc.  Dial,  meretr.  IV  4  an  old  woman 

is  Cvpa  (Syrian),  and  is  so  called.  There  is  no  indication  about  the  age  of  a  slave  named  Syra  in  Alciphro  II 

22  Schepers  ( Ctcvpac  codd.).  Theoc.  X  26  is  a  different  case. 
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4408.  MENANDER MISOUMENOS  152-9 

There  is  no  way  of  telling  whether  Ghrysis  continued  in  the  next  verse.  There  
is  a  hole  after  the  last 

letter  of  the  verse,  which  might  have  contained  a  dicolon.  Arnott,  l.c.  34,  on  the  basis  of  the  photog
iaph, 

observes  that  ‘after  the  alpha  the  traces  can  be  interpreted  as  simply  the  upper  stigme  of  a 
 dicolon’.  I  cannot 

quite  agree  with  this:  on  the  papyrus  I  see  a  minute  horizontal  placed  high  in  the  line,  whic
h  may  not  belong 

to  a  letter  at  all  (some  flecks  of  ink  below  may  have  reinforced  the  impression  of  sigma  in  the  e
d.  pr.,  but 

this  is  not  necessary). 

Pace  Sandbach,  it  does  not  necessarily  follow  that  the  two  women  depart  immediately  afterwards;  indeed
, 

at  157  the  third  person  may  be  speaking  to  Ghrysis. 

156  ].[...] . pa.  .  ..■>?.[..]  .RTtp.Y  4408 

[  ]  o>[p.ei4  ]  [  J  80  aihevrj . [  2656 
In  the  first  part,  the  correspondence  is  upset  by  the  deleted  pev  in  2656;  it  must 

 have  been  deleted  at 

some  stage  after  copying,  as  the  different  ink  (greyish,  while  the  scribe  used  bla
ck)  indicates.  There  is  no 

means  of  telling  how  far  the  deleted  letters  extended  to  the  right;  and  there  is  no  sign  of
  suprascript  letters 

to  replace  the  deletion.  The  first  letter,  partly  preserved  in  the  new  piece,  may  well  ha
ve  been  a,  e  or  c.  This 

would  suit  Turner’s  supplement  e]yu>.  At  the  end,  Turner  had  guessed  vi)  n )v  ’Aprepiv,  but
  thought  ap-repw 

‘not  reconcilable  with  the  faint  traces’.  The  oath  occurs  exclusively  in  Comedy  and  is  always  used  by  women, 

as  Artemis  was  mainly  a  woman’s  goddess  (at  Ar.  Thesm.  517  and  569  Mnesilochus  is
  supposed  to  speak  as 

a  woman).  In  most  cases  it  is  found  at  verse-ends.  In  Menander  it  also  appears  in  Dysk.  8
74.  As  in  Dyskotes, 

for  which  cf.  Sandbach’s  note,  the  reason  behind  its  use  here  is  obscure. 

Before  that,  the  new  piece  can  easily  be  read  twuSf,  in  conformity  with  2656.  1  urner  sugges
ted  aySopai.; 

the  chi  is  in  fact  virtually  certain,  but  of  the  alpha  nothing  survives.  This  is  not  excluded
  by  the  faint  traces 

in  4408,  If  it  is  right,  we  have  only  one  short  syllable  or  c.  3  letters  missing  after  kycb.  If  Se  is  postp
oned,  we 

could  think  of,  e.g.,  kyco  [cvv\dydopa t,  a  verb  which  occurs  at  Heros  10.  Otherwis
e,  the  first  short  phrase  must 

represent  a  sentence  in  itself:  I  do  not  see  how  to  restore  a  verb;  kyds  yap  or  kyw  pkv  would  fit
  the  space 

(though  note  that  pep  has  been  deleted  in  2656),  but  then  we  should  need  
to  assume  an  aposiopesis. 

Alternatively,  we  could  give  up  kycb,  and  look  for  a  verb.  If  the  first  letter  is  a,  e  or  c
,  and  the  second  y,  r  or 

ip,  we  could  try  e.g.  ayco  [yap  or  8.yco[pev.  But  I  do  not  see  anything  obvio
usly  suited  to  the  context. 

157  At  the  beginning  2656  has  [  J  pe  [  ]  [;  the  initial  lacuna  may 
 have  contained  only  one  letter,  the 

trace  after  e  is  an  upright,  which  would  suit  t.  If  we  combine  this  with  what  is  vis
ible  in  our  piece,  we  could 

consider  rjpecc. 

The  supralinear  addition  is  likely  to  be  another  abbreviated  nota  personae,  a-r  is  cer
tain,  but  it  is  doubtful 

whether  one  or  two  letters  came  before,  since  the  traces  defy  description.  The  obvious  can
didate  is  Kpdr{ecd). 

2656  is  badly  rubbed,  and  what  I  can  make  out  of  it  cannot  be  reconciled  with  what  I  see 
 in  the  new 

fragment.  In  the  palaeographic  commentary  accompanying  2656  one  reads  ‘Be
low  evty  of  156,  possibly 

)„  orra  ear  P .  With  all  due  caution,  after  my  inspection  of  2656, 1  should  modify  its  reading  to  ]  r  .ira.  .  .«r[. 

„  corresponds  to  something  lost  in  our  papyrus.  After  that  there  is  a  short  right-
hand  curve,  likely  to  belong 

to  p,  o,  co.  e  is  not  unlikely  to  follow  (upper  part  of  its  back  and  both  end
s  of  its  crossbar  only),  and  seems  to 

join  an  adjacent  upright;  this  is  what  was  taken  as  v  in  the  ed.  pr.  A  long  uprigh
t  slanting  to  the  right  comes 

after,  and  then  to  is  probable.  All  this  does  not  give  pera.  Likewise,  the  tr
aces  of  the  four  letters  after  a  are 

not  compatible  with  tivcov,  which  is  also  too  long  to  fit  in  the  space.  There  is  no 
 problem  with  n [. 

irt  [.  The  damaged  letter  is  A  or  v.  After  it  one  rather  than  two  letters  
have  been  lost  in  the  lacuna. 

niy[e]i  seems  the  best  restoration.  For  the  expression  cf.  Ep.  755  trCvei  pc[t’  kKe](vq
c.  After  that  wore  goes  with 

TiVwr:  ‘with  whom  on  earth  is  he  drinking?’,  nore  usually  comes  immediately  after  the  pron
oun,  but  not 

always;  cf.  e.g.  fr.  568.1  rCvi  SeSotiXcovraC  no  re. 
158  e  .  eyn  [ ,  rather  than  cvt  %  [  (not  ear ,  [). 

]#’  antcrov.  There  are  faint  ink  flecks  above  a  and  a  letter  above  n,  which  may  be  sigma.  If  th
is  supralinear 

addition  is  a  nota  personae ,  Xp]  uc(ic)  might  be  considered,  but  Pk t]  ac  also  mig
ht  suit.  However,  although  the 

papyrus  is  very  damaged  at  this  point,  there  is  no  indication  of  a  dico
lon  or  of  the  space  which  should  have 

been  left  blank  on  either  side  if  a  speaker  change  had  taken  place.  Alternatively,  it 
 may  be  a  correction— 

but  correcting  what?  The  ink  above  a  may  belong  to  the  nota,  but  it  is  also  lik
ely  that  the  specks  are  what 

remain  from  an  apostrophe  written  after  theta. 

The  uncertainty  about  the  presence  of  an  elision  mark  makes  it  difficult  t
o  choose  between  ]8’  ancerov 

and  ]0a  mcrov.  ky-ra[ii\8a,  unelided  or  not,  is  a  possible  reading.  With  ov8[  follow
ing,  it  is  clearly  tempting 

to  recognise  amcrov  oirSev,  though  not  inevitable  (cf.  Pk.  187  ovdev  ntcrov).  This
  collocation  appears  at  Men. 
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fr.  466.1  ( ovk  ecr’)  amcrov  ovSev,  as  well  as  at  Bacch.  3.  57,  while  ovSev  amcrov  occurs  at  Xen.  Symp.  4.  49, 
Cyr.  3.  1.  26,  Dem.  1.  23,  etc. 

ouSjeV.  The  papyrus  has  ovB[;  above  9  a  suprascript  letter,  broken  but  strongly  suggesting  8.  That  is, 

ovB-  was  changed  to  ovS-  (as  correction  or  variant).  ovBcv  is  found  along  with  ovScv  in  papyri  of  Menander, 

and  both  forms  are  accepted  into  the  text.  Historically,  forms  with  theta  took  over  almost  completely  from 

the  delta  forms  by  the  end  of  the  fourth  century  in  Athens,  see  L.  Threatte,  Grammar  of  Attic  Inscriptions  I  472  ff. 

In  2656  traces  of  six  letters  near  the  end  of  the  line  are  visible.  Turner  saw  traces  of  only  four  letters 

and  read  \ioy<f>[ ,  but  this  is  a  misreading:  the  first  trace  after  the  edge  is  an  upright,  the  fourth  letter  certainly 

theta,  the  fifth  probably  epsilon,  while  of  the  sixth  there  is  a  minimal  trace  only.  One  may  thus  read  ]  yovBe  [ , 

which  is  not  different  from  the  text  of  our  papyrus. 

With  ov9[  we  are  near  the  end  of  the  trimeter,  and  after  it  there  is  room  for  at  most  four  letters;  we 

might  think  of  ot>8[e'  f)v  (or  ouSjeW?).  Dr  C.  F.  L.  Austin  suggests  oi»S[e  ev,  which  ‘would  explain  the  correction 

of  ov6  to  ovS ,  as  you  can’t  say  ovBk  cv\ 
159  As  in  the  previous  verse,  there  is  no  coincidence  with  what  is  preserved  in  159.  Since  160  seems  to 

begin  in  mid-sentence,  it  is  likely  that  the  speech  (by  Getas?)  started  in  159  (or  even  158).  Unfortunately 

neither  papyrus  throws  any  light  on  this  problem. 

N.  GONIS 

4409.  New  Comedy  (pMenander) 

49  5B.96/D  (9~io)a  Fr.  i  13  x19  cm  Third  century 

This  text,  recognisably  from  a  play  of  New  Comedy,  is  written  in  a  somewhat 

spreading  mixed  hand  similar  in  character,  among  recently  published  comic  fragments, 

to  LIX  3970;  but  it  is  more  upright.  If  the  parallels  quoted  there  are  valid,1  it  should 

date  from  the  third'fcentury  ad;  for  its  ‘more  upright’  quality,  a  fair  comparison  is  VII 

1012  (Pack2  2289),  a  treatise  on  literary  composition  on  the  back  of  a  document  not 

earlier  than  ad  204/5,  that  has  been  assigned  to  about  the  mid-third  century. 
Fr.  1  has  the  remains  of  2 1  iambic  trimeters,  the  first  eleven  of  which  have  lost  at 

least  three  elements  from  their  latter  half,  while  the  last  ten  are  nearly  complete.  The 

back  is  blank;  there  is  some  5.5  cm  of  surviving  lower  margin,  which  suggests  a  roll  of 

handsome  proportions.  Frs  2  and  3,  if  rightly  put  together,  give  ends  of  17  lines.  It  is 

possible  that  they  (and  indeed  the  scrap  represented  by  fr.  4)  are  part  of  one  and  the 

same  tall  column,  but  without  more  to  go  on  its  height  and  number  of  lines  can  only 

be  imagined. 

a  is  pointed  at  the  left,  not  rounded;  /3  small  and  inconspicuous;  e,  6,  o,  c  are 

narrow  ( 9  and  o  can  be  very  small);  the  descenders  of  p,  r,  v,  </>,  ijj  are  long;  r  and  the 

rarer  £  and  0  (but  not  y)  have  prominent  horizontals;  the  centre  of  0  is  characteristically 

flat,  not  rounded. 

Parts  are  distinguished  in  the  regular  way  by  paragraphos  and  dicolon.  Other 

lectional  signs  are  sparse:  a  high  point  is  to  be  seen  at  fr.  1,6  and  probably  20;  diastole, 

1  Namely  XXII  2341,  Proceedings  before  the  Prefect,  ad  202;  II  223,  Iliad  V,  on  the  other  side  of  a  petition 

dated  ad  186;  and  PFlor  255,  a  letter  in  the  Heroninos  archive  dated  circa  260;  these  are  in  Roberts,  Greek 

Literary  Hands ,  nos  19(c),  21(a)  and  22(d)  respectively. 
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curved  and  prominent,  at  fr.  i,  15,  16,  20  and  frr.  2  +  3,  2,  8,  elsewhere  abraded  or 

doubtful  (fr.  1,  3  and  4);  angular  rough  breathing  at  fr.  1,  20;  trema  over  iota  in  77 -pociovr, 

fr.  1,  16  and  7rpoTrr)\aKic6ei’c  1,  17;  perhaps  a  supralinear  hyphen  at  fr.  1,  4.  In  fr.  1,21, 

a  correction,  probably  made  currente  calamo;  and  so  perhaps  in  1,  4  (see  n.).  Elision  is 

unmarked,  fr.  1,  12,  and  crasis  ( tclvtov ),  1,  5;  Kai  'irepov  and  /cat  [o]y/c  are  in  scriptio 
plena ,  1,  17-18.  There  are  no  accents  or  other  signs  of  scholarly  activity;  in  fr.  1,  4, 

whatever  he  intended  at  the  beginning  of  the  line,  the  copyist  has  an  uncorrected  error 

at  its  middle,  as  the  scansion  shows. 

On  examining  the  content,  we  enter  into  a  matrimonial  tangle  which  at  once 

recalls  that  of  the  Fabula  Incerta  in  the  Cairo  Codex  of  Menander,  in  which  a  Laches  is 

concerned,  as  here  (fr.  1,  12).  It  is  for  consideration  how  the  present  piece  might  relate 

to  that  play,  and  indeed  to  the  various  other  fragmentary  comic  texts  which  have  from 

time  to  time  been  thought  of  in  connection  with  it.  Given  that  this  set  of  fragments 

may  well  represent  (and  probably  does  represent)  more  than  one  play,  it  will  be  prudent 

to  begin  from  a  summary  account  of  our  fr.  1  as  viewed  in  isolation. 

Fr.  1,  it  is  plain,  represents  a  dialogue.  Laches’  partner  in  the  conversation  is  here 

called  B.  At  12  ff.,  B  reproaches  Laches  for  presuming  to  think  of  him  as  a  kinsman 

while  taking  away  from  him  the  daughter  who  (says  Laches)'  is  already  betrothed  to 

someone  else:  he  is  now  arranging  the  wedding  (18-19).  B  calls  for  Heaven’s  help;  then, 

apparently,  an  interruption  by  another  character  is  signalled  by  the  sound  of  a  door 

opening  (20-21).  What  goes  before  this  is  less  clear.  The  reproach,  one  presumes,  must 

have  been  triggered  by  the  request  from  Laches  partly  preserved  in  8  f.,  where  he  asks 

that  B  should  call  on  and  discuss  with  C  (the  avrcb  of  8)  the  strange  behaviour  of  D 

(the  tovtov  of  9).  C  therefore  has  a  house  on  stage,  and  should  be  the  subject  of  the 

(incomplete)  remark  in  6  f.,  ‘No  way  will  he  (e/mroc)  come  out  and  [Pseek  to]  punish 

you’.  B  must  accordingly  speak  at  ravra  in  7,  and  Laches  before  that.  1-5  are  then 

lines  spoken  by  B.  The  recognizable  kinship  terms  ‘father  ...  daughter,  brother’  are 

followed  by  rotiro  eKfhdcercu ,  ‘he’ll  carry  it  by  force’  (who  will,  C  or  DP);  and  then, 

somewhat  obscured  by  gaps  and  corruption,  comes  a  sententious  pronouncement  on 

justice  and  incompatibility  which  is  what  prompts  Laches’  remark  ‘That’s  how  you  are’ 

(6),  and  then  the  request  which  brings  in  its  train  the  heated  exchange  between  Laches 

and  B  which  was  our  starting  point.  Damage  to  the  text  leaves  it  unclear  how  the 

dialogue  was  divided  in  9-1 1,  for  the  paragraphoi  do  not  of  themselves  distinguish  lines 

with  change  of  speaker  at  the  end  from  those  with  changes  in  the  middle  either  instead 

or  as  well.  Thus  if  B  intervenes  in  9,  Laches  can  resume  and  continue  with  10-11;  or 

B  can  speak  10-11,  perhaps  beginning  at  the  end  of  9,  provided  that  Laches  has  a 

short  remark  at  the  end  of  11,  before  aAA’  cl^loIc,  Aaxyc...  in  12.  In  neither  case  is  it 

determined  whether  C  or  D  is  the  subject  of  the  two  third  person  perfect  indicatives 

in  10- 1 1. 
The  reconstruction  of  a  sequence  of  action  in  Fab.  Inc.  from  a  fragmentary  leaf  of 

the  Cairo  Codex  is  subject  to  a  number  of  uncertainties,  as  the  careful  review  of  earlier 
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discussions  in  Gomme-Sandbach  makes  plain  [Menander:  a  commentary,  683  IT.).  When  the 

situation  becomes  relatively  clear,  at  13  IT.,  the  Laches  of  the  piece,  who  is  addressed 

by  name  at  19,  22,  26  and  named  at  30,  is  in  conversation  with  a  Ghaireas,  addressed 

by  name  at  31,  possibly  earlier  at  5,  and  named  later  at  51-2,  59-60.  Like  our  B, 
Chaireas  has  (or  rather  professes  to  have)  a  grievance  over  a  woman:  namely  that  the 

daughter  of  one  Kleainetos,  a  man  who  is  shortly  to  appear  in  the  scene  (he  is  addressed 

by  name  at  28),  has  been  raped  and  taken  from  him  by  Moschion  (13-17,  27-8); 

Moschion  is  Laches’  son  (30,  54;  and  see  Sandbach  on  10).  This  is  fiction,  and  we 
should  perhaps  not  worry  too  much  whether  Chaireas  intends  to  imply  that  he  was 

married  to  the  girl,  or,  as  seems  more  likely,  betrothed.  As  emerges  later  (45-55), 

Moschion  had  in  fact  had  a  child  by  Kleainetos’  daughter,  and  had  agreed  with 
Kleainetos  to  marry  her,  though  without  the  knowledge  and  consent  of  Laches,  his 

father  and  head  of  the  family,  and  without  there  being  any  previous  engagement  to 

Chaireas.  The  effect  of  this  fiction  is  greatly  to  blacken  Moschion’s  situation,  both  by 
alleging  a  false  grievance  against  him  and  by  suppressing  the  consideration  that 

Kleainetos  has  already  agreed  to  a  marriage.  Again,  since  the  situation  is  fictional,  we 

need  perhaps  not  ask  here  precisely  what  action  (the  dispute  and  the  disgrace  apart) 

Laches  was  supposed  to  fear  from  the  parties  allegedly  aggrieved:  it  is  enough  that  by 

Chaireas’  deft  timing  it  works  to  make  him  agree  to  the  marriage  in  front  of  Kleainetos 
the  moment  it  is  mentioned:  he  feels  that  he  has  saved  his  son  from  serious  peril 

(. <f>6j3a)v  ...  kK[\vca]ixevoc,  44  f.),  and  only  with  hindsight  realises  that  he  has  been  tricked 

(63-4).  Can  our  B,  C  and  D  be,  respectively,  Chaireas,  Kleainetos  and  Moschion? 

At  the  cost  of  complicating  matters  still  further,  it  seems  worth  a  brief  independent 

review  of  another  fragment,  whose  connection  with  the  Fabula  Incerta  has  from  time  to 

time  been  considered,  but  is  generally  disallowed.  PSI  1176  (Austin,  CGFP  255,  and 

Kassel-Austin  PCG  VIII.  1063)  is  part-marked  (so  it  seems)  for  delivery  by  three  voices, 

and  could  therefore  be  an  excerpt  and  not  a  whole  text.  After  the  words  col  ttc]  mcrevKioc 

(so  Mette),  ending  the  speech  of  a  character  whose  identity  is  to  be  guessed,  the  part 

for  Voice  no.  1  has  what  has  rightly  been  recognized  as  a  reflective  slave  monologue  in 

23  trochaic  tetrameters.  The  speaker  rouses  himself  ‘not  to  desert  Moschion’  (4)  in  the 
unexpected  storm  of  troubles  that  has  blown  up,  and  makes  an  elaborate  analogy  (which 

some  have  thought  un-Menandrian)  with  a  ship  in  distress  on  which  all  aboard  try  to 

help  in  what  way  they  can.2  It  is  therefore  Moschion  who  leaves  the  stage  saying  cot 
Tri\iricTevKd>c;  the  slave,  having  begun  by  seeing  him  off  into  the  house  with  a  cheerful 

‘Carry  on,  no  worries’,  ends  the  speech  as  he  sees  his  old  master  arriving  with  a 

2

 

 

‘The  long  image  of  seafaring  in  the  slave’s  monologue  now  has  its  parallel  in  the  Sarnia  (206,  cf.  also 

fr,  656),  and  self-apostrophe  
is  a  well-attested  

form  in  Menander’,  
Webster,  

Introduction  
to  Menander  

(1974)  203, 
abandoning  

an  earlier  
ascription  

to  Philemon;  
but  he  goes  on  to  rule  out  Fab.  Inc.  and  suggests  

Demiourgos. 
For  self-apostrophe,  

see  Handley-Hurst,  
Retire Menandre  

(Geneva  
1 990)  at  pp.  137  ff.,  and  LIX  3967,  Menander, 

Misoumenos 
,  as  discussed  

in  ed.pr.  by  Margaret  
Maehler  

and  by  Geoffrey  
Arnott  

in  the  Loeb  Menander,  
vol.  2 

(1996)  
332  ff. 

! 

i 
| 
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companion,  and  hurries  inside  with  the  idea  of  confronting  them  later  at  a  suitable 
moment: 

]  opa>  yap  rovrovi  tov  Sccttott]  [r 

Kat  rt]v’  [erropLe] vov  pier’  avrov.  darrov  elect fY  evddSe  22 

rrapa\ <f> [ounjco] peat  re  tovtoic  icaipov  ev<f>VT)  Aafidiv.3 

The  old  master  is  Laches,  Voice  3;  the  companion  who  addresses  him  is  Voice  2. 

Like  our  B,  and  like  the  Ghaireas  of  Fab.  Inc.,  Voice  2  has  a  grievance:  he  has  been 

insulted  more  gravely  than  anyone  ever  by  being  sent  by  Laches  to  convey  to  his  son 

a  parental  message  about  marrying,  and  also  to  betroth  his  daughter.  He  had  anticipated 

problems;  and  evidently  he  has  met  them.4  We  cannot  say  how  far  he  went  in  developing 

this  subject  before  the  slave  makes  the  interruption  that  was  foreshadowed  in  his  exit¬ 

line.  One  insult  must  presumably  lie  in  Moschion’s  refusal  to  contemplate  the  marriage 

proposed  for  him,  and  another,  perhaps,  in  the  refusal  of  the  daughter’s  proposed 

husband  to  accept  her.  Whether  Voice  2  has  proposed  himself  as  an  alternative  son-in- 

law  and  been  rejected,  we  cannot  here  legitimately  guess;  that  there  is  some  considerable 

confusion  in  the  family  follows  from  the  slave’s  impassioned  word-picture  of  the  storm, 

and  may  be  confirmed  by  the  mention  of  ‘the  mother’  (never  mind  whose)  in  the 

remains  of  line  33.  Can  the  aggrieved  Voice  2  be  the  same  as  the  Chaireas  of  Fab.  Inc. 

and/or  the  same  as  B  in  our  present  fragment? 

That  the  three  pieces  are  closely  related  in  motif  is  plain;  but  that  is  far  from 

making  them  parts  of  the  same  play,  to  echo  a  verdict  by  Koerte  ( Hermes  72  (1937)  at 

p.  73)  on  III  429  (Austin,  CGFP  266;  PCG  VIII.  1010),  another  candidate  for  identifica¬ tion  with  the  Fabula  Incerta.  It  must  be  noted  furthermore  that  the  total  extent  of  the 

three  pieces,  and  the  discernible  content  that  they  have  in  common  fall  a  long  way 

short  of  giving  us  a  picture  of  a  whole  play.  With  the  recovery  of  most  of  the  Sarnia,  we 

are  well  placed  to  observe  how  a  situation,  and  the  characters’  reaction  to  it  and  to 
each  other  can  be  manipulated  to  show  different  facets  to  the  audience  as  the  play 

develops.  Such  considerations,  and  the  reflection,  in  some  words  of  Sir  Eric  Turner’s, 
that  ‘Menander  has  not  lost  his  capacity  to  surprise  us’,  can  reasonably  be  held  to 

encourage  the  formation  of  hypotheses;  they  do  not  entitle  us  to  substitute  hypotheses for  facts. 

That  said,  we  may  attempt  to  show  in  outline  how  PSI  1 176,  the  present  fragment 

and  Fab.  Inc.  could  go  together  in  that  order,  without  either  claiming  decisively  that 

they  do,  or  that  such  a  collocation  can  of  itself  explain  all  the  detailed  problems  of  these 

fragmentary  and  disputed  remains. 

3  For  22  (so  exempli  gratia )  note  Dysk.  558  f.  irapaAiji/ro/rai  to  peip&Kiov  toot C ...  cat  too  depanov t  abrov. 

4  <f>4povr a  rrepi  ydpo v  ‘bringing  [a  message]  about  his  marrying’  (not  ‘about  his  marriage’):
  note  the  third 

century  examples  from  the  Zenon  archive  in  LSJ  s.v.  <f>epoj,  A  IV.  4;  $vyarcpa  without  more  specifi
cation 

should  be  Laches’  daughter,  not  Ghaireas’  daughter;  Xapfldvetv  I  take  to  mean  simply  ‘marry’,  i.e.  marry 
Laches’  nominee,  whoever  she  was,  not  marry  his  sister. 
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(i)  PSI  1176:  Moschion  is  in  trouble.  A  slave  of  the  household  resolves  to  help  his 

young  master,  and  waits  for  a  moment  when  he  can  intervene  with  Laches  (recently 
returned  from  abroad),  and  Ghaireas,  who  had  previously  been  sent  to  arrange  mar¬ 
riages  both  for  the  son,  Moschion,  and  for  the  daughter  of  the  house.  Ghaireas  complains 
that  this  commission  has  been  an  unparalleled  insult  to  him. 

(ii)  The  present  fragment  starts  from  the  position  that  there  is  cause  for  dissension 

between  D  (Moschion)  and  G  (Kleainetos)  over  Moschion’s  aroTrCa,  his  unacceptable 
behaviour.  The  basis  for  this,  as  seen  by  Laches,  will  have  been  the  continuation  of  the 

dialogue  with  Ghaireas  which  begins  in  PSI  1176  in  col.  ii  at  line  24,  and  seems  to 
continue  with  the  same  speakers  in  col.  iii:  at  46,  the  line-beginning  S>  it payp.[  from 

Laches  (Voice  3)  suggests  a  strong  emotional  reaction  to  what  he  hears.  Here,  having 
remarked  that  differences  are  not  to  be  reconciled  by  ignoring  them,  Ghaireas  is  asked 

to  intervene.  He  protests  that  he  is  being  expected  to  act  like  a  kinsman  while  being 

refused  marriage  with  Laches’  daughter.  The  refusal  must  be  part  of  the  unparalleled 
insult  complained  of  in  PSI  1176,  and  is  now  restated.  Before  Chaireas  can  do  more 

than  pray  for  Heaven’s  help,  there  is  an  interruption.  The  slave  of  PSI  1 176,  perhaps 
induced  by  raised  voices  of  the  pair,  has  found  his  anticipated  moment.  What  he 
contributed  to  the  situation  we  cannot  tell.  He  must  in  effect  have  made  it  seem 
worse. 

(iii)  In  Fab.  Inc.,  Chaireas  embroiders,  in  whatever  way  he  does,  the  Moschion/ 

Kleainetos  situation;  he  elaborates  the  fiction  of  his  engagement  to  Kleainetos’  daughter, 
and  the  injustice  he  has  suffered  from  Moschion’s  taking  her  by  force.  When  Laches 

remarks  rt  ovv;  av&ive  1  Tt)v  kp.rjv  Ovyarepa ;  ‘What?  Are  you  renouncing  my  daugh¬ 

ter?’  (17  f.)  he  is,  by  a  splendid  comic  irony,  referring  to  the  persistent  and  rejected 
claim  of  which  we  have  heard  earlier,  which  Chaireas  could  hardly  pursue  if  involved 

in  the  way  he  now  describes:  he  is  in  danger  of  being  caught  in  his  own  trap.5  Laches 
is  too  worried  to  be  suspicious,  and  when  Kleainetos  appears,  he  is  bluffed  into  ex¬ 

pressing  approval  for  Moschion’s  marriage.  When  the  fiction  is  exposed,  Laches  cries 
out  loud  at  the  way  he  has  been  manipulated.  Kleainetos,  for  all  the  impression  of  him 
given  to  Laches  by  Chaireas,  must  to  some  extent  have  gone  along  with  a  plot  to  present 

Moschion’s  marriage  to  Laches  in  such  a  way  that  he  could  not  withhold  approval: 
disapproval,  if  lines  40  ff.  are  rightly  so  interpreted,  is  what  he  had  been  sure  he  would 

meet.  At  no  great  distance,  if  it  belongs  at  all,  may  come  the  betrothal  scene  with  a 
Chaireas  and  Moschion  given  by  XXXI  2533  (Austin,  CGFP  251;  PCG  VIII.  1098);  the 
content  we  are  discussing  may  then  cover  Act  V  and  part  of  Act  IV  of  the  play,  with 

Laches  coming  into  the  play  relatively  late,  as  does  Sostratos’  father  Kallippides  in 
Dyskolos;  but  of  that,  and  of  other  more  marginal  possibilities  (Moschion,  Laches  and 

5  Editors  differ  over  taking  tI  ovv;  separately,  as  here,  or  taking  the  question  as  a  single  utterance;  but  in 

either  case  ‘as  an  offer  to  Ghaireas  of  Laches’  daughter  the  sentence  is  abrupt;  it  might  be  clearer  if  the  play were  complete  ;  so  Sandbach  ad  ioc.  That  puts  it  mildly.  If  Ghaireas  really  were  refusing  the  match,  the motivation  is  hard  to  fathom. 
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Ghaireas  are  all  quite  common  names),  no  more  can  be  said  here.6  If  we  really  are 
dealing  with  a  play  that  survived  in  several  copies  of  the  kind  represented  by  the 

fragments  associated  with  it,  it  is  likely  to  have  been  a  famous  one;  the  pity  is  that,  so 

far  as  I  can  see,  the  present  piece  contributes  no  new  data  to  the  arguments  over  its 

possible  title. I  am  grateful  to  the  Egypt  Exploration  Society  for  the  opportunity  to  produce  a 

draft  presentation  of  this  text  for  the  21.  Internationaler  Papyrologenkongress,  Berlin, 

13-19.  August  1995,  and  to  colleagues  there  for  discussions  from  which  improvements 
and  clarifications  have  come. 

6  In  XXXI  2533.  I  f.,  I  should  read  ovk  ecjrt,  pa  tov  "H(/>cuctov,  aXX  ovk  kcri  poi,  |  6.(j>OK\-r€ov  Sij novBov  r)t 

ipw  77-dAa[i,  in  preference  to  the  awoAeMi-]  rc'or  of  ed.pr. 
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1  TTCLT  [  ]jLl^0[  ]  ////// 

2  6vyar[  ]X(f>oca  ////// 

3  T0VT.  ’^K^iacerai  [  ]y  [ 

4  Si/caFa  fir]cvfi(f>epefir]8e[ 

5  eLcravTOvapL<f>orepov[  ]  []  I 

6  [  ]uTa)ceyetc‘oi/^i,')]K'oAa^e[ 

7  tu  ce£eA6a>vce:  ravr  _  [ 

8  eica>/3  LcacavTw  [  ]eA0ecaj[ 

9  r-)7vaT07rtavTOUTOu[  ]  77-ot?[ 

10  ecxi]i<eve£;e\9covTi  [ 

11  7T/30cyeyovevauTtiUTauTar[  ]  | 

12  aXXa^LoicXax'rfCfieKrjSecr'r]  e  [ 
*3  acjseXofievocfierrjvceavrov  vy[ 

r4  eycoyapa^LCOTLVvvrjcjid  yyopicu  :  [ 

:5  KaLTLVLTror’oifieLTrpocceavT  vo  | 

16  ifivxrfifieTrpoci'ovr’r]TTpocec[]  []e  [ 

:7  TrpoTn)XaKicdei'cKaL€T€po  a[  ] rr]v[ 

18  r]8rjyaprfyyvrjKaKai[  \  veer t[ 

*9  aXXcocyevecdcuK  t-Tjoioyafiovc  [ 

20  a)t,evyevoi9%8eiyevec9ac  KaiOe  [ 
21  ]l)  OVCTTapUJVTLCCvXXa^Oll  |  .  [?']^€[ 

i  [ ,  foot  of  a  vertical 

3  k  on  twisted  fibres;  ]y  or  ]it,  perhaps  followed  by  e  and  another  round  letter 

4  There  is  displacement,  but  apparently  space  and  trace  of  diastole  after  -at ;  high  ink  before  (x  does  not 

suggest  a  letter,  may  perhaps  be  supralinear  hyphen:  see  4093. 1 4  and  note  there 

7  There  is  some  distortion  at  a  break:  kKeivoc  suits 

9  Between  tovtov  and  rror),  allowing  for  distortion,  there  seems  to  be  space  for  more  than  two  letters; 

perhaps  a  dicolon  plus  two,  the  second  apparently  with  a  high  curved  top:?  e io™[(?) 

15  [ ,  trace  of  high  ink 

16  with  nothing  lost,  is  possible 

17  er€po,  then  a  descender  on  twisted  fibres,  then  an  upright,  abraded  at  top 

18  ]  v  is  credible;  then  upright  and  trace  of  arms  for  k ;  next,  foot  of  a  round  letter 

19  aA-  (suggested  by  Wolfgang  Luppe)  rather  than  kcl-  ;  [  trace  of  a  letter,  perhaps  e  or  c;  or  of 
a  dicolon? 

20  High  ink  for  punctuation  or  dicolon;  may  be  random,  dea >[v  rather  than  #eo[c 

21  ]  ,  vertical  and  round  letter;  then  apparently  $  written  over  tt;  would  do;  but  what  before  it? 

Punctuation?  A  dicolon?  (It  cannot  be  said  if  the  line  had  a  paragraphos  or  not).  Or  [t]  Cc? 
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Fr.  1 

1  (B)  rrarrj  [p . .]  .  11/11/ 

2  9vydr[rfp,  aSe]A <$>6c,  a  ////// 
3  tout’  eKpLacercu  [  Jy_  [ 

4  St/cat’’  a  fir)  \cvfi<j>epe  fir]8e  [ 
5  etc  ravrov  dficj)orepov[  ]  []  [ 

6  (/la.)  [o]ura>c  eyetc’  ov  firj  /coAa£e[«' 

7  kyelvoc  e£eA9d>v  ce:  (B)  ravr  [  ’.(?Aa.)  cii  8e 

8  etca)  /3aS tcac  avreb  [8(]eX9e  ca>[(f>p6va)c 

9  rfjv  aroiriav  tout ou[:  ?]  [  ]  ttot)[-  \(?Aa.) 
■o  ecy7]/cev  e^eXdcbv  Tt  [ 

11  rrpocyeyovev  avran  ravra  r[  ]  [ 

1 2  (B)  aAA’  a^Lolc,  AaxrjC,  fie  Krj8ecrr]y  ex[ew 

13  a(f>eX6p.evoc  fie  rrjv  ceavrov  9vy[arepa ; 

14  (/la.)  lycy  yap  a^t a>  Tt  vvv  fj  <j>6eyyofiat,;  : 

.5  (B)  -  /cat  rCvi  ttot’  oi/iet  rrpoc  ceavrov  6  y[aAe7rdc 

16  tfivy/p  fit  rrpociovr’ ;  rj  7Tpoceiirei\y  c  vnofievcb 
17  TTpomfXaKicdeCc,  yo-repoy  ra[v]rrjv  [opdiv; 

18  (/la.)  7)877  yap  fjyyvrfKa,  k [o]u/c  ’ivecrc  [vvv 

19  aXXcvc  yevecdai,  /cat  1 tow  ydfiovc  e[yd). 

20  (B)  -  d>  Zev  yevoid’  o  8el  yevecdai,  /cat  9ecb[v 

21  e]vvovc  rrapcbv  tic  cvAXafioi — i/iO(/>e[t  8e  tic 

(B)  Father  ...  daughter,  brother  ...  he  will  carry  it  by  force  ...  justice;  (?)  those  things  that  are  discordant 

[?should  not  be  brought]  together,  but  [?take  account]  of  each  (5). 

Laches  So  that’s  how  you  feel.  No  chance  he  will  [?be  keen  to]  come  out  and  reprove  you. 

(B)  (?)  Quite  so. 

Laches  Go  inside,  and  calmly  go  through  the  man’s  strange  behaviour  with  him. 

(B)  He  has  done  [dreadful  things]. 

Laches  [Perhaps]  he  had  some  [bad  mood  on  him]  when  he  went  out  (10),  [and  then]  this  happened  to  him 

as  well... 

(B)  But  Laches,  do  you  expect  to  have  me  as  your  son-in-law,  when  you  have  taken  your  daughter  away from  me? 

Laches  Am  I  expecting  anything,  or  saying  anything? 

(B)  And  with  what  feelings  will  you  see  me  come  near  you,  [hard  as  you  are  on  me]  (15)?  Shall  I  [be  able 

to  bear]  to  speak  to  you,  after  being  insulted  and  [seeing]  her  as  someone  else’s? 
Laches  I  have  agreed  the  betrothal,  and  it  cannot  now  be  otherwise;  and  I  am  preparing  for  the  wedding. 

(B)  O  Zeus,  let  be  what  must  be,  and  may  some  god  (20)  be  kind  and  come  and  help — [but]  there’s  a  noise 
[of  someone  coming]. 
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i  Perhaps  rra/ri )[p  he,  fxdfjb\fX7),  0[et]o[c  ...;  7rpo{j.dfx\fi7]  would  be  too  long. 

4.f  Possibly  a  fir)  cvvepepe — an  easy  mistake  in  handwriting  of  this  kind;  and  then  continue  purjhe  cvvrCOei 

|  etc  TavTov j  dp,<j)OT€pov  [S]e  r\&)K€iov  cKorrei,  or  rrjv  <f>vciv  cefiov  or  the  like.  The  collocation  of  ovrcoc  e^eic  (6) 

with  this  gnomic  pronouncement  recalls  Dysk.  379  f.  ovrcoc  eyco  •  irapairoBavciv  rjBrj  p,e  Set  |  r}  tftv  eyovra 
rr)v  Kopt] v. 

6  E.g.  Ko\dt,e\iv  C7rov$dcr)>  to  account  for  the  ov  per}. 

7  See  the  Introduction  above:  B  must'  take  up  at  raOra,  but  may  say  no  more  than  raOra  hr}  ‘Quite  so5, 
leaving  Laches  to  preface  his  command  with  cO  he. 

9  Again,  as  in  7,  the  line  may  divide  internally,  to  give  a  preface  to  the  abrupt  ecxyicev  of  10.  A  short 

syllable  is  called  for  after  rovrov :  perhaps  therefore  something  like  [(B)  7r]f7rdi?[/c€  SeiV.  (via.)  tccuc... 

10  If  Laches  is  the  speaker,  as  I  suppose,  one  might  expect  some  kind  of  an  excuse:  e.g.  (on  the  lines  of 

Dysk.  125  f.  ‘perhaps  he’s  upset5)  ec xyxev  egeXdcbv  riv[5  opyrjv,  ‘he  left  home  angry  ...  and  then  this  happened  ...5; 

cf.  Dysk.  53  r}  tout5  eftefiovXevc’  e£u bv}  epav  rtvoc; 

18  f.  [vtov  |  aXXoac  (or  pn  |  aXXcoc)  Luppe:  toOt5  or  raOr*  (with  elision  as  at  S.  OT  332-3)  Rudolf  Kassel; 
or  evecr  I[ccoc  (2c wc  as  at  Dysk.  730)?  19  end:  or  e[n? 

2 1  The  ijio(f)€L  is  not  free  from  doubt,  but  the  noise  of  opening  doors  often  short-circuits  a  development 

which  the  dramatist  would  rather  not  continue:  e.g.  Dysk.  689  f,  Epitr.  554  f. 7874  f. 

I ]Tff .  [ 

2 ]r'v[ 
3 

]  ,«v[ 4 ].p.[ 

5 
]  ATp[.]7T.  [ 

6 
]orovr[ 

7 

■# 

]  ecSeric: 
8 

]  cecr’ap  [ 
9 

]  yde a>v[ 10 

]  dy/jua[ 1 1 

]  opei 

IQ 
]. 

13 

jraurartc.' 

14 

Iff- 

!5 

]f 

16 

]  ov 

17 

]aAr) 

frr.  2  +  3:  in  7,  the  second  e  of  eihenc  is  shared  between  the  joined  fragments. 
1  Last  is  foot  of  a  vertical 

3  A  vertical,  quite  likely  1 

4  Verticals  either  side  of  pc,  as  for  c]  ipcC  or  fj ptl[v 

5  Descending  oblique  before  1,  as  for  /c]at  tp[6]tto[ -,  across  the  join 
6  E.g.  aOr]d  roOr[o 
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7  ]  ,  mid-line  ink,  as  for  r]oei,  tt\ocI  or  the  like;  at  end,  faint  trace  of  a  low  dot  suggests  d
icolon 

9  E.g.  Trpoc  t]&v  Betbv;  above  the  a>,  a  particle  of  loose  papyrus  with  ink 
12  High  dot  of  ink,  top  of  dicolon  or  part  of  y? 

14]  ,  end  of  horizontal  for  ]  ci  or  ]  ti 

16  ]  ,  end  of  oblique,  as  for  ]A 

Fr.  4  ... 1  ].[ 

2  ]..[.].[ 

3  ]  .  [ 

3  Third  is  a  vertical  more  like  i  than  part  of  c,  last  also  a  vertical;  if  so  crasis  of  i<ai  with  (e.g.)  vyn )c  or 

a  cognate;  or  vtoc;  or  imep;  or  what? 

E.  W.  HANDLEY 

4410.  Comedy? 

877348(a)  Fr.  2  4.5  x  1 1 .5  cm  Second  century 

The  fragments  published  under  this  number  and  the  next  came  from  Mr  Lobel  in 

four  folders,  and  the  number  of  manuscripts  represented  is  unclear.  But  two  hands  may 

be  distinguished,  and  I  have  distributed  the  fragments  between  4410  and  4411  accord¬ 

ingly.  Both  are  accomplished  and  fairly  large  specimens  of  the  calligraphic  round  upright 

strictly  bilinear  style  conventionally  known  as  ‘Roman  Uncial,’  but  the  script  of  the 
pieces  collected  under  4410  is  slightly  larger,  with  slightly  less  interlinear  space  (so  that 

in  both  scripts  a  given  number  of  lines  will  occupy  the  same  amount  of  vertical  space, 

7  cm  for  ten  lines)  but  somewhat  more  generous  lateral  spacing.  Other  more  or  less 

consistent  differences  are  also  discernible,  and  may  be  taken  as  indicating  different 

scribes.  In  4410  e’s  midstroke  occupies  a  medial  or  lower  position,  whereas  in  4411  it 

stands  higher,  usually  in  contact  with  the  tip  of  the  upper  arc;  c’s  upper  arc  descends 

less  far  in  4410,  while  in  4411  the  letter  tilts  forward;  the  style’s  characteristically  deep 

74  has  more  strongly  curved  legs  in  4410;  n’s  top  extends  either  side,  whereas  in  4411 

it  is  more  confined;  p  has  a  larger  circlet;  r’s  cross-bar  is  equidistant  either  side,  while 

in  4411  it  tends  to  be  shorter  to  the  left;  a  is  more  widely  splayed  and  straight-backed. 

Both  hands  add  light  ornamentation.  Both  may  be  dated  in  the  second  century,  I  would 

judge  around  the  middle.  4411  might  be  put  earlier  on  the  basis  of  the  closed  epsilon, 

but  I  am  doubtful  of  that  as  a  criterion.  (The  development  of  the  style  is  traced  by 

Cavallo,  ASNP  ser.  2  36  (1967)  209-20,  with  the  qualifications  of  Scriptorium  26  (1972) 

73  n.  10,  Turner  GMAW  no.  13  n.,  Parsons,  Gnomon  42  (1970)  379.) 

The  paragraphos  and  the  double-point  jointly  used  to  signal  (presumably)  speaker- 
change  are  both  exceptionally  small.  The  only  other  punctuation  in  evidence  is  a  stop 
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in  middle  position  (fr.  2.3),  and  the  only  other  lectional  sign  an  apparent  grave  accent 

(again  fr.  2.3).  Unobtrusive  correction  of  orthography  occurs  at  fr.  2.4  and  14,  of  appar¬ 
ent  scribal  error  at  fr.  3.6,  all  perhaps  but  not  certainly  by  the  first  hand.  Of  the  upper 

margin  3.3  cm.  survives  on  fr.  1.  The  back  is  blank. 

A  premium-grade  product  such  as  this  should  carry  a  work  of  high  literature. 

Drama  is  clearly  indicated  by  the  speaker-changes  marked  in  frr.  1,  3  and  4,  and  the 

language  and  action  of  fr.  1  smack  perhaps  of  Old  Comedy.  The  other  pieces  are  less 

revealing.  Satyr-play  should  perhaps  not  be  excluded,  but  I  see  nothing  favouring  such 
an  assignment  over  comedy. 

I  am  most  grateful  to  Dr  C.  F.  L.  Austin  and  Professor  E.  W.  Handley  for  their 

help  with  this  number  and  the  next. 

Fr.  1 

]  icovracKcof^/xara  | 

] irpofiaKarioTepw :  j 

]kovko.[  ]  [  i  I 

'  '].[  ].«[ 

1

 

 

]  ,  c,  9  (e,  0)  3,  4  Fibres  loose  and  deranged;  a  few  specks  might  belong  to  a  subsequent  line  or  lines 

Fr.  2 

Fr.  3 

Fr.  4 

]°c.  [.]  ,yp[ 

]  .VceTi ]yov8vc[ 

]  .V:cv\ ]  OUT  V-€l[ 

T.  [ 

]E.[ 

]  KO>‘0VpL€  [ 

rrp[ 

]ca y  eAo[ 

aAA[ 

]ovTOv/j.r][ 
5  °/?[ 

jawoii  v[ 

aAye[ 

]u)Tr]v  [ 

7T0V[ 

]toic  [ 

aAA[ 

]  9epairo[ 

e7Te[ 

]to)v[ 

10  do  [ 

]  OKa  [ 

]aKar[ 

lv>c.  [ 
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Fr.  2  Not  certainly  column  top.  There  is  a  certain  amount  of  casual  scattered  ink  through
out  the  frag¬ 

ment.  2  Above  S  is  what  may  be  a  cancellation  dot,  and  the  letter  may  have  been  lightly  crossed 

through,  but  there  is  much  scattered  ink  in  the  vicinity;  an  apostrophe  (and  a  trema  on  the  a)  is  also  p
ossible 

3  r  e,  mostly  hole,  space  and  trace  suitable  for  o  5  y  ,  foot  suitable  for  y  7  Between  1  and 

v[ ,  mostly  or  wholly  blank,  perhaps  a  stop  8  [,  extreme  left  of  v?  9  .  [,  <  or  ®  !4  .  [> 

perhaps  a  middle  stop,  then  a  supralineation,  a  rough  breathing? 

Fr.  3  11 

.1,8? 

Fr.  41]. 

,  broken  right  of  ir?  2  ]  ,  8,  A,  or  a 

3  .  [>  0  or  01
 

Fr.  5 

Fr.  6 

Fr.  7 

Fr.  8 

]uft,axo  [ 

K[ 

]«:.[ 

]  .Vc[ 

] yavTe  [ jp/xeSia  [ ]  C07T  [ 

]  [ 

Fr.  5  1  ]  v,  a  trace  above,  perhaps  from  the  previous  line  °  .L  0  diminished,  what  follows  suggests 

the  left  side  of  an  equally  diminished  c  2  ,  [ ,  an  upright  on  the  edge 

Fr.  6  1  [,  e  or  9  2  [ ,  stem  of  r? 

Fr.  7  1  [ ,  stem  of  y? 

Iambic  trimeters  or  trochaic  tetrameters.  The  relatively  even  line-ends  perhaps  favour  the  shorter. 

1  Probably  of>  or  cov  before  rd  cKcopcnara.  If  the  former,  preceded  perhaps  by  a  noun  in  -cic  (cf.  Eur
. 

El.  941  for  the  structure?).  Generically  self-referential  mention  of  cKco^ara  would  be  
at  home  in  a  comic 

parabasis  (Aristoph.  Nub.  542,  cf  e.g.  Vesp.  1289,  Pax  736-61),  but  not  exclusively  there.
 

2  ‘Go  on  further  down.’  E.g.  kcu]  would  provide  a  caesura.  7 rpofia  only  Aristoph,  Ach.  262  (trimeter)  and 

Eur.  Ale.  872  (lyric).  Karwrepw  Aristoph.  Ran.  70,  1384,  Alexis  fr.  177.2,  3  K-A. 

3  kov  KaTwripo)  one  possibility. Fr.  2 

If  iambics  (or  trochaics),  we  may  be  in  the  vicinity  of  the  caesura,  or  else  one  met
ron  further  along. 

3  Toiirov,  toiovtov?  Similarly  6,  unless  there  ov  tov,  which  I  do  not  think  probable
. 

4  06]  k  cbiov  likelier  than  Run  ov  (in  whatever  sense)?  The  adscript  is  explicable  in  either  c
ase.  Then  pc 

might  give  a  4th-foot  caesura. 
7  Kep]avvun  here  would  cohere  with  ai]6tpa  in  10,  but  there  are  other  good  possibilities  for

  either  place 

(e,g.  7  x\abvan,  10  Qepair-),  and  several  comic  playwrights  have  a  TUpavvoc  
attested  for  them  (Euphanes, 

Aristophon,  Alexis). 

Fr.  3 

lambics?  And  since  there  appear  to  be  no  speaker  identifications — but  the  break  comes  too  close  to  the 

line-beginnings  for  certainty — we  may  perhaps  infer  only  two  speakers. 

6  The  lambda  is  a  subsequent  addition.  If  e.g.  aXyelc  rather  than  e.g.  dAyeivdv  the  slip  (assuming  it  to 

be  such)  is  the  more  readily  explicable. 

Fr.  5 

1  vavpayoc,  9pacvp.ay.oc,  a  proper  name? 

The  diminution  of  the  last  two  extant  letters,  presumably  the  last  letters  of  the  line,  is  somewhat  surprisi
ng 

in  a  verse  text,  where  the  inherent  variability  of  the  line  lengths  normally  relieves  the  scri
be  of  the  concern 

to  achieve  a  justified  right  margin.  In  prose  texts  the  practice  is  common;  V  844  (Isocrates),  another
  calligraphic 

Roman  Uncial  manuscript,  shows  the  regularity  that  can  be  attained.  What  makes  this
  case  still  odder  is  the 

fact  that  the  next  line  must  have  been  longer,  unless,  as  Handley  suggests,  the  present  line  exten
ded  further 

(e.g.  -]p.axoc  [tic  cov).  4411  seems  to  show  the  same  phenomenon  (fr.  90.9). 

M.  W.  HASLAM 
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4411.  Old  Comedy 

87/349,  35o(a),  and  351  Fr.  2  5.5  x  8  cm  Second  century 

These  fragments  are  written  in  a  Roman  Uncial  rivalling  the  Hawara  Homer  in 

elegance  and  fineness  of  execution;  see  the  introduction  to  4410.  It  cannot  be  regarded 

as  assured  that  all  the  pieces  are  of  a  single  manuscript,  and  special  doubt  attaches  to 

some  of  the  contents  of  folder  35 1  (frr.  84-95),  but  I  see  nothing  that  would  seriously 

tell  against  an  assumption  that  at  least  most  of  the  fragments  come  from  the  same  work. 

As  with  4410,  it  is  clear  that  the  text  is  Attic  drama,  and  again  ascription  to  Old  Comedy 

seems  indicated.  The  diction  in  general  is  suggestive  of  comedy  rather  than  tragedy; 

expressions  recognizable  with  varying  degrees  of  probability  include  co  pe Ae  (fr.  23.3) 

and  d)va£  'H[pdn\eic  (fr.  26.3);  we  have  /foA/Iodfc  at  fr.  41.2,  perhaps  IAAe]/3opica(-)  at 

fr.  72.1,  and  a  good  chance  of  the  word  tficoXoc  at  fr.  42.3;  the  high-flown  acTpamj^opf 

at  fr.  2.5  will  be  paratragic.  Most  if  not  all  of  the  fragments  are  or  may  be  iambic, 

trimeter  or  trochaic  tetrameter,  with  frequent  resolution  and  frequent  change  of  speaker 

within  the  line;  but  it  looks  as  if  other  metres  are  to  be  recognized  in  fr.  1,  fr.  2  and 

fr.  18,  cf.  also  frr.  6,  11,  23.  I  have  not  managed  to  find  anything  favouring  attribution 

to  any  particular  play  or  playwright,  nor  can  I  make  any  solidly  based  suggestion  as  to 

overall  subject-matter. 

The  scribe  applies  accents  and  breathings  with  discrimination  (fr.  5. 1 ,  fr.  6.5,  fr.  7.2, 

fr.  9.4,  etc.),  and  often  but  it  seems  not  invariably  (fr.  15.2,  fr.  23.5,  fr.  36.2)  marks 

elision.  Punctuation  is  by  high-middle  point.  Also  in  evidence  are  the  double  point  and 

the  paragraphus,  used  (presumably)  in  conjunction  to  signal  speaker  change,  as  is  con¬ 
ventional.  Cancellations  of  single  letters  are  discreetly  effected  by  lightly  crossing  through 

the  letter  and  placing  a  dot  above  (fr.  1 .4,  fr.  1 5.2,  fr.  48. 1 ,  all  orthographical).  It  appears 

to  be  the  scribe  himself  who  has  made  the  corrections,  and  I  see  no  sign  of  textual 

intervention  by  a  second  hand.  There  are  however  a  few  remnants  of  annotations,  by 

I  think  more  than  one  hand  (fr.  7,  fr.  61,  fr.  3.3).  The  lower  margin  appears  to  have 

been  at  least  6.5  cm  (fr.  8,  similarly  fr.  1,  fr.  14),  in  keeping  with  the  de  luxe  quality  of 

the  manuscript.  Of  the  upper,  2.5  cm  survives  on  fr.  4.  The  back  is  blank,  which  is  to 

say,  this  splendid  manuscript  was  not  reused. 

Other  comedy  manuscripts  in  Roman  Uncial,  none  of  them  however  by  this  par¬ 
ticular  hand,  are  PSI  XI  1212  (Cratinus),  XXXVII  2807  (Old  Comedy),  and  LIX  3972 

(comedy). 

Fr.  i 
Fr.  2 

Fr.  3 

].[.]Sa..[ 
]at  [ 

]..[ 

]/<oAtat[ 
]va  r  [ 

]■? fopev  [ 

jeaypatc  | 
]  aijUacejU,  [ 

]  avrwdtf 
].e#c.HMc  [ 

\cCTTOTUC. 
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]  caic  [  5  ]  acTparrrj(f>o  [ 

]vKva>pLa[  ]vSa)v  [ 
i  atop.jU.ara  [ 
jerracSet  [ 

]  anopajL  [ 

10  ]pOjU.evo[ 

].[ 

Frr.  1-41  are  from  folder  87/350 

Fr.  11  [ ,  lower  part  of  upright,  foot  of  oblique  4  ] . ,  letter-top  dot  or  tip  of  horizontal 

Between  k  and  p  (loop  only)  a  medium-sized  letter,  abraded 

Fr.  2  5  [ ,  letter-top  speck,  broken  below  7  ] ,  .  , ,  two  isolated  letter-foot  traces,  then  lower  parts 

and  upper  right  speck  of  ?x,  rather  narrow  for  k  ,  [ ,  upright  with  suggestion  of  horizontal  at  top,  y, 

7T?  8  [ ,  scattered  remains  on  damaged  surface  9  ] . ,  upright,  clear  at  top,  i  or  v  suggested 

After  i,  fibres  damaged,  but  apparently  blank 

Fr.  3  Line  beginnings,  with  vestiges  of  marginalia  immediately  to  the  left  of  3,  perhaps  a  tiny  ]  with  ]  o 

below.  Paragraphi  uncertain.  ,2  [,  o  or  c 

Fr.  4  Fr-  5 

]e- 8a>ceLcyap8iK7][  je'Sd) cetc  yap  St KTj\y  ]evrtcouSe[ 

]vytSa>ceic-aA  v  [  ojuyt  Swceic  aAAa  vv\v  ]  cecTivr)[ 

]  oca>VjUaro[  ]  occ oy.  — jU.a  ro[  ju/cA-ppof 

]  Aa-npy  [  ]  Aa-npy  [ 

Fr.  4  3  h ,  y  or  r  4  ] . ,  lett 

,  A  not  excluded 

Fr.  5  a  ]  ,  upper  right  of  arc,  o, 

4  ]  ,  letter-foot  speck  ,  [ ,  oblique  descending  from  upper  left,  v  suggested, 

].[ 

]  vov  [ ] cvvVrjcOaK  [  ]. 

]  AeAa0:a[  ) 

[ 

[ 
[ 

Jrpa-n?.  [  ]aa 
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Fr.  15 

Fr.  16 

]vKOfju.cac[ 
]  aAAou  [ 

]  TO/770T[[e]]lc[ 

]  /ca/coS[ ]  roTTpayjJi[ 

]  eiTOv[ 

J  eya>cj)[ 

5 
]  vfiac  [ 

Fr.  15  2  ]  ,  upright  on  edge  3  ] .,  upper  part  of  upright 

Fr.  1 6  5  [ ,  double  point?  upper  and  lower  serifs  of  upright? 

Fr.  17 

Fr.  18 

Fr.  19 

M.].[ 
[ ]  .[ 

reSap[ 

]  tra l-  [ 

]  y.  [ 

iX'Oe  [ 

]«tc[ 

]  4 

]  .  T/?[ 
]  [ ]  /4  [ 

].[.].[ 

Fr. 

■7  3  1 

,  upper  right  of  e  or  p [ ,  hooked  foot  of  upright 
Fr. 

18  1  . 

[ ,  lower  part  of  upright 2  ]  j  e  suggested,  otherwise  6,  0, 

Fr. 20 
Fr.  21 

Fr.  22 

]ra 

.[ 

]. [ 
]y.[ 

]....«[ 

]vt[ 

]/X0l8[ ]So[ 

]f°v[ Fr.  22  1  ]  .,  lower  parts  of  letters:  upright;  < 
:  or  c;  two  uprights  e.g. 

Fr.  23 Fr.  24 

Fr.  25 

]  ,°7?[ 

To[ 

aA  [ 

]  [ 

oi/x[ 

e'7re[ 
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ca  [ COMEDY 

]  aijUeAe  [ 

]ovc’ecTr][ 

5  ]  i  •  Kaicrj  [ 

Fr.  23  1  ]  ,  foot  of  apparent  upright 

Fr.  24  4  [ ,  upper  left  tip  as  of  r,  v 

Fr.  26 

3  [  ,  slightly  curving  upright 

].[ 
jjixotrcoft  pa[ 

]c  :a>  a£  [ 

]v:  ouyo  ovt  | 

5  ]xeLvei>8r]l3  [ 

]c  [  ]  tTacc[ 

2  p.  p,  letter-foot  speck,  space  suitable  for  i,  hardly  for  v  3  ]c,  or  e?  then  parts  of  two  uprights,  i>? 

[ ,  broken  upright,  foot  of  another  upright,  unclear  whether  one  letter  or  two  4  Above  first  o,  an 

unexplained  mark  like  a  flattened  t  0  ,  letter-top  speck  suitable  for  i.a.  t,  A,  p,  not  c  [ ,  first 

lower  left  arc,  e?,  second  foot  of  apparent  upright  5  [ ,  e  or  0  6  [ ,  top  of  n?  ]  ,  S,  A,  a 

Fr.  27 Fr.  28 

Fr.  29 

& 

]  I0lt§[ 
]crr€Pc[]ax[ 

Vpe[ ].4>l 

~\l TO  Aoj:  [ 

ko.l[ 

]  caKO ' [ 

aur[ 

] 

].[ 

]/xot  to)  fjb(e)ipa[K- 
]c  .  —  thvat;  17  [ 

] v-  —  °^X  Tf  [ 

Ixeiv  ev  8r]p  [ 

]c  [  ]  trace  [ 

Fr.  27  1  ]  .,  fi,  0  or  c  2  \  ,  0,  e,  6 

Fr.  28  1  .  ,  serif  at  foot,  serifed  foot  of  upright,  suitable  for  it  [ ,  trace  of  apparent  arc  as  of 

e,  o,  not  a  3  .  [  j  trace  of  high  horizontal  or  flattened  top  arc  (e.g.  v) 

Fr.  29  1  f  [ ,  or  9[ 

3  a,  or  A 
Fr.  30 

Fr.  31 
Fr.  32 

].[ ]..[ ]  [ 

]  TOIVV  [ 

]en  [ 

]  [ 

]
.
[
’
 

Fr.  30  2  ,[,  x  suggested 

Fr.  31  1  ]  [ ,  perhaps  ]yS[ 
2  [ ,  compatible  with 
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Fr-  33 

Tf 

CO 

Fr.  35 

].[ 

...?[ 
]  [ 

JSo/xevotf 

£7 re  [ 

]cKOTT€l,'[ 

] 
 [’

 

[ 

]yax/>jOaca)[ ]..[ 
[ 

Fr.  33  4  Two  specks,  unclear  whether  letter-tops  or  not;  2  may  be  column  foot 

Fr.  34  1  Letter  feet,  of  uncertain  distribution  2  [,  9  or  c  suggested 

Fr.  35  Top  of  column? Fr.  36 

Fr.  37 

Fr.  38 

]/4MaT[ 

]  9V?[ 
].«5.[ 

]  AAat§u-rr[ 

]eiva  [ 

]eY9.[ 

]  [ 

]  [ 

Fr.  38  I  [ ,  foot  oft?  2  9  looks  like  c,  could  be  c?  .  [ ,  letter-top  speck,  t  or  v? 

Fr.  39 

Fr.  40 Fr.  41 

]?[ 

M ].[  ].[ 

]cac[ 
]aAA[ 

]>AjSo.[ 

]atrr[ 

].oA[ 

]an0  [ 

]cat[ 
5  ]?V[ 

Fr.  41  1  Final  trace  hooked  foot  of  upright  2  ]  ,  upright,  clear  at  top,  1?  [ ,  high  hooked 

trace,  upsilon?  3  [ ,  edge  of  apparent  arc,  e? 
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Fr.  42 

Fr.  43 

Fr.  44 

[ 

]77ore[ ]  ivrra  [ ].[.]..[ 

]t/tcoAo[ 

]  pocrjKo[ 

]  Kaveirj  [ 

]/CaT[ ]  KaiTVcf)  [ 

]  p,eprj-8e[ 

].[.].'.
[ 

Frr.  42 

-83bis  are  from  folder  87/349.  I  see nothing  except  their  generally  greater  scrappiness  t 

distinguishes  them  from  frr.  1-42. 

Fr.  42  Not  certainly  column  top  1  [> 
€  or  0 

Fr.  43 

1  ] . ,  foot  of  r?  2  ?[ ,  e  not  excluded  3  [ ,  top  perhaps  of  0,  e,  6:  A  excluded 

Fr.  44 

4  [,  e  or  8 
Fr.  45 

Fr.  46 

Fr.  47 

]Te[ 

] Ka ^  [ 

].[ 

]..[ ]t  it  1 

].
«[
' 

Fr.  46  : 1  [ ,  lower  left  of  e,  0,  6,  c 

Fr.  48 

Fr.  49 
Fr.  50 

].M  [ 
]poc[ 

]r6[ 

]  XdcLK  [  ]  c’<Z/x[ 

1  [  ... 

]oi7r[ 

Fr.  48  1 Cancellation  not  quite  certain:  letter  i ieems  lightly  crossed  through,  superior  cancel  dot  will 
lost  2 

.  [ ,  lower  left  arc  suitable  for  0  or  cu 

Fr.  51 
Fr.  52 

Fr.  53 

].[.].[ 

]’«[ 

].*[ 

>X«[ ].[ 

]«w[ 

]  .VK 
]otc[ 

]  L 
]  [ 

Fr.  51  3  ] . ,  tip  of  medial  horizontal 

Fr.  53  i  ].,  o,  w,  8 

Unexplained  ink  to  top  right  of  fx 
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Fr.  54 

Fr.  55 

Fr.56 

]c/>vp[ 

]po[ 

].[ 

]  Tt7rA[ 

]a7TtOJ  [ 

Fr.  57 

Fr.  58 

Fr.  59 

] 

].[ ]crct[ 

].epo[ 

] .  cer .  [ 

]  OCTt[ 

]/T°.[ 
] c?  .  [ 

]  .  ac  .  [ 

h.v.  [ 

Fr.  57  4 

Fr.  58  2 

a  ,  speck  at  high  letter-top  level  above  hole 

'  [ ,  upper  left  of  u?  3  upper  parts  of  77? 
[ ,  left  of  arc  as 

Fr.  59  2 

ri[ ,  unexplained  ink  to  top  right  oft  3  ] ,. 

,  y  or  r  suggested 

Fr.  60 
Fr.  61 

Fr.  62 

].[ ]  ,a?[ 

]  ./>«ec[ 

]owa[ 

Fr.  62  1 

]recrt[ 

]  ,  y  or  t 

]«[ 

Fr.  63 
Fr.  64 

Fr.  65 

] . «-[ 

]?.[ 

>a.[ 

].[ 

]ura)[ 

Fr.  63  1  ]  ,  right  tip  of  e.g.  y 

Fr.  65  1  [,iort  suggested 
immediate  right  of  0,  v ? 

2  ]  ,  top  of  apparent  upright [ ,  high  letter-top  trace  to 
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Fr.  66 

Fr.  67 

]  [ ].[ 

]ap7ro[ 

]*  [ 

1 .  V/1 . 1 ]  vav[ 

Fr.  68 

3  [ ,  left  tip  of  r? 

Fr.  69 Fr.  70 

]...[ 
]c[ 

]  oat  [ 

]/xa[ 

Fr.  69 

Fr.  71 2  [,  y  or  ir  suggested 

2  [,  e  or  fi 

Fr.  72 

#  Fr.  73 

]  P°PE.[ ]...[ 

]rrap[ 

]o[ 
]..[ 

Fr.  72 Fr.  73 

1  [ ,  letter-foot  speck,  close  to  c 

1  Lower  parts  of  letters,  first  two 

Fr.  75 Fr.  76 

]S[ 

]r)yX[ 
]yv[ 

].[ M 

COMEDY 

Fr.  68 

M 

]/**.[ ]a7ra  [ 

Fr.  71 

].«[ 
]  .  ov  [ 

Fr.  74 

].[ 
]to[ ]cV[ 

2  ]  ,  upper  part  of  slightly  sloping  stroke,  a <=A,  ca 

Fr.  77 

]«\[ 

]?S[ 

Fr.  77  1  [ ,  left  tip  of  r? 
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Fr.  78 

Fr.  79 

Fr.  80 

].y.[ 

]  a7rA[ 

] .  <4 .  [ 

]aA[ ].[ Fr.  78  1  ] 

|  ,  right  tip  of  u?  [,  a,  A 

Fr.  80  1  ] 

| y,  t?  [,  a,  A 

Fr.  81 

Fr.  82 

Fr.  83 

Fr.  83 bis 

.E.  [ ].[ .a.  [ 

m.M 

..[ 

].oy[ 

K.l 

]t Kpo[ 

5  ]  cora8  [ ]q.To8ex[ 
]"T.  [ 

]  ovv  [ 

]  .p1?! 

Fr.  82  3  ]  ,  8?,  anomalously  thick 

Fr.  84 

Fr.  85 

Fr.  86 
]«.[ 

].[ 
].«?[ ]M 

]  ̂at  [ 

]/4«[ 

]..p. .[.].?[ \vvv\. ]...[ 

]  adeLavrr[ 

]  u>9y[ ] . aro . . 1 

]Xr]va  cf> A  [ 

5  ]wc[ 

5  ]p£0e. . [ 

]...>[ ].[ ]acSoic[ 
].[ 

]....[ 

Frr.  84-95  are  from  folder  87/351.  Gf.  at  fr.  6  above.  They  may  not  all  belong  here. 

Fr.  84  2  ]  ,  upright  of  v,  ir?  3  Substantial  traces  in  damaged  context  4  ] .  >  lower  right 

corner  of  8?  5  a  ,  damaged  traces  with  apparent  trema  above;  1  would  not  account  for  all  the  ink; 

perhaps  a  cancellation  A,  or  a  6  Letter-top  traces  (first  a,  A?),  then  damaged  supralineation 

before  8  7  ] .  I  >  supralineation 

Fr.  85  2  [ ,  lower  left  of  /x?  6  a,  8,  A 
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Fr.  86  Abraded  2  Ink  between  the  letters  at  letter-top  level  unaccounted  for,  not  apostrophe 

3  Perhaps  ]ovw[ ,  but  that  does  not  account  for  all  the  ink  5  .  .  [ ,  first  damaged  feet,  perhaps  a, 

second  o  or  c  y  [,  </>  or  ip 

Fr.  87  Fr.  88  Fr.  89 

].[  ]..[  ]?^...[ 

]vaX..[  ]rou  [  ] oAAa.c  [ 

]mva  [  ]yro[  ]  ac/x  [ 

]oici.v[  .  1  ,TV  .1  ]eo 

5  >l[  ].[..]..[ 

Fr.  87  2  [ ,  first  A 3  a,  second  letter-foot  trace,  apparent  oblique  3  [ ,  first  perhaps  second 

letter-top  horizontal,  r? 

Fr.  88  4  ]  ,  dicolon  or  tips  of  k? 

Fr.  89  This  fragment  resembles  fr.  90,  and  the  same  doubt  attaches  to  it 

Fr.  90 
Fr.  91 

Fr.  92 

]..[ 
]  [ ]?.[ 

]y.\ ]  .[ h..[ 

]...[ ]  [ ]r°f.  [ 

]  L.  [ 

]«v  [ 

]...[ 5 )  LP.  [ 

]...[ ].«  [ 
]...?[ 

].*[ 
]  .  [  C-5  }vca y[ 

J . a  [ 

]  ro[  c.4  ]  i  eo  [ Ml  [ 

10  ]/xco[  c.4  ]  avTo  [ 

L  ’ . c  [" ]ra|ace  o[ 

]  aieKTiyoc[ 

JSeaicSo  [ 

’5  ]</>«.  .  w  [ 

Fr.  90  I  am  not  at  all  certain  that  this  fragment,  which  is  in  poor  condition,  is  rightly  included  here 

7  ] .  .  >  perhaps  ev  9  .  [,  c  diminished  at  line  end?  1 1  Variously  assignable  letter-feet 

Fr.  91  1-3  Perhaps  column  top,  with  the  speck  of  ink  casual,  but  ink  may  be  lost  to  abrasion 
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Fr.  93 

Fr.  94 

Fr-  95 

]  a^€  [ ] .  7 .  [ 

]r.  [ 

J  eca[ 

].°e[ 

].’.[ 

].[ 

Fr.  94  1  ]  ,  upright 

Fr.  1 A  run  of  anapaests  (dimeters),  catalectically  closed  at  5  or  6? 

2-3  Kpedypa ic  seems  probable  in  3  (though  the  reading  is  not  quite  secure;  if  right  there  is  also  yaXedy- 

paic),  in  which  case  KoXlai  ‘coly-mackerels’  (LSJ)  should  perhaps  be  recognized  in  2  rather  than  the  obvious 

alternatives  ckoXuxC  and  e.g.  8va<oXi'a.  We  find  koXCcu  in  a  list  of  food-fish  at  Aristoph.  fr.  430  K-A,  cf. 

Epicharm.  fr.  62  K. 

4

 

 

(-)re  Kopac  a  possibility. 

6  rr]  vKvwpa  (or  -par-)?  The  alternative  is  to  divide  before  pa;  that  would  mean  a  longer  line  and  a 

disregarded  adscript  (7 ivKvlji,  kvkvcii).  itvkvio/mci  Timocles  fr.  17.3  K-A,  of  Hyperides’  oratory;  in  fishy  context, as  it  happens. 

Fr.  2 

Most  of  the  lines  could  be  trimeters,  or  more  probably,  in  view  of  the  unevenness  of  the  line-lengths, 

trochaic  tetrameters.  But  line  7  is  unamenable,  unless  we  are  to  recognise  scriptio  plena  (i<at  opp-  for 

K&pp-),  which  I  think  unlikely.  Perhaps  anapaests  (tetrameters)  or  hexameters  commence  at  7,  or  (since  there 

is  no  stop  at  the  end  of  6)  at  6.  If  9  airopan  does  indeed  end  the  line,  anapaests  seem  indicated.  But  the 

discrepancies  in  length  are  somewhat  troubling,  and  7  is  still  difficult. 

3  Handley  writes:  ‘?yv\wpac  ep[ol.  M,  Dysk.  817  tI  pm  Xeyetc  yvtopac;  and  Asp.  4 1 4  yvwpoXoyeic,  rpicdOXte; 

could  be  relevant,  the  former  referring  to  elevated  sententiousness,  the  latter  to  elevation  marked  by  paratra- 

gedy;  but  for  Old  Comedy,  see  (e.g.)  Ar.  Clouds  321,  and  yvaiporvinKoc,  Knights  1379,  where  (both  times)  the 

reference  is  to  rhetoric.  With  6.CTpam)<l>op[  in  5  and  xX\  vhcop  (or  er-pA]  vSwv?)  in  6,  the  Aspis  passage  and  context 

may  give  the  best  lead.’ 

4  S]ec7 rorac. 

5  acTpaTrrjrpopl-:  elevated  diction.  Aristophanes  lifts  acTpairr)tf>op<;~t  from  Euripides  at  Pax  722,  cf.  Eur. 
Has.  3  acTpaTTTjpoppj  nvpC. 

6  If  the  upsilon  is  short,  little  but  kX]08uiv  offers  itself:  again  high-flown.  But  it  may  be  long. 

7  ff.  See  above.  In  8  yaX^-ndc  is  quite  possible;  after  that,  Sei Sei  ct7r[  or  the  like,  apparently 
not  Set  vac. 

10  If  anapaestic,  Handley  suggests  oSu]poftero[. 

Fr.  3 

Iambic,  apparently,  and  dialogue,  but  the  putative  paragraphi  are  very  faint.  There  is  no  sign  of  a 

paragraphus  beneath  2,  so  the  traces  in  the  margin  of  3  are  presumably  something  other  than  a  nota  personae. 

Fr.  4 

Dialogue  in  trimeters  or  trochaic  tetrameters,  probably  verse-ends  but  possibly  one  metron  further  back. 

2  E.g.  ohx  scO’  oitojc  cv  y'  ' 
3  -oc  cop?  Then  pa  to[v  Ala  or  pa  to[vc  Seovc. 

4  The  letter  following  y  seems  slightly  better  suited  to  v  than  to  a  or  A:  a  woman,  then?  (E.g.  edv 

CTpa-rpAa-riji  yvvrj?  But  other  possibilities  are  numerous.)  There  is  a  female,  or  at  least  a  feminine,  in  fr.  23 

(4  -ouc’). 

Fr-  5 

1  ev  t l  cov  (or  ri  coO )  likelier  than  tic  ov(Se)?  Aristoph.  Vesp.  437  iv  (kv  codd.)  t(  cot  myr/cerat ;  Iv  rt 
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twice  among  the  remains  of  Antiphanes,  fr.  189.21  K-A,  fr.  245.1  K-A,  in  the  same  position.  Se[  could  be 

part  of  SeojLtai,  e.g.  Se  [o/xai  roSe  (Handley);  or  e.g.  [Sowc*  kycb  (cf  Eur.  Andr.  362). 

3
 
 

va\  vKXrjpo  [  a  possibility,  along  with  e.g.  o]v,  c]t). 

Fr.  6 

3  cwfyc.  It  does  appear  to  be  a  trema  over  the  iota,  not  a  cancellation  dot,  to  give  cvvfjcda.  So  then 

part  of  daKoc ,  OaKeco,  seemingly.  Or  we  could  consider  cvvfycda:  Handley  adduces  II.  10.67  trjcOa  and  contem¬ 

plates  cvvirjcBa  Kafyoiciv  and  4  (od)  ]AeAa O'  a\Xyea  7racycov,  with  perhaps  avCcuc  (with  either  short  or  epic  long- 

iota)  in  5.  The  dactylic  metre  would  compound  the  doubts  already  raised  by  this  fragment’s  appearance:  the 
piece  may  not  be  rightly  grouped  with  this  set  of  fragments. 

4  \e\a$\  apparently;  then  a  doubtfully  read  double  point. 

Fr.  7 

marg.  1  cj-rpan/yf t]a,  seemingly,  followed  by  a  and  a  suspension. 

Fr.  9 

2  cv  re  or  e.g.  ci)  t€k[v(8lov? 

4  ravra:  the  accent  disambiguates  ravra  from  ravra. 
Fr.  10 

lambic  dialogue. 

Fr.  1 1 

Metre  uncertain:  anapaests  likeliest? 

1  Trd]vv  yap. 

2  < f>avepu>[c  probable,  with  ]cu  either  kyui  or  verb  (cf  Ar.  Thesmo.  431),  or  (Handley)  ovt]u>. 

3  ‘Big,’  ‘Megarian,’  or  ‘me’?  5  is  presumably  ]e  (e.g.  c]e  or  a  verb)  yap  avro|. 

4  rjoAptfcei  (or  -ei[c),  r]  oXp/rjc. 
Fr.  14 

3  If  iambics,  SaKpuco[v  noun,  not  verb. Fr.  15 

1  Koptcac  or  -acdai. 

2  Since  none-,  if  part  of  ttotlCoj  or  cognate,  would  be  unlikely  to  be  written  with  ei,  1  presume  d7roT(e)ic-, 

future  or  aorist,  despite  the  lack  of  apostrophe.  E.g.  elr’  preceding. 
Fr.  1 6  # 

Iambic  duologue,  evidently. 

1  &AA’  ov  is  quite  possible;  any  apostrophe  will  have  gone. 
2  icaico8[aipov(-)  presumable. 

4  Perhaps  eydi  <f>[pdcco  (col),  in  response  to  the  query  of  3  el  (where  articulation  as  el  tov  rather  than 

«tr’  oil  is  encouraged  by  the  lack  of  diacritics).  Gf.  fr.  35.3,  Ar.  Thesmo.  189.  The  paragraphus  does  not 

necessarily  mean  that  speaker-change  coincides  with  line-beginning,  but  that  seems  a  good  assumption,  both 
here  and  at  2. Fr.  17 

3  The  apparent  tiny  ij  above  the  line  between  \  and  9  (yielding  reixv?,  XV?)  implies  unlikely  error,  and 

is  perhaps  best  ignored;  it  does  not  look  like  a  reference  mark  for  a  scholium.  (-)/z]«x0«[c(-),  -6ey[r-,  or  (-)S] 

seems  likely;  yde'i :  excluded. 
Fr.  18 

Spondaic  endings?  (2  -citoi  infinitely  less  promising  than  -eircu  or  -oit at.)  In  that  case,  probably  ana¬ 

paestic  tetrameter,  the  parabasis?  Cf  fr.  a. 

1  Participle  -£oir? 
Fr.  22 

3  If  ol,  I  would  have  expected  not  the  accent  alone,  (-)^ofi(-)  in  extant  Aristophanes  yields  only 

(-)<j>ev^oOpaL  and  8opv£o6.  Also  available  are  e.g.  euXofovca  and  EovBoc. 
Fr.  23 

2  A  short  line,  apparently;  a  gap  would  be  anomalous.  The  end  of  lyrics,  with  stichic  lines  following?  It 

should  perhaps  be  explicitly  said  that  line  1  cannot  be  read  as  part  of  yopov. 

3  &  ue'Ae  unelided  in  extant  Aristophanes  only  at  verse-end. 

4  eerrj  [/c(ac),  sim.? 
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Fr.  25 

2

 

 

Perhaps  e.g.  ene [ert  or  something  more  exotic,  since  enetra  would  hardly  merit  an  accent. 

Fr.  26 

This  fragment  perhaps  comes  from  the  foot  of  the  column  of  which  fr.  4  gives  the  top,  but  I  cannot 
confirm  it. 

2  TUI  pupa\KLui — which  if  these  are  trimeters  will  occupy  the  second  metron — or  pipage)  seems  probable. 

3  After  the  initial  traces  (prima  facie  ]c  : ,  but  perhaps  joy:)  wya£  'H[pd/<Xeic  is  attractive;  several  times 
in  Aristophanes.  That  implies  a  male  speaker.  Line-end  is  the  normal  but  not  the  invariable  position. 

4  oux  olov  r(e)  not  inevitable  but  very  appealing.  I  can  make  no  sense  of  what  stands  above  the  first  o. 

5  The  odds  must  be  on  (-)e]xeir,  despite  numerous  (though  metrically  limited)  other  possibilities,  eti  Si) 

would  be  odd,  and  ei  S’  tjjS  [  (i)?)  is  available;  any  apostrophe  would  be  lost. 
6  toi)]  c  tt[o]  Airac  would  fit,  but  I  cannot  say  uniquely. 

Fr. 
 28 

 '  ' 

1  uicnepel  -ray-  seems  likely. 

2  Presumably  MJu-oAAto  rather  than  ttoAAoi,  given  the  lack  of  adscript;  and  very  probably  n)  or  pa  rov  ’A. 

Fr-  35 

2  k]yd>  (jipdcw ,  cf  fr.  16.4. 

Fr,  41 

2  -jS’  oAjSo-  not  only  seems  unlikely  in  itself  but  is  discommended  by  the  absence  of  an  apostrophe.  We 
may  recognize  fioX^ov  or  more  probably  poXfloy  [c. 

3  irap]aT CBe[rai  may  be  worth  a  mention,  given  Antiphanes  fr.  61  K-A  Trapariflijar  ...  (3 oA/Hovc. 

Fr.  42 

1  TrXrjv  or  e.g.  S t]  rrA-^ [v]  . 

3  It  should  be  borne  in  mind  that  the  articulation  could  be  -i/jo>  Ao-  rather  than  ifimXo-.  The  latter  three 

times  in  Aristophanes  and  seemingly  attested  for  Diphilus  (fr.  38  K-A). 

Fr.  43 

1  cc]tlv  probable,  2  irpocpK-,  3  rvcfioc,  rv<f>u>,  or  cognates. 

Fr.  44 

2  Perhaps  o]!ik  dv  eti),  3  apparently  -o]ypdvr). 

Fr.  48 

2  p.]aX$aK- 

Fr.  62 

1  ypd.ee,  apparently,  scriptio  plena  being  unlikely;  conceivable  match  with  Aristoph.  fr.  364  K-A. 

Fr.  72 

1  I  cannot  quite  exclude  jSopiot  or  (9optot[c  i.e.  fiopeL-  (for  the  spelling  cf.  fr.  26.2  pipa[K-),  but  the  letter 

after  (Sopi  does  appear  to  be  sigma  rather  than  omicron,  and  I  imagine  we  should  recognize  an  aorist  form 

of  eXXeflopC^eLv.  IAAc]j8o/3tca[  looks  likely;  not  -popicd-;  a  palaeographically  acceptable  alternative  would  be 

eAA€](3opic/a[oc,  but  that  is  a  more  exclusively  medical  term.  We  may  probably  discount  e.g.  pop]popu:a[:  if  a 

comic  poet  had  used  such  a  word  we  might  expect  to  hear  of  it  in  the  lexicographical  tradition  (as  with 

iAAefiopiav,  attested  for  Callias).  A  'EXAePopiCdpevoi  is  attested  for  Diphilus  (fr.  30  K-A;  no  attested  fragments 

or  Latin  adaptations),  but  it  would  be  rash  to  assign  our  fragments  to  it.  ttIB’  iXAefiopov  Ar.  Vesfi.  1489,  cf. 

Men.  fr.  63  K. 

2  Madmen  may  bite  (8i?f-);  but  the  articulation  may  be  (-)Sij  f-. Fr.  82 

4  p.\u<po[,  77] tepo [. Fr.  86 

5  £0edc[9e? 

Fr.  87 

2  Perhaps  (<t]  ra)xaA[-. 

3  7nVa|?  But  e.g.  Karo\mv  cannot  be  excluded. 

Fr.  89 

2  77 1  oAAo.(c) . 

M.  W.  HASLAM 
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877341(a)  fr.i  6  x  13.7  cm  Third  century 

Line-ends  from  the  foot  of  a  column  (lower  margin  3  cm),  written  across  the  fibres 

in  a  loose  Severe  Style.  On  the  front,  and  the  other  way  up,  23  line-ends  from  a  column 

of  prose  (upper  margin  1.7  cm,  right-hand  margin  c.  2.5  cm)  which  mentions  Spartans 

(9  ]cTrapT ia,  15  jotAatceSai)  and  perhaps  Phoenicia  (4)  and  Arcadians  (17). 

No  lectional  signs  or  names.  In  9  the  space  (largely  occupied  by  the  extended 

cross-bar  of  epsilon)  may  show  change  of  speaker. 

We  are  greatly  indebted  to  Dr  C.  F.  L.  Austin  and  Dr  N.  Gonis  for  the  sugges¬ 

tions  quoted. 

■  ].o.[ 

]  .KO.fcL  [ 
]  viavTre  [  ]  [...][ 

].[.  .]kch0[.].  _vc[ 

5  ]  .  []  .  .70T[]e  [ 

].[]?Tt  [ 

0  \fjJrjVT7]CK0prqc\_ 

]  lT€KCUKa[  ]  Aei  I 

]a§t£e  Te^€[ 

1  °  ]  Aa>  o  [  ]  .  [ 

]  ovvArjc  0  [ 

]  ko.iv  yrrX  [ 

] _ 

]  _ care  j 

15  ]  ,vepxofJ.cu  [ 

|  a)  eKTpexei  | 

]  arovS  La  \ 

]  vavopivvu)  j 
foot 

Fr.  1 

1  ]  ,  foot  of  upright,  short  horizontal  at  line-level  to  right  (i.e.  right  foot  of  -q,  w?)  o  [ ,  point  at 

two-thirds  height  2  ]  ,  right-hand  part  of  w?  o  ,  elements  of  circle,  perhaps  c  [,  convex 

upright  3  ]  ,  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  e  [ ,  descender  reaching  well  below  the 
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line;  faint  traces  to  right  (delusory?)  4  ]  [  ,  foot  of  upright  hooked  to  the  left  ]  ,  right  hand 

end  of  horizontal  at  one  third  [?]  height;  perhaps  elements  of  o  5  J .  . ,  faint  horizontal  tail  at  one- 

third  height;  upright  (1?)  e  [  ]  ,  foot  well  below  the  line  (e.g.  p);  ink  at  mid-level;  top  right  and  tail 

of  V?  6  ]  ,  top  and  foot  of  upright,  descending  oblique  above  and  to  right  (v?)  8  J  ,  right-hand 
end  of  horizontal  at  two-thirds  height,  point  on  edge  above  (i.e.  upper  and  middle  extremities  of  e?)  <?[]., 

the  space  may  be  smaller  than  appears  (scrap  joined  on  hex-e)  9  re,  first  apparently  r  with  top 

extending  well  to  left  (no  sign  of  an  earlier  upright  to  make  -nj;  second  possibly  upper  left-hand  arc;  t  possibly 

y  10]  ,  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right,  extensive  junction  at  top  left  (a,  A?)  a .,  elements 

of  large  A  or  y?  (apparently  not  /t)  0  ,  left  peak  of  p?  [ ,  elements  of  v?  1 1  ]  ,  y  or  t 

0  [ ,  apparently  top  and  foot  of  upright;  lower  part  of  upright,  trace  of  descending  oblique  to  top  
right? 

12  IT  ,  the  pi  narrow;  then  upright  [ ,  upright,  horizontal  to  right  at  two-thirds  height  {rf  or  straight 

e,  if  the  apparent  trace  of  ink  to  the  top  right  is  not  a  delusion?)  13  first  two,  /r  or  jj.  (the 

first  an  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right,  as  of  a);  then  apparently  it  k  [ ,  signs  of  ink  below 

the  lower  leg,  and  to  the  right  on  loose  fibre:  perhaps  elements  of  narrow-nosed  a?  15  ] traces  of 

horizontal  tail  at  one-third  height?  16  ] ...  to  left,  ink  on  under-fibres;  then  slightly  concave  upright 

on  edge  (ij  /a?  v  tt)  u>  ,  perhaps  just  c  with  top  extended  to  the  right  17  ] .  . ,  to  left,  ink  on 
underfibres;  then  right  half  of  p.?  1 8  ] .  ■  upright 
Fr.  2 

Fr.  3 

Fr.  4 

]..  [ ]...[ 

].[ 

]  oAic[ 
]  Kat[ 

].«[ 

k.[ 

].?[ 

].y0[ 

].[ ].[ 

Fr.  5  Fr.  6 

k..[  ].[ 
]v€K[  k[ 

.  .  .  ].«[ 

Fr.  8  Fr.  9 

J .?T?[  ]Sf....[ ]vcyipya£[ 

1  ]  ,  upright  with  horizontal  extending  to  right,  damaged  t  rather  than  y?  then  upright
,  hooked  to 

right  at  foot,  oblique  traces  at  top  left,  i.e.  v  rather  than  i?  Then  apparently  no  traces  of  ink  on
  partly- 

Fr.  7 

]«?[ 
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preserved  fibres  2  ]  ,  point  at  line-level,  apparently  foot  of  oblique  descending  from  the  left  3  [ , 

foot  and  top  of  oblique  rising  to  the  right 

Fr.  3 

3  ]  ,  apparently  triangular  apex;  before  that,  preserved  papyrus,  blank  or  a  letter  of  low  stature? 

Fr.  4 

1  ]  [ ,  left  upright  and  descending  oblique  of  v?  2  ]  ,  horizontal  trace  at  line  level,  then  to  right 

horizontal  trace  nearly  level  with  letter-tops  (£,  £?)  3  ]  ,  top  of  upright  4  ]  [ ,  top  of  upright 

Fr.  5 

i
 
 e  [ ,  first,  lower  part  of  upright;  second,  oblique  rising  from  left  to  right;  third,  foot  of  upright 

Fr.  
6” 

Fibres  stripped  to  the  left;  further  traces  on  underfibres  to  left  of  3 

Fr.  7 

Blank  space  below:  foot  of  column?  or  line-end? 
Fr.  8 

]  ,  lower  arc  of  circle  (o,  co?)  possibly  elision  mark  cutting  the  horizontal  of  t 

Fr.  9 

The  recto  preserves  part  of  a  right-hand  margin  i  ]  8,  the  ink  at  the  lower  right  is  perhaps  more 

than  expected  for  the  usual  prolongation  of  the  descending  oblique;  ]St  might  be  considered  3  q  , 

first  a  tiny  trace  on  the  lower  layer  of  fibres;  then  perhaps  right-hand  arc  and  cross-bar  of  8  [ ,  upright 

Fr.  1 

3  re]  aviav?  Then  apparently  imp  [. 

4  Spacing  at  the  end  uncertain:  perhaps  ]  mi  9[e]qvc.  Presumably  a  compound  oath  of  the  type  vq  tov 

AirdXX w  nai  deotic  (Men.,  Dysk.  151,  Epitr.  400).  But  the  trace  in  mid-line,  an  upright  hooked  leftwards  at  the 

foot,  does  not  suit  Tn-o']A[Aa).  /7oce]i[Sd)[  (Sam.  427)  looks  a  little  short  for  the  space,  A6q]y[av]  (Austin,  citing 
fr.  adesp.  1014.37  KA)  would  fit  well;  neither  suits  the  trace  ideally. 

5  Perhaps  simply  iron,  the  tau  like  the  epsilon  extended  at  the  line-end,  cf.  14;  this,  like  4  fl[e]ouc, 

assumes  that  the  promontory  of  papyrus  on  the  right  needs  to  be  moved  closer  in  to  the  main  massif.  Before 

that,  v?  e.g.  Cver'  [A] {more,  -olvgtov  7 tore. 

6  A  very  short  line.  Final  Sri  is  common  enough  in  Menander  (most  often  in  the  phrases  018’  cm  and 'led'  on). 

7  kSed]pqv  rqc  Kopqci  Or  e.g.  kyevo  ]pqv  rqc  nopq c  /  [tywy’  kpaor-qc  (Austin). 
8  ]et  re  Qfire)  Kal  KaXei  (ccaAet,  KaXei), 

9  /3]a8i£e,  or  e/3]aSt£e  (Men.,  Kol.  47,  Sik.  270);  then  space  (change  of  speaker?).  For  the  imperative,  cf. 

Sam.  258  mXei  ...  /3a8i£e.  Then  possibly  roreSef,  tot<f  Se'[/ca  (Austin)  or  the  like. 

10  Perhaps  A]AA’  <pxop-[q]y  (Gonis),  cf.  adesp.  1017.73  KA. 

1 1  t6v  (— tov)  irXqcCoy?  Men.  fr.  32Q.2  Koe.  tov  nXqciov  ‘the  neighbour’. 
1 2  Perhaps  k at  irirvv  irXe  [  (nXe  [or?)  (Gonis). 

13  Try  (dv)A«r]  a^tiTTor  oZ«a[8e?  For  the  verb  cf.  Men.,  Sam.  686,  Misoum.  1 69. 

1 5  Zpyofiu,  avepxopai  (the  scribe  leaves  a  space  before  e,  which  may  or  may  not  be  accidental). 

1 6  eKipeym  (with  cue  or  -coc  before?). 

1 7 —  1 8  fx&  tov  A  (a,  then  A8]r/vav  opvvw.  Together,  as  Dr  Austin  suggests,  rdv  A  (a  /  [tov  ’OXtipmov  kol 
t qv  A9]qv&v,  cf.  Men.  frr.  87,  333.14  Koe.,  Alex.  fr.  233.1  KA,  adesp.  1032.22  KA. 

Fr.  2 

1  Apparently  line-end.  2]ti,  o]it  or  the  like  would  be  tempting;  but  if  the  last  trace  is  rightly  seen  as  v, 

not  much  offers  except  ttXo.]tv. 

2  [x6Xlc?  Not  ttoXic. 

3  y]  tim[i  is  one  possibility. 

Fr.  9 

2  tipyat[-. 

3  Perhaps  e£r)Xdey[ ,  but  there  seems  to  be  further  ink  unexplained  above  f. 

P.  G.  McC.  BROWN— P.  J.  PARSONS 

III.  HELLENISTIC  POETS 

4413-4422.  Apoli.onius  Riiodius,  Argonaulica  I 

This  section  includes  all  the  unpublished  papyri  of  Argonaulica  1  so  far  identified  in 

the  Oxyrhynchus  collection.  The  collation  takes  as  basis  the  apparatus  of  F.  Vian  (Bude, 

1974),  which  was  based  on  fresh  collations  of  the  MSS  and  of  the  indirect  tradi
tion 

(notably  of  the  two  MSS  of  the  Etymologicum  Genuinum  by  J.-M.  Jacques).  Vian  lists  the 

papyri  of  this  Book  already  published;  add  now  BKT  IX  179,  a  fragment  from  a  codex 

(Hermopolis,  v  ad)  with  Arg.  1.234-40,  and  115  (1997)  174  (roll,  iii  ad)  with 

Arg.  1.  864-9. Three  of  these  pieces  (4413.  4418.  4421)  were  first  transcribed  by  Professor  Peter 

Kingston,  and  later  cleaned  and  re-transcribed  by  Dr  W.  E.  FI.  Cockle.  The  text  printed 

here  derives  from  a  fresh  collation;  but  we  are  grateful  to  Professor  Kingston  and  Dr 

Cockle  for  allowing  us  to  consult  their  results. 

4413.  Apollonius  Rhodius,  Argonautica  I  85-105 

5  iB.57/G(j)  3.3  x12.1cm  Third  century 

A  narrow  fragment  of  a  roll,  badly  rubbed  in  places,  preserving  ends  of 

twenty-one  lines.  To  the  right  of  the  column  a  narrow  strip  of  papyrus  has  been 

stuck  as  reinforcement  prior  to  writing.  The  writing  is  along  the  fibres;  the  back  is 

blank. 

The  text  is  written  in  an  unpretentious  angular  hand,  sloping  slightly  to  the  right. 

It  may  be  assigned  to  the  first  half  of  the  third  century,  if  not  slightly  earlier.  It  is  very 

roughly  bilinear  (t,  p,  r,  v,  (f>  project  below  line).  Notable  letter-forms  include  £,  having 

a  shape  common  in  elegant  bookhands,  and  v,  with  the  loot  of  its  stem  curved  to  the left. 

An  apostrophe,  apparently  written  by  the  copyist,  marks  the  only  elision  of  the 

preserved  text  (90).  There  is  punctuation  in  the  form  of  short  oblique  dashes  at  verse- 

ends,  but  once  in  the  form  of  a  high  point  (100).  I  would  think  that  all  the  dashes  are 

the  work  of  the  original  scribe,  while  a  second  hand  added  the  high  point.  The  second 

hand  is  also  responsible  for  most  of  the  accentuation:  acutes  (85,  87,  90,  91,  95,  100, 

103),  and  possibly  a  grave  (94),  a  circumflex  (92),  and  a  rough  breathing  (90),  some  of 

them  awkwardly  placed  further  to  the  right  than  where  they  should  have  stood.  A 

quantity  mark  may  have  been  written  in  102.  There  are  interlinear  corrections  in  92 

and  98.  The  text  presents  nothing  which  is  of  special  interest. 
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85  6tco]pocov[rat 

7]yepe]  Oovto 

Dte]c
 ' 

0.77"]  OVTjTO 

Sorrjp ]  1 ( 
90  Pe]v  al u  OLfl(j)W 

]  Karevacdev 

egejyaplgev 

vaccjaro  vycco 

— t]  acdeic ' 
95  ]  Bovryc 

0]a Xr/poc
 ' 

aA]  Xovc 
]a . 

KySepovjo 

povvo]v  eov [r] ct [ 

100  rflpcuecci' 

e]K€KaCTO 

Sec]  poc  epvhc[e 

r]e  kcv  apcfrco 

e]devT[° 

105  S77/X0]  v[  ]  [ 

86  In  the  margin  some  scattered  specks. 

89  Judging  from  its  angular  space,  a  space-filler  rather  than  punctuation  is  written  in  the  margin. 

90  ct/x\  Ink  above  a:  possibly  part  of  a  rough  breathing. 

92  e£e]  yaptftv.  Over  iota  is  a  curved  stroke  in  lighter  ink  which  looks  like  a  circumflex  (I  cannot  explain 

this  anomalous  accentuation),  -ev,  a  mistake,  obviously  derives  from  Karevacdev  in  the  previous  line. 

94  -ijacdeic:  XiacOeCc  LslwE:  StacOeCc  LA.  Above  sigma  there  is  a  curious  stroke  which  starts  descending 

from  right  to  left  but  soon  turns  rightwards  and  approximates  the  form  of  a  grave  accent.  Did  the  scribe  start 

writing  an  acute,  but  soon  become  aware  of  his  mistake  and  write  a  grave?  Or  was  the  original  grave  simply 

deleted  by  a  cancellation  stroke?  If  a  grave  accent  over  a  (the  penultimate  syllable)  were  intended,  its  purpose 

would  be  to  show  that  the  word  is  oxytone.  Alternatively,  we  could  try  to  interpret  the  ink  as  a  suprascript 

letter,  perhaps  but  the  traces  do  not  encourage  this. 

98  ]  9  .  There  is  considerable  difficulty  in  deciding  what  is  written  here.  On  the  line  the  first  letter  may 

well  be  0  (lower  part  only),  and  is  followed  by  an  inconclusive  low  trace,  and  another  trace  below  line-level 

(descender?).  At  any  rate,  the  expected  KrjSeixov]  fjac  cannot  be  read.  It  is  likely  that  what  the  scribe  wrote 

was  mistaken,  and  the  correct  form  was  inserted  above  the  line,  as  in  92.  Then  ]a  (the  written  surface  is 

abraded  to  the  left)  could  be  the  ending  of  Kr)Se/j.ovfiac.  But  I  do  not  see  how  to  restore  the  text  ante  correctionem , 

and  cannot  confidently  restore  c  above  the  line  (there  seems  to  be  more  ink,  and  higher  up,  than  would 

be  expected). 

4413.  APOLLONIUS  RHODIUS,  ARGONAUTICA 1 85-1 05  81 

102  epvK [>.  Above  upsilon  there  is  a  horizontal  trace  slightly  curving  up  to  right.  Its  shape  is  compatible 

with  an  acute  accent,  but  this  would  not  suit  the  transmitted  epvi<e;  did  the  papyrus  have  an  unattested  variant 

such  as  kpvKet  (in  error)?  But  one  may  also  think  of  a  quantity  mark. 

N.  GONIS 

4414.  Apollonius  Rhodius,  Argonautica  I  133-204,  938-9,  974-1009 

103  (Dec.  28)  (=A)  fr.  i  3.5  X  17  cm  Second/third  century 

50  4.B.23/F(3-5)a  (  =  B)  fr.  18  8  X  23  cm 

The  main  piece  (B)  gives  the  left-hand  part  of  a  complete  column,  with  Arg. 

1. 974- 1 009;  at  the  top  left,  two  line-ends  from  the  preceding  column  (938-9)  are  visible, 
so  that  the  width  of  the  intercolumnium  can  be  estimated  at  2.5-3  cm-  ̂ le  preserved 

upper  margin  is  2  cm,  the  preserved  lower  margin  2.5  cm  deep.  The  complete  column 

consists  of  35  lines,  which  take  up  18.5  cm;  the  total  height  of  the  roll  is  23  cm.  The 

line-length  must  have  been  13-18  cm.  If  we  take  15  cm  as  a  norm,  the  length  of  a  roll 

which  contained  Argonautica  I  would  be  about  7  m  (39  columns).  The  writing  is  along 

the  fibres;  the  back  is  blank. 

Under  A  are  assembled  17  smaller  fragments  which  can  be  placed  in  Arg. 

1. 1 33-204.  Here  too,  the  writing  is  along  the  fibres;  the  back  is  blank.  There  is  an 

apparent  upper  margin  of  1 .9  cm  in  fr.  1,  a  lower  margin  of  2.5  cm  in  fr.  2.  The  differ¬ 
ence  of  inventory  numbers  suggests  that  A  and  B  were  found  separately,  and  more  than 

750  lines  of  text  intervene  between  them.  But  there  is  a  very  strong  case  for  assuming 

that  A  and  B  were  not  only  written  by  the  same  scribe  but  also  belong  to  the  same  roll. 

(1)  The  script  is  very  similar.  (2)  The  widths  of  the  surviving  margins  are  consistent. 

(3)  The  line-spacing  is  the  same  in  both.  (4)  The  ink  is  the  same  colour  in  both,  and 

so  is  the  lighter  ink  used  for  corrections.  (5)  The  columns  of  A  can  be  reconstructed  to 

contain  more  or  less  the  same  number  of  lines  as  those  ofB. 

On  the  basis  of  a  column  of  c.  35  lines,  it  is  possible  to  give  a  fairly  precise  plan 

of  the  roll: 

[cols,  i-iv  1  —  1 32] 
col.  v  133— i67  (35  lines) 

vi  168-204  (36  lines) 

[cols,  vii-xxvii  205—937] 

col.  xxviii  938-973  (36  lines) 

xxix  974-1009  (35  lines) 

t  ] 

Assuming  that  the  number  of  lines  in  this  papyrus  was  the  same  as  in  the  medieval 

tradition,  the  gap  between  A  and  B  contained  769  verses,  which  make  almost  exactly 
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22  columns  of  35  lines.  The  gap  before  A  contained  132  verses,  or  four  columns 

averaging  33  verses:  either  the  columns  were  shorter,  or  some  prefatory  material  pre¬ 
ceded  the  first  verse. 

The  hand  is  medium-sized  and  angular,  a  rapid  and  informal  version  of  the  ‘mixed’ 
style  which  might  be  compared  with  Roberts,  GLH  1 5c  (Dioscorides,  on  the  front  of  a 

document  dated  ad  19  i)  and  17b  ( Hellenica  Oxyrhynchia ,  on  the  back  of  a  document  of 

the  later  second  century?);  Ill  446  (pi.  VI)  (Homer,  on  the  front  of  a  document  of  late 

ii  or  iii);  VI  852  (Turner,  GMAW  31)  ( Hypsipyle ,  on  the  back  of  an  account  datable 

perhaps  to  ad  go).  Probably  it  should  be  assigned  to  the  later  second  or  earlier  third 
century. 

Some  of  the  lectional  signs  are  the  work  of  the  original  scribe,  some  have  been 

added  by  a  second  hand  using  a  paler,  brownish  ink.  It  is  interesting  that  A  has  far 

more  accents  by  the  first  hand  than  B;  apparently  the  original  scribe  took  greater  care 

with  the  earlier  part  of  the  text  than  later  on.  Only  979  has  an  acute  which  is  made 

with  a  pen  of  similar  thickness  and  apparently  the  same  ink  that  the  original  scribe 

used.  The  only  grave  accents  are  in  1 004.  The  first  scribe  put  six  circumflex  accents  in 

the  text,  while  the  other  six  (the  one  in  99 1  is  doubtful)  are  added  by  the  second  hand. 

Elision  marks,  in  several  different  shapes,  are  mostly  written  by  the  first  hand  (by  the 

second  hand  in  183,  985,  988);  there  is  no  example  of  scriptio  plena.  The  breathings, 

rough  and  smooth,  are  all  written  by  the  second  scribe,  except  for  the  rough  breathings 

in  193  and  988.  Hyphen  (976)  and  one  longum  (975)  are  added  by  the  second  hand; 

another  longum  (134)  is  written  by  the  first  hand.  The  two  obeloi  in  992-3  seem  to  belong 

to  the  writing  of  the 'first  scribe,  as  well  as  three  diaireseis  (179,  976,  988),  two  expunging 
dots  (986),  a  high  stop  (1007),  and  a  diastole  (999,  1005);  some  other  critical  signs  may 

have  been  written  (see  on  157-8). 

This  is  in  its  way  a  professional  copy  (iota  adscript  written  everywhere  that  requires 

it).  But  two  lines  were  omitted,  and  had  to  be  supplied  in  the  margin  (192,  985,  the 

second  set  off  by  an  oblique  dash).  The  original  scribe  apparently  supplied  985.  He  was 

or  may  have  been  responsible  also  for  the  interlinear  corrections  or  variants  (135,  178, 

993,  994,  998,  1001);  that  raises  the  possibility  that  he  took  them  from  his  exemplar 

rather  than  from  an  independent  collation. 

The  papyrus  is  of  considerable  interest  for  the  text.  In  987  it  provides  a  certainly 

correct  reading  which  is  known  otherwise  only  from  the  Etymologica.  In  990  it  solves  a 

problem  by  reading  ppaccov  (already  conjectured  by  Frankel)  aneipeclr)t.[ci  (the  widely 

accepted  emendation  of  Platt).  The  variants  /cat  Kelva  (996)  and  d/AAot  (998)  seem  to 

reflect  arguments  among  Homeric  scholars  with  which  Apollonius  himself  may  well 

have  been  familiar.  There  are  other  unique  variants  which  look  more  like  mistakes:  1 85 

aXXoi  for  aXXco  (vulgarisation),  196  veu>r \e\pov  for  vveprepov  (inferior  sense),  993 

rjpaKXewSTjyap  (unintelligible),  994  7 ravrac  for  to£ov  (a  Homerism),  1001  ol  Se  for  r/Se' 

(possible),  1007  aAA’  ot  for  aAAot  (against  the  syntax).  The  scribe  wrote  one  additional 
line  (155a),  and  deleted  it. 

[coll,  i-iv 

A  frr.  1-2  (col.  v) 

top 

ye]  vedXrj 

Navfi ]  oAiSao  [ 

].«-[ 
135  ]y  eov[ra Se  ]  Kovp  [17 

evvrj]6elca[ 

vavr\  iXir)ici\ 

140?  ]oicev  I 

139?  lv  [ 

141?  ]  [ 

pu\v  avTOC- 

AtoAiS^cJp 
 •  I 

eStSaj^ev’  [ 

14s  flSecflai' 

Am  [ 

SeSarjpLev]  ov  ithtoov  [ 

].’
. 

]. 

‘5«  ]  .  . 

].. 
aA]  kt) 

].
’.
 

].. 

155  auya£ec#]at  [ 
1 55a  ].?...)  [ 

v\  eecdcu  \ 

e^eye]vovTo  [ 

I  ..[ 
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i65 

o(j)p]a  KOjiCl,  t[ 

KaciyprjToijcw  07ia[]  v 

foot 

frr.  3—17  (col.  vi) 

top 

168  fr.  3/4  ap,cf>]  tVo/xov  r[e 

e]vTc[a]  yap  o[t 

17°  evc/cpu]  i/ie  «-a[A]e if]i  [ 

].[  '  ].  [ ]  [ 

i73  fr.  5  ]  [ 

L.'f 
J75?  Ko]\x[<jw 

uie]  c  [ 

177  &•  6  LK]av[ov  Ayau8oc  yjv  ]kots  /7e[A Xyv 

*  "  j  «.□. ?  [’ 
eri\6Xic[c€V  en  o(f>pv]ci,y  AtyLaXo[io 

179  fr-  7  e]m  rota  [Ai7rajy]  vcf>r]pLoc  'iK\a ve 

180  /ZocetSaco] pc  Tro[8u)Kyec]TaTOP  aAAajv[ 

181  fr.  8  Evpa>TT\r)  Ti\r\voio  p,eya[c8ev]eoc  rexe  \_K\ovp\yq 

Keijvoc  avrjp.  k<x\i\  ttovt[ov  eiri\  y\avKol[o  d]ee[cK€v 

otSJ/xa-roc  ovSe  8oovc  ̂ [airrev]  TroSac  aAA  oc[ 

184.fr.  9  tyv]ect  Teyyopievoc  8[i.eprj  77  e] <f>o [pij] to  /<[e] Ae[w0w 

185  fr.  10  tea t]  8  aXXoi  S  [  ]  [  ]  /7o[cet]S[aaj]v[oc 

777-0]  1  o  pcev  7tt [oAtellpo] v  aya[v]ov  Me[tA77]Toto[ 

187ft.  11  vo]c(f>icdeLC  [Epyivoc  o]  S’  /[pt/3]  [  ]  [ 

188  fr.  12  Llapd] evLTj [  AyKaioc  u7r]ep[jSto]c  [tcrop]e  S’  apt[</>aj 

189ft-.  13  T7/Lt] ev  raufrtA^c  77S’  a]pe[oc  eoyeToa)v]ro[ 

190  OivjeiSrjc  S[  cm  toccip]  a<f>[opp.r]8eLc  KaA]t>S[a)voc 

19 1  fr.  14/15  aXK]rjei[c]  M[eAe]ay[poc  av]  rjX  [0]  9e  /la[]  j 

193  p,rjT]epoc  aXXa  e  9j]cc[a\  yvvrj  rexe  t[ov]  fiev  [ 

77S77]  yrjpaXiov  K-[o]cp,77rop[a]  77at[Soc  taA]Aev[ 
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85 

195  atS’  e]rt  xovpi!,u>v  irepiOapcea  Sp^er 

rjpojcov]  tov  S’  out[  ]veajr[  ]pov  aA[Aov 

vocjcfuv  [y]  ’  HpaxXyj[o]c  e  eX9ifj,ev  [ 
av8t  1 u]ev[a)V  A]u[/e]a/3a[vr]a.  /x[er 

199  fr.  16  xai  [lev]  o[t  fxr[\rpa>c  a.VT[rj]v  [  ]  [ 

200  era]  81771  8e8[ar]fj,evoc\  [ 

I(fn]xXoc  €(f)[a)piapT7]ce]  x[lovti 

202  fr.  17  ]  [  1 ZA]Aevtoto  [ 

].[
 .
 

]  ct<^>[Ao]c[  ]  .  S  [ 

a8eX(j)[eoc  ov  pie]y  Lrjc  y[e 

foot 

[coll,  vii-xxvii  lost] 
B 

(col.  xxviii)  (col.  xxix) 

top 

(985)  /  rjol  S’  eicav[ef$av 

938  Lc9pI\oc 

939  axr]  at 

aAA’  ext  ot  Kara  S[a)p.ar 

975  aiStVwv  Mepo7r[oc 
KXeiTr}  eu7rAoVa[p,oc 

Oecnecioic  eSvot[ctv 

aAAa  teat  d>c  0aAap,[ov 

rote  /xera  Satr’  aAey[we 

980  aJAA-pAooc  S’  lpeetvo[v 7r]eu0ero  vaimArpcf 

ot]Se  rrepiKTLOVMv  ir[oAtac 

eup]  erpe  rrevSovTO  [ 

984  77[et]Set  xaraXe^ai  e[eASoptevotet 
986  Orf'qcaiVTO  [770]  Trop\ovc 

vpa  Xvtml  Aip,evi  \ 

rjSe  S’  Irj'c'ovi'q  77e^>ar[at 

Trjyeveec  S’  erepa)[0ev 
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990  1 ftp&ccov  aneipecCrji\ci 

novTbov  ota’  re  9if]p[ a 

aXXa  yap  avdi  AeAe[i7rro 

c-6cSi7[ 

HpaKXel w}y]  [St?  yap]  [  ]  [ 

7 TOVTCLC 

roigov  ei Taccvrepo[vc 

995  irerpac  ap,(fnp&ya[c 

Sr]  yap  rrov  Kai  Kelva  9[ca 

Hprj  Zrjvoc  (xkoltic  ae[6Xiov 

cvv  8e  Kai  aXXoi  8r)9ev  [ 

npLv  rrep,  aveXdepiev  [ 

1000  Tr]yeve a>v  rjparec  apr}\ioi 

rjSe  Kai  eyxeirjici  SeSe[y/xevot 

avTifiirjv  acrrepyec  \ 

S’  ore  Sovpara  p-atcpa  y[eov 

vjXoropioi  CTolyriSov  67n[ 

1005  ojcfipa,  voTicOevra  Kpar[epovc 

ojc]  01  evi  ̂ vvoyfn  Xip,ev[oc 

e^eir/c'  aXX’  01  p,ev  ec  aX[p,vpov 

Sv^vTOvrec  Ke</>[aA]ac  «a[  1 

Xe]pcan  reivapie\yoi 
foot 

135  The  spacing  shows  that  the  letters  above  represented  an  interlinear  addition  (or  comment),  not  an 

extra  verse.  Probably  we  should  interpret  the  remains  as  ye  /ee\y  eoy[ra,  with  iB]feev  (omitted  by  hmnoeotelenton) 

supplied  by  the  first  hand. 

138-141  Verse  138  is  certainly  identified.  The  next  line  ends  with  ]oiar,  which  would  suit  140  (oiairoiav) 

but  not  139  (evcuov);  the  next  again  with  ]v,  which  would  suit  139  and  much  else.  The  third  line,  where 

nothing  survives,  might  be  141,  which  is  very  short  and  would  not  have  reached  the  preserved  part  of  the 

papyrus.  139  would  make  no  sense  after  140;  we  should  need  to  assume  that  it  was  omitted  accidentally  at 

some  stage,  and  replaced  in  the  wrong  position. 

147  SeSaqfeev]  oy:  the  supposed  v  has  been  thickly  overwritten;  above  it  a  v-shaped  mark  suggesting  a 

suprascript  v. 

148-52  The  spacing  shows  that  there  were  five  lines,  but  the  traces  are  badly  damaged  and  partly  lost 
in  stripped  fibres  to  the  right. 

148  Perhaps  TvvB]ap[eoio. 

152  aAj/d);  possible  (a  medial  trace  before  stripped  fibres;  a  further  trace,  well  below  the  line,  might 

represent  the  foot  of  iota,  but  apparently  stands  too  far  to  the  right). 

153-6  The  first  of  these  line-ends  offers  unidentifiable  traces.  The  second,  ]  [  ]  ,  looks  most  like  v 

with  possibly  a  high  trace  to  the  right  on  damaged  fibres;  this  might  represent  154  Kei]v[ov  or  K«]ro[r  (the 

last  trace,  on  a  patch  of  adhering  fibres,  may  not  belong  at  all).  In  the  next,  ]ai  is  very  likely,  presumably 
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155  avyal,ec0]ai.  The  last  clearly  has  ]eecBm,  i.e.  verse  156.  But  the  spacing  shows  that  there  was  an  extra 

line  between  ‘155’  and  156. 

155a  ]  c  :  he  fust  trace  is  a  tail  which  descends  below  the  line  and  whose  upper  part  bends  to  the 

right  (a  or  possibly  />?);  the  next  seems  to  be  c;  the  remains  of  the  next  (a  vertical,  a  horizontal  sloping  gently 

down,  remains  seemingly  of  another  vertical)  most  suggest  v  or  a  wide  4  (possibly  with  a  circumflex  above); 

then  probably  one  further  letter,  or  even  two,  though  there  is  some  uncertainty,  because  the  traces  are  covered 

by  a  very  large  mark  in  the  same  ink  as  the  first  hand,  more  or  less  in  the  shape  of  a  round  bracket.  This 

bracket  presumably  signifies  a  deletion. 

No  MS  has  an  additional  verse  here.  155  ends  the  description  of  Lynceus’  extraordinary  eyesight,  and 

1 56  cvv  Be. . .  introduces  another  hero  in  the  catalogue.  It  is  conceivable  that  a  verse  was  inserted  here,  which 

gave  another  detail.  However,  the  Suda,  which  quotes  1 54-155  under  the  heading  AvyKtuic,  gives  only  these 

two  lines.  It  looks  as  if  the  scribe  copied  a  superfluous  line  and  then  added  brackets  to  correct  his  error. 

156-8  No  clear  trace  remains  of  158;  the  surface  is  damaged,  and  in  any  case  158  is  such  a  short  verse 

that  we  should  not  expect  it  to  reach  the  preserved  papyrus.  In  the  margin  to  the  right,  traces  on  the  edge: 

just  above  the  level  of  157,  the  lower  part  of  an  oblique  rising  to  the  right  (cf.  985);  lower  down,  three  further 

traces  one  above  another,  of  which  the  upper  two  might  be  the  left-hand  extremities  of  X  (or  of  a  dipk  or 

dotted  obelos).  These  cannot  represent  line-beginnings  from  the  next  column,  since  it  is  clear  in  the  upper 

part  of  this  column  that  the  margin  was  wider.  They  may  be  critical  signs  (apparently  written  by  the  second 

hand)  referring  to  the  next  column. 
165  The  traces  would  allow  aAA]  0  yeev  4  [84  (MSS). 

166  o<f>p\a  KofiCC  ,i[:  Ko/ai'£oi  possible,  as  in  Q;  KoyeC^e t  too  could  be  read,  but  we  expect  the  optative  after 

the  aorist  AiVtr’. 167  o7ra[  ]  v.  cmacce  Q:  -a£e  D.  ]ev  is  acceptable.  The  spacing  does  not  decide  between  cma[Qev  and 

07ra[cc]«r;  for  a  similar  set  of  variants  cf.  S.  West,  The  Ptolemaic  Papyri  of  Homer  276,  on  Od.  20.68.  Here  as  at 

143  the  papyrus  has  the  final  nu,  although  the  next  line  begins  with  a  consonant;  what  the  MSS  have  is  not 

clear  (Vian  records  only  -v  within  the  line,  I  Introd.  lxxvii). 

168-74  The  ends  of  these  lines  appear  on  fr.  3  +  4,  the  ends  of  175  ff.  on  fr.  5.  The  precise  horizontal 

range  of  these  fragments  in  relation  to  each  other  cannot  be  determined. 

168  aj-if] (to[j,6v  r[e:  so  M\  apfl  Tore  EacH:  hyepeXTo  ts  E2  in  ras.  (a  simple  error  of  omission  by  E,  which 

E2  tried  to  correct).  Frankel  posits  a  lacuna  before  dyAroyov,  to  soften  the  zeugma;  the  papyrus  does  not 

support  this,  and  I  agree  with  Vian  (I  p.  58  n.  2)  that  the  text  is  perfectly  intelligible  as  it  stands. 

170  a>eKpv]t/ie:  psi  represented  only  by  a  short  oblique  above  middle  height. 

Ka[A]eb)i[:  so  rnT3:  -Xi.fi  wdTLJ. 17 1  ]  f:  a  vertical  trace,  perhaps  but  not  certainly  the  last  letter  of  the  line  (suitable  for  veec6a]i). 

173  €/a(3aaA] eve  or  perhaps  -]evev  acceptable. 

174  yai]  ay  acceptable. 177  ii<]ay[ov :  afiKavoi>  Q:  a Xkclvov  Frankel:  krf>-  Campbell. 

~\ko7€  I7e[XXtic:  7totc  TleXX-qc  Q  (rHXXtjo  Hblzlin).  It  seems  that  the  papyrus  has  either  a  different  text,  or 
the  Ionic  form  of  wore,  which  is  otherwise  not  used  in  the  Argonautica  or  the  epic  tradition  in  general;  cf.  R. 

Pfeiffer,  Call.  II  p.  xc  for  inconsistent  intrusions  of  koto  in  Callimachus  and  his  transmission. 

178  ]  a  [  ]  a  [:  a  supralinear  note,  written  in  an  ink  similar  to  that  used  by  the  main  hand,  but  thinner 

and  more  cursive.  The  second  letter  might  be  A  or  x  or  perhaps  v;  the  last  might  be  A  as  well  as  a.  I  have 

tried  ax[a]ia  (th‘s  would  serve  to  distinguish  the  Achaean  Aigialos  (II.  2.575;  Paus.  7.1.1)  from  other  places 

of  the  same  name  and  from  the  noun  alytaAoc);  but  it  looks  too  short  for  the  space,  and  there  is  more  ink 

than  1  would  account  for. 

179  e]m  TotojAwreyv]  u^uoc:  Evfafioc  ETest.  (confirmed  by  Arg.  4.1466,  VF  1.365;  already  in  Pindar, 

Pyth  4.45-6):  77oAv«^4jU.oc  Q.  The  traces  before  v  are  indecisive.  But  the  spacing,  which  can  be  estimated  from 

the  certain  supplements  in  180— 1,  seems  to  favour  evp^yioc;  [Xlttojvtto]  would  probably  be  too  long. 

182  After  av-qp,  a  dot  on  the  line:  if  this  represents  a  low  stop,  its  significance  is  not  clear,  unless  it  serves 

to  separate  the  subject  from  the  two  parallel  clauses  that  follow. 

183  @[aTTT£v]:  fldirrev  Q:  Kaye mev  E.  The  trace  (a  spot  at  line-level)  would  fit  i<  or  )3  equally  well.  The 

space  marginally  favours  the  shorter  [a-nrcii]. 

o'c[:  ocov  MSS.  There  is  an  apparent  stop  after  0,  and  other  unexplained  ink. 

185  aXXoL'.  aXXw  Q. 
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8.  :  £>v[°  ̂ ](x[(S]f  or  <St)[o  7ra\ i [8] e  would  suit  the  traces,  but  the  space  seems  too  narrow. 

186  ]ov  Mc|iA-ij]toio.  The  placing  of  fr.  9  largely  depends  on  these  four  letters  (ov/j.e[),  since  they  are  the 

only  clear  letters  on  the  piece.  This  orthographic  variant  (/ret-  for  fii-)  does  not  seem  to  be  mentioned  in  any 

of  the  editions,  but  the  equivalence  of  1  and  «  is  widely  attested;  there  are,  in  particular,  several  instances  in 

other  papyri  of  Apollonius  (for  example  in  XXXIV  2693  942;  2694  469;  2700  215). 

]toio.  1  is  crossed  by  an  odd,  curved  stroke,  but  I  do  not  see  how  else  to  read  it  (it  is  too  small  for  ijj). 

Did  the  scribe  first  write  TOY  and  then  change  it  to  TOIO?  But  note  that  the  first  o  too  has  a  vertical  sticking 

up  from  it. 

187  /[p,/3]  [  ]  [:  the  minimal  traces  would  allow  /[/ijS]pa[c]tij[c. 

188  | evi7][ :  f  JapOevCrjc  Q£Ucm*£->: riapdevCyv  Brunck. 

1 89  “]/?f [or:  the  unexplained  interlinear  ink  (visible  below  ]<r  in  1 88)  should  belong  approximately  above 

these  letters.  The  traces  most  suggest  the  extremities  of  c  or  the  like;  but  e.g.  S’  perhaps  not  impossible. 

189-193  The  placing  of  frr.  13-14  seems  certain,  since  parts  of  193  are  certainly  read  in  both  of  them, 

and  in  195-7  they  touch  physically.  But  if  the  readings  are  correct,  it  becomes  clear  that  the  papyrus  omitted 

192.  This  in  turn  is  confirmed,  if  we  recognise  this  verse  added  in  the  lower  margin  of  the  column,  ]  aSe\</>[eoc 

ov  yie]y  iijc  y[e.  One  could  think  of  various  mechanical  explanations  for  the  omission — the  repetition  of 

Auokowv;  homoeomeson  {MeAeaypoc — Olvyoe):  homoeotekuton  (re — ye). 

190  h\  em  toiciv]  a<f>[opp.7]9eic  7faA]v8[a>roc:  o’  LAG:  r’  E  om.  S. 

1 93  rLov:  t  apparently  corrected  (there  is  an  additional  upright  descending  from  the  left  part  of  the 
cross-bar). 

r93— 4  The  ends,  and  ]Aer[ ,  are  fr.  15,2-3,  doubtfully  placed  here;  alternatively  we  may  have  yep 
and  Aoy  from  195  and  196.  The  first  line  of  fr.  15  is  too  broken  to  confirm  either  placing. 

196  rjyojow]  -ray  Sjout[  ]reojT[  ]pov  aA[Aor:  roO  S’  oi)  tip’  Imeprepov  aAAov  Q.  The  papyrus  seems  to  have 
a  different  adjective,  vewrepov;  and  before  it  ovr[e]  or  out[i].  The  spacing  apparently  favours  the  latter;  iff 

had  been  written,  one  would  expect  to  see  a  trace  of  the  middle-stroke,  ovti  vewrepov  would  fit  the  metre, 

but  how  would  it  fit  the  context?  Apollonius  certainly  means  that  Meleager  was  very  young,  and  we  could 

translate  ‘in  no  way,  I  think,  was  any  other  hero  who  arrived  younger’.  But  the  comparison  with  Heracles 

has  no  point  (Heracles  was  not  especially  young;  cf.  1. 122-32),  and  the  conditional  clause  (‘if  he  had  grown 

up  among  the  Aetolians  for  one  year  more’)  makes  no  sense  at  all. 
Perhaps  this  variant  is  a  mistake  which  occurred  because  a  scribe  was  not  able  to  divide  the  words 

properly:  TINYTIEPTEPON  was  understood  as  77  NYI7EPTEPON,  and  the  unintelligible  word  altered  to 

vewrepov.  This  is  a  certain  similarity  to  II.  15.569  ’AvtCAox,  ov  tic  ceio  veonepoc  aAAoc  Mya iwv. 

197  r  .eA0e'[/x]  €v:  gttgA9gplgv  Q\  gcgAOc^gv  E.  The  traces  of  the  letter  between  e  and  e  are  ambiguous:  a 

left-hand  foot  and  right-hand  part  of  a  high  horizontal  suggest  tt  rather  than  c,  and  that  may  be  favoured  by 
the  spacing  too. 

202  Ink  unaccounted  for  at  the  end,  middle  stop? 

976  KAetrr)  paroxytone,  as  in  Q  and  Eh;  KAgitt)  oxytone  in  Ims,  EL  EG  and  EGud  recognise  both  (text 

in  Wendel,  Schol.  ApoL>  p.  86,  n.  2  on  i.974— 7^^)'  ̂ lX^c  ^  tovoc,  oi  Sg  ttAgCovc  o£vvovcl.  ctjiaolCvci  tt}v 

cvSotjov,  rrapa  to  kAgltoc.  Clearly  some  scribes  preferred  the  oxytone,  because  they  believed  the  name  to  be 

the  feminine  form  of  the  adjective  kAgit6c.  The  MSS,  like  our  papyrus,  have  the  paroxytone,  which  conforms 

to  the  general  rule  for  accenting  proper  names  in  -rry  (cf.  H.  W.  Chandler,  Greek  Accentuation  §§  185-6 — a 

note  on  KAgItt)  on  p.  54),  and  the  more  general  rule  about  the  recession  of  the  accent  in  proper  names  formed 

from  adjectives  (Schwyzer,  Gr.  Gr.  I  420). 

985  This  line  is  omitted  here,  which  can  be  explained  by  homoearchon  of  984  HEIAEI  and  985  HOIAEI. 

There  was  probably  an  omission  mark  in  the  left  margin,  but  the  papyrus  is  now  broken  away.  The  verse  is 

added  in  the  top  margin  in  a  script  and  ink  which  seem  very  similar  to  the  first  hand.  One  might  assume 

that  the  scribe  noticed  his  mistake  and  corrected  it  himself.  He  put  an  oblique  stroke  before  the  line,  which 

is  inset  above  the  column,  so  that  it  does  not  match  the  beginnings  of  the  other  verses  and  makes  this  addition 

more  noticeable  to  the  reader;  for  similar  uses  of  the  single  oblique  see  K.  McNamee,  Sight  and  Select 
Marginalia  17. 

987  Xvrcbi  Aifxem  _  [:  so  EGB  EM:  xVT°v  At p,cvoc  MSS,  E.  The  dative  is  the  obviously  better  reading. 

The  sense  requires  that  the  ship  was  brought  from  the  first  landing  place  into  the  second  harbour.  This 

coincides  with  the  historical  and  archaeological  facts  about  the  double  harbour  of  Kyzikos;  cf.  K.  Lehmann- 

Hardeben,  Die  antiken  Hafenanlagen  des  Mittelmeeres>  Klio  Beiheft  XIV  (N.F.  1)  (1923)  63—4.  Chytos  was  the 

44 1 4.  APOLLONIUS  RHODIUS ,  ARG.  1 133-204 ,  938-9 >  974-1 009  89 

western,  Threkios  the  eastern  harbour  (Lehmann-Hartleben,  map  of  Kyzikos  in  3rd  set  of  maps,  Plan  XI). 

The  genitive  ending  may  have  been  caused  by  assimilation  to  the  words  7 rporcpov  . . .  opfiov]  cf.  M.  L.  West, 

Textual  Criticism  23—4. 

The  papyrus  is  broken  after  Aificvi  but  traces  of  ink  are  visible:  they  consist  of  two  rounded  strokes, 

which  do  not  seem  to  fit  ir  (77 -porcpov  MSS),  but  for  example  c,  e,  o.  After  these,  there  is  the  lower  part  of  a 

descender.  There  may  have  been  a  further  textual  variant. 

990  ppdccov  aTT€Lpeci7)i[cL :  <f>pd£av  ciTrcipccCoio  MSS:  ‘fort.  ppdccov  (potius  quam  <f>pdt;ai  GTrGiprjcavro)  vel 
aneipectcuc  kg  Frankel:  cnTGipccCrjci  Platt.  The  papyrus  seems  to  settle  this  problem  finally. 

All  manuscripts  have  ppa^av,  which  seems  rather  difficult  to  understand:  the  aorist  cannot,  as  usual, 

express  a  completed  action,  since  the  giants5  attempt  to  block  the  harbour  was  cut  short  by  Heracles  and  his 

comrades.  Delage’s  translation  tries  to  solve  the  problem  by  taking  the  aorist  as  ingressive  (‘se  mirent  a 

obstruer’);  Frankel’s  alternative  conjecture  <f>pd£av  dveipecCatc  kg  tries  to  avoid  it  by  turning  the  sentence  into 

an  ‘unreal5  potential.  The  imperfect,  on  the  other  hand,  seems  entirely  appropriate  here,  as  an  imperfectum  de 
conatu  which  emphasises  the  incompleteness  of  the  action. 

a7rGLpGclr)i[cL :  unexplained  ink  between  p  and  e;  it  looks  like  an  acute  accent,  but  that  makes  no  sense 

here.  At  the  end  the  papyrus  breaks  off  after  the  iota  adscript;  no  doubt  it  had  the  dative  plural  ending  in 

-flc(i).  aiTGipGcCrjCL,  which  is  printed  in  most  modern  editions,  is  a  conjecture  by  A.  Platt  ( Joum .  of  Phil.  33 

(1914)  12—3);  all  MSS  have  d'UGLpGdoto.  Platt  argued  that  the  epithet  ‘boundless5  could  not  apply  to  a  harbour 
(. Xvrov ),  and  could  hardly  look  back  to  ovpcoc  in  the  preceding  line;  whereas  it  was  suitable  and  effective  if 

applied  to  ttgtptjc  (cf.  Q.S.  8.164  etc).  Frankel’s  conjecture  anGipGCLcuc  i<g  was  designed  to  deal  with  the 
problem  of  ppaljav.  We  cannot  in  fact  exclude  the  possibility  that  the  papyrus  had  a7reipecn?i[c  kg.  But  (a)  the 

reading  ppaccov  solves  the  problem  by  itself;  and  (b)  -rjci  occurs  far  more  often  than  -rjc  in  Apollonius  (almost 
three  quarters  of  the  cases;  cf.  A.  Rzach,  Gramm.  Studien  65,  70). 

991  oid5:  the  acute  accent  seems  to  cross  an  apostrophe  (intended  to  clarify  the  word-division?). 

992/993  There  are  two  horizontal  strokes  in  the  margin,  one  apparently  referring  to  each  line.  Their 

purpose  is  uncertain.  If  they  are  ojSeAot,  they  might  indicate  spurious  verses,  according  to  the  system  used  for 

Homer  ( Anecdotum  Romanum  ap.  V.  Gardthausen,  Griechische  Palaographie  II  41 1);  cf.  R.  L.  Fowler,  fPE  33  (1979) 

18.  But  (a)  though  modern  scholars  have  suspected  interpolation  (H.  Frankel,  Einleitung  37),  I  know  no  evidence 

for  ancient  dOcrr/ccic  in  Apollonius;  (b)  these  two  verses  could  not  be  removed  without  leaving  994  incomplete. 

Perhaps  the  strokes  simply  mark  the  lines  as  difficult;  993  certainly  needed  extensive  correction. 

993  rjpaKActoSrjyap  was  written  first,  then  corrected  to  rjpaKAcrjc-ocSr),  the  reading  of  all  MSS.  At  least 
part  of  this  alteration  may  be  due  to  the  original  scribe;  the  supralinear  addition  may  be  his,  but  looks 

clumsier.  1  cannot  account  for  the  first  version:  unless  the  sentence  structure  was  radically  different,  it  is  hard 

to  make  sense  of  rj  pax  Ago)  or  of  St)  yap  (this  begins  996,  but  I  cannot  see  any  mechanical  reason  why  the 

scribe  should  have  imported  it  here). 

[  ]  [:  the  space  and  the  trace  (a  very  deep  descender)  would  suit  [c]<^[i,  the  next  word  in  the  MSS  text. 

994  rogov:  so  all  MSS:  navrac  written  above,  perhaps  by  the  first  hand  (see  note  on  993).  The  variant 

clearly  derives  from  the  Homeric  phrase  on  which  Apollonius  is  modelling  himself,  7 ravrac  kjraccvTGpovc  ttgA acG 

X@ovi  TrovAvfioTGipr)  (II.  12.194;  16.418).  But  here  to^ov  seems  indispensable,  unless  (a)  the  second  part  of  993 

was  quite  different  in  this  version  or  (b)  iraACvrovov  was  used  as  a  substantive,  which  is  unlikely  (the  examples 

cited  by  LSJ  refer  only  to  military  engines).  For  variants  deriving  from  ‘the  Homeric  permeation  of  scribes’ see  M.  W.  Haslam,  ICS  3  (1975)  56  ff. 

995  afj.(j>Lpwya[c.  The  papyrus  and  all  the  primary  manuscripts  except  E  have  the  unusual  word 

dp,<fup(p)coyac,  which  is  glossed  in  EL  (it  occurs  again  only  in  AP  6.109,  doubtfully  assigned  to  Antipater  of 
Thessalonica  by  Gow  and  Page,  Garland  of  Philip  II  63);  E  and  preserve  the  more  common  (but  here 

unmetrical)  arroppcoyac ,  which  Homer  ( Od .  13.98)  and  Callimachus  (Lav.  Pall.  41—2),  and  indeed  Xenophon 

(An.  6.4.3)  and  other  prose  writers  use  in  a  similar  context  (see  A.  W.  Bulloch  on  Call.  Lav.  Pall.  41—2;  Polyb. 

10.48.5;  Arist.  HA  6na2i). 
There  is  a  further  question  about  the  spelling:  the  papyrus  has  -p-,  whereas  the  MSS  have  -pp-.  Modern 

editors  print  -pp-  in  such  forms  (for  Apollonius  cf.  Rzach,  Gramm.  Studien  58  fi),  sometimes  but  not  always 

with  an  eye  to  prosody  and  etymology.  Ancient  practice  varied;  Aristarchus  and  others  seem  to  have  preferred 

the  single  consonant  (see  E  II.  9.78a  with  Erbse’s  note). 
996  Kai  KGiva:  KaKGlva  MSS  (and  similarly  at  1.83;  1.972;  4. 1441;  4. 1731).  Some  modern  editors  have 

accepted  the  forms  with  crasis,  on  the  evidence  of  the  MSS  and  of  the  parallel  between  1.972  and  Call. 
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 fr.  274Pf  ( =  Hecale  fr.  45  Hollis),  where  EG  transmits  KaKcCvep  (Rzach,  Gramm.  Studien  4731  Vian  I  Introd.  lxxiv). 

But  it  is  certain  that  Apollonius,  unlike  Callimachus,  never  uses  the  form  'acelvoc:  hence  Frankel  (app,  crit. 
to  1.83)  and  Livrea  (comm,  on  4. 1731)  argue  for  mi  Ketv-  without  crasis.  The  papyrus  supports  this  view. 
The  same  problem  was  being  debated  by  ancient  Homeric  scholars  (and  this  debate  may  have  influenced 

Apollonius);  Aristarchus  at  least  recommended  ko.1  kcIv-  in  such  cases,  on  the  general  rule  that  Homer  avoided 
ckcivoc  unless  the  metre  required  it  (E  II.  3.402  etc.).  Much  later,  Quintus  Smymaeus  seems  to  follow  the 
Aristarchean  rule:  F.  Vian,  Recherches  sur  Us  Posthomerica. . .  (1959)  160. 

998  cuv :  so  MSS.  The  first  letter  is  damaged;  and  the  most  substantial  trace,  a  short  oblique  descending 

from  left  to  right,  a  little  below  the  line,  seems  too  long  for  c.  On  the  other  hand,  there  is  not  enough  ink 

for  f.  (The  MSS  normally  transmit  cot,  and  some  examples  are  metrically  guaranteed  (e.g.  1.70,  in,  415, 

512);  by  contrast  there  are  only  two  passages  where  the  metre  requires  £ot  (Campbell,  Index  193:  3.1279, 

4.72).  Here,  in  the  initial  position,  fw  would  be  neither  required  nor  excluded.) 
aAAoi.  Above  a  an  ai  is  carefully  drawn.  Since  a  is  not  crossed  out,  this  is  not  a  correction  but  a  variant. 

To  judge  from  the  ink  and  the  letter-form  (though  it  is  difficult  to  be  certain  with  a  single  letter),  the  addition 

was  made  by  the  original  scribe:  probably,  therefore,  he  found  the  variant  already  present  in  his  exemplar. 

The  problem  whether  to  write  aAAoi  or  ojAAoi  (  —  oi  aAAoi),  and  in  that  case  whether  a>AAoi  or  a»AAoi,  has 

been  intensively  discussed  by  ancient  and  modern  scholars  (see  most  recently  M.  Campbell  (1994)  on  Arg. 

3.176).  The  variants  in  the  MSS  of  Apollonius  reflect  this  debate,  see  the  list  in  Vian  I,  introd.  Ixxvi  f.;  here 

too  Apollonius  or  his  interpreters  might  have  been  influenced  by  Homeric  scholarship,  since  at  Iliad  2.1  and 
10. 1  Zenodotus  wrote  wAA 01  for  the  initial  aAAoi  and  was  criticised  for  it  (see  e.g.  Apollonius  Dyscolus,  Synt. 

p.  6.1-6  Uhlig).  Since  cuAAoi  is  the  lectio  difficilior,  and  explicitly  attested  by  EGB  s.v.  (text  in  Wendel,  Schol. 
Apol.  95,  19  n.),  it  is  likely  to  be  the  right  reading;  as  for  the  breathing,  I  accept  the  argument  of  H.  Erbse, 

Gnomon  35  (1963)  19,  in  favour  of  oiAAoi.  But  the  papyrus  demonstrates  that,  in  this  verse  at  least,  both  variants 
were  circulating  c.  200  ad. 

999  The  diastole  after  irep  (a  curving  stroke  close  to  the  loop  of  p,  less  likely  to  represent  an  acute  accent 

on  (yi]yev)e( aw)  in  1000)  serves  to  exclude  the  articulation  rrepav.  In  1005  the  purpose  is  not  so  clear. 

1001  ybc,  so  all  MSS.  But  the  damaged  eta  (larger  than  usual)  seems  to  have  been  corrected  in  a  different 

ink  (two  small  strokes  join  the  feet,  and  there  is  a  stroke  beneath  it).  Above  it  01  has  been  added.  This  suggests 

a  new  variant  01  Sc,  which  might  also  imply  a  corresponding  oi  piv  instead  of  r/pev  in  1000.  This  construction 

would  separate  the  warriors  into  two  groups  with  two  different  kinds  of  weapons,  whereas  expresses 

the  idea  that  they  all  used  bows  and  spears. 

1002  [:  substantial  traces,  but  on  badly  disarranged  fibres. 

1004  v]XoTop.o  1:  further  ink  below  Aor,  perhaps  a  hyphen. 

CTolyrjboo:  cjoiyjjbov  Q:  creAcyr/Sor  E. 

1007  aAA’  or.  &AA01  MSS  (apparently;  editors  cite  no  variant?).  The  punctuation  of  the  papyrus  opposes 

oi  u.co  to  to i  be  1009.  4. 1 99  fF.  looks  parallel:  AAA’  oi  p.ev  ...  kpeccere,  rot  be  ...  errapvvere.  But  there  aAA’ 
suitably  introduces  the  imperatives.  Here  the  oppositive  particle  does  not  suit  the  context;  aAA 01  should 
be  retained. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4415.  Apollonius  Rhodius,  Arg.  I  198-208;  240-258 

i02/ig2(a)  6.2  x13.9  cm  Second/ third  century 

This  papyrus  has  the  lower  part  of  one  column,  with  nineteen  line-beginnings,  and 

a  few  line-ends  from  the  preceding  column.  The  margin  between  columns  was  of 

1-2  cm;  a  lower  margin  of  1.9  cm  is  preserved.  In  some  parts  the  surface  is  stripped, 

so  that  only  the  lower  layer  of  fibres  survives. 

The  text  is  written  across  the  fibres.  On  the  other  side  is  a  document,  upside  down 

in  relation  to  the  literary  text  on  the  verso.  Line-beginnings  in  a  good  cursive  assignable 

' 

f) 

i 
| 

4415.  APOLLONIUS  RHODIUS,  ARG.  1 198-208,  240-258 

to  the  late  second  or  early  third  century;  one  can  read  ynovec  (9)  and  amounts  in 

arouras,  which  suggests  a  land-register  or  the  like. 

Lines  1 98—200  in  col.  i  range  approximately  with  242—244  in  col.  ii.  Thus,  the 

total  number  of  verses  per  column  must  have  been  about  44—45,  if  the  number  of  lines 
coincided  with  the  text  transmitted  in  the  MSS.  258  was  the  last  line  of  a  column;  the 

text  up  to  that  point  would  occupy  6  columns  of  c.  43  lines,  so  that  our  two  columns 

are  the  fifth  and  sixth  of  the  original  roll.  The  columns  must  have  been  c.  28  cm  high, 

and  approximately  16  cm  wide  (so  that  the  whole  Book  would  occupy  a  length  of 
about  5.60  m). 

The  script  is  a  rather  informal  example  of  the  ‘Severe  Style’,  which  has  some 

cursive  features;  notice  /l  written  with  a  long  flat  base  at  line-level.  Dated  parallels  are 

Roberts,  GLH  20a  (Turner,  GMAW2  84)1  and  21a;  these  both  come  from  the  earlier 

part  of  the  third  century,  but  a  date  for  our  papyrus  in  the  later  second  century  could 

hardly  be  ruled  out. 
There  are  a  number  of  acute  accents,  one  circumflex  (244)  and  one  elision  mark 

(246);  high  stop  198.  All  the  lectional  signs  seem  to  be  the  work  of  the  first  hand. 

col.  i  col.  ii 

240  acT€f>[ec 

ewe  [7 rev 

198  AltioXolcl]v'  Zev  a\va 

aKOvj-ri  rjpu)a>[v 

200  avTi(f>epe]  cdai  avTr/[p.ap 

j  245  /4 1777- [ecu 

i  aXX  ov  [ 

]  cue  cf> a  [cav 
!  770  AA  [a 

205  ]  evxo[p.evcu 

)  250  aAA 7]  [ 

|  SeiXrj  [ 

]e  r]Xvd[ev 

Aicwv  [ 

)S  e'Arfepov 

1  GLH- 20a  (VII  1016:  Plato,  Phaedrus)  stands  on  the  verso  of  the  register  VII  1044,  which  L.  G.  Youtie  has 

since  dated  c.  233/4:  see  most  recently  M.  S.  Funghi  and  G.  Messeri  Savorelli,  Tyche  7  (1992)  81-2. 
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255  V€IO0[l 

V  #e[]  .  .  [ 
,<vfi[a]  /x[  ]  [ 

av8[.  .M.]  .  [ 

foot 

198—200  The  identification  is  reasonably  secure  from  the  letters  surviving  in  199—200;  the  high  stop  in 

1 98  fits  very  well  (it  is  the  end  of  the  long  sentence  1 93-8). 

198  Altcq\olci\v:  editors  print  AItojXoZci ,  since  the  next  line  begins  with  a  consonant;  for  such  variants 

see  on  4414  167. 

208  Presumably  TTapotd]e:  editors  print  -8e v  (the  next  line  begins  with  a  vowel).  See  on  198. 

256  7}  [:  cbc  ofcXev  Q.  In  the  papyrus,  0  was  apparently  corrected  (from  to?);  after  e,  Af[  could 

be  read  (doubtful  traces  on  partly-stripped  fibres),  cbc  ofeXev  is  a  normal  expression  (Arg.  3.773;  with  a  We 

1.278,  a l  yap  3.712),  but  the  introductory  particle  is  not  strictly  necessary  (3.678),  and  3.466  t)  fiev  o^cA Xev 

might  serve  as  a  parallel  here,  especially  after  253  ̂   re.  That  seems  at  least  more  likely  than  supposing  that 

someone  understood  a  disjunction,  rj  re  oi  rjev  ...  7)  ofcXev, 

2 57  .  [:  peXav  but  the  trace  (on  damaged  fibres)  suggests  the  foot  of  an  upright  rather  than  the 

oblique  of  A. 

258  a^S[  ]/x[ ]  [:  avhpop,4rfv  Q:  yp.  AvTLorrrjv  Space  and  trace  would  allow  ctvS [po] /x [c] 77 [v. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4416.  Apollonius  Rhodius,  Arg.  I  285-6;  302-6;  309-21;  328-32 

69/2^)  *  fr.  1  1 1.5  X  13.5  cm  Second  century 
fr.  2  1 1.5  x  9.5  cm 

These  two  fragments  preserve  upper  and  lower  parts  of  the  same  two  columns. 

The  writing  is  across  the  fibres,  and  a  sheet-join  can  be  seen  running  vertically  some 

2  cm  in  from  the  left-hand  edge.  Thus  the  literary  text  stands  on  the  verso  of  the  original 
roll.  On  the  recto,  in  a  professional  cursive  assignable  to  the  second  century,  stands  a 

documentary  text,  apparently  a  register  of  land-holdings.  On  fr.  1  nothing  is  visible  but 

an  isolated  figure.  Fr.  2.5  reads  ]  ’ApicrdvSpov  81’  VTToyewpy(a>v)  avr\_{ov),  6  ends  ( ap .) 
ed  [  (I  owe  the  readings  to  Dr.  J.  R.  Rea). 

This  was  originally  a  spacious  and  elegant  copy.  The  intercolumnar  margin  is 

between  4  and  5  cm,  the  surviving  lower  margin  about  4  cm.  Col.  ii  must  have  contained 

26  lines,  to  an  estimated  height  of  27  cm.  If  we  add  4  cm  for  the  lower  margin,  and 

(say)  3  cm  for  the  upper,  the  roll  would  measure  c.  34  cm  high.  This  would  make  it 

unusually  tall  for  a  literary  roll:  in  the  list  of  Kenyon,  Books  and  Readers  (1951)  50—1,  the 

tallest  roll  cited  measures  33  cm  (PTebt  II  268);  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  rolls  analysed  by 

W.  A.  Johnson,  The  Literary  Papyrus  Roll  (Diss.  Yale,  1992)  only  3  out  of  45  reach  this 

sort  of  height  (XVII  2097.  XI  ,VI  I  3322,  XLIX  3447).  if  may  well  be  that  documentary 

rolls,  such  as  this  was  originally,  tended  to  larger  sizes.  In  this  format,  Argonautica  I 

would  take  up  exactly  23  columns,  and  occupy  nearly  5  m  of  papyrus. 
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4417.  APOLLONIUS  RHODIUS,  ARG.  1 543-58 

95 

285  ]i,  286  ]  (a  vertical  which  is  joined  on  the  left  by  an  oblique:  v  or  at).  If  we  take  into  account  the 

known  height  of  the  column  (26  lines),  285-6  offer  the  best  fit  (p,eyapoic]i — iroAAijjy). 
31 1  a[i[vSic:  the  breathing  is  broken,  but  plausibly  read;  for  ancient  disputes  about  the  aspiration  of  this 

word,  see  Schol.  A  II.  9.6  (II  396.67  Erbse). 

328  (cx\(to:  above  0  broken  traces  of  what  looks  like  a  grave  accent,  apparently  too  close  to  belong  to 

the  preceding  verse. 

329  avrov  SeMo[p.evoic'.  S'  UXopcevoic  Q.  An  iotacism  («A-),  rather  than  scriptio  plena ?  But  in  any  case 

eiA(A)cv  and  i'AAw  are  commonly  confused  (note  the  variants  at  2.571). 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4417.  Apollonius  Rhodius,  Arg.  I  543-58 

1  i2/a2  6  X  10.5  cm  Second/third  century 

A  rather  dark  and  damaged  fragment  with  the  right-hand  part  of  a  column;  dis¬ 

placed  and  twisted  fibres  make  reading  dilficult  in  some  places.  The  text  is  written  along 

the  fibres;  the  back  is  blank.  The  surviving  intercolumnar  margin  reaches  1.5  cm. 

The  hand  is  a  well- written,  medium-size  example  of  the  ‘Severe  Style’,  to  be 
compared  e.g.  with  LII  3659  and  assigned  to  the  second  half  of  the  second  century  or 

the  first  half  of  the  third.  One  elision  mark  (548)  and  one  diairesis  (544);  a  correction 

in  549  is  the  work  of  the  first  hand,  and  so  perhaps  are  the  lectional  signs.  Iota  adscript 

is  written  at  the  one  place  which  requires  it  (549). 

Our  papyrus  offers  no  new  readings,  but  attests  the  antiquity  of  two  excellent 

variants.  548  has  ySoc,  and  556  airr/pea  (the  first  piece  of  evidence  from  the  direct 

transmission  for  this  rare  epithet). 

].[ 

A 

et/ceJAa  ypoc  i'ov[cr]c 

545  €\evK]ai.v[o]yTO  Ke\e[vdot 

8t,ei8o]fj,eyr]  rreStoLO  [ 

Xevcco]v  deoi  jj/xcm  [ 

avSpcov ]  yevoc  oi  tot’  a[ptcTot 
-8- 

€tt’  a]  KpoT[a\rrjtci  tc  yv[p]<j>ai[ 

550  e0a]/r/3eor  eicopowcai  [ 

77]  8e  Kai  avroyc  [ 

cviKpa8ao\vTac  cpcrpa  [ 

Kicjv  ayyi  9aXa  \ 

TToXirj  ]  S  €tti  [k]u/x<xtoc  ay[rj 

555  .  .  .  [ 

cni\y]pea  v[icop,evoici, ].[>.[ 

] . *[ 

543  ]  to  [  ]  y[:  Scwoi'  p.o ppvpovca  hpicBevewv  pevet  avS p&v  poppvpovca  Tvrrfjciv  epicBevetov  pivei  avSp&v 

proecdosis  according  to  £L.  The  broken  traces  in  the  papyrus  would  suit  eptcBevjetoy  [p]ey[et  avSpaiv,  this  also 

fits  the  spacing  from  the  line-beginning.  (The  spacing  does  not  determine  whether  the  papyrus  had  the  verse 
as  transmitted  in  the  MSS  or  as  quoted  from  the  proecdosis,  since  the  two  versions  have  the  same  number  of 

letters.)  The  surviving  co  cannot  belong  to  avSpcov  or  indeed  to  rjptoon’,  which  Frankel  conjectured  in  the 
version  of  the  proecdosis ,  in  order  to  remove  the  double  dative,  since  that  would  leave  the  traces  further  to  the 

right  unaccounted  for. 
547  Acuccojr  Beoc,  as  Q:  Scot  A evcov  E  (misspelt  and  unmetrical). 

548  ai'Spuiv]  yevoc  ot  tot’  afpicroi:  yevoc  wE:  peVoc  LA.  As  Frankel,  Einleitung  134-6,  has  shown,  yevoc 

is  the  better  reading.  The  gods  are  watching  the  ship  and  the  heroes;  since  the  heroes  are  described  as 

demigods  pjpi 8<Uov),  the  emphasis  in  this  context  should  fall  on  their  kinship  with  the  gods  {ytvoc),  not  on 
their  physical  prowess  (peVoc). 

549  The  scribe  first  wrote  re.  Then  above  t  a  S  between  two  dashes  was  inserted,  written  by  the  same 
hand  and  in  the  same  ink.  The  confusion  of  re  and  Sc  is  very  common  in  the  manuscripts  (for  example  1 .802), 

but  the  apparatus  of  the  major  editions  do  not  record  any  variants  for  this  verse.  Since  Se  was  added  by  the 

original  scribe,  we  might  assume  that  he  found  both  readings  in  his  exemplar. 

556  a-n-ji -/pea:  arrqpea  Epimerismi  Homerici  (Cramer,  Anecd.  Oxon.  I  84.7  f.):  d/o)Sea  Q.  arr-qprfc  occurs  twice 
in  Apollonius  (here  and  at  1 .888),  and  nowhere  else;  but  in  Apollonius  it  is  transmitted  only  by  the  lexicographic 

tradition,  while  the  MSS  offer  a  commoner  word  (here  d/o)Se'a,  cf.  4.822;  at  1.888  amjpoar,  cf.  1.885).  In 

both  places,  it  represents  the  lectio  difficilior,  the  unanimity  of  the  MSS  would  prove  only  that  the  simplifications 

entered  the  text  at  an  early  stage.  The  authority  of  the  indirect  tradition,  in  particular  the  Etymologica,  weighs 

heavily  in  its  favour.  That  authority  is  now  reinforced  by  our  papyrus,  which  shows  the  reading  already 
current  in  a  book-text  of  the  Roman  period. 

557  «wcuAe]i'[i]ov[  would  fit;  traces  of  one  or  more  letters  earlier  in  the  line  are  too  damaged  to  place. 

558  SjftStc/cRro  would  fit. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4418.  Apollonius  Rhodius,  Argonaulica  I  623-33 

5  iB.44/D(e)  5.2x7.1cm  Third  century 

A  scrap  from  a  roll  preserving  the  remains  of  eleven  lines  written  parallel  with  the 
fibres.  The  back  is  blank. 

The  hand,  angular  and  slightly  sloping  to  the  right,  without  serious  pretensions  to 

formality,  is  a  congener  of  the  mature  ‘Severe  Style’.  The  scribe  used  a  relatively  thick 

pen.  There  is  no  particular  contrast  between  broad  and  narrow  letters.  Descenders 

reach  below  the  line;  that  of  v  is  curved  backwards  at  the  foot.  A  date  within  the  earlier 

part  of  the  third  century  may  be  suggested. 

The  acute  accents  (629,  631,  632,  633),  the  high  stop  (628),  and  the  correction  in 
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96 625  may  well  be  by  the  first  hand;  the  two  apostrophes  (631,  633),  both  rather  large, 

seem  to  be  by  a  second.  Iota  adscript  is  not  written  in  629  (inside  a  word). 

There  seems  to  be  a  new  but  puzzling  reading  in  631. 

]/<rai  ro[y 

Trpocde ]v  a  [Tap]  Clk[wov 

vrjcov  e]jraKT7)pec  [ 

Nr/iac  Oi\voit) 

raici]  8e  fiovKoXiai  r[e 

T€vx\ea'  TTVpo<f>opov[c 

p\r)LTep°v  rracpciv  [ 

otc  aiejt  to  irapoidev  [ 

r}  da p,]a  ’  ei  TTdnTaiv[ov 

8eip,ari  XeuyaXe(xi[ 

[t]oj  kcli  or’  ey[y]v8[i 

624  Cu<[ivov:  so  Q  EM:  oj/corSe  E  Pind.  01.  4.31b. 

627  raid  Q  E  :  rfjci  Brunck.  The  spacing  does  not  show  which  the  papyrus  had. 

631  dap]a  Vi:  8a.fj.fy  Sr/  MSS.  For  the  first  five  surviving  letters  there  is  a  gap  between  the  horizontal 

fibres,  so  that  the  scribe’s  pen  rode  unevenly  across  the  rough  surface;  this  coupled  with  physical  damage 
makes  it  hard  to  decide  what  the  papyrus  had.  Lambda  may  be  a  candidate  for  the  dotted  letter;  tiie 
apostrophe  might  rather  suggest  S.  But  I  do  not  see  how  to  articulate  the  text. 

N.  GONIS 

4419.  Apollonius  Rhodius,  Arg.  I  740--50 

1 1 2/ 1 32(a)  3.6x5.2cm  Second/third  century 

A  small  fragment,  written  along  the  fibres,  with  the  ends  of  eleven  verses;  back 

blank.  The  script  is  of  a  common  type  (‘Severe  Style’),  slightly  inclined  to  the  right. 

The  hand  of  IX  1174  (  =  Turner,  GMAW2  34),  assigned  by  its  editors  to  the  late  second 

century,  makes  a  close  parallel.  There  is  one  elision  mark  and  one  diairesis,  both  by 

the  main  scribe  (746);  high  stop  in  747. 

Two  Apollonius  papyri,  previously  published  by  Kingston  as  XXXIV  2698  (no 

plate),  are  probably  written  by  the  same  scribe  as  our  papyrus.  Those,  too,  contain 

passages  from  Arg.  I  (794-807;  9 1 9-37).  The  line-spacing  in  the  two  published  fragments 
is  the  same  as  in  our  new  piece.  2698  contains  supralinear  letters,  which  preserve  variant 

readings.  There  are  no  such  additions  in  the  new  fragment. 

4419.  APOLLONIUS  RHODIUS,  ARG.  I  740-50 

97 

74°  ] .  .  [ 
nee]  to  TreTprj  [ 

]Kvdepeia  [ 
e]/c  Se  01  copboy  [ 

«re]  %aAacTo  ̂ [tcopoc 

745  avjriov  aTpe/e[ec 

]  (fxuver’  i'Sec[0ai pojtxo]c'  api(f>i  Se  |3o[uct 

]  HXeKTpva>y[oc 
eOe]Xovre[c 

750  ]  .  . [ 

740  ]  [.  Small  remains  of  two  or  three  letters:  Aiy]air(W  seems  possible. 

742  Kvdepeux:  so  0-.  Kvdepetri  E.  At  the  end,  a  low  oblique  trace  is  well  suited  to  the  left-hand  angle  
of 

o,  but  not  to  i). 

750  ]  [.  Two  tiny  ink  blots  at  the  upper  line-level  should  be  part  of  750,  but  are  not  
identifiable 

otherwise. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4420.  Apollonius  Rhodius,  Arg.  I  754-58 

114/46(3)  2.4  x3  cm  Second  century 

A  small  scrap  with  remains  of  five  lines.  The  writing  is  along  the  fibres;  the  back  is 

blank.  The  script  belongs  with  such  ‘informal  round’  hands  as  Roberts,  GLH 1 3b  (PLitLond 

132,  Hyperides),  to  be  assigned  to  the  second  century  and  probably  to  its  first  half. 

There  are  three  accents,  all  by  the  first  hand,  on  these  few  words,  which  might 

indicate  that  the  papyrus  had  quite  a  large  number  of  them;  there  may  be  a  further 

lectional  sign  in  754,  added  by  a  second  hand.  Iota  adscript  seems  to  be  duly  written  in  757. 

or]  ec/cc  7rap[ai/3aTic 

755  /xeraSp]  op-dSrjv  [ 

Oivo]ij, aoc  np[0T€V€C 

TrX7]]p.vr)ic[i 

l
.
i
"
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754  There  are  two  damaged  strokes  above  the  first  e,  one  of  them  shaped  like  an  open  triangle 
in  a  browner  and  lighter  ink.  Both  could  be  accents,  although  the  one  to  the  left  may  conceivably  be  a 
breathing  which  is  slightly  damaged;  cf.  Turner,  GMAW 2  p.  1 1  for  this  type  of  accent,  which  he  classified  as form  3. 

758  ']  [.  Only  a  short  oblique  stroke  at  the  upper  line-level  survives,  which  looks  like  an  accent.  To  the 
right  the  top  of  a  letter  (p  or  vt).  Assuming  that  the  text  of  the  papyrus  conformed  to  that  of  the  MSS,  the 
spacing  suggests  eTreccv]fi,[evoc. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4421.  Apollonius  Rhodius,  Argonautica  I  835-43,  866-74 

93/Jan  3/A1  14.  ix  4.3  cm  Fifth  century 

A  triangular  fragment  from  the  right-hand  part  of  a  leaf  of  a  parchment  codex, 
heavily  smudged  and  abraded,  especially  on  the  hair  side.  On  the  hair  side  the  left- 

hand  margin  is  preserved  to  2  cm,  and  possibly  is  the  original.  There  were  approximately 
3 1  verses  to  a  page;  assuming  that  the  number  of  verses  to  a  page  was  more  or  less 
uniform  throughout  the  poem,  the  complete  Argonautica  (5755  verses)  would  have  occu¬ 
pied  about  186  pages  of  the  codex.  On  the  basis  that  8  verses  have  a  depth  of  3.7  cm, 
the  wiitten  height  is  calculable  at  c.  1 4.4  cm.  The  width  of  the  column  must  have 

measured  approximately  1 3  cm  (842  is  complete  except  for  four  letters);  allowing  for  a 
possible  margin  of  c.  5  cm  on  all  sides,  we  may  reconstruct  the  dimensions  of  the  page 
as  around  18  x19.4  cm.  With  this  format  the  codex  may  be  classified  among  the 
examples  of  class  ¥  of  parchment  codices  (c.  20/17  X  25/21  cm),  as  described  in 
E.  G.  lurner,  77 he  Typology  of  the  Early  Codex  27. 

The  text  has  been  written  in  a  metal-based  ink,  now  turned  brown.  The  script  can 
be  classified  as  a  specimen  of  the  so-called  ‘sloping  pointed  majuscule’.  Noticeable 
features  of  the  hand  include  its  general  bilinearity,  the  marked  contrast  of  thick  and 
thin  strokes,  and  the  presence  of  ornamentation  in  the  form  of  finials  (chiefly  smallish 
blobs)  on  the  extremities  of  most  letters;  note  also  the  form  of  k,  with  its  arms  detached 
from  the  vertical.  By  comparison  with  G.  Cavallo,  H.  G.  T.  Maehler,  Greek  Bookhands 
of  the  Early  Byzantine  Period  nos.  17a  (mid-  or  second  half  of  fifth  century)  or  23a  (fifth/sixth 
century),  a  date  within  the  latter  part  of  the  fifth  century  appears  likely. 

The  parchment  has  been  dry-ruled  on  the  hair  side.  The  text  is  so  richly  equipped 
with  lectional  signs  as  to  suggest  systematic  diorthosis.  The  original  scribe  wrote  all  the 
apostrophes,  signalling  elisions  wherever  they  occur,  and  the  diastole  after  ovk  in  840. 
He  may  also  have  been  responsible  for  the  punctuation,  in  the  form  of  high  points. 
The  extensive  range  of  lectional  signs  (with  the  exception  of  smooth  breathings,  the 
text  seems  to  have  been  all  but  fully  marked  up)  seems  largely  due  to  a  second  hand, 
as  may  be  seen  from  the  different  colour  of  the  ink  (also  brown,  but  paler).  The  second 
hand  has  also  added  iota  adscripts  where  required,  although  once  presumably  in  error 
(842,  see  note  below),  and  perhaps  is  to  be  given  credit  for  the  two  corrections  in  873. 

442 1 .  APOLLONIUS  RHODIUS,  ARGONAUTICA  I  835-43,  866-74 99 

There  is  a  variant  above  843,  written  in  a  fast  smallish  script,  perhaps  by  the  second 

hand,  as  may  be  implied  by  the  ink  colour.  A  third  hand  (black  ink)  must  have  intervened 

in  842  (see  note).  A  probable  gloss  is  partially  preserved  in  the  margin  opposite  839, 

but  there  is  no  way  of  telling  who  wrote  it. 

There  are  new  readings  in  842,  843,  874,  and  probably  869.  In  842  and  843 

interlinear  variants  (or  corrections?),  which  do  not  differ  from  the  rest  of  the  manuscript 

tradition,  were  introduced  at  a  later  stage.  In  874  the  new  reading  seems  a  good  one, 

and  leaves  room  to  think  that  a  modern  conjecture  may  hold  true.  In  869,  although 

decipherment  is  difficult,  there  is  the  possibility  that  another  modern  conjecture  is 
substantiated. 

Flesh  side 

7rapa]  fiXp  [S77  v 

]avria[coup,ep 

ce9e]v  yareovci[v 

aria  ittoXiv  cut’  av\ 

'  ■  vp[ 

avajKTopi'r]  8e  pieXecd a> 

eyoojye  p,cv  ovk'  a9epil,<x>v 

|  j  aA]Aa  pee  Xvypol  emcncpyovciv  aedXoi' 

c"  [].[] 

rj  «ra](.  8 e^trepf]1  yeipoc  diyev'  alifia  8  ottlccco a\\o6ev  aAAat 

ftp  p’  fip-ev'  apecfri  8c  roVye  verjvi[8]ec  aAAuSic  aA Xr/' 

Hair  side 

]..[ 
/cetfljer  ov[occap.evoL 
vajiovrac  XLrr[apr]v o]u  V  uxA[  J  .[.].[ 

870  ccc op,e9'  d)S’  cm  8rjpo[v 

avTopearov  Scocei  r[ic 

Copeev  auric  ckclctoi  cm  c</>e[a 

m  fi  LTrvXpc  ei are  Travfjiyepov  Pcokc  Af][pivov 

7nxi civ  [  ]  aySpwcf  p,€yaXr)  8’  em  fi[atjic 
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839  mrg.  Perhaps  7j  /3[aciAeict,  a  gloss  on  & vaKropir)  (same  gloss  in  Cyril,  see  Latte’s  Hesychius  s.v. 
avaKTOpia). 

841  ]  [.  Perhaps  part  of  y  of  X^°P-aL>  but  that  cannot  be  confirmed. 
842  ko\  t.  What  I  take  as  iota  is  the  top  of  a  tall  upright.  Other  iotas  are  considerably  shorter,  but  the 

final  iota  of  aedXoi  is  also  taller  than  usual. 

Se^treprj  .  The  second  hand  added  the  circumflex  and  inserted  a  smallish  iota  adscript  high  in  the  line; 

apparently  at  a  later  stage  a  third  hand  wrote  a  smallish  sigma,  which  thus  brought  the  parchment’s  reading 
into  line  with  what  we  know  from  the  medieval  tradition. 

There  is  a  trace  above  the  1  of  Oiyev:  an  acute  accent  is  expected  here,  but  its  shape  does  not  suggest 
that.  Nor  does  it  suit  a  diaeresis. 

843  roVye:  so  m:  rovSe  S  in  error. 

ver}vt[8]€c:  so  Q\  vijiSec  E.  There  seems  to  be  some  ink  above  iota:  part  of  a  diairesis? 

aXXvSic  aXXrj  and  above  the  line  aXXodev  aXXat :  aXXodev  aAAat  MSS.  The  new  variant  is  not  impossible: 

•cf.  2.980  ( dXXvSic  aXXr)),  4.1293,  1462,  as  well  as  H.  II.  11.486,  12.461,  etc. 

866—74  The  ink  is  often  faded  or  obscured;  dotted  letters  should  be  treated  with  caution. 
866  ]flf[  with  the  MSS  acceptable. 

868  There  seems  to  be  a  middle  point  between  the  two  surviving  words. 

869  o]u  V  ukA[  ]  [  J  [:  oil  fxdv  ei/cAeietc  Q\  ov  fxa A’  kvKXeteic  Q,  Frankel:  ov  fxev  kvKXeietc  Hoelzlin. 
After  v  too  little  remains  to  confirm  /x.  The  barytone  accent  that  follows  rules  out  /xdA’,  and  I  think  the  trace 
suggests  the  top  of  e  rather  than  a,  that  is  /xer  with  Hoelzlin.  After  v  it  is  impossible  to  read  e  with  the 

manuscripts:  what  is  visible  looks  like  A  or  the  right-hand  part  of  fx. 

870  eccopced’:  eccofxed'  MSS:  kcco/xed1  Frenkel  (Noten  zu  den  Argonciutica  des  Apollonios  116).  In  the  text  as 
preserved  the  rough  breathing  has  been  added  in  all  possible  cases  (870,  872,  873),  and  this  may  well  have 

been  the  diorthotes’  practice  throughout  the  text.  Thus  the  fact  that  no  rough  breathing  seems  to  have  been 
written  here  may  indicate  that  4421  offers  the  same  reading  as  the  MSS. 

871  ayrpfxarpv :  so  Q,  U  2.333~4a:  atirdfiaroc  G,  ‘fortasse  recte’  (Vian). 

872  Faeroe,  so  Q\  ’4i«xctoc  E. 
873  e  has  been  crossed  out  by  a  cancelling  stroke. 

navfjfxepov.  A  case  of  inter aspiratio,  cf.  XXXIV  2699  30,  34. 

874  [ .  JaySpobcr/1:  kdravSpcocr)  w:  kcavSpcocj)  v.I.  L,  v.l.  A,  E,  Sch.  (Ms.J)  (-cei  LA):  kva vSpwcr)  West. 
Decipherment  is  very  uncertain.  Before  the  putative  a  a  faint  trace  high  in  the  line,  perhaps  belonging  to  an 

upright.  For  the  reading  see  M.  L.  West,  CR  13  (1963)  9,  and  F.  Vian,  REA  72  (1970)  93. 

IxeyaXrj  8  em  /3[a£xc:  pieydXr)  re  k  /3d£ic  Q:  p.eydX'q  Se  e  jSa^tc  Faerber  {^ur  dichterischen  Kunst  in  Apollonios 

Rhodios’  Argonautica  94  n.  3).  The  parchment  presumably  had  jxeydXrj  S’  kni  jSa^tc  frcq-rat;  cf.  1 .661  xa/a)  S’  h ti 

ttoXXov  LKTjTai  /3a^tc.  For  this  verse  see  Vian’s  note,  who  stresses  that  ‘il  n’y  a  pas  lieu  de  suspecter  non  plus 

le  dernier  hemistiche’  (p.  91  n.  2).  The  new  reading  does  not  help  us  eliminate  suspicions. 

N.  GONIS 

4422.  Apollonius  Rhodius,  I  972-81;  1089-94 

fr.  1  877303(a)  3  x  3.3  cm  Second/third  century 

fr.  288/H42G  6  x3.5  cm 

The  two  fragments,  though  separated  by  c.  100  lines  of  text,  look  as  though  they 

were  written  by  the  same  scribe,  and  therefore  probably  belong  to  the  same  roll.  The 

text  is  written  along  the  fibres;  the  back  is  blank.  Fr.  2  preserves  about  1  cm  of  the 

intercolumnar  margin.  The  hand  is  a  fine  upright  ‘Severe  Style5,  assignable  to  the 
second/ third  century.  A  paragraphos  between  1091  and  1092  marks  the  beginning  of 

a  speech.  There  are  no  other  lectional  signs,  except  perhaps  a  diaeresis  in  1092  and  a 

diastole  in  973. 

4422.  APOLLONIUS  RHODIUS,  ARG.  1 972-81;  1089-94 

IOI 

].[ 

Tra]  tSec  ‘  cc  [v 

]§WjU,ar  a[K7]paT0c 

975  Mepo]TTOC  77ep/<[aictou 
eu77-Ao]  Kap,oc  T7]y  [ 

eSv]otcu'  avr)[yayev 

6a\Aafiov  t£  X[nru>v 

]  aAe[y]we  fia[\ev 

980  epeejivop  ap,o[i^aSic 

vavr]iX irjc  ayv[civ 

fr.  2 

vrjio]y  [a]<£Aacroi[o 
1090  rdv  S’  o  [y]e  KeKXipi[evov Keivrjcac  avey[eipe 

Aicovi[§rj 

Aiv8y[p.ov 

/xr]T€p[a 

973  TTa\i&ec-a[v.  between  the  two  sigmas  a  dot  is  visible:  it  looks  like  a  diastole,  which  is  sometimes  used 

to  separate  double  mutes  or  liquids,  but  not  normally  sibilants;  cf.  Turner,  GMAW 2  p.  1 1  and  n.  50. 

1090  rdv  8’  0  [y]e:  so  Q:  rdv  S4  ye  E.  The  trace  after  S  suits  0  better  than  e. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4423-6.  Aratus 

We  publish  here  all  the  remaining  papyri  of  the  Phaenomena  so  far  identified  in  the 

holdings  of  the  Egypt  Exploration  Society.  This  adds  substantially  to  the  representation 
of  Aratus  on  papyrus: 

Phaen.  42-68,  79-83, 

1 °3“ 37 

4423 

ii-iii  ad  Oxy 
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PBerol  5865  (BKT  V  i  marginal  scholia  on  parts  iii-iv  ad 

p.  54)  [M.  Maehler,  of  146-337 

APE  27  (1980)  19-32] 

4424  324—336  ii— iii  ad  Oxy 

4426  commentary  on  452-5  ii-iii  ad  Oxy 

PHarnb  II  121  480-94  ii  bc 

4425  516-525  i-ii  ad  Oxy 

PVindob  G40603R  542-50  ii-iii  ad 

[Kramer,  £ 'PE  49  ( 1 982) 
69] 

PBerol  7503  +  7804  642-55,684-802,  i-ii  ad 

(BKT  V  i  p.  47)  855-83,  922-34 

PLitLond  34  +  PRain  III  741-53  etc.  iv  ad  Socnopaei  Nesus? 
1 7  (Lenaerts,  CE  43 

(1968)  356-62] 

XV  1807  +  PKoln  IV  185  914-933  ii  ad  Oxy 

PLitLond  35  #  944-57  i  ad 

4423.  Aratus,  Phaenomena  42-68,  79-83,  103-37 

88/210  Fr.  103x5.2cm  Second/third  century 

Mr  Lobel  had  assembled  some  forty  fragments  of  a  manuscript  of  Aratus’ 
Phaenomena.  Five  turn  out  not  to  belong;  the  rest  (reduced  by  combination  to  fifteen) 

can  be  placed  within  three  consecutive  columns,  the  first  of  which  was  the  second  of 

the  whole  roll.  Columns  iii  and  iv  of  the  roll  contained  34  verses  each,  and,  since  the 

last  verse  of  column  ii  is  68,  it  is  safe  to  assume  that  columns  i  and  ii  did  so  too.  In 

col.  iv  the  height  of  the  written  area  is  about  20.9  cm;  the  preserved  upper  margin  is 

2.7  cm,  the  preserved  lower  margin  2.9  cm.  The  maximum  width  of  the  written  column 

is  about  18.6  cm  (105,  as  restored);  the  space  between  col.  iii  and  iv  was  at  least  1.9  cm. 

The  whole  poem  would  have  taken  34  columns,  with  a  roll  at  least  7  m.  long. 

The  scribe  practises  a  fine  ‘Severe  Style’  (Turner’s  ‘Formal  Mixed’).  Comparable 

hands  are  to  be  found  in  the  group  of  MSS  quoted  in  Lobel’s  introduction  to  XLV 

3215  (assigned  by  him  to  ii  ad,  but  to  iii  ad  by  Turner,  GMAW2,  p.  149  n.  48),  in  LVI 
3822  (Pindar,  Paeans),  X  1234  (Alcaeus),  XVII  2098  (Herodotus),  XXI  2302  (Alcaeus). 

103 

4423.  ARATUS,  PHAENOMENA  42-68,  79-83, 103-37 

The  hand  of  our  papyrus  is  distinguishable  from  some  of  these  parallels  for  being  on 

the  whole  rather  upright.  Accents  (whose  shape  is  not  regular,  and  sometimes  careless) 

and  punctuation  marks  look  normally  to  have  been  written  in  a  darker  ink  and  were 

probably  provided  by  a  different  hand  or  at  a  later  time.  Several  hands  have  contributed 

(a)  corrections  supra  lineam  and  (b)  marginalia,  (a)  In  57  the  correction,  by  a  different 

hand,  smaller  than  that  of  the  text,  but  in  a  very  similar  ink,  has  been  crossed  out  by 

a  stroke  in  a  darker  ink;  in  1 30  the  correction  is  in  a  darker  ink  than  the  stroke  which 

deletes  the  original  reading.  The  correction  in  57  is  written  with  a  thicker  pen  than  the 

one  in  130,  but  it  is  difficult  to  tell  if  they  are  by  different  hands  too.  (b)  The  hand  that 

wrote,  with  a  thick  pen,  the  note  in  the  margin  of  130  f.  looks  different  from  the  one 

in  the  margin  of  1 24  f.  The  latter  may  be  the  same  that  wrote  the  correction  supra  lineam 

in  130  (and  possibly  in  49)  and  the  marginal  note  to  the  left  of  108.  Neither  annotator 
can  be  identified  with  the  scribe  of  the  text. 

My  information  on  the  medieval  MSS  is  derived  largely  from  Martin’s  edition.  His 
apparatus  is  however  unsatisfactory,  in  part  also  as  a  consequence  of  the  assessment  of 

the  MSS  tradition  provided  by  Martin  himself  (cf.  R.  Keydell,  Gnomon  30  (1958)  582 

on  the  omissions  of  S’s  readings;  this  is  why  I  have  often  quoted  Maass’s  C  and  O  (  = 
Parisinus  gr.  2728,  Vat. Pal.  gr.  137),  faithful  copies  of  S  according  toj.  Martin,  Histoire 

du  lexte  des  Phenomenes  d’Aratos  (Paris  1956)  234).  Supplementary  information  is  derived 
from  the  editions  of  Maass  (1893),  Bekker  (1818)  and  Buhle  (1793). 

Frr.  1-9  (col.  ii  8-34?) 

42  rj  S  erep]  77  [ 
petore]  p  7?  [i 

Trji  ko\  i  Ct[Sonot 

45  to]c  S[e  ]  3i[ 
etA]etra(.  [peeya  $]av[p,a  ]  [ 

fi\vpt,oc'  ai  [  S  ]  a  pa  oi  c^eipT/c  eKarepde  (/>]  ep  [0]  vra  [t 

Ap]ktoi  K[va\veov  7r[e\(f>[vAayp,evaL  a)K(]avol\o 

l.r 

aujrap  o  y’  aAA^y  p.[e]y  y[eaT7]  ]  [vj erai [ 

50  aA]Aryv  Se  0769577  [i  77]  epi [repiver]  at  [  77  p,e]y  61  [ aKprj 

ovp]rj  Trap  K€(f>a\\rj\y  E\i[kt)c  ]  07707700  [ejrai  r4.p[KTov 

C77e]tp7/t  8  e[v  Ku]i5oco[upa]  Kapp  eyei'  77  Se  «[ar  avrrjv 

eiAeirja  1  \k\  e</>  [oAt/]  v  Kai  ot  [770]  Soc  epyerai  a xpf[c 

77aAtv]opcoc  ayfaj-rpe^ei'  ov  peev  e/re[iv rj 
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55  ]  Ke<f>aM]\i  eTnAap^TTSTCu  a  i )p 

aAAa  §]t/a/  [/epoT]a<^otc'  §[uo  §  o/x/x]  ac«/ '  etc  8  V7rev[epdev 

\SpaKOVTOC | 

ec^art]?yv  e[7i]e^et'  yev[voc  8eivoi]o  TreAwpov' 

Ao£ov\  8’  ecri  Kaprj'  ve[vovri  8e  7r\a/u.7rav  eoueev 

aKprjv  ]  etc  EAiKrjc  oy[pr]v  jtxaAJa  S’  ecrt  /caT  t0u 

60  /cat  croj/xa  /cat  /CjOora^)ot[o  ra  Sej^ta  vetara/t  [ 

/cetVTj]  7Tou  KerjpaArjY  ]  rfji  y[  J^at  rjiyi  \rr\ep  a[/cpat 

p-tcyojvrat  Svciec  re  /cat  ai/[ro]Aat  aAAi][A]7;tc[tt/ 

T'ptS  au]To[u  (txo]yeo(/Tt  /ajA[tvSe]rat  av[Sp]t  e[ot/coc 

etSaiAo]v  r[o  /xe]v  [ojurtc  e77i[cTaTa]  t  [a]/x<^>[d]Sdv  [ei]7reiv  [ 

65  /cpe]pta[rat  pttji/  a[urwc 

/ca]Aeou[ct  /ca/x]vov[ 

o/cAa£oi/]r[t  eo]t/cei/  a77  a/x[^>orepaiv  Se  ot  a//x]a/v  [ 

68  yetpec]  aetpov[r]aL  Tavv[rai  ye  per  aAAi/Stc  aAAJiy  [ 

Fr.  10  (col.  iii  1 1-15) 

79  etcco[7rot 

80  Ae7r[r- 

]  .  aA
A[  # •ap.</>[orepat 

83  Stvfeuet 

Frr.  11-15  (col.  iv  1-34) 

103  ov8e  77]  or  apyauoy  rfiyVp[a]T9  cf>v Aa  [yv] vcukcdv  [ 

a[AA  a\yapu{;  eKaOrjro  km  adavarT]  irep  eovca'  [ 

105  /ca[i  e  A]lktjv  KaAeecKOv'  ayeipojxeyrj  Se  yepovr[ac 

r][e  7 t]ou  ew  ayoprji  7]  evpvyopon  ev  ayy[ir]i 

]  SrjpLorepac  rjeiSev  emen-ei/Soi/ca  0ep,[tcrac 

]  aSei  o [u] 77a/  AevyaAeov  Tore  veixeoc  r]TncT[avTo 

o[i/]Se  Sta/cptctoc  Trepipep,(f>eoc  ovSe  /c[i/Sotptoi/ 

no  auTO/c  S  e£a >ov'  yaAeirr)  8  aneKeiro  0a[Aacca 

/c[at]  /3tov  01/770/  vrjec  arrotTpodev  rjye(\yecKov 

fioec  /cat  aporpa  /cat  avrr)  ttotvio.  [ 

Tr]avTa  Trapeiye  Aikt]  So/retpa  [ 

4423.  ARATUS,  PHAENOMENA  42-68,  79-83, 103-37 

105 

o](/>p’  ert  yata  yevoc  xpvceiov  e[(f>epfiev 

115  oAiyjr)  re  kcli  [ou/ce]rt  Trap.na\y 

77]  aAa [to/]  y^^ea  Aa\a>v 
Ke ]ivo  /c[ar  apyjylpjeov  y[evoc 

U77]oS[eteAoc]  r}X7]evT[a>v  ]  \ 

e77e/xtcyer]o  p.etAtyt[otctv  ]  [ 

120  ]  TrApc&i^TO  /coA]o/vac.[ 

KadaTTTopi]  evrj  /ca/c[oT77TOC  ]  ' 
/c]aAeouct[v  ] 

yeve\rjv  eAm [ovto  ]  xpvc «?[ 

Te]£ei[ec]$[e  ]8/ereAe[ 
1  M  1 

125  av]ap[ctov]  atpta'  «•[ 
127  ro]i/c  [S  a]  pa  Aaot/c  [ 

eAtp,77a]ve  TrairTaivovTac  [ 

ere^vaca]//'  ot  S  [ejyevovro  [ 

rar[ 

130  oAo]a>[rep] [ot  ]  av8pec'  av8[ 

eyaA/cei/caJvro  /xay[atp]av  ere«[ 
a]p°T\r]p]a)y[ 

t<ei]yoo[v  yev]o[c 

]  S  ap  e[vaccaro (f>aLve]rai  a[v9pa>rroLCiv 

770  A]  VCK€7T  [tO  tO 
o/ptjo/v  etcce[ 

42  i)  8  erep]7)[.  This  verse  (and  44)  is  omitted  by  S  (it  is  unlikely  that  the  trace  in  the  papyrus  might 

belong  not  to  42  but  to  4 1 ,  where  an  tj  is  preceded  by  4  letters). 

46  eiA]<firai:  the  rising  oblique  stroke  above  ]e  looks  a  bit  too  long  to  be  part  of  the  expected  circumflex 

(cf  48  voi[).  ]  [ ,  dot  well  below  the  line,  ap.]<£[i? 

47  81  [  or  perhaps  just  d[. 
<£]ep[o] vTafi:  ifiepovrai  Hipparchus,  Myp  supra  lineam:  Novrai  M  in  textu,  AG  [< — S?];  ponatur  L. 

49  o  y',  a  dot  on  the  o,  perhaps  part  of  a  rough  breathing? 
aXX-rjV.  aXX'qv  MSS  X:  aAArjc  Martin  (incompatible  with  trace  and  space  in  the  papyrus). 

[  |[i']f:To.i[,  ]  v  written  above  flVJ  (prima  facie  ]  er,  but  it  is  conceivable  that  the  apparent  cross-bar 
of]e,  thicker  and  perhaps  in  a  different  ink,  might  in  fact  be  a  deletion  stroke).  MSS  and  testimonia  are 
divided  here:  cTrireiVerai  Hipparchus,  Germanicus  (cf.  also  Avienus  142  f.  ut  artus/ longius  effusum  spatiosa  volumina 

tendunt ?),  S:  a77-OTeiVeTai  M:  OTiTcAAerai  Myp:  airorepyerai  ABEFHN  (according  to  Bekker’s  apparatus):  inrorep- 

vtTai  Bekker’s  L  (Laur.xxviii  37),  Buhle’s  God.Barb.  (  =  Vat.Barb.  gr.  i  43)  [these  mss  are  assigned  by  Martin, 

Histoire  247  ff.,  to  M’s  Planudean  progeny,  which,  according  to  Martin,  op.  cit.  289  -294,  has  been  contamin- 
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ated  with  some  source  belonging  to  a  different  branch  of  the  tradition:  coincidence  with  L  should  imply  that 

some  form  ending  in  -Tepiverai  was  at  least  a  late  antique  variant]:  rrepirepiveTai  Buhle’s  Cod.Vratisl.  (  = 
Vratisl.  Rehdigeranus  35):  circumciiit  L.  In  the  papyrus  both  text  and  variant  end  in  -ccrai;  it  is  possible  to 

interpret  the  traces  preceding  v  supra  lineam  as  the  last  part  of  ft  (with  a  rather  curved  last  stroke),  crossed  out 

by  a  horizontal  stroke:  on  the  other  hand  it  would  not  be  easy  to  read  them  as  1.  I  would  therefore  assume 

that  the  papyrus  had  a  compound  of  -reCverai  in  the  text,  and  a  compound  of  -repveTai  supra  lineam.  The 

latter  might  have  been  induced  by  rrepirepveTai  in  50  (though  only  ]cpt[  ]at  is  preserved  in  the  papyrus): 

cf.  a  similar  variant  in  541.  kniTelverai  (with  the  accusative  niXArp  governed  by  the  prefix)  is  audacious  and, 

in  my  opinion,  the  most  effective  reading, 

55  eTnXap,]nerai:  so  MSS:  emr  sAXct  os  Myp. 

a  1 ip\  acTyp  MSS.  The  papyrus’  reading  is  uncertain:  perhaps  ai d-pp.  The  first  doubtful  letter  is  an 
upright,  perhaps  slightly  inclined  to  the  right:  c  prima  facie  unlikely  (but  cf.  1 07  emcrrevSovca).  Next  to  it  an 

upper  arc  or,  perhaps,  a  high  horizontal;  underneath  it  a  dot  low  in  the  line  might  be  part  of  a  lower  arc, 

but  also  the  foot  of  an  upright:  r  would  fill  the  gap  better  than  6,  but  is  not  particularly  attractive.  Of  7/  only 

the  feet  are  preserved.  If  alOpp  was  written,  it  must  have  been  a  mistake  induced  by  the  repetition  of  the 

previous  ending  in  -at;  aWrjp  at  line-end  Aratus  1 151,  and  often  in  other  epic  authors. 

56  Sjyoi:  hvoj  C  a.c.,  O  [<— S?]:  Sdo  rell.,  Sext.Emp. 

t<por]  apoic  and  opp]aciv:  so  MSS  (cf.  also  Avienus  153- 154,  sed  saetosa  duplex  adolet  duo  tempora  fulgor/et 

duo  sub  geminis  oculi  fulgoribus  ardent)'.  Kpord^ovc  et  <S p.p.ara  Sext.Emp.  (Maass). 

57  [Spa/corroc]  (added  by  a  different  hand,  though  in  a  similar  ink,  then  crossed  out  in  darker  ink)  was 

perhaps  once  meant  as  an  explanation  rather  than  as  a  variant,  though  the  word  occurs  at  line-end  in  70 
and  187. 

61  y[  J-rat.  MSS  and  testimonia  offer  vr/xerai,  vkcer ai  (so  most  editors),  vekerai  (and,  in  some  mentions 

[Bekker’s  D  and  I  =  Par.  gr.  2841  and  Vat.  gr.  1910],  vCcerai).  The  space  in  the  papyrus,  which  could  hardly 
contain  more  than  three  letters,  probably  requires  p[ice]rai. 

fliXh  iota  apparently  deleted  by  a  dot  above.  Maass  and  Martin  always  print  pya,  at  457  and  495  however 

M  has  fpxi.  The  former  is  prescribed  as  the  correct  form  by  Aristarchus  and  Didymus,  the  latter  by  Apollonius 
Dyscolus  (cfr.  Erbse  ad  2  II.  1.607). 

62  aXXrj  J  X  |  pic[iv:  b.XX:fj\-qir.iv  M,  SiXXijXatciv  S?  (CO),  alterutri  L:  JjeXtoio  Achilles  (ter). 

64  p.e\  y,  foot  of  an  upright  and  traces  level  with  letter- tops:  the  latter  might  also  belong  to  the  following  0. 
ja]/j,^[d]8dv:  the  first  accent  is  vestigial,  but  too  high  to  be  part  of  the  apex  of  a.  If,  as  one  would  assume, 

ap. <j>aS6v  was  meant,  the  second  accent  must  be  mistaken  (cf.  107). 

67  <ro]  ikcv,  after  k  a  lower  arc  at  half  height,  whose  shape  suggests  0  rather  than  part  of  the  cross-bar 

of  e;  above  it  a  second  hand  has  traced  a  rather  wide  left-hand  arc  (surface  damaged  to  its  right):  it  is  possible 
that  a  blurred  e  (or  a  mistaken  o)  has  been  later  adjusted  to  e,  but  the  final  result  is  not  satisfactory. 

an:  so  (cbr’)  0,  M  in  rasura:  hr'  M  ante  correctionem?  et  in  marg.,  A. 
68  aAA]  rp:  all  the  MSS  have  &XXvSic  a  A  Ay.  HXXvSic  dXXpi  (frequent  hexameter  ending  from  Homer  on) 

means  ‘now  one  way,  now  another’;  the  expected  meaning  (‘one  (hand)  this  way,  one  that’)  is  provided  by 
the  MSS  reading. 

80-81  On  the  edge,  1.5  cm  to  the  left,  a  short  vertical  trace,  presumably  the  end  of  a  marginal  note  to 
the  right  of  46-47. 

82  To  the  left  of  a,  a  dot  at  half-height.  This  is  probably  accidental;  there  is  no  sign  elsewhere  that  this 

scribe  used  ‘alignment  dots’  to  guide  his  line-spacing  (for  examples  see  Turner,  GMAW 2,  p.  4). 
I°3  7)V7jr[a]ro:  so  MSS:  piupvaro  M. 

1 07  SrpsoTepdc.  above  a,  a  shallow  arc  (in  the  position  of  a  grave  accent),  touching  its  top:  a  mistaken 
accent,  rather  than  a  false  start  to  the  letter. 

emcrrevSovca:  imc-rrev Souca  S  (cf.  the  lemma  of  2  in  A):  kmcmpxovca  M.  The  scholia  in  M  explain 

krrLCnepxovca  as  emcrrovSd^ovca,  crrevSovca,  SiSdcuouca.  M’s  reading  is  slighdy  more  ‘poetic’  (cf.  LSJ  s.w.) 
and  dijjicilior. 

107-108  To  the  left,  line-ends  from  marginalia  corresponding  to  73-74  in  the  preceding  column:  1  ]  , 
upright  (perhaps  joined  from  the  left  at  the  base  by  a  descending  oblique);  2  ]  aS«,  foot  of  a  descending 
oblique. 

109  7 repipepi/noc:  irepipbepulreoc  M  and  other  MSS,  Stob.  4.378:  iroXvpeprjikoc  Mrp  AC,  lemma  of  £  in 
some  mss. 

4423.  ARATUS,  PHAENOMENA  42-68,  79-83, 103-37  1 07 

no  Sdlwov:  implying  S’  e£ioor  (so  most  editors). 
a7T€K€Lro:  so  MSS:  Ittckosto  Tzetzes. 

1 1 1  I'-ijec:  after  rj,  there  is  space  for  two  letters;  te  is  written  high  up  in  this  space,  almost  certainly  by  a 

different  hand,  with  no  clear  traces  of  ink  below  (the  surface  is  damaged,  but  some  of  the  horizontal  fibres 

survive),  c  does  not  look  like  any  normal  letter  in  the  main  hand:  it  is  possible  to  see  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright  (cut  off  by  damage  at  the  foot)  and,  extending  rightwards  front  its  top  (the  junction  falls  in  a  hole), 

a  dipped  horizontal  sloping  gently  down.  Presumably  this  was  a  sigma  of  the  cursive  type,  with  extended  top; 
but  it  would  be  written  lower  than  <r  preceding,  though  still  higher  than  a  following. 

pyet  [vecKov:  above  the  last  two  letters  a  horizontal  stroke  (same  ink  as  the  main  text?),  crossed  out  by  a 

rising  oblique  stroke  in  a  darker  ink  (two  attempts  toward  an  accent?).  pylvecKov  MSS  (cf.  generis  L,  from 

yivecmvl).  Though  it  must  have  been  an  easy  spelling  mistake  (such  as  it  probably  was  in  Call.  fr.  90  Pfi), 

the  form  with  the  diphthong  was  probably  intentional  in  this  passage.  The  verb  was  sometimes  spelt  dyewdut: 

cfr.  Ap.  lex.  6,  8,  Hsch.  A  412,  414,  II.  24.784  in  cod.  T  and  PLitLond.  28.  Hesychius  connects  this  spelling 
with  the  explanations  ayeiv  ev  vrfi,  to  eni  vecbv  dyeiv  i<ai  \v  vavci  Kvpuoc.  which  is  very  apposite  in  this  context. 

It  is  impossible  to  tell  if  this  firm  originates  here  from  the  author’s  intention  (which  I  would  not  rule  out), 
or  from  the  thoughts  of  some  later  learned  scholar. 

1 15  Trap.TTa[v,  of  the  dotted  letters  only  minimal  traces  remain. 
120  Unexplained  ink  under  the  last  two  letters:  accidental? 

122  K]aXeova[v:  so  codd.  plerique:  x“re'oua  recentiores  quidam  (Par.  gr.  2403  manus  altera,  Buhle’s 
Mosq[uensis  Syn.  Gr.  223  =  now  Charecovensis  Univ.  369]  and  Vratisl.  [Rehdigeranus  35],  Vat.  gr.  1910), 

perhaps  an  ancient  variant. 
123— 124,  marginal  notes:  1  x8ucio[orxpvcta[,  2  8icreAe[ ,  e  represented  by  two  broken  traces  in  vertical 

alignment.  I  cannot  explain  the  spelling  XPVC‘-  (since  the  text  refers  to  the  Golden  Age,  one  would  expect 
rather  some  form  of  xpvcoOc;  a  mention  of  xpoclov  /  xpocla.  cannot  however  be  ruled  out). 

124  Te]^4i[ec]9[e:  6  is  represented  only  by  a  lower  left-hand  arc  (c  would  also  be  possible,  but  the  spacing 
is  less  in  favour).  refeiecA  codd.:  reuva  rei<elc9e  Kaibel,  Martin. 

1 25  ]ap[  papyrus,  added  above  by  a  different  hand,  and  crossed  through:  dvdpciov  codd.:  ivdpSfuov 

2  Q Schol.  Aesch.  Prom.  191  (cf.  Martin,  Scholia  cetera  p.  xxvi;  Hsch.  s.v.  &vapl6puov  [dvdpOpuov  Salm.]- 

exOpov). 
In  the  right  margin,  i<  with  a  rising  oblique  trace  above,  k  is  a  standard  abbreviation  of  x(ai)  (K.  McNamee, 

Abbreviations  in  Greek  Literary  Papyri  and  Ostraca  45).  Alternatively,  the  superscript  could  be  taken  as  a  letter, 

conceivably  for  Kano:  this  might  indicate  that  the  omitted  verse  126  had  been  added  in  the  lower  margin 

(examples  in  McNamee  48  f.).  However,  the  surviving  portion  of  this  margin  (narrow,  but  deep  and  more  or 
less  central)  shows  no  trace  of  writing. 

126  The  papyrus  omits  this  verse.  In  the  MSS,  the  beginning  of  126  wavers  between  iccerai  avdpdmoici 

and  eccer’  ev  avOpdmoici:  it  supplies  a  verb  for  the  subjects  in  125  (which  might  however  be  syntactically 
complete  by  itself,  with  ellipse  of  the  verb).  Its  latter  half  in  most  medieval  MSS  is  kokov  (perhaps  doubtful 

as  paradosis?)  or  kokov  or  ko.kwv  8’  imKekerai  HXyoc.  Some  recent  MSS  offer  Katkov  (or  xaxoO?)  8’  ovk  ecccTai 
aXurj  (based  on  Hes.  Op.  201,  with  koko 0),  a  reading  known  already  in  late  antiquity,  as  the  double  version 

in  the  Aratus  latinos  shows.  The  verse  is  not  translated  by  either  Germanicus  (cf.  G.  Maurach,  Germanicus  und 

sein  Aral  (Heidelberg  1978)  150)  or  Avienus  (which  does  not  necessarily  imply  that  they  did  not  read  it),  but 

it  is  known  to  the  scholia  (with  the  first  reading  in  its  latter  half).  Maass  printed  Kaudv  S’  hriKekerai  &Xyoc; 

Martin  (after  Voss)  kcikOu  S’  emKekerai  S.X yoc.  It  is  unlikely  that  this  troublesome  verse  has  been  omitted  in 

our  papyrus  by  mere  accident  (though  it  does  present  a  homoioteleuton  with  127:  AAFOC-AAAOYC).  We 
might  compare  certain  Homeric  verses  that  supply  verbs  to  verbless  subjects  in  the  preceding  line:  these  were 

sometimes  deleted  by  Alexandrian  scholars,  see  especially  II.  9.416,  and  scholia  ad  loc.  (with  Erbse’s  note), 
and  scholia  ad  II.  7.353a.  However,  I  find  it  difficult  to  believe  that  somebody  went  so  far  as  to  delete  a  verse 

from  Aratus’  text  on  such  grounds  (rather  than  simply  signalling  the  problem  in  a  commentary  or  in  a 
marginal  note).  On  the  other  hand,  the  uncertainty  about  the  reading  of  the  last  three  words,  where  the 
choice  is  between  a  very  flat  general  sentence  and  an  almost  verbatim  quotation  from  Hesiod,  might  suggest 

that  the  whole  verse  has  been  patched  together  to  provide  the  missing  verb  and  a  smoother  conclusion  to 

Dike’s  speech:  an  interpolation  (although,  according  to  current  editions,  there  is  no  other  case  of  an  inter¬ 
polated  verse  in  the  whole  MSS  tradition  of  Aratus). 

130  oXo]coT€p[oi  corrected  to  oXocoraroi  papyrus:  oXowrepoi  codd.  fere  omnes:  oXodirarov  (hhoanaToi 
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voluit?)  G  [<-S?].  The  variant  may  be  due  to  somebody  who  felt,  rather  pedantically,  that,  the  Race  of 
Bronze  being  preceded  by  more  than  one  generation,  a  superlative  was  needed. 

1 3 1  margin  croc  [ ,  the  trace  is  a  dot  high  in  the  line.  Some  form  of  tCktui  rather  than  of  tcktoXvoi 

(unsuitable  as  a  paraphrasis  of  eyaA/reticaiero)? 

134  ]  S  ap  c[vaccaro:  ap’  ivacca.ro  S0:  apa  vdccaro  M.  In  the  papyrus,  e[  seems  clear,  although  oblique 
ink  at  the  bottom  left  might  suggest  that  it  was  altered  to  or  from  a.  The  augmented  verb  would  violate 

Hermann’s  bridge  (cf.  however  903,  with  elision,  as  here). 
137  «cce[:  elXfccerai  codd.  fere  omnes.  A  mere  slip;  write  ct<Ai)cce[rai  (XLVII  3321  offers  a  similar 

mistake  in  E.  Phoe.  3:  see  Haslam  ad  loc.). 

G.  B.  D’ALESSIO 

4424.  Aratus,  Phaenomena  324-36 

48  5B.3o/E(i-2)a  1.8x5  cm  Second/third  century 

A  scrap  of  papyrus  from  the  middle  of  a  column,  written  along  the  fibres,  back 

blank.  The  column  width  can  be  estimated  at  8—9.5  cm- 

The  text  is  written  in  a  small  script  of  the  Formal  Mixed  type,  sloping  gently  to 

the  right,  e  is  straight-backed,  the  tail  of  v  is  not  sinuous,  e  and  c  are  narrow,  but  the 

contrast  in  width  with  a,  k  and  A  is  not  as  strking  as  that  with  rj  and  v.  Cf.  Turner, 

GMAW2  34  (Sophocles,  Ichneutae ,  assigned  to  the  later  ii  ad),  84  (Plato,  Phaedrus ,  datable 

to  the  mid-iii  ad).  The  high  stop  and  elision  mark  in  328  may  have  been  inserted  by  a 
second  hand. 

Collated  with  the  edition  ofj.  Martin  (1956),  with  additional  information  from  the 

edition  of  E.  Maass  (ed.  2,  1955). 

ui Jjov  ire]  TTTrjaj  [ra 

325  ovpajvov  etca  [vtSaw 

toioc]  01  kcu  p[povpoc 

<pai\yeTai  a fi\(f>OTepoici 

rroiKijXoc'  aAA’  o\v  Travra 

y acre] pa  Kvav[eoc 

330  acrepji  /3e/3A?7T[ai 

ojea]  ceipiaei  k[cu 

Ceipiojy  ovkst[c  Keivov 

]  1  if/evS[ovTcu 

peia ]  yap  ovv  eKp[ive 

335  /cat  ra  p,]ev  epp[a>cei > 

Keivov]  teat  Kar[iovroc 
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325  The  papyrus  does  not  support  the  suggestion  of  a  lacuna  after  this  line  (Buttmann). 

327  A  heavy  circular  blot  of  ink  above  ]e  may  conceal  a  suprascript.  But  the  other  surviving  letters 

exclude  Buttmann’s  conjecture  (j>a Cver*  bmcdor^poici. 

328  aAA’  ov  MF  (sed  non  L)  sch:  ov  p,tv  Vaticanus  1910  eiusque  affines. 

332  Ceipiojy:  perhaps  remains  of  a  high  stop  to  the  right  of  v. 

333  4>vTaXiai  MSS.  The  traces  would  suit  <f>vr a] Vat,  the  first  iota  inserted  above  the  line. 

M.  RIGHTER-P.  J.  PARSONS 

4425.  Aratus,  Phaenomena  516-25 

49  5B.98  2.9  X  6.7  cm  Late  first-early  second  century 

A  small  fragment,  broken  on  all  sides,  from  a  roll  (the  back  is  blank).  The  text  is 

written  along  the  fibres.  The  hand  is  the  same  as  that  of  XXII  2321  (pi.  VIII)  (Anacreon) 

and  XXXIV  2693  (pi.  I)  (Apollonius  Rhodius),  although  in  4425  the  letters  are  slightly 

larger  and  squarer,  and  the  interlinear  space  wider;  the  same  copyist  wrote  4429  below 

(Lycophron).  Mr  Lobel  noted  the  identity  (2321  introd.);  I  suggest  that  POxyHels  2 

(pi.  2)  (Homer)  should  be  added  to  the  list,  and  possibly  also  XVII  2085  (Commentary 

on  Euphorion)  and  PRyl  III  551  (pi.  4)  (Lycurgus),  both  recognised  as  similar  by  Lobel. 
This  is  scribe  no.  17  in  the  list  ofj.  Kruger,  Oxyrhynchos  in  der  Kaiserzeit  (1990)  194,  and 

the  revised  list  by  W.  A.  Johnson,  The  Literary  Papyrus  Roll:  Formats  and  Conventions  (Diss. 
Yale,  1992)  150. 

Lobel  (2321  introduction)  suggested  a  date  not  later  than  the  beginning  of  the 

second  century,  and  indeed  some  features  (pointed  a,  6  often  with  high  cross-bar,  k 

with  high  junction  of  the  obliques,  heart-shaped  o,  curving  right  side  in  7 r,  flattened 

upper  curve  in  c)  could  be  paralleled  from  manuscripts  dated  securely  to  the  late  first 

century,  cf.  Roberts,  GLH  1 1  b  (dated  to  ad  94),  or  to  the  early  second,  cf.  PMert  III 

101  (pi.  I)  of  ad  109,  Schubart,  PGB  22a  (for  the  date  see  E.  Boswinkel  in  PLBat  XXIII 

pp.  3-6),  especially  POxyHels  18  (pi.  12)  of  c.  ad  124. 
The  lectional  signs  in  line  520  are  apparently  due  to  the  main  hand;  the  deletion 

and  correction  in  522  may  be  by  a  second  hand.  There  are  suprascript  notes  in  522  (of 

unknown  nature)  and  523  (gloss,  correction  or  variant?).  The  latter  has  been  added, 

not  necessarily  by  a  second  hand,  in  slightly  more  cursive  script;  so  far  as  one  can  judge 

from  the  little  surviving,  this  script  seems  different  from  the  hands  of  the  notes  entered 

in  2693  and  at  2321  fr.  14  (if  this  fragment  is  rightly  assigned  to  the  same  MS  as  the 
others)  and  fr.  3  i. 

The  text  has  been  formally  collated  with  the  edition  ofj.  Martin  (1956),  but  all 

previous  editions  since  Buhle’s  (1793)  have  been  used.  However,  information  on  the 
readings  has  largely  been  checked,  revised  and  augmented  by  my  own  collations  of  32 

of  the  MSS;  in  the  apparatus  their  readings  are  cited  individually  in  place  of  Martin’s 
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collective  sigla  and  Y.1  For  further  information  about  the  MSS  and  the  indirect 

tradition,  see  my  forthcoming  paper  in  APF,  which  reassesses  the  ancient  textual  tradi¬ 
tion  in  the  light  of  the  papyri. 

The  papyrus  seems  to  offer  a  new  variant  in  522,  and  also  in  523,  where  the  MSS 

are  already  divided.  In  522  anap,e[i-,  and  in  the  interpretation  of  520  evi  as  evi,  it  seems 

to  agree  with  the  main  representatives  of  the  two  branches  of  the  MS  tradition. 

fxejv  Kara  pa ]k[oc 

]  cxeXecov  oc  [ 

]  t,u>vrj  ev(f>ey[yeoc 

ai\do/jLevrjc  v[Sp— 

520  ]  Kopai;  ev[i 

rjan  S  o(f>iov[x~ 

"].[  1 

|  _  [uj  airap.e[t— P*.“[ 
]rat  dp  [ 

KeefxxjAr)  kcli  vTra\yx€v— 

525  ]  .  [ 

0 

517  oco[  or  occ[:  Acer)  S;CBr;EMcPbPePiOd;Mb;PgBtVe;Pd;V(Vg;PcVp,  Hipp.:  Her/  M;VdPf;Va;Ed; 

MaLb;Ph;Pa:  Acov  Vc“:  Accov  Vcpc2.  occr)  requires  Hipp.’s  6/Adc,  not  o/<Ad£  (codd.),  which  better  suits  occor; 

'Acer)  ...  o/cAac  seems  superior;  Accov  emendation  or  ancient  variant? 
518  £<ovr):  t,d>vq  codd.  omnes  (praeter  Lb):  Iwvr)  Lb:  £cuv?jc  codd.  Hipparchi  (teste  Manitius). 

cv<f>ey[yeoc.  The  MSS  variously  offer  el-  and  kii-  (or  ev-);  in  the  papyrus,  no  lectional  sign  is  displayed. 

<f>eyyeoc  codd.  omnes,  Hipp.  (except  for  -</>deyyeoc  Hipp.B,  teste  Manitius). 

519  cu]  8opevr)c:  aWo fitvrfc  codd.  omnes  (praeter  Pi):  -via  Pi  (individual  error). 

v[Sp-:  IS pT)c  codd.  plerique,  Hipp.:  liSpac  (banalisation)  CBr;Lb;PgBtVe. 

520  h[i:  hi  (vel  hi)  S’  M;S;VdPf;Va;CBr;Ed;EMcPbPePiOd;MbMaLb;PdPh;Pa;VfVg;Vc;PcVp,  Tlc, 

Hipp.  (hioi  HippA,  teste  Manitius):  evi  ol  S’  PgBtVe.  In  the  papyrus,  acute  accent  certain,  smooth  breathing 
possible  (upright  visible,  though  partly  covered  by  a  blot).  The  diacritics  indicate  that  evi  stands  for  heici,  in 

accordance  with  the  rule  stated  by  ancient  grammarians:  see  Schol.  P  Od.  4.846  (I  240.1 1  Dind.);  B.  Laum, 

Das  Alexandrinische  Akzentuationssystem  (1928)  173  f.  Modern  editors  generally  print  evi  S’. 

52 1  rjcui:  of  cu  the  right-hand  part,  the  junction  with  the  first  curve  being  obscured  by  a  displaced  fibre 

(not  0).  ev  toj  codd.,  Hipp.:  ’evi  ol  coni.  Voss. 

o<fnov[x-'.  orfnovyea  codd.  plerique,  Hipp.:  Aifnovyia  CBr;PgBtVe. 

522  ]  [v]:  alrjrov  codd.,  Zk+,  Hipp.  (aiei  rot ,  let  toi,  peiroi  w.  11.  in  Hipp.B).  In  the  papyrus,  v  (crossed 

1  In  these  lists,  related  MSS  are  grouped  between  semicolons.  I  have  not  used  any  collective  sigla  because 
the  current  state  of  research  does  not  often  allow  us  to  reconstruct  the  common  ancestors  of  each  group  or 

groups:  there  is  still  much  to  do  before  we  can  properly  assess  the  extent  of  cross-contamination  among  MSS, 

and  so  elucidate  their  precise  stemmatic  relationship. 

4425.  ARATUS,  PHAENOMENA  516-25  1 1 1 

out  with  three  or  four  parallel  oblique  strokes)  is  not  in  serious  doubt;  immediately  before  it,  uncertain  traces, 

apparently  added  within  the  line,  perhaps  a  tiny  upright  followed  by  a  c-shape;  before  that,  the  right-hand 

part  of  a  round  letter  (o  seems  inevitable,  though  the  size,  smaller  than  usual,  is  compatible  with  </>).  Perhaps 

an)r]ov  was  altered  to  aojrjoc  (but  in  that  case  the  ‘tiny  upright’  must  be  accidental),  to  make  it  the  subject 
of  the  sentence:  a  clear  banalisation  (Z  seems  to  show  that  the  whole  expression  was  not  immediately 

intelligible).  Lb  has  alyrov  y\  but  the  papyrus  confirms  that  the  y'  is  no  more  than  a  late  (individual?)  attempt 
to  obviate  the  hiatus  (though  this  is  of  a  type  very  common  in  Aratus  and  elsewhere). 

In  the  suprascript,  ]  [  is  the  foot  of  an  upright.  There  is  no  means  of  telling  which  hand  wrote  this,  and 

whether  it  was  relevant  to  the  textual  alteration  below. 

arrape[i~:  arrapetperai  M;S“  (ut  vid.);  VdPf;Va;Ed;EMcPbPiOd;MbMa;PdPh;Vg;Vp*c  (ut  vid.),  Hipp., 

leg.  Avien.  1008  ( nee  lovis  armigero  caret  alite):  arropeiperai  CBr;Pe;Lb;PgBtVe;Pa;Vf;Vc:  arrapeiScrai  SpclVpptl 
(in  utroque  cod.,  ut  vid.,  litt.  ft  ex  p  correcta)Pc:  quid  Z,  Germ.  509,  Arat.  Lat.  p.  279.7  M  Prae  oculis 

habuerint,  incertum  (the  meanings  of  arrapeiperat  (on  the  verb  see  now  M.  Campbell  on  Ap.  Rhod.  3. 1 86) 

and  arropeiperai  as  perceived  in  antiquity  are  unclear  in  many  respects,  which  makes  it  hard  to  determine 

which  reading  was  read  by  Germ.,  Arat.  Lat.  and  even  Z).  There  is  some  controversy  about  whether  anapeipe- 

rai  or  lira peiperai  is  correct  here,  see  most  recently  Martin’s  note  and  M.  Erren,  Die  Phainomena  des  Aratos 

(1967)  165  n.  2;  Aratos  Phainomena  (1971)  85. 

523  ]t<u:  arjTetTai  codd.  fere  omnes,  Hipp.:  lei  k elrai  Ed,  fortasse  prae  oculis  habuerunt  Cic.  Ar.  xxxiii 

294  Buescu  ( instat ),  Avien.  1009  {est),  Arat.  Lat.  p.  279.8  M  ( adiacet ):  Ivreirai  Lb  (simple  error). 

Bp  [.  peyac  codd.  omnes  (praeter  Vg),  Hipp.:  rayve  Vg,  leg.  Arat.  Lat.  p.  279.8  M  ( velocissimus ),  utrum 

respexerit  Planudis  v.  1 1  (wKvrrTepov)  incertum.  In  the  papyrus,  p  damaged  but  not  in  doubt;  then  ink  at  line- 

level,  close  enough  to  suggest  foot  of  oblique  rather  than  upright.  I  should  restore  6pa[cvc  (for  Bdpcoc  in 

connexion  with  the  eagle  see  Pind.  Pyth.  5.1  n  f.  with  schol,  Bacch.  5. 19-21).  As  a  reading,  pieyac  (paralleled 

by  Call.,  H.  1.68;  cf.  Od.  19.538,  Pind.,  I.  6.50,  Theoc.  17.72,  Moer.  1.5  Powell)  is  probably  superior,  but 

dpaeve  seems  more  incisive  than  rayve,  which  was  presumably  generated  under  the  influence  of  the  epic 
formula  rayve  ayyeXoc  (of  the  eagle,  11.  24.292,  310)' 

Suprascript:  pe  a[.  The  epsilon  is  written  in  the  cursive  shape;  at  the  end  apparently  alpha,  written  more 

cursively  with  a  loop  instead  of  a  point;  in  between,  ink  suggesting  the  right-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  just 

below  the  top  level.  This  might  represent  a  gloss  on  Bpaclc,  peya [Svpoc  (H.  Maehler)  or  peya  [pSoc  eyuiv;  or 

peya[c  (the  reading  of  almost  all  the  MSS)  as  interlinear  variant  or  correction. 

524  vna[vyev-:  v-navyevov  codd.  plerique,  Hipp.  (praeter  Hipp.A):  -yevoc  Pe:  -ydviov  Hipp.A  (teste 
Manitius):  invavyevov  Ed;Vf. 

525  ]  [:  tops  of  two  slightly  converging  uprights  or  obliques,  consistent  with  v  or  ij.  This  suggests 

7rap^o\aS]r)[v,  which  would  suit  the  spacing;  or  op0o]y[c,  but  in  that  case  rove  pev  must  have  been  omitted. 

R.  LUISELLI 

4426.  Commentary  on  Aratus,  Phaenomena  452-5 

37  4B.i04/B(i-3)b  5.3x8.5cm  Second-third  century 

A  fragment  from  a  roll  (the  writing  runs  with  the  fibres;  the  back  is  blank),  with 

part  of  one  column  from  a  commentary  on  the  Phaenomena.  There  are  remains  of  the 

right-hand  margin;  the  certain  restorations  in  lines  7-15  fix  the  left-hand  margin;  the 

original  column-width  can  be  estimated  at  c.  5.5  cm.  The  hand  is  a  small,  plain  example 

of  the  ‘Severe  Style’,  to  be  assigned  to  the  later  second  or  to  the  third  century  ad. 
There  are  no  lectional  marks,  except  for  an  acute  accent  in  15,  and  no  abbreviations 

of  the  kind  commonly  employed  in  commentaries.  Iota  adscript  was  written  in  1 1.  The 

lemmata  begin  with  a  new  line  in  5  (with  a  blank  line-end  preceding)  and  in  7,  but  in 

1 2  the  next  lemma  begins  in  mid-line,  without  even  a  space  to  mark  the  transition;  if 
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the  line-beginnings  are  correctly  reconstructed,  the  scribe  did  not  use  ekthesis  to  set  off 
the  lemmata. 

Of  the  papyri  of  Aratus  so  far  recovered  (see  above,  p.  101-2),  three  bear  marginal 

annotation:  XV  1807  +  PK.oln  IV  185  (roll,  ii  ad);  PBerol  5865  (codex,  iii-  iv  ad); 

PLitLond  34  +  MPER  III  17  (codex,  iv  ad).  The  annotation  is  desultory,  and  consists 

largely  of  gloss  and  paraphrase;  PBerol  5865  has  also  some  astronomical  and  mytholo¬ 

gical  explication  (see  M.  Maehler,  APF  27  (1980)  19-32).  4426  is  the  first  example  of 
a  systematic  hypomnema.  There  are  some  verbal  agreements  with  the  medieval  scholia 

(see  2-3,  16-19).  But  the  Oxyrhynchus  commentator,  like  the  others,  concentrates  on 
elementary  verbal  explanation  which  is  hardly  more  than  paraphrase;  he  gives  no  sign 

of  drawing  on  the  tradition  of  astronomical  scholarship  that  is  so  richly  represented  in 
the  later  scholia. 

For  the  text  of  Aratus  we  have  referred  to  J.  Martin’s  edition  (1956),  for  the  ancient 
commentaries  to  his  Scholia  in  Aratum  Vetera  (Teubner,  1974). 

]/?SeT[.  leV..  [  ]...ff.[ 

]  SeTOVTOTT  [  ]StV6Uo[ 

]fuyfievo[  ]epxovra[ 

]  »['
]'[ 

5  ]aAtvajp[  ]  iv  Ka  [ 

]  .  [  ]Kararaca[  ]  ccopac  [ 

]  Kainavra/j-l  ]aura>c  [ 

]eveva prjp\  ] oetjrjc  [ 

]apraT7]cyy[  ]roca  [ 

10  ]p.araajcavTa>cXi,avev  [ 

]  ypayanaprjpevayaXp,a[ 

]KTOcoiacTep€CoiSe[ 

^oirrevreacrepec  [ 

]TTavrodev  [ 

15  ]fSe/caSflY]i  [ 

]cova,Tr[  ]avcov[ 

]y  e  at  [ 

]  avcopcevcov  | 

4426.  COMMENTARY  ON  ARATUS,  PHAENOMENA  452-5 

]p8er[.]£7i. .  [ . ]  .  .  .ff.  [ 

]SerouT07r[  _  ]§tveuo[ 

/xe]  /xty/xero  [t  ]  epxovra[ 

]  ["  ']  ’[ 

e^eCrjc  77]aAiva>p[a  rrdX]iv  Ka  [  (452) 

;  I  ]  Kara  rdc  a[urd]c  a tpac 

ra  yap]  Kai  rravra  ju[aA’]  a vrcoc  [  (452—3) 

ovpavdj t]  ev  kvdpr]p\ev  r]o  elf/c 

rravra  y]ap  ra  tt)c  yy[K]rdc  a— 

yaAJ/xara  djcavraic  X(av  ev 

ran  o]vpav<b t  aprjpev.  ayaA/xa— 

ra  rfjc  vvJktoc  01  acrepec.  ot  S’  e—  (454—5) 

mpd^  aAAJot  rrevre  acrepec 
ovSev  o/xolot]  rravrodev 

elScbXwv  Suo/ca] tSe/ca  SfYjjt— 

vevovrai  ]cov  a.7r[X\ava>y 

]y  e  at  [ 
]  ava>p.eva>v  | 
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1 14 

1- 4  ]8ivevo[  and  ]puypev o[  seem  to  refer  to  verses  454-5,  where  the  scholia  explain  km/iti;  Sivovovrai 

avTt  tov  avapopiypevoi  ...  4-rot  avap.epuyp.evoi  f;  avdfMKToi  tolc  anAaveciv  acrpoLC  ...  .  But  the  lemma  for  these 

verses  follows  in  12-16.  Perhaps  the  compiler  has  put  together  notes  in  a  jumbled  order;  perhaps  this  was  a 
general  comment  (of  the  kind  which  recurs  at  1 6  ff.),  making  the  basic  distinction  between  the  fixed  stars  and 

the  planets. 

1  ] , ,  long  descender  (p,  it?), 

2  ]§€  TOVTO,  TOV  TOTt\oV? 

2- 3  In  T ott[,  tt  represented  by  traces  of  an  upright  and  a  high  horizontal;  y  could  be  considered. 

Apparently  ]  Si,  not  ]<u.  ]p,iyptevo[  or  possibly  ]puyp.evw[.  ]ep  rathern  than  I  a/,.  Styevofi/jlfrat  (ava)p,e]p.iyfievo[i 

would  paraphrase  the  text,  but  the  space  is  too  narrow  for  [raiarape]  and  too  wide  for  [raifie].  Perhaps 

consider  btvevo] [pcevoi  pej/uiyperojfc,  then  av] zpxovTa[c  or  the  like? 

4  What  remains  of  the  line  is  blank.  There  would  be  room  for  up  to  c.  7  letters  at  the  beginning. 

5-6  efefyc  ir\aXCviop[a:  since  the  line  before  is  blank,  the  beginning  of  5  must  have  contained  lemma, 

not  a  continuation  of  an  earlier  note.  The  unique  word  -naXivivpa  is  explained,  cf.  sch.  451:  k<j>t^y)c  kc Cpeva 

icai  Kara  Tatar  rax  acrac  (bp ax  avareXXovTa  cat  avopxva:  sch.  454  to  Sc  TraXCvutpa,  irdAiv  totc  a tpac  n.yovra  r) 

■ndXiv  Kara  rac  cbpac  AmreXXovra  Kai  buvavra.  In  the  papyrus,  space  suits  [iraAjir  but  not  [nord  raf  j  114  at  the 

end,  Kai[  rather  than  /car[.  We  do  not  see  how  to  fit  in  a  suitable  participle 

8  ]  cS  hdpi)p[(v:  so  iVb/>:  a'kv  apr/pov  Bust.  Od.  p.  627,  Athen.  4.89E  ia.pypov). 

14  v avroOev:  so  M  1  sch.  <t>  ( undique  L):  Ip-iraXiv  Achilles  bis,  cf.  Germ.  438-9,  Avien.  913. 

16—19  Cf.  sch.  454:  TTpoenrwv  nepl  rd)v  anXa vwv  peTaflaCvei  vvv  kni  tov  tojv  TrXavrjrcov  Xoyov.  In  the 

papyrus,  it  is  tempting  to  restore  mjpi  r] ojv  anAa vwv  |  [7740117707(1  pxTa.[ia.(\[vat  km  tov  tojv  vX\ava>p.kva>v  j 

[Xoyov  ....  The  difficulty  lies  in  p.era/3:  p  is  satisfactory  (better  than  4);  t  suits  one  apparent  trace  (left  end  of 

horizontal),  but  not  the  sloping  ink  above  it;  §  would  be  possible  (minuscule  traces);  but  unless  the  joining 

fragments  are  misplaced,  there  is  hardly  room  for  a.  Just  possibly  pcNfSai,  the  alpha  added  above  the  tau. 

R.  DILGHER-P.  J.  PARSONS 

4427.  Callimachus,  Aetia  III  fr.  75.1 1  -15 

A8B.  6/6  5.5x6.5cm  First/second  century 

A  scrap  of  papyrus  with  writing  across  the  fibres;  on  the  back,  a  few  line-ends  in 

cursive  script,  written  along  the  fibres.  The  papyrus  preserves  the  top  of  a  column,  with 

3.5  cm  of  upper  margin;  the  upper  part  of  the  margin  is  occupied  by  six  lines  of  scholia. 

The  original  column-width  can  be  estimated  at  about  10-13  cm. 

The  main  hand  belongs  to  the  plain,  awkward  type  of  Roberts,  GLH  1  oc  (a  docu¬ 

ment  of  ad  66)  and  14  (Pindar,  Paeans,  first  hand;  first  half  of  second  century?).  The 

same  hand  apparently  supplied  the  reading  marks:  acute,  grave  and  circumflex  accents, 

rough  breathing.  In  what  little  remains,  every  word  carries  one  or  more  such  marks; 

clearly  this  difficult  text  had  been  carefully  prepared  for  reading,  possibly  in  school  (cf. 

R.  Gribiore,  Writers,  Teachers  and  Students  in  Graeco-Roman  Egypt  (1996)  85).  Elision  is 

apparently  not  marked  in  14.  The  scholia  are  written  by  a  thinner  pen  in  a  small 

informal  script  which  combines  cursive  letter-forms  (e,  t)  with  more  literary  ones,  notably 

A  in  the  capital  shape.  There  are  occasional  ligatures,  but  generally  the  letters  are 

separated  one  from  another;  for  such  scholiastic  scripts,  compare  the  first  hand  of  XXXI 

2536,  Hypomnema  on  Pindar  (Turner,  GMAW  no.  61).  The  annotator  wrote  iota  adscript 

in  the  only  place  that  required  it  (schol.  6).  He  does  not  use  abbreviations. 

4427.  CALLIMACHUS,  AETIA  Illfr.  75.11-15  1 1 5 

The  text  was  already  known  from  VII  1011.  4427  adds  nothing,  except  to  confirm 

that  AiSew  was  correctly  restored  in  15.  The  scholia  refer  to  proper  names  further  down 

the  column:  Lygdamis  and  the  river  Parthenios,  mentioned  in  fr.  75.  25-7. 

]..[  1.1 
]dri  17770  TT)  [ 

]  .  TT€pi  TOV  Xvy8[afUV 

]cw  [ 

5  -rrapOeviojc  norafioc  rrjc  7ra<f)\a\yoviac 

Trorja^an  Trapdevtoc  7rora\piOC 

]  01  dec  o^elav  Sep[KOfievoL  fr.  75  11 

]  SeLeXiur/v  rrjv  S  [eiAe 

aijyac  cc  aypia8a[c 

1 /j]ey8o/j.evoL  S  ic[efsr}v 

rrjv  Kovpiqv ]  ai'Se[a>  15 

Scholia. 

Assuming  that  the  supplement  vap6mo]c  in  line  5  is  correct,  it  seems  very  likely  that  the  lines  of  the 

scholia  began  in  almost  exactly  the  same  alignment  as  the  lines  of  the  text.  But  there  is  no  way  of  telling  in 

principle  how  far  they  extended  to  the  right. 

2-4  relate  to  fr.  75.23,  Avyoapxv  ov  yap  kprj  Trjpoc  i/iySe  Ktxcic.  The  story  appears  more  fully  in  Hymn 

3.251  ff.:  Lygdamis  led  an  army  of  Cimmerians  against  Ephesos,  and  (it  is  implied)  Artemis  destroyed  them. 

According  to  Hesychius  s.v.,  Lygdamis  burnt  the  temple  of  Artemis.  Assuming  that  the  lines  of  scholia  were 

the  same  width  as  those  of  the  text,  there  would  be  room  in  lines  1-4  to  tell  the  elements  of  this  tale,  to 

explain  why  Artemis  might  have  been  vexing  Lygdamis. 

2  ]6ri  before  imo  seems  likely  to  be  the  ending  of  a  third  person  singular  aorist  passive.  One  would  then 

expect  a  genitive  after  mro,  but  the  traces  after  tt)  do  not  seem  reconcilable  with  c. 

3  ]  ,  an  upright:  right-hand  part  of  p.,  »,  ir  or  1  possible,  nepl  tov  Avyd[apxv  probably  describes  the 
Cimmerian  host  of  which  he  was  the  leader. 

4  ]coji7,  of  c  only  the  tips.  The  note  on  Lygdamis  seems  to  have  ended  here;  the  rest  of  the  line  is  blank. 

5-6  relate  to  fr.  75.25  h<Xvt,cv  iroraptf)  Avpara  llapdevCip.  Pfeiffer’s  note  there  collects  the  ancient  testi- 
monia  about  this  River  Parthenios.  Most  of  them  contain  a  geographical  note;  all  of  them  give  some  kind  of 

an  explanation  for  the  name,  most  often  that  the  virgin  Artemis  used  to  bathe  in  the  river  (this  suits  the 

context  of  fr.  75.22-7  very  well).  Here  we  have  geography  in  5;  we  might  therefore  look  for  an  account  of 
the  name  in  6. 

5  irap9cvio\c.  This  supplement  is  tempting  because  we  expect  a  new  note  to  begin  with  a  lemma;  it  has 

the  advantage  that,  if  it  is  right,  the  line-beginning  ranged  almost  exactly  with  the  line-beginnings  of  the 
text  below. 

IJa<l>Xa[yovCac:  so  Schol.  Ap.  Rh.  2.936  ff. 

6  770T]a/ia)i,  of  a  only  an  oblique  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right,  A  also  possible. 

If  line  5  extended  to  the  full  average  width  of  the  column  (estimated  at  c.  12  cm),  there  would  be  room 
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for  c.  30  letters  after  Tla^>Xa\yoviac ;  if  line  6  ranged  with  line  5,  there  is  room  for  three  to  five  letters  before 

iroT\afi&i.  A  comment  on  the  name  could  easily  be  fitted  in,  for  example  Tlapdevto]c'  ttot afj.de  -rijc 

TJa<j)XalyovLac  kv  on  rj  /I pro/ur  eXovero,  o6ev]  (6)  [rda  Tro-rJapidji  IlapdevLoc  rrora [pioc  ovop.a  hyevero. 

M.  RIGHTER-P.  J.  PARSONS 

4428-4429.  Lygophron,  Alexandra 

Two  further  papyri  of  this  work  have  been  identified  among  the  holdings  of  the 

Egypt  Exploration  Society,  and  are  published  here.  Lycophron  is  a  relative  rarity  in 

Egypt: 

4429 
588-91,  595-603 

i  AD 

Oxy 

PMunch  II  39 1 108-28,  1 156-63 i/ii  ad 

Fay 

XVII  2094  +  XLIX  3445 
586-92,  747-56,  764-9, 

850-3,  924-39,  1 345-79 

ii  ad 

Oxy 

XLIX  3446 
1239-50 

ii  ad 

Oxy 

4428 151-66,  182-97 iii  ad 

Oxy 

PSI VI  724 comm,  on  743-7? iii?  ad p 

XXVII  2463  too  has  been  referred  to  Lycophron,  but  Callimachus  seems  a  more 

likely  claimant  (Livfiea,  CQ 39  (1989)  141  =Livrea,  Studia  Hellenistica  I  (1991)  197). 

In  collating  the  texts,  we  have  used  the  editions  of  Scheer  (1881)  and  Mascialino 

(1964);  for  the  scholia  the  edition  of  Scheer  (1908).  For  a  general  account  of  the  medieval 

tradition,  see  H.  Erbse  in  H.  Hunger  etc.,  Geschichte  der  Textiiberlieferung  I  (1961)  251  f. 

For  an  appraisal  of  the  textual  significance  of  the  papyri  of  Lycophron  (PMunch  II  39 

and  XVII  2094  only)  see  U.  Criscuolo,  Dioniso  44  (1970)  72  IT. 

4428.  Lycophron,  Alexandra  151-66,  182-97 

15  2B.52/ G(f )  11. 4x10.4cm  Early  third  century 

Parts  of  two  consecutive  columns,  the  first  preserving  its  top  and  an  upper  margin 

of  1  cm,  with  an  intercolumnium  of  3.8  cm.  Column  height  may  be  estimated  at  around 

19  cm.  There  were  30  verses  to  a  column;  the  whole  of  the  work  (1474  verses)  must 

have  run  to  some  50  columns,  filling-  a  roll  at  least  6  metres  long.  Written  along  the 
fibres;  the  back  is  blank. 

The  hand  is  a  fine  specimen  of  the  ‘Severe  Style’,  large  and  upright.  It  is  very 
similar  to,  but  not  I  think  the  same  as,  the  hand  of  XVII  2098  (=  Roberts,  GLH  19b), 

4428.  LYCOPHRON,  ALEXANDRA  151-66, 182-97  1 1 7 

which  is  assigned  with  a  good  degree  of  probability  to  the  earlier  part  of  the  third 

century.  In  the  margin  opposite  col.  i  there  are  several  glosses  written  in  a  near-cursive 

script.  The  same  hand,  which  may  well  be  contemporary  with  that  of  the  text,  has 

scribbled  something  in  the  spaces  between  the  first  letters  of  w.  182-3  and  184-5. 
There  are  occasional  accents  (acute  152,  185,  189;  circumflex  166),  a  quantity 

mark  (. longum  152),  and  punctuation  at  the  end  of  two  verses  in  the  form  of  short  oblique 

strokes  (155,  165).  Most  of  the  lectional  signs  have  been  added  by  another  hand  (paler 

ink).  Elision  is  effected,  but  not  signalled,  in  all  possible  cases.  The  iotas  adscript  are 

always  written  where  required.  A  supralinear  addition  in  186,  making  good  an  omission, 

seems  to  be  by  the  original  scribe. 

The  papyrus  backs  a  modern  conjecture  in  1 58,  and  in  1 54  confirms  the  antiquity 

of  a  good  variant,  attested  only  by  the  EM  and  one  of  the  prose  paraphrases. 

A  preliminary  transcript  was  made  by  A.  Kolb  and  C.  Selzer. 

col.  i 

Top 

]  yopaic 

Evva]  id  7Tore 

£  poc  rj 

]  0djOOH
 

155  ev]  Barov ixevrj  ' 
1 8apv]v  7 rodoy 

apTrajierripiov  to  [ 

apTra]yc  yvac 
MoA-7t]  iSoc  nerpav 

160  OpjSj/Hou  Sepac 

Trev9epocf>9]opcuc  tov  otvo 

]  juupri 

CKvefro]  v 

165 

yev\  et 

7]VLOCTpO(f>\d)V 

col.  ii 

[  ] 
07T[o]t[a]  KOVpo\c 

ot  8  ay  tt poyey\yrjT€ipav 

fivKTai[c]  1  [x]?/?[ vapavrec 

185  TOV  CKVplOV  8p  [aKOVTOC 
rjv°  £vvevy[oc 

evroc  p.aT[evu>v 

8 apov  cf>a\r]p[ia>cav 

K4\tov  tt p  [o]  c  e«:[/3oAcua 
190  -rrodojv  Sa^apfra 

Aai fiov  Trpo8[eica 
fiaOvc  8  eca>  prj\ypuvoc 

eprjpLoc  e[v 

c  revovro  [c 

195  irat  rrjv  a<f>avT[ov 
Tpcuav  c(f>ayeia)[v 

]Tr[a<f>XaI,ovToc 

154  (j)dpcoi'.  so  EM  p:  rd<f)w  MSS.  Shadowy  traces  to  the  right,  perhaps  in  the  same  ink  as 
 the  lectional 

signs.  The  lower  part  looks  most  like  a,  with  three  parallel  bars  crossing  it,  further  ink  above:
  I  cannot 
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reconcile  the  remains  with  any  writing  of  Perhaps  here,  and  again  to  the  right  of  159  and  163,  we 

are  dealing  with  offsets. 

157  mrg.  TO  f.  After  omicron  a  high  dot  on  the  edge.  Presumably  roO  [Iloceih&voc  (probably  abbrevi¬ 

ated),  glossing  Navpi Sovtoc,  as  in  the  scholia. 

158  yiiac:  so  Reichlin:  yvCac  MSS. 

1 59  Again,  shadowy  ink  higher  up  to  the  right  of  the  line-end. 

1 61  mrg.  tov  Oivoipaov), 

162  mrg.  MvpriiXXoc),  explaining  6  KaSptXXov  yovoc. 

1 63  mrg.  There  are  very  dim  traces  of  perhaps  five  letters  to  the  right.  Their  position  would  suggest  a 

gloss,  but  I  cannot  make  anything  of  it.  See  1 54m 

182-3  In  the  interlinear  space  to  the  left  of  the  line-beginnings,  and  just  overlapping  the  first  letter  of 

183,  traces  which  look  like  the  work  of  the  annotating  hand.  See  on  184—5. 

184  [x]f/?[rti/'arTec:  so  AB  sch.  p:  xepviipova.  CDET. 

184-5  There  is  ink  above  the  initial  t  of  185,  which  might  be  read  ]pa  orjpa  ,  and  more  to  the  left  of 

it.  The  hand  looks  the  same  as  that  of  the  other  marginalia.  We  might  therefore  take  this  as  a  note  on  185, 

or  as  a  projecting  note  on  the  corresponding  lines  in  col.  i  (155-6).  But  I  have  not  thought  of  a  convincing 
restoration. 

185  The  lacuna  after  this  verse  postulated  by  Scheer  (in  RhM  34  (1879)  285,  but  not  mentioned  in  his 

edition),  who  was  followed  by  Hurst  in  his  recent  edition,  remains  unsubstantiated. 

1 89  KeXrov:  so  d :  KeXrpov  AVBGDE:  KeXrov  Holzinger:  "Icrpov  G .  G.  Muller  (Scheer  claims  the  emenda¬ 
tion  as  his,  and  defended  it  in  RhM  34  (1879)  471,  but  was  anticipated  by  Muller,  who,  although  somewhat 

reluctantly,  suggested  the  reading  in  the  first  volume  of  his  edition  of  Tzetzes’  scholia  on  Lycophron  (Leipzig, 
i8u),  p.34). 

192  8  om.  A. 

196  rr/jayorj  [  v\  so  AE:  c<j>ayuov  A1  BCD. 

N.  GONIS 

4429.  Lycophron,  Alexandra  588-91,  595-603 

123/66  Fr.  28.5x9.2  cm  Late  first/ early  second  century 

Two  adjacent  fragments  (three  tiny  scraps  remain  unplaced),  which  probably  com¬ 

bine  to  give  the  foot  of  a  single  column  (see  592-4  note).  The  writing  runs  with  the 

fibres;  the  back  is  blank.  The  lower  margin  survives  to  c.  3  cm;  the  column  width  can 

be  estimated  as  c.  8.5  cm.  Mr  Lobel  identified  the  hand  as  that  of  the  Anacreon  XXII 

2321  and  other  manuscripts;  see  4425  introduction.  This  difficult  text  was  quite  liberally 

marked  up:  accents,  quantity  marks  (600,  602),  middle  stop  (591);  the  dirty  and  damaged 

surface  may  conceal  other  lectional  signs.  Iota  adscript  was  inserted  in  600;  iotacisms 

were  corrected  by  adding  epsilon  (600  tcXirei )  or  deleting  it  (599,  dotted;  602,  crossed 

out).  Some  of  the  lectional  signs  seem  to  be  in  a  paler  ink,  and  a  more  cursive  hand 
wrote  the  textual  alteration  at  the  end  of  600. 

In  591  the  papyrus  seems  to  offer  a  reading  known  only  from  the  indirect  tradition; 

new  variants  in  598  (where  the  transmitted  reading  is  unmetrical)  and  in  600. 

4429.  LYCOPHRON,  ALEXANDRA  588-91,  595-603 

1 :9 

(fr.  1)  #e]ac 

ox]Aop 

59°  ]  . 

]  ,ou' 

] 

] 
(fr.  2)  ] 

595  p,oip]ay  oi  daXacc Cav 

no]pK€ti)V  8 LK7)V 
iv8a\6ev]T€c  evyXrjvoic  So/xjpjv 

]  cf>o  [  ]  aypcoccovrec  eXXoncov  9opo[vc 

(f>ep]covv[pLo]v  PTjcJYJfSa  vaccovrai,  7rpd[ojpiou[ 

coi-y- 

600  de]aTpop.op(jia>i  rrpoc  kXXtsi  y€a)Acx/>[orJ 

ay]vLOTrXacTrjcayre[c  efwreSjoLC  TO/xatc[ 

nvi<]yac  NaA[e|tac  £,r]9[ov  eKpu\ixovp,ey[ot, 

op]ov  8  e[c]  dypav  Kant,  K[oiraiav]  vanrjv 

590  ]  ,  indistinct  trace,  perhaps  accidental. 

591  ]  on:  cTparoO  MSS:  oyXov  (from  589)  Et.M.:  cro'Aon  Steph.  Byz.  RV.  The  trace  in  the  papyrus  (a 
short  stroke  at  line-level,  sloping  up  to  join  the  omicron)  suits  A  but  not,  it  seems,  t. 

592-4  Blank  papyrus,  which  we  have  taken  as  the  right-hand  margin  of  three  shorter  verses.  Alternatively, 

the  blank  might  represent  a  lower  margin.  In  that  case  the  next  column  had  only  12  lines  (592-603),  with  a 

written  height  of  c.  7.5  cm  and  a  roll-height  of  c.  13  cm:  not  an  impossible  format  (compare  Turner,  GMAW 

no.  21,  IV  659,  and  no.  39,  the  BM  Herodas),  but  relatively  rare. 

598  ]  <£o  .  [:  low  trace,  rising  to  the  right,  as  in  a,  S,  A,  p;  after  0,  perhaps  remains  of  upright  curving 

leftwards  at  the  foot,  space  only  for  narrow  letter;  then  arc  open  to  the  right,  and  a  stroke  slightly  sloping 

forwards  from  the  top  left,  as  in  c  or  0.  Above  0  and  the  following  letter,  two  heavy  dots  of  ink.  The  MSS 

have  pdp,<j>( a  (pd</>ai.a,  B)  S’  ayptoccovrec,  where  editors  accept  the  correction  pap^ecci  (Aid.).  In  the  papyrus, 

pa]iMl>oi c[i  8  would  suit  trace  and  space,  but  pap<j>oc  masc.  seems  not  to  be  attested;  it  is  not  clear  whether 
the  ink  above  01  is  the  remains  of  a  correction. 

599  H  dotted  above,  [0]  struck  through. 
600  ]aT,  unexplained  horizontal  trace  above  r. 

[or]  struck  through,  oh  written  above,  and  above  the  iota  -p,-  or  -v-\  yeui\6<j>tp  MSS.  The  third  reading 

of  the  papyrus  was  presumably  yccoAo^cor,  restoring  the  word  to  its  more  common  usage  as  a  noun. 

601  ]oic,  traces  of  ink  above  1  and  c,  and  more  above  ai  at  the  end:  variant  reading? 

602  [e]  struck  through. 
603  /cam:  unexplained  ink  after  the  alpha;  perhaps  Kami  was  intended  (aphaeresis  in  place  of  crasis,  cf, 

V.  Schmidt,  Sprachliche  Untersuchungen  zu  Herondas  (1968)  24-5). 

K.  BUHLER-P.  J.  PARSONS 
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4430-2.  Theocritus  and  ‘Moschus’ 

Fragments  of  two  more  papyri  of  Theocritus,  and  a  fragment  of  scholia,  have  been 

identified  among  the  unpublished  holdings  of  the  Egypt  Exploration  Society  since  the 

publication  of  the  Theocritean  pieces  in  volume  L  3545-52. 

As  a  basis  for  collation  we  have  used  the  larger  edition  of  Gow  (ed.  2,  1952),  with 

consultation  of  the  third  edition  of  Gallavotti  (Rome,  1993);  for  Megara  (4431)  the  OCT 

of  Gow  (1952).  The  chief  papyri  of  Theocritus  are  referred  to  by  Gow’s  sigla: 
JF  2064  (A.  S.  Hunt,  J.  Johnson,  Two  Theocritus  Papyri  (i93o))  +  L  3548 

JP  XIII  1618 

JI3  PAntinoe  (Hunt  &  Johnson,  ibid.)  +  PAnt  III  207 
JP  Perg.  Louvre  6778  +  Perg.  Rainer. 

4430.  Theocritus,  Idylls  vii  84-7,  1 27-30  and  iii  8-14,  34-7,  39-44 

88/213  fr.  33.1x5  cm  Second  century 

Seven  fragments  from  a  roll  (writing  along  the  fibres  and  backs  blank)  containing 

Idylls  of  Theocritus.  One  scrap  remains  unplaced.  No  margins  survive  except  for  0.7  cm 

of  left-hand  margin  in  fr.  6,  which  also  shows  evidence  for  Maas’  law. 
The  text  is  written  in  an  informal  rounded  hand.  Serifs  and  hooks  on  the  extremities 

of  most  letters  help  to  maintain  a  generally  bilinear  impression,  a  is  triangular  with 

initial  wedge,  «  has  the  crossbar  generally  high.  T  would  compare  it  to  the  London 

Hyperides  (Roberts,  GLH  13a)  and  XV  1810,  and  assign  it  to  the  second  century,  earlier 

rather  than  later.  The  text  carries  accents  (acutes  at  vii  128,  iii  11;  graves  at  vii  128 

(cancelled),  iii  14;  circumflex  at  iii  io),  a  rough  breathing  (vii  128),  a  diaeresis  (vii  129), 

elision  marks  and  punctuation  (high  points  at  iii  12,  44),  all  apparently  added  by  the 

same  hand.  It  is  not  possible  to  say  whether  iota  adscript  was  written.  The  text  has 

been  corrected  at  vii  128  (see  note),  but  it  is  difficult  to  be  sure  whether  this  is  the  work 
of  a  second  hand. 

The  occurrence  of  fragments  of  Idyll  iii  along  with  vii  indicates  that  iii  must  have 

followed  immediately  after  vii  in  the  roll,  as  in  JP  and  PBerol  21182,  cf.  3548  introd. 

On  the  order  of  the  Idylls  in  the  manuscripts  of  Theocritus  see  Gow  I  lxvi-ix,  and 

K.  Gutzwiller,  ‘The  evidence  for  Theocritean  poetry  books’  in  M.  A.  Harder,  R.  F. 

Regtuit,  G.  C.  Wakker  (eds),  Theocritus  ( Hellenistica  Groningana  II)  (1995)  119—48. 

The  papyrus  overlaps  part  of  JP.  (Some  verses  are  also  present  in  PBerol  21182, 

but  there  is  no  coincidence.)  There  are  three  novelties:  an  unattested  word  order  at  iii 

1 1 ,  difficult  to  evaluate;  a  new  but  almost  certainly  corrupt  reading  at  iii  1 2;  and  another 

new  and  possibly  right  reading  at  iii  42. 

4430.  THEOCRITUS,  Idylls  vii  84-7,  127-30  and  iii  8-14,  34-7,  39-44 

121 

fr.  I  vii  84-7 

]Ka\T€KXacd7]C 

85  K7]p]ia  (f>e[pj3ofj,evoc 

]e7 r  e[p.eu 
to]  1  ey[co 

fr.  2  vii  127-30 

/c]aAa  y[occf>iv 

X]ayd>^oX[ov 

^ejLvrji'ov  [ 
130  apijcrepa  [ 

frr.3  +  4  iii  8-14 

Karacfxuvo]  p,cu  eyyvdev  [ 

array]  £ac0ai  fxe  Tr[or)ccu 

10  T]r]V(bde  Ka6[eiXov 

]«:a  1  dXXd  roi  avp\yov 

9vp,aXy]ec[  a yo]c'  eide  yep[oip,av 
iU,eAicc]a  «ra[t >dy[ 

fr.  5  iii  34-7 

r]o[t 

]  <ca[i 

]  Ka[i 

aAAer]at  [ 35 
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4430.  THEOCRITUS,  Idylls  mi  84-7,  127-30  and  Hi  8-14,  34-7,  39-44 

123 

fr.  6  iii  39-44 

KCL ]  t  [ 

40  ]  LTT7TOfjL€V  \r]C 

]  fiaX  ev  x€Pc f[v 

]  arc  eiS’  arc  ejx\avrj 

JayeAav  y[ai 

n]yXov'  a  Se[ 

vii  128  X]aydifloX[ov.  The  scribe  initially  placed  a  grave  accent  above  omega,  and  an  acute  over  omicron. 

At  a  later  stage  the  grave  was  cancelled  (or  overwritten  by  an  acute),  perhaps  by  a  second  hand,  and  an 

acute  was  added  a  little  further  to  the  right,  while  the  acute  over  omicron  was  cancelled  by  heavy  dots  above 

and  below.  If  so,  the  original  XaywfldXov  was  changed  to  XaywfioXov. 

Editors  print  XayorfSoXov,  in  accordance  with  the  normal  rule  about  compounds  in  -fioXoc  with  active 

meaning  (W.  Chandler,  Greek  Accentuation  §  464).  But  the  second  hand  here  made  it  proparoxytone,  and  so  it 

is  in  3548.  The  same  accent  is  transmitted  in  Eustathius’  quotation  of  Th.  iv  49  at  II.  4.847.4  Van  der  Valk; 
but  he  wrote  -floXov  at  Od.  3.253.19. 

iii  10  dXXd  rot  avp[iov:  atipiov  aAAa  roi  MSS.  The  papyrus’  word-order  is  not  unmetrical  (toi  is  postposit¬ 

ive,  so  that  Hermann’s  law  is  not  violated).  In  dXXd,  the  second  acute  derives  from  the  enclitic  following,  in 
accordance  with  ancient  doctrine  (Chandler,  op.  cit.  §  966). 

12  tide:  aWe  MSS.  The  papyrus  presents  a  banalisation,  which  is  evidenced  elsewhere  in  Theocritus’ 

manuscripts,  cf.  iv  20  and  49  (a’lBe  W:  eWe  rell.)  and  xv  70,  where  i)33  offers  aide,  but  this  ‘has  been  altered 

probably  from  eiBe’.  On  the  issue  see  T.  Molinos  Tejada,  Los  dorismos  del  Corpus  Bucolicorum  (1990)  353. 
42  cue:  More  ink  to  left  of  upper  left-hand  part  of  omega  than  expected. 

uS'-.'tStv  MSS.  3548  seems  to  offer  1]  8,  cf.  the  editor’s  note  ad  loc,;  as  far  as  I  can  see  et]S  would  be 
rather  long  for  the  space  there.  eTS’  is  not  impossible  in  itself.  Admittedly  Theocritus  writes  x<«c  l Sov  cue  ejadi’Tjr 

at  ii  82.  But  Homer,  who  provided  the  pattern  for  Theocritus’  phrase,  has  both  cue  'll Ser  at  II.  14.294  and  cue 

elS’  at  19. 16.  It  is  certainly  interesting  that  two  second  century  manuscripts  agree  in  this  against  the  medieval 
tradition.  I  believe  that  there  is  a  good  chance  that  3548  represents  the  intermediate  stage  of  the  corruption, 

that  is  ecS’  >  IS’  >  ISev;  18  is  easier  to  trace  back  to  ei8  through  iotacism  rather  than  to  iSev.  (We  find  similar 

variations  in  the  medieval  tradition  at  xv  25  with  '/Sec  plerique:  eTSec  KTr;  and  xxiii  37  with  fSijc  edd.:  ecSjjc 

MSS.)  The  papyrus’  reading  need  not  have  disappeared  entirely  in  the  Middle  Ages:  2?  iii  qae  has  cue  etSer 
as  lemma,  and  that  may  imply  that  some  manuscript  source  had  etSer. 

The  apostrophe  after  eiS  apparently  is  written  over  paler  ink  which  I  cannot  explain.  It  looks  like  a 

rough  breathing  of  a  shape  commonly  known  as  Turner’s  form  1;  one  might  associate  it  with  the  ensuing 
cue,  but  it  is  too  far  to  the  left:  misunderstanding  of  the  exemplar  by  the  scribe,  who  later  placed  (correctly) 
the  elision  mark? 

44  Same  punctuation  in  3548. 

Unplaced  fragment 

Fr.  7 

].«.[ 

] ,aT. [ 
]..[ 

Fr.  7 

I  ]  ,  lower  part  of  right-hand  oblique  of  a,  A 
right-hand  arc  (?)  on  edge  (rough  breathing  above  a?) 

accent?;  top  of  triangular  letter 

[ ,  high  trace  on  edge  2  ]  ,  high  minute 
[ ,  lower  part  of  upright  3  ]  [ ,  acute 

N.  GONIS 

4431.  [Theocritus],  Idyll  xxv  87—92,  128-31,  141-8,  155-8,  172-5,  1 97 — 8 

[Moschus],  Megara  98- 1 1 5 

87/304(3)  fr.  5  2. 1  x  5. 1  cm  Second  century 

Fourteen  fragments  from  a  roll  containing  two  poems  of  dubious  authorship  from 

the  Corpus  Bucolicorum:  Idyll  xxv  (frr.  1  -8),  doubtfully  attributed  to  Theocritus,  and  Megara 

(frr.  9- 1 2),  ascribed  by  the  manuscripts  to  Moschus;  two  more  fragments  bear  so  little 

text  that  it  is  not  possible  to  place  them  with  any  confidence.  Fr.  6  preserves  a  left-hand 

margin  to  2  cm.  The  writing  is  along  the  fibres;  the  back  carries  what  seems  to  be  a 

commentary,  written  in  a  tiny  semi-cursive  hand. 
Verses  92  and  1 98  of  Idyll  xxv  are  column  ends.  The  1 06  verses  intervening  between 

them  could  have  been  contained  in  (i)  4  columns  of  26-7  verses  or  (ii)  3  of  35-6.  Letter- 

height  and  interlinear  space  vary,  but  on  the  basis  that  in  fr.  5  7  verses  measure  5  cm 

in  height,  column-height  could  be  restored  as  (i)  c.  18.9  or  (ii)  c.  25.2  cm.  Allowing  5  cm 

more  for  the  upper  and  lower  margins  together,  roll-height  would  measure  at  least  (i) 

23.9  or  (ii)  30.2  cm.  There  is  no  secure  way  of  choosing  between  (i)  and  (ii);  literary 
rolls  most  often  range  from  25  to  32  cm  in  height,  cf.  W.  A.  Johnson,  CP  88  (1993)  47. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  tall  mannered  upright  hand,  to  be  assigned  to  the  second 

half  of  the  second  century.  Serifs,  half-serifs  and  hooks  are  attached  to  the  extremities 

of  most  uprights  and  obliques.  It  may  be  compared  to,  e.g.,  LVII  3901  (Thucydides). 

For  this  type  of  hand  see  GMAW2  78  introd.  It  is  noticeable  that  the  writing  becomes 
less  cramped  as  the  scribe  progresses  further  to  the  right:  compare  frr.  5  and  6,  which 

preserve  line-beginnings,  with  fr.  1 ,  which  comes  from  the  middle  of  the  column;  like¬ 
wise,  contrast  the  relatively  strict  bilinearity  (except  for  <jr  and  1/1)  of  frr.  5  and  6  with 

the  more  relaxed  attitude  in  fr.  1.  No  lectional  marks  are  in  evidence  except  for  the 

diaeresis  at  Meg.  101,  109,  no.  Iota  adscript  is  written  at  xxv  91,  the  sole  case  where 
it  is  required  (I  have  restored  it  by  analogy  at  xxv  90,  143,  148). 

This  is  the  first  papyrus  of  Idyll  xxv  to  be  published.  The  absence  of  ancient 

manuscript  evidence  for  this  Idyll  was  noted  by  Gow  (I  p.  lxi),  who,  however,  admits 

that  it  is  at  least  possible  that  xxv  was  contained  in  the  lost  part  of  the  Antinoe  papyrus 

(II  439).  But  there  has  already  been  published  a  papyrus  of  Megara,  XLVII  3325. 

The  fragments  contribute  nothing  of  particular  textual  importance:  there  is  a  gross 

corruption  at  [Th.]  xxv  156,  and  a  new  but  false  variant  at  Meg.  100.  But  it  is  significant 

that  fragments  of  [Th.]  xxv  and  [M.]  iv  were  found  together;  in  the  MSS  the  two  poems 
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are  juxtaposed  ([Th.]  xxv  is  followed  by  [M.]  iv  in  CVWTr;  D  shows  the  inverse  order), 

and  it  seems  reasonable  to  assume  that  this  is  the  case  here  also.  Similar  arrangements 

are  attested  by  the  papyri  of  Theocritus,  cf.  4430  introd.  4431  thus  provides  further 

evidence  that  the  medieval  tradition,  or  at  least  its  greatest  part,  reproduces  the  order 

of  the  constituents  of  the  Corpus  Bucolicorum  in  the  second  century  ad. 

frr.  i  +  2 

xxv  ]avi  [ovra 

CTreir ]a  /3o[ec 

epyopcev]  at  (f>ai[vovd  j 

90  e]v  ovpavco[i  eiciv  eXavvopueva  TrpOTepjaice 

Not]oLO  fiL7]l  r/[e  \ 

fie] y  r[]oimc  a[pt(9p,oc 
foot 

90  The  blank  space  of  more  than  4  cm  below  the  letters  surviving  in  fr.  2  suggests  that  we  are  dealing 

with  a  column  foot  and/ or  the  end  of  an  exceptionally  long  line.  The  identification  satisfies  both  conditions. 

The  horizontal  fibres  also  match. 

92  t[] :  r*  D:  y'  T®:  om.  WM.  A  break  in  the  papyrus  leaves  it  uncertain  whether  an  elision  mark 
was  written. 

frr.  3+4 

ec]ar 

fiovjhcoXeovT  [o 

130  ec]av  r][vTe 

p,eTeTrp]eTTOy[ 

fr.  5 

]  /3ovc l[v 
]  01  Stj[ 

]  avTo>[i 
]  xPiPllJ[ac^aL 

4431.  THEOCRITUS,  Idyll  xxv  87-92,  etc.  [MOSCHUS],  MEGARA  98-115  1 25 

]  tov  /re[v ]  CKO.LOV  [ 

]  /<Aacc[e 

]  u>iJ,[a)L 

Xao(f>op[ov 

Xen tov[ 

rj  pa  S[i 

156  Xeirrov.  XenTijv  MSS.  The  papyrus’  reading  is  corrupt;  there  seem  to  be  two  stages  in  the  corruption: 

(i)  graphic  error:  EI1T  could  easily  be  misread  as  EII7  in  the  majuscule;  (ii)  adaptation  to  the  word-ending 

in  TpijSor,  which  follows. 

eX[TTop,aL 

vl€ 

voc\<jnv  y'  r/  o[9ev 

Ap]yeuov  ouS[eic 

foot 

frr.  Q  +  1 0  +  1 1  +  1 2 

yi]ra >voc  [ reAjoc  epyov  [ 
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ioo  rrovevfxev]oc  e[pKoc  ]  aXtoac  [ 

tt Pov\-)(ov\toc  ]pei'c[a]c  [ 

etj/xarfa  ejc-ro  j 

ffjaOeirjc  j 

eiA]  eiro  </>Ao£ 

105  770c]  civ  \ 

HcfiaLcrjoLO  j 

yepp\ov'  [  ]  [ 

]  evda  Kai  eyda  \ 

817]  iov  TTVp  [ 

no  ]  ei'KTo  | 
oA]  1  cdwy  | 

]  a[u]r[tc ap,evr]vo\  c  | 

areprr ]  ec  | 

115  epL7re&o]v  avr  [ 

foot 

100  aAwac:  aXwrjc  DS  edd.:  aAcoiJv  WTr.  The  papyrus’  reading  is  an  example  of  the  ‘superficial  Doricising 

of  otherwise  Ionic  texts,  Jo  conform  to  beliefs  about  the  genre’  (R.  L.  Hunter,  Theocritus  and  the  Archaeology  of 

Greek  Poetry  (1996)  35).  To  judge  from  Gallavotti’s  apparatus,  similar  Dorisms  are  transmitted  by  WTr  in 
verses  1,  20,  35,  87. 

101  ]pet'c[a]c:  kpcicac  DS  edd.:  apetcox  WTr. 
104  eiAjaro:  so  DS  edd.:  elXetrai  WTr. 

1 12  a[ v]r[ic:  so  WTrD  edd.:  avdic  D'S. 

1 15  out  [:  avrvjc  S  edd.:  avrov  WTrD.  The  trace,  remains  of  an  upper  left-hand  arc,  does  not  allow 

judgement  on  which  reading  the  papyrus  had. 

Unplaced  fragments 

Fr.  13  Fr.  14 

]em[  ]e.[ 
•  •  ].[ 

Fr.  14 

1  [ ,  serifed  foot  of  upright  or  ascending  oblique  2  ]  [ ,  top  of  a,  A 

N.  GONIS 

4432.  COMMENTARY  ON  THEOCRITUS  IV 55-7,  62-3  1 27 

4432.  Commentary  on  Theocritus  IV  55-7,  62-3 

34  4B.77/D(4-6)b  Fr.  i  7  x  12.2  cm  Second  century 

34  4B.78/D(4-7)b  Fr.  23x5cm 

On  fr.  1  the  full  width  of  the  column  of  about  5.5  cm  with  lines  of  between  23  and 

27  letters  is  preserved,  also  the  upper  margin  which  was  3  cm  or  more  high.  On  fr.  2 

only  the  beginnings  of  the  lines  remain.  The  back  of  the  roll  was  used  for  what  appear 

to  have  been  accounts,  written  the  other  way  up  from  the  text  on  the  front.  On  fr.  1 

there  are  ends  of  lines  recording  various  amounts  of  drachmai  with  a  note  (subsequently 

crossed-out)  under  the  end  of  the  line.  The  right-hand  half  of  this  note  appears  to  be 

preserved  on  fr.  2,  followed  by  the  first  letters  of  another  column  which  seems  to  have 

been  longer  than  the  preceding  one.  This  and  also  what  look  like  the  corresponding 

halves  of  a  worm-hole  on  the  edges  of  the  fragments  suggest  that,  on  the  front,  fr.  2. 1  may 

have  been  on  about  the  same  level  as  fr.  1 .4,  with  an  intercolumnar  gap  of  about  2  cm. 

Between  fr.  1  and  fr.  2  the  comments  on  four  verses  of  Theocritus,  Id.  iv  58-61,  have 

been  lost.  Seeing  that  in  fr.  1  the  commentary  on  three  verses  takes  up  eighteen  or 

more  lines,  six  of  them  on  one  word,  something  in  the  region  of  twenty  or  more  lines 

could  have  intervened. 

There  is  a  column  number  in  the  upper  margin  of  fr.  1 .  It  is  fairly  certainly  TIMA  = 

1 44. 1  This  seems  surprisingly  high  considering  that  the  commentary  has  got  no  further 

than  what  is  usually  the  fourth  poem  in  the  manuscripts  of  Theocritus;2  but  it  must  be 

borne  in  mind  that  in  the  preserved  fragments  the  commentator  seems  to  be  covering 

an  average  of  only  half  a  dozen  verses  per  column  and  that  he  probably  averaged  less 

at  the  beginning  of  the  work,  where  commentaries  tend  to  be  more  detailed.  Moreover, 

if  he  followed  an  order  similar  to  that  of  the  Antinoe  codex  (^P3),  taking  the  longer 

bucolic  poems,  Idd.  i,  v  and  vii  first,  then  iii  and  possibly  also  vi  before  iv,  he  would 

have  had  613  verses  to  comment  on  before  reaching  col.  144  and  he  may  also  have 

included  introductory  remarks  both  to  the  individual  poems  and  to  the  commentary  as 

a  whole. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  neat,  fairly  strictly  bilinear,  ‘capital’  hand.  The  letters  are 

roughly  2-3  mm  square  and  the  interlinear  space  also  measures  2-3  mm.  Alpha  is 

1  Column  numbers  in  rolls  are  less  frequent  than  page  numbers  in  codices,  but  do  occur:  Turner,  GMA
W" 

p.  16  gives  examples,  and  add  Lilt  3702  and  3711.  Assuming  that  our  roll  started  with  c
ol.  1,  it  must  have 

been  over  to  metres  long.  For  comparison,  Till  3702  (with  col.  122)  must  have  been  over  12  m  long;  t
he 

commentary  on  Plato’s  Theaetetus,  BKT  II  (see  now  CPF  III  pp.  227  IT.),  survives  to  a  length  of  ab
out  6  m 

with  75  columns  and  preserves  commentary  on  about  a  sixth  of  the  complete  text.  Among  
literary  rolls  from 

Oxyrhynchus,  lengths  up  to  c.  15  m  are  not  exceptional  (W.  A.  Johnson,  The  Literary  Papyrus  Ro
ll  (Diss.  Yale 

1992)  209). 

2  It  comes  fourth  in  all  three  families  of  MSS,  although  the  order  differs.  In  2064  (ip1)  it  comes  in  
third 

place  after  Id.  i  and  vi,  whereas  in  the  Antinoe  codex  (J33)  Idd.  i,  v  and  then  probably  vi  or 
 vii  are  followed 

by  a  gap  which  presumably  contained,  in  uncertain  order,  iii,  iv,  vii  or  
vi,  viii,  ix  and  xi.  See  Gow  and Gutzwiiler  ll.cc.  (above  p.  158). 
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pointed;  the  left  hand  branch  of  upsilon  tends  to  start  with  a  little  flourish  above  the 

line;  the  tongue  of  epsilon  is  often  long  and  joins  the  next  letter.  The  writing  may  be 
compared  with  the  first  hands  of  BGU  XI  2020  (pi.  1;  Registration  of  Children,  ad 
124),  and  V  841  (Pindar,  Paeans,  mid-second  century)  and  with  Schubart,  Palliographie 
pi.  36  ( Gnomon  of  the  Idios  Logos ,  c.  ad  150)  and  for  some  letters  with  XLVI  3279 

(Application  for  Epicrisis,  ad  148-9).  In  general  appearance  it  is  similar  to  POxylnv 
33  4B-83E  (Menander,  Sicyonius;  late  first/early  second  century,  BIOS  31  (1984)  25 
and  PI.  1). 

Accents  and  breathings  are  written  in  the  lemmata  (col.  i  1,  4,  5;  col.  ii  4  and  a 
doubtful  case  in  ii  1 1).  Iota  adscript  is  written  in  ii  8  and  probably  also  in  the  lemma 
in  i  5  but  the  reading  here  is  uncertain.  There  is  a  superfluous  v  efieXKvcriKov 
in  ecriv  in  i  14  (see  also  note  on  ii  10  f.).  Ae  is  elided  in  i  13.  There  seems  to  be  no 

punctuation  and  no  means  of  dividing  the  lemmata  from  the  comments  (but  see  app. 
on  i  6).  A  trace  in  the  left-hand  margin  of  i  9  may  be  a  stroke  indicating  omission.  The 
correction  in  i  5  appears  to  be  in  the  hand  of  the  text. 

The  text  of  Theocritus  used  in  the  commentary  tends  to  agree  with  P  and  relatives 
more  often  than  with  the  Ambrosian  recension  (K):  in  verse  55  it  had  Sa/xa^ei  like  P, 
not  6ap,acSei  like  the  other  MSS;  in  56  probably  of,  the  reading  of  PQW,  or  okx,  and 
avdXnroc  in  agreement  with  members  of  the  Laurentian  and  Vatican  families,  which 

have  di’ij/Woc  or  avdXnroc,  against  K  which  has  v-ijXnroc,  the  form  used  by  Apollonius 
Rhodius  and  Lycophron.  It  appears,  however,  to  have  had  cp-rrrpc  (or  epTrrjc)  in  agree¬ 
ment  with  K  against  P  which  has  cpneic.  In  57  the  text  had  a  reading  otherwise  preserved 
only  as  a  varia  lectio  in  the  scholia  which  seems  as  plausible  as  that  of  the  MSS:  /ca/croi 

instead  of  pdpvot.,3  but  the  genitive  ending  of  the  variant  in  col.  i  12,  parrov,  suggests 
that  the  verse,  which  is  not  quoted  in  the  papyrus,  may  have  had  a  different  syntactical 
structure. 

Of  published  Theocritus  papyri,  only  one  overlaps  the  text  represented  in  4432: 

2064  (JP)  fr.  6  ii  has  the  beginnings  of  Id.  iv  56-63.  Only  one  other  fragment  of 
commentary  has  been  found:  P.Berol.  7506,  of  the  first  or  early  second  century,  with 

notes  on  Id.  v  38,  40,  44,  45  and  49  which  do  not  show  a  direct  relationship  with  the 
scholia.  As  it  does  not  offer  an  explanation  of  the  obscene  verses  41-43,  it  may  well 
have  been  written  for  school-children  (see  Wilamowitz  in  BKT  V  56  and  Gow,  Theocritus 
I  li).  Six  more  papyri  contain  marginal  notes  (and  more  may  have  done  so,  as  over  half 

the  papyri  preserve  little  or  none  of  the  right-hand  margin).  L  3547  (2nd  cent.),  3551 

(3rd  cent.),  XV  1618  (ip2,  5th  cent.)  and  P.Berol.  21182  (fPE  4  (1969)  114-16,  from 
Heimupolis,  6th  cent.)  have  only  the  odd  note  (the  last  two  have  one  gloss  each  which 

3  v3  also  occasionally  has  readings  otherwise  known  only  as  variants  in  the  scholia:  two  errors  corrected 
in  the  papyrus  at  Idd.  ii  60  and  xv  1  and  two  good  readings  in  ii  3  and  85. 
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both  agree  with  the  scholia,  see  sj32  on  vii  no  and  schol.  109/ nod  and  P.Berol.  on  vii 

134  with  schol.  13374b).4  On  JP  and  JP,  however,  a  fair  amount  of  annotation  is 

preserved. 

For  the  early  history  of  scholarly  work  on  Theocritus  see  Gow,  Theocritus  I  lix-lxii 
and  lxxx— lxxxiv,  and  Carl  Wendel,  Uberlieferung  und  Entstehung  der  Theokritscholien  (Berlin 

1920).  The  names  of  five  or  six  men  who  wrote  commentaries  on  him  are  known: 

Asclepiades  of  Myrlea  and  Theon  (1st  cent,  bc),  Amarantus  (date  uncertain,  perhaps 

2nd  cent.),  Munatius  and  Theaetetus  (assigned  either  both  to  the  2nd  cent,  or  to  the 

4th  and  the  5th/6th  cent.)  and  possibly  Eratosthenes,  the  sixth  century  epigrammatist, 

who  was  emended  away  by  Wendel.  The  notes  in  JP,  which  was  written  and  annotated 

probably  somewhat  later  in  the  second  century  than  the  new  commentary,  and  also 

those  in  J33  (from  Antinoe,  5th/6th  cent.)  contain  several  parallels  to  the  scholia  in  the 

MSS,  some  of  which  do  suggest  a  common  source,  but  also  a  fair  number  of  differences 

which  show  that  the  commentaries  excerpted  in  the  papyri  were  neither  the  only 

source(s)  of  the  scholia  nor  incorporated  into  them  in  full.  The  differences  between  'P3 
and  the  scholia  are  particularly  remarkable,  as  this  papyrus  was  written  at  a  date  by 

which  one  would  have  expected  the  basic  stock  of  the  scholia  already  to  have  been 

formed.  See  A.  S.  Hunt,  J.  Johnson,  Two  Theocritus  Papyri  5  and  29.  That  the  annotator 

of  JP  did  use  one  of  the  commentaries  from  which  the  scholia  were  compiled  is  shown 

by  the  close  agreement  between  the  note  about  Daphnis  at  the  foot  of  col.  xix  in  L 
3548  and  the  end  of  hypothesis  b  to  Id.  viii:  Ciocldeoc  kv  ra>  Anvepcr/  [TrGF  99  F  ia)?  ] 

Aapviv  a  k[  (c.  19  letters)  v<f>’  o]5  viKrjdrjvai  \  [MevaXicav  aSovra  Tlavbc  /cat]  Nvp,<f>wv 
Kp[LvdvTun’.  yap.r)9fivai  8e  aur]a/  vvp,(f>r]v  \0dXcia\v.  |  [  (c.  18  letters)  StSaJ^^rat  Mapcv  [av 

ri)v  avXr)Tu<T)v  ...5  See  also  schol.  viii  93a  and  Parsons  on  L  3548  fr.  65,  where 
AojclQcoc  may  be  a  mistake  for  CwdOeoc.  It  looks,  therefore,  as  though  hyp.  b  and 

presumably  also  some  of  the  other  hypotheses  to  the  Idylls  come  from  the  commentary 

used  in  JP,  although  it  cannot  be  ruled  out  that  the  passage  just  quoted  was  originally 

a  note  on  AapviSi  in  Id.  viii  1.  If  Wendel  is  right  in  believing  that  the  reference  to 

Sositheus  was  copied  from  Apollodorus  of  Athens  (cf.  schol.  Id.  X  4icd  =  Sositheus  TrGF 

99  F  2a  and  Apollodorus,  FGrHist  244  F  149)  and  that  the  excerpts  from  Apollodorus 

in  the  scholia  come  from  Theon’s  commentary  (see  Oberl.  65  f.,  95  f.,  102),  then  the 

commentary  used  in  JP  may  be  Theon’s.  This  is  also  suggested  by  a  comparison  between 

the  aetiological  notes  on  the  name  Melampous  in  'JP  at  the  foot  of  col.  xviii  (see  P.Oxy. 

4  kv  Kv&aici  is  glossed  ev  a/coA-i^aic  in  f]B2.  According  to  schol.  vii  109/ nod  the  first  is  koine,  the  second 

Attic.  41 1  has  an  incompletely  deciphered  note  on  vii  1 10  which  says  that  nettles  cause  irritation,  but  apparently 

does  not  mention  the  name  dxaAj;^,  so  it  looks  as  though  the  scholion  comes  from  a  commentary  influenced 

by  the  atticizing  studies  of  the  second  century.  Compare  Wendel’s  analysis  of  the  botanic  scholia,  Oberl. 
130  ff.,  especially  135  f.  The  gloss  in  P.  Berol.  on  olv]apeoici,  rd  pjAAa  rrjc  <ip.v\bAov,  Is  also  botanical  (see Wendel,  op.  cit.). 

5  [AXc^avdpoc  S’  6  AlraiXoc  SiSa] xbr/vai  Mapcv[av  Trjv  a.  vrr*  av-r(oO)]  or  [dAAoi  6  vi to  AdpviSoc  biba] yjirjixu.? 
Of  course,  it  is  not  certain  that  the  sources  were  named  in  the  papyrus,  but  the  content  is  certainly  the  same. 
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L  p.  1 14)  and  in  schol.  Id.  iii  43^45S  and  schol.  Ap.  Rhod.  1 . 1 1 8 — 2id  ( =  Dieuchidas, 

FGrHist  485  F  9),  attributed  by  Wendel  to  Theon  ( Uberl .  97  f.).6  This  kind  of  evidence,’ 
however,  is  inevitably  precarious  and  cannot  serve  as  definite  proof.  Unfortunately,  the 
notes  in  ip1  and  ip3  do  not  overlap,  so  one  cannot  tell  how  far  they  rely  on  the  same sources. 

The  similarity  between  the  new  commentary  and  the  scholia  is  not  very  great. 
1.  hey  agree  on  the  meaning  of  avaXnroc  in  verse  56  {awtrobipToc),  but  not  on  its  deriva¬ 
tion.  They  agree  that  the  plants  mentioned  in  57  are  aKavdwv  etSrj,  but  there  is  no  trace 

in  the  scholia  of  the  papyrus’  long  note  on  aciraXadoc ;  schol.  b  has  a  shortened  version 
of  the  etymological  derivation  given  by  Amarantus,  who  can  be  ruled  out  as  the  author 

of  this  commentary.  The  copy  of  the  text  followed  in  schol.  57a  had  papevoi  (or  6dp.voi) 
in  the  text  with  a  variant  k6.ktoi\  that  used  in  the  papyrus  commentary  had  k&ktoi  in 
the  text  for  which  an  enigmatic  variant  is  given. 

The  date  and  the  provenance  of  the  commentary  would  male  Theon  a  likely 

author,  as  a  copy  of  his  commentary  on  Pindar’s  Pythians  has  been  found  at  Oxyrhynchus 
(XXXI  2536),  and  his  name  appears  in  the  commentary  to  Aleman  (XXIV  2390),  and 
in  the  marginal  notes  of  several  other  papyri  from  Oxyrhynchus  (XXXVII  2803:  XXV 
2427;  V  841;  VII  1174).  His  commentary  on  Theocritus  definitely  included  Id.  iv  as 

schol.  50/5 1  c  comes  from  it  (see  Wendel’s  app.  crit.  and  Glaus  Guhl,  Die  Fragmente  des 
Alexandrinischen  Grammatikers  Theon  (Diss.  Hamburg,  1969)  27);  but  there  is  no  sign  in  the 
papyrus  of  two  notes  in  the  scholia  which  almost  certainly  come  from  the  commentary 
used  by  the  fifth-century  Alexandrian  scholar  Horion,  that  is  Theon’s  (see  Wendel, 
Uberl.  44):  schol.  62 /63a  <f>iXoi(f>a:  ovtoj  Kal  irapd  AXegavSpeiici  Kopv(/>oc  Xiyerai  6  cue  Kop-q 
ol<f>d)p.evoc  (as  in  3298  2)  and  schol.  62/63C  CarvptcKoic  ...  AeyeTcu  Se  irapa  to  cdOy.  It 
is  unfortunate  that  the  note  on  the  plural  IldveccL  in  63  (col.  ii  1 2)  has  not  been  preserved, 
as  schol.  de  belong  to  a  group  of  scholia  about  Pan  which  Wendel  {Uberl.  91)  believed 

to  derive  from  Apollodorus  through  Theon’s  commentary  (ip1  is  equally  frustrating: 
it  has  the  beginning  of  a  note  above  verse  63,  Traparerrjprj^ai)  or[c,  and  then 
breaks  off). 

With  Theon  apparently  ruled  out  as  well,  there  is  one  remaining  known  candidate, 

Asclepiades,7  to  whom  Wendel  {Uberl.  80)  does  in  fact  ascribe  the  variant  kolktoi  in 

iv  57,  but  only  because  Asclepiades  is  the  source  of  two  other  variants,  opiopa Ac'Sec 
in  Id.  v  94,  an  attractive  alternative  to  bpopeaXlhec,  and  SvfipeSoc  for  OvftpiBoc  or 
OvpppiSoc  in  i  1 18  (see  Gow  ad  loc.),  so  the  ascription  to  him  is  by  no  means certain. 

6  See  also  Ingrid  Loftier,  Die  Melampodie  (Meisenheim  1963)  31.  The  phrasing  in  the  papyrus,  (3)  vno  rijc] 
PoXfjc  toO  rjXCov  j.ieX[av6fjvai  and  (4)  &]iro  TOiavrqc  alrCac  is  reminiscent  of  schol.  Ap.  fac i  Se  mi  rqv  alriav 
rov  ovdfxaTOC  and  cvvefiv)  rove  iroSac  avrov  vrro  tov  rjXiov  fj,eXav9f)VCU. 

1  On  Asclepiades  see  A.  Adler,  Herm..  49  (1914.)  39—46. 
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The  text  has  been  collated  with  the  editions  of  A.  S.  F.  Gow  (Cambridge  2 1952) 

and  G.  Gallavotti  (Rome  1946, 3i993)  and  of  H.  L.  Ahrens,  Bucolicorum graecorum  Theocriti 
BionisMoschi  Reliquiae  I  (Leipzig  1855),  the  scholia  with  Ahrens  II  (1859)  and  G.  Wendel, 
Scholia  in  Theocritum  cetera  (Teubner  1914  (1967)). 
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col.  i  (  =  fr.  i)  col.  ii  (  =  fr.  2) 

p/JL  8
 

.[]. 

]  ovdv8pa8apial,ei 

]...[.]  .  j2'JK/30Vec[_]lV 

]A[ ,]xovav8pa 

]e[  ]  et  vwv  ico 

x[  ]  ]d)v9pa)  [ 

5  .]  .  pLrjavdXnroc  [  \rjcaTvpLCK[ 

JojS [.].[,]  p,y]ay[  ]TTo8r]TOC(/)ri  [  ]i k(xkok[ 

]vTTapaye  oveKTedXiTTTaiSe  [  ]0au/xa[ 

r[  ]veKT7]cXe£ea>[  ]  [  ]iroy  [  ] t^i^Aik [ 

]  []  eictyapevr[ . \ea,KaKTOu<ai  ye  TOv<f>r][ 

10  acjraAa(?[  .]  ajve[.]^rlei-PV  voccovrj[ 

Tai8eKaKToc[  ]  ouca[  ]  [  ]  olkc  (j>[ 

£eiypa</>erai/<-ai/3aTT0u[  ]vc7rav[ 

k[  ]  vovr)SacTraXa[ 

\  iraXacceLvoecrivKarl 

15  ]  .  [  ]  cucrraXavdpov  | 

D^vt. .] .  [ . 
]  cavacaXa  | 

]cKaXt,8oo«ii.ya[ 

_  ]  _  uera  [ 
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pfiS 

'  .[].
 

rd/x/xa  Kai  aX i/c]ov  6yd pa  bawdier 

\  |  ]  fllKpOV  Ic[t]iV 

t^]  A[t  ]  kov  avbpa  k 

]e[  ]  ei  v  tov.  Eic  6— 
po]c  o[k|x’  epTjrjLc,  [ifj  avaXiiroc  ep— 

ye\o,  B[d]r[r]e-  /xi)  dv[u]iToS'pTOC,  <j>i 7— 

ci]v,  napayevov.  eKTedXnrTai  be 

r[o]  v  ck  rrjc  A e£ea)[c]  a[vaXijTrovc. 

]/[]  elcl  yap  kv  r[olc  opjecL  kAktoi  k<xl 

acTrdXa9[oL,  d]K[av]9a>v  e[i]8rj.  Pipy)— rat  8e  k&ktoc  [  ]  ouca[  ]  [ 

£et  ypd(f>er at  Kai  jSarrou[ . 

k[  (  )]  (  )vov.  f]  S’  dc7rdXa[doc  napa
 

to]  ciraXacceiv,  o  kcnv  war  [a—  _ 

]  [  k\  at  cTrdXavdpov  <X7t[ . 
[]^?v[. .]  .  [ . 

]acav  CKaXav9p[ 

]c/caAiSoc  Kai  ya[ 

]adercu[ 

col.  ii  (  =  fr.  2) 

ev  y’j] 

]a >vdpu>TT[e  cf>iXoi(f>a.  to  t 01  yevoc 

5  ]j)  CarvpLCK[ot,e  kyyvdev  rj  Tldvec- 
c]i  /ca/co/cfj'd/xotciv  epi^er 

(  )]  9ayp,a[ 

~\rfji  tjXik [tai 

ye  tov  (f>ri[ 

to  ye- 
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io  voc  cov  rj  [ 

]  oiKe  (f>[ 
rojyc  riav\ac 

col.  i 

There  are  traces  in  the  upper  margin  above  vSpa  (perhaps  a  horizontal  stroke),  but  one  cannot  tell  what 

was  written  there.  2  ],..[>  three  specks  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters:  the  first  apparently  part  of 

a  horizontal  bar,  the  second  a  minute  speck  slightly  higher,  the  third  the  upper  part  of  a  circle.  [  ]  , 

remains  of  an  upright  stroke  bending  or  smudged  upwards  to  the  right  at  the  top,  possibly  connected  from 
the  left  midway  down:  rj!  Otherwise  i,  v?  Too  upright  for  c. 

3  At  the  end  k  is  probable,  then  apparently  a  slightly  forwards-sloping  upright  followed  by  the  foot  of 

a  diagonal  sloping  down  to  the  right.  The  latter  suggests  a  or  A,  but  the  first  stroke  appears  to  be  too  upright 
for  these  letters;  there  is  not  room  for  /c[  ]/c. 

4  ] . ;  a  dot  on  the  edge  of  the  break  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters;  after  this  the  lower  part  of  e  and 

the  end  of  its  tongue  touching  the  next  letter  (a  hasta:  t?)  is  visible;  then  comes  a  trace  on  the  edge  of  a  small 

hole  which  looks  like  a  vertical  stroke  or  vertical  +  cross-bar;  on  the  other  side  a  short,  slightly  downwards 

sloping  horizontal  at  mid-letter  level  protruding  over  the  top  of  a  short  upright,  followed  by  a  slightly  lunate 
upright  with  a  short  slanting  mark  a  little  below  its  tip:  this  could  be  read  as  [  with  an  extra  hook  on 

the  second  hasta  or  as  ire  (possibly  re,  cf.  t  in  14),  although  both  would  be  abnormally  formed;  after  this  the 

left-hand  upright  and  the  tips  of  the  diagonal  strokes  of  k  are  fairly  certain;  then  two  specks  on  the  upper 
level,  under  the  first  a  slight  trace,  e.g.  p,  v,  rr  or  perhaps  r  or  1/1,  but  there  is  no  trace  of  a  hasta  in  the  middle. 

After  v  a  letter  formed  of  two  diagonal  strokes:  y  rather  than  A,  as  the  right-hand  upper  tip  of  the  letter  can 
be  distinguished  as  a  separate  dot  over  the  first  stroke  of  ui.  After  v,  eic  is  abraded  but  certain. 

5  ] .  >  a  diagonal  stroke  sloping  down  from  left  to  right  over  the  full  height  of  the  line  followed  by  a  free 

space:  c  with  the  top  lengthened  in  a  flourish?  k  has  been  deleted  by  means  of  a  stroke  through  its 

lower  diagonal  and  x  Written  above  (there  is  hardly  room  for  y[y]  and  the  preceding  stroke  appears  to  be 

the  acute  accent  above  omicron,  not  y).  epirpic  rather  than  epirrjc  with  an  extra-large  sigma;  hardly 
avaXirroc  rather  than  avatXirroc;  of  the  acute  accent  only  a  faint  trace  above  A  survives.  At  the 

end  of  the  line  specks  consistent  with  eg. 

6  £[.].[>  foot  of  a  +  foot  of  r?  [  ]  ,  rounded  top  of  e  (?),  then  dot  at  middle  level  which  is  more 

probably  the  extended  tongue  of  e  than  a  high  stop  or  colon  (the  second  tau  was  wide:  there  would  be  room 

for  /}[a]T[To]c-). 

7  Between  the  uprights  of  a-  a  small  stroke:  displaced  or  unintentional?  Over  e  a  blob  of  ink:  also 

unintentional?  After  e  the  traces  fit  an  abnormally  wide  v  (4  mm  instead  of  2-3),  but  the  papyrus  is 
torn  here. 

8  ]C  rather  than  ]y  After  Aefeajc]  the  bottom  left-hand  corner  of  a,  rather  inky,  as  if  retraced. 
At  the  end  of  the  line  ov  is  certain,  of  the  last  letter  only  the  faintest  trace  remains. 

9  In  the  margin  before  eici  there  are  two  specks  of  ink  above  and  below  a  hole,  consistent  with  a  dash 
sloping  down  to  the  left. 

10  ] .  [  >  foot  of  a  hasta  [  ]  ,  trace  of  upper  right-hand  edge  of  a  letter 

u  c[,  not  i[  or  n[  ]  ,  diagonal  stroke,  top  right-hand  part  of  x  or  k  [  ]  ,  tip  of  a  letter 
Further  speck  on  a  detached  fibre. 

ia  Only  the  hooked  tip  of  V[  is  visible,  but  it  cannot  be  anything  else. 

13  ] .  ,j  rounded  stroke  (right  half  of  circle)  followed  by  speck  level  with  tops  of  letters:  ]/r,  ]oi. 

14  ] .,  rounded  top:  ]c  more  likely  than  ]v  (but  cf.  v  in  8). 

15  ] .,  top  of  letter  End,  perhaps  air[ 

16  ] .  .>  ]?  or  hi,  then  an  upright  starting  with  a  hook  at  the  top  and  curving  slightly  to  the  right, 

followed  by  a  speck  a  little  lower  than  the  top  of  the  first  stroke:  «■[  ]?  If  y[  ],  the  first  stroke  is  unusually 
straight,  but  cf.  v  in  ii  7  ]  [ ,  top  of  hasta 

17  ] . ,  two  specks  consistent  with  a  stroke  sloping  down  to  right:  ]a? [ ,  almost  certainly  u6p[ 
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19  ]  ,  apex  of  a  or  8  rather  than  A  [ ,  mei’est  speck  level  with  tops  of  letters 

col.  ii 

4  [ ,  foot  of  hasta 

g  x<n  rather  than  yey,  but  cf.  the  narrow  upsilon  in  7;  the  tip  of  a  touching  r  may  be  visible  ij[ , 

faint  but  fairly  certain:  hasta  with  a  trace  of  the  horizontal  bar 

1 

1

 

 

]  ,  rounded  top  of  letter  slightly  higher  than  o:  jS,  c,  possibly  e  To  the  right  just  above  e  a 

faint  sloping  stroke,  rather  low  for  an  acute  accent.  A  trace  after  e  could  belong  to  the  right-hand  upright  of 

a  wide  letter,  e.g.  v,  it. 

Col.  i 
Lines  1-4  contain  the  lemma,  Id.  iv  55,  followed  by  almost  three  lines  of  comment.  The  lemma  must 

have  begun  in  the  last  line  of  the  previous  column:  occCyov  icri  to  |  rvfipia  koX  clAlk]  ov  dySpa  Sa/rd£ei.  -£ei  also 

P  and  Greg.  Cor.  Dial.  Dor.  108,  MSS  a  and  b:  -cSci  the  other  Theocritus  MSS.  Of  the  papyri,  J11  consistently 
has  -I-',  ip3  has  both  -£-  and  -cS-:  sometimes  (Id.  xv  28,  101;  xxii  2)  £  is  corrected  to  cS,  once  (xviii  32)  c  was 

written  at  first  and  altered  to  £;  ip2  has  both,  see  Hunt  &  Johnson,  Two  Theocritus  Papyri  4;  Gow,  Theocritus  I 
lxxiv;  H.  Maehler  on  P.Berol.  2118a,  Id.  iii  1  Kw]fidl,i 0,  4  (1969)  1 1 6;  T.  Molinos  Tejada,  Los  dorismos 

del  Corpus  Bucolicorum  (1990)  i2off. 

2  yuKpov  ec[r\iv.  paraphrase  of  ocdxov  Icri,  cf.  schol.  55a  to  fjXUov  rrpoc  r ov  avS pa,  'tv'  fi'puKpdv  ov  to 

rvp.jia  '(Alkov  avSpa,  tovtcctl  jicyav  If  avSpeiov,  dapdjei,  schol.  b  to  (Alkov  erripp^pa,  lv'  r/  *  8cov  to  to/j/j.o.  /cat 
ottoUdc  rov  ai ‘Spa  S apdljei.  Perhaps  to  jup,p.a  tocoo]to[  ],  7}  piucpov,  £c[t]iV  |  [/cat  op.ioc  Aapdtci  -j] A[t ] /coo 

dvopa  ...,  or  alternatively  ocdxov,  tov]tcc[t]i  puepov,  fc[r]tV  |  [to  rvp,p,a  /cat  oftcoc  f;]A[t'] kov  dvSpa 
/ca| [ra/IdAA] 0 [t  ...  (this  writer,  however,  would  probably  have  written  toutcctlv  with  v  kpcXKvcrtKov,  see  below 

i  14).  The  juxtaposition  of  rj\X[f\Kov  and  avipa  suggests  that  (XCkov  was  taken  adjectivally  as  in  schol.  55a, 
not  adverbially  as  in  schol.  55b. 

4  ]  a  1/  cor:  possibly  ]  dire  k-  or  ei/nj/c-,  then  e.g.  pvxaiv,  rrvXwv,  at/yo/r:  possibly  a  participle  agreeing 
with  the  speaker  of  verse  55  (l/ci/niycur  (?),  but  p  is  not  very  likely),  or  with  Korydon  pulling  out  the  thorn 

(eKTvXuiv,  ckxvXCov  perhaps  not  quite  the  right  terms).  El-rre  KopdScov,  giving  verse  55  to  Korydon  instead  of 
Battos,  would  be  an  idea  worth  considering,  but  is  also  not  a  likely  reading. 

4-6  Lemma  Id.  iv  56.  The  writer  wrote  8k’  and  corrected  it  to  8x’  (apparently  not  Syy’),  which  suggests 

that  if  he  is  copying  an  exemplar  of  the  commentary  this  may  have  had  o'y  or  6i<x'.  8kx’  Iunt.:  S/c/c’  KAGU: 
oxx’  HDTr.Ald.Call.  (8xx’  S):  fry’  PQW  (these  MSS.  also  have  8ua  instead  of  o/c/ca  in  Id.  xi  22;  at  Id.  i  87 

the  scribe  of  L  3545  wrote  o/c  and  corrected  it  to  o/c/c).  On  3/c/ca  see  Gow  II  592  f.  In  the  papyrus  5/c’  seems 

to  be  treated  as  a  slip,  not  an  alternative  reading,  although  KAGU  have  S/c/c  ’  and  there  are  some  other 
instances  in  K  and  in  papyri  (especially  i)53)  of  tenuis  before  asper,  said  by  Apollonius  Dyscolus  (synt.  335b  = 

Aleman  fr.  87  PMG)  to  be  a  feature  of  doric  dialect;  so  in  L  3548  (  =  J)1),  Id.  viii  34  (7nj]7ro/c[’  6).  See  Molinos 

Tejada,  op.  cit.  19—21. 
ep7TT)c  (or  -17c,  cf.  Ahrens)  KA:  epneic  P. 

vrjXtnoc  K:  avdXmoc  or  avrjXnroc  the  other  MSS.  ( avrjX -  APAld.Iunt.,  according  to  Ahrens,  and  schol.  a 
(GUE):  hvdX-  schol,  b  (T)). 

6-8  Paraphrase  of  j uj)  avdAirroc  Ipxeo  followed  by  a  comment  on  avaAvnoc:  ‘the  upsilon  has  been  ejected 
from  the  word,  avaXCrrovc’.  Compare  schol.  56a  and  b,  Hesych.  a  4327  tuvaXirroc  (g:  avaiXeimoc  H  between 
two  other  words  in  avai-),  Et.  Gen.  =  EM  107.  14  avijAmoc,  Sud.  a  2375  =  2412,  all  presumably  from  Theocritus 

commentaries  with  the  explanation  diwo'SrjToc.  There  is  some  further  evidence  for  the  initial  alpha:  a 
humorous  epigram  quoted  by  Hegesandros  (2nd  cent,  bc)  in  Athen.  IV  162a  (  =  D.  Page,  FGE  no.  CLV, 

pp.  475  f.),  3  clp.n.Tn.v<>nTcpipin.XXoL,  dvrjXiiroKatjlXeTreXatoi  (-fiaXX  oravrjX-  the  MS.:  vrjA-  Schwyzer,  Griech.  Gram. 
I  453  n.  3);  an  inscribed  poem  of  the  first  century  ad  from  Kios  (T.  Corsten,  Die  Inschriften  von  Kios  (1985) 
no.  19.3),  rr deal  aviXCnoSec  at  the  beginning  of  a  hexameter  (dvtjXCrroSec  Herwerden):  and  Hesych.  a  4867 

aveXXirrovc  (H:  -ctAt-  Schmidt,  but  the  explanation,  6  rote  nod  pd]  aXXopievoc,  suggests  an  original  -aA(A)-).  The 

MSS.  tradition  favours  av-  (alpha  could  have  been  omitted  more  easily  than  added),  but  vrjXmoc  is  used  by 

Apollonius  Rhodius  (Arg.  3.646)  and  Lycophron  (Alex.  635)  in  the  meaning  ‘bare-foot’  (cf.  Et.  Gen.  =  EM 
603.32;  Et.  Gud.  407.59  Sturz  and  Hesych.  v  480  vriXtrreijoi).  In  the  earliest  instances  of  the  word  rpXi-novc  is 
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transmitted  (2256  fr.  59.21  =Aesch.  fr.  dub.  451P  Radt,  where  the  scribe  specifies  vrj-  not  drnj-;  Soph.  OC 

349;  cf.  Sud.  V  314;  Max.  Tyr.  24.6,  p.  206  Trapp;  Phot.  s.  vrjXtnoSec),  although  metrically  i/ijAit-oc  would  be 

possible  there  too.  N-qXtnoc  is  treated  as  a  contracted  form  of  vijXCnovc  in  EM  603.33  which  appears  to  be 
quoting  Lyc.  635+ comm,  ad  loc.,  to  SevrjXinot  awnoS-qrot,  cvvfiprjTtu  and  tov  vrjXtnoSoc,  cf.  Bust,  on  II.  K 

31;  7^7;  52  ffi  ■■■  Kai  vrjXtnoc,  ov  ivreXec  6  vrjXinovc.  Eustathius,  however,  goes  on  to  ask  himself  why  v-qXinoc 

does  not  keep  the  paroxytone  accent  like  OiSlnoc  and  aeXXonoc  if  it  is  a  compound  of  node  (cf.  Hdn.  fr.  216, 

II  p.  247  Lentz)  and  concludes  that  it  must  be  equivalent  to  aXtnrjc  instead.  A  similar  idea  lies  behind  the 

derivation  of  avriXtnoc  from  dvdXujroc  from  dXel</>eiv  in  EM  107.15.  There  seems  to  be  no  connection  between 

the  papyrus  and  schol.  Id.  iv  56ab  in  which  dmfAiwoc  is  derived  from  *pXvjj  said  to  be  a  kind  of  shoe,  and 

eXCccetv  with  reference  to  the  explanation  of  neStXov  given  in  schol.  AD  II.  2.44,  Ap.  S.  129.9  and  schol.  Pind. 

lyth.  4.168b. 

For  the  use  of  Ik0Ai) 3eiv  and  eicBXujjic  as  grammatical  terms  see  also  schol.  Theocr.  Id.  i  3/4a  and  82785b; 

schol.  Ap.  Rhod.  i  643/486;  schol.  Pind.  P/th.  ii  52a;  schol.  Ven.  Ar.  Ran.  103,  H.  Erbse,  Scholia  Graeca  in 

Homen  Iliadem  VI,  Index  III  p.  326,  and  for  similar  terms  schol.  A  II.  8.409  aeXXonoc  car’  eXXeu/iiv  tov  v, 

deXXonovc  and  W.  G.  Rutherford,  A  Chapter  in  the  History  of  Annotation  (London  1905)  167. 

9- 18  
Paraphrase  of  verse  57  iv  yap  opet  papvot  re  Kai  dcndXaBot  Kopouivn  followed  by  at  least  nine  lines 

of  commentary  on  it.  Unfortunately  the  verse  itself  is  not  quoted,  but  a  speck  in  the  margin  before  eici  might 
be  the  remains  of  a  dash  indicating  that  the  lemma  had  been  omitted. 

KaKToi:  the  MSS  have  papvot  in  the  text,  but  the  reading  koktoi  is  recorded  in  schol.  57a,  ypdcjseTai  /tat 

Kd/ trot,  and  the  first  part  of  schol.  b,  dcndXaBot'  eXSoc  dmvBrjC  fj  nXrjyevrec  oi  iXacjsoi  dnoBvrjCKovctvi  could  be 

based  on  an  imprecise  recollection  of  Philitas,  fr.  16  Powell  and  really  refer  to  kokto t,  not  dcndXaBot.  The 

MSS  of  the  Vatican  family  also  have  the  reading  Bapvot  in  schol.  57a  (see  Wendel,  app.  crit.  to  p.  151,  3  and 
5;  Ahrens  II  175),  but  this  may  have  originated  as  a  gloss.  The  micro c  has  been  identified  with  the  cardoon, 

cynara  cardunculus,  see  PW  II  2.  1455  s.  ‘Artischocke’,  Kurt  Lembach,  Die  Pjlanzen  bei  Theokrit  (Heidelberg  1970) 
79;  so  it  is  a  plant  more  similar  to  the  drpaKrvXCc  (verse  52)  or  carthamus  lanatus  (Oleg  Polunin,  The  Concise 

Flowers  of  Europe  (OUP  1972)  plate  157)  and  more  easily  stepped  on  inadvertently  than  pdpvoc,  buckthorn 

(Polunin,  plate  71),  cf.  Id.  X  4  &cnep  dec  nolpvac,  &c  to v  noSa  kAktoc  crude.  According  to  Theophrastus  (II. P. 
6,  4,  10)  it  was  to  be  found  in  his  time  only  in  Sicily  (nept  CuceXCav)t  not  in  Greece,  so  in  the  ears  of  an  East 

Mediterranean  audience  the  word  koktoc  in  Id.  iv  might  have  served  to  enhance  the  Italianate  atmosphere 

of  the  poem,  which  is  sift  near  Groton.  (Cf.  however  Alice  Lindsell,  G&R  6  (1937)  85,  who  points  out  that, 

if  koktoic  in  Id.  X  4  is  a  literary  allusion  to  Philitas  fr.  1 6,  it  should  not  be  used  to  prove  that  Id.  X  is  set  in 

Sicily.)  On  the  other  hand  Arist.  Probl.  906b  1 1  shows  that  pdpvoc  and  dcndXaBoc  (a  kind  of  spiny  broom, 
calycotome  oillosa?,  see  Polunin  plate  51,  PW  s.  AcnaXaBoc  and  R.  M.  Dawkins,  JHS  56  (1936)  7)  often  grew 
together  [ml  pdXtcra  ov  do  dcndXaBoc  fj  Kai  pdpvoc). 

10  a] K[av]9u>v  c[t]8rp  cf.  schol.  Id.  iv  57b,  schol.  Theocr.  ap.  Et.  Gud.  214.  20  and  Et.  Gen.  =  EM  156.30 
eXSoc  aKavBrjC. 

1
0
-
 
1
2
 
 

dp-prat ...  fee:  an  explanation  of  the  name  kAktoc?  Schol.  Id.  X  4  says  it  is  eXSoc  <t>vroi)  dmuBuiS  ovc 

and  roi>  /ta<ra)/<aiVaj,  
to  Xvnui,  but  KaraKalveiv  

cannot  be  fitted  in  here.  Perhaps  something  
like  dp-prat  Si 

icAktoc  [17  ko]ko Oca  t[j)  vv]\ £et  or  a[p.ti][£ei  
was  written. 

IQ  ypdpera  1  Kai  /3arroy[:  ‘there  is  a  variant  flaTTov[ ...’.  This  is  strange:  the  vocative  Barre  occurs  at  the 

end  of  verse  56,  but  the  genitive  could  not  be  made  to  construe  there;  moreover,  here,  between  comments 

on  KaKroc  and  on  dcndXaBoc,  the  variant  referred  to  must  be  in  verse  57  and  presumably  intended  to  replace 

the  word  koktoc.  In  this  case  it  looks  remarkably  as  though  this  scholar,  although  he  uses  the  nominative 

plural  in  his  paraphrase,  knew  a  version  of  verse  57  in  which  both  plant  names  were  in  either  the  accusative 

plural  or  the  genitive  singular  (perhaps  something  like  iv  yap  ope  1  Kaurov  re  Kai  dcnaXdBov  udpat  ivri,  instead 

of  Kopdann  1,  which  would  be  very  close  to  the  reading  of  cod.  Par.  Reg.  2512  uopeov n  (see  Ahrens)  and 
Q)EM  156.  31  Kopeovrap  cf.  schol.  Id.  iv  57a  ...  udpat  yap  pdpvov  Kai  dcnaXdBov  at  dmvBat  and  the  Homeric 

KO/.O]  ravvtfnjXXov  eXaCr/c,  Od.  23.195).  Even  then  fiarrov  cannot  be  right.  There  is  a  thorny  plant,  flarac 

(‘bramble’)  mentioned  by  Theocritus  elsewhere  (lid.  i  132;  vii  140;  xxiv  90),  but  its  alpha  is  short  and  yet 
another  hypothetical  change  in  the  verse  seems  highly  undesirable  (iv  yap  ope cci  Barov  ...  would  scan,  but 

Theocritus  does  not  use  the  form  opecct).  An  alternative  interpretation,  ‘this  verse  is  given  to  Battos’,  appears 
even  more  unpromising. 

13  If  the  word  ending  in  -ov  is  a  further  variant,  n[ai  f>a]pvov  (or  k[oI  Bd]pvov,  cf.  the  v.  1.  in  schol. 

57a  quoted  above)  would  fit  and  the  gap  after  Barsov  may  then  be  filled  with  e.g.  [rj  Barov]  or  \ovk  ev]. 

13—18  contain  a  long  note  on  the  etymology  of  dcndXaBoc  which  the  author  apparently  regards  as 

connected  with  a  family  of  words  in  (a)cnaX-  and/ or  cmX-  which  may  be  derived  from  a  root  with  the  basic 

meaning,  ‘to  tear  or  cleave’.  In  this  he  anticipates  the  theories  of  more  recent  etymologists  such  as  Persson, 
Solmsen  and  Walde  (see  Frisk,  Etyrnol.  Worterbuch  under  AcndXadoc  and  /IcddXai). 

1 0—  1 5  Y[  8(e)  (rather  than  -pSe)  dcndXa[Boc>  then  napd  j  to]  cnaXdccetv,  rather  than  duo  |  ro]y  naXaccetv. 
CnaXdccetv  does  not  otherwise  occur,  but  «]ai  cndXavBpov  in  line  15  suggests  a  verb  beginning  with  cn-  in 

line  14:  cf.  Hesych,  (M.  Schmidt,  ed.  min.  (Jena  1867)  a  1400)  crraXuecerar  cnapdccerat  and  (a  2843) 

cpaXdcceiv  repvetv,  Kevreiv.  The  .papyrus  may  have  continued  accordingly  with  0  icrtv  KaT[areji\ve] ([i\ 

KaT[aicev\Te]i[v,  or  e.g.  Kar[apvc\ce]t[v  or  some  other  verb  of  similar  meaning. 

15  K]ai  cndXavdpov:  cf.  Hesych.  (Schmidt,  ed.  min.  a  1399)  cndXavdpov  (cnavXaBpov  MS.)-  cicaXavBpov  = 

Phot.  529.  10  Porson  (=  169.21  Naber)  and  Poll.  7. 22  (in  a  list  of  baker’s  implements)  Kai  cndXaQpov  (cndXavdpov 

the  archetype  of  F  and  S,  C)  8’  ipyaXelov  o  oi  vvv  cxdXevBpov,  cf.  10.  1 13  cndXaBpov.  This  instrument  was 
apparently  an  oven-rake.  The  alternative  form,  cmXavBpov,  is  given  in  the  papyrus  in  line  17. an[.  d7[d]? 

16  | rt  k[l]klvov,  ]i TUKLVoy? 
17  E.g.  ...  ef] acav  cicdXo.vOpov.  0  icrtv  «|8oc]  c/<aAiSoc?  On  the  oraAi'c,  which  was  used  for  digging,  cf. 

schol.  Id.  Xi4e  to  8e  dcicaXa  and  tov  cKaXtc'  cicaXic  8/  icn  yecopytKdv  ipyaXelov. 

Here,  as  on  verse  56,  the  etymological  explanation  given  in  the  papyrus  differs  from  that  of  the  scholia 
and  from  those  of  Amarantus  and  Epaphroditus  preserved  in  the  Etymologica,  see  schol.  57b  (from  Amarantus?) 

acndXadoc  8e  Sta  to  //.t)  pad  doc  and  rwv  nXpyevTow  (anocnacBai  rjro  t)  dpatpeicBai  (cf.  Ahrens,  II  175,  Wendel, 

[Jbeil.  43)  and  Et.  Gud.  214.20  (Et.  Gen.  =  EM  156.30)  acndXadoc  •  ei8oc  o.Kuv6r/c  ‘  elp-qrat  napd  to  cn&,  cndXaBoc 

uai  acnaXaBoc.  ovtoic  Apdpavroc  etc  rov  ©eoKptrov.  'Enatfspohnoc  he  (fr.  7  Luenzer,  from  his  Ae'ieic?)  napd  to 

cnaXteuetv  irvp.oXoyel,  o  icrtv  £vetv,  Iv ’  fi  cndXaBoc  Kai  dcnaXadoc  (cf.  Et.  Gud.  214.  8  and  236,  EM  156.  36 

and  39,  Hesych.  a  7749,  Sud.  a  4199). 
19  If  line  18  continued  with  Kai  ya\p,  the  explanation  of  acndXadoc  may  even  have  run  on  into  line  19. 

Otherwise  one  might  try  a  short  lemma  from  verse  58  with  a  comment,  e.g.  pvXXer  ov  njatierat  [cvvovcia^wv. 

col.  ii 
3-6  Lemma:  Id.  iv  62-63,  the  last  two  verses  of  the  poem:  ev  y’  uiv[Bpwne  J!1. 
6  epic  Set  the  MSS.  except  K1  (ipicSetc).  In  the  lemma  in  i  1  the  papyrus  had  8ap.dl.ei  with  i(. 

7  Bavpa  [  or  Bavpa  [£et(y):  Battus  marvels  at  the  old  man’s  virility. 
8  t f)  ̂Ai/c[ia  must  refer  to  Aegon’s  father,  the  old  man  Battus  is  talking  about. 

9  "Xe‘>  ~Xe!T0?  perhaps  noXvoiyevrov.  ‘very  salacious’,  said  in  Sud.  ij  201  s.  rjXeKTujp  of  the  cock,  cf. 

EM  425.  40  (-o'xijt-).  With  this  supplement  the  whole  passage  may  have  run  something  like  this:  (6)  6  Bafroc] 

Bavpa  [i^ew  abrov  ovtoc  er]|  rfj  rfXiK(ia  ra brrj  in  noXvo] \yeyrov  Bd  [civ.  or,  assuming  that  the  first  sentence 

ended  with  f/Aic[ta,  ...  'Eni  yap  (or  Sc)  tov  noXvoJxebrov  tj>y[clv  to  AtXodba. 
iof.  Paraphrase  of  to  t 01  yivoc  ff?  cob  suggests  that  the  author  understood  rot  as  the  dative  cot  rather 

than  as  the  affirmative  particle:  to  ye] \voc  coO  rj  [co.rvpotc  eyyvc  r)  flaciv]  Ioikcv  Bljctv  ...  If,  however,  the 

stroke  above  the  epsilon  after  kappa  is  in  fact  an  accent,  then  line  1 1  is  likely  to  contain  a  quotation  (perhaps 

with  Kemjsoc,  ‘gullible  fool’;  there  seems  however  to  be  more  admiration  than  mockery  in  Battus’  words). 
12  to]  vc  IIdv[ac:  e.g.  nXeCovc  rfirjcCv?  Cf.  schol.  iv  6Q/63de, 

M.  MAEHLF.R 
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4433.  Acknowledgment  of  Receipt  of  Bequest 

A  4.85/5(0322)  7.5  x13.5  cm  22  September  130? 

Most  of  the  persons  concerned  in  this  document  can  best  be  presented  in  a  genealo¬ 
gical  table: 

Didymus  Apis  =  Tateichis 

.1  I 
Didymus  =  (1?)  Sarapous,  (2?)  Taysorapis 

I 

Didymus. 

In  the  text  the  youngest  Didymus  acknowledged  to  Taysorapis,  described  as  the 
former  wife  of  his  deceased  father,  that  he  had  received  all  the  goods,  utensils,  and 
household  furniture  left  by  his  father.  Since  Taysorapis  seems  to  have  had  the  responsi¬ 
bility  for  the  goods,  it  seems  likely  that  ‘former  wife’  means  ‘widow’  and  that  she  was 
the  second,  or  last,  wife  of  his  father,  and  that  his  own  mother,  Sarapous,  had  died  or 
been  divorced  at  an  earlier  stage. 

Omitted  from  the  table  is  Homs,  who  was  the  guardian  of  Taysorapis  for  this  legal 
transaction  and  is  cjpscribed  only  as  her  kinsman  (cvyyevrjc).  He  had  no  official  father 
and  was  officially  registered  as  the  son  of  his  mother  Tanesneus. 

The  occasion  for  the  delivery  of  the  goods  to  the  deceased’s  son  is  not  explained. 
1  he  right  to  continued  use  of  goods  of  this  type  is  frequently  bequeathed  to  spouses  by 
will,  see  H.  Kreller,  Erbrechtliche  Untersuchungen  177  §  3  c.  Sometimes  this  use  is  specifically 
for  life,  but  sometimes  it  is  conditional  on  continued  care  for  the  children  and  the  estate, 
and  in  a  few  cases  it  is  revoked  on  the  remarriage  of  a  widow,  see  GPR  VI  1.8- 10,  SB 
VIII  9642(4). 8-1 1,  P.  Diog.  9. 10-14.  Perhaps  it  is  a  permissible  guess  that  the  occasion 
for  the  delivei  y  of  the  goods  in  this  case  may  have  been  the  prospect  of  the  remarriage of  Taysorapis. 

The  body  of  the  document  is  well  preserved,  but  the  papyrus  is  broken  at  the  foot 
at  a  point  which  leaves  it  uncertain  whether  the  subscription  is  complete  or  not.  The 
writing  runs  along  the  fibres,  but  no  sheet-join  survives  to  prove  that  the  written  side 
is  the  recto  of  the  original  roll.  The  back  is  blank. 

AiSvpOC  AiSvpOV  TOV  AiSvpov 

pjjTpoc  Capanovroc  an t’  ’0£vpvyx<jjv 

7ro\eu)c  rfj  yevopevyj  tov  peTTjXXa- 

Xotoc  pov  varpoc  AiSvpov  yvvai- 

5  /ci  Tavcopanei  AneiTOC  prjTpoc 

TareCyioc  otto  rr)c  at nr/c  noXecoc 

pera  KvpCov  tov  cvvyevovc  "Qpov  XPV~ 

paTit,ovTOC  pr/Tpoc  Tavecvecoc 

ai to  tt]c  avTfjc  7ToAeaj[c]  ̂ aipeir.  6- 

10  poXoyd)  TrapeiXy](j)evai  to,  aTroXeic/>dev- 

ra  vi to  roil  cppawopevov  Kai  pe- 

rrjXXaxoroc  kpov  pev  rraTpoc,  cov  8e 

a vSpoc,  AiSvpov  eTUTrXa  Kai  cksvt] 

Kai  evSopeveiav  Kai  raXXa  rravTa 

15  Kai  prjSiv  coi  evKaXeiv  prjSe 

evKaXece[i]y  prjSk  eneXevcecdai 

pf/re  vepi  tovtoiv  (pyjSey  nepi  aXXov  prjSe- 

vdc  aTrX&ic  ypanrov  rj  (a)ypa$>ov  vpa- 

yparoc  to  cvvoXov  tcov  €K  tojv 

20  enava)  xpovcov  p^XP1  TVC  evecT(I>- 

crjc  fjpepac  TrapevpeceL  prjSepia. 

KvpCa  fj  xetP-  ( €tovc )  te  AvTOKpaTopoc 

Kaicapoc  Tpaiavov  A8piavoi>  CefiacTOV 

0o)d  kT.  (m.2)  ZliSujU.oc  A  iSv- 

25  pov  TrapeCXrj^a 

to,  arroXicfidivTa. 

7  1.  cvyyevobc  11  iivo  14  1.  evSofievCav  15  1.  eyxaAeiv  16  1.  ly/caAeceiv 

22  L  23  rpaiavov  26  I.  ai ToXeK^devra 

‘Didymus  son  of  Didymus  grandson  of  Didymus,  mother  Sarapous,  from  the  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchi,  to 
the  former  wife  of  my  deceased  father  Didymus,  Taysorapis  daughter  of  Apis,  mother  Tateichis,  from  the 

same  city,  with  as  guardian  her  kinsman  Horus,  officially  described  as  the  son  of  his  mother  Tanesneus,  from 

the  same  city,  greetings.  I  acknowledge  that  I  have  received  the  goods  and  utensils  and  household  furniture 

and  all  the  other  things  that  were  left  by  the  above-mentioned  and  deceased  Didymus,  my  father  and  your 
husband,  and  that  I  have  no  claim  against  you  nor  will  I  bring  claims  in  future  nor  take  proceedings  either 

about  these  things  or  about  any  other  matter  whatsoever  written  or  unwritten  at  all  from  former  times  until 

the  present  day  under  any  pretext.  The  chirograph  is  binding.  Year  15(F)  of  Imperator  Caesar  Traianus 

Hadrianus  Augustus,  Thoth  25.  (2nd  hand)  I,  Didymus  son  of  Didymus,  have  received  the  goods  left  (by 

my  father)/ 

2

-

 

3

 

 

av’’  ’Otjvpvyxiov  irdXecoc.  On  the  forms  of  the  name  of  the  city  of  Oxyrhynchus  see  D.  Hagedorn, 

ZPE  
12  (1973)  

277-292. 

3

-

 

5

 

 

rfj  y€vop,4vr)  rov  fxeT'qXXaxoroc  (lov  narpoc  AiSv/xov  yvvaiKi.  See  introd.  para.  2. 
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5  Arreiroc.  For  this  genitive  of  the  name  ’Amc/Aneic  see  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  57. 
7  irera  KvpCov  tov  cvvyevovc  (1.  cvyyevovc )  kt\.  On  the  guardianship  of  women  see  R.  Taubenschlag, 

Law 2  175,  id. Opera  Minora  ii  353—377  {—Archives  d’Histoire  du  Droit  Oriental  2  (1938)  293—314). 

7-8  ” Spoil  xpritearilovToc  pT/rpoc  Tavecvewc.  On  the  large  category  of  persons  with  no  officially  acknow¬ 
ledged  father  see  H.  G.  Youtie,  ATIATOPES:  ‘Law  vs.  Custom  in  Roman  Egypt’,  Le  Monde  Grec.  Hommages 
a  Claire  Preaux ,  358—369. 

18  ypasTTOv  r)  <1 h)ypd<j>ov .  The  usual  formula  is  kyypd-rrrov  i)  dypdpov;  for  ypa tttov  cf.  XXXI  2583  1 8, 

XLI  2975  14-15,  P.  Harr.  I  141.5,  all  from  Oxyrhynchus.  It  is  possible  that  this  was  the  standard  Oxyrhynchite 
formula:  XXVII  2471  22  has  [evjypdirrov  t)  dypd(j>ov  and  a  photograph  of  this  item,  now  in  the  British  Library, 
shows  certainly  enough  space  to  impose  the  word  and  probably  enough  ink  to  justify  reading  kvypdrrTov ,  but 
the  persons  involved  in  the  contract,  an  Alexandrian  rynchoresis,  are  Roman  and  Alexandrian  citizens  without 

any  certain  connection  with  Oxyrhynchus. 

rj  (a)ypd(f>ov.  Aphaeresis  of  initial  vowels,  including  alpha,  is  well  attested  in  the  papyri,  see  F.  T.  Gignac, 
Grammar  i  320-1. 

22  Kvpta  r)  yeip.  See  H.  J.  Wolff,  Das  Recht  der  griechischen  Papyri  Agyptens  ii  145,  ‘Er  (the  formula)  besagt, 
dass  der  Inhalt  der  Urkunde  das  Verhaltnis  der  Parteien  bestimme’;  he  translates  the  term  into  German  as 

‘massgeblich’.  Cf.  M.  Hasslcr,  Die  Bedeutung  der  Kyria-Klausel  in  dm  Papyrusurkundm  (i960). 
(trove)  if.  The  figure  for  the  year  is  damaged:  iota  is  clear,  then  there  is  a  small  hole,  from  which  emerges 

only  a  short  stroke  curving  downwards  towards  the  initial  alpha  of  Avronpdropoc.  In  view  of  the  smallness 
of  the  hole  it  seems  that  epsilon,  =5,  is  the  best  possibility.  Gamma,  stigma  and  theta,  3,  6  and  9,  are 
excluded,  alpha,  beta,  delta  and  zeta,  1,  2,  4  and  7,  could  only  have  been  accommodated  if  they  were 
unexpectedly  tiny,  but  some  degree  of  uncertainty  remains. 

24-26  The  subscription  is  written  in  laboured  capitals,  but  is  correctly  spelled  except  for  one  venial 
iotacism  in  anoXOtpSevra  (26).  The  form  of  the  two  examples  of  tau  makes  a  strange  impression:  it  begins 
with  a  hook  formed  by  a  stroke  first  rising  steeply  and  then  arching  over  to  descend  into  the  upright;  a 
crossbar  is  perched  on  top  of  the  arch,  This  clearly  derives  from  the  form  familiar  in  the  Ptolemaic  and  early 
Roman  period  in  which  the  first  half  of  the  crossbar  is  written  first  and  descends  into  the  upright  before  the 
second  half  of  the  crossbar,  or  a  complete  new  crossbar  as  here,  is  added  in  a  second  stage. 

The  style  of  the  writing  belongs  to  the  category  studied  by  H.  C.  Youtie,  ‘fSpaSeosc  ypdpu>v:  Between 

Literacy  and  Illiteracy’,  Scriptiunculae  ii  629-65 1  =  GRBS  12  (1979)  239-261.  This  tends  to  suggest  that  the subscription  is  autograph,  but  the  papyrus  breaks  off  so  close  to  line  26  that  it  is  not  even  certain  that  the 

subscription  is  complete,  and  it  is  certainly  possible  that  the  subscription  of  an  amanuensis  could  have  followed. 

The  preserved  height  of  c.  13.5  cm  is  only  about  half  what  one  might  expect  from  a  piece  of  papyrus  cut 
from  an  average  roll, 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4434.  Receipt  for  Military  Clothing 

47  5^’42/B(i-4)B  7.5x9cm  i5Augusti54? 

This  receipt  was  issued  to  the  KacconoioC  of  Oxyrhynchus  by  Claudius  Germanus, 

an  optio  of  the  legio  III  Cyrenaica.  It  links  the  garments  called  cvpCai  with  KaccorroioC  for 

the  first  time  and  so  suggests  that  xaccov  (or  Kacoc  or  xaccoc  or  xacac  or  Kacfjc)  might 

be  a  generic  term  for  a  woollen  garment  made  by  a  particular  process,  and  cvpCa  such 

a  garment  in  a  particular  design,  see  3  n.  In  addition  it  illustrates  an  aspect  of  the  supply 

of  clothing  to  the  Roman  army.  A  brief  review  of  the  little  that  is  known  of  this  process 

before  the  fourth  century  is  given  by  J.  A.  Sheridan,  Roman  Militaiy  Clothing  Requisitions 

in  Egypt  (Diss.  Columbia,  1990)  95-107.  The  documents  are  few,  but  BGU  VII  1564 

(ad  138)  and  P.  Lips.  57  (ad  261;  for  gladiators)  also  mention  cvpCai  in  this  context. 
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The  text  is  written  across  the  fibres;  the  back  is  blank  and  has  a  rather  coarse 

surface  which  looks  more  like  the  verso  of  the  roll.  One  might  therefore  speculate  whether 

the  text  was  written  on  the  recto  of  a  piece  which  had  been  turned  through  ninety 

degrees.  There  can  be  no  certainty,  since  no  sheet-join  is  clearly  visible,  but  along  the 

top  edge  of  the  piece  there  is  a  short  stretch  where  the  written  surface  appears  to  overlap 

a  new  set  of  fibres;  if  so,  the  upper  part  of  the  original  roll  would  have  been  to  the  left 

of  this  text  and  the  piece  has  indeed  been  rotated.  The  piece  of  papyrus  was  cut  to  its 

present  shape  before  the  text  was  written,  since  the  crowding  of  the  last  line  clearly 

shows  that  the  writer  was  aware  of  the  proximity  of  the  bottom  edge. 

The  informal  script  does  not  look  like  the  work  of  a  professional  scribe;  in  fact,  it 

seems  conceivable  that  the  optio  himself  wrote  the  text.  At  least  this  is  not  unlikely,  since 

literacy  was  a  necessary  qualification  for  the  similar  rank  of  signifer,  see  P.  Preib.  IV  66 

introd.  n.  4  (p.  60),  with  references;  cf.  R.  O.  Fink,  Roman  Military  Records  76  ii  8,  xix  9, 

78(31). 5  for  subscriptions  of  optiones,  and  John  Lydus,  De  Magistr.  Bk.  i,  ch.  46  (ed.  A.  C. 

Bandy,  p.  70,  I.12)  hmCowcc ,  aiperoi  rj  ypapparelc.  Certain  features  of  the  script  and 

the  orthography  of  the  text  lead  to  the  speculation  that  the  writer  was  more  familiar 

with  Latin  than  with  Greek,  at  least  as  regards  writing.  The  epsilons  and  etas  are  often 

very  like  Latin  e  and  h.  The  spelling  of  perporroXecoc  and,  most  strikingly,  ’Oxupuyeirou, 
could  both  conceivably  be  explained  as  having  been  written  by  a  person  who  spoke 

and  wrote  Latin.  The  former  is  a  phonological  mistake,  epsilon  for  eta,  whereas  the 

latter  is  a  wrong  spelling  based  on  a  confusion  of  chi  and  Latin  X. 

KXavSioc  Fepjx avoc 

otttCoov  Xeyitbvoc 

y~  KvprjvaiKrjc  xac- 

COTTOIVC  pCCTpOTTO- 

5  Aeoic  ’ OxvpvyetTov 

81a  Oeojvoc  ’Q<j>e\C- iovoc.  rrapeXafiov  rac 

cvpCac  fneydXac  rrev- 
TrjKovra  7 revre  ac  ktje- 

10  So. )Ka  vjxeiv  u>v  Kai  rrjv 

TCijxrjv  vpielv  etc  TrXrj- 

povc  arreScoKa.  erovc 

<.£“  AvTOKparopoc  Aptoj- 

vCvov  tov  KvpCov,  Mecopfj  k( 3~. 

3—4  1.  KaccoTTOLotc  4—5  1.  fx7)T poTToXeouc  5  oxvpvx^irov:  2nd  chi  corr.  ex  incerto :  1.  ’Otjvpvyxfcov io  1.  vfilv  ill.  Tifxrjv j  vfxiv 
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‘Claudius  Germanus,  ofitio  of  the  legio  III  Cyrenaica ,  to  the  cassopoei  of  the  metropolis  of  the  Oxyrhynchite 
nome,  by  agency  of  Theon  son  of  Ophelion.  I  took  delivery  of  the  fifty-five  large  Syrian  garments  which  I 

commissioned  from  you,  the  price  of  which  I  also  delivered  to  you.  Year  1 7  of  the  Emperor  Antoninus  the 

lord,  Mesore  22.’ 

1  The  name  Claudius  Germanus  is  not  uncommon:  for  examples  from  Egypt,  see  P.  Erl.  38.6,  SB  VI 

91 18. 1,  P.  Hib.  II  Q76(  =  P.  Cugusi,  Corpus  Epistubrum  Latinarum  No.  1 77).  1,  6,  Abdullatif  Ahmed  Aly,  Amah 

of  the  Faculty  of  Arts,  Ain  Shams  University  3  (1955)  1 1 6:  b  ii  53.  For  various  remarks  on  these  items  and  persons 

see  J.  F.  Gilliam,  Roman  Army  Papers  (MAYORS  II)  370  - 1  ( —  he  Monde  Grec.  Hommages  a  Cbire  Preaux  (1975) 

773“4))  M.  Speidel,  Aegyptus  66  (1986)  164,  E.  Birley,  gTE  79  (1989)  120,  122.  There  is  no  indication  that 
the  man  here  is  to  be  identified  with  any  of  the  others. 

2  oirrlusv.  Optiones  appear  with  many  additional  titles  and  in  many  different  contexts,  cf.  B.  Dobson, 

A.  von  Domaszewski,  Die  Rangordnung  des  riimischen  Hems  316-7,  D.  J.  Breeze,  Britannia  7  (1976)  1 27-1 33,  esp. 

p.  127  n.  3  =  D.  J.  Breeze,  B.  Dobson,  Roman  Officers  and  Frontiers  (MAVORS  X)  71  n.  3,  R.  Marichal,  Les 

Ostraka  de  Bu  Njem  68--g  and  n.  9,  with  a  reference  to  D.  Van  Berchem,  L’Amone  militaire  136-7,  for  their 
concern  with  the  commissariat  of  the  army.  Most  relevant  in  this  connection  may  be  PSI  IV  465  (c.  265), 

where  three  inhabitants  of  Oxyrhynchus  acknowledge  to  an  optio  of  the  legio  II  Traiana  that  they  still  owe,  in 

respect  of  years  1 0,  1 1  and  1 2  of  Gallienus,  a  consignment  of  skins  for  the  manufacture  of  armaments  ‘on 

behalf  of  the  metropolis’,  and  XIX  2230  (c.  1 19—124),  where  an  optio  is  concerned  with  the  provision  of blankets. 

2
-
 
3
 
 

Xeyiusvoc  y~  ifupijrai'/cijc.  This  legion,  part  of  the  first  garrison  of  Egypt,  had  its  headquarters  at 

Bostra  in  Arabia  by  126,  see  CIL  VIII  2532,  1804,  with  D.  Kennedy,  HSCP  84  (1980)  303-4,  305-6,  well 

before  the  earliest  possible  date  for  this  papyrus,  see  12-14  n.  Either  there  was  a  detachment  of  it  in  Egypt 

somewhat  later  in  the  second  century  or  these  goods  were  to  be  exported,  cf.  P.  Ryl.  II  189  and  BGU  VII 

1 564-5  for  clothes  destined  for  army  units  in  Judaea  (ad  128)  and  Cappadocia  (ad  138),  see  J.  A.  Sheridan, 
Homan  Military  Clothing  101-2,  103-4. 

3
-
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Kaccomnvc  (1.  icacorro ioIc  or  icaccorroiolc).  For  the  routine  phonetic  interchange  of  upsilon  and 

omicron/iota  
see  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  i  197-8.  It  is  impossible  

to  choose  between  single  sigma  and  double, 
cf.  Gigirac  op.  cit.  i  154-165,  esp.  158-160. 

Cf.  Hesychius  (ed.  Latte,  vol.  ii  p.  420,  no,  85)  Kdccov  Ivanov,  nayv  K.ai  rpayv  irepffdXaiov  ‘a  thick  and 

rough  wrap-around  cloak’;  Herodian  (ed.  A.  Lentz,  vol.  i  p.  208  1. 1 8)  to  Sc  kclccoc  otto  rov  Kdcoc  ylvcrai  Kara 

rrXtovacpbv  to 0  c“.  icn  §e  clhoc  lij.artov  of nw  KaXovpkvov’,  LSJ  s.v.  Kacfjc,  P.  Chantraine,  Diet.  Etym.  ii 502, s.v.  Kacac. 

The  raw  material  for  the  rough  and  heavy  garments  made  by  these  workers  was  dead  wool  stripped 

from  sheep  hides,  according  to  the  reconstruction  and  interpretation  of  P.  Petr.  II  31(1)  by  U.  Wilcken, 

Griechische  Ostraka  i  225  n.  1,  cf.  BLI  368.  E.  Wipszycka,  L’industrie  Textile  117  deduced  that  they  spun  their 

own  yarn  as  well  as  weaving  the  garment.  Since  what  they  supply  here  was  cvplat,  we  may  perhaps  conclude 

that  the  words  in  xac-  denoted  this  class  of  wares  and  that  the  cvpla  was  a  particular  variety. 

4

-

 

5

 

 

pcrporrdXeujc  (1.  p-qrpomXeojc).  Confusion  of  epsilon  and  eta  is  fairly  well  attested,  see  Gignac, 

Grammar  i  242,  but  here  may  be  the  result  of  Latin  influence,  
see  next  note. 

5  ’Oxvpvxelrov  (1.  ’O^vpvyxlrov).  The  iotacism  is  routine,  but  the  use  of  chi  for  xi  has  nothing  to  do 

with  phonetics  and  must  be  caused  by  the  writer’s  familiarity  with  the  use  of  the  Latin  X  to  denote  the  ks  sound. 

8  cvplac.  Cf.  Hesychius  (ed.  M.  Schmidt  1419)  cvpla'  7  rraxcia  yAaira.  t)toi  drrb  rr/c  cicvpvrjc  cm  kv 
KamraHoKiq  yiverai.  ovroi  8k  Cvpoi ;  Pollux,  Oriom.  VII  61  rjv  8k  cvpiav  ol  iroXXol,  ravr'qv  uutottokoi1  ipdriov  ol 

KospuKol  (cf.  Hesychius  (ed.  Latte  i  286  no.  55)  abroirdKicrov  pq  KCKappkvov.  of  Ac-  curcAcc  Ipdriov);  VII  69 

cvpiav  ok  Ipdriov  Kparlvoc  ktX .;  X  64  cvpla  Kai  cvpa  ( elevpa ?)  rj  aKvanroc.  This  thick  cloak  was  evidently 

produced  by  the  craftsmen  called  kuccottoioI,  see  3-4  n. 

P.  Lips.  57.29  (ad  261)  lists  cvpiai  among  goods  delivered  to  the  gladiatorial  school  in  Alexandria.  More 

enlightening  is  BGU  VII  1564.5—6  (ad  138)  cvpiajv  XcvkIPv  reccapajv  prpc(ovc)  cKacrpc  rrqx{c<vv)  c 

irk  drove  irijx{coiv)  S "  oAx:(f)c)  p.yut(v)  y  {f/puev)  (rkraprov).  These  four  syriae  were  among  goods  ordered  by  the 
prefect  of  Egypt  to  be  sent  to  army  units  in  Cappadocia.  They  were  white,  but  it  seems  that  that  needed  to 

be  specified.  Each  of  them  was  six  cubits  by  four,  nine  feet  by  six,  or  2.77  metres  by  1.85.  According  to  the 

printed  text  each  weighed  about  1.64  kilos,  but  this  is  suspiciously  little,  no  more  than  the  tunic  of  smaller 

dimensions  mentioned  immediately  before,  although  the  cvpla  is  supposed  to  be  thick;  the  sublinear  dots  may 
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indicate  that  the  weight  unit  was  different,  or  more  likely  that  iota,  the  digit  for  ten,  is  missing;  13.75  minas 

would  be  about  six  kilos. 
g-10  ac  clcPosiai  tipeiv.  On  ckS tSorai  meaning  ‘put  out  to  contract’  see  LIX  3989  6— 7  n.,  citing  in 

relation  to  hrguicioc  lp.aricp.6c  P.  Phil.  10.17— 21  (dupl.  BGU  VIII  1572.13—16). 
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If  this  is  correctly  read  and  interpreted  as  22  Mesore  of  year  17  of  Antoninus  Pius,  the  equivalent 

is  15  August  154. 

1
3
—
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The  regnal  formula  is  anomalous  and  has  no  direct  parallels.  Since  Antoninus  was  the  principal 

name  of  Marcus,  Commodus,  Caracalla,  and  Elagabalus,  as  well  as  Pius,  there  may  be  some  possibility  of 

confusion.  However,  Elagabalus  had  too  short  a  reign  to  be  a  candidate  here,  and  Commodus  and  Caracalla 

were  junior  colleagues  of  their  fathers  in  their  seventeenth  years,  so  that  only  Marcus  could  afford  a  realistic 

alternative.  In  that  case  the  date  would  be  15  August  177.  In  view  of  the  Latin  influence  on  this  text  it  seems 

useful  to  compare  the  Latin  formula  in  BGU  VII  1692.14-15  item  anno  VIII  Imp (eratoris)  Antonini{ni }  domini 

n(ostri)  isdem  co(n)s(ulibus) .  The  consular  and  regnal  date  given  in  lines  1-4  relates  to  the  reign  of  Pius,  ad  144. 

Probably  our  writer  was  modelling  his  text  on  a  Latin  original  similar  to  the  one  in  BGU  1692.14 — 15. 

14  Mccoqfj  iff  .  The  damage  is  compounded  by  the  efforts  of  the  writer  to  crowd  the  line  in  between 

1 3  and  the  lower  edge,  but  this  seems  to  be  a  satisfactory  interpretation. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4435.  Rulings  on  the  Legal  Rights  of  Minors 

37  3B.87/H(4)A  21x16  cm  Early  third  century 

This  new  piece  gives  the  top  of  the  column  of  which  the  foot  was  published  as  VII 

1020  and  like  it  contains  legal  pronouncements  relating  especially  to  minors.  Parts  of 

three  sections  survive,  headed  ‘chapter  from  the  gnomon  of  Severus  and  Caracalla  the 

lords  Augusti’,  ‘from  requests  (alrqpidTajv)  of  Alexandrians’,  and  ‘chapter  from  the  lex 
Laetoria The  gnomon  of  Severus  and  Caracalla  is  not  mentioned  elsewhere  and  remains 

mysterious.  Although  we  cannot  fail  to  be  reminded  of  the  so-called  Apokrimata  (SB 

VI  9526  =  P.  Col.  VI),  a  collection  of  ‘responses’  given  by  Severus  and  posted  in  public 
in  Alexandria  over  the  period  14-16  March  200,  especially  since  this  pronouncement 

is  dated  20  March  200,  the  partial  quotation  here  seems  more  discursive  and  compre¬ 
hensive  than  those  terse  and  specific  rulings  and  it  is  not  easy  to  guess  from  what  type 

of  text  it  originated.  The  term  ‘requests  of  Alexandrians’  is  unfamiliar  too,  though  they 
obviously  formed  another  section  of  the  legal  business  of  Severus  on  his  visit  to  Egypt. 

The  lex  Laetoria  was  a  law  perhaps  of  the  second  century  BC  affording  a  remedy  to 

minors  defrauded  of  their  lands  by  guardians,  see  A.  Watson,  The  Law  of  Persons  in  the 

Later  Roman  Republic  157—8;  its  text  is  not  preserved  and  the  loss  here  of  an  extract  from 
a  Greek  translation  of  it  is  much  to  be  deplored. 

The  text  of  1020  is  given  again  for  the  convenience  of  the  user.  There  is  no  join 

between  the  pieces;  not  much  can  be  missing,  but  the  extract  from  the  lex  Laetoria  must 

have  been  quite  short,  because  what  survives  at  the  top  of  1020  is  a  subscriptio  to  a 

petition,  not  part  of  the  law. 
One  interesting  feature  shared  by  the  two  pieces  is  the  use  of  a  cross  in  the  margin 

to  mark,  presumably,  two  passages  of  special  interest  to  some  user  of  the  papyrus.  This 
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is  probably  related  to  the  use  of  chi  as  a  marginal  symbol  in  literary  papyri,  perhaps 
meaning  x(pt)cic)  or  xipycrov),  see  K.  McNamee,  Sigla  and  Select  Marginalia  in  Greek  Literary 

Papyri  (Pap.  Brux.  26)  20-21. 

An  endorsement  on  the  back  has  the  name  of  Claudius  Julianus  in  the  dative.  The 

placing  is  inconvenient,  near  the  middle  of  4435,  see  23  n.,  but  it  seems  to  be  an  address. 

A.  S.  Hunt  suggested  in  the  introduction  to  1020  that  this  was  a  collection  of  legal 

precedents  associated  with  a  petition;  perhaps  therefore  we  may  imagine  that  the  petition 

was  one  to  the  prefect  of  Egypt  of  that  name  who  was  in  office  c.  204-6,  cf.  G.  Bastianini, 

Z?E  17  (:  975)  3°5>  38  (1980)  85,  ANRWK.A  512.  Most  of  the  left  edge  is  quite  straight, 
although  two  large  blots  are  right  on  the  edge  and  look  as  if  they  might  have  been 
divided  by  a  break  there.  Probably  the  petition  would  have  been  part  of  the  same  roll, 
but  the  precedents  could  well  have  been  prefaced  to  the  petition,  see  4437,  P.  Flor.  Ill 

382,  esp.  29-30  and  SB  X  10537,  with  the  discussion  of  the  phenomenon  and  the 

examples  cited  by  R.  Katzoff,  ‘Precedents  in  the  Courts  of  Roman  Egypt’,  7RG  80 

(1972)  273-8. 

It  is  strikingly  clear  that  many  of  the  Greek  words  are  translations  of  Latin  legal 

terms,  especially  in  the  first  extract:  avyfioc,  impubes;  oi  rye  Sypoclac  ypetac  eveKev  a rroSy- 
fiowrec/ aTroSrjfnjcavrec,  qui  rei  publicae  causa  absunt/ afuerunt)  oi  eXarrovec  7 revre  /cat  et/coct 

kr&v,  minores  viginti  quinque  amis ;  cvvydyc  fioydeea,  commune  auxilium ;  evXoyov,  rationis  est ; 

vecb repoc,  adulescens ;  avayKacdeic,  coactus;  rrepiypapeic,  circumscriptus.  The  question  of  Latin 

influence  on  Greek  legal  texts  has  been  considered  by  W.  Williams,  JRS  64  (1974) 

101-3.  He  points  out  that  ‘the  use  of  Latinisms,  in  the  sense  of  Greek  equivalents  of 
Latin  technical  terms,  does  not  provide  secure  proof  that  the  texts  as  a  whole  were  not 

composed  in  Greek’  (p.  102).  N.  Lewis  takes  a  more  favourable  view  of  the  likelihood 
of  translation  from  the  Latin,  see  e.g.  M.  Capasso  et  al.  (edd.)  Miscellanea  Papyrologica 

(Pap.  Flor.  XIX)  ii  348-9,  R.  S.  Bagnall,  W.  V.  Harris  (edd.),  Studies  ...  A.  A.  Schiller 

136-7.  LI  3614  2-3  states  that  Severus  on  one  occasion  delivered  his  judgment  in  his 
native  tongue  (rfj  rrarpCtp  Here  the  extract  from  the  lex  Laetoria  is  said  to  have 

been  translated  ‘as  well  as  possible’,  Kara  to  Svvarov. 

One  last,  and  even  more  speculative,  idea  on  the  style  of  these  pieces:  the  use  of 

evXoyov  (5)  in  the  first  extract  could  be  of  special  significance.  Expressions  such  as 

manifestum  est,  notum  est,  rationis  est,  have  been  identified  as  the  most  typical  feature  of  the 

style  of  the  a  libellis  who  served  from  194  to  202,  who  was  Papinian  according  to 

A.  M.  Honore,  Emperors  and  Lauyers  56-9,  esp.  58  (top).  Can  we  speculate  that  the  a 

libellis  accompanied  the  emperor  on  his  visit  to  Egypt?  We  know  that  the  emperor  made 

decisions  ev  r w  SiKacryplcp  pera  r a>v  tfslXaiv  Kai  tojv  etc  to  cvpLpovXiov  KeKXypeevwv  (XLII 

3019  6-9)  and  that  Papinian  was  in  Severus’  entourage  during  his  visit  to  Britain  in 

208-11,  when  he  was  the  praetorian  prefect,  see  F.  G.  B.  Millar,  The  Emperor  in  the 
Roman  World  95-6  and  n.  89. 

Written  along  the  fibres;  there  is  a  manufacturer’s  sheet  join  at  the  extreme  right 
edge. 
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KecfsdXouov  sk  yvtbpiovoc  Ceovypov  Kai  'AvtcovCvov  (m.2)  rcbv 

KvpCwv  Ce/3  [acred  v.  (up  to  c.  10  letters?)] 

7]  (erotic)  (m.  1)  peyvi  <Papeevu)d  kS — .  erri  pcepovc  ovrtoc'  rote 
avrjfioLc  i<ai  [rote  rfjc  S^poctac] 

Xpeiac  eveKev  aTroSypiovci  rj  aTroSyperjcaci  f]  cvvydyc  brrdpigei 

/3[ oydeia ,  rove  Se] 
eXarrovoc  7 revre  Kai  cIkocl  krebv,  el  rrpoc  to  k^anaTydyvai 

cf>a[vepd)c( ?)  Trepieypd<fyr]cav(?),] 

Kai  avTobc  fioydelac  rvyeiv  eu[A ]oyov.  ra  I771  rcbv  ov 
reXelwv  tt)[v  yXcKiav  Siyyopev-  (?)] 

peVa  Kai  rate  7 roXeciv  rfrvXaxOyceTai.  (vac.) 

e £  alTypedrcov  AXe^avSpewv.  77 pd  iy~  KaXavS&v 
’ I[avov]apLiov '  afioi7vr[aiv  vecorepcov  rtvaiv  ra  (?)] 

077*0  rcbv  eTUTpoTTOov  7 rpa{x}6evTa  xa>pi-a  /3e/3at[a  re  pjevetv 

Kai  per/  [napavopeaic  crepecOai  (?)] 

avrebv'  per’  aXXa'  Kaicap  ehrev'  lav  Se  v[ed>r]epoc  tic 

7 rpoce  [ Xdy  Ttb  yfierepep  /StjpaTi] 

Kai  ei777],  "avayKacdeic  Trepiypa<f>eic  rrerTpaKd  pou  [ra  x\<op(a 

noXXcb  [eAarrovoc  tt )c  alpac",] 
ov  ft oydycopeev  avreb ;  tC  ovv\  ISubry  pev  /3oy[9yco]fj.ev,  ov 

por)[9rjcopeev  Se  rw  ypeerepep  ra-] 

peta/.  (vac.) 

KecjsdXaiov  eK  vopcov  /lat[T]ajpiou  eppLrjv[e]y9evToc  k[ ard  to 

Sv]vardv  [  ]  [  c.15  letters 

.  .*— i _ ] _ 1 _ 1.1. .].[..  .i.t. . ]...[ 

c.  15  letters 

1020 

I  ]  ■  et  rrepiypa(f>y[  C.50  letters 

tco  «*paT[tc]rai  eTncTparyycp  evru[^e.  (vac.?) 
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AvroKparuip  Katcap  Aovkloc  CevTipaoc  Ceovfjpoc  [Evcefifjc 

IJjepTivag  C[ef3acrdc  ’ApafiiKoc  ’ASiaprjviKoc] 

IlapdiKdc  Meyicroc  kcli  AvroKpararp  Kalcap  MapKo[c 

AvpfjXioc  'Av\  roivlvo  [c  Evcefi-pc  Cefiacroc] 

Ovdpu >  Aa/wacatov.  el  rfjv  Ik  rfjc  tjXlkmc  eyeic  /3[or)deiav ,]  6 

rjyovp,\evoc  tov  eOvovc] 

top  ay&va  tt)c  acjoecewc  eKStK^cet.]  Trp[oeTedr]]  ev 

AXeg  avS[pe(a  (year),  month,  (day).] 

TJpoKovSrj  'EpfiaCov  8T  ’ETraydd[o]v  a-neXevdipov.  el  rrjp  Ik 

tt)c  ̂ [AtKtac  eyetc  fiorjdeiapj 

top  aydipa  rr )c  dirdT-pc  6  r]yovpi[€]poc  tov  e6vov[c\ 

ki<St,[K]rjcei.  7 Tp\oered7]  ev  AXe£avSpeia  (year),  month,  (day).] 

Back,  downwards  along  the  fibres:  (m.3?)  EXavSban  TovXiavdu. 

2  L  4  eAar'rovoc:  1.  eXarromc;  ei  corr.  from  up,  rd:  o  corr.  (from  a?)  1 1  ]p,  altered 21  LlpoKovhrf.  eta  corr.  from  omega  23  e«Si[/<]ijcei:  ei  corr.  from  eta 

‘Chapter  from  the  gnomon  of  Severus  and  Antoninus,  (2nd  hand)  the  lords  Augusti,  8th  year,  (1st  hand) 
month  of  Phamenoth  24.  In  part,  as  follows:  “To  impuberes  and  persons  who  are  or  were  absent  on  public 
business  the  normal  remedy  shall  be  available)  as  for  those  under  twenty-five  years  of  age,  if  they  (were  clearly 
deceived?)  so  that  they  might  be  defrauded  (?),  it  is  reasonable  for  them  too  to  obtain  a  remedy.  The 
pronouncements)?)  relating  to  those  under  the  age  of  majority  shall  be  observed  also  in  respect  of  the  cities”. 

‘From  requests  of  Alexandrians.  On  the  13th  day  before  the  Calends  of  January.  When  (some  young men?)  requested  that  the  lands  sold  by  their  guardians  should  remain  warranted  in  their  possession  and  (that 
they  should  not  be  illegally  deprived  of?)  them,  after  other  matter,  Caesar  said,  “If  some  young  man 
approaches  (our  tribunal?)  and  says,  ‘Under  duress  and  because  of  deception  I  sold  my  lands  at  much  (less 
than  their  value?)’,  shall  we  not  give  him  a  remedy?  What  follows?  We  shall  give  a  remedy  to  a  private  person, 
but  give  no  remedy  to  (our  fiscus?)”. 

‘Chapter  from  the  lex  Laetoria  translated  as  well  as  possible  . . . 

' . . .  if  you  are  being  defrauded)?)  . . .  apply  to  the  epistrategus,  uir  egregius. 
‘Imperator  Caesar  Lucius  Septimius  Severus  Pius  Pertinax  Augustus  Arabicus  Adiabenicus  Parthicus 

Maximus  and  Imperator  Caesar  Marcus  Aurelius  Antoninus  Pius  Augustus  to  Varus  son  of  Damasaeus(?).  If 
you  can  claim  the  remedy  arising  from  age  of  minority,  the  governor  of  the  province  will  judge  the  case  for 
release.  Posted  in  public  at  Alexandria,  on  (date). 

‘To  Procondes(?)  son  of  Plermaeus  through  Epagathus  freedman.  If  you  can  claim  the  remedy  arising from  age  of  minority,  the  governor  of  the  province  will  judge  the  case  for  fraud.  Posted  in  public  at  Alexandria, 

on  (date).’ 

Back.  (3rd  hand?)  ‘To  Claudius  Julianus.’ 

1  The  gnomon  of  Severus  and  Caracalla  is  not  mentioned  elsewhere.  The  fact  that  the  item  quoted  is  a 

‘response’  given  by  Severus  during  their  visit  to  Egypt  suggests  that  the  gnomon  might  have  been  a  comprehens¬ ive  collection  of  judgments  delivered  in  Egypt  during  their  visit,  but  this  supposition  must  remain  for  new 
evidence  to  confirm  or  refute.  The  title  of  the  famous  Gnomon  of  the  Idios  Logos  (BGU  V)  gives  a  parallel  for 
the  use  of  the  term  for  a  set  of  regulations  or  rulings. 

On  the  emperors’  visit  to  Egypt  see  J.  Hasebroek,  Untersuckungen  zur  Geschichte  des  Kaisers  Septimius  Severus 
118-124,  F.  G.  B.  Millar,  The  Emperor  in  the  Roman  World  244-5,  H.  Halfmann,  Itinera  principum  218-221.  For 

the  papyri  recording  its  legal  activity  see  P.  Col.  VI  (Apokrimata)  pp.  27-8,  with  additional  references  in  LI 
3614  introd.  Add  4437  and  LX  4068. 

Probably  nothing  is  missing  at  the  end  of  the  line,  see  7,  where  only  the  month  and  day  are  given  before 

the  beginning  of  the  extract.  The  formula  TTpoered-q  kv  'AXcfavbpetq  as  written  in  1020  or  in  P.  Amh.  II  63 
(  =  M.  Chr.  376).  1 1- 1 2,  quoted  below  in  2  n.,  would  probably  be  too  long,  but  it  could  have  been  abbreviated 
in  the  second  hand  or  less  generously  spaced,  see  next  note,  and  remains  possible. 

1
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The  last  three  words  of  line  1  and  the  year  number  and  symbol  in  line  2  have  been  added  in 

blacker  ink  and  a  more  informal  hand.  jirpn  ranges  with  the  beginnings  of  lines  3—6. 
2  The  date  is  the  same  as  that  of  the  public  posting  in  Alexandria  of  the  second  of  the  two  responses 

recorded  in  P.  Amh.  II  63:  irpoereOr]  [kv  'A\e£a.vbp\eCa  1)  (eret)  If  aj.u] vd>6  kS  (11  — 12,  cf.  6).  Here  it  is  not 
certain  whether  we  have  the  date  of  the  delivery  of  the  response  or  that  of  its  posting. 

hm  pepovc.  The  prepositional  phrase  is  slightly  unusual,  since  it  normally  means  ‘particular’,  ‘specific’, 
see  LSJ  s.v.  Upoc  IV2.b  citing  Lucian,  Bis  Acc.  2  t&v  km  jiepovc  cj>pov tISwv,  Polybius  7.7.6  rac  krrl  pepouc 

ypdfeiv  npageec,  3.32. 10  ai  km  fiepovc  cwrageic.  Rare  too  in  the  papyri,  it  is  used  in  connection  with  claims 

to  part  of  a  guaranteed  possession,  see  P.  Koln  II  232.12  km  jiepovc  avrov,  XIV  1704  17  krrl  fiepovc  av t&v. 

Here  it  obviously  means  ‘in  part’,  but  it  is  difficult  to  divine  whether  it  has  a  special  sense  distinct  from  that 
of  the  common  per’  dXXa,  cf.  9. 

mi  [  The  kappa  is  written  on  the  sheet-join,  in  such  a  way  that  the  upper  part  of  the  upright  is  not 

perfectly  in  register  with  the  lower  part.  There  is  also  a  longish  oblique  stroke  running  through  the  kappa 
from  below  on  the  left  to  above  on  the  right,  it  too  changing  direction  slightly  as  it  passes  over  the  join.  This 

seems  meaningless  and  is  most  probably  an  accidental  stroke. 
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Young  persons  under  the  age  of  puberty  {avrqfSoi  =  impuberes,  see  M.  Gdz-  p.  251  n.  2)  are  linked  with 

those  who  are  or  have  been  absent  on  state  business.  
The  same  Greek  phrase,  Srjporiac  

xpriac  eveuev  —  rei 

publicae  
causa,  occurs  in  P.  Cair.  Masp.  I  67087.5,  

but  the  context  
is  not  relevant  

here.  The  link  is  that  both 
were  eligible  to  ask  for  the  annulment  

of  acts  done  to  their  detriment,  
termed  restitutio  in  integrum,  see  A.  Berger, 

Encyclopedic  
Dictionary  

of  Roman  Law  682  s.w.  restitutio  
in  integrum,  

restitutio  
in  integrum  

propter  absentiam,  
restitutio  

in 

integrum  
propter  aetatem,  

but  the  pronouncement  
here  seems  to  state  that  they  have  a  remedy  

from  other,  less 

unusual,  
processes  

of  Roman  law,  cf.  Digest  IV  4.16  (from  Ulpian  ad  edictum  bk.  1 1)  In  causae  cognitione  
etiam  hoc 

uersatur ,  num  forte  alia  actio  possit  competere  
citra  in  integrum  

restitutionem,  
nam  si  communi  

auxilio  
(cf.  7  cwpOrjc 

PoijOeia)  
et  mero  iure  munitus  

sit,  non  debet  ei  tribui  extraordinarium  
auxilium,  

‘Also  relevant  
to  the  investigation  

of 
cause  is  the  question  

whether  perhaps  any  action  could  lie  other  than  restitutio  in  integrum.  For  if  a  minor  is 

protected  
by  ordinary  

remedies  
and  the  normal  law,  extraordinary  

relief  ought  not  to  be  given  to  him’  (trans. 
A.  Watson,  

The  Digest  of  Justinian  
i  131).  ‘Ordinary’  

law  may  mean  inter  alia  an  action  under  the  lex  Laetoria, 
cf.  7-12  n.,  13  n.  avrffioc  is  new  in  the  papyri.  Linder  classical  Roman  law  a  child  under  seven  years  old  was 
an  infans,  (hen  boys  up  to  fourteen  

years,  and  girls  up  to  twelve,  were  impuberes. 
f}[orf8cia  =  auxilium,  see  Cod.  Just.  II  2 1. 4.  praeses  prouinciae  in  integrum  restitutions  dare  tibi  auxilium  debet,  cf.  21. 1, 

23.1,  24.1,  etc.,  with  24.2  minoribus  amis  uiginti  quinque  ...  in  integrum  restitutions  auxilium  superesse  ...  placuit. 

Superesse  here  is  equivalent  to  our  birdp^ei,  cf.  P.  G.  W.  Glare,  Oxford  Latin  Dictionary  s.v.  supersum,  7,  ‘to  be 

(still)  available  to  or  at  the  disposal  of’. 
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After  they  had  ceased  to  be  impuberes  Roman  citizens  remained  minores  until  the  age  of  twenty-five. 

It  is  not  perfectly  
clear  why  the  distinction  

between  
impuberes  

and  minores  
viginti  

quinque  
amis  is  made  

here,  
but 

since  in  Egypt  
minority  

generally  
ended  

with  puberty  
at  the  conventional  

age  of  fourteen,  
see  R.  Taubenschlag, Law 1  1 78,  there  

may  
be  some  

question  
of  extending  

to  the  Egyptian  
population,  

or  a  portion  
of  it,  advantages 

usually  
available  

to  Roman  
minors  

only.  If  so,  this  would  
be  an  unexpectedly  

early  date,  cf.  N.  Lewis,  
‘’Ap  -ijAif Before  

and  After  
the  Gonstitutio  

Antoniniana’,  

BASP  
16  (1979)  

1 1 7~J  l9- 
4  The  run  of  the  sense  seems  to  make  it  inevitable  that  we  should  correct  kXdrrovoc  to  the  accusative 

plural,  but  the  restoration  at  the  end  of  the  line  is  speculative. 

<f>a[vepu>c.  The  a  libellis  of  this  period  is  judged  to  place  much  emphasis  on  proof,  see  A.  M.  Honorfe, 

Emperors  and  Lawyers  57,  so  that  this  may  be  better  than  <f>q.[cc  or  i^a[iVorTat,  cf.  ibid.  n.  1 2,  quoting  Cod.  Just. 

3.31.2  si  liquido  probaretur. 

For  nepieypdprjcav  cf.  y—12  n. 
5  eu[A]oycw.  This  word  is  found  also  in  4437  3,  in  another  response  of  Severus  and  Caracalla  which  also 

survives  in  XII  1405  and  in  XLIII  3105.  1405  2  has  evor/Xov  kenv  where  4437  3  has  evXoyo  [v  Icri] v\  the  same 

passage  in  3105  1-2  is  badly  damaged.  Dr  Rea  writes:  ‘I  was  unable  to  confirm  evS-qXov  at  the  time  of  the 
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publication  of  Vol.  XLIIl,  but  now,  whereas  evXoyov  seems  impossible  to  reconcile  with  the  traces,  I  think 

that  1  could  reasonably  be  read  as  7To.p\c.\xdjprjrti.r  [rear  c]  cauraiy  fy[5]?/[A]oy.’  The  three  copies  of  this  response 
show  how  unreliable  in  detail  the  Greek  texts  of  legal  pronouncements  are  liable  to  be,  see  4437  introd.,  but 

it  is  interesting  that  these  phrases  seem  to  be  the  counterparts  of  such  Latin  phrases  as  manifestum  est  and 

mtionis  est,  which  have  been  described  by  A.  M.  Honore,  Emperors  and  Lawyers  57,  as  ‘the  most  striking  feature’ 

of  the  Latin  style  of  the  a  libellis  of  the  period  194-202,  whom  he  identifies  as  Papinian.  His  use  of  both 
formulas  may  help  to  explain  the  variation  in  this  particular  text.  For  rationis= evXoyov  see  G.  Goetz,  Corpus 
Glossariorum  iMinorum  II  169.10  ratwnis  igitur  eXoyovovv  (1.  evXoyov  our).  For  rationis  as  a  predicate  see  P.  G.  W. 

Glare,  Oxford  Latin  Dictionary  1576  s.v.  7(d). 

5  reXeiwv  jfj[v  fjXuclav.  Gf.  P.  Strassb.  I  9.7  reXictiv  (read  presumably  rcXecuiv)  rr/y  r/XtKtav;  Stud.  Pap. 

XX  lot  /lt/voj  tCjv  iracBCwv  etc  reXcCav  r)XiKiav  a<j)typ.4vcov. 

5-6  The  outline  of  the  restoration  is  clear  enough,  though  the  word  which  ends  in  -peva  might  be 
varied,  e.g.  hiajeraypeva,  aTroireejiacfidva,  but  the  meaning  of  rate  voXcct  is  in  doubt.  It  could  refer  to  the 

Greek  cities  of  Egypt,  of  which  there  were  only  three,  Naucratis,  Ptolemais  Hermiu,  and  Antinoopolis,  and 

it  might  in  that  case  include  Alexandria,  not  strictly  speaking  a  Greek  city,  but  an  obvious  anomaly,  or  it 

might  refer  to  the  nome  capitals,  which  had  just  acquired  the  municipal  attribute  of  town  councils  or  were 

on  the  eve  of  doing  so,  or  it  might  include  all  of  these.  Perhaps  the  last  is  the  most  likely,  guessing  that  the 

point  of  the  response  was  to  give  assurance  that  the  Roman  practice  of  extending  legal  help  to  young  persons 

up  to  the  age  of  twenty-five  was  to  be  applied  also  to  peregrines. 

6  poXagBrjcerai.  Gf.  IV  705  61-2  r[o]  opotov  Si}  koX  A [rrj t  toutou  ̂ uAax@ijcereu,  ‘the  same  rule  shall  be 

observed  in  this  case  also’,  likewise  in  a  decision  of  Severus  and  Caracalla. 

7  I?  nXrrit.i6.Tojv  A\e£avSpeajv.  Gf.  SB  X  10967.20  Ac  alr^pdrcov  MeptfiirGiv.  ped1  crcpa.  AtfjcpdX[t]c  clncv. 
ktX,  The  place  is  given  as  Memphis  and  the  date  as  the  7th  April  155:  the  extract  is  taken  from  records 

associated  with  a  conventus  held  in  Memphis  by  the  prefect  Sempronius  Liberalis,  cf.  G.  Foti-Talamanca, 

Ricercke  sul  Processo  i  42 — 3  n.  111,  n.  1 1 3,  ii  266  n.  637.  Severus  and  Caracalla  obviously  answered  petitions 

from  Alexandrians  during  their  visit  to  Egypt,  see  introd.  para.  1 ,  although  it  is  not  obvious  how  the  records 

were  organized.  The  word  alr-ppa  is  very  rare  in  papyri,  being  found  otherwise  only  in  P.  Flor.  Ill  296.16 
(VI);  it  is  doubtfully  restored  in  X  1273  28  (260),  and  doubtfully  restored  too  in  IGL  Syr.  718.68,  see 

H.  J.  Mason,  Greek  Temfifor  Roman  Institutions  20,  s.v.  a’lrrjpa. 
The  date  here,  20  December  199,  is  one  of  the  earliest  for  the  imperial  visit,  the  earliest  being 

18  December  (P.  Flor.  Ill  382.23,26),  the  same  date  applying  to  two  responses  which  are  among  a  group  of 

six  prefaced  to  a  petition  to  the  prefect  of  c.  ad  222/3  from  an  Alexandrian  citizen  who  wanted  to  claim 

exemption  from  public  services  in  the  Hermopolite  nome,  where  he  held  land.  The  text  is  very  badly  damaged, 

but  it  is  possible  that  these  rescripts  were  answers  to  Alexandrian  citizens  and,  if  so,  the  Alexandrians  may 

have  been  admitted  to  present  their  requests  first  on  this  occasion.  Against  this  hypothesis  we  may  note  that 

the  Oxyrhynchite  petitioner  in  IV  705  claims  that  the  Oxyrhynchites  were  admitted  to  the  tribunal  of  Severus 

and  Caracalla  ‘first  after  the  Pelusiots’.  Alexandria  would  be  expected  to  take  precedence  over  Pelusium.  It 
is  possible,  perhaps  even  probable,  that  the  Alexandrians  had  a  separate  hearing,  before  that  of  the  inhabitants 
of  the  nomes. 

7-12  This  passage  is  full  of  uncertainties.  However,  the  combination  of  v[euiT]cpoc  (9)  with  rrepiypatfteCc 

( 1 0)  seems  to  relate  to  circumscriptio  adulescentium,  ‘defrauding  young  men’,  which  was  an  offence  under  the  lex 
Laetoria,  see  A.  Berger,  Encyclopedic  Dictionary  388  s.v.  circumscribere,  557  s.v.  Lex  Plaetoria  (Laetoria?)  de 

minoribus.  The  form  Laetoria  is  confirmed  by  the  papyri,  see  13  n.  Its  appearance  below  in  13  is  a  sort  of 

confirmation  that  7-12  relate  to  circumscriptio.  An  adulescens  was  a  young  man  between  fourteen  and  twenty- 
five  years  of  age,  see  Berger,  s.v.,  p.  352. 

7  For  afiouvr]  cf.  XLII  3019  13  afivjcavroc  AiovvcCov  ktX.  The  restoration  could  be  varied  in  several 

ways;  for  vewripiov  see  previous  note. 

8  tt  payOt  or  o.  y  cop  la  makes  no  obvious  sense;  the  correction  to  tt  pa{y\6cvTa  is  suggested  by  TceirpaKd  jiov 

[to  x]u)| oia  in  to.  Similar  corrections  have  been  made  in  a  famous  edict  of  a  prefect  of  Egypt,  see  G.  Chalon, 

L’Edit  de  Tiberius  Iulius  Alexander  pp.  28-9  rd  bird  ISicorun'  irpa{x}6ei’Ta  (1.27),  tCov  Ik  too  Ktucapoc  Xoyov 

TTpn{x\dcvTujv  (I.30),  cf.  commentary  ibid.  137-157. 

It  seems  most  likely  in  this  context  that  the  eirirpoiroe  are  guardians  of  minors,  rather  than  imperial 

procurators,  since  the  main  subject  is  that  of  minority  and  the  phrase  iretrpaKd  fiov  \ra  x]a>pta  in  10  ought 

4435.  RULINGS  ON  THE  LEGAL  RIGHTS  OF  MINORS 

to  refer  to  the  same  sort  of  transaction.  (Some  minors  would  naturally  attribute  the  sales  of  which  they 

complained  to  their  guardians  rather  than  to  themselves.)  But  doubt  is  raised  by  the  probable  reference  to 

the  interest  of  the  fiscus  in  1 1  - 1 2,  see  n. 
It  may  be  very  relevant  that  Severus,  in  a  speech  to  the  senate  delivered  in  195,  see  Digest  XXVII  9.1, 

forbade  the  sale  of  country  or  suburban  properties  ( praedia  rustka  uel  suburbans,  xcopia= praedia?)  by  tutors  or 

curators,  except  in  certain  circumstances.  This  may  have  given  occasion  for  appeals  against  transactions 

concluded  before  the  prohibition  or  afterwards  in  contravention  of  it.  One  of  the  exceptions  might  arise  in 

connection  with  sales  of  lands  for  the  purpose  of  settling  debts.  If  a  debt  settled  in  this  way  were  one  to  the 

fiscus,  we  might  easily  imagine  a  conflict  between  the  interest  of  the  fiscus  and  the  laws  in  favour  of  minors. 

At  the  end  of  the  line  the  restoration  would  perhaps  be  more  satisfactory  if  ycopla  continued  to  be  the 

subject  and  the  meaning  were  ‘and  not  be  taken  from  them’,  but  nothing  convincing  has  been  thought  of. 
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21  For  the  cross  in  the  left  margin  opposite  these  lines  see  introd.  para.  3.  The  two  passages  were 

presumably  especially  relevant  to  the  case  of  the  individual  who  commissioned  
the  document,  but  we  do  not 

know  whether  the  marks  indicate  his  view  of  the  case  or  the  official  view.  The  one  in  9-10  at  least  looks  as 
if  it  is  by  the  same  pen  as  the  endorsement  

on  the  back  (see  introd.  and  23  n.),  Both  passages  relate  to  the 

deception  of  minors.  The  first  indicates  that  he  sold  property  during  his  minority  and  wished  to  have  the  sale 
annulled,  the  second  that  he  or  the  authorities  thought  that  the  case  should  be  settled  in  the  court  of  the 

prefect  of  Egypt,  presumably  Claudius  Julianus,  see  introd.  and  below  23  and  n. 
1  o  a vayt<ac6efc.  This  may  be  a  translation  of  Latin  coactus,  and  so  introduce  another  legal  concept,  that 

of  duress,  see  A.  Bei'ger,  Encyclopedic  Dictionary  39 1  s.v.coactus  volui,  58 1  -2  s.v.  metus.  This  would  be  a  separate 

action  from  one  for  circumscriptio,  cf.  7-12  n.,  but  a  pei'son  applying  to  the  emperor  could  well  be  asking  him 

to  appoint  a  lower  judge  and  prescribe  the  best  action  available.  For  a  similar  case  where  force  was  also 

alleged  see  BGU  II  378  (  =  M.  Chr.  6o).20-2i  [o]nep  dvdyicaciv  (1.  r/vdyicacev)  pe  ypaficu  fUq  aKovra,  Tyyxdvw 

yap  ycypapdtc  [r]  goto  It  1  kvroc  drv  tov  Aatrojpiov  v6p.ov. 
At  the  end  of  the  line  we  should  perhaps  expect  the  putative  applicant  to  state  that  the  earlier  sale  was 

disadvantageous  to  him,  i.e.  that  the  price  was  too  low,  cf.  P.  Lond.  I  1 1 1(1).  10—27  (PP-  200-201).  In  this 
document  of  the  sixth  century  a  man  says  that  in  his  minority  he  sold  property  and  was  defrauded  because 

the  price  was  too  low,  irpo  [ttjc  pe6el;e ]coc  kvv6p.ov  fiXudac  tujv  cikoci  ttcvtc  iviavrwv  rpv  irpaciv  k7Tmrjc0.ro  icai 

TTcpicypdprj.  to  yap  ripTjpa  ovk  afitov  rov  7rpdyp[aroc  lavra)]  cXcycv  Karafle[lXf)cdai,  dXX’  eXarrov  (11-13), 
cf.  cvckcc  eXdrrtovoc  ( —  -ococ)  TLpfjC  (15),  irepi  rrapaXXijXov  nprpxaroc  (26).  Compare  Cod.  Just.  II  36.1,  where 

although  the  minor  claimed  to  have  been  defrauded  by  an  imperial  official,  a  dispmsator,  the  price  was  again 

too  low,  pretio  longe  minors.  Perhaps,  therefore  we  should  restore  something  like  ttoXXw  [cXtIttovoc  tt)c  dii'acj , 
‘for  much  less  than  its  value’. 
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1 1  If  at  the  beginning  of  line  11  ou  represents  ou,  these  words  must  be  a  question,  ‘Shall  we  not 

help  him?’,  
rather  

than  a  statement,  
‘We  shall  not  help  him’.  This  can  be  avoided  

by  restoring  
something slightly  

different  
in  10— 1 1,  e.g.  ttoAAoj  

[kXdrrovoc  
rov  Steal-] 

ov.  The  sense  remains  
much  the  same. 
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This  section  is  much  the  most  difficult  to  grasp  both  in  grammar  and  in  sense.  The  end  in  petw 

suggests  
only  a  reference  

to  the  fiscus  
as  Ta]peCw.  

This  is  surprising,  
though  

it  recalls  
Cod.  Just.  II  36,  where 

the  minor  
complains  

that  he  was  defrauded  
by  an  imperial  

dispmsator,  
we  can  also  refer  to  P.  Col.  VI  55-6 

h r<€>i  
Ti)r  ouexav  

SrSxjpcucScu  

</>rjc,  
with  

A.  Schiller,  
H.  G.  Youtie,  

CE  30  (1955)  
334,  

344—5.  
The  appearance of  the  fiscus  

suggests  
the  possibility  

that  the  LrCrpoiroi  
might  

be  Roman  
procurators  

rather  
than  guardians  

of 

minors,  
contrast  

8  n. 

tC  ovv  may  stand  on  its  own,  meaning  ‘What  then?’  or  ‘What  follows?’,  or  the  rt  may  introduce  a  longer 

question,  ‘So  why  are  we  to  give  a  remedy  to  a  private  person,  but  to  give  no  remedy  to  our  fiscus?’.  Although 
it  is  notorious  that  there  was  a  tendency  for  the  interest  of  the  fiscus  to  outweigh  all  others,  this  sentiment 

seems  inappropriate  to  the  general  tenor  of  the  laws  and  the  professed  policy  of  most  emperors,  cf.  especially 

Cod.  Just.  II  36. 1  iuris  publici fiscus  noster  in  iure  restitutionis  sequetur  auctoritatem  (ad  200),  Digest  IV  1 .8  minores  amis 

etiam  qui  per  lulores  curatoresue  suos  definsi  sunt  nihilo  minus  in  integrum  contra  rem  publicam  reslituuntur,  cognita  scilicet 

causa.  The  restoration  therefore  takes  rt  ovv  as  a  rhetorical  question,  ‘What  follows?’,  and  the  remainder  of 
the  extract  as  a  statement  that  the  emperors  will  favour  the  interests  of  minors  even  to  the  detriment  of  the 

fiscus.  We  can  perhaps  compare  the  rescript  found  in  4437  and  two  other  papyri,  which  declares  that  the  fiscus 

does  not  seek  cessions  of  property  from  persons  who  profess  to  be  too  poor  to  perform  a  public  service  to 

which  they  have  been  nominated,  but  that  such  ceded  estates  should  go  to  the  persons  nominated  as  replace- 
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ments,  to  yap]  raju,<Je)iov  r/ffcov  toj(v)  toiov[t] cp[v]  naplaxcopijceayv  ovk  Ij^iYrai,  ‘for  our  Jiscus  does  not  desire 

such  cessions’  (4437  7-8  :  this  wording  is  guaranteed  by  the  other  copies). 
In  ii  the  restoration  is  long,  twenty  letters  against  seventeen  for  io  and  eighteen  for  9.  Nevertheless, 

rcb  r)jj,€T€poj  ra]  fieCo)  seems  likely,  comparing  jiscus  noster  in  Cod .  Just.  II  36.1  (15  October  200),  although  to 

rap.etov  7)fx(bv  in  4437  7,  see  above,  no  doubt  translates  the  same  expression;  ™  rjp.u>v  raj/xeioj  is  a  remotely 

possible,  but  very  unlikely,  word  order. 

13  On  the  lex  Laetoria  see  introd.  para,  i  and  7-12  n.  above.  The  form  Laetoria,  rather  than  Plaetoria,  is 

favoured  by  the  papyri,  cf.  RE  V  578,  X  1274  13,  XVII  2111  15,  BGU  II  378  (  =  M.  Chr.  60).20-21,  611 

(  =  M.  Chr .  370)  i  6— 7  (legis  Laetoriae  ...  ajuxilio ,  cf.  Cod.  Theod.  8.12.2). 
The  explicit  reference  to  a  translation  is  interesting,  but  is  no  guarantee  that  the  other  extracts  were 

composed  in  Greek.  The  genitive  agreeing  with  ro'/rou,  rather  than  epp.rjvev6ev  agreeing  with  KepdXaiov,  could 
be  used  to  argue  that  a  translation  of  the  whole  law  was  available  for  use  and  that  it  was  not  necessary  to 

make  a  translation  of  just  one  chapter  on  this  occasion,  but  perhaps  this  would  be  pressing  the  wording 
too  hard. 

For  Kara  to  Svvarov  in  reference  to  translation  cf.  e.g.  BGU  VII  1662.7,  P.  Diog.  9.1,  P.  Harris  I  67 

ii  11,  XIX  2231  28,  PSI  V  549.2,  SB  I  5231  (  =  5275).!,  qo,  5246.1,  UPZ  II  177. 1,  and  the  close  of  the 

Potter’s  Oracle  (55-6;  fPE  2  (1968)  208). 
8v\yaroy  [  ]  [.  The  two  letters  of  which  there  are  traces  may  have  followed  bvj  carry  directly  and  there 

can  hardly  have  been  much  space  before  them.  However,  we  would  expect  the  heading  to  end  here. 

14  The  horizontal  looks  just  like  the  numeral  markers  in  2  and  7.  It  is  not  easy  to  see  the  need 

for  a  number.  It  seems  unlikely  that  we  had  a  precise  date  for  this  Roman  law  of  the  Republican  period. 

Perhaps  possible  is  a  chapter  number,  see  R.  Cagnat,  Cours  d’epigraphie  latine 4  2Q5§  B,  reading  perhaps  1 
Perhaps  the  best  suggestion  comes  from  Dr  Coles,  that  is,  that  this  is  the  significant  age  of  twenty-five  years 

marking  the  end  of  minority,  reading  x[e]  “  and  supposing  that  the  epsilon  was  tucked  under  the  horizontal 

like  the  gamma  of  ly"  in  7,  and  that  the  trace  represented  by  the  second  dot  belongs  to  k. 
15-22  =VII  1020,  reprinted  in  P.  M.  Meyer,  Juristische  Papyri  No.  17,  and  in  J.  H.  Oliver,  Greek 

Constitutions  Nos.  220-222.  The  transcript  has  been  checked  against  a  photograph  of  the  original  taken  in 

Cairo  for  the  International  Photographic  Archive. 

15-16  Line  16  is  clfarly  part  of  an  official  subscriptio  instructing  a  petitioner  to  apply  to  the  epistrategus, 
and,  as  Hunt  observed,  not  another  imperial  pronouncement.  On  subscriptiones  see  e.g.  J.  D.  Thomas  in 

E.  Van’t  Dack  et  al.  (edd.),  Egypt  and  the  Hellenistic  World  369-382.  There  is  no  extra  line  space  above  it,  and 
indeed  line  15  may  well  be  part  of  the  subscriptio  itself.  Since  the  height  of  the  two  pieces  combined  is  roughly 

27  cm,  it  seems  probable  that  the  extract  from  the  lex  Laetoria  was  fairly  short.  It  would  no  doubt  have  been 

followed  by  the  usual  blank  space.  It  may  be  that  4435,  16  cm  high,  represents  about  half  the  height  of  the 

original  piece  and  that  1020,  10.8  cm  high,  came  after  a  loss  of  about  5  cm. 

15  [  ]  .  et  7repcypa<j>7)[.  In  1020  this  line  appears  as  [  ]ac'  ei  irepiypa^i)  [.  There  is 
a  space  before  et.  Possibly  the  subscription  began  here,  and  irepiypatpij  might  represent  the  second  person 

singular  passive  indicative  rrepiypdifi jj,  i.e.  ‘If  you  are  being  defrauded  ...  apply  to  the  uir  egregius  the  epistrat¬ 

egus’.  Before  this  ]ac  cannot  be  confirmed  from  the  photograph.  One  might  rather  expect  a  day  number 
surviving  from  a  date  clause  in  a  short  form:  (erouc)  x  (month)  y  (day)  (1-30),  see  J.  D.  Thomas  op.  cit. 
p.  370.  This  is  not  necessarily  the  right  view.  The  date  might  have  stood  at  the  end  of  15  and  the  body  of 

the  subscription  might  have  begun  with  line  16,  cf.  SB  XIV  12087.17.  In  that  case  it  is  more  difficult  to 

imagine  the  nature  of  the  preliminary  matter  in  15. 

16  rd>  Kpar[tc]Ta)  eirccr pearly cp  %vtv\j(€.  In  1020  this  line  appeared  as  [  J  .  toj  bmcrpaTpycp  erruj ye. 

It  was  suggested  by  J.  D.  Thomas,  Epistrategos  ii  159,  n.  49  that  the  epithet  appeared  here.  BL  VIII  240 

interpreted  this  as  r[ce  Kpa\rLCTco.  The  photograph  shows  more  faint  traces,  most  prominent  among  them  the 
descender  of  the  rho. 

17-18  These  lines  are  in  part  written  in  a  more  sloping  and  rapid  script  than  the  text  above  and  below, 

but  this  more  sloping  script  is  not  obviously  an  addition  as  it  is  in  1—2. 
ig  Aapacaiov.  This  name  remains  unique  and  therefore  suspicious,  cf.  21  n.  If  genuine,  its  nominative 

might  be  Aapacatoc  or  Aapcaceac.  The  nearest  known  name  is  AapacCac. 

20  TTp[oeTe0ri]  hv  74AefawS[pe/a,  In  1020  this  line  appeared  as  irp[oeTb6(-q)\  bv  MAefavS (peia)[.  Perhaps  a 
piece  has  been  lost,  but  there  is  no  indication  now  that  the  last  word  was  abbreviated  and  no  need  to  suppose 

151 

that  the  space  is  too  short  for  7Tp[oeTe'fb}]  in  full.  There  is  no  visible  abbreviation  in  any  other  part  of  the 
document.  The  year,  month  and  day  will  have  followed,  cf.  above  2  n. 

J.  H.  Oliver,  Greek  Constitutions  p.  445  restored  [ot  atirol]  at  the  end  of  this  line.  There  seems  no  doubt 
that  21—2  contained  another  pronouncement  of  Severus  and  Caracalla,  but  there  is  no  room  to  restore  ol 
avroi  as  well  as  the  indispensable  year,  month  and  day.  In  a  similar  context  we  find  rather  aXXo  t&v  avrwv. 

see  LX  4068  12,  16,  but  nothing  is  required  here  except  the  date. 

ai  For  the  cross  in  the  margin  see  introd.  para.  3  and  9—10  n. 

npoKovSj]  (1/  corr.  from  w).  Hunt  first  interpreted  this  as  a  Latin  name,  Procunda,  which  has  not  appeared 

elsewhere,  but  in  the  margin  of  his  copy  of  P.  Oxy.  VIII,  now  in  the  Ashmolean  Library,  Oxford,  he  wrote 

a  note  confirming  that  pi  is  certain  here,  as  it  is,  but  referring  to  VIII  1130  2,  where  the  name  of  the  consul 

of  ad  482  is  given  in  the  genitive  as  TpwKwvBrj,  cf.  J.  Martindale,  Prosopography  of  the  Later  Roman  Empire 

ii  1 127-8;  elsewhere  it  appears  as  Tpouov Si),  see  BGU  XI  2156.2,  P.  Rain.  Cent.  107. 1,  P.  Matrit.  7.2,  and 
P.  Lond.  V  1896.1.  A  microfilm  of  this  last  confirms  that  it  has  7/?[o]«oV§ij  rather  than  Tp[o]  kovvSI  [ou] .  For 

the  genitive  in  eta  cf.  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  14.  According  to  L.  Robert,  REA  90  (1977)  435  No.  553, 

TpoKovbac  is  a  name  common  in  Lycia,  Cibyratis,  Pisidia,  Isauria,  Pamphylia  and  Western  Lycia,  cf.  id.  .Moms 

indigenes  425  n.  4,  and  perhaps  427  {TapKovBac).  It  seems  quite  likely  that  the  same  indigenous  name  is  to  be 
understood  here.  The  change  of  the  ending  from  omega  to  eta  might  be  considered  to  offer  some  support  to 

this  suggestion. 
24  KXavBCun  ’IovXiavun.  See  introd.  para.  4.  This  looks  like  an  address,  but  it  stands  about  9  cm  from 

the  left  edge  of  the  front,  while  addresses  on  letters  are  normally  much  closer.  The  explanation  may  be  that 

the  petition  plus  precedents  formed  a  long  roll  with  a  large  enough  circumference  to  allow  this  line  still  to 

appear  on  the  outside.  Part  of  the  back  (about  9  cm  wide)  is  darkened  as  if  perhaps  it  had  been  more  exposed, 
but  the  endorsement  is  at  the  edge  of  this  dark  area,  not  fully  in  it  as  might  be  expected.  The  most  striking 

example  of  a  long  petition  is  II  237,  the  famous  petition  of  Dionysia. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4436.  Private  Account  of  Money  and  Wine 

48  5B.25/G(3)a  14  x26  cm  c.  207/8  or  175/6? 

This  private  account  has  4438  upside  down  on  the  back,  a  copy  of  an  application 

for  the  registration  of  property  certainly  written  after  250  (see  4438  5  n.)  and  dating 

probably  from  252.  The  account  is  evidently  earlier,  since  it  is  written  along  the  fibres 

and  presumably  on  the  recto  of  the  original  roll,  although  there  is  no  sheet  join  to  prove 

it.  It  mentions  regnal  years  fifteen  and  sixteen:  to  find  such  high  numbers  it  is  necessary 

to  go  back  at  least  to  the  reign  of  Severus  and  Caracalla,  that  is  to  206/7  and  207/8, 

and  the  single  wine  price  which  seems  to  emerge  perhaps  suggests  an  even  earlier  date, 

e.g.  15  and  16  Marcus  Aurelius,  174/5  and  175/6,  see  ii  7-8  n.  See  4438  introd.  for 
the  reuse  of  papyrus  after  such  a  long  interval. 

The  papyrus  is  broken  at  the  top,  but  the  loss  there  is  probably  very  little,  to  judge 

from  the  complete  document  on  the  other  side  (4438).  The  bottom  edge  is  virtually 

complete  and  the  edges  on  either  side  are  vertical  and  only  slightly  damaged  by  wear, 

since  they  are  the  edges  of  the  sheet  which  was  cut  out  of  the  account  roll  to  take  the 

text  of  4438.  The  fairly  well  preserved  second  column  is  an  account  of  wine,  mostly 
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delivered  ‘to  you,  Philiscus’.  For  the  normal  entries  the  amounts,  which  were  on  the 
right,  are  lost.  At  the  foot  of  this  are  beginnings  of  seven  more  lines,  which  are  short 

and  crowded  over  to  the  right,  being  very  rapidly  written  and  much  abbreviated.  Their 

heading  £ijr(  )  probably  indicates  that  they  concerned  arrears,  and  there  were  probably 

quantities  given  at  the  ends  here  too,  see  ii  34  n.  The  scanty  remains  of  the  first  column 

are  mostly  sums  of  money  in  drachmas.  They  occupy  the  top  half  only;  either  the  space 

below  was  blank  or  shorter  lines  were  used  in  the  lower  half.  Two  lines  in  a  more  rapid 

style  were  written  below  and  rather  to  the  right  (i  15-16).  They  are  probably  to  be 

regarded  as  an  intercolumnar  note  relating  to  the  second  column,  but  concerning  o£oc 

rather  than  ohoc.  Col.  ii  7-9  are  also  in  a  more  rapid  style.  It  may  be  that  i  15-16, 

ii  7-9  and  ii  28-34  were  all  written  in  vacant  spaces  by  a  second  person  going  over  the 
account  as  first  drafted. 

It  is  very  difficult  to  guess  the  context.  Philiscus  may  have  been  a  businessman  or 

an  estate  employee  receiving  regular  consignments  of  wine  for  retail  to  his  customers. 

None  of  the  persons  mentioned  has  been  identified. 

Col.  i 

].-  ,# 

].. 

]  a(  )  /card  p.( epoc )  ( Sp .)  c 

]  .  .  (vac.) 

5  ]  _  cot  (vac.) 

]  (Sp.)  p«? 

]  (8p.)  c 

]  (V)  T 

]  (§P-)  c 

10  ]  (Sp.)  c 

]  (Sp.)  c 

] .  .  .  VT(  )  (Sp.)  p 

]  (Sp.)  C 

]  (Sp.) 15 

(m.2?)  o£(ovc?)  AnoXXcbc  vo[uk{oc)  ly 

/7ac[t  ]  cor  yvpiyaciapx-  )  A 

Col.  ii 

i  [  ]  p.ot  Sia  [ 
i5~  avrjvcyifirj)  cot  dno  aypoy  [(vac.?)] 

/cat  p-eypL  XoCatc  i£  ecyec  j 

oivo{v )  yeprjp,(aroc)  te  (erovc)  aA(Aa)  (vac.) 

5  /cat  0ad>((f)L )  t0“  yerecto(tc)  A lopvclo(v)  v’lov rote  er  o’lk(uj)  (vac.) 

(m.2?)  ’Ayadoc  KocpL(rjr-  )  o’ivov  (rerpa)x(oa)  p,~ 

(cor)  Ttpt(')))  8o9(r)ceraL?)  (Sp.)  p/c. 

(vac.) 

[(rerpd)]x(oa)  [ 

[(rerpa)]  x(oa)  [ 

[(rerpa)]  x(oa)  [ 

10  (m.i) 

15 

20 

otro(o)  6pot(coc)  yeprip,(aroc)  ig  (erovc)  avrjvex(dr])  col 
0lX(lckco)  nor(ea ,) 

/cat  aA(Aa)  ecoc  XoCax  1 Kara  p,(epoc )  (vac.) 

Xota/c  1 9~  avrjvex(9ri)  cot  and  ceL(f>a>(voc)  7ror(ea) 

Meycip  ty“  avr)vex(0r])  col  optotcoc 

ig  ~  apr/vex(drj)  col  [  ]  a  and  naX(aLOV?)  Kry]p,(aroc)  [ 

/cat  norea  and  cet(/>co(roc)  etc  Svo 

0a(pLevtbff)  A-  cot  0lXlckw  and  naX(aiov?)  Krrjp,(aroc)  Sta 

/cat  aX(Xa)  o'ivov  and  (sic)  Xl^lkov  Krr)pL(aroc) 

0ap(p,ovdi)  ig~  col  0iX(CcKip)  7]vex(drj)  and  K(araye(ov) 

Ky~  COL  bpLOLCOC  0iX(CcKcp) 

k9~  col  opLOLOic  0lX(lckoS)  and  /carayeto(u) 

/7ay(tor)  t §  cot  6p,[o]tcoc  and  Karaye(o(v) 

/cat  and  77aycor  /c/3“  ecoc  A“  /7 awt  [ 

fivexdjj  col  /card  p, epoc  a7r[b  /ejara- yeCov  oic  cv/aneneica[L ]  aA(Aa) 

[(rerpd)x(oa) 
[(rerpa)]  x(oa)  [ 

[(rerpd)y(oa) [(rerpa)]  y(oa)  [ 

[(rerpd)x(oa) 

[(rerpd)x(oa) 

[(rerpct)x(oa) 

[(rerpa)x(oa) 

[(rerpd)x(oa) 

[(rerpa)x(oa) 
[(rerpa)] x(oa)  [ 

[(rerpa)] x(oa)  [ 

[(rerpa)]  x(o  a)  [ 
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25  Kat  ai to  EttUitt  a[_]  ewe  eTrayopfevcov)  | 

ecyec  /card  /x(epoc)  o[tc]  cv^ire-neicai,  [( reTpa)x(oa ) 

(yiVerat)  (rerpd)y(oa)  p 

(m.2?)  ̂ r(et).  ̂ jU./xaiv^Joc  c  | 
0aviac  &avC ov  [ 

3°  . y(  )  [ 
vide  a  t]t(  )  e  [ 

(TT}p(oc)ecf)wyr](  )  (vac.)  [ 

Cap(  )  Si(a)  Capa{  )  oyop t(art)  C  [ 
X<ipiv  (vac.)  [ 

Col.  i 

3  Karat1,  and  so  throughout,  5= (8/3099217),  and  so  throughout  12  ]  uT  15  o£/, 
vopuK  1 6 

Col.  ii 

2  avrjvN,  and  so  throughout  4  ow°,  and  so  throughout,  ie5,  cc\  and  so  throughout 

5  ̂cd0,  ye*°  Siovvci0  6  oiK  7  Koct1,  y®  =  (reTpd)x(oa),  and  so  throughout  8  L  = 

(&y)TiPSo°  10  0/401,  i?5,  <^  =  0iA(i'o«a)  and  so  throughout,  mT?  12  cei <j>w:  1.  d>j>w{voc);  rroT 

14  ttoAkt^P  15  1.  ci#co(roc)  t6  ̂ a“,  naAKrrjP  17  1.  aifo;  jcri)^  18  <j>ap~ , 

ijvNanoK~  20  Karayei0  21  m*,  Karayec0  25  1.  ’End<j>;  enayoP  28  £t/t 
30  gamma  raised?  31  i}T  32  p)e(j> cuvij)  33  cap),  S  with  iota  below,  capajovoP 

Col.  i 

‘...by  instalments  dr.  200,  ...to  you  ...  dr.  u8(?)  ob.  6(?),  ...  dr.  200,  ...  dr.  300,  ...  dr.  200,  ... 
dr.  200,  ...  dr.  200,  ...  dr.  too,  ...  dr.  200,  ...  dr.  360. 

(2nd  hand?)  Vinegar(?):  Apollos,  lawyer(?)  13,  Pasion,  (former?)  gymnasiarch  30.’ 

Col.  ii 

( 1  st  hand)  ‘ . . .  to  me  through(?)  . . . 

On  the  1 6th  there  were  delivered  to  you  from  the  country  tetrachoa  (so  many) 

And  up  to  Choeac  17th  you  had,  in  wine  of  the  15th  year,  another  tetrachoa  (so  many) 

And  on  Phaophi  1  gth  for  the  birthday  of  Dionysius  (your?)  son,  for  the  persons  in  the  household, 

tetrachoa  (so  many)’ 

(2nd  hand?)  ‘Agathus  (former?)  cosmetes  in  wine  tetrachoa  40,  for  which  the  price  of  dr.  120  shall  be  given)?).’ 

(1st  hand)  ‘In  wine  likewise  of  the  1 6th  year  there  were  delivered  to  you,  Philiscus,  ready  to  drink (tetrachoa  so  many) 

And  up  to  Choeac  1 7th  by  instalments  another  tetrachoa  (so  many) 

On  Choeac  19th  there  were  delivered  to  you  from  the  siphon,  ready  to  drink  (tetrachoa  so  many) 

|| 
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On  Mecheir  1 3th  there  were  delivered  to  you  likewise  tetrachoa  (so  many) 

On  the  1 6th  there  were  delivered  to  you  ...  from  the  old(?)  holding  (tetrachoa  so  many) 

And  ready  to  drink,  from  the  siphon,  for(?)  two  (tetrachoa  so  many) 

On  Phamenoth  30th  to  you  Philiscus  from  the  old(?)  holding  through)?)  ...  (tetrachoa  so  many) 

And,  in  wine  from(?)  the  western  holding,  another  (tetrachoa  so  many) 

On  Pharmuthi  16th  there  were  conveyed  to  you,  Philiscus,  from  the  cellar  (tetrachoa  so  many) 

On  the  23rd  to  you  likewise,  Philiscus  (tetrachoa  so  many) 

On  the  29th  to  you  likewise,  Philiscus,  from  the  cellar  tetrachoa  (so  many) 

On  Pachon  14th  to  you  likewise  from  the  cellar  tetrachoa  (so  many) 

And  from  Pachon  22nd  up  to  the  30th  of  Pauni  there  were  conveyed  to  you  by  instalments  from  the 

cellar,  being  those  for  which  you  have  agreed,  another  tetrachoa  (so  many) 

And  from  Epeiph  1st  up  to  the  intercalary  days  you  had  by  instalments  from  the  cellar,  being  those 

for  which  you  have  agreed  (tetrachoa  so  many). 

Total  tetrachoa  100  +  .’ 

(2nd  hand?)  ‘Query.  Ammonius  ... 
Phanias  son  of  Phanias  . . . 

Ph  ... 

(His?)  son  ... 

There  were  reported  (?)  ... 

Sar(  )  through  Sara(  )  in  the  name  of  S  ... 

for  the  sake  of(?)  ...’ 

Col.  i 

3  Kara  p(tpoc).  The  translation  ‘by  instalments’  is  a  guess.  Where  it  occurs  below,  it  is  associated  with 
a  note  of  a  period  of  time  over  which  wine  deliveries  were  made,  see  especially  ii  23,  where  it  is  written  in 

full.  This  suggests  that  the  entry  totals  the  amounts  delivered  on  two  or  more  occasions.  Cf.  perhaps  XXVII 

2472  9  and  rfjc  alr^c  Kiiip-rjc  Kara  pdpoc  ck  XcittO>[v,  translated  as  ‘from  the  same  village  from  individual  small 

payments  ...’. 

5  coi.  This  matches  the  issues  of  wine  ‘to  you  Philiscus’  in  col.  ii.  Presumably  Philiscus  was  receiving 
money  from  the  same  source  as  the  wine,  which  suggests  some  sort  of  internal  arrangement  within  a  business 

or  an  estate.  This  might  have  some  bearing  on  the  seemingly  very  low  wine  price,  see  ii  7-8  n. 

6  The  traces  at  the  end  might  possibly  be  interpreted  as  i.e.  o/3[o]A(o i)  s',  cf.  LIX  3993  5-6  n., 

last  para. 15-16  These  lines  are  probably  to  be  regarded  as  marginal  notations  to  col.  ii,  since  vinegar  goes  with 

wine.  The  hand  is  rapid  and  more  sloping  than  the  rest,  but  very  like  col.  ii  7-8,  28-34.  The  persons  have 
not  been  traced  elsewhere. 

On  ofoc,  ‘vinegar’,  see  N.  Kruit,  JPE  90  (1992)  267-8.  Alternatively  o£'  might  represent  some  form  of 

the  name  of  Oxyrhynchus  or  of  a  derivative,  e.g.  -yjrry,  -yiriKoc,  or  possibly  -yinov,  cf.  ii  7—8  n.  The  figures 

might  denote  vessels. 
vop.iK(oc).  The  term  usually  seems  to  refer  to  some  sort  of  notary.  For  the  confusing  evidence  see  A.  K. 

Bowman,  J.  D.  Thomas,  Bulletin  of  the  John  Rylands  Library  61.2  (1979)  309.  The  expansion  vop.cK(apioc)  is 

excluded  because  the  first  mention  of  that  office  falls  in  ad  298,  see  LIX  3985  introd. 

Col.  ii 

5  This  most  probably  indicates  that  Dionysius  was  the  son  of  Philiscus,  but  a  search  of  the  Duke  Data 

Bank  for  a  combination  of  the  two  names  did  not  reveal  any  promising  candidate  for  identification. 

7-8  Cf.  col.  i  15-16  n.  Agathus,  cosmetes  or  ex-cosmetes,  has  not  been  traced  elsewhere. 

The  price  of  the  wine,  3  dr.  for  a  tetrachoon,  at  least  suggests  an  early  date,  although  nothing  very 

precise  can  be  said.  Even  the  second  century  prices  given  by  H.-J.  Drexhage,  Preise,  Mieten/ Pachten,  Kosten  und 

Lohne  im  romischm  Agypten  58—73,  seem  to  be  mostly  higher  than  this,  although  the  measures  and  the  quality 
are  both  uncertain.  Four  choes  were  about  13.13  litres  according  to  F.  Hultsch,  Griechiscke  und  romische  Metrologie 

703,  Tab.  XA.  By  the  middle  of  the  third  century,  as  Dominic  Rathbone,  Economic  Rationalism  and  Rural  Society 

in  Third- century  AD  Egypt,  shows,  the  Heroninus  archive  attests  prices  between  8  and  20  drachmas  (pp.  466-7) 
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for  a  ceramion/monochoron  estimated  as  containing  about  7  litres  (p.  469).  That  estate’s  oxyrhynchition 

contained  about  half  as  much  again  (p.  469),  that  is,  although  it  is  assessed  there  at  c.  10.5  litres,  it  may  well 

have  been  a  four-chous  jar.  Our  estimates  of  ancient  measures  are  fairly  imprecise  and  the  measures  themselves 

were  probably  variable.  Those  prices  are  well  above  what  we  find  here.  Here  there  is  the  possibility  that  this 

account  records  transactions  internal  to  some  business  or  estate,  see  i  5  n.,  and  there  may  even  be  a  further 

possibility  that  this  entry  could  be  interpreted  as  referring  to  an  amount  still  to  be  paid  in  addition  to  a 

previous  part  payment. 

10  ttot(4o).  Cf.  12,  with  what  seems  to  be  the  same  form  of  abbreviation,  with  a  raised  tau,  and  15, 

where  the  word  is  given  in  full.  It  does  not  occur  in  the  papyrological  dictionaries  or  in  the  Duke  data  bank. 

12  and  cdpa> (voc),  cf.  1 5.  It  seems  likely  that  this  refers  to  what  we  also  call  a  siphon,  since  its  use  was 

known  to  the  Egyptians  in  Pharaonic  times,  see  C.  Daremberg,  E.  Saglio,  Dictionnaire  des  antiquites  IV.q  p.  1 347 

s.v.  sipho,  J.  G.  Wilkinson,  The  Manners  and  Customs  of  the  Ancient  Egyptians  (revised  S.  Birch,  1878)  vol.  ii 

PP-  3 1 3-4.  At  a  guess  it  was  used  in  this  case  to  draw  the  new  wine  from  a  large  vat  into  four-chous  containers. 
One  of  its  advantages  was  that  it  could  be  used  with  care  to  leave  the  lees  undisturbed  at  the  bottom  of  the  vat. 

These  deliveries  seem  to  have  been  of  wine  just  ready  to  drink,  put  into  jars  for  these  occasions.  The 

contrasting  entries  below  with  and  KarayeCou  suggest  that  that  wine  had  been  put  into  jars  previously  for 

storage  in  a  cellar. 

14  The  remains  of  the  first  letter  suggest  lambda;  after  the  gap  the  trace  is  a  descender  close 

enough  to  the  last  letter  to  look  like  iota.  No  sensible  word  has  been  thought  of. 

iraX(atov?)  cf.  16.  The  superscript  letter  seems  clearly  to  be  a  lambda.  The  word  order  suggests  that  it  is 

not  the  name  of  the  holding,  so  that  ™A(aioO)  seems  to  be  the  best  possibility. 

15  elc  Suo.  Although  elc  is  frequent  with  numerals,  see  LSJ  s.v.  III. 2,  suggesting  ‘to  the  number  of  two’, 

or  ‘two  abreast’  or  ‘two  deep’,  in  this  context  the  meaning  remains  mysterious. 

18  and  x(aTayeiou).  Cf.  20,  21,  23-4,  with  12  n.  It  is  odd  that  the  most  drastically  abbreviated  version 
comes  first. 

32  For  the  abbreviation  of  77730c  to  pi  see  XL  2915  20  n.  This  word  (npocpcovelv)  usually  appears  in  official 

contexts.  Since  the  hand  is  very  rapid,  there  is  the  possibility  that  it  is  misread,  in  spite  of  appearances. 

34  X<W-  Presumably  this  is  the  prepositional  use  and  it  comes  after  its  case,  as  usual.  It  suggests  that 
quantities  were  given  at  the  ends  of  the  lines  in  this  section  also. 

4437.  Rescript  of  Severus;  Application  to  a  Strategus 

51  4B.i8/G(i-3)a  10.5  x12  cm  c.  229-236/7 

This  is  the  third  surviving  petition  addressed  to  Aurelius  Leonides,  strategus  of  the 

Oxyrhynchite  nome,  by  men  appointed  to  village  liturgies  who  refuse  to  serve  and,  on 

the  authority  of  the  same  rescript  of  Severus  and  Caracalla,  which  they  put  as  a  preface 

to  their  petition,  surrender  their  property  to  the  person  responsible  for  their  nomination, 

see  XII  1405,  XLIII  3105  (J.  H.  Oliver,  Greek  Constitutions  Nos.  240A,  B).  This  one 

finally  contributes  the  beginning  of  the  rescript,  although  in  a  slightly  garbled  form.  It 

is  instructive  to  see  how  many  minor  differences  there  are  in  the  three  versions  of  this 

seemingly  crucial  pronouncement,  although  most  are  mere  phonetic  spellings.  Precision 

in  these  matters  was  not  so  important  as  it  now  seems  to  us,  cf.  e.g.  the  different  texts 

of  another  rescript  of  the  same  emperors  in  the  versions  of  BGU  I  267  and  P.  Strassb. 

I  22  (Oliver,  op.  cit.  Nos.  223A,  B). 

It  is  difficult  to  grasp  the  significance  of  the  accumulation  of  documents  of  this 

type.  All  three  possibly  come  from  the  records  of  the  strategus  Leonides,  but  they  do 
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not  all  come  from  the  same  season  of  excavation:  4437  has  an  inventory  number  with 

the  element  4B,  denoting  the  fourth  season,  while  3105  has  the  element  3B,  for  the 

third;  the  inventory  number  of  1405  is  lost.  They  are  not  all  of  the  same  date  since 

1405  mentions  the  current  third  year,  which  must  be  that  of  the  reign  of  Maximinus 

and  Maximus,  i.e.  236/ 7,  in  order  to  fit  into  Leonides’  term  of  office,  see  G.  Bastianini, 
J.  Whitehorne,  Strategi  and  Royal  Scribes  98,  while  3105  has  the  remains  of  a  date  clause 

of  Severus  Alexander  which  sets  it  between  the  beginning  of  Leonides’  strategiate  in 
228  or  229  and  the  spring  of  235,  see  D.  W.  Rathbone,  2fPE  62  (1986)  108.  (This 

damaged  passage  of  3105  has  been  checked  again  and  the  reading  confirmed,  i.e.  it  has 

AvprjXio] v  Ceovri[p]ov  [AXe^dv8po]y  (30),  and  not  any  version  of  Ta'tov  TovXiov  Ovr/pov 

Ma^iytCvov.)  There  are  no  parallel  documents  outside  the  period  of  Leonides’  service. 
We  do  not  know  whether  there  was  a  significant  increase  in  the  number  of  cases  of 

cessio  bonorum  at  this  date  or  whether  the  phenomenon  is  typical  of  the  whole  period. 

Only  the  beginning  of  the  petition  survives.  The  writing  runs  along  the  fibres  of 

the  recto,  as  is  shown  by  a  sheet  join  running  vertically  c.  5  cm  from  the  left  edge.  The 

back  is  blank  so  far  as  it  is  preserved. 

6eol  Ceovrjpoc  Kai  AvtcjovIvoc  KaniTcovi  ’Epp.ocf>dvTOV. 

ei{c),  die  </>?]£,  {et}  81a  to  fiapoc  Tfjc  XenovpyCac  napexdrprj- 
cac  to>v  ceavrov,  evXoyo  [v  ecTt]y  pci)  r&>  rapteCcp  r]ptib(v) 

rr/v  Trapaxtibprjciv  [yevecjdcu,  aXXa  too  cal  elc  tt)(v) 

5  XtT[o]vpyLac  l[Ao]peV [qj,  oc  avaX\a[P]a)v  cov  rd  vnapxo(v)- 

ra  to  Ttptrpxd  co[v  to  ttoXitikov]  rrape^i  teal  rqv  Xei- 

TovpyCay  anon[Xrjp(ocei.  to  yap ]  TapXov  rjptihv  Tcb(v) 

toiov  [t]o)[V]  Trap[axcoprjcea)v  o]uk  [ej^terai,  oil 8e 

7]  €7tm[ju]ia  [ cov  /JAa/^ce]  rat  ovSe  elc  to  car¬ 
lo  p.a  [couj  v[l3]pic9ficei.  npoeTedrj  rj  ( erovc )  Meyelp  ey AXe£av8(peia). 

AvprjXico  Aea>vC8rj  CTpaTiqya)  ’ O^vpvyxeiTov 

napa  AvprjXCov  'Hpat<XeC8ov  /7eTpajvt<(oi>)  p.rjTpdc 

TlXovTdpxT]c  and  Karpcrjc  TaXad).  dvTOVopta- 

cTeic  napa  8vvap.iv  vno  [  ]  "Qpov  " Qpov  p.r]Tpdc 

15  KaXapdvrjC  elc  npaK[To]petav  apyvpucthv  kos- 

pLTjTtK&V  XrjpLp.[dTO>V ]  TTjC  a VTTjC  TaXad) 

Tonarv  [  ]  .[.].[  ].  dpTeyeiv 

ojiuj[  c.20  letters  ]  8ta  cov 
c.25  letters  ]  l 
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2  1.  el,  (be  rftrjc,  8ta  ktX. 

7  1-  rap-elov,  to) 
3  rl^u> 10  r/5-  aXetpav^ 

4  1.  re:  tt]  5  1.  XeiTOvpyiav',  virapyo  6  1.  naprrn 

11  1.  ’Ogvpvyx  Ctov  13-14  1.  avrovopacBek 

The  deified  Severus  and  Antoninus  to  Gapito  son  of  Hermophantus,  “  [  f(  as  you  claim,  you  ceded  your 
property  because  of  the  burden  of  the  liturgy,  it  stands  to  reason  that  the  cession  is  not  made  to  our  treasury 
but  to  the  person  who  nominated  you  to  the  liturgy,  who,  having  taken  possession  of  your  property,  will  hold 
in  readiness  (the  equivalent  of)  your  civil  property  qualification)?)  and  fulfil  the  duties  of  the  liturgy,  for  our 
treasury  does  not  desire  such  cessions,  nor  will  your  citizenship  be  injured  nor  will  you  be  subjected  to 
corporal  punishment.”  Posted  in  public  in  the  8th  year,  Mecheir,  in  Alexandria.’ 

‘To  Aurelius  Leonides,  strategus  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome,  from  Aurelius  Heracleides  son  of  Petronius(?) mother  Plutarche  from  the  village  of  Talao.  Having  been  nominated  by  Horus  son  of  Horus  mother  Calamine 
to  succeed  him  as  praetor  of  money  taxes  of  the  revenue  from  villagers  of  the  district  of  the  same  Talao,  which 
is  beyond  my  means,  ...  through  you  ...’ 

1  deoi  Ceovr/poc  Kai  ‘Avrwvlyoe.  This  is  the  short  posthumous  formula,  cf.  the  doublets  BGU  I  267  and 
P.  Strassb.  I  22  (Oliver,  op.  cit.  No.  223A  and  B),  the  first  with  a  long  formula  (similar  to  4435  17-18),  the second  the  same  as  here. 

2  el{c},  (be  (jyfil  (1.  (frpe),  {«}.  This  seems  a  plausible  way  of  understanding  the  writing,  which  is  very 
clear.  Possibly  the  clerk  thought  that  he  was  writing  a  version  of  “ewe  (jrrjeei.  or  (frqei.  Phrases  like  ut  dicis/ 
adlegas/adseueras/proponis  are  frequently  found  in  imperial  rescripts,  although  they  are  not  especially  character¬ 
istic  of  the  period  194-202,  see  A.M.  Honord,  Emperors  and  lawyers  147-156  s.w.,  56-9.  For  zeta  in  place  of sigma  see  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  i  120-124,  esp.  123  §  2a. 

Just  possibly  we  should  select  the  epsilon  iota  before  fidpoc  to  represent  d  and  mark  what  precedes  with 
a  crux,  etewep-qi f.  This  could  possibly  represent  some  expression  meant  to  accompany  the  name  or  patronymic of  the  addressee. 

We  can  now  imagine  restorations  for  the  beginnings  of  the  parallel  documents: 

1405 
[0eot  Ccovffpoc  Kai  'AvtojvIvoc  KairCronvt ] 

32 

[Epp,o<f>avrov.  el,  one  (f>rjc,  8ta  to  fiapoc] 

27 

rr)c  X€LTOv]p[yLac]  irapcx<I)p\r}cac 

25 

rcbv  ccavroO ]  cv8r)Xov  ecrcv  fir)  tco  ktX. 

26 
3105 

[0eoi  Ccovrjpoc  Kai  Avtcqvlvoc  KairiTtovi  Ep-] 

[fxo(f)dvTov.  et,  ojc  8 id  to  fid poc  t^c  Aet rovp-] 

35 

yi etc]  7rap[c]xd)pi]cac  \rcbv  c]cavTOV  evfS]i?[A](5F 

32 

cc]tiv  fir)  tco  raficCco  rjfidjv  rr)v  [irapa]xop- 

prjety  yevecBai  kt A. 

28 
3  euAoyoJy.  For  this  variant  see  4435  5  n.  Both  the  parallels  have  evSpXov  kenv,  with  more  or  less  certainty, see  above  and  4435  5  n. 

4  eat  (  =  ee).  3105  has  ce  after  kXopivw,  which  now  seems  inevitable,  see  next  note.  1405  seems  not  to 

have  had  ce  at  all,  although  Oliver,  op.  cit.’  p.  460,  printed  [c’  4 Ao] peyw. 
5  ?[A°]/r<r>[w.  This  must  be  the  intended  word.  Dr  Rea  writes:  ‘In  1405  I  found  some  difficulty  in 

recognizing  kXp/peyw,  mainly  in  the  ending,  see  3105  3  n.,  where  I  suggested  that  the  ending  was  miswritten 
as  -ov.  This  still  seems  a  possibility,  but  now  I  am  ready  to  accept  omicron  at  the  end  of  line  3,  although 
alpha  might  also  be  a  possibility,  see  1204  25,  with  BL  I  333,  VII  136’. 

oc  araA]a[/I]a>r  c ov.  3105  omitted  these  words.  The  spacing  makes  it  almost  certain  that  ce  was  not 
repeated  here  before  them  and  after  k[Xo]pky[cp,  which  is  where  it  appears  in  3105. 

t6  repr/ixd  co[u  to  ttoXitikov] .  This  phrase  is  guaranteed  by  3105,  being  much  damaged  in  1405.  No 
advance  seems  to  have  been  made  in  the  understanding  of  rCpcqp.a  since  3105  4  n.,  but  Dr  Rea  now  prefers 
to  follow  the  second  half  of  his  note  and  translate  ‘will  hold  in  readiness  (the  equivalent  of)  your  civil  property 
qualification’. 
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8—9  ov8e  rj  kTTtTt[fx]ia  [ cov  fiXafirjce] rat.  1405  has  'rj  8c  emreipLia  cov  ck  tovtov  ov8cv  fiXafirjccrai,  and  3105 

agrees,  except  that  it  has  col  instead  of  cov. 
10  [coo],  This  deleted  word  does  not  occur  in  either  of  the  parallels. 

io-ii  Ttpoercdr)  rj  (crovc)  Mcyeip  ey  AXc^av8(pcCa).  3105  also  has  Mecheir;  the  month  given  in  1405  is 
Pharmuthi.  A  similar  conflict  of  dates  occurs  between  the  doublets  BGU  I  267  (Tybi)  and  P.  Strassb.  I  22 

(Pharmuthi).  Oliver,  op.  cit.  p.  448,  explains  the  dates  as  being  that  of  local  publication,  whatever  that  may 
mean,  and  of  publication  at  Alexandria,  although  he  sees  that  they  are  both  given  as  for  Alexandria.  N. 

Lewis,  RIDA  25  ( 1 978)  272-3,  n.  44,  believes  that  in  each  case  one  of  the  dates  must  be  mistaken.  P.  Strassb. 
22  has  a  posthumous  imperial  formula,  as  here,  and  he  therefore  favours  Tybi,  the  month  given  by  BGU 

267  which  has  a  long  imperial  formula,  over  Pharmuthi.  In  our  case  1405  of  236/7  is  later  than  3105  of 

228-235,  see  introd.  para.  2,  while  4437  is  datable  only  to  the  term  of  Leonides,  228  or  229  to  236/7,  and 
we  cannot  say  whether  it  is  later  or  earlier  than  the  others.  There  is  the  possibility  that  1405  is  the  latest  of 

the  trio  and  open  to  the  same  argument,  but  more  evidence  is  needed. 
All  the  parallels  have  the  date  after  irpocrcdri  kv  AXegavSpeta,  but  LII  3018  10,  although  fragmentary, 

seems  to  allow  the  possibility  that  the  date  could  come  first:  Trjpocrcdr)  rrpo  hi rra  cl8coy  AcKcvfipico[v,  contrast 

line  5. 

10  For  Leonides  see  introd.  para.  2. 

12  FlerpwvRovy.  Something  has  been  omitted;  IIcrpujvYavov)  is  also  possible. 

15  KaXaptvqe.  Ka XapUvi)  is  known  as  a  village  name,  see  A.  Calderini,  S.  Daris,  Dizionario  dei  nomi geografici 

iii.  1  p.  53,  but  new  as  a  personal  name.  Although  lambda  seems  a  better  reading  of  the  third  letter,  it  may 
be  possible  that  it  is  a  tau  in  view  of  the  masculine  name  Karapivae.  but  this  in  turn  is  known  only  from 
XVI  1890  of  ad  508. 
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On  the  office  see  N.  Lewis,  The  Compulsory  Public  Services  44.-5. 
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ri)c  avTijc  TaXaeb  ronuiv.  Talao  is  a  well  attested  and  therefore  probably  a  large  village  of  the 

Lower  toparchy,  
see  P.  Pruneti,  

I  centri  abitati  193-4,  which  has  been  identified  
with  Tala,  see  F.  Gomaa  et  al., 

Beihefte  
des  Tubinger  

Atlas  des  Vorderen  
Orients,  

Reihe  B,  Nr.  69,  p.  90. 

17  drre'xeir.  Gf.  3105  19,  but  the  wording  is  not  otherwise  parallel.  Before  avrexeiv  it  does  not  seem 
possible  to  read  Svvapai.  pa  1  might  be  possible,  but  the  trace  before  that  is  strangely  high;  the  shape  looks 

like  the  loop  of  rho,  but  the  position  suggests  beta  or  xi  and  no  letter  seems  perfectly  suitable.  After  cWe'xeiv 
the  traces  look  odd  and  cramped,  but  they  might  represent  ovy  (be. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4438.  Application  for  Registration  of  a  House 

48  5B.25/G(3)a  14  x26  cm  28  September-27  October  252)?) 

The  document  is  a  copy  of  an  application  for  the  registration  of  a  house,  probably 

of  ad  252.  Two  brothers  inherited  the  house  from  their  unnamed  mother,  who  had 

bought  it  shortly  before  her  death.  The  father  of  the  brothers,  who  were  presumably 

minors,  sent  the  application  on  their  behalf  to  the  strategus,  who  was  asked  to  instruct 

the  keepers  of  the  property  register  to  make  the  appropriate  entry. 

Five  points  are  of  interest  in  this  otherwise  standard  text: 

1.  With  near  certainty  it  dates  Aurelius  Agathus  Daemon,  strategus  of  the 

Oxyrhynchite  nome,  to  the  year  252. 

2.  Line  5  provides  an  otherwise  unattested  short  titulature  for  the  emperor  Decius, 
which  seems  to  reflect  his  damnatio  memoriae. 

3.  The  text  mentions  several  members  of  a  well  known  family,  one  of  whom  was 

previously  unknown. 
4.  The  house  is  described  by  the  unattested  adjective  TpnrvpytaCa. 
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5.  This  copy  of  the  official  document  was  made  on  the  back  of  a  piece  cut  from  a 
roll  containing  a  private  wine  account  of  about  forty-five  years  (if  not  more)  earlier. 

The  writing  runs  across  the  fibres  and  looks  like  a  private  copy  of  an  official 
document,  perhaps  made  before  the  original  was  sent  to  the  strategus.  The  whole  text, 
including  the  subscription,  was  written  by  a  single  writer,  which  confirms  that  this  is 
not  an  original  but  a  copy,  a  conclusion  supported  by  the  short  form  of  the  date  clause 
at  the  foot. 

The  other  side  (4436)  is  written  parallel  with  the  fibres,  and  looks  like  the  recto  of 

the  roll,  although  there  is  no  sheet  join  to  prove  it.  Wine  from  the  produce  of  regnal 
years  1 5  and  1 6  is  mentioned.  To  find  such  regnal  years  before  the  middle  of  the  third 
century  it  is  necessary  to  go  back  at  least  to  the  reign  of  Septimius  Severus  and  his 
sons,  that  is  to  206/7  and  207/8.  Longlasting  vintage  wines  being  unknown  in  the 

papyri,  the  indication  is  that  the  copy  of  the  application  for  registration  was  written  on 

the  verso  about  forty-five  years  (if  not  more)  after  the  account  was  compiled.  Gf.  E.  G. 

Turner,  JEA  40  (1954)  102-6,  who  concluded  that  the  secondary  use  of  an  official 

papyrus  document  usually  occurred  within  twenty-five  years  of  the  first,  although  he 
produced  examples  of  much  longer  intervals,  cf.  id.  BASP  15  (1978)  163-9,  LXIII  4356 
is  an  example  of  secondary  use  at  least  twenty-two  years  after  the  first. 

AvprjXkip  'Ay add)  Aa(p,o[vi  CT\p(aTrjycp)  'O^vpvyxekrov 
rrapd  AvprjXicov  ®ea>v[oc]  tov  Kai  Kacropoc  Kal  Jio<(c)>- 

KovpL&ov  af/,(jx)T€pa>v  AvoXXocfsdvovc  k^7](yrjT-)  fiovX(evTov) 

Tfjc  'O^vpvyxendiv  noXewc.  Kad’  (J}8i6ypa(f)OV  irpaciv 

5  T<P .  (^r€l)  Meccfov  XoCaK  rjyopacev  -rrepiov - 

ca{v }  fj  lar/Trjp  rjpUbv  Kai  pcerrjXXaxyia 

kef)  fj/J-eiv  poovocc  role  8vci  violc  KXr/po- 

vo/iolc  rrapa  AvppXiov  CaparrCarvoc  tov  Kai  Ai- 

ovvcodewvoc  yvpb(yaciapx~)  fiovX(evrov)  rfj c  'O^vpvyxei- 

10  t&v  TToXecoc  vioi)  CeTTTip,(KC'}ov  ’ EtnpLaxov  Kai  <bc 

kxpr}p,d,Ticev  evdrjvi apxijcavroc  rp\c\  Xapc- 

TTpo[r]dTr]c  rroXea )c  t&v  AXe£av8pea>v 

err  appcf)68ov  Apopcov  Typivaciov  o’lKiav 

Tpnrvpyiaiav  Kai  aWpiov,  v<f>’  fjv  Kardyei[o] v, 
15  Kai  avXac  8vo  Kai  r a  tovtojv  xpf]CTVPla 

TrdvTa  cvv  e  IcoSoic  Kai  k^oSoic,  evSoKov- 

crjc  ttjc  tovtov  optoyvrjciac  a8eX(f>r)c 

AvprjXCac  Kaciavfjc  rrjc  Kai  'Hpat8oc,  cue  p} 

l8i6y[p]a<f>oc  npacic  7 repteyei,  {r}^c  Kai  8p- 
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20  pocLwdeCcac  [Sta  tov  xaraAoyeiouJ  ev8o- 

KTjcewc  tov  dvairepcfievTa  irpoc  tovc 

avTodi  t&v  evKTTjce aiv  fiifiX io<f>vX(aKac)  xpyp0-- 

Ticpdv  VTTOKoXXrjcavTec  kiri  r&v8e  t&v 

j3if3Xi8ia>v  e-mSkSopLev  to.  fiifSXChia  a^ioyvrec 

25  eTUCTaXrjvai  rote  j8i/3Aio</>uA(a|:t)  tt/v  Seovcav 

rrapadeciv  TroirjcacOai  cue  irpoKeirai  tolc  77a- 

p’  avToic  StacTpajp,act  vnep  tt)[c]  r)p.&v  {ac} 

ac(f>a Xekac.  ( ctovc )  y  (Pa&cfn.  (vac.) 

AvprjXtoc  ®ea>v  o  Kai  Kacrcop  Kai  AiocKovpkSr/c 

30  SC  kpLOV  tov  irarpoc  AvprjXkov  AnoXXo^d- 

vovc  emSeSaiKa. 

1  cr]N>  f  ’0£vpvyxtTov  4  1.  ’O^vpvyxtrwv;  xad’Sioypalov:  1.  /car’  V6ioypa6ov 

5  L  //  7  1  .T)UV  9  yvfi)P°vA  9-10  1.  ’OtjvpvyxiTwv  16  'i'coSoic  19  t'Sio y[p]a<j>oc 
19-20  1.  orpiocuoSetcr/c  22  1.  eyKTtjcecov;  fiifiXiodv  25  ’XAXloIv  28  L  y/ /  29  1. 

Akpr/Xi-ot  31  1.  kiriSeSdoKapcev 

‘To  Aurelius  Agathus  Daemon,  strategus  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome,  from  Aurelius 
Theon  alias  Castor  and  Aurelius  Dioscurides,  both  sons  of  Apollophanes  (former?) 

exegetes,  councillor  of  the  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchites.  By  an  autograph  deed  of  sale 

dated  in  the  ist  (?)  year  of  Messius,  in  Choeac,  our  mother,  who  died  leaving  us  her 

two  sons  as  her  only  heirs,  in  her  lifetime  bought  from  Aurelius  Sarapion  alias 

Dionysotheon,  (former?)  gymnasiarch,  councillor  of  the  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchites,  son 

of  Septimius  Epimachus  and  however  he  was  styled,  former  eutheniarch  of  the  most 

glorious  city  of  the  Alexandrians,  a  house  in  the  Gymnasium  Street  district  with  three 

towers  and  a  light-well,  beneath  which  is  a  cellar,  and  two  courtyards  and  all  the  fixtures 
of  these  with  entrances  and  exits,  with  the  consent  of  his  sister  by  the  same  parents 

Aurelia  Casiana  alias  Herais,  as  contained  in  the  autograph  deed  of  sale.  Since  this  has 

been  publicly  registered  by  consent  [through  the  bureau  of  the  archidicastes],  we  subjoin 

to  this  application  the  certificate  (of  registration)  which  was  sent  up  to  the  local  registrars 

of  property  and  we  submit  the  application  asking  that  instruction  be  sent  to  the  registrars 

to  make  the  proper  annotation,  as  aforesaid,  to  the  registers  in  their  custody  for  the 
sake  of  our  security.  Year  3,  Phaophi. 

‘We,  Aurelius  Theon  alias  Castor  and  (Aurelius)  Dioscurides,  through  me  the  father 

Aurelius  Apollophanes,  submitted  (the  application).’ 

1  Aurelius  Agathus  Daemon  is  new  and  should  be  inserted  in  the  list  of  G.  Bastianini,  J.  Whitehorne, 

Strategi  and  Royal  Scribes  p.  too.  P.  Flor.  I  83,  assigned  to  the  turn  of  the  third  and  fourth  centuries,  is  an 

undated  proclamation  of  a  strategus  of  the  same  name,  cf.  op.  cit.  103.  This  item  mentions  a  procurator 
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called  Flavius  Eudaemon,  uir  egregius,  equally  unknown.  An  attempt  to  identify  him  with  a  known  Oxyrhynchite 
office  holder  of  the  late  third  century  has  been  rightly  rejected  by  A.  K.  Bowman,  The  Town  Councils  132  n.  6. 
It  is  possible  that  the  nomen  Flavius  supports  the  dating  offered  in  the  edition  and  suggests  that  there  were 
two  strategi  of  this  name,  which  is  very  common. 

2-3  Neither  the  father  nor  either  of  the  two  sons  is  known  from  elsewhere. 

4  ko.6’  (f)8ioypa<jiov  npdccv  (1.  rar’  ISi oyp.).  For  errors  of  aspiration  see  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  i  135-6. In  this  context  Ihwypapoc  is  a  fiction,  intended  to  bring  the  contract  into  the  category  of  cheirographs, 
see  H.  J.  Wolff,  Das  Rechtder griechischen  Papyri  ii  1-8  and  n.  7.  For  the  whole  question  see  Wolff,  op.  cit.  106-113! 

A  list  of  contracts  of  sales  of  houses  has  been  compiled  by  H.  Maehler,  in  Das  romisch-byzantinische  Agypten 
(edd.  G.  Grimm  et  al ,=Aegyptiaca  Trenerensia  2)  128-134,  with  bibliography  of  earlier  lists  on  128  n.  36.  A 
discussion  of  house-sales  of  the  Roman  period  is  given  byj.  Drath,  Untersuchungen  zum  Wohneigentum  aufGrund 
tier  grixko-agyptischen  Papyri  34-48. 

5  TV  .  (2tei)  Meed on  XoCaK.  Choeac  is  equivalent  to  27  November-26  December.  The  year  can  only  be 
1  or  2,  that  is,  the  end  of  249  or  250,  see  P.  Oxy.  LI  p.  19,  D.  W.  Rathbone,  62  (1986)  112-14.  The 
remains  of  the  damaged  figure  might  allow  either  alpha  or  beta.  However,  it  may  be  argued  that  alpha  is  to 
be  preferred,  because  by  Choeac  of  year  2  Decius  already  had  two  colleagues,  Herennius  and  Hostilianus, 
and  it  was  usual  to  refer  to  them  in  a  short  form  as  the  Decii,  while  Mecdov  is  clearly  singular.  The  earliest 
Egyptian  date-clause  of  the  reign  of  Decius  is  in  fact  of  Choeac  1,  year  1  =27  November  24Q  see  D.  W 
Rathbone,  %RE  62  (1986)  112. 

The  key  name  of  this  emperor  is  Decius,  whose  fullest  titulature  is  AbroKpdruip  Kalcap  TdVoc  Meccioc 
Kovtvroc  Tpalavdc  Aeutoc  Ebcefrjc  Evrvxr)c  Cefacroc.  The  suppression  of  the  key  name  is  the  characteristic 
feature  of  Roman  damnatio  memoriae,  whereby  a  decree  of  the  senate  ordered  the  deletion  of  the  name  from 
records  and  public  monuments,  see  E.  Van’t  Dack,  ANEW  II.  1  875-6,  id.  Romanitas-Christianitas 
Untersuchungen  ...  J.  Straub  (edd.  G.  Wirth  et  al.)  324-334,  cf.  Hist.  Aug.  XVIII.  2  hoc  nomen  [Antoninus]  ex  annalibus 
senatus  auctoritate  erasum  est,  cf.  XLIX  3475  29  and  n.  In  the  papyri  the  name  of  Geta  is  the  one  most  notoriously 
affected,  because  it  was  often  struck  out,  see  most  lately  P.  Diog.  3.3—4  an  interesting  example,  because 
although  the  name  is  struck  out  in  this  copy  of  the  document,  another  copy,  P.  Diog.  4,  simply  leaves  out 
Geta’s  titulature  and  refers  to  Caracalla  alone. 

In  4438  we  may  have  a  form  of  damnatio  which  attracts  less  notice,  the  suppression  of  the  principal  name 
in  favour  of  one  of  the  subordinate  names,  Messius  instead  of  Decips.  There  is  one  other  example  for  the 
reign,  P.  L.  Bat.  II  (  =  P.  Vindob.  Bosw.)  3,  a  document  of  277/8  which  refers  to  a  sale  transacted,  according 
to  the  first  edition,  km  rov  [T\t\rr/]ov  Mecdov  <Pa.pp.ov8i  (15).  Titus  is  not  part  of  the  titulature  of  Decius, 
see  above:  E.  P.  Wegener,  working  from  the  original,  suggested  therefore  roO  [  ]  (trove)  [8e]ov  Mecdov  (BL 
III  p.  1 01).  It  is  very  likely  and  even  necessary  that  the  surviving  trace  should  represent  the  sign  for  (erovc). 
After  that  restore  probably  the  correct  praenomen,  hence  'em  rov  [  ]  (erovc)  [/Vijou  Mecdov ,  PappovBt,  f~. 

We  know  that  Decius  and  his  son  Herennius  were  entitled  diui  in  Rome  immediately  after  their  deaths, 
cf.  for  example  CIL  VI  3743  =  3' 130  =  36760  (25  June  251),  but  there  is  evidence  in  the  papyri  and  on 
Alexandrian  coins  which  suggests  that  Trebonianus  Gallus  did  not  confirm  the  title.  J.  F.  Gilliam,  Studi 
Calderini-Paribeni  i  pp.  305-311,  has  convincingly  shown  that  their  names  were  deliberately  left  out  in  P.  Dura 
97  =R.  O.  Fink,  Roman  Military  Records  on  Papyrus  No.  83,  cf.  Gilliam  TCS  11  (1950)  189-209  and  that  just 
their  consular  years  3  and  1  are  mentioned.  The  papyrus,  which  comes  from  a  military  archive,  has  entries 
for  dates  from  10  August  245  to  31  August  251.  The  date  for  8-14  May  251  is  given  as  III  et  I  cos  (16),  which is  used  another  six  times. 

Gilliam  argued  on  the  ground  of  this  papyrus  and  inscriptions  with  erasures  of  Decius’  name  that  the 
damnatio  memoriae  must  have  been  introduced  by  Gallus.  This  can  be  confirmed  by  the  evidence  of  coins  from 
Alexandria.  H.  Mattingly,  Mum.  Chron.  (ser.  6)  6  (1946)  36-46,  observed  that  the  deification  of  Decius  and 
Herennius  is  not  to  be  found  on  coins,  which  suggests  that  the  deification  in  Rome  was  revoked  so  quickly 
that  it  did  not  get  included  in  the  official  titulature  on  coins. 

In  succeeding  reigns  it  seems  that  the  damnatio  of  the  Philippi  was  sometimes  noted  in  the  same  way  by 
suppression  of  the  key  name: 

VIII  1119  (dated  16  August  253,  3  Gallus  and  Volusianus,  Mesore  23): 

22  (trove)  ft  MdpKoiv  'IovXiwv,  ABvp  A  (  =  26  November  244) 

24  ( erovc )  f  Mdpicwv  'IovXiuiv,  Meyeip  y  (  =  28  January  245) 
28  (erovc)  ft  Mdprcasv  7 ovXCosv.  <Pappod8i  ty  ( —  8  April  245). 
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(Contrast,  however,  IX  1209  of  Pharmuthi  (March/ April)  of  either  2  or  3  Gallus  and  Volusianus,  252 

or  253,  where  the  restoration  of  r&  8  (era)  [$iAiW]  cov  is  still  convincing.  A  photograph  shows  that  there  is 

clearly  not  room  for  MdpKoiv  'lovXtwv  at  the  beginning  of  line  12,  and  there  is  no  other  joint  reign  which 
could  be  suitable  here.  One  might  argue  that  since  the  memory  of  the  Philippi  was  abolished  by  Decius,  see 

below,  Gallus,  who  abolished  the  Decii,  might  have  reinstated  the  Philips  briefly  before  the  titulature  was 

stabilized  as  Marci  Iulii,  but  this  may  be  too  complicated.  The  varying  practices  of  individual  writers  probably 

account  for  the  inconsistencies.) 

XL  2913  iii  (dated  January/Februay  269): 

3”4  [  ...  TO)  x  ierei)  Mapucov ]  'IovXCuiy  (uncertain  year  of  the  Philippi) 

SB  VI  9298  (date  unknown,  but  headed  a(vriypai[jov )): 

21-22  (erovc)  [  '  MdpKcov  'IovXCoov,  Sail  (=15  September  249) 

P.  Grenf.  II  69  (reign  of  Valerian  and  Gallienus): 

16-17  e~  (erovc)  Mdptcusv  'IovXCmv,  prjvi  'Advp  (  =  28  October-26  November  247). 

For  the  erasure  of  the  name  of  Philip  in  Egyptian  temple  inscriptions  and  its  replacement  by  that  of 

Decius  see  S.  Sauneron,  BIFAO  51  (1952)  118-121. 

For  those  who  do  not  accept  that  the  use  of  these  forms  is  connected  with  damnatio  memoriae,  ammunition 
is  to  be  found  in  two  mummy  tickets  which  refer  to  the  third  year  of  Valerian  and  Gallienus  as  (trove)  y/ / 

TlovirXCuiv,  see  SB  III  6007,  B.  Boyaval,  CRIPEL  3  (1975)  Q29-230,  cf.  J.  R.  Rea,  Atti  del  XVII  Congresso 

Intemazionale  de  Papirologia  iii  1130,  with  plate  on  1129.  These  are  contemporary  references  early  in  the  reign 

and  cannot  be  explained  by  damnatio.  The  probable  reason  is  that  the  very  cramped  format  of  the  wooden 
tablets  enforced  the  shortest  possible  titulature. 

8-12  rrapd  Avpr/Xiov  Capavlwyoc  roii  real  AJ ovvcoBecovoc  yvp(vact apx-)  fov\(evroti)  rf)c  ’Otpvpyyxei/rihv 
rroXewc  vloO  Cerrrip(i')ov  'Empdxov  Kai  wc /ixpt]pdrccev  eM’pvcapx’qcavroc  rfi[c ]  Aaprrpo  [tJ  a-njc  irdXetoc  ruiv 

'A\e{av8peu>v.  On  this  family  see  U,  Wartenberg,  Proceedings  of  the  XIXth  International  Congress  of  Papyrology  (Cairo 

1989:  1992)  15-22,  cf.  cad.  94  (1992)  128-134.  An  Oxyrhynchite  Dionysotheon  who  has  appeared 
subsequently  is  datable  to  c.  183/4  and  is  likely  to  have  been  an  older  member  of  the  same  family,  see  PSI 

Gongr.  XXI  8.5  and  n. 
10  The  use  of  viov  in  this  place  conforms  with  the  rule  enunciated  by  D.  Hagedorn,  ffPE  80  (1990) 

277-282,  esp.  278:  ‘Es  scheint  sich  eine  Regel  herauszustellen,  die  folgendermassen  zu  formulieren  wire: 
Wcnn  in  Urkunden  romischer  Zeit  bei  der  Personenbeschreibung  die  Filiation  mit  Hilfe  des  Wortes  vloc  (bzw. 

Bvydrrjp,  s.  weiter  unten)  angegeben  wird,  dann  bedeutet  das:  Der  Vater  des  (oder  der)  Betreffenden  hatte 

eine  angesehene  soziale  Stellung  inne,  in  der  Regel,  weil  er  ein  munizipales  oder  sonstiges  Amt  bekleidete 

oder  bekleidet  hatte’. Although  this  is  a  well  attested  usage,  worth  bearing  in  mind,  it  is  perhaps  too  dogmatic  to  call  it  a  rule, 

see  e.g.  BGU  XIII  2237.4-9  j¥]a/jd  Tecevovcjsewc  viov  Tec[e]/vov<[eu>c  rrpecfvrtpov  kmKaXovp[evov]  /Cdifiwvoc 
Kai  JlaKvcewc  viov/  [T\ecevov</>etoc  veuirepov  emKaX[ovpevov]  /  [KiaA]i)TOC  dp<j>orepu>v  and 

Kd>p(r]c) / [C] oKvo(naiov)  Nr/cov,  P.  Mil.  Vogl.  I  28  iii  78  ABiip  kt)~  'Ov[v\ui<f>pi  vlus  'Aedpioc  (aprafai)  8,  P.  Brux. 

I  19.14  riadwv  vlo(c)  Ji[oc/co]po(u)  SotiA(ou),  O.  Bodl.  II  1709.2-3  perpycov  TlXyvei  vlw  IIovcioc  and  Tepo(  ) 
irvpov  ktX.,  P.  Berl.  Frisk  3  (  =  SB  V  75 1 7).2  rrapd  CtototJtccuc  viov  C[a]rvpov  Croroijr[e]cuc  yea>p(y ov). 

In  P.  Oslo  III  144  there  are  numerous  examples,  e.g.  8-9  'Appcovcoc  vide  [C]apa-rr&/  rod  fa rjsewc  [,  cf. 

14,  19,  28,  30  (conforming  with  the  rule),  34,  38,  39,  40.  The  editor  commented  on  this  as  the  ‘characteristic 
feature  of  this  list’,  with  reference  to  E.  Mayser,  Grammatik  II.  2  p.  9,  n.  3,  ‘Nicht  selten  wird,  teils  im  Interesse 
der  Klarheit,  namentlich  bei  Haufung  von  Genitiven,  teils  in  gehobenem,  feierlichem  Ton,  das 

Kinderverhaltnis  durch  vloc  und  Bvydryp,  sogar  mit  eigenem  Relativsatz,  ausgedruckt’.  He  then  lists  a  number 
of  examples  to  support  his  interpretation. 

I  cannot  present  a  coherent  interpretation  of  the  use  of  Bvydrrjp  and  vloc,  but  I  would  like  to  suggest 

that  there  was  no  strict  pattern  to  cover  all  cases. 

Perhaps  the  same  caution  should  be  applied  to  Hagedorn’s  rule,  which  he  uses  to  correct  a  long  series 
of  passages:  ‘Ein  Punkt  set  expressis  verbis  hervorgehoben:  Ich  habe  kein  einziges  Beispiel  daftir  gefunden,  dass 
in  Fallen,  wo  der  Name  des  Sohnes  in  einem  anderen  Casus  als  dem  Genitiv  steht,  ein  voll  ausgeschriebener 

Titel,  der  auf  den  durch  das  Wort  vide  eingefiihrt  Namen  des  Vaters  folgt,  im  Casus  mit  dem  Namen  des 

Sohnes  ubereinstimmt.  Ich  glaube  dadurch  hinreichend  sicher  nachgewiesen  zu  haben,  dass  die  Titel  in 
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derartigen  Verbindungen  immer  auf  den  Vater  zu  beziehen  sind,  (p.  279).  So  far  I  have  found  only  one 

example  which  breaks  this  rule;  P.  Mich.  XI  623,  an  official  letter  of  the  late  second  century  (BL  VII  115), 

is  addressed  'Hpoihy  vior  ’Arriwvoe  [to>]  krri  rtbv  ttoX€itlk&[v]  rye  a(vrye)  7 roA(ewc)  rw  piArartp  yatpeiv.  The 
editor,  J.  C.  Shelton,  describes  the  document  as  ‘addressed  to  the  official  im  r&v  ttoXitik&v  of  an  Egyptian 

metropolis’  (introd.  p.  93).  The  content  justifies  his  restoration  of  [toj],  the  crucial  word  for  our  purpose.  The 
case  may  differ  from  the  ones  that  Hagedom  had  in  mind,  yvp.vaeta.px-,  k^yyyr-  etc.,  but  this  rule  too  may 

be  a  little  too  absolute  and  one  should  remember  this  when  considering  his  emendations  (pp.  280-282). 

11  — 12  evByvtapxyeavroe  rfj [c]  \a/j,7rpo[r]dT7ic  woAeoic  rdiv  AXegavSpthov.  Gf.  N.  Lewis,  The  Compulsory 
Services  32-3,  P.  Diog.  p.  1 13  5  n. 

13-14  olietav  Tpnrvpymiav.  The  house  described  appears  to  be  a  fairly  large  town  house.  Though 
TpnrvpyCa/ -mla  as  an  adjective  for  a  house  had  not  occurred  before  in  any  other  text,  die  oheia  Snrvpyia  is 

common,  see  most  lately  G.  Husson,  OIKIA  251-2,  with  bibliography.  P.  Strassb.  II  1 10  of  c.  180  bg,  cf.  P. 

Strasb.  IX  803  introd.,  is  a  receipt  for  sales-tax  on  ‘the  2nd  storey  of  the  3rd  tower  and  the  associated 

courtyard,  in  which  there  are  structures(?)’,  (rdXoc)  7 rvpyov  y  creyye  (i  Kai  ryv  rrpoeovcav  avXyv  (1.  rye 
npocovcyc  avXy c),  eic  yv  oiKypara.  On  the  ambiguity  of  oiKypara  see  Husson  pp.  183-6,  but  structures  in  the 

courtyard  seem  more  likely  to  be  meant  in  this  context  than  rooms  in  the  tower  second  storey.  F.  Preisigke, 

‘Die  Begriffe  HYP  POT  und  ETEPH  bei  der  Hausanlage’,  Hermes  54  (1919)  423-432,  has  already  observed 

‘Nur  batten  wir  hier  keine  ot/cta  bmupyia,  sondern  cine  oixt'a  rpnrvpyial .  Note,  however,  that  no  house  is 
mentioned  in  the  Strasbourg  papyrus,  and  these  might  be  independent  towers  of  some  kind.  In  spite  of  the 

fairly  large  bibliography  the  nature  of  towers  associated  with  houses  is  not  well  understood.  The  suggestion 

that  they  indicate  a  degree  of  luxury,  see  Husson  252,  citing  M.  Nowicka,  Archeologia  Polona  14  (1973)  175-8, 
would  fit  well  with  the  status  of  the  Alexandrian  magistrate  Septimius  Epimachus,  father  of  the  sellers,  and 

with  that  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  exegetes  Apollophanes,  father  of  the  buyers. 

14  a'idpiov.  Gf.  G.  Husson,  OIKIA  29-36. 

vp’  yv  Kardyei[o]y.  Husson  points  out  that  the  construction  with  v<j>‘  yv  is  found  only  in  papyri  from 

Oxyrhynchus,  see  p.  132  n.  1  for  examples,  yv  refers,  of  course,  to  oIkiuv  and  not  to  a’idpiov.  This  slight 
awkwardness  indicates  how  these  stereotyped  descriptions  are  put  together  from  elements  of  standard  termino¬ 

logy.  The  ground  plan  of  the  house  in  XXIV  2406  indicates  a  dvpa  Karay(e(ov),  which  implies  that  there 

were  stairs  leading  to  the  cellar,  cf.  H.  Maehler,  in  Das  rSmisch-byzantinische  Agypten  (edd.  G.  Grimm  ct  al.  = 

Aegyptiaca  Treverensia  2)  1536-7;  Husson,  OIKIA  45™54. 

15  Kai  avXdc  Su'o.  Cf.  Husson,  OIKIA  53. 
Xpycrypia.  Cf.  Husson,  OIKIA  291-3. 

16  e'icdSoic  xai  kpidoic.  Gf.  Husson,  OIKIA  65-72. 

16-18  ebhoKovcye  ...  Kaeiavyc.  Gf.  20-21.  The  seller’s  sister  had  to  give  her  consent.  This  was  a  measure 
of  protection  for  her  interest  in  the  family  property. 

19-28  A  private  cheirograph  could  be  given  a  higher  authority  by  the  process  of  Sypociwcic,  see 

H.  J.  Wolff,  Das  Recht  ii  129-132.  This  was  done  by  incorporation  of  the  text  of  the  agreement  into  the 
records  of  the  Nanaeum  and  the  Library  of  Hadrian  in  Alexandria,  effected  through  the  archidicastes,  who 

was  in  charge  of  the  bureau  called  the  KaraXoyeiov.  A  certificated  record  of  the  registration,  called  the 

(Sypdeioe)  xpypartepdc,  was  produced  by  the  department  of  the  Karahoyeiov  called  the  SiaXoyy  and  directed 

to  the  keepers  of  the  property  registers  in  the  nome  capital.  The  applicants  attached  a  copy  of  the  xpVP-ari epoe 

to  their  application  and  ask  the  strategus  to  instruct  the  keepers  of  the  property  registers  to  make  the 
appropriate  entry  in  their  records. 

20  [Sid  rod  KaraXoyeCovJ.  Lines  have  been  drawn  so  as  to  enclose  the  whole  phrase.  This  should  indicate 

that  it  is  intended  to  be  deleted,  see  LSJ  s.v.  -nepiypdtpoj  III.  In  these  contexts  the  S taXoyrj  is  sometimes 
mentioned  instead,  e.g.  XLVII  3365  81,  cf.  5,  82,  but  no  substitution  has  been  made  here.  According  to 

Wolff,  Das  Recht  ii  249-250  n.  127,  the  hiaXoyY}  was  an  office  ( Geschdfistelle )  within  the  KaraXoyeiov  which 
prepared  the  xpVpariepot. 

21-3  rdv  dvarrepIOevra  ...  ypypanepov.  Wolff,  Das  Recht  ii  244-245  n.  102,  takes  this  phrase  as  an 
indication  that  the  transmission  of  the  certificate  of  registration  had  to  be  undertaken  by  the  applicants 
themselves. 

21—2  rrpdc  rove  avroffi  row  kvKryceutv  flifiAiopvA (a/cac).  The  purpose  of  the  fhftXiodyKy  kyKryceeov  was  to 

keep  an  up-to-date  record  of  property,  that  is,  real  estate  and  slaves.  It  was  organized  by  registers,  Siaerpaipara, 

in  which  each  section  (ovopa)  had  the  name  of  the  owner  as  a  heading,  see  Wolff,  Das  Recht  ii  226-7,  233—4. 

26  rrapdOeciv.  See  Wolff,  Das  Recht  ii  238-245. 

27—8  vrrep  ry\c\  ypdtv  {ac}  aepaAeiac.  This  phrase  does  not  appear  in  the  parallel  documents. 

28  (erovc)  y  epauipn.  The  original  document,  cf.  29-31  n.,  would  no  doubt  have  had  a  full  date  clause 

at  this  point. Decius,  cf.  5  n.,  did  not  have  a  third  year.  The  next  available  third  year  is  3  Gallus  and  Volusianus, 

252/3,  and  this  is  the  most  likely  one.  It  is  possible,  but  much  less  likely,  that  the  application  for  registration 

might  have  been  put  oft' till  3  Valerian  and  Gallienus,  255/6,  and  hardly  conceivable  that  it  could  have  waited 
till  3  Claudius,  270/271, 

29-31  The  subscription  is  written  in  the  same  hand  as  the  body  of  the  text.  This,  like  its  appearance 

on  the  back  of  a  used  piece  of  papyrus,  indicates  that  our  document  is  not  the  original  but  a  copy.  Even  if 

Apollophanes  had  been  illiterate,  an  amanuensis  would  have  signed  on  his  behalf,  see  H.  C.  Youde,  'xmoy- 
papei ic:  The  Social  Impact  of  Illiteracy  in  Graeco-Roman  Egypt’,  ZPE  17  (1975)  201-222  =  Scriptiunculae 

Posteriores  i  179-199,  so  that  the  original  would  have  had  two  different  hands. 
The  drafting  is  awkward.  For  two  people  we  would  expect  AbpyXioi  rather  than  AbprfXtoc,  cf.  2  AbpyXiwv, 

and  strict  grammar  would  require  a  plural  verb,  kmSeSuiKapev  instead  of  emSeSwKa. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4439.  Loan  of  Barley 

32  4B.7/M(3~4)c  8.5  x23.5  cm  258/9 

This  contract  of  loan  has  an  unusual  arrangement  of  sentences,  which  in  their 

wording  and  content  are  otherwise  standard.  The  lender,  Septimius  Aurelius  Eudaemon, 

is  a  well-known  citizen  of  Oxyrhynchus,  although  in  other  evidence  he  is  called  simply 

Septimius  Eudaemon:  see  4-6  n. 
In  the  lower  right  hand  margin  a  few  letters  survive  from  the  line  beginnings  of  a 

second  column,  in  the  same  hand,  level  with  i  28-31 .  In  all  probability  the  second  copy 

(cf.  i  24)  was  written  immediately  to  the  right  on  the  same  sheet  of  papyrus. 

The  writing  is  along  the  fibres;  the  back  is  blank. 

Col.  i 

AvprjAioi  TQpoc  Llarjcioc  pr/rpoc 

TextLcioc  Kai  ’AckA&c  AttoAAlo- 

viov  pirjTpoc  Taacjrvyxtoc  at u.</>[o-] 

repot  arro  K(bp,rjC  Cevirrra  CW[ri-] 

5  p.(io  Avpr/ACu)  ElhaCptoyei  Ceprjv[ov ] 

yvp,vacidpxo)  fiovAevrov  rfjc  [’0£v-\ 

pvyxarwv  noAecuc  oeiv. 
arreexopev  rrapa  cov  Kp[t]drjc  d[prd-] 

j8ac  rrevre  yevr/paroc  rov  Ste  [A-] 

10  dovroc  ero<(u(>c,  a(c)iTep  arrobojeopev 

cot  cvv  SiacfiopoLC  ck  rpCrov  erT[oc] 

rpiaKaSoc  Tlavvi  rov  evecT<(cuT(>oc 

i  (erovc)  ecj)  6.A a>  rfjc  avrfjc  Kcoprfc 

Ceverrra  veav  Kadapay  0.8  oAov 
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15  aficoXov  KeKOCKi[yev]fX€vy)v  Kai 

icaXa >c  rre7TaTrjii\4vrj\  v  pier  pip 

Sewaro)  w  Kai  Trap[et\7j]cf>apiev  TO)(y) 

Trapa  cov  fierpov  [vtJojp  cvv  Si- 

a(f>opoic.  e'a  'v  8e  p-i)  a[Tro]8d>copiev 

20  cot  eyroc  Tfjc  \rTpoKei\ii£vr)c 

irp[o]6ec[p(ae,  CKTCicopcev  c]oi  p,cE  rj- 

puoXCac  [  ]  [  ]vroc 

Xpovov.  Kvpiov  to  [xei\p6ypaif>ov 

Siccov  ypacf >ev  rr[a]pTaxfl  em- 

25  (jaepopuevov  Kai  77a  [vrt]  to j  v-nep 

cov  CTTi(f>epovTi  [y t]  vopbevrjc 

coi  ttjc  irpa^cioc  trapa  re  f/p,[&>v] 

e£  aXXrjXevyvcvv  ovtcvv  [etc] 

cktciclv  Kai  oil  eav 

30  alpfj  Kai  ck  t&v  VTrapxovrtov 

fipL&v  Trayraiv  Kai  eTrepw- 

Trjdevrec  hi to  cov  LoyioXoyrj- 

capiev.  [(erguc)  s']//  (vac.) 
[ AvTOKparopcov  Kaicjapcoy 

35  [ TIovttXCov  Alkivvlov]  OyaXepi.[avov] 

[/cat  TIovttXCov  AlkivvCov  Ov]aXe[piavov] 

[TaXXirjVov  FepfiaviKcov  Mey]tc[raiy] 

[Evce/3cuv  Evtvx&>v  Kai  /7oi/7r]A[tou] 

[. AiKivvCov  KopvrjXCov  CaAa>]  vtV[ot<] 

40  [OuaAeptavoO  rov  l7rt^avecr]ar[ou] 

Col.  ii  (opposite  i  28-31) 

..[ o.l 

..[ 

T.  [ 

i 
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5  1.  EiiSat^ovt  6  1.  fiovXevrf}  6-7  1.  ’Oi;vpvyxLTU)v  12  ttolvvi  1 3  IJ  rw 
IQ  1,  aTToScoccopev  25  imp  28  1.  aXXrjXeyyvaiV  30  VTrapxovrwv 

‘Aurelius  Horus  son  of  Paesis,  his  mother  being  Techosis,  and  Aurelius  Asclas  son 

of  Apollonius,  his  mother  being  Taaphynchis,  both  from  the  village  of  Senepta,  to 

Septimius  Aurelius  Eudaemon  son  of  Serenus,  gymnasiarch,  councillor  of  the  city  of 

the  Oxyrhynchites,  greetings. 

‘We  received  from  you  five  artabas  of  barley  of  the  crop  of  the  past  year  which  we 

shall  return  to  you  with  interest  at  the  rate  of  one  third  on  or  before  the  thirtieth  of 

Payni  of  the  present  6th  year  at  the  threshing  floor  of  the  same  village  of  Senepta  (in 

barley  that  is)  new,  clean,  free  of  fraud  and  earth,  sieved  and  well  trodden,  by  the 

measure  of  one  tenth  (of  an  artaba)  by  which  we  also  received  them,  your  representatives 

measuring  them,  along  with  the  interest.  If  we  do  not  return  (them)  to  you  within  the 

aforesaid  term,  we  shall  pay  (them)  out  to  you  with  an  increase  of  one  half  plus  interest]?) 

on  the  excess]?)  time.  The  cheirograph,  written  in  two  copies,  is  binding  to  be  presented 

in  evidence  in  any  place  and  for  any  person  who  presents  it  in  evidence  on  your  behalf, 

with  the  grant  to  you  of  the  right  of  exaction  both  from  us  under  mutual  guarantee  for 

payment  and  from  whichever  of  us  you  may  choose  and  from  all  our  possessions,  and 

on  being  asked  the  formal  question  by  you  we  gave  our  assent. 

‘Year  6  of  Imperatores  Caesares  Publius  Licinius  Valerianus  and  Publius  Licinius 
Valerianus  Gallienus,  Germanici  Maximi  Pii  Felices,  and  Publius  Licinius  Cornelius 

Saloninus  Valerianus,  nobilissimus  [ Caesar ,  Augusti,  (month,  day)].’ 

Col.  i 

4-6  Septimius  Eudaemon  is  a  well-known  personality  from  Oxyrhynchus  around  the  middle  of  the  third 

century.  His  family  has  been  briefly  discussed  by  H.  Cockle,  JRS  71  (1981)  92  (cf.  L  3596-7).  LI  3612 
concerns  the  same  family,  as  may  also  XIV  1649. 

The  unusual  form  of  his  name  here,  Septimius  Aurelius  Eudaemon,  is  notable.  His  father’s  name,  usually 
Septimius  Serenus,  is  written  as  Aurelius  Septimius  Serenus  in  XLVII  3365  4  (  =  P.  Coll.  Yout.  I  65).  A 
parallel  for  the  inverse  combination  is  provided  by  the  name  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  prytanis  L.  Septimius 
Aurelius  Sarapion  al.  Apollinarius  (VI  890). 

19-20  i  'a  V  Sc  p.i )  d[iro]Scucoft^  coi.  We  expect  the  subjunctive,  of  course.  For  the  form  in  the  papyrus, 
corrected  to  a-rrobwcioficv,  as  the  subjunctive  of  the  rare  sigmatic  aorist  (form  ?Swca)  cf.  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar 

II  pp.  386-7. 22-23  [*“](  T?y  vrr[<ipnec6]vTOC  xpoVou?  Understand  Si drfiopov  before  toO?  Cf.  VII  1040  20-26  e[dv] 
Sc  prj  anoSdt  KaOa  ly pwjuipA Oa  ra]c  rrpoKeipZvac  toO  irvpov  cvv  Stfa'/.ojpoj  aprdj3ac  cf,  raurafc)  cot  cktci  [coj 

c]ot  jicir  fipuoXiac  Kai  8id<j>opov  [{Stja^opor}  rov  vrrcprrccovToc  yjjovov  [op-otjojc  cf  f/p-toAiac. 
Here  in  1040  tout a<c)  refers  to  the  original  loan  amount  (4  artabas)  plus  the  usual  50%  interest,  to  the 

total  of  which  a  50%  penalty  surcharge  is  instantly  to  be  added  (making  9  artabas)  for  failing  to  meet  the 

repayment  date,  plus  further  charges  for  the  overtime.  XLVII  3351  appears  to  attest  a  loan  (of  money)  where 

the  50%  penalty  is  levied  on  the  sum  loaned  only,  but  the  Ke</>dXai ov  on  which  the  50%  is  levied  may  already 
include  unspecified  interest.  In  4439,  although  strictly  the  object  of  the  verbs  in  19  and  21  should  be  the 

quantity  meant  by  u<Vf>7rcp,  10,  i.e.  the  original  five  artabas  of  the  loan,  probably  what  was  meant  was  a 

50%  surcharge  on  the  five  artabas  plus  the  one-third  interest,  a  neat  ten  artabas,  in  effect  100%  interest  (plus 
the  overtime  charges).  Cf.  N.  Lewis,  TAPA  76  (1945)  139. 

23  ff.  Kvpiov  to  j  yyi\p<>yp<i/j)<iv  Ztccdv  ypatjtcv  etc.  The  Kupt'a-clause  occurs  unexpectedly  at  this  point,  after 
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which  the  contract’s  normal  clause  of  liabilities  is  added.  Then  comes  the  stipulatio,  which  normally  follows 

the  Kupi'a-clause.  The  regular  order  would  be  iav  Si  fii )  airoS&^ev  ...  l<cm'co/ae v  ...  ywopivric  coi  rijc  irpa- 
t;ei»c  ...  /rupia-clause  ...  stipulatio  ...  date.  In  4439  the  Kupt'a-clause  interrupts  the  actual  contract. 

31  The  usual  uadd-nop  lx  SCkt/c  is  missing.  Cf.  the  irregular  clause  order  outlined  in  the  preceding  note. 
33  The  detached  placing  of  the  year  number  (indicated  by  the  two  diagonal  strokes)  is  surprising.  There 

is  a  red  ink  stain  in  the  unwritten  area  that  follows. 

U.  WARTENBERG 
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There  is  a  kollesis  in  the  left  margin,  overlapping  unusually  right  over  left.  The 

back  is  blank. 

avciypacfir)  iepocayiviT&v  Aflr/vac  ©oijpiSoc 

deac  pLeyCcTiqc.  Ap6pe(pv)  Fvpivacioiv)- 

4440.  List  of  Fishermen 

47  5B-47/B(i)a  25  x31cm  First  century 

This  large  sheet  of  papyrus  has  a  single  column  with  a  list  of  lepocayrjvtTai ,  ‘sacred 

net-fishermen’,  who  work  in  the  service  of  the  temple  of  Athena  Thoeris  in 
Oxyrhynchus.  The  names  are  listed  under  districts  of  the  city. 

Seven  districts  are  listed,  and  there  are  two  men  from  each  of  four  of  them  and 

one  man  from  each  of  the  three  others.  Most  of  the  districts  are  well  known,  but  two 

have  been  less  well  attested,  pu/xijc  ’Ovvooppioc  (11)  and  avap.<f>o8dpxcvv  (14).  At  present 
we  can  only  speculate  whether  there  is  any  connection  between  all  the  districts  men¬ 

tioned  in  the  list  and  the  actual  locality  of  the  Thoereion,  and  whether  the  fishermen 

were  selected  because  they  lived  in  a  particular  ap.(f>o8ov  which  was  in  the  vicinity  of 
the  temple. 

The  context  in  which  we  should  see  this  text  is  not  entirely  clear.  Fishing  could 

be  an  important  factor  in  temple  economies,  and  naturally  the  temple  administration 

here  would  have  had  an  interest  in  keeping  a  record  of  the  fishermen  employed;  thus 

the  list  may  have  been  written  and  kept  in  the  temple  office.  Flowever,  a  second  possibil¬ 

ity  may  be  considered.  Under  Roman  rule,  the  Egyptian  temples  came  under  tighter 

control  than  they  had  been  in  the  Ptolemaic  period.  In  BGU  IV  1199  (4  bc)  the  prefect 

C.  Turranius  orders  the  registration  of  temple  personnel,  divided  into  three  groups: 

Upelc  or  priests  of  the  first  rank,  rracTopopot  or  priests  of  a  lower  rank,  and  aAAoi.  The 

classification  into  these  groups  can  be  found  in  other  documents:  cf.  H.-B.  Schonborn, 

Die  Pastophoren  im  Kult  der  dgyptischen  Gutter  25-6.  Fishermen  would  presumably  belong  to 
the  third  category.  Surviving  temple  declarations  are  often  called  ypa<j>i)  Up4a>v  ko.l 

X€iptcp.ov  or  similar;  cf.  XLIX  3473  introd.,  with  a  table  of  temple  declarations  and 

literature  on  the  subject,  in  particular  E.  Gilliam,  YCS  10  (1947)  181-281.  John 

Whitehorne  has  given  a  detailed  analysis  of  other  documents  which  show  how  the 

priests  were  required  to  submit  a  Aoyoc  or  cvvTiprjcic  of  temple  property  and  income  to 

the  state:  CE  53  (1978)  321-8  and  54  (1979)  143-8,  and  Joum.  Rel.  Hist.  11  (1980) 

218-26.  So  far,  our  evidence  regarding  temple  declarations  is  not  sufficient  to  allow  a 

distinction  between  a  Aoyoc,  the  annually  submitted  ypa<f>rj  lepecov  /cat  yctpicpob,  and 

other  terms  such  as  ypacfsrj  dvadT)p,dT cov,  cf.  the  list  in  3473.  However,  4440  could  well 

be  the  sort  of  document  from  which  such  declarations  could  have  been  compiled. 

TJXovtlcov  TipaKoc  tov  ©ecvvoc 

jj,7]T(pdc)  CapanovTOC. 
5  ’Ovv&cjjpLc  a8eX(f)dc  fiT]T{pdc)  rf/c  avr^c). 

Apop,(ov)  QorjpiSoc- TapovXXac  nToXe/xaCov  tov  TapovXXov 

p,r]T(pdc)  Capaevroc. A tovOc^tJ  A/Lidiroc  tov  TapovXX[ov\ 

10  f- lt]t(poc)  0 eppuroc . 

pVpLTjC  ’ Owd)(f>pLOC ■ Secovac  TlavceipCcovoc  tov 

©eo )voc  p,y]T{poc)  0epptov[ 

avapLTroSdpxiov  ■ 

15  AlSvpLOC  0€U)VOC  TOV  JtSti/x(ou) 

pLT]T{pdc)  'Hp&TOC. 
CapaTTtiov  a8eX(<j)dc)  p,r]T(pdc)  ri)c  aurtjc. 

KprjTtKipv)- Capac  ’ HpaxXaTOC  tov  CapdToc  p-[rjT(poc)] 

20  Civdcovioc. 

IlaTaXic  a8eX<f>dc  ptrjT(pdc)  rf/c  aurf-ijc.] 

IJXareiac  ■ 
Alovvcloc  Aiovvcio(v)  tov  Atov(vcCov)  p.j]T(pdc)  [ 

AvkC(jo{v)  napep,fioX(r]c)- 

25  Jtopac  Capair&Toc  tov  ©etovoc  p.r]T(pdc)  Aypt ,[ 

I  1.  lepocayrjviTcbv 

8  (J,7)T  IO  IM7)T 

fxrjr  18  i<pr)TLK 

2  8po^yvp,vaci°  3  lepaKOC 

13  p.r]  14  1.  avafLcjioSdpxcov 
21  jj,r)  23  Siovvcl  ,  BtoVJLt] 

4  p)t  5  Wi avr  6 
15  S l8v^  i6^/x77t  17  > 
24  Xvkl  rra ptpifio  25  dec ov  fiy 

‘List  of  sacred  net-fishermen  of  Athena  Thoeris,  most  great  goddess.  Quarter  of  the  Gymnasium  avenue: 
Plution  son  of  Hierax,  grandson  of  Theon,  his  mother  being  Sarapus. 

Onnophris  his  brother,  his  mother  being  the  same. 
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Quarter  of  the  avenue  of  Thoeris: 

Tarullas  son  of  Ptolemaeus,  grandson  of  Tarullas,  his  mother  being  Saraeus. 

Dionys  son  of  Amois,  grandson  of  Tarullas,  his  mother  being  Thermis. 
Quarter  of  the  street  of  Onnophris: 

Theonas  son  of  Pausirion,  grandson  of  Theon,  his  mother  being  Thermu-. 

Anamphodarch-quarter: 

Didymus  son  of  Theon,  grandson  of  Didymus,  his  mother  being  Heras. 

Sarapion  his  brother,  his  mother  being  the  same. 
Cretan  quarter: 

Saras  son  of  Heraclas,  grandson  of  Saras,  his  mother  being  Sinthonis. 

Patalis  his  brother,  his  mother  being  the  same. 

Quarter  of  the  Square: 

Dionysius  son  of  Dionysius,  grandson  of  Dionysius,  his  mother  ... 

Quarter  of  the  Lycians’  Camp : 

Doras  son  of  Sarapas,  grandson  of  Theon,  his  mother  being  Dem-.’ 

'A]  kclkiov,  PSI  I  75.  The  other  references  to  the  street  of  Onnophris  are  P.  Mich.  X  580,  a  notification  of 

disappearance  from  19/20  ad  (6  erri  Xavpac  pvp[rjc\  ’Ovvio(j>p(ecoc))  and  PSI  IX  1034,  a  list  of  people  and 

quarters  from  the  second  or  third  century  (7  pvprjc  'Ovvw<j>);  cf.  J.  Kruger,  Oxyrhynchos  in  da  Kaiserzeit  85. 

14  hvapTTohdpx^v  (1.  avapu fio&dpxojv).  Cf.  XVIII  2186. 

U.  WARTENBERG 

4441.  Reports  to  the  Logistes 

70/25  bis+  Largest  fr.  (cols,  i-iv)  5 1  X  26  cm  3i5,Jan.~Feb.  316 

7o/54(d)  + 

97/211  + 
97/229 

1  dvaypatj>rf.  See  H.  W.  Kraus,  Avaypa<prj  und  &vaypd<f>etv  im  Agypten  da  Ptolemaer  und  Roma  (diss.  1967). 

UpwcayiviT&v  (1.  UpocayrjvtTcbv).  The  word  is  new.  It  is  composed  of  two  parts,  lepo-  and  cayqviTiov,  the 

latter  obviously  derived  from  cayjvt],  a  type  of  net.  There  are  a  number  of  occupation  words  based  on  the 

same  root:  cayijoevTijp,  cayijrcruTijc,  cay-pvevc,  cay-qvofSoXoc.  Since  ev  does  not  change  to  1  but  usually  to  e  or 

less  frequently  to  eon,  evov,  cf.  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  I  pp.  228-31,  we  might  suspect  that  cayivnow  derives 
from  cayijjATijc,  cf.  L.R.  Palmer,  Grammar  1 1 1,  although  this  word  has  so  far  not  occurred  in  Greek  literature 

or  papyri. 

1-2  These  lines  are  written  smaller  and  closer  together  than  the  rest  of  the  text  (the  hand  is  the  same). 
ABrjvac  @ofjpiSoc  Be ac  peyicTijc.  Oxyrhynchus  was  her  main  cult  centre  in  the  Roman  period.  See 

J.  Quaegebeur,  W.  Clarysse,  B.  Van  Maele,  60  (1985)  217-32;  G.  Ronchi,  Lexicon  Theonymon  I  75;  J.  E.  G. 

Whiteborne,  ANRWTA  18.5,  3080-82.  She  was  worshipped  together  with  Isis  and  Sarapis  in  the  Thoereion, 
one  of  the  major  sanctuaries  of  the  city  as  the  considerable  number  of  priests  and  servants  of  this  temple 
show.  4440  is  the  first  reference  for  fishermen  associated  with  the  temple. 

Special  religious  tigs  between  Athena  Thoeris  and  fish  could  explain  why  the  temple  took  on  a  group 

of  fishermen.  Evidence  for  such  ties  may  be  found  in  a  Ptolemaic  dedication  to  Thoeris  (provenance  unknown; 

first  shown  in  catalogue  8  (1990:  p.  40,  no.  42)  of  the  Galerie  Nefer,  Zurich)  published  by  E.  Bernand,  <?£ 

81  (l99°)  200-202  with  Taf.  Illb.  The  inscription  is  dedicated  to  ®o-qpe  t  Be  &  peyd  Xrj  in  honour  of  Ptolemy 
X  Alexander  I  and  his  children,  which  dates  it  to  101-88  bc.  Below  the  text  two  large  fish  are  engraved; 

they  can  be  identified  as  an  oxyrhynchus  and  a  lepidotus.  It  seems  unlikely  that  their  purpose  was  simply 
decorative.  There  is  no  reference  to  fish  in  the  text,  but  above  the  heads  of  the  fish  two  crowns  are  visible, 

usually  worn  by  goddesses.  An  offering  stand  is  placed  between  the  fish  (we  owe  this  information  to  Dr. 

R.  Parkinson).  This  dedication  then  may  be  evidence  that  there  was  a  fish  cult  connected  with  Thoeris,  and 
4440  would  support  this  hypothesis. 

7  TapovXXac  riroXepaCov  tov  TapodXXov.  The  grandfather  TapovXXov  is  very  probably  the  same  as  in  9: 

note  that  in  all  other  cases  in  which  two  fisherman  are  listed,  they  are  brothers,  and  a  family  connection 

seems  therefore  likely.  The  incidence  of  so  many  related  pairs  might  suggest  that  equipment  was  shared 
within  a  family. 

The  name  TapovXXac  is  Thracian  and  occurs  in  a  number  of  inscriptions  (‘Die  alten  Thraker’  II.2,  SB 

Akad.  Wien.  Phil.-hist.  Kl.  131  (1894),  p.  37).  It  is  also  listed  in  P.  M.  Fraser-E.  Matthews,  A  Lexicon  of  Greek 

Personal  Names  I,  s.v.  TapovXac  with  reference  to  IG  XII  (9)  1036  (Chalkis,  third  century  bc);  IG  XII  863  and 

p.  177  (Eretria,  Hellenistic). 

There  is  no  other  reference  to  this  name  in  papyri  from  the  Roman  period,  but  a  few  instances  from 
Ptolemaic  times  have  been  noted.  V.  Velkov  and  A.  Fol  collected  evidence  for  Thracian  names  in  Les  Thraces 

en  Egypte  Greco-Romaine  (Stadia  Thracica  4,  1977).  In  their  catalogue  TapoXXac,  TapovXac,  TapovXXac  are  listed: 

cf.  no.  290  with  270  (second  century  bc),  294  (second  century  bc),  295  (first  century  bc). 

1 0  0epi.uToc.  The  middle  of  the  word  is  partly  obscured  by  the  warping  of  the  papyrus. 

1 1  |6ufti)c  ’Ovvivtjypioc.  This  rarely-attested  ap<j>o&ov  gains  its  name  from  a  street  name,  itself  named  after 
a  person.  Cf.  H.  Rink,  Slrassen-  und  Viertelnamen  33  offering  only  the  rather  uncertain  parallel  of  p%[7;c(?) 

Grenfell  and  Hunt  published  part  of  a  rd/roc  cuy/coAAijcqu.oc  of  reports  to  the  logistes 

or  curator  civitatis  as  I  53.  The  introduction  mentioned  three  items,  a  report  by  some 

builders  (never  published)  and  attached  to  it  a  report  from  the  guild  of  carpenters  the 

text  of  which  was  presented  as  53.  Broken  off  from  these  was  the  third  item,  a  doctor’s 
report  (not  two  doctors,  as  53  introd.),  which  likewise  was  not  published  at  the  time. 

This  third  item  appeared  among  the  descriptions  in  vol.  VI  as  983.  A  later  transcript 

by  Hunt  was  then  reprinted  as  SB  III  6003. 

This  confusing  history  can  now  be  taken  a  stage  further.  We  have  discovered  the 

missing  right-hand  portion  of  983  (see  col.  i  2  n.),  allowing  us  to  republish  this  now 

completed  report  as  4441  col.  i.  We  are  grateful  to  Dr  Brian  McGing  for  helping  us  to 

obtain  a  photograph  of  983.  Attached  to  those  newly  discovered  line  ends  is  another 

doctor’s  report  (4441  col.  ii)  and  attached  to  that  is  a  report  from  the  guild  of  various 
building  trades,  to  whose  declaration  (col.  iii)  is  appended  the  start  of  what  was  once  a 

long  list  of  repairs  needed  to  various  buildings  (col.  iv).  Detached  fragments  supply 

portions  of  several  further  columns.  Cols,  v-viii  continue  the  list  of  repairs  needed  that 

began  in  col.  iv.  Cols,  i  and  iii  (subscriptions  apart)  and  iv-viii  are  all  in  the  same  hand. 
A  further  report  from  representatives  of  various  building  trades,  in  a  different  and  very 

contorted  hand,  occupies  cols.  ix-x.  The  remaining  columns,  in  another  hand  again, 

contain  yet  another  builders’  report.  Both  of  these  two  last  reports  list  building  materials 
needed  for  specific  repairs,  rather  than  listing  the  repairs  needed  (cf.  XXXI  2581). 

For  another  ropcoc  associating  doctors  and  builders  cf.  XLIV  3195  (331),  and  also 

VI  896.  896  belongs  to  316,  the  same  year  as  4441,  but  a  few  weeks  later.  It  and  53 

and  4441  were  all  found  in  the  same  (1897)  season  of  excavations.  We  may  suspect  that 

896  belongs  to  the  same  ro>oc  as  53  and  4441,  but  the  pattern  of  the  item  numbers 
and  dates  indicates  otherwise:  the  item  numbers  should  be  lower  as  the  dates  fall  later, 

not  higher,  cf.  e.g.  LX  4060.  However,  we  may  be  wrong  to  insist  on  such  precision  in 

making  up  the  to/aoc. 

The  logistes  Valerius  Ammonianus  alias  Gerontius  is  well  known.  See  P.  Oxy.  LIV 

Appendix  I,  p.  223,  for  his  first  period  of  office  (53  and  983  already  recorded  there); 
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the  date  of  the  ro/xoc  falls  comfortably  in  the  middle  of  it.  The  date  of  983  should  be 

corrected  to  22  February  316,  see  col.  i  1511.  below. 

Since  the  same  scribe  drafted  texts  for  a  doctor  (col.  i)  and  for  builders  (cols,  iii-viii) 

he  is  likely  to  have  worked  in  the  logistes’  bureau,  cf.  P.  Oxy.  LIV  Appendix  IV  (p.  241). 

The  same  is  likely  to  apply  to  the  scribe  of  cols,  ix-x,  who  would  draft  LIV  3746  four 

years  later. 

The  doctors’  reports  (cols,  i — ii)  are  of  the  usual  grisly  kind.  Recently  published  but 
incomplete  examples  are  LXIII  4366  and  4370;  note  also  LXI  4122.  The  remainder  of 

4441  is  more  interesting,  particularly  the  detailed  list  of  repairs  needed  to  various 

buildings.  The  topographical  information  contained  here  is  especially  valuable.  The 

repairs  needed  were  arranged  (cols,  iv— viii)  under  the  headings  Northern  Stoa,  Western 
Stoa,  Eastern  Stoa  and  Southern  Stoa,  in  that  order.  Among  the  buildings  mentioned 

we  may  note,  under  the  heading  of  the  Western  Stoa,  the  surgery  of  Dioscorus  (iv  8), 

possibly  the  public  doctor  who  submits  the  report  that  forms  col.  ii  here;  a  stable  (iv  10); 

the  school  of  the  teacher  Dionysius  (iv  18-20);  the  temple  of  Fortune  (V4);  the  temple 

of  Achilles  (v  6);  the  record-office  of  the  Western  Stoa  (v  8),  in  the  vicinity  of  the  quarter 

of  the  Small(?)  Temgenuthis  (v8-g);  a  market  (v  11);  the  egayopetov  (v  13),  and  the 
house  of  Thonius,  fxiOpapioc  (v  21). 

Under  the  heading  of  the  Eastern  Stoa,  beginning  from  the  north  (v  23),  we  may 

note  the  house  of  (?)Demetrius  (vi  2);  the  house  of  x  and  Sarapion  (vi  4);  the  place  of 

Athenodorus  (vi  7);  the  place  of  Didymus,  fruiterer  (vi  9,  cf.  10  for  the  occupation);  the 

house  of  Euporion,  former  condiment  seller  (vi  1 1 );  the  temple  of  Hadrian  (vi  12);  the 

‘Street  of  the  warm  baths  of  the  public  bath’,  opposite  which  there  is  ‘the  vetch-seller’s 

shop  of  the  Eastern)?)  Stoa’  where  there  is  a  beer-seller’s  shop  (vi  14-15);  the  temple 
of  Demeter  and  the  temple  of  Dionysus,  apparently  close  together  (vi  17);  and  opposite 

them,  perhaps  the  butcher’s  shop  of  Ammon  (vi  18,  cf.  19). 
The  section  for  the  Southern  Stoa  began  at  vi  20,  but  the  following  column  is  lost; 

the  bath  mentioned  in  viii  2  must  be  in  the  same  district. 

The  Northern  Stoa  must  have  begun  the  list  at  iv  2,  see  n.,  but  there  is  only  one 

entry,  with  a  reference  to  a  bedchamber  (iv  3).  This  is  surprising,  in  view  of  the  extent 

of  the  other  sections;  perhaps  the  area  of  the  Northern  Stoa  had  had  repairs  on  a 

previous  occasion.  It  is  listed  at  xiv  1 1  in  a  separate  report. 

Other  topographical  details,  unlocated,  in  the  remaining  columns  include  an  inter¬ 

esting  reference  (xii  15)  to  an  imperial  palace.  It  was  not  previously  known  that  there 

was  one  at  Oxyrhynchus.  Cols  ix— x  appear  all  to  relate  to  the  repairs  needed  at  a  bath, 
also  unlocated.  The  complex  included  what  was  probably  a  colonnaded  gymnasium, 

x  2 1  with  n.  Note  also  various  references  to  kilns  or  furnaces  (x22,  25,  31),  involved  in 

the  production  of  the  repair  materials  rather  than  themselves  being  in  need  of  repair. 

As  regards  the  stoas  themselves,  C.  Salvaterra  usefully  collects  the  earlier  material 

in  Aeg.  70  (1990)  20.  Her  own  text  (ibid.  p.  16)  attested  the  Western  Stoa  for  the  first 

time,  subject  to  some  uncertainty  over  the  text’s  Oxyrhynchite  provenance.  The  Eastern 
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and  Southern  Stoas  are  variously  attested,  but  the  Northern  Stoa  had  not  been  men¬ 

tioned  by  name  until  now.  Given  that  4441’s  list  of  repairs  needed  proceeds  from  the 
Eastern  Stoa  to  the  Southern  Stoa  (vi  7,  20),  I  think  we  may  conclude  that  the  references 

in  4441  are  to  formally  named  structures,  not  just  to  colonnades  on  one  side  or  the 

other  of  some  unnamed  street,  cf.  the  Hermopolite  7 rap'  eKarepa  vonvfjc  Kai  fiopivrjc 

crodjv,  SB  X  10299.191-2. 
The  plan  e.g.  of  the  agora  at  Magnesia  on  the  Maeander  (J.  J.  Coulton,  Greek 

Architects  at  Work  121)  shows  how  a  warren  of  small  shops  and  workshops  might  be  an 

integral  part  of  a  stoa,  perhaps  helpful  in  understanding  some  of  the  topographical 

details  furnished  by  the  new  papyrus  (cf.  Salvaterra,  Aeg.  70  (1990)  20).  This  theme  is 

expanded  by  Coulton,  The  Architectural  Development  of  the  Greek  Stoa  1 0- 1 1 . 
The  composition  of  the  roll  that  I  outlined  is  indicated  by  a  combination  of  factors 

(hands,  content,  damage  patterns),  but  above  all  by  the  column  numbers  that  were 

added  in  the  upper  margin  of  the  ropoc  on  its  completion.  These  only  survive  intermit¬ 

tently,  but  we  have  a  clear  106  above  col.  i  and  a  clear  1 15  above  col.  x.  Nevertheless, 

I  must  state  my  unease  at  my  own  reconstruction  of  the  end  of  col.  iv.  There  is  a  gap 

right  down  the  centre  of  this  column  (with  a  kollesis  at  this  point,  so  excluding  any 

chance  of  fibre  comparisons),  and  the  reconstruction  is  not  entirely  satisfactory  either 

for  the  line  alignment  or  for  the  text;  yet  the  tight  framework  imposed  by  the  original 

column  numbers  allows  very  little  latitude.  The  line-ends  themselves  are  carried  on  two 

separate  pieces:  the  ends  from  the  column  foot  are  on  the  same  sheet  as  col.  v,  while 
the  ends  of  the  first  thirteen  lines  are  on  a  piece  found  separately  but  almost  certainly 

to  be  physically  attached  to  the  upper  part  of  col.  v.  Yet  we  then  have  an  unexpected 

adjustment  to  the  alignment  of  col.  v’s  line  beginnings,  while  on  the  back  the  vertical 
fibres  at  the  top  hardly  resemble  those  at  the  foot. 

The  physical  structure  of  the  end  of  the  roll  (cols,  viii  ff.)  is  complicated.  The 

pattern  of  damage  allows  us  to  reconstruct  three  layers  of  the  roll,  which  had  to  have 

been  rolled  left  to  right.  Several  distinctive  features  in  4441  recur  at  an  interval  of 

c.  34-37  cm,  which  is  to  say  that  this  was  the  approximate  circumference  of  the  roll  at 
this  point.  The  top  layer  is  represented  first  by  the  fragment  with  the  top  margin  and 

col.  viii’s  line  ends,  which  adjoin  a  broad  blank  area  (blank,  that  is,  except  for  an 
unexplained  horizontal  line)  preceding  a  new  document  at  col.  ix.  The  bottom  layer  of 

the  sandwich  is  col.  x  (the  number  115  that  heads  it  will  not  allow  an  intervening 

column,  and  also  makes  clear  that  these  numbers  head  columns,  not  items),  in  two 

parts,  one  with  the  top  margin  and  the  other  with  the  foot.  The  corresponding  piece 

with  the  foot  of  col.  viii  has  been  lost.  Directly  interleaved  between  these  was  col.  xii, 

again  in  two  portions,  with  upper  and  lower  margins  respectively.  To  all  appearances 

the  lower  piece  adjoins  the  blank  area  preceding  col.  ix,  but  in  fact  it  runs  underneath 

that  blank  area  and  has  become  bonded  to  it.  Revealed  by  the  lacuna  pattern,  folds 

complicate  the  structure  even  further:  in  the  blank  area  before  col.  ix,  there  was  a  fold 

back  underneath  to  the  left,  reversing  the  roll’s  direction,  but  this  was  quickly  negated 
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by  a  further  fold  forward,  right  down  col.  ix’s  line  beginnings.  The  top  and  bottom  of 
col.  xii,  as  found,  align  well  in  terms  of  document  content  and  fibres,  that  is  to  say  they 

were  found  in  the  same  relationship  as  they  had  in  the  intact  roll.  The  same  cannot  be 

said  for  col.  x,  of  which  the  line-ends  and  fibres  are  out  of  alignment  when  the  two 

pieces  are  aligned  as  required  by  the  damage  pattern;  and  above  all,  how  the  later 

col.  xii  came  to  be  interleaved  between  col.  viii  and  col.  x  remains  baffling. 

Apart  from  the  joins  due  to  the  construction  of  the  ropoc  (i.e.  attaching  col.  i  to 

col.  ii  and  col.  ii  to  col.  iii,  and  preceding  col.  ix),  manufacturer’s  joins  (i.e.  three-layer 
joins)  occur  in  several  places,  i )  At  the  extreme  left  edge  of  the  large  piece  with  cols,  i-iv, 

thus  in  the  middle  of  col.  i  as  transcribed;  its  presence  caused  the  separation  from  983, 

see  above.  2)  Rather  less  than  halfway  along  the  lines  of  col.  ii.  3)  Down  the  centre  of 

col.  iii.  4)  Down  the  centre  of  col.  iv,  at  the  extreme  right  edge  of  the  large  piece  with 

cols,  i— iv.  5)  Down  the  beginnings  of  lines  of  col.  v.  6)  Down  the  centre  of  col.  vi.  7)  At 
the  ends  of  lines  of  col.  viii.  8)  Down  the  middle  of  what  remains  of  col.  ix.  9)  Down 

the  centre  of  col.  xiv.  The  size  of  only  one  kollema  can  be  established  with  certainty, 

that  between  (3)  and  (4),  where  the  visible  surface  of  the  sheet  measures  17  cm.  The 

stretch  between  (5)  and  (6)  measures  approximately  34  cm,  and  covers  two  kollemata, 

a  join  being  lost  between  the  two  pieces  of  papyrus  that  carry  this  section  of  the  roll. 

There  is  no  writing  on  the  back  of  any  of  the  pieces,  except  for  offsets  on  the  back 

of  the  piece  with  the  top  of  col.  xii,  derived  from  the  piece  with  the  top  of  col.  x  which 

was  directly  in  contact  with  it,  and  probably  still  more  offsets  on  the  back  of  the 

latter  piece. 

Col.  i 

(m.  14)  psr 

(m.  1)  [ OvaXcpCcp ]  Appuoviavai  rw  Kai  rcpovrCcp  A[oytc]r[i)] 
'O^vpvyxeiTov 

[napa  Avprj Aiou]  Capania>voc  'HpoSorov  and  rf/c  Xap,{npdc) 

Kat  Xap(npordrr)c )  ’OC[vpvyxir]cbv 
noXecvc  Srjpociov  larpov. 

[■ knecrdXrjv  rfj]  y0ec  rpiepa,  r/nc  rjv  Me^etp  k?~  ,  ck  fhfiXeidcwv 

[eniSoue^vrcw  cot  vno  OvaXepCov  NovvSivapCov 

5  [  c.  9  ]  traces  of  c.  18  letters  were  yeveeda  1  ev  knoiKiip 

ayroy  IJ  [  jetoi  Kat  k<j>iStv  rr)v  nepi  rod  nXrj- 

[yevroc?  c.  6  ]  rov  Kat  [  ]  <j>vXaKOC  Moveiroc  Siddeciv 

Kat  kvypd<f> cue  cot  n[po]aj)a>vficai.  ddev  kv  rai  knoiKiip  yc- 

\v6p.evoc]  k(f>lSov  rov  avrdv  M\o\ve Iv  KXcivrjprjv  ovra  eyovra 

Kara  picv  rov  fipeyparoc  SiaCpccw  perd  iftiXwcecoc 

[rod]  ocreov  Kat  Kara  rf/c  Kopvcfyrjc  rpavpara  Svo  perd 

ifnXwcccoc  rov  oc[re]ov  /cat  Ka[r]coOev  rovriov  rpavpara 

[  e]7it  rov  8e£iov  pepove  rfjc  Kc^aXfjc  Kat  Kara  rov 

apicrepov  Kpora  [cf>ov  5—6  ] 

olSrjparoc  Kat  Kara  r&y  [  0—2  ] 

10  [rod]  apicrepov  dm  [01/  oi]Srjpa  pera  neXiwparoc  Kat  Kara 

Tfjc  Se£iac  d>po[nXarrjc  /ca]t  rov  cbpov 

olSrjpa  pera  neXubparoc 

[/cat  /c]ara  rfjc  8e£iac  ;yt[po]c  Kara  rov  peyCcrov  Sa/crtiAaiv 

nXfjypa  per'  oi8[rjparo]c  /cat  /card  rov 

ppayeiaivoc  rfjc  Se£iac 

X^pbc  o’i8rjpa  fierfd]  neXubparoc  /cat  /card  rov  apicrepov 

prjpov  rpa>  [ctr  ]  [  ]  a>c  /cat  rov 
yovarCov  a vivdev  rpdbciv 

Kai  f [rrt]  rov  8e£i ov  pj]pov  rpddcic  Svo  nepac  etc 

nepac  [/c]at  Kara  \ndcrjc  rf/c]  apicrepac  nXeypac 

rptbciv-  o9ev  npoccj>ova>. 

( erovc )  iS"  [/cat]  rj$"  r[cb]y  KvpCcov  [  ]  rjpibv  KiovcravrCvov 
Kai  A[iKivio]y  Cfi Saerwp,  kni  U7rar[e]tac 

15  KaiKivCoy  Cafie([vov ]  /cat  Overriov  'Pov<f>Cvov  rcbv Xapnpordrwv,  Mey[etp  /c£]  . 

(m.  2)  Avpfj Atoc  [Capa]  nCiuv  kneiSeSwKa  npoc(f>a>vd)y  d/c  npoKeirai. 

Col.  ii 
(m.  14)  pC 

(m.  3)  OvaXcpCcp  Appioviavcb  rqi  Kai  Tepovr  tat 

[Aoy(tcTT))]  ’ O£(vpvyxirov ) 
flovXevrfi  rfjc  Aa.|U.[(77pdc)]  /cat  [ Xap{npordrrjC ) 

’OC(vpvyx^rcbvJ]  n6Xe\wc\ 

napd  AvprjXiov  AiocKopov  ["Hjpcovoc  and  rf/c  ayrfjc 

5  noXecoc  Srjpociov  l[arpo]y.  knecrdXrjv  vno  coy 

ck  fiifiXiSiwv  kmSodevraty  cot  ynd  Aypr]X[iov] 

° Qpov  "Qpov  Karayivo[pevov ]  ky  knoiKiw  ’Hpuofte- 
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Aitov  nepi  Kibpjjy  CeyciceXeov  AvprjXiov 

@ea>voc  and  f3(cve)cf>(iKiap(iov)  [tocrje  ecfuSeiv  tov  kvyeypap- 

10  pevov  roic  fiifiAiSiqic  d8eAcf)dv  avrov  &ijiiv 

Kai  rjv  eav  KaraXdficp  8id9eciv  nepl  avrov  kvypa- 

cfxpc  n[poc]cf>a>vfjcai.  o9ev  yevopcvoc  hri  rov 

SrjAo  [tJ/xe]  vov  knoiKiov  'HpiofieAirov  KaXov- 

pevov  [e7ie]tSov  rov  (Pifiiv  KXeivrjSrjv  eyov- 

!5  Ta  [  ]  cov  rfjc  K€(f>aXfjc  Stat peciv  Kai 

Kara  \rrjc  a]ptCTepa[c]  cbponXdrrjc  Kai  rov 

co[pov  c.  6  ]  Kai  Kara  t[oO]  fipayiovoc  Kai 

[  C.  14  ]...[.  ,]fwc  rfjc  8e£iac 

.  [  C.  13  o9ev  n]pqc<f>a>vcb. 

20  [  c.  19  ]  ' . [  ] 
[...].[  C.  23  ]..[c.  5] 

KaiKi\vLov  Cafiivov  Kai  Overriov  ’ Povcj>ivov ] 

r&v  [Aapnpordrcov,  month  and  day.] 

(m.  4)  Avprj[Aioc  A idcKopoc  kniSeSwKa  npoc<f>cju\ycbv  die  npOKeirai. 

Col.  iii 

(m.  14)  [piy] 

(m.  1)  OvaXcpicp  Appajvi[avcb  rcb  /cat]  FcpovrCcp  Aoyt[c]r^ ’OtpvpvyyiCrov) 

napa  rov  koivov  rd>v  e£fjc  ray9[evrcov  Aa\gqAqr6(xu)v  re  Kai 

Xa^cbv  Kai  re- 

Krovwv  Kai  aAAu tv  Kai  rcbv  k/<dc[rrjc  rc^yvijc  npecfivrepcvv 
81a  rcbv 

5  egi )c  vnoypa(f>6vr cov.  knecrdXr]p[ev  wo]  rfjc  cf/c  knipeXeCac 
ebere 

ra  Kara  nacav  rrj v  noXciv  ndvra  ra[v]rrj  8iacf>epovra o’lKoSoprjpara 

e<p idelv,  en  prjv  Kai  oca  aXXa  kcriv  rfjc  apyaioordrijc  noXecoc 
vnocreXXov- 

ra  Karappayevra  Kara  fiiav  Kai  [xpjovov  npdc  to  to 

dc<f>aAeic  vrrap- 
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y9fjv{ai  to] t [c]  oIkcColc  rfjc  noX\c\cx)c.  o6ey  nepicAdovrec 

reeve  ra  no- 
10  Airi/ca  e pya  Kai  aXXa  ohcoSopfj  [parja  KaK&c  eyovra 

n  pocnapaKipe- 
va  8rjpoc(oic  'kpyoic  dpa  [5—6]  otc  kvnipoic  npoccf>cvvov- 

pev  rove  k^fjc  kvyeypappeyoyc  ronoyc  8ic9ai  rfjc  Seovcrjc 

8lOp9d)C€COC. 

( erovc )  i$"  Kai  r)$"  rcbv  Kvp\icov  rjpcbv  Kcovcravri]vov  Kai  AikivCov 

Cefiacrcbv,  kni 

vnareiac  KaiKi[yiov  CafiCvov  Kai  Overriov]  ’Povcf>ivov  rcbv 
Xap{npordra>v),  Tvfti  (vac.). 

15  (m.  5)  Avpr/Xioi  MeXac  ov  Kai  Arjprjrpi^oyc  &a>vto[v  cjyy- 

eni8e8u)Ka'pev'  n[po]ccf>covcbv  cb[c  np] OKirai.  6  avrdc 

ArjlpyjrpLoc] 

eypacjja  vnkp  rov  dXXov  pij  ISoroc  y  papa  ra. 

(m.  6)  AvprjXioc  Xcvovc 
IJavcipicvvoc  kni8e8u>Ka  npoc<f>u)y[&]v  d/c  npOKeirai. 

(m.  7)  AvprjXioi 
E . [.] .  toe  Kai  Ocbvioc  AiovvcCoy  Kai  Ca/cacov  " Qpov 

20  Kai  coy  Kai  Aioci<[o]pqc  Cepijvov  reKrovec  kni- 

[SeSai/ca/tei']  npoc(f>a>vov[v]Tec  ebe  npoKetrai.  AvprjXioc 

Ai8vpov  and  rov  'O^vpayyirov  ’iypaifia  vnkp  av- 

[t]wv  napovrevv  prj  elSoraiv  ypdppara. 

(m.  8)  AvprjXioc  Acf>vyxic  'IIpaKXrj  Aaijdc  kni8k8cx>Ka  npoccf>covcbv 

25  [<h]c  npOKCirai.  (m.  9)  AvprjXioc  AprepiScopoc  'HpaKXeov 

Aa|oc  km8c- 
Sco/ca  npoccj>ovwv  ebe  npoKfirai.  (m.  10)  AvprjXioc 

Xa^oc  kneiSeSajKa  npoccf>ovd>v  to c  npoKirai. 

Col.  iv 

(m.  14)  [p\9 

(m.  1)  A[  c.  16  flopivfjc  erode  /cat]  apyopevov  and  anrjXicbrov 

c.  32  ]  /cat  a  Koircbvoc  rvyoc 

j  c.  32  ]  ota  ovc  Seopevoi 
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5  (vac.?)  [  up  to  c.  26  ]  (vac.) 

em  Se  [tt)c  XifiiK-rjc  erode?  c.  9  St]o/3#a/#7)mi  ovtwc 

/<a[i]  dpxofxevctiv  a7r[o  up  to  c.  22  ]  (vac.) 

h  TTpoc  larpLOj  At .ocKop[ov?  c.  15  7raA] auvdevrojv  Kai  Seofievcov 
erepcov  cmp&v  [ 

Svo  evoc  /xe[v  up  to  c.  20  ]  (vac.) 

a  /  Kai  TTpoc  Top  crdpXcu  [  c.  20  v]dvoL  dxprjCTcvdeic  avd ’  ov 
tcoc  oc/tlXcl  yevec9a[i 

[  c.  6  ]  [  up  to  c.  22  ]  (vac.) 

[  C.  38  ]  rv xov  8cojxcvoi  8Lo[p8cucecvc 

[  c.  30  yejyevficdai  81(a)  tov  a(vrov)  Ev8[aipiovoc? 

/  Kai  k-rri  rfjc  a (vrfje)  At/3t[/ci)c  croac]  8  [  ]  [ 

i  ravrrjc  Xidcov  tocre  ot/cta  'HpaK\[ 

Xidovc  rov  rvyov  -rre-TTa[XaLajp,ev-? 

rfjc  avrfjc  di/ji8oc  8lc8ai  8iop8[d)ceojc 

h  kNi  TTpoc  raj  StSac/caAta/  ypap,paro8i8acKdXov  [  c.  35  ]u 

8-pXov^ev  axprjcrovc  yeyevf][cdaL  c.  34  St]  a 

1  Aiovvciov  ypap,p.aro8i8ac[Kd\ov. 

h  «ai  ̂ poc  rap  rvyov  rov  -npocTrapaKipLCVov  [  c.  28  ]  rvyou 

SiopOwceaic  8 ta  to  t  [  c.  25  ?yeye]vfjcda t 

81(a)  ©afjcioc  Xaxavond)X[ov. 

Col.  v 

c.  38  ]  [  up  to  c.  48 

.[  c.  22  ]  [  C.  14  ]  [  up  to  C.  47 

St...,S[  C.  12  ]T0.[  up  to  C.  42 

h  [*<“'  ™  Tvxe[(]ip.  [  C.  4]  [  c.  7  ]yro  [  c.  36  Trenja 
5  Xaiajcdai  St[  ]  [  c.  5  ] cioy  _  [  up  to  C.  37  j 

/  Kai  [-rr]pdc  rap  MytAAeta/  7 rpoc  to)  _  [  c.  4  ]  pi  [  ?o]juaA 
ov  6  tcoc  6(f> tAet  v[no]!3A[ir)]9fi[vai]  (vac.) 

/  Kai  -TTpoc  rf)  fiifiXiodrjKr)  rfjc  avrfjc  At/3t/o)c  [c]roac  [  c.  31 ?MiKp]ac 

Teypevovdecvc  ro-rroi  Seo/xevot  S[io] p[dd)ceajc  c.  31  ] 

10  0lXovlkov  Kai  ’HAioSu)  [p]ou  /cat  ’Appa>\p>-  up  to  c.  40  ] 
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/  /cat  TTpoc  TO)  paKeXXw  ctvXol  [e]  £  TTdvoi  7raAa[t]  0) [devrec  c.  25 

] . [ 

!5 

h 

h 

20 

h 

Ttbv  XoLTT&V  [erv  ]  Ao/V  TpitiiV  [  ]  [  Up  tO  C.  3°  ] 

/c[at]  -TTpoc  TO)  etpayopCcp  evyicra  rov  e/ctcc  ttX  [ . ]p[  C.  28 

S]e[o]|U.eyot vTropa<f>fjc  v-TToyytoy  St  [  c.  28  ] 

[/cat]  TTpoc  t&  TO-TTCO  kyyipc  rfjc . C.  26 

]  -i rraXai[oi)dev ?] 

[8]eopevoy  c-rri [c] /ceut) [c]  St[  ]  [  C.  4  ]e£a[  ...]..  [ 

/cat  avTiKpv  iepov  p . [  c.6  ].[.],a,°.  ff  ® . [  c-  1 5 

]ou  Seoftevot e-ma<eyfjc  S[ta  MjeXavoc  x>-P^tov. 

Kai  -npoc  role  tottoic  ckwoic  eiri  rfjc  avtorepac  cf> Aet[ac  c.  i7 

]  wcov  XeavOkv 
ov  6  icoc  Seetrat  v-rro^Xrjdfjvai  Sta  'HpaKXrjOVC  xt/?[tcroO 

Kai  TTpoc  Tjj  olMa  OlovCov  pudpapiov  tot toc  etc  -rove  [  C.  15 
8eop,evoc ]  kmcKCvric 

Sta  tov  avTov  ©cvviov. 

aTrrjXicoTiKrjc  erode  /cat  dpxop-evajv  d-rro  fipppd  [ 

Col.  vi 

h  ...[.].[  c.i9  ]..[ 
^  Kai  npoc  rf]  ot/cta  A  \i)p.r]TpCov?  C.  5]  .  [.  .]  .  .  [6-7] . 

St[a  tov  avrov  ?Ar)pu]7]T[p]([o]v. 

Lj  8-pXovpLCV  Se  T\>x[ov  Aioycvovc)  Kai  Capa-TTiopvoc  [?ot/cta]c  e/c 

fioplpd- 

e-niKipLevov  [  C.  4  ]  -irdvoi  Tra[Aat]co0evra  r[e]  /cat 
TTTOJCiy  [  7—8  ]  .  .  .  [ 

cTTLTjj  [  C.  6  ]  S[ta  toi]v  [a]  yrebv  A  ioy  [e  ]  vouc  /cat 

Capa-rrCojvoc. 

[]  Kai  TTpoc  TO)  [  ]  ex,  W  TTjc  a yr-fjc  a-n-qXia)Ti
Kr]c  erode  -rrpdc 

to)  t [077]  a/  M07jvoSa/p[ou 

[  c.  15  ]  (vac.) 

*7  K-at  S  [  ]  [  C.  7  7Tp]oC  TO)  TOTTW  A  l8vpup  TOTTOl  TT)C  CTO&C 

Seopievoi  e77tc[/cei/7)c 
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[] 

b 
15 

b 

S[ta]  AlSv/jlov  677 cop  [o]  ttcoXov  Kai  ZaKa&voc  irXaKOWTa. 

[  c.  6  ]a  [  c.  4]  v  77730c  [  ]  .  [  c.  5  ]  vt]v  7t [poc  S]e  rfj  ot/cta 

EvnopCcovoc  77ore  apTvp,\a.TOiru)\ov 

[  c.  4  ]  [c.  5  ]  [  c.  8  ]  ttoXccoc  /cat  t[o]0  ASpiavkov 

TrdvoL  TraXaitodeicai  /ca[t  Seopevat 

Kai  kpiceaic  81(a)  r[o0  a (vtov)]  Ey7Top[i]<jpvoc. 

Kai  avTiKpi)  pvprjc  OeppL&v  S^ppojctou  fiaXaviov  rrpdc  tA  l/ctce 

dpfliorrwXei  [o]u  tt)c  [avTfjc  aTrrjXuxniKrjC ?] 

cto&c  77730c  tA  e/ctce  £ vtottojXCov  fcJrOyoc  (mo  tt)v 

CTodv  8eopev\oc 

Si(a)  AovXlov  oppLOwAXov. 

Kai  dvTLKpij  iepov  Arjp,r]TpCov  tov  Se  iepov  AiovvcCov  ruyoc 

rfjc  croac  [?]no  e  [ 

’ApLpuuvoc  7r[a]vot  iraXauvOeic  Kai  kmKLvSvvioc  eycov 

Seo[pevoc 

Sid  tov  avrov  ’ApipLwvoc  paytpou. 

voTLViqc  cr[oa]c 

(Col.  vii  lost) 

Col.  viii 

8eopi]e[v]ot  imopa^rjc  [ 

]  eiri  to.  avro  fiaXa- 

SJeopevot  ScopdAcewc 

]  (vac.) 
5  ]VC 

]0C  TToXlTLKOV  SrjpiOCLOV 

Trrf\xAv  eiKoa  €77T<x 

]  (vac.) 
]pra  Se'/ca  ) 

i°  ]  0VTa[  ]  e/c 

[kovc  ]  (vac.) 

4441.  REPORTS  TO  THE  LOGISTES 

Col.  ix 

(m.  11)  vnareiac  tAv  Scc-ttotAv  r/yiAy  K[tovcTavTivov  Kai  Alklvvlov ] 

CefiacrAv  [to  8  .] 

OvaXepia)  ApupnoviavA  tA  /c[ai  TepovTiq)  XoyicTfj 

’ O^vpvyxiTOv] 

Trapd  AvprjXCwv  M^t[A]  Aecoc  Kai  TI  [  p/pn-] 

5  apyAv  ot/coS^o'p^cov  Kai  CiXfiavov  p  [  ?/7oAu-] 

SevKrjc  Kai  CiXfiavov  Caparr  [  * Hpa- ] 
kXciSov  pioXvfiovpyAv  Ka\i  ] 

iVetAappcofoc  vaXoy[pyAv  \ 

KXyjSovpyov  Kai  ’ HpaKXe(8\ov  ] 

10  &[e]u>voc  KoviarAv  tAv  [navTcov  drro  ttjc  Xapirrpdc)  Kai 

Xapi(TTpoTdTT]c)  ' 0^{vpvy x^-itAv)  77oA(ecoc).] 
km^TJTOVVTL  COL  p°  [  ] 

Xa>c  xprlPaT^9yrf(:  [  ] 

vov  rfjc  avrfjc  77o'A[e]co[c  ] 

pievoi  opLoXoyovpiev  [opLVVvrec  tov  ce/3acptov] 

15  diov  opKov  tAv  8c[c]ttotA[v  rjp,Av  KcvvcTavTivov  /cat] 

Aiklvvlov  AlvTO/c[pa]ro'pa>v  [  ra] 

e^f/c  ev[yeypa]ppeVa  [  km-] 
CKevr/v  a  [  ]  km  to  [  ] 

(jiwvov  [  p]  rjSevo  [c?  j 

20  pev  tAv  [  ] 

TrXrjy  8  [  i 

kXoj  [  ] 

/cepapt[8]ec  o[cTpa]  klvcc  [ 

OTTTTjC  TtXlv6[ov]  (vaC.)  [  ] 

25  oLKo8Ap,oL  (m.  12)  ol  kvxpzik,ovTcc[ 

25a  kpyaTai  opotcoc  o i  e[yxpfl]  ̂ ov[rec 

(m.  11)  rjp.e ic  8e  oi  poAt/3ou[pyot  ] 

yaA/ctcov  /cat  ccoX-t]  [vcov  ] 

€77 1  yptd/v  toO  au[roO  fiaXaveiov?  ? p,oXv/38ov  6A-] 

KTjC  K€v(T7]vdpia)  K  WC  [rO V  KCVTTjVapLOV  a 
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Col.  x 

(m.  14) 

(m.  .1) 

5 pie 

\  [  ]  r]v  xprjceiv  6A/ci)c 

]  (vac.)  "V 

].[.]. 
 A' 

]  evxpril,ovTa  Kai 
]ta  KavovpyCac 

]  fiaXaviov  oiev[  ] 

]  (vac.) 

]  cK a/3  ’8
 |  [  c.  4  ]  vciv  rov[  5—6  ]o 

traces? 

] .  Aac.  [  4“5  ] .  .  [ 

].°. ,A«. [  4-5  ] . . . [ 

].[ 
].[ 

\rrjKOv  ra? 

]  a  ( rpucv ) 
6]  A Kfjc  [Kevrrj]  yapioy  a  ( r/picv ) 

]  Xojv  Kai  £ycroy  Kai  rcbv  aX— 
?erri  to]  a vro  KapCvwv  p 

]  KevTrjvapia  it,'  opov  Kev{rrjvdpia) 

]  Ttpoc  ryv  rfjc  KOvCac  eifitav  rj 

?eKacTo]v  KapCvov  eK  pov'iiov  nev— 

?po]vl'a  A 

]  j8aA aviov  eiKpia,  ytvoiro 

]  
'  £ 

rej  k  KonpiaKopv  Koirpiaiv  v  c 

?e«:]dcTOi;  Kapivov  eK  povtcov 

(One  column  lost?) 

4441.  REPORTS  TO  THE  LOGISTES 

Col.  xii 
(m.  13)  [OvaXepiq)]  Appwv iava)  t<A  Kai  Felpovriq)  Xoyicrf) 

’O^vpvyxUov] 

[7 rapa  tov  ko]ivov  rcbv  re  Xa^oXaropeov  ic[ai  olKoSopcov ] 

[/cat  reKTOva >]v  rfjc  Xap{rrpac)  Kai  Xap(TrpoTdrr]c) 

’0£vpvyxi[ra)v  iroXecoc  ?Sia  rcbv] 

[?eKdcrr)c]  epyacCac  e£f)c  vrroypacfiovTCOv  [ 

5  [  c.  5  to] v  Siacrjpordrov  rjyovpevov  Alyvrrrov  'Hp[KovX(ac 

AvprjXiov] 

[. AvtoovC]ov  were  pe[r]d  aKpifiiac  yaype  e  j 

(  C.  6  ]  rwv  Spp[oci] wv  oiKoSoppparcov  [  ]  [ 

[  c.  6  ]a  apxp  [  ]TaT.y°...\ 

[  c.  5  ].[..].[  C.  7  ]  .  aKpifi . [ 

IO  [  c.  16  ]  pa[ 

(One  line  lost?) 

[  ].[ 

[  M 

[  ]...[.  hPVV.i 

15  [1]  e/00 [0]  iraXariov  (vac.)  I 

etc  emcKevrjv  f/roi  virppec[iav  r] tov  8e[opeva>v  rorraiv? 
yetyvono  j 

ppeic  piv  oi  XaipoXaropoi  Ai0[o]i  eK  pp  [ko]vc  7T7)^ou<(c)>  ey[oe 
injiovc  SaKrvXwv  1  a pi9p[ 

20  ppeic  Si  oi  oiKoSopoi  <bpp\c ]  tt Xiy[dov 

Col.  xiii 

].. 

] 

] 

]  Peia 
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5  ] 

]  - 

].? 

] 

Col.  xiv 

].[2-3].[..]  K  '  [Oovc?  ]  [ 
[i^Jeic  Se  oi  ohcohopoi  [ 

elc  KaracTpcocLv  croac  [  c.  4  ]  J 

Kai  fj/.ielc  oi  TeKTOvec  [  c.  5  ]  [ 

5  SoKiSec  £ eviKcd  e  [  ]  1  y  '  tt Aar  [ouc 

TT&)(OVC  8aKTvA[a>V 

<f>OlVLKlVCLC  Sokovc  [ 

€K  fXrjKOVC  TT?)x[&>V 

kpic/xara  tjevLKa  elc  [  c.  5  ]  i 

10  ex  p-r/KOVC  rrq-)(\&v  C.  3  ]  o  S[ 

Kcd  elc  ft opivrjv  croay  [  [  \  \  I 

Col.  i 

3  Aap.$'',  Aapt$",  Larpov  4  1.  fitfiAtSCcov  5  1.  kntSetv  6  1.  hyypd<j>coc  7  1.  e77-eiSor, 
k\ivtipy]\  v  of  Siatpeciv  corr.  from  c  ill.  x€lP°c>  fipaxfovoc  12  1.  X€LP°C>  v  of  second  Tpcbctv  corr. 

from  c  13  1.  rpd)C€Lc ,  npoc<j>cov6).  7 t  of  first  Trepac  apparently  altered  to  r  14  L  15  ovePnov 
16  1.  kntSeScoica 

Col.  ii 

2  o£  ?  9  Qcfc',  1.  kntSelv  9-10  1.  kyyeypafiptevov  11  — 12  1.  kyypdcfytoc  14  1.  KAtvrjprj 

Col.  iii 

2  Upper  right  arm  of  x  extended  6  1.  itoXiv  7  1.  dpxatordrrjc  8  1.  dc<j>aAec\  vnap 

9  1.  oIkiolc?  10— ii  1.  npocnapaKetp,€va  ill.  kptnetpotc  12  1.  kyyeypafAptevovc,  Setcdat 

13  L  14  Aap,$'  16  'ptev'  in  different  hand?  1.  npocc/icovowrcc,  npoKetrat  17  vnep , 

‘ChoTOc'YpapJaTd"\  1.  eiSoroc  ypaptptara  26  1.  npoc<f)Covtbv  27  e7r[e]]t.Se6a>Ka?  1.  emSeScoKn 
npOC<f>Ct)VO)V ,  TTpOKtlTCU 

Gol.  iv 

3  1.  rolyoc  8  tarpiag  1.  larpetco,  cnetpcbv  10  1.  7 raw;  i'coc;  1.  ocf. >eiAei  12  1.  roi^ov 

13  81 ,  a-  14  a-  16  1.  rotyov  17  1.  Setcdat  18  1.  StSacKaXctco  21  1.  rot^a), 

npocnapaKetptkvov,  rotyov  23  St' 
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Col.  v 5  a  corr.  from  e?  6  1.  optaXeic?  9  Yey^ptevovOeojc?  1 1  1.  navv  13  1.  k^ayopeCqj 
eyytcra,  €K€tc€  14  1.  vnoppacjyYjc  18  1.  yetptcrov  19  1.  kicetvotc.  Possibly  ] vvcov  20  1. 
Setrcu,  yetptCTOV  21  1.  fturpaptov 

Col.  vi 
4  1.  Tolxov  5  1.  knttcctptevov,  navv  9  1.  AtSvfiov  10  First  77  of  ontoponcoAov  corr.? 

12  1.  ASptavetov  navv  13  1.  epetcecoc ;  St'?  14  1.  fiaAaveiov,  opfitoncoAetov  15  x  of  rvyoc 

corr.  from  A.  1.  roiyoc  16  Si'  17  tepov  (first  example  only).  1,  Arjpt'qrpetov,  Atovvcetov  rolyoc 18  1.  navv  19  1.  ptayetpov 

Col.  viii I  1.  vnoppa<f>fjc  2  1.  to?  9  ] 

Col.  ix 
6  1.  -SevKovc  7  y  of  p-oAvfiovpy&v  corr.  8  vaXovpycov  14  First  o  of  optoAoyovp,ev 

much  enlarged  15  1.  Oeiov  17  1.  kyyeypaptp,eva  17-18  k  of  kntcKevrjv  a  correction 
23  1.  ocTpdKtvai  25  1.  olKoSofxot ,  kyxpfj^ovrec  26  77  corr.  from  v  28  Accidental  ink 

between  t  and  x-  1-  xp^tcbv  29  K€V  ' 

Col.  x 

2  1.  ypf/ctv  4  A':  possibly  a '  5  1.  kyxpfjlovra  6  1.  /caivoupytac  7  init.  ]  1  or 

]o.  1.  jSaXavetov  19,  20  aS '  22  pt  at  end  rewritten  23  i<ev  '  25  ptovicov;  1.  ̂co'tcov 

26  ptovia;  1.  ptco'ta  27  1.  fiaAavetov  tKpta,  ytyvotro.  ytvotro  partly  rewritten  30  Numeral  v  rewritten 

3 1  ptovicov ;  1.  ptcdtcov 

Col.  xii 

3  Aapt$,  XaptS  6  1.  aKptfieCac  8  ]ra:  alpha  has  terminal  form  9  Space  before  alpha 

17  1.  ytyvotro  19  vipovc 

Col.  xiv 

5  iy:  horizontal  extended  to  represent  ty'  9  1.  kpztcptara  1 1  Last  trace  a  finishing  stroke? 

(Col.  i) 

(14th  hand)  ‘106.’ 

(1st  hand)  ‘To  Valerius  Ammonianus  alias  Gerontius,  curator  of  the  Oxyrhynchite,  from  Aurelius  Sarapion, 
son  of  Herodotus,  from  the  illustrious  and  most  illustrious  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchites,  public  doctor.  I  was 

instructed  yesterday,  which  was  Mecheir  26th,  as  a  consequence  of  a  petition  presented  to  you  by  Valerius 

Nundinarius  ...  to  be  in  his  farmstead  of  ...  and  inspect  the  condition  of  the  beaten-up  ...  guard  Muis  and 

give  you  a  written  declaration.  Wherefore,  being  in  the  farmstead,  I  inspected  the  said  Muis  who  was  confined 

to  bed  with  a  cut  on  the  front  part  of  the  head,  with  the  bone  laid  bare,  and  with  two  wounds  on  the  crown 

with  the  bone  laid  bare,  and  below  these  wounds  ...  on  the  right  part  of  the  head  and  on  the  left  temple  . . . 

swelling,  and  a  swelling  with  bruising  on  the  ...  of  the  left  ear,  and  a  swelling  with  bruising  on  the  right 

shoulder-blade  and  the  shoulder,  and  a  blow  with  swelling  on  the  biggest  finger  of  the  right  hand,  and  swelling 

with  bruising  on  the  wrist  of  the  right  hand,  and  a  wound  on  the  left  thigh  . . .  and  a  wound  above  the  knee, 

and  two  wounds  on  the  right  thigh  from  end  to  end  and  a  wound  down  all  the  left  side;  wherefore  I  make 
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this  declaration.  Year  io  and  8  of  our  ...  lords  Constantinus  and  Licinius  Augusti,  in  the  consulship  of 

Caecinius  Sabinus  and  Vettius  Rufinus,  viri  clarissimi ,  Mecheir  27th/ 

(2nd  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  Sarapion,  presented  this,  declaring  as  aforesaid.’ 

(Col.  ii) 

(14th  hand)  ‘107.’ 
(3rd  hand)  ‘To  Valerius  Ammonianus  alias  Gerontius,  curator  of  the  Oxyrhynchite,  councillor  of  the 

illustrious  and  most  illustrious  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchites  ...,  from  Aurelius  Dioscorus  son  of  Heron  from  die 

same  city,  public  doctor.  As  a  result  of  a  petition  presented  to  you  by  Aurelius  Horus  son  of  Horus,  residing 

in  the  farmstead  of  Hemiobelitu  near  the  village  of  Seneceleu,  ...  Aurelius  Theon  tx-benejicianusy  I  was 
instructed  by  you  to  inspect  his  brother  Phibis,  named  in  the  petition,  and  whatever  condition  I  found  him 

in  to  declare  it  in  writing.  Wherefore,  going  to  the  indicated  farmstead  called  Hemiobelitu,  I  inspected  Phibis 

who  was  confined  to  bed  with  a  cut  ...  his  head  and  on  his  left  shoulder-blade  and  shoulder  . . .  and  on  his 

forearm  and  ...  his  right  . . .  wherefore  I  make  this  declaration.  ...  (in  the  consulship  of)  Caecinius  Sabinus 

and  Vettius  Rufinus,  viri  clarissimi ,  [month  and  day.]’ 

(4th  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  Dioscorus,  presented  this,  declaring  as  aforesaid.’ 

(Col.  iii) 

(14th  hand)  T08.’ 
(1st  hand)  ‘To  Valerius  Ammonianus  alias  Gerontius,  curator  of  the  Oxyrhynchite,  from  the  guild  of  the 

following  listed  masons  and  stone-cutters  and  carpenters  and  others  and  the  elders  of  each  craft,  through  the 
persons  signing  below.  We  were  instructed  by  Your  Diligence  to  inspect  all  the  buildings  throughout  the  city 

belonging  to  it,  as  well  as  any  other  structures  in  the  most  ancient  city  that  are  broken  down  from  hard  usage 

and  time,  in  the  interests  of  the  security  of  the  properties(?)  of  the  city.  Wherefore  in  the  meantime  having 

gone  round  the  civic  works  and  other  buildings  in  a  poor  state  adjacent  to  public  works,  together  with  ... 

experts,  we  declare  that  the  following  listed  places  require  the  necessary  restoration.  Year  10  and  8  of  our 

lords  Constantinus  and  Licinius  Augusti,  in  the  consulship  of  Caecinius  Sabinus  and  Vettius  Rufinus,  viri 

clarissimi ,  Tybi  (vac.).’ 

(5th  hand)  ‘We,  Aurelii  Melas  son  of  x  and  Demetrius  son  of  Thonius,  presented  this  jointly,  declaring 

as  aforesaid.  I,  the  sam#Demetrius,  wrote  on  behalf  of  the  other  one  because  he  is  illiterate.’  (6th  hand),  ‘I, 

Aurelius  Choous  son  of  Pausirion,  presented  this,  declaring  as  aforesaid.’  (7th  hand)  ‘We,  Aurelii  x  son  of  x 
and  Thonius  son  of  Dionysius  and  Sacaon  son  of  Horus  and  x  son  of  x  and  Dioscorus  son  of  Serenus, 

carpenters,  presented  this,  declaring  as  aforesaid.  I,  Aurelius  x  son  of  Didymus,  from  the  Oxyrhynchite,  wrote 

on  their  behalf  in  their  presence,  because  they  are  illiterate.’  (8th  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  Aphynchis  son  of  Heracles, 

stone-cutter,  presented  this,  declaring  as  aforesaid.’  (9th  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  Artemidorus  son  of  Heracles, 

stone-cutter,  presented  this,  declaring  as  aforesaid.’  (10th  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  a;  son  of#,  stone-cutter,  presented 

this,  declaring  as  aforesaid.’ 

(Col.  iv) 

(14th  hand)  ‘109.’ 
(1st  hand)  ‘...  Northern  Stoa:  beginning  from  the  east: 

‘ . . .  the  bedchamber  of  . . .  and  . . . ,  a  wall  . . .  requiring  . . . 
‘And  in  the  Western  Stoa  ...  to  be  restored  as  follows: 

‘And  beginning  from  . . . 

‘At  the  surgery  of  Dioscorus,  . . .  antiquated  and  requiring  twelve(?)  replacement  bases,  one  of  them  . . . 

‘And  at  the  stable  . . .  rendered  very  unserviceable,  in  place  of  which  a  copy  should  be  installed  . . . 

‘...  of  a  wall,  requiring  restoration  ...  through  the  same  Eudaemon(?)  ... 
And  in  the  same  Western  Stoa  . . .  stones  of  this  for(?)  (the)  house  of  Heracl-  . . .  stones  of  the  wall, 

antiquated  . . .  the  same  arch(?)  to  need  restoration  . . . 

‘And  at  the  school  of  the  schoolmaster  ...  we  declare  they  have  become  unusable  . . .  through  Dionysius, 
schoolmaster. 

‘And  at  the  wall  of  the  adjacent  ...  a  wall  ...  restoration  because  ...  through  Thaesis,  vegetable-seller.’ 

(Col.  v  4  ff.) 

‘And  at  the  temple  of  Fortune  ...  to  have  become  antiquated  . . . 
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‘And  at  the  temple  of  Achilles  at  the  . . .  level,  of  which  the  equivalent  should  be  substituted. 

‘And  at  the  record-office  of  the  same  Western  Stoa  . . .  Small(?)  Temgenuthis,  places  needing  restoration  . . . 

through(?)  Philonicus  and  Heliodorus  and  Ammon-. 
‘And  at  the  market,  six  columns,  very  antiquated  . . .  the  remaining  three  columns  . . . 

‘And  at  the  proclamation  hall  very  near  the  . . .  there  . . .  requiring  immediate  patching  through  . . . 

‘And  at  the  place  near  the  . . .  antiquated  . . .  requiring  repair  through  . . . 
And  opposite  the  temple  of  . . .  requiring  repair  through  Melas,  merchant. 

And  at  those  places  on  the  upper  lintel  . . .  worn  smooth,  of  which  the  equivalent  needs  to  be  substituted 

through  Heracles,  merchant. 
And  at  the  house  of  Thonius,  mitrarius,  a  place  . . .  requiring  repair  through  the  same  Thonius. 

‘Eastern  Stoa:  beginning  from  the  north  [’ 

(Col.  vi  2  If.) And  at  the  house  of  Demetrius(P)  . . .  through  the  same  Demetrius(?). 

And  we  declare  that  a  wall  of  the  house  of  Diogenes  and  Sarapion,  on  the  north  . . .  abutting  . . .  very 

antiquated  and  . . .  fall  . . .  through  the  same  Diogenes  and  Sarapion. 

And  at  the  ...  of  the  same  Eastern  Stoa,  at  the  place  of  Athenodorus  . . . 

And  ...  at  the  place  of  Didymus,  places  of  the  stoa  requiring  repair  through  Didymus,  fruiterer,  and 

Zacaon,  pastry-cook. 
‘...  and  at  the  house  of  Euporion,  former  condiment-seller  ...  city  and  the  temple  of  Hadrian,  very 

antiquated  and  requiring  . . .  and  propping  up  through  the  same  Euporion. 

And  opposite  the  street  of  the  warm  baths  of  the  public  bath,  at  the  vetch-seller’s  shop  there  in  the  same 

Eastern  Stoa,  at  the  beer-seller’s  shop  there,  a  wall  below  the  stoa  requiring  ...  through  Dulius,  vetch-seller. 
And  opposite  the  sacred  temple  of  Demeter  and  the  sacred  temple  of  Dionysus,  a  wall  of  the  Stoa  . . . 

Ammon,  very  antiquated  and  in  a  dangerous  condition,  requiring  . . .  through  the  same  Ammon,  butcher. 

‘Southern  Stoa:’ 

(One  column  lost) 

(Col.  viii) ‘...  requiring  patching  ...for  the  same  bath(?)  ...  requiring  restoration  ...  civic  public  ...  twenty  seven 

cubits  . . .  ten  ...  at  a  length  of  ...  ’ 

(Col.  ix) 
(nth  hand)  ‘In  the  consulship  of  our  masters  Constantinus  and  Licinius  Augusti  for  the  4th  time. 
‘To  Valerius  Ammonianus  alias  Gerontius,  curator  of  the  Oxyrhynchite,  from  Aurelii  Achilles  and  P-  ... 

monthly  presidents,  builders,  and  Silvanus  son  of  #  and  [  #  son  of  ?Poly]deuces  and  Silvanus  son  of  Sarap- 

[and  #  son  of  Herajclides,  lead-workers,  and  [#  son  of  #  and  #  son  of]  Nilammon,  glass- workers,  [and  x  son 
of  #],  locksmith,  and  Heraclides  [son  of  x  and  x  son  of]  Theon,  plasterers,  all  from  the  illustrious  and  most 

illustrious  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchites.  On  your  requesting  ...  the  said  city  ...  we  acknowledge,  swearing  the 

august  divine  oath  of  our  masters  Constantinus  and  Licinius  Imperatores  . . .  clay  roof  tiles  . . .  baked  brick  . . . 

builders.’  (Inserted,  12th  hand)  ‘The  necessary  ...;  workmen  likewise,  the  necessary  ...’  (Continued,  nth 
hand)  And  we  the  lead-workers  . . .  basins  and  pipes  ...  for  the  needs  of  the  same  ?bath  . . .  Plead,  in  weight 

20  hundredweight,  per  hundredweight  ...’ 

(Col.  x) 

(14th  hand)  ‘1 15.’ 
(nth  hand)  ‘...  use,  by  weight  ...  g6o(P). 

‘...  necessary  and  ...  renewal  ...  bath  ...’ 

(Lines  20  ff.)  ‘...  by  weight  hundredweight. 
‘...  and  a  colonnaded  gymnasium  and  the  other  ...  in  total  40  kilns. 

‘...  17  hundredweight,  together  680  hundredweight. 
‘...  for  the  burning(P)  to  produce  the  lime  ...  each(?)  kiln  at  fifty(?)  bales  of  ...  [total]  iooo(?)  bales. 

‘...  Pprops  for  the  bath,  would  total  ...  60. 
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6. 

‘...  at  50  dungheaps  of  dung,  200. 

each  kiln  at  [2J]  bales,  [total]  100.’ 

(One  column  lost?) 

(Col.  xii) 

(13th  hand)  ‘To  Valerius  Ammonianus  alias  Gerontius,  curator  of  the  Oxyrhynchite,  from  the  guild  of 
the  masons  and  builders  and  carpenters  of  the  illustrious  and  most  illustrious  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchites, 

[through  the  persons  from  each(?)]  craft  signing  below.  [We  were  instructed  by(?)]  Aurelius  Antonius,  vir 

perfectissimus,  praises  of  Aegyptus  Herculia,  with  complete  accuracy  to  ...  of  the  public  buildings  . . .  ’ 

(15  if.)  ‘The  Imperial  Palace:  for  the  repair  or  maintenance  of  the  places  requiring  it  ...  would  total  ... 

‘We  the  masons:  stones,  one  cubit  long  ...  10  fingerbreadths  high,  number  ... 
‘We  the  builders:  unbaked  brick 

(Col.  xiv) 

‘...  20,  ...  deep(?)  ... 

‘And  we,  the  builders  . . .  for  the  paving  of  the  stoa  . . . 

‘And  we,  the  carpenters  . . .  Imported  beams  ...  13,...  broad,  ...  x  fingerbreadths  thick  . . .  Palm-wood 
beams  ...  x  cubits  long  . . .  Imported  props  for  ...  x  cubits  long  . . . 

‘And  for  the  Northern  Stoa  ...’ 

Col.  i 

2  The  junction  between  VI  983  and  the  newly  identified  portion  (see  introd.)  comes  roughly  two-thirds 

of  the  way  along  the  lines.  The  papyrus  separated  at  a  manufacturer’s  kollesis.  This  was  of  the  usual  three 
layer  type,  and  the  edge  vertical  fibres  of  the  upper  sheet  remain  adhering  to  the  lower  sheet,  followed  by  a 

blank  area  once  covered  by  the  written-on  projecting  horizontal  fibre  ends  of  the  upper  sheet.  Here  and 
there,  writing  traces  are  preserved  on  those  vertical  fibres  because  of  gaps  in  the  horizontal  fibre  structure  of 
the  upper  sheet.  ^ 

3  Aurelius  Sarapion’s  name  had  been  misinterpreted  in  earlier  editions  of  this  part  of  the  text.  Cf.  LXIII 4370  6  n. 

SrjfxocCov  larpov.  See  LVIII  3926  37  n. 

4  /cs'-  is  a  correction  of  Hunt’s  xe.  Mecheir  26th  here  =  2i  February  316.  For  the  name  Nundinarius  see 
I.  Kajanto,  The  Latin  Cognomina  r8,  221. 

5  IJayylovXejeico  looks  a  distinct  possibility,  see  P.  Pruned,  I  centri  abitati  delV  Ossirinchite  128,  but  cannot 
be  confirmed  from  the  minimal  traces.  Note,  however,  that  all  the  examples  of  krroUiov  with  this  name  listed 

by  Pruned  are  much  later,  all  sixth  or  seventh  century  ad. 

9  Tr]ape£  oiSiy/xaroc? 

14  (ifrouc)  [kcu]  7}$"  ( =  ad  315/6)  was  in  essence  already  read  by  R.  S.  Bagnall  and  K.  A.  Worp, 
CNBD  II  24=BASP  16  (1979)  233. 

The  space  between  KvpCcov  and  rjfxcov  (with  some  possible  traces,  highly  uncertain  on  the  available 

photographs;  ignored  in  the  SB  III  6003  edition)  is  unexpected.  Conceivably  17/xaw  was  written  twice. 

15  The  consular  year  is  316.  For  kQ~  cf.  line  4  above  where  the  previous  day  was  k$~.  Mecheir  27th 
here  =  22  February  316. 

16  The  photograph  shows  traces  of  two  (three?)  lines  below  a>v  of  npocc/jwv&y,  in  a  different  hand.  They 

appear  to  be  on  a  piece  that  has  been  compacted  against  the  back  of  the  piece  with  4441  col.  i.  This  could 

imply  tiiat  they  have  lifted  off  from  a  point  on  the  roll  further  to  the  right,  the  roll  having  been  rolled  from 

left  to  right  (cf.  introduction),  but  I  do  not  see  a  place  for  them. 

Col.  ii 

1

 

 

The  traces  are  sufficient  only  to  show  that  a  column  number  was  present,  not  to  identify  it;  the  number 

pt,  =  107  is  owed  entirely  
to  the  clear  p^=  106  that  heads  the  preceding  

column. 

3

 

 

That  the  curator ,  although  centrally  appointed,  was  a  member  of  the  local  bouleutic  class  is  well  known; 

nevertheless,  
it  is  unusual  to  find  him  addressed  

in  this  way.  The  traces  at  the  line  end  are  puzzling. 
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4  Dioscorus  son  of  Heron,  public  doctor,  has  not  been  attested  elsewhei-e  in  The  Oxyrhynchus  Papyri. 

7
-
 
8
 
 

The  village  of  Seneceleu  is  well  known,  see  P.  Pruneti,  op.  cit.  164-5.  The  farmstead  of  Hemiobelitu, 

on  the  other  hand,  is  attested  here  for  the  first  time. 

8
—
 
9
 
 

A  iiprjXtov  ©eWoc  and  fi(eve)<j>(u<iapii>iv).  The  grammatical  connection  for  these  words  remains  un¬ 

clear.  I  can  only  suppose  that  the  writer  omitted  a  word  or  words  preceding  them;  the  simplest  solution  may 
be  to  supply  (St a). 

This  Aurelius  Theon  has  not  previously  been  recorded  in  The  Oxyrhynchus  Papyri.  No  doubt  he  would 
have  been  styled  Valerius  Theon  while  he  held  the  post  of  beneficiarius,  see  J.  G.  Keenan,  %PE  1 1  (1973)  44. 

For  the  reversion  to  being  styled  Aurelius,  cf.  the  curator  Valerius  Heron  alias  Sarapion  (attested  308-12), 
styled  Aurelius  in  317/8  when  out  of  office  (XLV  3256;  see  LIV  App.  I,  p.  223). 

14  fene]  iSov.  The  papyrus  probably  actually  had  the  common  spelling  ktptSov,  cf.  col.  i  7  and  e.g.  I  53 

9,  LIV  3729  17. 20-21  One  expects  regnal  formula  4-  knl  vnareiac  in  these  lines,  cf.  col.  i  13-14  and  col.  iii  12-13,  but 
it  is  very  hard  to  elicit  letters  from  the  scanty  ink  traces  on  the  shredded  surface. 

23  A  date  is  expected  between  early  January  (col.  iii)  and  22  February  (col.  i),  316. 

Col.  iii 

1  [prj].  Cf.  col.  ii  1  n. 3  Aa]  ̂oXarofsaiv.  Addendum  lexicis.  The  word  recurs  in  xii  2  and  18.  For  Aafoi  cf.  LIX  4003  18  n. 

5  rrjc  crjc  emfteAeiac.  Cf.  C.  Balconi,  Aeg.  63  (1983)  58-9. 

7  Is  apyatundr-pc  (1.  apyatoTaT-pc)  simply  to  be  taken  literally?  Elsewhere  it  occurs  as  an  honorific  epithet 
(Memphis:  P.  Bour.  26  ii  3,  =C.  Pap.  Gr.  II  79)  but  it  is  not  otherwise  attested  as  such  for  Oxyrhynchus. 

8  Koi  oyoy  is  no  more  than  a  guess. 

8—9  npoc  to  to  acpaXeic  (1.  acfiaXec)  vTrapx$fjy[at.  Cf.  P.  Cair.  Isid.  94.  15—16. 

13-14  For  the  regnal  and  consular  years'  cf.  col.  i.  The  day  of  the  month  was  omitted.  The  possible 
range  is  Tybi  5-30,  =January  1-26,  316. 

15  The  lost  name  might  begin  ’AxtX-,  but  I  cannot  adapt  the  traces  that  follow  to  this. 

24  Presumably  Heracles  is  intended  as  the  name  of  Aphynchis’  father,  but  the  precise  form  given  to  the 
end  of  the  name  is  unclear. 

26  npoKetTai  was  surely  intended,  but  it  is  very  hard  to  see  the  ductus  in  the  middle  of  the  word. 

Col.  iv 

2  A] oyoc,  then  space  for  12  letters? 
fiopivpc  erode  *ai]  a pxoptevov  And  anrjXubTov.  This  topographical  heading  must  have  named  the  Northern 

Stoa,  since  the  Southern  Stoa  section  begins  at  vi  20,  while  here  the  entries  begin  ‘from  the  east’:  compare 

v  23,  where  entries  for  the  Eastern  Stoa  begin  ‘from  the  north.’. 
3  For  tOxoc  =  Toiyoc,  passim  in  these  accounts,  cf.  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  I  197-8. 
8  Check  marks  of  this  more  elaborate  type  occur  throughout  this  detailed  report  of  needed  building 

repairs,  mingled  with  the  simple  diagonal  type;  to  be  more  precise,  there  is  a  mark  at  the  start  of  every  entry 
where  the  surface  is  not  lacunose.  This  applies  to  cols,  iv,  v  and  vi. 

The  simple  check  mark  no  doubt  has  a  positive  significance.  It  may  be  too  fanciful  to  see  a  negative 

significance  in  the  elaborate  type,  comparing  for  example  H.  J.  M.  Milne,  Greek  Shorthand  Manuals  p.  40 

(no-  359>  oukcti). laTpttp  AtocKop[ov?  (1.  iarpeiui.)  As  outlined  in  the  introduction,  this  could  be  the  surgery  of  Dioscorus 

son  of  Heron,  public  doctor,  who  submits  the  report  that  forms  4441  col.  ii. 
The  final  trace  is  awkward;  the  line  at  this  point  is  already  much  longer  than  the  lines  of  this  column 

further  up.  I  suppose  we  must  have  a  numeral,  indicating  how  many  new  bases  were  required,  but  a  simple 

figure  (to  keep  the  line  as  short  as  possible)  is  excluded  by  Suo  at  the  start  of  the  next  line,  and  the  shortest 

supplement  seems  to  be  S[e/<a]<>uo. 
to  It  is  tempting  to  see  a  reference  here  to  facilities  for  the  cursus  velox,  since  most  Oxyrhynchite  references 

to  stables  occur  in  this  connection.  However,  we  may  wonder  whether  an  establishment  as  large  as  the  mansio 

in  Oxyrhynchus  would  have  needed  to  be  (cf.  LX  4087-8  introd.,  p.  193)  would  have  been  located  in  this 
relatively  central  area  of  the  town.  For  crdpXoc  as  the  nominative  form,  see  F.  Mitthof  and  A.  Papathomas, 

TPE  103  (1994)  76;  cf.  LXIII  4394  21-2  n.  on  <j>6poc= forum. 
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1 2  a‘?  [p^cctoc.  Cf.  iv  1 7,  22  etc.  See  A.  K.  Orlandos  and  I.  N.  Traulos,  Ac^lkAv  'ApXaiwv  'ApXctcktovik&v 
’Opajv  8o.  Elsewhere  structures  are  said  to  require  Imc/cem)  (v  i6,  18  etc.)  or  cpctctc  (vi  13),  for  which  see Oilandos  and  Traulos  op.  cit.  1 10,  1 18,  or  in roppa(/>ij  (v  14,  viii  1),  ‘patching’. 

13  ye]yerr)c9al  seems  unavoidable,  but  awkward.  I  suppose  its  function  here  may  be  similar  to  iv  19 
&XPV ‘rove  ycyev t)[c0m,  perhaps  introduced  by  a  8td  to  velsim.  clause  which  has  been  inserted  between  Scopeoot 
8io[p8<iceu>c  (iv  12)  and  the  statement  of  agent  which  otherwise  would  have  followed  directly  iv  22-2  misrht 
be  similar.  

6 

15  The  interpretation  of  were  here  is  uncertain.  I  have  supposed  it  to  be  prepositional  with  the  dative, 

although  this  usage  is  generally  found  applied  to  persons,  not  things. 
1 7  aifiiSoc.  Gf.  1 43  verso,  v  1 0.  cupfc  (see  Orlandos  and  Traulos  op.  cit.  46)  may  have  a  range  of  meanings 

‘joint’  or  ‘clamp’  or  ‘arch’  or  ‘vault’.  In  43,  P.  Vindob.  G.  12565.193  ed.  H.  Schmitz,  Munch.  Beitr.  19  (1934) 4.27,  and  4441  context  seems  to  require  a  larger  feature,  not  a  small  detail;  ‘arch’  is  proposed  in  the  transla- tion  above. 

18  SiSacKaXitp  (1.  SiSacxaAefoj)  ypappa.T0S1BacKa.X0v.  Cf.  iv  20  Atovvciov  ypapparoSiSac[Kd\ov.  J.  R.  Rea, 
LVIII  3952  1 1  n.,  usefully  collects  the  references  to  ypapparoSiSdcKaXoi.  The  teacher  Dionysius  has  not  been attested  before  in  The  Oxyrhynchus  Papyri. 

20  Gf.  iv  18  n. 

23  A  surface  crease  has  interrupted  the  writing  in  several  lines  in  the  lower  part  of  this  column.  This  is 
particularly  noticeable  here,  Aay  avomoA[,  and  to  a  lesser  extent  in  21,  wpoc-rra  paKtpemv. 

Col.  v 

1  A  high  unexplained  trace  in  the  margin  above  the  beginning  of  this  line. 
1  “2  The  initial  traces  are  well  to  the  left  of  the  line  beginnings  preserved  lower  down  in  this  column.  I 

presume  the  writer  started  at  this  point  and  then  realised  how  far  to  the  right  he  had  allowed  himself  to  go in  iv  to  and  12. 

4  r&  TvXc[C]v.  See  J.  E.  G.  Whitehorne,  ANRW  II  18.5,  p.3083;  G.  Ronchi,  Lexicon  Theonymon  s.v. 
(fasc.  5,  p.  1094).  The  presence  in  Oxyrhynchus  of  a  TvXelov,  now  assured  by  4441,  must  increase  the 
possibility  that  XXXI  2553  3  (the  only  other  reference  in  an  Oxyrhynchus  papyrus)  does  refer  to  Oxyrhynchus- for  Alexandria  as  the  location  in  2553,  see  J.  F.  Gilliam,  ICS  3  (1978)  123-6. 

4-5  ttctt]  a|5Aaid)c#<u: ‘Cf.  P.  Mil.  II  41.8. 
6  T<y  %iAAeiai.  The  only  other  attestation  of  a  temple  of  Achilles  at  Oxyrhynchus  has  been  SB  I  1955 

(G.  Ronchi,  Lexicon  Theonymon  s.v.  (fasc.  1,  p.  191);  J.  E.  G.  Whitehorne,  ANRW II  18.5,  p.  3058). 
II  I  am  correct  in  interpreting  the  end  of  the  line  as  opaXelc,  I  see  no  obvious  explanation  for  the  plural, 

followed  by  clear  o3  0  Uoc  in  the  next  line.  For  SpaXrjc  see  Orlandos  and  Traulos  op.  cit.  191. 
8  The  ‘record  office  of  the  Western  Stoa’  has  not  been  attested  before. 
?MiKp]&c.  Cf.  the  next  note. 

9

 

 

TeypcvoMcioc.  For  this  quarter  of  Oxyrhynchus  (variously  spelt,  but  Tepy-  is  the  commonest  form) 

see  H.  Rink,  Strassen-  u.  Viertelnamen  
von  Oxyrhynchos  

34-5.  Rink’s  several  references  only  include  one  to  the 
Small  Temgenuthis’  

(p.  35),  cf,  v  8  here  where  MtKpac  is  tentatively  
restored. 1 1  This  is  the  first  attestation  of  a  pdKcXXoc  at  Oxyrhynchus.  For  the  form  such  a  structure  might  take, 

here  clearly  at  least  in  part  colonnaded,  see  D.  M.  Bailey,  Excavations  at  El-Ashmundn  IV  22.  For  the  word  as 
masculine  cf.  LXIII  4394  21-2  n. 

13  Tip  egayoptu)  (1.  kgayopcl cp).  The  word  has  been  much  discussed,  most  recently  by  B.  Kramer,  P. 
Heid.  IV  334.3-6  n.,  withj.  R.  Rea,  ZPE  79  (!989)  201-2;  J.  E.  G.  Whitehorne,  briefly,  in  ANRW  II  18.5, 
p.  3082.  Now  for  the  first  time  the  word  is  clearly  shown  to  be  a  neuter  noun  referring  to  a  place,  and  it  is 
likely  that  the  other  occurrences  should  be  understood  in  this  way  (SB  V  7634.9-10,  14,  29;  P.  Mert.  I  26.5; 
PSI  III  215.6;  P.  Held.  IV  334.5).  We  might  then  translate  e.g.  P.  Heid.  IV  334.4-5,  tu>  ®07)Pdv  tw  two 
ktayopetwv,  as  ‘the  Thoereum  of  the  proclamation  halls’,  keeping  Rea  op.  cit.  in  mind. 

1

6

 

 

Ixri[c]<cei4)[c].  

Cf.  
iv  12  n. 

18  xipicrov  (1.  Xeip«T0t>).  Cf.  20.  Xei) otcrtjc  has  been  variously  translated  in  the  Oxyrhynchus  series- 
‘agent’  (XII  1429,  1431,  LVI  3874),  ‘assistant’  (XLVIII  3429)— and  left  in  Greek  in  XLIX  3513,  3515! Although  we  cannot  be  certain  in  the  incomplete  context,  neither  ‘agent’  nor  ‘assistant’  looks  appropriate 
heie.  Many  of  the  persons  liable  for  the  listed  repairs  in  4441  are  merchants  of  some  kind  (iv  23,  vi  10,  13, 
16,  19)  and  for  xeiptcrijc  a  general  sense  of  ‘merchant’,  ‘dealer’  or  ‘trader’  may  be  likely. 
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<f)\€i[ac.  Cf.  Orlandos  and  Traulos  op.  cit.  262  s.v. 

\eav04v.  Cf.  ibid.  166  s.v.  XeaCvto. 

21  (judpaptov.  I  suppose  this  to  be  equivalent  to  (jurpapCov,  but  it  would  be  an  addendum  lexicis  in  either 

form.  fMLTpa  indicates  various  forms  of  headgear  or  girdles,  cf  LS9.  LS  s.v.  mitra  suggests  a  further  meaning 

‘rope’  but  the  bald  citations  fail  to  make  clear  that  a  particular  rope  which  performed  a  girdling  function 
was  so  called. 

Col.  vi 

I  The  check  mark  and  ecthesis  are  surprising.  I  suppose  there  must  have  been  a  one-line  repairs  entry, 
although  nowhere  else  in  this  report  is  there  an  entry  as  short  as  that. 

3  A  superfluous  horizontal  line  through  might  imply  a  deletion. 

5  tt&voi  77-a[Aai] aidevra  r[e]  kcli  tttcoclv.  Cf.  P.  Mil.  II  41.8—9. 
8  The  horizontal  fibre  surface  is  stripped  away  at  this  level  until  nearly  halfway  across  the  column,  at 

which  point  it  is  blank.  The  single  ink  trace  is  actually  seepage  down  to  the  vertical  fibres,  but  should  suffice 

to  indicate  that  there  has  been  writing  here.  Its  lateral  placing  aligns  with  the  inset  lines  above  and  below, 
to  accord  with  the  expected  layout, 

I I  EvTTOpiojvoc.  His  name  is  not  to  be  read  in  the  declaration  of  the  guild  of  apTVfj,aT07ra>Xai,  L1V  3739 

8-9,  25- 

12  r[o]0  ASpiaviov  (1.  ABpiavcLov).  For  temples  of  Hadrian  in  Egypt  see  D.  Hagedorn,  %PE  97  (1993) 

100;  for  Oxyrhynchus  in  particular,  J.  E.  G.  Whitehorne,  ANRW  II  18.5,  p.  3067.  Whitehorne  cites  BL  III 

for  the  correct  reading  in  P.  Harr.  I  65.  8-9,  but  the  version  in  L  3576  18-19  n.  is  to  be  preferred.  There 
are  two  small  errors  to  correct  in  %PE  97  (1993)  100:  the  date  of  LTV  3764  is  c.  326,  and  the  reference  to 
SB  XVI  12596  should  read  12695. 

13  kpCcewc  (1.  kpeicecoc).  Cf  iv  12  n. 
14  The  pvp,7)  of  the  deppicbv  fiaXavzCajv  was  eliminated  from  I  43  verso  iii  10  (where  read  7 Tp(dc)  rw  Seppcov 

paX avCaiv,  cf.  W.  Chr.  474)  but  4441  now  shows  that  a  similarly  named  street  existed  nevertheless.  For  a  study 

in  depth  of  the  baths  of  Oxyrhynchus  see  J.  Krttger,  Tyche  4  (1989)  109-1 18.  The  association  with  the  Eastern 
Stoa  should  indicate  that  the  baths  that  gave  their  name  to  the  pvfxrj  in  4441  should  be  the  same  as  the  baths 

that  gave  their  name  to  an  a p.<j>o8ov  in  PUG  I  22.9-- 10.  From  the  plate  I  believe  that  §[aX]avto[v  to]v  in  PUG 
22.10  should  be  corrected  to  /3[aA] aviwv. 
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The  evidence  for  the  Demetreion  and  Dionyseion  at  Oxyrhynchus  has  recently  been  collected  by 

J.  E.  G.  Whitehorne,  
ANRW 

II  18.5,  pp.  3065-6. 

Col.  viii 

5  I  suspect  that  the  character  of  the  document  changes  here,  and  that  this  short  line  is  a  heading  to  a 

list  of  building  materials  needed,  cf  cols,  ix  and  following.  The  limited  extent  of  this  section  is  surprising,  in 

comparison  with  what  has  preceded  and  with  the  extent  of  the  two  following  documents.  Perhaps  it  covers 

repairs  to  the  public  buildings  only,  whereas  much  of  what  is  listed  in  cols,  iv-vi  relates  to  compulsory  repairs 

to  property  for  which  individuals  were  responsible. 

Col.  ix 

I  AlkivvCov.  Cf.  16  in  this  column.  The  name  is  spelt  with  one  nu  in  iii  13.  The  consular  year  here  is ad  315. 

3  Ap, puoyiava).  Before  yt,  there  is  clearly  superfluous  ink.  Damage  obscures  certainty,  but  probably  the 
writer  made  too  many  loops  in  writing  omega. 

7  p,oXv(3ovpy6i)v.  The  lead  workers  recur  in  ix  26.  For  their  activities  cf  P.  Turner  50—53. 

8  For  glass  workers  in  connection  with  baths  cf.  XLV  3265. 

9  KXrjhovpyoc  add.  lexx. 10  Koviar&v.  kovicltov  would  also  be  possible,  but  it  creates  difficulties  with  the  lacuna  in  9,  where  an 

additional  occupation  would  need  to  be  fitted  in. 
I I  We  might  expect  Xoyov  here,  cf.  XLV  3265  8,  but  if  so  it  would  have  to  be  very  cramped  and  the 

interpretation  of  the  following  traces  remains  unsolved. 

14-16  For  imperial  oath  formulas  at  this  period  see  K.  A.  Worp,  %PE  45  (1982)  202,  but  there  is  no 

precise  parallel  there  for  4441 ’s  form. 
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24  Brick  relates  to  the  otKodopoi,  ix  5,  of.  xii  20,  who  are  here  followed  by  the  poXifiovpyoi  (ix  26)  as 

they  are  in  the  prescript  (ix  7).  Presumably  r/petc  pev  o i  oiKohopoi  has  been  lost  somewhere  higher  up; 

oiKoSwfjjOi  (sic)  here  in  25  must  close  their  section  in  some  way. 

25a  The  line  is  inserted  into  the  normal  between-lines  space.  The  insertion,  beginning  in  space  left  in 

25,  is  in  a  much  smaller  pale  script. 

29  Of.  XLV  3265  15. 

Col.  x 

2  This  should  be  the  end  of  the  section  for  the  poXiflovpyoi,  cf.  ix  7  and  26,  or  tire  start  of  the  section 
for  the  vaXovpyoi,  ix  8. 

4  At  the  extreme  right  margin  at  this  level,  one  trace  presumably  from  the  following  column.  Some 

further  traces  lower  down  are  on  a  superimposed  piece  of  papyrus  and  belong  to  col.  xii  which  was  immediately 
on  top  of  this. 

7-8  of  Mxp]??-8[£or rec  would  be  tempting,  cf.  ix  25  and  25a,  but  I  do  not  think  that  the  lacuna  has 
space  for  \xp\ ■ 

9  The  remains  here  are  puzzling.  A  numeral  may  be  represented,  but  even  so  the  format  is  peculiar. 

21  J oXwv  or  JoAcw.  Possibly  9]oXu>v,  cf.  VI  896  12,  XVII  2145? 

The  £uctoc  seems  commonly  to  have  been  a  covered  colonnade  functioning  as  a  gymnasium,  often  as 

here  apparently  (cf.  x  7,  27)  and  in  XLV  3265  14  in  association  with  public  baths.  Cf.  J.  J.  Coulton,  Vie 

Architectural  Development  of  the  Greek  Stoa  12  and  Orlandos  and  Traulos  op.  cit.  186. 

The  section  for  the  kovi arai  (ix  10)  should  begin  here.  Their  work  required  no  less  than  forty  kilns  (22), 

each  using  17  cwt.  (of  limestone  rubble?),  a  total  of  680  cwt.  (23),  to  be  burnt  to  make  the  lime(?)  for  the 

plaster.  The  sections  on  plaster  technology  in  Theophrastus  De  Ijipidibus  (§§  64-9)  are  confused.  A  broad 

outline  of  the  process  can  be  followed  in  XX  2272  1 3 — 34>  except  that  there  the  active  constituent  of  the 

plaster  would  seem  to  be  dehydrated  gypsum  whereas  in  4441  I  believe  it  to  be  lime.  For  xoi'ta  =  lime  see 

Iheophr.  De  Lapidibus  ed.  Eichholz,  p.  95.  Each  kiln  may  have  required  50  bales  (of  chaff,  cf.  2272  19-21?) 

as  fuel,  a  total  of  2000  bales,  lines  25-6,  except  that  whatever  the  unclear  figure  at  the  end  of  26  may  be,  I 

cannot  read  it  as  'B.  The  dung  alluded  to  in  30  may  have  served  as  a  high  temperature  fuel  for  these  kilns, 
cf.  Theophr.  De  Lap.  §  The  last  commodity,  31-2,  supposes  2-j  bales  per  kiln. 

24  ei/iiay,  if  correct,  I  take  to  be  the  equivalent  of  ci/o;av. 

25  The  pcbCov  has  been  variously  translated,  see  the  useful  article  of  G.  Husson,  CE  57  (1982)  1 18-9.  If 

I  am  right  in  my  supposition  that  the  commodity  here  is  chaff,  see  x  2 1  n,  ‘bale’  would  seem  an  appro¬ 
priate  meaning. 

The  commodity  of  which  much  smaller  quantities  per  kiln  were  required,  also  measured  in  pdiia,  x  3 1 , 
remains  unidentified. 

27  eiKpia  (1.  iKpia).  Their  nature  and  function  here  remain  obscure.  In  a  text  published  by  A.  Swiderek, 

JJP  11-12  (1957-8)  66,  Kioire&vec  for  carrying  temple  statues  in  processions  are  made  from  Upia  which  were 

apparently  redundant  theatre  fittings.  For  further  references  for  Upm  and  cognate  words  see  Orlandos  and 

Traulos  op.  cit.  (iv  12  n.)  133. 

28  ̂   is  exceptionally  large  and  flamboyant.  X3  offers  a  reduced  version  of  the  same  form. 

30  The  reading  at  the  end  of  the  line  is  not  absolutely  certain.  Unexplained  traces  may  be  offset  or 
from  an  erasure. 

32  The  papyrus  is  broken  off  immediately  below  this  line,  but  this  should  be  the  foot  of  the  column. 

Col.  xii 

5-6  Aurelius  Antonius  is  well  attested  as  praeses  of  Aegvptus  Herculia  at  this  period.  See  J.  Lallemand, 
Id  admin.  civile  255  with  P.  J.  Sijpesteijn-K.  A.  Worp,  Tyche  1  (1986)  193. 

8-10  Some  of  the  traces  of  the  right-hand  portions  of  these  lines  are  actually  to  be  found  adhering  to 
the  surface  of  col.  x,  which  was  the  layer  of  the  roll  immediately  under  col.  xii  (see  introd.  above). 

12-14  The  placing  of  the  opening  brackets  is  arbitrary;  the  lines  may  have  been  inset,  as  below. 

15  It  was  not  previously  known  that  there  was  a  lepov  rraXartov  at  Oxyrhynchus.  For  a  short  discussion 

of  these  buildings  in  Egypt  see  LV  3788  4  n.  3788  itself  attests  a  palatium  at  Memphis  for  the  first  time. 

Col.  xiii 
I  cannot  exclude  the  possibility  that  these  lines  represent  the  ends  of  lines  of  col.  xii  (xiii  4  =  xii  16, 

xiii  6— 7  =  xii  19-20),  but  I  see  no  way  to  confirm  it.  A  kollesis  must  have  intervened,  given  the  widths  involved, 
so  excluding  fibre  comparison. 

Col.  xiv 

5  The  space  seems  inadequate  to  allow  Ik  p[t]Kovc  vr/jyfdir)  ly  '  (rrrix&v  abbreviated  7 rqX).  Alterna¬ 

tively,  elc  [might  be  possible,  cf.  9,  but  what  follows  would  be’ problematical,  and  we  would  then  expect  e/c before  TrAarfouc. 

R.  A.  COLES 



I.  COMEDY 

INDEXES 

Figures  in  small  raised  type  refer  to  fragments,  small  roman  numerals  to  columns. 

Square  brackets  indicate  that  a  word  is  wholly  or  substantially  restored  by  conjecture 

or  from  other  sources,  round  brackets  that  it  is  expanded  from  an  abbreviation  or  a 

symbol.  An  asterisk  denotes  a  word  not  recorded  in  LSJ  or  Suppl. 

I.  COMEDY 

apeXrepoc  4407  98 
byaBoc  4407  91 

ayopd  4407  89 

d8eX</>6c  4409  1  2 
aSiKeiv  4407  110  bis 

aSi/o^jua  4407  101 

aSrjXoc  4407  20 

Adrjvd  [4412  1  18] 
aOfyoc  4407  78 
aicdavecOcu  4407  28 

a icxvvew  4407  17 

air ioc  4.407  LOO 

dxdXacroc  [4407  87] 

dxoXovOeiv  4407  59,  60,  61 

aKoveiv  4407  102 

X.Kpar'ijc  [4407  16] 

aAAa  4407  [29],  [30],  [821  [89]  4409  1  12  4411 4  2 
aAAoc  4407  90,  113 

aAA wc  4409  1  19 

a/xa  [4407  66] 

dfieXetv  4407  107 

dp,cf>6T€po c  4409  1  5 
Av  4407  86,  92  4408  155 

(dm)/cd/x7rreiv  [4412  1  13?] 

&va£  4411  26  3 
dveyicX^roc  4407  65 

aviav  4407  1 1 3 

d£iovv  4407  113  4409  1  12,  14 
a^lcoc  4407  96 

arrac  4407  17 

dirUvai  4407  89  4408  155 

dmcToc  4408  1.58 

drroSiSovai  [4407  26] 

diroXXvvai  4407  68 

AttoXXoov  [4411  28  2?] 
a7 TOTvyydveiv  4407  88 

dpa  4407  24 

dpfxorre  iv  4407  10 

apveicdai  4407  20 

’Apr€p,ic  4408  156 

dcrpa7rr}(f>op—  4411  2  5 

aroTrCa  4409  1  9 

abrixa  4407  93 

a vroc  4407  13,  15,  56  4409  1  5,  8 

a  brdc  4407  94  4409*11  4411 9  4 

h.<f>aipeleda.i  4409  *  13 
dydopai  4408  156 

fiaStUiv  4409  1  8  4412  1  9 

;3ioc  4407  57 

fiXeppa  4407  105 

/3oA/3 6c  4411  41  2? fiod\ee6a.i  4407  58 

yapo  c  4409  1  19 ydp  4407  17,  21,  27,  [30],  65,  [84],  95,  107, 

113  4409  1  14,  18  4411  4  1  11  1 
ye  [4407  97,  106] 

yi)  4407  103 
yiyveeBai  4407  65  bis,  [78],  86,  100,  111  4409  1  19, 

20  bis 

y6v)c  4407  86 

yovv  4407  1 1 2 

ypaOc  4411  62  1? 

S dKpv  4411  14  3? Be  4407  12,  14,  25,  47,  59,  63,  94,  97,  98,  (rd-)  100, 

101,  110,  112,  113  [4409*  7,  21]  4411 9 3  4408  154,  156 

Belv  4407  29,  [62]  4409  1  20 
Seivoe  4407  1 10 

becTiorrjc  4411  2  4 
Se£> po  4407  51 

Beyecdai  4411  9  3 
StS omi  4407  47?  [52],  61,  90  4411  4  1,  2 

?SapXec8ai  [4409  1  8] 

hiKaioc  4409  1  4 

BiK-rj  4411  4  1 
Sicjsopeiv  4407  57 
BoKetv  4407  91 

SoOAoc  4407  24 

eav  [4407  59] 

eyyvav  4409  1  18 

kyKaXelv  [4407  50] 
2yd.  4407  14,  17,  20,  25,  [29],  [53],  59,  61,  [63], 

’  [84],  [87],  89,  91,  96,  103,'  104,  108,  110,  111, 
112,  113  bis  4408  154  4409*  12,  13,  14,  16, 

[19]  4411  16  4  35  
3 

eyaiye  4407  99 

el  4407  14,  [85] 

elvai  4407  18,  20,  86,  87,  88,  98,  103  bis 

elc  4407  21,  [65]  4409  *5 

etc  4407  18,  49,  54  4411  5  1 

eicos  [4408  154]  4409  1  8 
elra  4407  102,  107 

h<  4407  9 

kKpid&w  4409  1  3 

bieelvoc  4407  11,  16,  30,  100,  102  4409  1  7 
€KKa\eiv  4407  1 1 

cktottojc  [4407  108] 

eicrpexety  4412  1  16 
eXavvew  4407  1 6 

eXevOepicoc  4407  96 

eAeeu'  4407  99 

kp-avrov  4407  41 

h'  4407  18,  94 

kvavTiov  4407  1 2 

evBov  4407  107 

kvelvm  4409  1  18 
hBdSe  4407  102 

kvravffa  4407  106 

efe'yeiv  4407  85 

ktievai  4409  *  7,  10  4412  9  3? enavdyetr  [4407  23] 

km  4407  30 

kmflovXeveiv  4407  54 

kmdvpCa  4407  81 
kpav  4407  92,  109 

kpyd^ecBai  4412  9  2 epw  c  4407  1 1 3 

erepoc  4409  *  17 

eC  4411  26  5 

evvovc  4409  1  2! 
ebpicKeiv  4407  97 

evtftpaiveiv  4407  66 
eyeu.  4407  26  4409  *  6,10,12 

Zed c  4407  22  4409  1  20  4412  1  17 

1 )  4409  1  14 
fl  4407  84  4409  *  16 b,Secoc  4407  92 

flBv  4407  18,  29  4409  1  18 

fiKeiv  4407  22,  [24],  [51] 

IjAcoc  4407  84 

eeacdm  4411  86  5? 
BeXew  4408  155 

1 95 

Oedc  4407  21,95  4408  155  4409*20  [4412*4?] SeoTipoc  4407  55,  56 

dvyaTrjp  4409  *  2,  13 

Uvai  4412  1  15? iKavoe  4407  15 heavcbc  [4407  97] 

lerdva  i  4411  23  4 

lew c  4407  24 
lrap,oc  4407  21  j  101 

xaC  4407  14,  59,  60,  91  bis ,  93,  95,  99,  104  bis , 

105  4409  1  15,  17,  18,  19,  20  4412  1  8,  12 

KaxoSaip,—  [4411  16  2?] kc xkqc  4407  23,  106 
kokwc  4407  23,  68 

KaXciv  4412  1  8 
xaXoc  4407  91 xaXwc  4407  61,  97 

KaraXafjefidvcii'  4407  106 
KaraXciTTCiv  4407  14 
xarar idcvai  4407  55 

Kariyeiy  4407  19 

Karr)(j)7)c  4407  104 

xarw  4410  1  2 

Kerne  4407  [25],  53,  92 

K-qBeerqe  4409  1  12 

KoXd^eiv  4409  1  6 Kopiietv  4407  51,  94,  95  4411  15  1 

Koprj  4412  *  7 

Kpdrieia)  4408  157? 

Xapfidveiv  4407  45?  [53],  56,  59,  60,  62,  64,  82 

XavSdveiv  4408  154  4411  6  4 

Adxpe  4409  1  12 

Xiyeiv  4407  29,  83,  104,  107,  112 

Aoyoc  4407  53 
AvBoe  4407  14 

pd  4411  4  3  4412*17 

pa.X6a.K-  4411  48  2 

paXicra  4407  25 p&XXov  4407  66  bis ,  96 

partjv  4407  41 payecdai  4407  62 

petpaK —  4411  “6  2 

pev  4407  20,  (rd-)  99 

peeo 4407  21 perd  4407  59  4408157 

prj  4407  22,  53,  83,  105,  1 1 1  4409  1  4,  6  4411  9  4 

p-pSe  4407  49  4409  *  4 

ppBeie  4407  26 

prjv  4407  82,  [91] 
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juo'Atc  4412  2  2? 
fidvov  4407  61 

M6cX oc  4407  99,  107 

pv&oc  [4407  29] 

vat  4407  106 

vr,  4407  22,  95  4408  156 

vzavtac  [4412  1  3?] 
vetcpoc  [4407  29] 

vioc  4407  105 

voptteiv  4407  86,  101 
VOvdcTCLV  4407  12 

vvr  4407  85  4408  156  4409  1  14,  18  [4411  4  2] 
vvl  4407  86 

frvoc  4407  50,  64 

oUecSat  4407  98 

oloc  4407  98 

q tov  re  4411  26  4 

olKoSe  [4412  1  13?] 
oh<Ca  4407  9,  13 

oAoc  4407  13 

opvvetv  4412  1  18 
ovivavat  4407  22 

opdv  4407  [30],  92  4409  1  15,  [17] 

6pyt£cc0at  4407  99 

5c,  5  4407  94,  109  4409  1  4,  20 
Scoc  [4407  52]  # 

ocrrep  4407  83 

ocrtc,  6  Ti  4407  90 

Srav  [4407  28] 

*Tl  4412  1  6 

4407  [55],  [56],  107  4409  1  6 
ovSe  4407  54  bis,  112 

oiSct'c  [4407  54]  4408  158 
ovdctc  4407  88 

OVK  4407  20,  100,  112  4409  1  18  {ovX)  4411  26  4 
ovKCTi  4408  154 

ovkovv  4407  87 

ovkovv  4407  [61] 

otv  4407  58 

ovtoc  4407  15,  18,  19,  63,  87,  89,  90,  95,  97,  105, 

109,  111  4409  1  3,  7,  9,  11,  17 
oiroct  4407  [30],  84 

OVTCUC  4407  78  4409  1  6 

obXt  4411  4  2 

77 atieiv  4407  60 

77 ate  4407  52 

navraxoti  4407  46 

TTfXVV  4407  95  [4411  11  1] 
rrapd  4407  53,  64 

rrapanOevai  [4407  89] 

napelvai  4409  1  21 
rraptcrdvai  4407  85 

irapoifxia  4407  28 

Trapopfxav  4407  54 
77 etc  4407  21,  [26],  [52],  63,  65,  94,  102 

7 Tarrip  4407  24,  26,  57,  87,  88  4409  5  1 7ravecv  4407  27 

t rctdeiv  4407  24 
7TiQav€V€c6cu  4407  [27],  93 

TTLKpCOC  4407  16 

TTivetv  4408  157  4412  1  12? 
mcrevew  4407  83 

wAijyif  4407  18 

rrXrjcCov  4412  1  11 
7T01€LV  4407  78,  97  4409  1  [9],  19 

ttoXvc  4411  89  2? 

77ore  4407  28,  98  4408  157  4409  1  15 
i rrpdrreiv  4407  90 

rrpCv  4407  62 

Tf po  4407  108 
■npodyetv  4407  14,  15 

irpoaprrd&iv  4407  19 

rrpofiaCvGiv  4410  1  2 
Trpo’nrjXaKi^en’  4409  1  17 

irpoc  4407  [55],  [56],  [57],  89  4409  1  15 

7 Tpocayop€V€tv  4409  1  16 

rr  pocyCy  vecdai  4409  1  1 1 7T poc8oK&v  4407  93 

TTpoceyeiv  4407  53 

irpociivai  4409  1  16 
irpovpytatTepoc  4407  63 

rrp(broc  4407  109 

irvvddvecdcu  4407  43 

rrebe  4407  107 

ceavrov  4409  1  13 

czavrdv  4409  1  15 
ckotoc  4407  85 

CKvQpCOTTOC  4407  104 

CK&pLIXa  4410  1  1 
cTpaTrjyCa  4411  7  mrg.  1? 
cv  4407  11,  24,  47,  49,  52,  62,  65,  66,  88,  90,  104, 

111  4409  1  7,  [7],  [16]  4411  9  2,  3  16  5 

cvXXap,fiav€iv  4409  1  21 cvp-rreidew  [4407  25] 

cvp.(j>epeiv  4409  1  4 
cvvievai  4411 6  3? 

Cvpa  4408  155 
Cbpoc  4407  58,  84 

ccfso&pa  4407  10,  57 

ccbteiv  4407  13 

CcbcTparoc  4407  6,  15,  19,  23,  66,  103,  111 

coxbpovux.  [4409  1  8] 
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r«x vc  4407  52 «  4407  13,  13,  21,  [57],  61,  [66],  96 

Tic,  rt  4407  58,  [62],  [64],  96,  103,  104,  112  4408 

157  4409  1  15 
tic,  Tt  4407  58,  106  4408  154  4409  1  10,  14,  21, 

[21]  2  7,  12 

Toivw  4407  22,  23 

tokoc  4407  48 

toA/c-4411  11  4 tmohaKpvc  4407  105 

VTTO(L€.V€lV  [4409  1  16] 
VTTOX^LpLOC  4407  82 

cftdvat  4407  64,  85,  94 

t pavepcoc  [4411  ‘l  2?] 

<f>9eyyecdai  4409  :  14 c/ilXcIv  4407  108 cjftXoc  4407  13,  17 

cjypdltw  4411  [16  4?]  35  2 
c jtpovrCfeiv  [4407  58] 

<f>povhoc  4407  18 ( j>vXdTT€LV  4407  56 

yatpeiv  4407  103 

XaXerroc  4409  1  15 xp^edat.  4407  16,  63 XpYjcroc  4407  50,  57,  88 

Xp6voc  4407  108 

xpvciov  4407  27,  [52],  55,  [60],  64,  94 

Xpv(cic)  4408  155 
Xwpelv  [4407  30] 

jofatv  4409  1  21 

ijwXV  4409  1  16 

4409  1  20  4411 26  3? 

tic  4407  [25],  62 

t bcirepeC  4411  28  1? 

ayaA/za  4426  9—10 
aKavdoc  [4432  i  10] 

avaXhrovc  4432  i  8 

dmfjp  4432  i  3 dvvTr68r)Toc  4432  i  6 

drrXavrjc  4426  16 

apapicKCLv  4426  11 
acrraXadoc  4432  i  10,  13 

acrrjp  4426  12 auro'c  [4426  6] 

II.  HELLENISTIC  POETS 

9a vpa-  4432  ii  7 
teat  4432  i  9,  12,  [15],  18 

KdKToc  4432  i  9,  1 1 

Kara  4426  6 

Aeyetx  4432  i  10-11 

Ae'|tc  4432  i  8 

Xiav  4426  10 

AvySapuc  4427  3 

yap  4426  9  4432  i  9,  [18?] 

yeVoc  [4432  ii  9-10] 

ypdcjsciv  4432  i  12 

pLLKpOC  4432  i  2 

v6(  4426  9,  12 
Sc  4432  i  7,  13 

Stvevec 9ai  4426  2? 

clSoc  4432  i  10 cli/at  4432  i  2,  9,  14 

kK  4432  i  8 

cKliXifjccO'ix  4432  i  7 
kv  4426  10  4432  i  9 

itfc  4426  8 

f,  4432  ii  10 r/Aucia  4432  ii  8 

yjXtKoc  4432  i  3 

bpoc  4432  i  9 5c  4432  i  14 

ovpavdc  4426  11 
TraXw  [4426  5] 
TJdv  4432  ii  12 

rrapd  [4432  i  1 3] 

rrapayiyvecdai  4432  i  7 
[Japdevioc  4427  5,  6 

7rac  4426  9 

narjiXayovia  4427  5 

rrepC  4427  3 TTOTapLOC  4427  5,  6  bis 
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cK&Xavdpov  4432  i  17 

ckoXCc  4432  i  18 

cnaXacctw  4432  i  14 

cTraXavdpov  4432  i  15 

cv  4432  ii  10 

<j>dvaL  4432  i  6-7 

&pa  4426  6 cbcavr coc  4426  10 

U  4432  i  8  \i4vai  4426  il  3 

vtto  4427  2  ]  puyvvvai  4426  ii  3 

I
I
I
.
 
 RULERS  AND  REGNAL  YEARS 

Hadrian 

AvroKpdrcop  KaXcap  Tpal'avdc  ASpiavdc  Czfiacroc 
4433  22-24  (year  15?) 

Antoninus  Pius 

AvroKpdrcop  AvrcovXvoc  6  Kvpioc  4434  12-14  (year  17) 

Severus  and  Garacalla 

Ceovfjpoc  Kai  AvrcovXvoc  ol  Kvpioi  Cej3aoro(  4435  1 

(year  8) 
AvroKpdrcop  KaXcap  Aoljkloc  Ccnrc/aLoc  Ceovfjpoc 

Evceflrjc  IJcprCvat;  Cefiacroc  ApafiiKdc  A8iaf$r)vtKdc 

Degius 

Mtccioc  4438  5 

Valerian  and  Gallienus 

AvroKpdropcc  KaCcapcc  JIovttXloc  Alklvvloc  Kai  novrcXcoc  Alklvvloc  KopvrjXtoc  CaXcovivoc 

OvaXepcavdc  Kai  IJovttXloc  Alklvvloc  OvaXcpLavdc  OvaXepiavoc  6  krrL(f)avecrar\oc  4439  34—40  (year  6) 

F aXXirjvoc  r epp,avu<oi  Meytcroi  EvcefteXc  Evroyclc 

Constantine  and  Liginius 

oi  Kvpiot  r)p,cbv  Kcovcravrlvoc  Kai  Alklvloc 

CeftacTOL  4441  i  14  (year  10  and  8) 

oi  Kvpioi  rjfiOjv  Kcovcravrlvoc  Kai  Alklvloc  CefiacroC 

4441  iii  13  (year  10  and  8) 

I

V

.
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AD  315  vrrarcLac  rcbv  Secnorcov  rjfxcbv  Kcovcravrivov 

Kai  AlklwCov  Cefiacrtbv  4441  ix  1—2 

AD  316  €7ri  vrrarcCac  KaiKivCov  Cafiivov  Kai  OvcrrCov 

cPovcf>wov  rcbv  Xapcnpordrcov  4441  i  14—15  [ii 

22-23]  iii  13-14 

ol  occrroraL  rjficbv  KcovcravrXvoc  Kai  Alklvvloc 

AvroKparopcc  4441  ix  15—16  (oath  formula) 

IJapOacdc  Meyicroc  Kai  AvroKpdrcop  KaXcap 

MapKoc  AvptfXcoc  AvrcovXvoc  Evcefirjc  Ccfiacroc 

4435  17-18 
dcoi  Ceovfjpoc  Kai  AvrcovXvoc  4437  1 

V.  MONTHS  AND  DAYS 

V

.

 

 

MONTHS  AND  DAYS 

(a)  Months 

’£W<£  4436  ii  25  {’End*) 

00,9  4433  24 

1 Iavoudpioc  4435  7 

Mecopr)  4434  14 Mcydp  4436  ii  13  4437  10  4441  i  4,  15 

kTra.yop.tvT)  4436  ii  25 

22  September  130?  4433  22-24 

15  August  154?  4434  12—14 
20  March  200  4435  2 

Tlavvi  4436  ii  22  4439  12 

naycbv  4436  ii  21,  22 

Ti>pi  4441  iii  14 

tpapevwO  4435  2  4436  ii  16 

^appovdt  4436  ii  18 <Paa>4>T  4436  ii  5  4438  28 

XauiK  4436  ii  3,  11,  12  4438  5 

(b)  Days 

KaXavSac  4435  7 

VI.  DATES 

21  February  316  4441  i  4 

22  February  316  4441  i  15 

VII.  PERSONAL  NAMES 

’AyaOoc  (former?)  cosmetes  4436  ii  7 
Ayadoc  AnipoTv  see  AvprjXioc  AyaSoc  Aaipcvv 

ASpiavoe  see  Index  III  s.v.  Hadrian 

AdrproSwpoc  4441  vi  7 
’Appwv  butcher  4441  vi  18,  19 

Appoiviovoc  see  OvaXcptoc  Appwviavoc  alias  PcpovTioc 

Appwvioc  4436  ii  28 
'Apoic  s.  of  Tarullas,  h.  of  Thermis  and  f.  of  Dionys 4440  9 

AvtojvXvoc  see  Index  III  s.w.  Antoninus  Pius, 

Septimius  Severus  and  Caracalla 
Avrdsvioc  see  AvprjXioc  Avtcovloc 

*  Attic  h.  of  Tateichis  and  f,  of  Taysorapis  4433  5 

ArroXXocfrdvrjc  see  AvprjXioc  ArToXXotpdvqc 

Atto XXurnoc  h.  of  Taaphynchis,  f.  of  Aur.Asclas 

4439  2-3 AnoXXorc  vopiKoc  4436  i  15 

AprcpiScopoc  see  AvprjXioc  AprcpiBarpoc 

AckX&c  see  AvprjXioc  AcicXac 

AvprjXioc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Severus  and  Garacalla 

AvprjXioc  Ayaffdc  AaCpwv  strategus  of  the 

Oxyrhynchite  nome  4438  1 
AvprjXioc  Avtcovloc  praeses  of  Aegyptus  Herculia  [4441 

xii  5-6] 

AvprjXioc  AnoXXo^avyc  (former?)  exegetes,  councillor, 
f.  of  Aur.Theon  alias  Castor  and  Aur.Dioscurides 

4438  3,  30-31 
AiprjXioc  AprtpC&copoc  stone-cutter,  s.  of  Heracles 

4441  iii  25 

AvprjXioc  AckXoc  s.  of  Apollonius  and  Taaphynchis 

4439  2 

AiprjXioc  Acpvyxic  stone-cutter,  s.  of  Heracles  4441 iii  24 

AvprjXioc  'AyiXX.cvc  builder  4441  ix  4 
AvprjXioc  ZlijpijTpioc  s.  of  Thonius  4441  iii  15,  16 

AvprjXioc  Aiocicopoc  s.  of  Heron,  doctor  4441  ii  4,  24 iv  8? 

AiprjXioc  Aioacopoc  s.  of  Serenus,  carpenter  4441 

iii  20 

AiprjXioc  Aiocicovpt&ric  s.  of  Aur.Apollophanes  4438 

2-3,  29 

A vprjXioc  EvBa.Cp.cnv  see  CcmCpioc  AvprjXioc  EvhaCpcnv 

AiprjXioc  'HparcXeCBrjc  s.  of  Petronius  and  Plutarche 

4437  12 

AvprjXioc  Oiwv  former  beneficiarius  4441  ii  8-9 
AvprjXioc  &twv  alias  Castor,  s.  of  Aur.Apollophanes 

4438  2,  29 
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AvpijXioc  Btovioc  carpenter,  s.  of  Dionysius  4441  iii  19 

AvpijXioc  AetovChtjc  strategus  of  the  Oxyrhynchite 
nome  4437  11 

AvprjXioc  MeXac  4441  iii  15 

AvprjXioc  Caicacbv  carpenter,  s.  of  Horus  4441  iii  19 

AvprjXioc  CapcurCaiv  s.  of  Herodotus,  doctor  4441  i  3 

AvprjXioc  CapairCcvv  alias  Dionysotheon,  (former?) 

gymnasiarch,  councillor,  s.  of  Septimius 
Epimachus  4438  8 

AvprjXioc  CtXflavoc  lead-worker?  4441  ix  5,  6 

AvprjXioc  Xcuodc  s.  of  Pausirion  4441  iii  17 

AvprjXioc  rQpac  s.  of  Horus  4441  ii  6-7 

AvprjXioc  *Qpo c  s.  of  Paesis  and  Techosis  4439  1 
yUriiyyic  see  AvprjXioc  Afhjjyytc 

AxiXXeiic  see  AvprjXioc  AyiAAcuc 

raXXirjv6c  see  Index  III  s.v.  Valerian  and  Gallienus 

Fcppavoc  see  KXauBioc  Feppavdc 

Vcpovnoc  see  OvaXepioc  Apporviavoc  alias  Fcpovnoc 

Aajiacaioc  f.  of  Varus  4435  19 

Arjjirjrpioc  [4441  vi  2,  3] 

Arjjirjrpioc  see  AvprjXioc  Arjprjrpioc 

AiBvpoc  4441  iii  22 

AiSvpoc  fruiterer  4441  vi  9,  10 

A iSvpoc  f.  of  Didymus  and  gd.-f.  of  Didymus  4433  1 

AiBvpoc  f.  of  Didymus  and  h.  of  (1)  Sarapous  and 

(2)  Taysorapis  and  s.  of  Didymus  4433  1,  4, 

13,  24-5 
AiSv poc  s.  of  Didymus  at:ci  Sarapous  and  gd.-s.  of 

Didymus  4433  1,  24 

A(8vp.oc  s.  ofTheon  and  Heras,  gd.-s.  of  Didymus 
4440  15 

AiBvpoc  f.  ofTheon,  gd.-f.  of  Didymus  and  Sarapion 
4440  15 

Aioyevr/c  4441  vi  [4],  6 

AiovOc  s.  of  Amois  and  Thermis,  gd.-s.  of  Tarullas 
4440  9 

Aiovvcioc  ypapparoSiSdcKaXoc  4441  iv  20 

Aiovvcioc  f.  of  Aur.Thonius  4441  iii  19 

Aiovvcioc  s.  of  Dionysius,  gd.-s.  of  Dionysius  4440  23 

Aiovvcioc  s.  of  Dionysius,  f.  of  Dionysius  4440  23 

Aiovvcioc  f.  of  Dionysius,  gd.-f.  of  Dionysius  4440  23 
Aiovvcioc  4436  ii  5 

AiovvcoOitov  see  AvprjXioc  CaparrCtov  alias 

Dionysotheon 

Aiocicopoc  see  AvprjXioc  Aioacopoc 

AiocKOvpCSrjc  see  AvprjXioc  AiocKovpChrjc 

AovXioc  vetch-seller  4441  vi  16 

Acopac  s.  of  Sarapas  and  Dem-,  gd.-s.  of  Theon 
4440  25 

’ Errdyadoc  freedman  4435  2 1 

ErrCfiaxoc  see  CerrrCpuoc  ErrCjiayoc 

Epfialoc  f.  of  Procondes  4435  2 1 

'Eppiotfravroc  f.  of  Capita  4437  1 
EhSaCjuov  [4441  iv  13] 

EvSaCpuov  see  CcvrCjitoc  AvprjXioc  EvSaCpuov 

EvrropCtov  former  condiment-seller  4441  vi  11,  13 

Zatcatov  pastry-cook  4441  vi  10 

'HXi68a)poc  4441  v  10 

'Hpatc  see  AvprjXCa  Kaciavij  alias  Herais 

'HpaucXac  s.  of  Saras,  h.  of  Sinthonis,  f.  of  Saras  and 
Patalis  4440  19 

'HparcXeCBrjc  see  AvprjXtoc  'HpaKXcCSijc 

1 Hpa/cXcCBijc  [4441  ix  6—7] 

'HpaitXeCSrjc  plasterer?  4441  ix  9 

'HpaicXrjc  f.  of  Aur.Aphynchis  4441  iii  24 

'HpatcXfjc  f.  of  Aur.Artemidorus  4441  iii  25 

'HpatcXfjc  x^p^Trjc  4441  v  20 

‘ Hpac  w.  of  Theon,  m.  of  Didymus  and  Sarapion 4440  16 

' HpoSoroc  f.  of  Aur.  Sarapion  4441  i  3 

"Hpoiv  f.  of  Aur.Dioscorus  4441  ii  4 

B arjcic  vegetable-seller  4441  iv  23 

Oepfxic  w.  of  Amois,  m.  of  Tarullas  4440  10 

Bitov  4441  ix  10 

Bitov  f.  of  Pausirion,  gd.-f.  of  Theonas  4440  1 3 

Bitov  s.  of  Didymus,  h.  of  Heras,  f.  of  Didymus  and 

Sarapion  4440  15 

Bitov  f.  of  Sarapas,  gd.-f.  of  Doras  4440  25 

Bitov  gd.-f.  of  Plution  and  Onnophris,  f.  of  Hierax 4440  3 

Bitov  s.  of  Ophelion  4434  6 

Bitov  see  AvprjXtoc  Bitov 

Bitov  see  AvprjXioc  Bitov  alias  Castor 

Bctovac  s.  of  Pausirion  and  Thermu-,  gd.-s.  ofTheon 4440  12 

Btovioc  f.  of  Aurelius  Demetrius  4441  iii  15 

Btovioc  pudpapioc  4441  v  21,  22 

Btovioc  see  also  AvpijXioc  Btovioc 

'Iipa£  s.  of  Theon,  f.  of  Plution  and  Onnophris,  h. 
of  Sarapus  4440  3 

’ IovXiavoc  see  KXavSioc  5 IovXiavoc 

Kaudvioc  see  Index  IV,  s.v.  ad  316 

Kalcap  4435  9  see  also  Index  III  s.w.  Hadrian, 

Severus  and  Caracalla,  Valerian  and  Gallienus 

KaXapitvrj  w.  of  Horus,  m.  of  Horus  4437  15 

KarrCrcov  s.  of  Hermophantus  4437  1 

Kaaiavrj  see  AvprjXCa  Kaoiavrj  alias  Herais 

Kacrtop  see  AvprjXioc  Bitov  alias  Castor 

KXavSioc  rcpfxavoc  optio  of  leg.III  Cyrenaica  4434  1 

KXavSioc  * IovXiavoc  (prefect?)  4435  23 

VII.  PERSONAL  NAMES 

KopvrjXioc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Valerian  and  Gallienus 
Ktovcravrivoc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Constantine  and 

Licinius;  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  315 

Aantopioc  see  Index  X 
ActovC8rjc  see  AvprjXioc  AetovtSrjC 

AikCvioc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Constantine  and  Licinius 

AikCvvioc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Valerian  and  Gallienus, 

Constantine  and  Licinius;  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  315 
Aovkioc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Severus  and  Caracalla 

MapKoc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Severus  and  Caracalla 

MiXac  x€LPl'CT^lc  4441  v  18 
MiXac  see  AvpijXioc  MiXac 

Miccioc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Decius 

Movelc  guard  4441  i  6,  7 

NeiXdpipuov  4441  ix  8 
NovvSivapioc  see  OvaXipioc  Novvdivapioc 

* Owtoppic  s.  of  Hierax  and  Sarapus,  gd.-s.  of  Theon 
4440  5  see  also  Index  VIII(c) 

OvaXepiavoc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Valerian  and  Gallienus 

OvaXipioc  Aptjxtoviavoc  alias  Gerontius,  curator  4441 

i  1,  ii  2  (also  councillor),  iii  2,  ix  3,  xii  1 

OvaXipioc  Novvhivdpioc  4441  i  4 

Ovapoc  s.  of  Damasaeus  4435  19 
Ovimoc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  316 

riarjcic  h.  of  Techosis,  f.  of  Aur. Horus  4439  1 

Tlacitov  (former?)  gymnasiarch  4436  i  16 

FfaraXic  s.  of  Heraclas  and  Sinthonis,  gd.-s.  of  Saras 4440  21 

Ilavccipitov  s.  of  Theon,  h.  of  Thermu-  and  f.  of 
Theonas  4440  12 

riavcipCtov  f.  of  Aur.Choous  4441  iii  18 

IlepTivag  see  Index  III  s.v.  Severus  and  Caracalla 

Her ptovioc  f.  of  Aurelius  Heracleides,  h.  of  Plutarche 4437  12 

nXovrdpx'tj  w.  of  Petronius,  m.  of  Aurelius 
Heracleides  4437  13 

TJXovritov  s.  of  Hierax  and  Sarapus,  gd.-s.  of  Theon 
4440  3 

rioXvScvKTjc  [4441  ix  5-6] 
TIovttXioc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Valerian  and  Gallienus 

IlpoKovhrjc  s.  of  Hermaeus  4435  2 1 

llroXcjxaloc  s.  of  Tarullas,  h.  of  Saraeus,  f.  of  Tarullas 
4440  7 

* Povplvoc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  316 

Cafieivoc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  316 

Caitacbv  see  AvpijXioc  CaKaibv 

CaXtovtvoc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Valerian  and  Gallienus 
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Capaevc  w.  of  Ptolemaeus,  m.  of  Tarullas  4440  8 

Caparrdc  s.  ofTheon,  h.  of  Dem-,  f.  of  Doras  4440  25 
CaparrCtov  4441  vi  4,  6 

CaparrCtov  s.  of  Theon  and  Heras,  gd.-s.  of  Didymus 4440  17 

CapairCtov  see  also  AvpijXioc  CaparrCtov 

Caparrovc  w.  of  Didymus,  m.  of  Didymus  4433  2 

Capanovc  w.  of  Hierax,  m.  of  Plution  and  Onnophris 
4440  4 

Capdc  s.  of  Heraclas  and  Sinthonis,  gd-s.  of  Saras 4440  19 

Capdc  f.  of  Heraclas,  gd.-f.  of  Saras  and  Patalis 4440  19 

Ccovf/poc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Severus  and  Caracalla 

CcrrrCjuoc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Severus  and  Caracalla 

CerrrCpuoc  AvpijXioc  EvdaCjicov  gymnasiarch,  council¬ 

lor,  s.  of  Serenus  4439  4-5 CerrrCpuoc  ErrCp.axoc  former  eutheniarch,  f.  of 

Aur. Sarapion  alias  Dionysotheon  and  Aurelia 
Gasiane  alias  Herais  4438  10 

Ceprjvoc  f.  of  Septimius  Aurelius  Eudaemon  4439  5 

Cepfjvoc  f.  of  Aur.Dioscorus  4441  iii  20 

CiXfiavoc  see  AvpijXioc  CiXfiavoc 

Civdtbvic  w.  of  Heraclas,  m.  of  Saras  and  Patalis 4440  20 

Taapvyxic  m.  of  Aurelius  Asclas,  w.  of  Apollonius 
4439  3 

Tavccvcvc  m.  of  Horus  4433  8 

TapovXXac  s.  of  Ptolemaeus  and  Saraeus,  gd.-s.  of Tarullas  4440  7 

TapovXXac  f.  of  Ptolemaeus,  gd.-f.  of  Tarullas  4440  7 

TapovXXac  f.  of  Amois,  gd.-f.  of  Dionys  4440  9 

Tareixtc  w.  of  Apis  and  m.  of  Taysorapis  4433  6 

Tavcopdmc  d.  of  Apis  and  Tateichis  and  w.  of 

Didymus  4433  5 
Tex&ctc  m.  of  Aur. Horus,  w.  of  Paesis  4439  2 

Tpai'avoc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Hadrian 

<PavCac  f.  of  Phanias  4436  ii  29 

< PavCac  s.  of  Phanias  4436  ii  29 

&lp ic  4441  ii  10,  14 

< PCXicxoc  4436  ii  10,  16,  18-20 

< PiXovikoc  4441  v  10 

Xtoodc  see  AvpijXioc  Xtoodc 

’ Qpoc  see  AvpijXioc' Qpoc 

*Qpoc  f.  of  Aurelius  Horus  4441  ii  7 

TQpoc  f.  of  Aurelius  Sacaon  4441  iii  1 9 

TQpoc  f.  of  Horus,  h.  of  Calamine  4437  14 
*  Qpoc  s.  of  Tanesneus  4433  7 

T Qpoc  s.  of  Horus  and  Calamine  4437  14 

5 Q<j>eXCtov  f.  of  Theon  4434  6-7 
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VIII.  GEOGRAPHICAL 

(a)  Countries,  Nomes,  Toparghies,  Cities,  etc. 

AiyunToc  4441  xii  5  ’O^vpvyxiT-qc  (vofioc)  4434  5  4437  1 1  4438 

’A\el;dv8peia  4435  20,  23  4437  10  1  4441  i  2,  ii  2,  iii  2,  22,  ix  3,  xii  1 

AAz£av8pevc  4435  7  ry  AapmpordTT}  ttoAlc  t&v  ‘Otvpvyyprdw  rroAic  4438  4,  9—10  4439  6—7  4441 

'AA4av8p4wv  4438  11-12  i  3,  ii  3,  ix  10,  xii  3 

'O^vpvyx^v  ndXic  4433  2—3 

* HpKovXCa  4441  xii  5 

(. b )  Villages,  etc. 

'HfjuofizMrov  (h tq(kiov)  4441  ii  7-8,  13  Cevinr a  4439  4,  14 

CcvcKcXeod  4441  ii  8  TaXaco  4437  13,  16 

(c)  Miscellaneous 

a p,<f>o8ov  4438  13  MiKpac  Teyfxcvovdecoc  ( afx<f>o8ov )  4441  v  8—9? 
&vafuJ>o8dpxo)v  (&p.(f>o8ov)  4440  14 

*Ovvc6<f>pioc  {pvp,rj)  4440  1 1 

Apofxov  F vfxvaciov  (a fi<j>o8ov)  4438  13,  4440  2 

Apo/xov  OotfpiSoc  ( dfX(j>o8ov )  4440  6  77Aaretac  ( ap,<f>o8ov )  4440  22 

6epfid)v  Srjfioctov  fiaXavetov  (/>%»?)  4441  vi  14  Tcyptcvovdecoc  (afi<j>o8ov.  a.  MiKpac  T.?)  4441  v  9 

AvkIcov  napcfxfioXfic  (A/^oSov)  4440  24 

IX.  RELIGION 

ffeoc  4437  1 

®ofjpic  4440  1  (Adrjva  ®.)  see  also  Index  VIII  (e) 
S.V.  ApOfXOC 

iepov  4441  v  17 

JWprto,  4441  vi  17 
 •Upocawtmc  4440  1 

4441  vi  17  Tvyetov  4441  v  4 

/IS/Hai'cioy  4441  vi  12 

Adrjv a  4440  1  (M.  Gorjpic) 

AxiXXclov  4441  v  6 

X.  OFFICIAL  AND  MILITARY  TERMS  AND  TITLES 

fiev€(f)LKidpLOc  4441  ii  9  krrtcTpaTrjyoc  4435  16 

fiifiXio<f>vXa£;  4438  22  (tcov  kyKrr/ceojv  /3.),  25  evdrjvtapxelv  4438  1 1 

fiovXcvTTjc  4438  3,  9  4439  6  4441  ii  3 

yvp,vaclapxoc  (4436  i  16  4438  9)  4439  6 

8tac7]p,6raTOc  4441  xii  5 

cyKTrjCic  4438  22 

H’qyrjr^c  (4438  3) 

rjyovfxcvoc  4441  xii  5 

KaraXoyzlov  [4438  20] 

KocfXTfTTjc  (4436  ii  7) 

KpdncTOC  4435  16 

X.  OFFICIAL  AND  MILITARY  TERMS  AND  TITLES 
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Xcyicbv  y  Kvp'qvai’Krj  4434  2—3 
XciTOvpyia  4437  2,  5,  6—7 
XoytcTijc  4441  i  2,  [(ii  2)],  iii  2,  [ix  3,  xii  4] 

lA'qvidpx'ric  4441  ix  4—5 

fxrjTporroXic  4434  4—5 

vopuKoc  4436  i  15 
VOpLOC  AaiTCOpiOC  4435  13 

OTTTIOJV  4434  2 

TTpaKropcCa  dpyvpiKcbv  4437  15 

npecpvrepoc  4441  iii  4 

crpaTrjyoc  4437  1 1  4438  1 

ra/xetov  4435  11-12,  4437  3,  7 

(f> vXa£  4441  i  6 

XI.  PROFESSIONS,  TRADES,  AND  OCCUPATIONS 

apTVfjLaT07T(oXr}c  4441  vi  1 1 

ypa/ifiaTodidacKaXoc  4441  iv  18,  20 

larpoc  4441  i  3,  ii  5  (Svjiiocioc  l.) 

*Upocayr)VLT7jc  4440  1 

KaCCOTTOiOC  4434  3-4 
*KXr)8ovpyoc  4441  ix  9 

Kovidvqc  4441  ix  10 

f. idyapoc  4441  vi  19 
*puOpdpioc  4441  v  21 

/ loXvfiovpyoc  4441  ix  7,  26  (/xoAtjS—) 

oiKoSdfjioc  4441  ix  5,  25,  xii  [3],  20,  xiv  2 

OTTCopoTrwXrjc  4441  vi  1 0 

dpfiio7TcoX7)c  4441  vi  16 

vXaKovvrac  4441  vi  10 

tcktcov  4441  iii  3—4,  20,  xii  3,  xiv  4 

*Aa£oAaTo'/Lioc  4441  iii  3,  xii  2,  18  va Xovpyoc  4441  ix  8 Aa£dc  4441  iii  3,  24,  25,  27 

Xaxo-voTUDXrjc  4441  iv  23  xeLPlCTT  4441  v  18,  20 

XIII.  GENERAL  INDEX  OF  WORDS 

a/3wAoc  4439  15 

ayopdt,€Lv  4438  5 
aypatfioc  <4433  18) 

dypo  c  4436  ii  2 

hydiv  4435  20,  22 

dSeA^j  4438  17 dSeA </>oc  4440  5,  17,  21  4441  ii  10 
aSoAoc  4439  14 
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a Xdpiov  4438  14 Pius,  Severus  and  Caracalla,  Valerian  and 

a Ipelv  4437  5  4439  30 Gallienus,  Constantine  and  Licinius 

alrr/pia  4435  7 dvroc  (same)  4433  6,  9  4437  16  4439  13  4440 

dKpCfie ta  4441  xii  6,  9? 5,  17,  21  4441  i  7,  ii  4,  iii  16,  iv  13,  14,  17,  v  8, 

dAAd  4437  4 
22,  vi  [3?],  6,  7,  13,  [14?],  19,  viii  2,  ix  13,  28,  x  22 

dAAr)Aeyyv7)  4439  28 dbroc  (he,  she,  it)  4435  5,  9,  11  4438  27  4441  i 

dAAoc  4433  14,  17  4435  9  4436  ii  4,  11, 

17, 

5,  ii  10,  11,  iii  22-23 

24  4441  iii  4,  7,  10,  17,  x  21-22 &</>e etc  4435  20 

aAcoc  4439  13 
d xprjcToc  4441  iv  19 

dpid  4441  iii  1 1 
axpqcToijv  4441  iv  10 

a pi<f>o8ov  see  Index  VIII  (c) 
tyCc  4441  iv  17 

dpitjiOTepoi  4438  3  4439  4—5 

dvdyi<d£,ew  4435  10 
fidOoc  4441  xiv  1? 

dvaypd^rj  4440  1 fidAdveiov  4441  [viii  2?  ix  28?]  x  7,  27  see  also  Index 

dvdAdpifidvew  4437  5 VIII  (c)  s.v.  deppLcbv  BriuocCov  B. 

dvd p,(f>o8dpx'pc  see  Index  VIII  ( c )  s.v.  'Avdp<j>o8dpx 
av 

fidpoc  4437  2 dvdiripireiv  4438  21 
pepdioc  4435  8 

- 

dvdfepeiv  4436  ii  2,  10,  12,  13,  14 
fieve<jnKidpioc  see  Index  X 

dvrjfioc  4435  2 
fifipud  [4435  9] 

ShIv. 

dvrfp  4433  13 
fila  4441  iii  8 

dvreyew  4437  1 7 /StjSAi'Siov  4438  24  (bis)  4441  i  4,  ii  6,  10 
dm'  4441  iv  10 /3ij3Aio0^/<7?  4441  v  8 
dvnKpv  4441  v  17,  vi  14,  17 

PiftAiofoAdg  see  Index  X 

dvrovo/xd^eiv  4437  13—14 fiAdvreiv  4437  9 
dviodev  4441  i  12 fiorjOeid  4435  [3],  5,  [19,  20] 

a vcorepoc  4441  v  19 poydeiv  4435  1 1  (ter) 

hit a  4435  10 fidptvoc  4441  [iv  2],  xiv  1 1 K  1 
diioOu  4435  7  4438  24 

fioppdc  4441  v  23,  vi  4 BKIvJ 
dndrr)  4435  22 povAevrijc  see  Index  X 

WmA drreAevdepoc  4435  21 fipdxicov  4441  i  11,  ii  17 

dneyeiv  4439  8 

fipeypid  4441  i  7 dTT'pAuxiT'pc  4441  iv  2 

HI dv'qXuonKoc  4441  v  23,  vi  7,  [14?] 

ydp  4437  7 
(xttAoOc  4433  18 

yevecioc  4436  ii  5 

diro  4433  2,  6,  9  4436  ii  2,  12,  14,  15,  17,  18, 

20, 

yev'ppid  4436  ii  4,  10  4439  9 

21,22,23,25  4437  13  4439  4  4441  i  3,  ii  4, ytyvecdai  4433  3  4437  4  4441  i  5,  6—7,  ii  12,  iv 

9,  iii  22,  iv  2,  7,  v  23,  [ix  10] 10,  13,  19,  22?  xii  17 

drroB'qpielv  4435  3  (bis) yCvecBdt  (4436  ii  27)  4439  26  4441  x  27 

diro8i8ovdL  4434  12  4439  10,  19 
yvcbp,(jov  4435  1 

dTroAeCrrew  4433  10—11,  26 yovdnov  4441  i  12 
dTTOTrXripovv  4437  7 ypdpLpLd  4441  iii  17,  23 

dpyvpiKdc  see  Index  X,  s.v.  npdKTopeld  dpyvpiK&v ypdpp,dTo8i8dcKdAoc  see  Index  XI 

dpidpcoc  4441  xii  19? 
ypdrrrdc  4433  18 

dpicrepoc  4441  i  9,  10,  12,  13,  ii  16 ypdfciv  4439  24  4441  iii  17,  22 

dprdjSri  see  Index  XII  (a) yvpvdcidpxoc  see  Index  X 
dpTvpLdTOTTcbATjc  see  Index  XI yvpvdciov  see  Index  VIII  (c) 

HHkI 

dpxaxoc  4441  iii  7 

yvvrj  4433  4—5 dpxew  4441  iv  2,  7,  v  23 

dpxvj  4441  xii  8? 8d ktvAoc  4441  ill  see  also  Index  XII  (a) 

dc^dAet a  4438  28 8e  4433  12  4435  [3],  9,  [1 1]  4439  19  4441  iv  6, 

ac<f>dArjc  4441  iii  8 vi  4,  11,  17,  ix  26,  xii  20,  xiv  2 Kill 
a bAy  4438  15 

8€lv  4438  25 

dvrodt  4438  22 BetcBdi  4441  iii  12  (bis),  iv  4,  8,  12,  17,  v  9,  13,  16, 

AvTOKpdnop  see  Index  III  s.w.  Hadrian,  Antoninus 17,  20,  [21],  vi  9,  [12],  15,  18,  viii  1,  3,  xii  16? 

hitca  4441  viii  9 

StEKaroc  4439  17 

Sefto'c  4441  i  9,  10,  11  (bis),  13,  ii  18 

Secno'-njc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Constantine  and  Licinius; 
IV  s.v.  ad  315 

StjAoOx  4441  ii  13,  iv  19,  vi  4 

Sv,s6cioc  [4435  2]  4441  iii  11,  viii  6,  xii  7  see  also 

Index  VIII  ( c )  s.v.  Beppidjv  S.  /3aAa vetov',  XI S.v.  iarpoc 

8r)p,ociovv  4438  19—20 Sid  4434  6  4436  ii  1?  16?  33  4437  2,  18  4438 

[20],  30  4441  iii  4,  iv  13,  19,  22,  23,  v  18,  20, 

22,  vi  3,  6,  10,  13,  16,  19,  [xii  3?] 

Stay  ope  veiv  [4435  5—6?] BidBecic  4441  i  6,  ii  11 

Statpeac  4441  i  7,  ii  15 

8iacr)p,6raroc  see  Index  X 

8  idcr pcupLa  4438  27 

8ia<f)epetv  4441  iii  6 

8id<j>opoc  4439  11,  18—19 8i8acKaAeiov  4441  iv  18 

8i86vai  4436  ii  8? 

Biepx^cdai  4439  9—10 
8iop9oi)v  4441  iv  6 Btopdcocic  4441  iii  12,  iv  12,  17,  22,  v  9,  viii  3 

Stccoc  4439  24 

8oklc  4441  xiv  5 

Sokoc  4441  xiv  7 

BpaxpLy  see  Index  XII  ( b ) 
Bpopcoc  see  Index  VIII  ( c ) 

8wapuc  4437  14 
Bvvaroc  4435  13 

8vo  4436  ii  15  4438  7,  15  4441  i  8,  13,  iv  9 

kdv  4435  9  4439  19,  28  4441  ii  1 1 

eyyicra  4441  v  13 
eyypd(j)e iv  4441  ii  9-10,  iii  12,  ix  17 

kyypdcfxoc  4441  i  6,  ii  11  —  12 

kyyve  4441  v  15 eyxaAeiv  4433  15,  16 

ey/cTT/ctc  see  Index  X 

eyxpfi&w  4441  ix  25,  25a,  x  5 
eyw  4433  4,  12  4435  10  4436  ii  1  4438  30  see 

also  s.v.  ypLeic 
kBvoc  4435  [19],  22 

el  4435  4,  15,  19,21  4437  2 
elSevai  4441  iii  17,  23 

eiKocc  4435  4  4441  viii  7 

etvai  4437  3  4439  28  4441  i  4,  7,  iii  7 

etc  4436  ii  15  4437  4,  9,  15  [4439  28]  4441  i  13, 

v  21,  xii  16,  xiv  3,  9,  11 

etc  4441  iv  9,  xii  18 

eicoSoc  4438  16 

Ik  4433  19  4434  11  4435  1,  7,  13,  19,  21  4438 
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20  4439  1 1,  28,  29,  30  4441  i  4,  ii  6,  vi  4,  viii 

10,  X  25,  30?  31,  xii  18,  xiv  8,  10 
IWtoc  4441  iii  4,  x  25?  31?  [xii  4?] 

k/cSiSomi  4434  9-- 10 

eK&iKelv  4435  20,  23 

eKctvoc  4441  v  19 
Ixetce  4441  v  13,  vi  14,  15 

€KT€LCLC  4439  29 

eKTLveiv  4439  2 1 kXdrruiv  4435  4,  [10] 

cfmeipoc  4441  iii  1 1 
kv  4436  ii  6  4437  10  4441  i  5,  6,  ii  7 

kvSofievia  4433  44 kvcKev  4435  3 

kvicrdvai  4433  20-21  4439  12 kvroc  4439  11,  20 

kvrvyxdveiv  4435  16 

H  4441  v  1 1 kgayopeiov  4441  v  13 
k^dTrarav  4435  4 

k£r)yr)Tijc  see  Index  X 
ktfjc  4441  iii  3,  5,  12,  ix  17,  xii  4 

Uo8oc  4438  16 
kndvco  4433  20 

kiTepxecdai  4433  16 

knepcorav  4439  31—32 km  4435  2,  5  4438  7,  13,  23  4439  13  4441  i  9, 

13,  14,  ii  12,  iii  13,  iv  6,  14,  v  19,  viii  2,  ix  18,  28, 

[x  22?] 

km.8i86vai  4438  24,  31  4441  i  4,  ii  6,  24,  iii  18, 

20-21,  24,  25-26,  27 

km^relv  4441  ix  1 1 kmKeicOai  4441  vi  5 

€7tlklv8vv(oc  4441  vi  18 

kmp,eAeia  4441  iii  5 
eirnrAa  4433  13 

kmcKevrj  4441  v  16,  18,  21,  vi  9,  ix  17-18,  xii  16 
kmcreAAew  4438  25  4441  [i  4],  ii  5,  iii  5 

kmcTparriyoc  see  Index  X 

emripLla  4437  9 

kn  Ct  po7roc  4435  8 kmcjiavrjc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Valerian  and  Gallienus 

km<j>epeiv  4439  24-25,  26 
knoiKiov  4441  i  5,  6  see  also  Index  VIII  ( b )  s.v. 

'Hpuope  Altov 

€7TTd  4441  iii  7 

kpyacCa  4441  xii  4 

kpydrrjc  4441  ix  25a 
epyov  4441  iii  10,  11 

epetctc  4441  vi  13 

epeicpia  4441  xiv  9 

kpfirjveveiv  4435  13 
erepoc  4441  iv  8 
In  4441  iii  7 
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eroc  4434  12  4435  4  4439  10 

(e-roc)  4433  22  4435  2  4436  ii  4,  10  4437 

10  4438  5,  28  4439  13,  33  4441  i  14,  iii  13 

evdoKelv  4438  16—17 

cvdoKrjcic  4438  20-21 

€vdr)viapx€tv  see  Index  X 

cvXoyoc  4435  5  4437  3 

ev cefirjc  see  Index  III  s.w.  Severus  and  Caracalla, 

Valerian  and  Gallienus 

cvrvx'jc  see  Index  III  s.w.  Valerian  and  Gallienus 

k<f)Uvai  4437  8 

k<j>op&v  4441  i  5,  7,  ii  9,  14,  iii  7 

eyei  v  4435  19,  21  4436  ii  3,  26  4441  i  7,  ii  14-15, 
iii  10,  vi  18 

kifica  4441  x  24? 

Zcoc  4436  ii  11,  22,  25 

fyreiv  4436  ii  28 

£ vroucoXelov  4441  vi  15 

rj  4433  18  4435  3 

r)yetc6ai  4435  19,  22  see  also  Index  X  s.v.  r)yovpevoc 

r)Xu<Ca  4435  [5],  19,  [21] 

r)petc  4437  3,  7  4438  6,  7,  27  4439  27,  29, 

31  4441  ix  26,  xii  18,  20,  xiv  2,  4 

rjpcpa  4433  21  4441  i  4 

jjpcrcpoc  [4435  9,  11] 

17/Luo  A  ta  4439  21-22 

rjptcvc  (4441  x  19,  20)  . 

tyroi  4441  xii  16 

detoc  4441  ix  15 

Oeoc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Severus  and  Caracalla 

dcppai  see  Index  VIII  ( c )  s.v.  dcppcbv 

larpclov  4441  iv  8 

iarpoc  see  Index  XI  s.v.  8r)poctoc  iarpoc 

ldi6ypa<f>oc  4438  4,  19 

i8uDTr}c  4435  1 1 

Up6v  see  Index  IX 

iepoc  4441  vi  17  (bis),  xii  15 

*iepocayr)Vtrric  4440  1 

Upta  4441  x  27 

Icoc  4441  iv  10,  v  7,  20 

Kadapoc  4439  14 

KaivovpyCa  4441  x  6 

/ca/coc  4441  iii  10 

KaXavdai  see  Index  V  ( b ) 

KaXtlv  4441  ii  13-14 

KaXcbc  4439  16 

xdpivoc  4441  x  22,  25,  31 

KaccoTToioc  see  Index  XI 

Kara  4435  2  4436  i  3,  ii  1 1,  23,  26  4438  4  4441 

i  7,  8,  9  (bis),  10,  11  (ter),  12,  13,  ii  16,  17,  iii  6,  8 

Karayciov  4436  ii  18,  20,  21,  23—24  4438  14 

KaraytyvecQai  4441  ii  7 

KaraXapfiavciv  4441  ii  1 1 

KaraXoyclov  see  Index  X 

Karapprjyvvpi  4441  iii  8 

KaracrpcocLc  4441  xiv  3 
KdrcoOcv  4441  i  8 

K€vry]vdpLov  see  Index  XII  (a) 

Kepap.Cc  4441  ix  23 
K€<f>dXato v  4435  1,  13 

Ke<f) aXrj  4441  i  9,  ii  15 

*KXr)8ovpyoc  see  Index  XI 

i<Xr)pov6poc  4438  7—8 
KXtvtjpric  4441  i  7,  ii  14 
KOIVOV  4441  iii  3,  xii  2 

KOITCOV  4441  iv  3 

KovCa  4441  x  24 

Kovidrrjc  see  Index  XI 

KOTTpCa  4441  x  30 

KonptaKoc  4441  x  30 

Kopvfirj  4441  i  8 KOCKiveve iv  4439  15 

Kocpr)rrjc  see  Index  X 

Kpdncroc  see  Index  X 

Kpidi)  4439  8 
k'p6ra<j)oc  4441  i  9 
KTY)p.a  4436  ii  14,  16,  17 

Kvpioc  (guardian)  4433  7 

Kvpioc  (normative)  4433  22  4439  23 

Kvpioc  (lord,  lady)  see  Index  III 

Kcbpr,  4437  13  4439  4,  13  4441  ii  8 

KojprjriKoc  4437  15—16 

Xaprrpdc  4441  i  3  (bis),  ii  3  (bis),  ix  10  (bis),  xii  3  (bis) 

see  also  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  316 

*Xa£oXaropoc  see  Index  XI 

Xa£6c  see  Index  XI 

XaxavorrcbXrjc  see  Index  XI 
Xeaweiv  4441  v  19 

Xeyetv  4435  9,  10 

Xeyicbv  see  Index  X 

XenovpyCa  see  Index  X 

Xijppa  4437  16 XipiKoc  4436  ii  17  4441  iv  [5?],  14,  v  8 

Xcdoc  4441  iv  15,  16,  xii  18 

Xoytcrrqc  see  Index  X 
AotTrdc  4441  v  12 

paycipoc  see  Index  XI 

paKeXXoc  4441  v  1 1 

pey  ac  4434  8 pcytcroc  4440  1  4441  i  11  see  also  Index  III  s.v. 

Severus  and  Caracalla 

ju .etc  4435  2 pcv  4433  12  4435  1 1  4441  i  7,  iv  9,  xii  18 

pcveiv  4435  8 pipoc  4435  2  4436  i  3,  ii  1 1,  23,  26  4441  i  9 

perd  4433  7  4435  9  4439  21  4441  i  7,  8,  10 

(bis),  11,  12,  xii  6 
pcraXXdccciv  4433  3—4,  11—12  4438  6 

pcrpclv  4439  18 

perpov  4439  16 
pcXPL  4433  20  4436  ii  3 
pr/  4435  8  4437  3  4439  19  4441  iii  17,  23 
pride  4433  15,  16,  [17] 

pr,8eCc  4433  15,  17-18,  21  [4441  ix  19?] 

pfjKoc  4441  viii  10-1 1,  xii  18,  xiv  8,  10 

prjv  4441  iii  7 
pr)vidpxi]c  see  Index  X 
pr)P6c  4441  i  12,  13 

pr\re  4433  1 7 
prjrr)p  4433  2,  5,  8  4437  12,  14  4438  6  4439 
3  4440  4,  5,  8,  10,  13,  16,  17,  19,  21,  23,  25 

pr)rp6rroXtc  see  Index  X 
*pt9pdpioc  see  Index  XI 

piKpoc  4441  v  8? p6Xvp8oc  [4441  ix  28?] 

poXvfiovpyoc  see  Index  XI 

povoc  4438  7 

pcbi'ov  see  Index  XII  (a) 

veoc  4439  14  see  also  vednepoc vedirepoc  4435  [7],  9 

vopiKoc  see  Index  X 

vopoc  4435  13 VOTLVOC  4441  vi  20 

£eviKoc  4441  xiv  5,  9 

£vc roc  4441  x  21 

68e  4438  23 

86ev  4441  i  6,  13,  ii  12,  [19],  iii  9 

ol/%ux4441  i  9,  10  (to),  11,  12 

OLKeiOC  4441  iii  9 

olKla  4438  13  4441  iv  15,  v  21,  vi  2,  4?  11 

olKodoprjpa  4441  iii  6,  10,  xii  7 

otKodopoc  see  Index  XI 
oIkoc  4436  ii  6 
oivoc  4436  ii  4,  7,  10,  17 

6A K7j  4441  ix  28-29,  x  2,  20 

ojiaAr/r:  4441  v  6? 
o/xi'ucir  [4441  ix  14] 

opoywricLoc  4438  17 opoCwc  4436  ii  10,  13,  19,  20,  21  4441  ix  25a 

opoXoyelv  4433  9-10  4439  32-33  4441  ix  14 

opov  4441  x  23 

ovopa  4436  ii  33 

8£oc  4436  i  15? o7ttoc  4441  ix  24 

onrioov  see  Index  X 

oTrojpoTrdjXric  see  Index  XI 

opfiiorrcoXeiov  4441  vi  14 

6pfiio7TwXr)c  see  Index  XI 

opKoc  4441  ix  15 oc  4434  9,  10  4436  ii  24,  26  4437  5  4438  14, 
19  4439  17,29  4441  ii  1 1,  iv  10,  v  7,  20 

6coc  4441  iii  7 

Oct rep  4439  10 

ocreov  4441  i  8  (to) 

OCTIC  4441  i  4 

OCTpaKLVOC  4441  ix  23 

ov  4435  5,  1 1  (bis)  4437  8 obSe  4437  8,  9 

ovv  4435  1 1 
obroc  4433  17  4438  15,  17  4441  i  8,  iii  6,  iv  15 

OVTOJC  4435  2  4441  iv  6 

ocfieCXeLV  4441  iv  10,  v  7 

rraXaioc  4436  ii  14?  16? 

TTaXaiovv  4441  iv  8,  16?,  v  4-5,  11,  15?,  vi  5,  12,  18 
■naXdnov  4441  xii  15 

Travraxf)  4439  24 rravv  4441  iv  10,  v  11,  vi  5,  12,  18 

rrapd  4437  12,  14  4438  2,  8,  26-27  4439  8,  18, 
27  4441  i  3,  ii  4,  iii  3,  ix  4,  [xii  2] 

rrapdSecic  4438  26 

rrapaXapfidveiv  4433  10,  25  4434  7  4439  17 
rrapavopatc  [4435  8] 

rrapaxcopelv  4437  2-3 7Tapaxcbpr}cic  4437  4,  8 

rrapelvai  4441  iii  23 

rrapepPoXrj  see  Index  VIII  (r)  s.v.  AvkCcdv  I7apep^oXf)c 

rrapex^iv  4437  6 

rrapevpecLC  4433  21 ndc  4433  14  4438  16  4439  25,  31  4441  [i  13], 

iii  6  (to),  [ix  10],  xii  6 

rrarelv  4439  16 

rrarr/p  4433  4,  12  4438  30 

rrdxoc  4441  xiv  6 rreXCcopa  4441  i  10  (to),  12 

77  evre  4434  9  4435  4  4439  9 

rrevrr\KOVra  4434  8-9  4441  x  25-26? rrepac  4441  i  13  (to) 

t Tepl  4433  17  (to)  4441  i  5,  ii  8,  1 1 
7repiypd(f)eiv  4435  [4?]  10  [15?] 

rrepielvai  4438  5-6 
nepiepx^cdaL  4441  iii  9 

7 Tepiex^w  4438  19 
rrfjxvc  see  Index  XII  (a) 

mirpacKciv  4435  8,  10 

77Aa/cowrdc  see  Index  XI 
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7rAareta  see  Index  VIII  (c)  s.v.  IJXareiac 

ttX aroc  4441  xiv  5 

TrXevpa  4441  i  13 

TrX^yfxa  4441  i  1 1 

'nXrjprjc  4434  11  —  12 

TrXrjcceiv  4441  i  5-6? 

rrXivBoc  4441  ix  24,  xii  20 

77 otelv  4438  26 

ttoXlc  4433  6,  9  4435  6  4441  ii  5,  iii  6,  7,  9,  vi 

12,  ix  13;  see  also  Index  VIII  (a),  s.vv.  liXegav8p€v c, 

’Ogvpvyxircbv  77.,  'OgvpvyxtQV  rt. 
TToXiriKoc  4437  6  4441  iii  9—10,  viii  6 
ttoX6c  4435  10 

77076  4441  vi  1 1 

770 Woe  4436  ii  10,  12,  15 

TTp&yp,a  4433  18—19 
wpaKTopela  see  Index  X 

np&tjic  4439  27 

rrpacic  4438  4,  19 

rrpecP^Tepoc  see  Index  X 

rrpo  4435  7 

TrpodecpLia  4439  21 

irpoKtlcOcu  4438  26  4439  20  4441  ii  24,  iii  16,  18, 

21,  25,  26,  27 

77 p6c  4435  4  4438  21  4441  iii  8,  iv  8,  10,  18,  21, 

v  4,  6  (bis),  8,  11,  13,  15,  19,  21,  vi  2,  7  (bis),  9, 

11  (bis),  14,  15,  x24 

TTpoc4px*c6cu  4435  9 

7Tpoc7rapaKetc6ai  4441  iii  10—11,  iv  21 

77 poc(j)(ov€Lv  4436  ii  32  4441  i  6,  13,  ii  12,  19,  24, 

iii  11-12,  16,  18,  21,  24,  26,  27 

TTpondevcu  4435  20,  23  4437  10 

TrrOicic  4441  vi  5 

frvpLrj  4440  1 1  4441  vi  14 

ceavrov  4437  3 

cejSacj iuoc  [4441  ix  14] 

CejSacroc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Hadrian,  Severus  and 

Caracalla,  Constantine  and  Licinius;  IV  s.v. 
ad  315 

crjjx  alv€iv  4433  1 1 

d<j>u)v  4436  ii  12,  15 

ck€voc  4433  13 

c6c  4441  iii  5 

cTrelpa  4441  iv  8 

crdfiXoc  4441  iv  10 

crepdv  [4435  8] 

cr od  4441  [iv  2,  6?  14],  v  8,  23,  vi  7,  9,  15  {bis),  17, 

20,  xiv  3,  1 1 

cTparrjyoc  see  Index  X 

crOAoc  4441  v  11,  12 

cv  4433  12,  15  4436  i  5,  ii  2,  10,  12,  13,  16,  18, 

19,20,21,23  4437  4,  5,  6,  [9],  10,  18  4439  8, 

1 1,  18,  20,  21,  26,  27,  32  4441  i  4,  6,  ii  5,  6,  ix 

1 1  see  also  vpclc 

cvyyevrjc  4433  7 
cvpLTrddetv  4436  ii  24,  26 

cvv  4438  6  4439  11,  18 

cvveirihihovai  4441  iii  15—16 

cwij^c  4435  3 
cwoAoc  4433  19 

cvpCa  4434  8 
ecu  A rfv  4441  ix  27 

ccbfia  4437  9—10 

rapielov  see  Index  X 
racceiv  4441  iii  3 

re  [4435  8]  4439  27  4441  iii  3,  vi  5,  xii  2 

tcktojv  see  Index  XI 

reXetoc  4435  5 

TeTpaxoov  see  Index  XII  (a) 

rixy  V  4441  iii  4 t4ojc  4441  iii  9 

riM  4434  1 1  4436  ii  8 

TiMfxa  4437  6 
tic  4435  1 1 
Tic  4435  7,  9 

TOLOtlTOC  4437  8 

rolyoc  4441  iv  3,  12,  16,  21  {bis),  vi  4,  15,  17 

ro'fioc  4441  iii  12 

roVoc  4437  17  4441  v  9,  15,  19,  21,  vi  7,  9  {bis), 

[xii  16?] 

rpavpa  4441  i  8  {bis) 

rpclc  4441  v  12 

rptaKac  4439  12 

rpnrvpyialoc  4438  14 

rphoc  (4434  3)  4439  1 1 
rpaicic  4441  i  12  (bis),  13  {bis) 

rvyydveiv  4435  5 

baXovpydc  see  Index  XI 

vpplCe iv  4437  10 
vloe  4436  ii  5,  31  4438  7,10 

bp.ei c  4434  10,  11  see  also  cd 

ImdpxeiP  4435  3  4437  5-6  4439  30  4441  iii  8-9 

v-rrareia  see  Index  IV  s.w.  ad  315,  ad  316 

birip  4438  27  4439  25  4441  iii  17,  22 

vnrjpecta  4441  xii  16 
vtt6  4433  11  4435  8  4437  14  4438  14  4439 

32  4441  i  4,  ii  5,  6,  [iii  5],  vi  15 

bTTofidXXew  4441  v  7,  20 

imoypdtjseiv  4441  iii  5,  xii  4 

vrroyvioc  4441  v  14 
t)77o/coAAai'  4438  23 

vTToppa<f>T]  4441  v  14,  viii  1 

VTTocreXXetv  4441  iii  7—8 

ft/roc  4441  xii  19 
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<j>dvm  4437  2 

<f>avep6c  4435  4? <j>€pe tv  4436  ii  18,  23 

ijMeid  4441  v  19 
(fxUVtKlVOC  4441  xiv  7 

<j)v Aa£  see  Index  X 

<f>vXdccetv  4435  6 

Xalpeiv  4433  9  4439  7 
XclXkiov  4441  ix  27 

xdpiv  4436  ii  34 Xdp  4433  22  4441  i  11,  12 

Xetptcrrjc  see  Index  XI 

X€Lpoypa(f)ov  4439  23 

x9d  4441  i  4 xpda  4435  3  4441  ix  28 

XIV.  CORRECTIONS 

P.  Heid.  IV  334  4441  v  13  n. 

P.Lond.  V  1896.1  4435  21  n. 

P.Mert.  I  26  4441  v  13  n. 

I  53  4441 

VI  983  4441 

VII  1020  4435 

XII  1405  4437 

XVII  2471  22  4433  1 8  n. 

Xf>rip.aT(ieiv  4433  7-8  4438  11  4441  ix  12 

XpTjp.aricp.6c  4438  22—23 

xpvctc  4441  x  2 
XprjcTrjpiov  4438  15 

Xpdvoc  4433  20  4439  23  4441  iii  8 

XOipCov  4435  8,  10 

ijsCXoicic  4441  i  7,  8 

dufiOTrXdTrj  4441  i  10,  ii  16 

djpLoc  4441  xii  20 
cu/xoc  4441  i  10,  ii  17 

d>c  4437  2  4438  10,  18,  26  4441  ii  24,  iii  16,  18, 

21,  25,  26,  27,  ix  29 ebere  4441  i  5,  ii  9,  iii  5,  iv  15,  xii  6 
CUT  10 12  4441  i  10 

TO  PUBLISHED  TEXTS 

XXXI  2553  4441  v  4  n. 

XXXIII  2656  4408 
XLIII  3105  4435  5  n.;  4437 

PSI  III  215  4441  v  13  n. 

PUG  I  22  4441  vi  14  n. 

P.  Vindob.  Bosw.3  4438  5  n. 

SB  III  6003  4441 

SB  V  7634  4441  v  13  n. 
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